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In the Matter of the Necessity)
for the Hospitalization of: )

-V' .. 11,'''-.... 8,; (.,
Respondent.

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA
AT AftJ.., lefP-

) Case No. 3Mog 4'13 PIR
)
)PETITION FOR COURT APPROVAL OF
)ADMINISTRATION OF PSYCHOTROPIC

---------------)MEDICATION [AS 47.30.839)

LA.JfLlJ'\L(.. J, Mft-J:U= el D. petitioner, requests a hearing on the
respondent's capacity to give or withhold informed consent to the use
of psychotropic medication, and alleges that:

CiZJ There have been, or it appears that there will be, repeated
crisis situations requiring the immediate use of medication to
preserve the life of, or prevent significant physical harm to, the
patient or another person. The facility wishes to use psychotropic
medication in future crisis situations.

~ Petitioner has reason to believe the patient is incapable of
giving or withholding informed consent. The facility w~shes to use
psychotropic medication in a noncrisis situation.

CJ Court approval has been granted during a previous commitment
period, and the facility wishes to continue medication during the
subsequen't commitment period. A 90/1 80 day petition is being filed.
The patient continues to be incapable of giving or withholding
informed consent.

The patient oa has refused

Date

~ has not refused the medication.

~~A4
Signature

(Representative of evaluation or
designated treatment facility)

L,J,nH¢ fj.,A

ltle

Verifi::ation
Petitioner says on oath C~ affirms that petitioner has read this
petition and believes all statements made in the petition are true,

~~

Clerk of Cut, Notary Public, or other
person auth rized to administe~:!.'~
t\5y corrunission expires: uJ..1;:::t;.l~

Exc. 11
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My commission expire~: u~~
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

TIDRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT ANCHORAGE

Respondent.

WILLIAM BIGLEY,

In the Matter of the Necessity
for the Hospitalization of:

)
)
)
)
)
)

-----------) Case No. 3AN·07·598 PR

SPECIAL VERDICT FORM
(Commitment)

We, the jury in the above entitled case, fmd the following on the questions

submitted to us with respect to the involuntary confmement of William Bigley to a

mental hospital:

Q1. Has tbe Petitioner proveD by dear and convincing eyj.dence tblt

William Bigley is mentaUy ill?

---..../t;+'--- (Number ofjurors answering yes)

_______ (Number ofjurors answering no)

If less than five jurors answered yes to Q1, Mr. Bigley does not meet the
criteria for involuDtary civil commitment and you should write "Verdict for
the Respondent, William Bigley" on the verdict line, sign. and return this
form. In that case, do not answer any further questions on this form.

Q2. Has tbe Petitioner proven by clear and convincing evidence that

as a result of mental illness Mr. Bigley is in danger of pbysical barm arising (rom

sucb complete neglect of basic needs (or food, clothing, sbelter, or persona' sarety as

to render serious accident, illness, or death highly probable If care by another is oot

takeo?

_______ (Number of jurors answering yes)

____&~__ (Number ofjurors answering no)

SPECIAL VERDlCT FORM
PAGE 1OF 3

8-13116
Appendix, p 25

Exc. 81
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

TIDRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT ANCHORAGE

Respondent.

WILLIAM BIGLEY,

In the Matter of the Necessity
for the Hospitalization of:

)
)
)
)
)
)

-----------) Case No. 3AN·07·S98 PR

SPECIAL VERDICT FORM
(Commitment)

We, the jury in the above entitled case, fmd the following on the questions

submitted to us with respect to the involuntary confinement of William Bigley to a

mental hospital:

Ql. Has the Petitioner proveD by clear and coDvinciag eyj.deDce tblt

William Bigley is meatany ill?

--_....!tJ+'--- (Number ofjurors answering yes)

_______ (Number ofjurors answering no)

If less than five jurors answered yes to Ql, Mr. Bigley does not meet the
criteria for involuntary civil commitment and you should write "Verdict for
the Respondent, William Bigley" on the verdict line, sign. and return this
form. In that case, do not answer any further questions on this form.

Q2. Has tbe Petitioner proven by tlear and convincing evidence tbat

as 8 result of ment81lUness Mr. Bigley is in daDger of pbysiCliI harm arising from

sucb complete neglect of basic needs for food, clotbing, shelter, or personal safety as

to reDder serious acddent, illness, or death bighly probable If care by anotber is Dot

taken?

_______ (Number of jurors answering yes)

___---.;;;1& (Number of jurors answering no)

SPECIAL VERDICT FORM
PAGE I OF 3

8-13116
Appendix, p 25

Exc. 81



Q3. Has tbe Petitioner proven by clear and convincing evidence tbat

Mr. Bigley will, if not treated, suffer or continue to suffer severe and abnormal

mental, emotional, or physical distress, and tbis distress is associated with

significant impairment of judgment, reason or behavior causing a substantial

deterioration of tbe penon's previous ability to function Independently, sucb tbat be

is uoable to survive safety in freedom?

_______ (Number ofjurors answering yes)

___~/p~-_(Number ofjurors answering no)

If less than five jurors answered yes to both Q2 and Q3, Mr. Bigley docs
not meet the criteria for involuntary civil commibncnt and you should write
"Verdict for the Respondent, William Bigley" on the verdict line, sign and
return this form. In that case, do not answer any further questions on this
form.

Q4. Has the Petitioner proven by prepondennce of tbe evidence that

Mr. Bigley's mental condition would be improved by tbe coune of treatment it

seeks?

_______ (Number ofjurors answering yes)

_______ (Number ofjurors answering no)

If less than five jurors answ~red yes to Q4, Mr. Bigley does not meet the
criteria for involuntary civil commitment and you should write "Verdict for
the Respondent, William Bigley" on the verdict line, sign and return this
form. In that case, do not answer any further questions on this form.

QS. Has tbe Petitioner proveo by preponderaDce of the evidence that

tbere is no less restrictive alternatlve available to Mr. Bigley?

_______ (Number of jurors answering yes)

_______ (Number ofjurors answering no)

If less than five jurors answered yes to this question, Mr. Bigley does not
meet the criteria for involuntary civil commitment and you should write
"Verdict for the Respondent, William Bigley" on the verdict line, sign and
return this fonn. In that case, do not answer any further questions on this
fonn.

SPEClAL VERDICT FORM
PAGE 2 OF 3

S-13116
Appendix, p 26

Exc. 82
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Q3. Has tbe Petitioner proven by clear and convincing evidence tbat

Mr. Bigley will, if not treated, suffer or continue to suffer severe and abnormal

mental, emotional, or physical distress, and tbis distress is associated witb

significant impairment of judgment, reason or bebavior causing a substantial

deterioration of tbe penon's previous ability to function Independently, sucb tbat be

is unable to survive safety in freedom?

_______ (Number ofjurors answering yes)

___--::/p~__ (Number ofjurors answering no)

If less than five jurors answered yes to both Q2 and Q3, Mr. Bigley docs
not meet the criteria for involuntary civil commitment and you should write
"Verdict for the Respondent, William Bigley" on the verdict line, sign and
return this fonn. In that case, do not answer any further questions on this
form.

Q4. Hal tbe Petitioner provcn by prepondenncc of tbe evidence that

Mr. Bigley's mental condition would be improved by tbe coune of treatment it

seeks?

_______ (Number ofjurors answering yes)

_______ (Number ofjurors answering no)

If less than five jurors answ4;red yes to Q4, Mr. Bigley does not meet the
criteria for involuntary civil commitment and you should write "Verdict for
the Respondent, William Bigley" on the verdict line, sign and return this
form. In that case, do not answer any further questions on this form.

QS. Has tbe Petitioner proven by prepoDderaDce oftbe evideDce that

tbere is no less restrictive alternative available to Mr. Bigley?

_______ (Number of jurors answering yes)

_______ (Number ofjurors answering no)

If less than five jurors answered yes to this question, Mr. Bigley does not
meet the criteria for involuntary civil commitment and you should write
"Verdict for the Respondent, William Bigley" on the verdict line, sign and
return this fonn. In that case, do not answer any further questions on this
form.
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Q6. Has tbe Petitioner proven by preponderance of the evidence that

Mr. Bigley bas received appropriate and adequate care aDd treatment during his

3D-Day Commitment?

_______ (Number ofjurors answering yes)

_______ (Number ofjurors answering no)

If less than five jurors answered yes to this question, Mr. Bigley does not
meet the criteria for involuntary civil commitment and you should write
"Verdict for the Respondent, William Bigley" on the verdict line, sign and
return this form. In that case, do not answer any further questions on this
form.

I(at least fIVe jurors answered yes to:

A. Ql, Q2, and/or Q3, Q4, QS, Q6,

Mr. Bigley meets the criteria for involuntary confinement to a mental
hospital and you should write "Verdict for the Petitioner, State of Alaska"
on the verdict line, sign and return.

Verdiot:~~~ [1o1t:.v ~c,,-t,
W~LL~/r· oj~,

Now date and sign your verdict form~nU the bailiff.

DATED: (p/~tr /UI

Printed name nfforepemo .~ <- oS.

Signature of foreperson ~-~:"":"::::=~~_--l..--=t=(~~=:::::::-.:::::::. _
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Q6. Has the Petitioner proven by preponderance of the evidence that

Mr. Bigley has received appropriate and adequate care and treatment during his

30-Day Commitment?

_______ (Number of jurors answering yes)

_______ (Number ofjurors answering no)

If less than five jurors answered yes to this question, Mr. Bigley does not
meet the criteria for involuntary civil commitment and you should write
"Verdict for the Respondent, William Bigley" on the verdict line, sign and
return this form. In that case, do not answer any further questions on this
form.

I{ at least fIVe jurors answered yes to:

A. Q1, Q2, andlor Q3. Q4. QS, Q6,

Mr. Bigley meets the criteria fOJ involuntary confinement to a mental
hospital and you should write "Verdict for the Petitioner, State of Alaska"
on the verdict line. sign and return.

VenDa:_~~~t; {1{/~ ~I-i,
kJ~LL~/-'" oj~,

Now date and sign your verdict form~n~ the bailiff.

DATED: (p/~Cr lUI

Printed name offorepemc .~ e- .s.
Signature of fOJeperson f--.::r~=~~---'---.,;,~~..:-:=----
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ALASKA PSYCHIATRIC INSTITUTE
HOSPITAL RECORD

1lle p:lticnt rdusrd m.:dic:ltions. The patient was continued on mediations
Nscd on the existing court order aft-:r consull:ltion 'with the attorney gener:ll':; ollice. The patient
soon sl:lrted cooper:lring with or:lllmdiCillions. including ~plIkote. H.: wanted to be offl r·
eXli because he lhou~1 it made him hun and his medication ""as chanSN to S ucl

DISCHARGE SUMMARY

PATIENT: BIGLEY, William S.
CASE #: 00-56·65
ADMIlTING UNIT: KAT

ADMISSION DATE: 11/29/06
DISCHARGE DATE: 01/03/07 (AMA)
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA
THIRD IUDICIAL DISTRICT, AT ANCHORAGE

In The Matter of the Necessity for the )
Hospitalization of William S. Bigley, )

Respondent, )
William. Woml. MD, )

PWnooq )
Cae No. 3AN 07·1064 PIS

MAR 06 2008

S-13116

AFFIDAVIT OF ROBERT WHITAKER
•

STATE OF MASSACHUSEITS )
) 55.

SUFFOLK. COUNT)' )

By Robert Whitaker

I. Peno'" BackpeuBd

1. As I joumalist, I ha~e been wri1inB about science and medicine, in • variety offorums.

for about 20 years. My releVillt experience is as follows:

a) From 1989 to 1994, 1was the scienu and medical writer for the Albtmy Timu

Union in Albany, New York.

b) During 1992-1993, Jwas 8 fellow in the Knight Fellowship for Science Writers

at the Massachusetts Institute ofTechnology.

c:) From 1994-1995, I was direc:tor ofpublic:ations at Harvard Medical School.

d) in 1994,1 co-foundcd a publishing company, CenterWatch, that reported on the

clinical development of new drugs. 1dircc:ted the complllY's editorial operations

until latt 1998, when we sold the company. I continued to write freelance

articles for the BasIon Globe and various magll2.ines during this period.
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT, AT ANCHORAGE

In The Matter of the Necessity for the )
Hospitalization of William S. Bigley, )

Respondent, )
William Worral. MD, )

PmUoog )
Cae No. 3AN 07·1064 PIS

MAR 06 2008
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AFFIDAVIT OF ROBERT WHITARER
•

STATE OF MASSACHUSEITS )
) 55.

SUFFOLK. COUNTY )

By Robert Whitaker

I. Peno'" BackpeuBd

1. As a joumalist, I have been wri1inB about science 8IId medicine, in • variety offorums.

for about 20 years. My relevant experience is as follows:

a) From 1989 to 1994, 1was the science and medical writer for the ""'lNnry Times

Union in Albany, New York..

b) During 1992-1993, 1was 8 fellow in the Knight Fellowship for Science Writers

at the Massachusetts Institute ofTechnology.

c:) From 1994-1995,1 was direc:tor ofpublic:ations at Harvard Medical School.

d) 1n 1994,1 co-foundcd a publishing company, CenterWatch, that reported on the

clinical development of new drugs. I directed the company's editorial operations

until latt 1998, when we sold the company. I continued to write freelance

articles for the Boslon Globe and various magazines during this period.
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e) Articles that] wrote on the phBnnaceutica\ industry and psychiatry for the

Boston Globe and Forturte magazine won several national awards, including the

George Polk Award for medical writing in 1999, and the National Association

of Science Writers award for best magazine article that same year. A series I

wrote for the Boston Globe on problems in psychiatric research was a fmalist

for 1he Puli1zcr Prize in Public Service in \999.

f) Since 1999, 1have focused on writing books. My-first book, Mad ill America,

reported on our country's treatment of the mentally ill throughout its history,

and explored in particular why schizophrenia patimts fare so much worse in the

United States and other developed countries than in the poor countries of the

world. The book was picked by Discover mapziDe IS one of the best science

books of 2002; the American Library Association DUlled it as one of the best

histories of 2002.

2. Prior 10 writing Mod ill America, I shared conventional beliefs about the Dlture of

schizopbreDia and the need for patients so diaposed to be on antipsychotic medications

for life. 1hid inteMewed many psychiatric experts who told me 1bIl the drugs were

like "insulin fOr diabetes" and corrected a chemical imbalaDce in the brain.

3. However, while writing 8 series for the BOItOIl Globe during the summer of 1998,1

came upon two studies that looked at long-term outcomes for schimphrenia patients

tbat raised questions about this model of care. First, in 1994, Harvard researchers

reported that o\ltcomes for schizophrenia patients in the United States had declined in

the past 20 years and were now no better than they had been in 1900.' Second, the

World Health Organization twice found that schizophrenia patients in the poor

countries oftht world fare much better than in the U.S. and other "developed"'

countries, so much so that they concluded that living in I developed country was 8

I Hegarty, J, et at "One hundred years of schizophrenia: a mea-analysis ofthe outcome
lilerature," America" Journal ofP5ychiG/ry I~ 1(1994): 1409·16.
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e) Articles that] wrote on the phBmlaceutica\ industry and psychiatry for the

Bosloll Globe and Forlu", magazine won severa) national awards, including the

George Polk Award for medical writing in 1999, and the National Association

of Science Writers award for best magazine article that same year. A series 1

wrote for the Boslon Globe on problems in psychiatric research was a fmalist

for 1he Pulitzer Prize in Public Service in \999.

f) Since 1999, 1have focused on writing books. My-first book, Mad ;11 America,

reponed on our country's treatment of the mentally ill throughout its history,

and explored in particular why schizophrenia patimts fare so much worse in the

United States and other developed countries than in the poor counbies of the

world. The book was picked by Discover magazine IS one of the best science

books of 2002; the American Library Association Damed it as one of the best

histories of 2002.

2. Prior 10 writing Mod ill America, 1shared conventional beliefs about the Dlture of

schizopbreDia and the need for patients so diagnosed to be on antipsychotic medications

for life. I hid interviewed many psychiatric experts who told me 1bat the drugs were

like "insulin fOr diabetes" and corrected a chemical imbalaDce in the brain.

3. However, while writing 8 series for the Bosloll Globe during the summer of 1998,1

came upon two studies that looked at long-term outcomes for schizophrenia patients

that niscd questions about this model of care. First, in 1994, Harvud researchers

reported that o\ltcomes for schizophrenia patients in the United States had declined in

the past 20 years and were now no better than they had been in 1900.' Second, the

World Hcahh Organization twice found that schizophrenia patients in the poor

countries oftht world fare much better than in the U.S. and other "developed"

countries, so much so that they concluded that living in 8 developccl country was a

I Hegarty, J, et al. "One hundred years of schizophrenia: a meta-analysis ofthe outcome
lilerature," America" Journal ofP5ychialry I~ 1(1994): 1409·16.
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"strong predictor" that 8 person so diagnosed would never recovcr.2.,) Although the

WHO didn't identify areason for that disparity in outcomes, it did note a difference in

the use of antipsychotic medications between the two groups, In the poor countries,

only 16% of patients were regularly maintained on antipsychotic medications, whereas

in the U.S. and other rich countries, this was the standard of care. with 61% of

schizophrenia patients staying on the drugs continuously. (Exhibit I)

4. I wrote Mad in AmericQ, in large part, to investigate why schizophrenia patients in the

U.S. and other developed countries rare so poorly. A ~rimary part of1hat task. was

researchina the scieutific literature on schizophrenia and antipsychotic druBS.

U. Overvin of R.anrdl Litentun on Sebb.ophreDil IDd Sta_cIard ABdpl)'Cbotic

MedicatieD!

S. Although tbe public has often been told that people with sc:hizopbrcnia suffer tram too

much ucJopamine" in the brain, researcheR who investigated this hypothesis during the

19705 and 19805 \VCR lDUlble to find evidence that people I!IO diagnosed have, in fad.,

oYCl"ICtivc dopamine systems. Within the psychiatric research commllDity. this was

widely acknowleclpd iD the late 19805 and early 1990s. As Pierre DcDiker, who was one

of the foundiDg fathers ofpsychopharmacology. confessed in 1990: '"The clopImincrgic

theory ofschimphrenil retains little credibility for psychiatrists.tt4

6. Since people with schizophrenia have no known "chemical imbalance" ill the brain,

antipsychotic drugs cannot be said to work by "balancing" brain chemistry. These drugs

are not like "insulin for diabetes.It They do not serve as 8 conective to a known biological

abnonnality. Instead, Thorazine and other standard antipsychotics (also known as

2 Letf', J, et II. "The intentional pilot study ofKhizophrenia: five-year follow.up findings."
P.fychologiCtlI M~dici", 22 (1992): \31-45.

; Jablensky. A, et al. "Schizophrenia: manifestations, incidence and course in ditf'mnt cultures, a
World Health Organiution ten-country study,n Psychological Medici", 20, monograph'
supplement, (1992): \·9S.

4 Denikcr, P. "The neuroleptics: a historical survey," ACID PsychiotricQ Sco"dilUJvica 82,
supplement 358 (t990):13·87.

,I
I
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"strong predictor" that 8 person so diagnosed would never recovcr.2,) Although the

WHO didn't identify a reason for thai disparity in outcomes, it did note a difference in

the use of antipsychotic medications between the two groups. In the poor countries,

only 16% of patients were regularly maintained on antipsychotic medications, whereas

in the U.S. and other rich countries, this was the standard of care, with 61% of

scbizopbrenia patients staying on the dlllgs continuously. (Exhibit 1)

4. I wrote Mad in AmericQ, in large part, to investigate why schizophrenia patients in the

u.s. and other developed cOWltries rare so poorly. A ~rimary part of that task. was

researching the scientific. literature on schizopbrenia and antipsychotic druBS.

u. Overv_ of R.anrdl Litentun on Scbb.ophnDil IDd Sft.cIanI ADdPlYcbotic

MedicatieDB

S. Although tbe public has often been told that people with schizophrenia suffer &am too

much "cJopamine" in the brain, rcscan:hers who investigated this hypothesis during the

19705 and 19805 were unable to find evidence that people 110 diagnosed have. in facl,

ovel"lCtivc dopamine systems. Within the psychiatric research commumty. this was

widely acknowleclpd in the late 19805 and early 1990s. As Piene DcDiker, who wu one

of the founding fatbers ofpsychopharmacology, confessed in 1990: '"The dopImincrgic

theory of schimphrcnia retains little credibility for psychiatrists.tt4

6. Since people with schizophrenia have no known "chcmicll imbalance" in the brain,

antipsychotic drugs cannot be said to work by "balancing" brain chemistry. These drugs

are not like "insulin for diabetes.It They do not serve as a conective to 8 known biological

abnonnality. Instead, Thorazine and other standard antipsychotics (also known as

2 Letf', J, et II. "The intentional pilot study ofKhizophrcnie: five-year follow-up findings."
P.fychologiCGI M~dicill' 22 (1992): \ 31-45.

; Jablensky. A, et al. "Schizophrenia: manifestations, incidence and course in ditf'mnt cultures, a
World Health Organiution ten-country study." PsycJJological Medici", 20, monograph'
supplement, (1992): \·9S.

4 ~nikcr, P. "The neuroleptics: a historical survey." ACID PsychiotriCQ ScondillOY;co 82,
supplement 358 (I990):13·87.
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neuroleptics) work by powerfully blocking dopamine transmission in the brain.

Specifically, these drugs block 700!4l to 90% of a particular group of dopamine receptors

known as D2 receptors. This thwarting of nonnal dopamine transmission is what causes

the drugs to be so problematic in terms of their side effects.

8. Psychiatry's bclicfin the necessity of using the drugs on a continual basis stems from

two types of studies.

a) First, research by the NIMH has shown that the Clrup are more effective than

placebo in curbing psychotic symptoms over the short term (six weeks).'

b) Second, researchers have found that ifpatients IIbruptly quit 18king

antipsychotic medications, they uc at hisb risk of relapsing. 6

9. Although the studies cited above provide a ntionale for contiaual druB use. there is a

long line ofevidence in 1M research literature, one that is DOt gencnlly known by 1M

public or even by most psychiatrists, that shows that these druBs, o"cr time, produce

thae results:

.) They increase the likelihood that. penon wm become chronically ill.

b) They cause a bost of debilitating side effects.

c) They lead to early death.

111. Evide1lee RevealiDg berated CbroDldty or Pl)'dlOM Symptoms

)O. In the early 19605. the NIMH conducted a six-week study of 344 patients at nine

hospitals that documeDted the efficacy of antipsychotics in knocking clown psychosis

5Cole. J, ct aI. "Phenothiazine treatment in Kute schizophrenia." A,chtvu O!Gt"WD/ PSychiDtry
10 (1964):246-61.

6Gilbert, p. et a1. "Neuroleptic withdrawal in schizophrenic patients." Archives ofG~"rrtJ/

Psyc-hiDtry 52 (1995):173-188.
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neuroleptics) work by powerfully blocking dopamine transmission in the brain.

Specifically, these drugs block 700A. to 90% of a particular group of dopamine receptors

known as D2 receptors. This thwarting of nonnal dopamine transmission is what causes

the drugs to be so problematic in terms of their side effects.

8. Psychiatry's belief in the necessity ofusil1@ the drugs on a continual basis stems from

two types of studies.

a) First, rescarcb by 1he NIMH hIS shown that theCIrup are more effective than

placebo in curbing psychotic symptoms over the short term (six weeks).'

b) Second, researchers have found that if IRtients abruptly quit 18king

antipsychotic medications, they uc at high risk of relapsiog. 6

9. Although the studies cited above provide a rationale for contiaual druB use. there is a

long line ofevidence in the research literature, one that is DOt gencnlly known by 1be

public or even by most psychiatrists, that shows that these druBs. over time, produce

these results:

a) They increase the likelihood that • penon wm become chronically ill.

b) They cause a bost of debilitating side effects.

c) They lead to carl)' death.

111. Evide1lee Re¥ealiDg berated CbroDldty or PsydiOM Symptoms

to. In tbe early 19605. the NIMH conducted a six-week study of 344 patients at nine

hospitals that documented the efficacy of antipsychotics in knocking clown psychosis

5 Cole. J. et aI. "Phenothiazine treatment in acute schizophrenia." Archivu ofGtnrrQ/ Psychiatry
10 (1964):246-61.

~ Gilbert, P, et a1. "Neuroleptic withdrawal in schizophrenic patients." Archives ofG~"rra/
PsycohiDtry 52 (t 995): 173-1 88.
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o\'er a short tenn. (See footnote five, above). The drug-treated patients fared better than

the placebo patients over the short \enn. However, when the NIMH investigators

followed up on the patients one year later, they found, much to their surprise, that it was

the drug-treated patients who were more likely to have relapsedJ This was the first

evidence of a paradox: Drugs that were effective in curbing psychosis over the short term

were making patients more likely to become psychotic over the long term.'

II. In the 1970s, the NIMH conducted three studies that compared antipsychotic:

treatment with "environmental" care that minimiad uSc of the drugs. In each instance.

patients trealcd without drugs did better over the Ions tenn than those lreBted in a

c:onveaUonll manner." 9.10 Those findings led NIMH scientist WiU. Carpenter to

conclude that "antipsychotic medication may make some schizophrenic patieDts more

vulnerable to future relapse than would be the cue in the natural CO\IJ5C ofthe illness."

12. In the 19705, two physicians at McGill University. Guy Chouinard IIlCI Bury JoDeS,

offered a biological explanation for why this is so. The brain responds to neuroleptics and

their blocking of dopamine receptors IS though they are a pathological insult To

compensate, dopuninergic braill cells increase the density of1hcir D2 m:eptors by 40%

or more. The brain is now "supersensitive" to dopamine, IDd IS a result, the penon has

become more biologically vulnerable to psychosis than he or she would be naturally. The

two Canadian researchers wrote: ''Neuroleptic:s can produce a dopamine supersensitivity

that leads to both dyskinetic &rid psychotic symptoms. An implication is that the tendency

7 Schooler. N, et aI. "One year after discBar8C: community adjustment ofschizophrenic patients,'"
American Journal ofPsychiatry 123 (1967):916·95,

• Rappaport, M, et a1. "Are there schi20phrenics for whom drugs may be unnecessary or
contraindicated?" J,,' PhQrl1JllCopsychiDt'Y 13 (1978): I00-11.

I) Carpenter, W. et 81. "The treatment of acute schizophrenia without dNgs," Am"ic"" J~r",,10/
Psychiat,>, 134 (1977): 14·20.

10 Bola J, et aI. "Treatment of acute psychosis without neuroleptics: two-year outcomes from the
Soteria project" Journal a/Nervous Me,,'ol Diseose 191 (2003):219·29.
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o\'er a short tenn. (See footnote five, above). The drug-treated patients fared better than

the placebo patients over the shon \enn. However, when the NIMH investigators

followed up on the patients one year later, they found, much to their surprise, that it was

the drug-treated patients who were more likely to have relapsecll This was the first

evidence of a paradox: Drugs that were effective in curbing psychosis over the short term

were making patients more likely \0 become psychotic over the long tam.'

II. In the 1970s, the NIMH conducted three studies that compared antipsychotic

treatment with "env;ronmen\al" care that minimized uSc of the drugs. In each instance,

patients trealcd without drugs did better over the Ions tenn tban those b'eated in a

conveationll manner." 9.10 Those findings led NIMH seieD1ist WiUiIm Carpenter to

conclude that "antipsychotic medication may make some schizophrenic paticuts more

vuloerBble to future relapse than would be the cue in the natural CO\IJ5t of1be lIlness."

12. In the 19705, two physicians at McGill University, Guy Chouinard and Bmy JoDeS,

offered a biological explanation for why 1his is so. The brain mponds to neurolcptics and

their blockinl of dopamine receptors IS tbouah they arc I pathological insult To

compensate, dopuninergic braill cells increase the density of1heir D2 m:epton by 40%

or more. The brain is now "supersensitive" to dopamine, and IS a result, the penon has

become more biologically vulnerable to psychosis than he or she would be naturally. The

two Canadian researchers wrote: "Neuroleptics can produce a dopamine supersensitivity

that leads to both dyskinetic and psychotic symptoms. An implication is that the tendency

7 Schooler, N, et aI. "One year after discBarae: community adjustment ofschizophrenic patients.'"'
American Journal 01Psychiatry 123 (1967):916·95,

• Rappaport, M, et a1. "An there schizophrenics for whom drugs may be unnecessary or
contraindicated?" In' Phorl7lllCopsychia'ry 13 (1978):100-11.
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Psychia',>, 134 (1977): 14·20.
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toward psychotic relapse in a patient who had developed such a supersensitivity is

determined by more than just the normal course of the illness. II

13. MRl-imaging studies have powerfully confirmed this hypothesis. During tbe 19905,

several reseuth teams reported that antipsychotic drugs cause atrophy of the cerebral

cortex and an enlargement of the basa1 BlDgliL12• 13, 14 In 1998, investigators at the

University of Pennsylvania reponed that the druc-induced enlargement of the basal

ganglia is "associated with greater severity ofboth negative and positive symptoms."In

other words, they found that the drugs cause morphological changes in the brain that are

associated with B worsening of the very symptoms the drugs are supposed to alleviate.15

IV. Research SbowlDg that Ruovery Rates are R....er for No..Medlc:ated Palle.l.

tba. for Medicated PatieDtI.

14. The studies cited above show that the dnlas iDcrease the chronicity ofpIYchotic

symptoms over the loag term. There are also DOW a number ofstudies documentiDg that

long-term recovery ntcs are much higher for patients off antipsychotic medications.

Specifically:

B) In 1994, Courtenay Harding It Boston UDiversity reported on the long-lenn

outcames of 82 chronic schizophrenics discharged from Vermant S1ate Hospital

in the late 19S0s. She found that one-third ofthis cohan had rec<lvered

II Chouinard. Q. et at "Neuro)epti~-inducedsupersensitivity psychosis." A"'"icon JOIIrnal of
Psychiatry 135 (1971):1409·10. Also see Chouinard. G. et aI. "Neuroleptic-induced
supersensitivity psychosis: ~linical and phirmacoiOSic c:huatteristics." AlfttriclUJ Journal of
Psychiatry 137()980): 16-20,

11 Our. R, ct al. "A fonow.up magnetic resonance imaging study ofschizophrenia." Archil'es of
Generul PsyclliDtry 55 (1991): I42-152.

,~ Chakos M, et aI. "lncruse in c:audl1e nuclei volumes of tirst-episock st.hizophrenic patients
taking antipsychotic drugs." .America" JOII,,,al ofPs)ochitllry 1Sl (1994): 143006.

14 Madsen A, et al. "Neuroleptic! in progressive stNctural brain abnormalities in psychiatric
illness." The LD"ce1352 (1998): 114-5.

" Our, R, el aI. "Subcortical MRI volumes in neuroleptiC-Min and treated patients with
schizophrenia." A",erjeQn JOllrnal ofPsychif1Jr), 155 (1998): 1711·17,
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toward psychotic relapse in a patient who had developed such a supersensitivity is

determined by more than just the normal course of the illness. II

13. MRl-imaging studies have powerfully confirmed this hypothesis. During the) 9905,

several research teams reponed that antipsychotic drugs cause atrophy of the cerebral

cortex and an enlargement of the basa1 PDgliL l2• I). 14 In 1998, investigators at the

University of Pennsylvania reponed that the dru&-induced enlargement of the basal

ganglia is "associated with greater severity of both negative and positive symptoms." In

other words, they found that the drugs cause morphological chanBes in the brain that an:

associated with B worsening of the very symptoms the drugs are supposed to alleviate.15

IV. Research ShowlDg that Ruovery Rates a roe RIPer for No..Medleated PalleDls

thaD for Medicated 'atieatl.

14. The studies cited above show that the dnlas iDcrease the chronicity ofpl)'chotic

symptoms over the IODg term. There are also DOW a number of studies cIocumentiDg that

long-term recovery ntcs are much higher for patients off antipsychotic medications.

Specifically:

B) In 1994, Courtenay Harding It Boston UDiversity rqK)rted on the long-lenn

outcomes of 82 chronic schizophrenics discharged from Vermont S1Ile Hospital

in the late I950s. She found that one-third of1his cohort had recovered

II Chouinard. 0, el at "'Nturolepti~-inducedsupersensitivity psychosis." AmeriCGn JOIINlal of
Psychiotry 13S (1971):1409·10. Also see Chouinard. GJ cuI. "Neuroleptic-induced
supersensitivity psychosis: clinical and pharmacologic characteristics." AlfterictuJ Journol 01
Psychiatry 137(J 910): I6-20,

11 Our, R, ct a1. "A follow-up magnetic resonance imaging study ofschizophrenia." Archil'es of
Generul PsychiDt'Y 55 (1991): I42-152.

,~ ChUos M, et aI. "lncruse in uuda1e nuclei volumes of first-cpisode sd\izophrcnic patients
taking antipsychotic dNgs." .America" JOII,,,al ofPsYchiatry 151 (1994): 1430-6.

14 Madsen A, et a1. "Neuroleptics in progressive stNctural brain abnormalities in psychiatric
illness." 1Jle Lo"cel3S2 (1998): 714-5.

HOur. R, tl aI. "Subcortical MRI volumes in neuroleptic-naive and treated patients with
schizophrenia." Amerjean JOllrnol ofPsychiQJr)' ISS (' 998): I?II·I?,
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completely, and that all who did shared one characteristic: They had all slopped

taking antipsychotic medication. The notion thai schizophrenics needed to stay

on antipsychotics all their lives was a "myth," HardinS said.'" 17.11

b) In the World Health Organization studies, 63% of patients in the poor countries

had Sood outcomes, and only one-tbird became chronically ill. In thc U.S.

countries and other dcveloped countries, only 37% ofpatiaats had good

outcomes, and the remaining patients did not fare so well. In the undeveloped
•countries, only 160/. of patients~ regull1rly maintaiDed on antipsychotics,

versus 61 % of patients in the developed countries.

c:) In response to this body oflitcnture, physicians in Switzerland, Sweden and

Finland have developed prognuns thIt involve minimizing use of antipsychotic

drugs, and they are reporting much better results than what we see in the United

States. It. 20. 21. n In parbcuJll. Juko Seikkula recentJy reported that five years

after initial diagnosis, 82% ofhis psychotic pGems 1ft symptom-free. 86%

havc returned to their jobs or to school, and only 14% ofhis patients are on

antipsychotic medications.23

16 Harding, C. "Thc Vermont 1000itudinal slUdy of persons with severe menlal illness," AlneriCQl'l
Journal ojPsydaiaf", I'" (1917):727-34.

11 Harding, C. "EmpiriCiI comc:tion oheval myths about schizophrenia with implications for
treatment" Acta Psychillrrica SclllldlnavJCQ 90, suppl. 384 (1994): 140-6.

It McGuire, P. "New hope for people with schizophrenia," APA M""tfDr 31 (February 2000).
•9 Ciompi, l, et aI. "The pilot projec:l Solen. Beme." Briruh Jouma/ ofPl)'Chiatry 161,

supplement 18 (1992):145-~3.

~G Cullber& J. "lntegrating psychosocial therapy and low dose medical treatment in a total mllerial
offirst~pisode psychotic patients compared to treatment IS usual." Medical Archives 53
(199):167.70.

21 Cul1berg J. "One-year outcome in first episocle psychosis patients in the Swedish Parachule
Project. Aero PsychiorriC4 SCQ"di"ovica 1D6 (2002):276-85.

11 LehLincn V, et al. "Two-year outcome in first-episode psychosis according 10 an intcgrated
model. EllroptuJJJ Psychia")' 15 (2000):312-320.

2~ Seikkula J, el al. Five-year experience of first-episode nonaffettive psychosis in open-dialogue
approach. Psychotherapy Reseorch 1612 (2006): 214·2211.
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outcomes, and the remaining patients did not fare so well. In the undeveloped
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versus 61% ofpatients in the developed countries.

c) In response to this body of literature, physicians in Switzerland, Sweden and

Finland have developed programs that iavo)vc miDimiziDg use of antipsychotic

drugs, and they are reporting much betIer results than what we see in the United

Stales.19. zo. 21. n In particular. Juko Seikkula recentJy reported that five years

after initial diagnosis. 12'16 ofhis psycbotic patients Ire symptom-free, 86%

have returned to their jobs or to school, and only 14% ofhis JlIlients are on

antipsychotic medications.13

16 Harding, C. "Thc Vcnnont 10000iwdioat study ofpcrson! with severe mental illness," All'lericxm
Journal ofPS)ldaia'ry 144 (1917):727-34.

17 Hardin&. C. "Empirical comc:tion ofsevcn myths about schizophrenia with implications for
treabRent." AclQ P!ychillrrica SctUldinlWJCD 90, suppl. 3~ (1994): 14G-6.

1. McGuire, P. ''New hope for people with schizophrenia," APA MOII/'or 31 (february 2000).
" Ciompi, L, et aI. "The pilot project Sotcria Berne." Briruh JoumDl ofP$)'Chiatry 161,

supplement 18 (1992):145-53.
:!CI CullbetB J. "Integrating psychosocial therapy and low dose medical treatment in a total mlleri.1

offirst-episode psychotic patients compared to treatment IS usual." Medical Archive! 53
(199):167.70.

21 Cul1bere J. "One-year outcome in first episode psyc:hosis patients in the Swedish Parachule
Project. Aero Psychia'r;C/,J Sco"dinGvicQ 106 (2002 ):276-85.

II Lehtinen V, et a!. "Two-year outcome in first-cpi5Ode psychosis according to an integrated
model. EliropCDn Psychia",' 15 (2000):312-320.

2) Seikkula J, el al. Five-year expencnc:c of first-episode nonafTeclivc psychosis in open-dialogue
approach. PsychotherQpy Reseorch 16/2 (2006): 214-2211.
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d) This spring, researchers at the University of Illinois Medical School reported

on the Ions-term outcomes of schizophrenia patients in the Chicago area since

1990. They found that 4()1l/. oftbose who refused to take their antipsychotic

medications were recovered at five-year and 15-year followup exams, versus

five percent of the medicated patients.l~

V. Harmful Side ERect. fnm ADtipl)'chedc MedicaiioDS
•

1S. In addition to making patients chronically ill, standard antipsychotics cause a wide

range of debilitating side effects. Specifically:

a) Tardive dyskinesia. The most visible sign of tardive dyskinesia is a rhythmic

movement of the tongue, which is the result ofpermanent damage 10 the basal

ganglia, which controls motor movcmc:nt. People suffcriDg from tardive

dyskinesia may have trouble walking, sittiDg still, eatin&. and speaking. In

addition, people with tardive dyskinesia show accelerated copitive c1ecline.

NIMH researcher George Crane said that tardive dyskinesia resembles "in

every respect known neurological ctiseases, such as Huntington' II diSCllle,

dystonia musculorwn defol"lDlnll,lIDd postmcepbalitic blain damage.~

Tardive dyskinesia appears in five percent ofpatients treated with standard

neuroleptics in one ycar, with the percentage so aftlicted increasing an

additional five percent with each additional year ofexposure.

24 Harrow M, et al. "Factors involved in outcome and recovery in schizophrenia patients not on
antipsychotic medicatIons." JOllrnol olNtrYOlIS gnd M,nlal DinGse 195 (2007); 406-414.

2~ Crane, G. "Clinical psychophsMIIlColog)' in ils 2Q'1' yeu," Science 181 (1973):124-121. Also
see American Psychiatric Association, TGrdiw DysIci"esiD: A TtUk Force Report (1992).
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every respect known neurological ctiseases, such as Huntington' II diSCllle,
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Tardive dyskinesia appears in five percent ofpatients treated with standard

neuroleptics in one year, with the percentage so aftlicted increasing an

additional five percent with each additional year ofexposure.

24 Harrow M, et al. "Factors involved in outcome and recovery in schizophrenia patients not on
antipsychotic medicatIons." JOllrnol olNtrYOlIS gnd M,nlal DinGse 195 (2007); 406-414.

2~ Crane, G. "Clinical psychophsMIIlColog)' in ils 2Q'1' yeu," Science 181 (1973):124-121. Also
see American Psychiatric Association, TGrdiw DysIci"esiD: A TtUk Force Report (1992).
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b) Ak.athisia. This is an inner restlessness and anxiety that many patients

describe as the worst sort of torment. This side effect has been linked to

assaultive, murderous behavior.u. 2'. 21. 19. H

c) Emotional impairment. Many patients describe feeling like "zombies" on the

drugs. In 1979, UCLA psychiatrist Theodore van Putten reported that most

patieDlS on antipsychotics were spending their lives in "vinual solitude, either

staring vacandy at television, or WlDdering aimlessly around the

neighborhood, sometimes stopping for I up on i lawn or a parle bench ...

the)' arc bland, passive, lack initiative, have blunted affect. make short,

laconic replies to direel qucstiODS, and do DOt volunteer symptoms ... there is

a lack not only of interaction and iDitiative, but ofany activity whatsoever.3\

The quality of life on conventional neuroleptics, researchers qrecd. is "very

poor." 32

d) Copitiyc imJpairmcnt. Varioua studies have foUDd that oeurolcptics reduce

one'5 capacity 10 leam IDd retain information. As Duke University scientist

Richard Keefe said in 1999. 1bcsc drugs may "actually )Rvcat adequate

learning effects and worsen motor skills. memory function, and executive

abilities, such as problem solving and perfonnance assessment.,.)3

26 Shear, K ellt. "Suicide ISsoc:ilted with ablhisia and deport fluphenazine treatment," JOII"IQI

o/Clinical Psychophormocology 3 (1982):235-6.
" Van Putten, T. "BchaviOJa) _icity ofantipsychotic drugs." Journal ofC/i,.ical Ps.vchjQI,y 41

(1987):13-19.
11 Van Putten, T. "The many faces of akathisia," Comprrhcn!ive Psychiatry 16 91975):43.46.
~9 Herrera, J. "Hish-potency neuroleptics and violence in schizophrenia," Jourul o!Nuvous and

Mental Disrasr 176(1988):558-561.
)II Qalynker, I. ..Akathisia IS violence." JOllmtll o/CliJlical PsydJiatry 58 (1997): I6-24.
~I Van Putten, T. "The board and care borne." Hospital tmd CommuJlity PsydJiDlry 30

(1979):461-464.
3~ Weiden P. "Atypial antipsychotic drugs and IORg-term outcome in schizophrenia." Jourmal of

Clinical Psychiatry 57, supplement 11 (1996):53-60.
~3 Keefe. R. "00 novel anlipsychotic:s improve cognition?" Psychiatric Annals 29 (1999):623·

629.
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describe as the worst sort of torment. This side effect has been linked to
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c) Emotional impainncDt. Many patients describe feeling like "zombies" on the

drogs. In 1979, UCLA psychiatrist Theodore van Patten reported that most

patients on antipsychotics were spending their lives in "virtual solitude, either

staring v.candy at television, or wandering aimlessly around the

neighborhood, sometimes stoppinc for I up on i lawn or a parle bcm:h ...

they arc bland, passive, lack initiative. have blUDled affect. make short,

laconic replies to direct questiODS, and do not volunteer symptoms . . . there is

a lack DOt only of interaction and iDitiative, but ofany activity whatsoever.31

The quality of life on conventional nCW"Dleptics, researchers qrccd. is "very

poor... n

d) Copitiyc impairment. Vuioua studies have foUDd 1bat De\ll'Olcptig reduce

one's capacity to leam uxl retain information. AJ Duke University sciCDtist

Richard Keefc said in 1999, 1bese druBs may "actually pn::veat adequate

lcamiDg effcds and worsen motor skills. memory function, and executive

abilities, such as problem solving and perfonnanc:e assessment.,.)3

26 Shear, K elil. "Suicide ISsocilted with lkalhisillJ'ld deport fluphenazine treatment," JOllrlltl/
o/ClinicDI PsychophtJrmoc%gy 3 (1982):235-6.

" Van rutten, T. "'Bch1VioJal toxicity ofantipsychotic drugs." JOllmal ofClinical Ps.vchiQI,y 41
(1917):13-19.

11 Van Putten, T. "The many faccs of akathisia," Compr~hcnsiw PJ)'ChiDtry l6 91975):43-46.
29 Herrera, J. "HiBh·potency ncurolcptics and violence in schizophreJlia," JOlJrfIDl ofNl!TVOw and

Mental D;!~ase 176(1988):55"'561.
)CI Galynlc.er, 1. ..AkathisialS violence." JOllma/ o/C/irJical Psych;""" S8 (1997): 1~24.
31 Van Puttcn, T. "The board and care bome." Hospiltll tmd CommurJity Psychiatry 30

(\979):461-464.
3~ Weiden P. "Atypical antipsychotic dNgs and long-term outcome in schizophrenia." Journal of

CJirJica/ Psychiatry 57, supplement) 1(1996):53-60.
~3 Keefe, R. "Do novelantipsychotic:s improve cognition'!" Psychiarric AlIlIols 29 (1999):623·

629.
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d) Other side effects of standard neuroleptics include an increased incidence of

blindness, fatal blood clots, arrhythmia, heat stroke, swollen breasts, leaking

breasts, obesity, sexual dysfunction, skin rashes and seizures, and early

death.3., 3'.36 Schiz.ophrenia patients now commit suicide at 20 times the rate

they did prior to the use of neuroleptics.]7

VI. Tbe Resnrda Litentun OD Atypical ADliplyclaotlcl

16. The conventional wisdom today is that the "atypical" antipsychotics that have been

brought to market-Risperdal, Zyprcxa. and Seroquel, to name tbrcc-BlC much better

and safer than HaIdol, Thorazine and the other older drugs. However, it is DOW clear that

the new drugs have no sueb advantage, IDeS there is even evidence suggesting that they

are WOJSC than the old ODeS.

17. Risperda1, whicb is manufactured by JIIDSSCD, was approved in 1994. Although it was

hailed in the press as B ..breakthrouah "medication. the FDA, in its review of the clinical

trial data, conclUded that tbcrc was no evidence \hat this druB WIS better or safer thBn

HaIdol (haloperidol.) The FDA told JBDSseD: "We would consider any advertisement or

promotion labeling for RlSPERDAL false, misleading, or IlckinS fair balance under

section SOl (a) and 502 (D) of the ACT if thm is presentation of data that conveys the

impression that risperidone is superior to haloperidol or an~ other marketed antipsychotic

dNg product with regard to safety or effectiveness.""

34 Aran&, G. "An overview ofside effects caused by typical antipsychotics,n Journal ofClinicol
Psychiatry 61, supplement B(2000):5· \3.

3' Waddington, J. "Mortality in schimphrenia." Brituh JourlUJl ofPsychiatry' 73 (1991):325·
329.

~6 Jouk&maa, M, et a\. Schizophrenia, neuroleplic medication and mortality. British Journal of
Psychitury 118 (2006):'22·127.

~, Healy, Det al. "Lifetime suicide rates in lreated schimphrenaa," British Journal ofPsychiatry
188 (2006):223-228.

]1 FDA approval letter from Robert Temple to ~ssen Research Foundation, December 21, 1993.
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34 Aran&, G. "An overview ofside effects caused by typical antipsyc:hotics," Journal ofClinicol
Psychiatry 61, supplement B(2000):5- \3.

3' Waddington, J. "Mortality in schimphrenia." Brituh JourlUJl ofPsychiatry' 73 (1991):325
329.
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18. After RisperdaJ (risperidone) was approved, physicians who weren't funded by

Janssen were able were able to conduct independent studies of the drug. They concluded

that risperidonc, in comparison to Haldol, caused a higher incidence of Parkinsonian

symptoms; that it was more likely to stir lkatbisia; and that many patients bad to quit

taking the drug because it didn't knock down their psychotic symptoms.n. 40.41, 41, 43

Jeffrey Mattes, director oftbc Psychopblrmecology Research Association, concluded in

1997: "It is possible, based on the available studies, thaHisperidone is not as effective as

standard neuroleptics for typical positive symptoms.... Letters also poured into medical

journals linking risperidone to neuroleptic maliJDlllt syndrome, tardive dyskinesia,

tardive dystonia, liver toxicity, mania, and an unusual disorder of1he mouth called

"rabbit syndrome'"

19. Zyprexa, which is manufactured by Eli tilly, was approved by the FDA in 1996. This

drug, the public was told, worked in a more OIcomprebeDsive" manner than either

risperidone or haloperidol, and was much OIsafer and more effective" than the standard

neuroleptics. However. 1he FDA, in i1s review of the trial data for Zyprexa, noted dlat Eli

Lilly had designed its studies in ways that weJe "biued apiDst haloperidol." In fact, 20

of the 2500 patients lrated with Z)'pRXI ill the trials died. Twenty-two percent oftbe

Zyprexa patients suffered a "serious" Idvene eveat, compared to 18 percent ofthe

Haldol patients. There was also evidc:llcc that ZYJRU caused some sort of metabolic

dysfunction, as patients pined oearly a pound per week. Other problems that showed up

in Zyprexa patients included Parkinsonian symptoms, akatbisia. dystonia, hypotension,

~ Rosebush, P. "Neurologic side effects in neuroleptic-naTve parienlS treated with haloperidol or
risperidone." Neurology 52 (1999):712-'IS.

eo Knable, M. "ExtrIp)'nmidal side effects with risperidone and haloperidol at comparable 02
receptor levels." l'sychiGtry Ruean:h: NeuroiJfltll;,.,Seclion 75 (1997):91-101.

41 Sweeney, J. "Advme effects ofrisperidont on eye movement activity."
Neuropsychopharmaco'ogy 16 (1997):217-228.

41 Carter, C. "Risperidone use in lleldling hospilll durinc its first)'ear after market approval."
P.~yc/JophQrmacology Bulletin 31 (1995):719·725.

43 Binder, R. IIA natun1istit stud)' of clinical use of risperidonc." Psychiatric Servicts 49
(1998):524-6.

44 Mattes, J. "Risperidone: How good is the evidence for efficac)'?" Schizophrenia Bllllelin 23
(1997):155·'61.
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journals linking risperidone to neuroleptic maliJDlllt syndrome, tardive dyskinesia,

tardive dystonia, liver toxicity, mania, and an unusual disorder of1he mouth called

"rabbit syndrome'"

19. Zyprexa, which is manufactured by Eli till)', was approved by the FDA in 1996. This

drug, the public was told, worked in a more OIcomprebeDsive" manner than either

risperidone or haloperidol, and was much OIsafer and more effective" than the standard

neuroleptics. However. 1he FDA, in i1s review of the trial data for Zyprexa, noted dlat Eli

Lilly had designed its studies in ways that weJe "biued apiDst haloperidol." In fact, 20
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Zyprexa patients suffered a "serious" Idvene eveat, compared to 18 percent ofthe

Haldol patients. There was also evidc:llcc that ZYJRU caused some sort of metabolic

dysfunction, as patients pined oearly a pound per week. Other problems that showed up

in Zyprexa patients included Parkinsonian symptoms, akatbisia. dystonia, hypotension,

~ Rosebush, P. "Neurologic side effects in neuroleptic-naTve parients treated with haloperidol or
risperidone." Neurology 52 (1999):712-'IS.

eo Knable, M. "ExtrIp)'nmidal side effects with risperidone and haloperidol at comparable 02
receptor levels." l'sychiGtry Ruean:h: NeuroiJfltll;,.,Seclion 75 (1997):91-101.

41 Sweeney, J. "Advme effects ofrisperidone on eye movement activity."
Neuropsychopharmaco'ogy 16 (1991):217-228.

41 Carter, C. "Risperidone use in llelching hospilll durinc its first)'ear after market approval."
P.~yc/JophQrmacology Bulletin 31 (1995):719·725.

43 Binder, R. IIA natunlistit stud)' of clinical use of risperidonc." Psychiatric Servicr.s 49
(1998):524-6.

44 Mattes, J. "Risperidone: How good is the evidence for efficac)'?" Schizophrenia Bllllelin 23
(1997):155-161.
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constipation, tachycardia, seizures, liver abnormalities, white blood cell disorders, and

diabetic complications. Moreover, two·thirds of the ZyprexB patients were unable to

complete the trials either because the drugs didn't work or because of intolerable side

effects.4~

20. There is now inueasing recognition in scientific circles that 1he atypical

antipsychotics are no better than the old drugs. BDd may in fact be worse. Specifically:

8) In 2000, a tam of English resean:hers led by Jolm Geddes at the University of

Oxford reviewed results from 52 1tlMlies, involvina 12,649 patients. They

concluded: 1'hcre is no clear evidence that atypicals are more effective or are

better tolerated than conventioaalllltipsycbolics." The English researchers

noted that Jmssen, Eli Lilly and other mmufacturers of atypicals bad used

various ruses in their clinical trials to make their new drugs look better dum the

old ones. In particular, the drug CDIIlpenies had used "cxcessive doses of the

comparator druB-...6

b) In 2005, a NatioDallnstitute ofMenta1 Health study found that that were ''no

significant differences" between 1be old drugs lDd the Btypicals in tenm of their

!efficacy Or how well pIlients tolnted 1hem.. Seventy-five pen:cnt oflbe 1432

patients in the INdy WCR unable to stay on antipsyc:hotics owing to the chugs'

"inefficacy or intolerable side effects," or for otht:r reasons.·'

c) In 2007, B study by the British lovcmmcnt found that ~hizophrenia patients had

better "quality of life" on the old drugs than on the new ones.41 This finding was

., See Whitaker, R. Mod ill A",rriCQ. New York: Perseus Pms (2002):279-28\.
t6 Geddes, 1. "Atypical an'ipsychotics ill the treatment of schilophrcnia." British MediCQ! JOllr"gl

32\ (2000): 1371-76.
•7 Lieberman, J, elal. "Effectiveness ofantipsydlotic drugs in patients with schizophrenia." NtM'

Eng/Gnd Journal ofMedicine 353 (2005):1209-1133.
•• Davies, L, et III. "Cost-effectiveness offim· Y. sccond-genmtion antipsychotic drugs," The

British JOlUflQl ofPsychiatry 191 (2007):14-~.
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quite startling given that researchers had previously determined that patients

medicated with the old drugs had B "very poor" quality of life.

20. There is also growing evidence that the atypicals may be exacerbating the problem of

early death. Although the atypicals may not clamp down on dopamine transmission quite

as powerfully as the old standard neuroleptics. they also block a number of other

neurotransmitter systems, most notably serotonin and glutamate. As B result, they may

cause B broader range ofphysical ailments, with diabetes and metabolic dysfunction

particularly common for patients treated withZ~ In I 2003 study oflrish patients,

25 of 72 patients (35%) died over a period of 7.5 ycars.lcading1he researchers to

conclude that the risk. of death for schizophrenics bad "doubled" since the introduction of

the atypical antipsychotics. 49

VII. Conclusion

21. In summary, the Rsearch literBlure reveals the following:

a) AntipsychOtics incrusc the likelihood that B person will become chronically ill.

b) Long-term recovery rates are much higher for unmcdicated patients than

for those who are maintained on antipsychotic: drugs.

c) Antipsychotics cause a host ofdebilitating physical, emotional and

cognitive side effects, and lead to early death.

49 Morgan. M, el al. "Prospective analysis of premature morbidity in schizoph~nia in relation to
health service engagement." Psychiatry Ruttllclll17 (2003):127-35.
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d) The new "atypical" antipsycbotics are not better than the old ones in

lenns of their safety and tolerability, and quality of Iife may even be

worse on the new drogs than on the old ones.

DATED this~ day of September, 2007, in Cambridge, Massachusetts.

1?rh-!:6~
Robert Whitaker '.O'

. .
..:~ -.-:.. ~~ ..~

_ -"•. -:::,~ _:.: ..':.-~'f

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me this.1t.- cia'~;i~\ri=
2007. .... .'

·c in and for~~~,
issionExpires:~

State of Alaska )
)ss

Third Judicial District)

age

-~~"'~~"----------
Dated: March 6,2008

~.;:;.;~.;;.:.;..;~~~.........._fore me this 6th day of March, 2008.

4~_e__4?~21-
Notary Public in and for Alaska
My Commission expires: _1.J2} b<.0JJ

I, James B. Gottstein, hereby affirm that this reproduction of Affidavit of Robert
Whitaker, to which this is appended, is a ~e, correct and complete photocopyof

e original filed in 3AN 07-1
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Appendix A

Evidence for the Neurotoxicity of Antipsychotic Drugs

The History ofNeuroleptics

The modern history of psychiatric drugs dates back to the early 1950s, when derivatives
of the synthetic dye and rocket fuel industries were found to have medicinal properties.
Following World War II, a wide variety of compounds came to be tested in humans. The
antihistamine known as chlorpromazine (Thorazine) is generally regarded as the fIrst
"anti-psychotic" drug, responsible for igniting the psychopharmacology revolution. As
Thorazine grew in popularity, medications replaced neurosurgery and shock therapies as
the favored treatments for the institutionalized mentally ill. (For three excellent reviews
on this subject, see Cohen, Healy, and Valenstein).1-3

When, in 1955, Drs. Jean Delay and Pierre Deniker coined the term "neuroleptic" to
describe Thorazine, they identified five defming properties of this prototype:
the gradual reduction ofpsychotic symptoms, the induction of psychic indifference,
sedation, movement abnormalities (parkinsonism), and predominant subcortical
effects.4 At its inception, Thorazine was celebrated as a chemicallobotomizer
due to behavioral effects which paralleled those associated with the removal of brain
tissue.s As the concept of lobotomy fell into disfavor, the alleged antipsychotic features
of the neuroleptics came to be emphasized. Ultimately, the two terms became
synonymous.

Ignorant ofthe historical definition ofneuroleptics as chemica/lobotomizers,
members of the psychiatric profession have only rarely acknowledged the fact that these
dopamine blocking compounds have been, and continue to be, a major cause ofbrain
injury and dementia. Nevertheless, the emergence of improved technologies and
epidemiological investigations have made it possible to demonstrate why these
medications should be characterized as neurotoxins, rather than neurotherapies.

Evidence for Neuroleptic (Antipsychotic) Induced Brain Injury

Proof of neuroleptic toxicity can be drawn from five major lines of evidence:

l) postmortem studies of human brain tissue
2) neuroimaging studies of living humans
3) postmortem studies of lab animal brain tissue
4) biological markers of cell damage in living humans
5) lab studies of cell cultures/chemical systems following drug exposure
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Line ofEvidence #1: Postmortem Studies in Humans

In 1977, Jellinger published his findings of neuropathological changes in the brain tissue
of twenty-eight patients who had been exposed to neuroleptics for an average of four to
five years.6 In most cases, the periods of drug treatment had been intermittent. At
autopsy, 46% of the subjects were found to have significant tissue damage in the
movement centers (basal ganglia) of the brain, including swelling ofthe large neurons in
the caudate nucleus, proliferation of astrocytes and other glial cells, and occasional
degeneration of neurons. Three patients exposed to chronic neuroleptic therapy also
demonstrated inflammation of the cerebral veins (phlebitis). An example ofthe
abnormalities is shown below:

This photo demonstrates reactive gliosis (black dots represent scar tissue) in the caudate
of a patient who had received neuroleptic therapy. Patients in this study had received the
following drug treatments: chlorpromazine (Thorazine), reserpine, haloperidol (Haldol),
trifluoperazine (Stelazine), chlorprothixen (Taractan), thioridazine (Mellaril), tricyclic
antidepressants, and/or minor tranquilizers.

The Jellinger study is historically important because it included two comparison or
control groups, allowing for the detennination of treatment-related vs. illness-related
changes. Damage to the basal ganglia was seen in only 4% of an age-matched group of
psychotic patients who had avoided long-term therapy with neuroleptics; and in only 2%
of a group of patients with routine neurological disease. Based upon the anatomic
evidence, Jellinger referred to the abnormal findings as human neuroleptic
encephalopathy (meaning: a drug-induced, degenerative brain process).
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Line 0/Evidence #2: Neuroimaging Studies 0/Living Human Subjects

Several groups of researchers have documented a progressive reduction of frontal lobe
tissue in patients treated with neuroleptics. Madsen et a1. performed serial C.T. scans on
thirty.one previously unmedicated psychotic patients and nine healthy controls. Imaging
was performed at baseline and again after five years.7oS During this time, the patients
received neuroleptic therapy in the form of traditional antipsychotics (such as Thorazine)
and/or clozapine. Findings were remarkable for a significant progression of frontal lobe
atrophy in all of the patients, relative to the controls. The researchers detected a
dose-dependent link to brain shrinkage, estimating the risk 0/frontal degeneration to
be 6% for every 10 grams 0/cumulative Thorazine (or equivalent) exposure.

Similar fmdings have been documented with newer technologies, such as magnetic
resonance imaging (MRl). In 1998, Gur et al. published the results of a study which
followed forty psychotic patients prospectively for 2 Y2 years.9 At entry, half of these
individuals had received previous treatment with neuroleptics, and half were neuroleptic
naive. All patients subsequently received treatment with antipsychotic medications.
At the end o/thirty months, the patients displayed a significant loss o/brtdn volume
(4 to 9%) in the/rontal and temporal lobes. For both patient groups, this volume loss
was associated with unimpressive changes in target symptoms (e.g., the inability to
experience pleasure, restricted affect, and limited speech) and with significant
deteriorations in cognitive functioning (such as attention, verbal memory, and abstract
thought).

Researchers at the University of Iowa began a longitudinal investigation ofpsychotic
patients between 1991 and 2001. 10 Enrolling 23 healthy controls, and 73 patients
recently diagnosed with schizophrenia, the study design called for a series of MRl exams
to be conducted at various intervals (planned for 2,5,9, and 12 years). In 2003, the
research team published the results from the first interval. Head scans and
neuropsychological testing were repeated on all patients after a period of three years of
neuroleptic treatment. Several findings were remarkable. First, patients demonstrated
statistically significant reductions in/rontallobe volume (0.2% decrease per year)
compared to the healthy controls:
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These changes were associated with more severe negative symptoms of schizophrenia
(alogia, anhedonia, avolition, affective flattening), and with impairments in executive
functioning (e.g., planning, organizing, switching). Second, almost 40% ofthe patients
failed to experience a remission, defmed by the investigators as eight consecutive weeks
with nothing more than mild positive symptoms (delusions, hallucinations, bizarre
behavior, inappropriate affect, fonnal thought disorder). In other words, almost halfof
the patients remained floridly psychotic. Third, these poor outcomes occurred despite
the fact that the patients had been maintained on neuroleptics for 84% of the inter-MRI
duration, and despite the fact that the newest therapies had been favored: atypical
antipsychotics had been given for 62% of the treatment period. Reflecting upon these
disappointing results, the research team conceded:

" ... the medications currently used cannot modify an injurious process occurring
in the brain, which is the underlying basis of symptoms ...We found that
progressive volumetric brain changes were occurring despite ongoing
antipsychotic drug treatment." 11
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In 2005, Liebennan et al. published the results oftheir international study involving
serial MRI scans of 58 healthy controls and 161 patients experiencing a first episode of
psychosis.12 Most patients (67-77%) had received prior treatment with antipsychotics for
a cumulative duration of at least four months. Throughout the two-year period of
follow-up, patients were randomized to double-blind treatment with olanzapine (5 to 20
mg per day) or haloperidol (2 to 20 mg per day). The study protocol permitted the use of
concomitant medications, such as minOT tranquilizers (up to 21 days of cumulative
therapy). Mood stabilizers and antidepressants other than Prozac (which could be used at
any time) were allowed only after the first three months of the study. The primary
outcome analysis involved a comparison of MRl changes from baseline, focusing upon
seven regions of interest: whole brain, whole brain gray matter, whole brain white matter,
lateral ventricles, 3rd ventricle, and caudate. Haloperidol recipients experienced
persistent gray matter reductions throughout the brain. These abnormalities emerged
as early as twelve weeks. For olanzapine recipients, significant brain Gtrophy (loss of
grGY matter) was detected in the frontal, pGrietal, and occipital lobes following one year
ofdrug exposure:

Average change in tissue volume (cubic centimeter) by week 52

olanzapine haloperidol controls

frontal gray - 3.16 -7.56 +0.54
parietal gray - 0.86 - 1.71 + 0.70
occipital gray - 1.49 - 1.50 +0.99
whole brain gray - 3.70 - 11.69 +4.12

In addition to these changes, both groups ofpatients experienced enlargements in whole
brain fluid and lateral ventricle volumes. These disturbances in brain morphology
(structure) were associated with retarded improvement in symptoms and neurocognitive
functioning.
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Line 0/Evidence #3: Postmortem Animal Studies

Acknowledging the longstanding problem in medicine of distinguishing the effects of
treatment from underlying disease processes, scientists at the University of Pittsburgh
have advocated the use of animal research involving monkeys (non-human primates). In
one such study, the researchers attempted to identify the effects of lab procedures upon
brain samples prepared for biochemical and microscopic analyses.13 Eighteen adult male
macaques (aged 4.5 to 5.3 years) were divided into three groups and were trained to self
administer drug treatments. Monkeys received oral doses o/haloperidol, placebo (sham
pellets), or olanzapinefor a period of17 to 27 months. During this time, blood samples
were taken periodically and drug doses were adjusted in order to achieve plasma levels
identical to those which occur in clinical practice (1 to 1.5 nglrnL for haloperidol; 10-25
ng/mL for olanzapine). At the end of the treatment period, the animals were euthanized.
Brains were removed, and brain size was quantified using two different experimental
procedures.

A variety ofbehavioral and anatomical effects were noted. First, aU animals appeared
to develop an aversion to the taste andlor subjective effects o/the medications. This
required creative changes in the methods which were used to administer the drug
treatments. Second, a significant number o/monkeys became aggressive during the
period o/study (four of the six monkeys exposed to olanzapine; two of the six monkeys
exposed to haloperidol). One monkey, originally placed in the sham treatment group,
engaged in self-mutilatory behaviors. A switch to olanzapine resulted in no
improvement. However, when the animal was provided with increasing human contact, a
doubling of cage space, a decrease in enviromnental stimuli, and enhanced enriclunent,
his behavior stabilized. Third, the chronic exposure to neuroleptics resulted in
significant reductions in total brain weight compared to controls (8% lower weight for
haloperidol, 10% lower weight for olanzapine). Regional changes in weight and volume
were also significant, with the largest changes identified in the frontal and parietal lobes:

volume reduction in brain weight (relative to sham controls)

frontal lobe
parietal lobe

olanzapine

10.4%
13.6%

haloperidol

10.1%
11.2%

Based upon these results, the researchers concluded that the progressive reductions in
brain volume which have been reported in many studies on schizophrenia may reflect the
effects- of drug treatment. They proposed that further studies be undertaken to
characterize the mechanisms responsible for these changes and to identify the precise
targets (neurons, glia) of these effects.
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Acknowledging the longstanding problem in medicine of distinguishing the effects of
treatment from underlying disease processes, scientists at the University of Pittsburgh
have advocated the use of animal research involving monkeys (non-human primates). In
one such study, the researchers attempted to identify the effects of lab procedures upon
brain samples prepared for biochemical and microscopic analyses.13 Eighteen adult male
macaques (aged 4.5 to 5.3 years) were divided into three groups and were trained to self
administer drug treatments. Monkeys received oral doses ofhaloperidol, placebo (sham
pellets), or olanzapinefor a period of17 to 27 months. During this time, blood samples
were taken periodically and drug doses were adjusted in order to achieve plasma levels
identical to those which occur in clinical practice (1 to 1.5 nglrnL for haloperidol; 10-25
ng/mL for olanzapine). At the end of the treatment period, the animals were euthanized.
Brains were removed, and brain size was quantified using two different experimental
procedures.

A variety ofbehavioral and anatomical effects were noted. First, aU IInimals appeared
to develop an aversion to the taste and/or subjective effects ofthe medications. This
required creative changes in the methods which were used to administer the drug
treatments. Second, a significant number ofmonkeys became aggressive during the
period ofstudy (four of the six monkeys exposed to olanzapine; two of the six monkeys
exposed to haloperidol). One monkey, originally placed in the sham treatment group,
engaged in self-mutilatory behaviors. A switch to olanzapine resulted in no
improvement. However, when the animal was provided with increasing human contact, a
doubling of cage space, a decrease in enviromnental stimuli, and enhanced emichrnent,
his behavior stabilized. Third, the chronic exposure to neuroleptics resulted in
significant reductions in total brain weight compared to controls (8% lower weight for
haloperidol, 10% lower weight for olanzapine). Regional changes in weight and volume
were also significant, with the largest changes identified in the frontal and parietal lobes:

volume reduction in brain weight (relative to sham controls)

frontal lobe
parieta110be

olanzapine

10.4%
13.6%

haloperidol

10.1%
11.2%

Based upon these results, the researchers concluded that the progressive reductions in
brain volume which have been reported in many studies on schizophrenia may reflect the
effects- of drug treatment. They proposed that further studies be undertaken to
characterize the mechanisms responsible for these changes and to identify the precise
targets (neurons, glia) of these effects.
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Line ofEvidence #4: Biological Markers ofCell Damage

Researchers in Austria have been interested in identifying a biological marker which can
be used to diagnose Alzheimer's dementia or other forms of degenerative disease prior to
death. In 2005, Bonelli et al. published the results of an investigation which involved the
retrospective analysis of the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) from 84 patients who had been
hospitalized for the treatment of neurological conditions.14 Hospital diagnoses included
two forms of dementia (33 cases of Alzheimer's dementia, 18 cases of vascular
dementia), low back pain (9 patients), headache (5 patients), and neuropathy (4 patients).
Researchers evaluated the fluid samples for tTG (tissue transglutaminase), an enzyme
which is activated during the process ofapoptosis or programmed cell death. Medical
histories were also reviewed in order to identify pharmaceuticals consumed within 24
hours of the fluid collection via lumbar puncture.

Findings were remarkable for significant relationships between treatment with
neuroleptics and elevations in tTG, particularly for females and patients with Alzheimer's
dementia. When specific medications were reviewed, five antipsychotics (including
three ofthe so-called atypicals: melperone, olanzapine and zotepine) were associated
with above average levels oftTO:

tTG levels for patients receiving antipsychotic medications

melperone
zotepine
olanzapine
flupentixol
haloperidol

average tTO for entire patient group:

14.95 ng/dL
8.78 ng/dL
8.50 ng/dL
7.86 ng/dL
7.30ng/dL

4.78ngldL

Based upon these results, the research team drew the following conclusions:

" ... our study failed to show a difference in neurotoxicity between atypical
and typical neuroleptics, and we should be careful when using neuroleptics
as first-line drugs in Alzheimer's dementia patients ...Because the level of
cerebral apoptosis of non-demented patients on antipsychotics appears to be
indistinguishable to [sic] Alzheimer's dementia patients without this medication,
the question might arise as to whether neuroleptics actually induce some
degenerative process ...In conclusion, we suggest that typical and atypical
neuroleptics should be strictly limited in all elderly patients, especially in
females and all patients with Alzheimer's dementia." IS
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Line ofEvidence #4: Biological Markers ofCell Damage

Researchers in Austria have been interested in identifying a biological marker which can
be used to diagnose Alzheimer's dementia or other forms of degenerative disease prior to
death. In 2005, Bonelli et al. published the results of an investigation which involved the
retrospective analysis of the cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) from 84 patients who had been
hospitalized for the treatment of neurological conditions. 14 Hospital diagnoses included
two forms of dementia (33 cases of Alzheimer's dementia, 18 cases of vascular
dementia), low back pain (9 patients), headache (5 patients), and neuropathy (4 patients).
Researchers evaluated the fluid samples for tTG (tissue transglutaminase), an enzyme
which is activated during the process ofapoptosis or programmed cell death. Medical
histories were also reviewed in order to identify pharmaceuticals consumed within 24
hours of the fluid collection via lumbar puncture.

Findings were remarkable for significant relationships between treatment with
neuroleptics and elevations in tTG, particularly for females and patients with Alzheimer's
dementia. When specific medications were reviewed, five antipsychotics (including
three ofthe so-called atypicals: melperone, olanzapine and zotepine) were associated
with above average levels oftTO:

tTG levels for patients receiving antipsychotic medications

melperone
zotepine
olanzapine
flupentixol
haloperidol

average tTO for entire patient group:

14.95 ng/dL
8.78 ng/dL
8.50 ng/dL
7.86 ng/dL
7.30 ng/dL

4.78ngldL

Based upon these results, the research team drew the following conclusions:

" ... our study failed to show a difference in neurotoxicity between atypical
and typical neuroleptics, and we should be careful when using neuroleptics
as first-line drugs in Alzheimer's dementia patients ...Because the level of
cerebral apoptosis of non-demented patients on antipsychotics appears to be
indistinguishable to [sic] Alzheimer's dementia patients without this medication,
the question might arise as to whether neuroleptics actually induce some
degenerative process ...In conclusion, we suggest that typical and atypical
neuroleptics should be strictly limited in all elderly patients, especially in
females and all patients with Alzheimer's dementia." IS
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While there were limitations to the Austrian study, it remains the only existing
investigation of cell death in living subjects - none of whom received neuroleptics
for mental illness. Furthennore, although the study failed to address possible
relationships between apoptosis and antipsychotic exposure in terms of dose and duration
of treatment, the implications extend far beyond the geriatric population. In fact,
the finding that neuroleptic medications (and other psychiatric drugs) induce the process
of apoptosis has inspired the oncology community to research these chemicals as
adjuvant treatments for cancer. In other words, many psychiatric drugs are lethal to
rapidly proliferating cells. To the extent that these chemotherapies are lethal to normal as
well as cancerous tissues, there exists an urgent need for medical professionals and
regulatory authorities to properly characterize the full effects of these toxins.

Line ofEvidence #5: Lab Studies ofIsolated Cells or Tissues

In vitro studies refer to research conducted upon tissue samples or isolated chemical
systems obtained from lab animals or humans. In one such project, researchers in
Germany exposed cell cultures to varying concentrations of haloperidol (Haldol).16
The experiment involved the removal ofhippocampal neurons from embryonic rats.
Some of these neurons were then incubated with the neuroleptic and or its active
metabolite (reduced haloperidol), while a control group ofneurons remained drug free.
Following a twenty-four hour period of incubation, neurons exhibited a dose-related
reduction in viability, relative to the control:

drug concentration

luM
lOuM

100uM

Haldol

27% cell death
35% cell death
96% cell death

Reduced Haldol (drug metabolite)

13% cell death
29% cell death
95% cell death
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While there were limitations to the Austrian study, it remains the only existing
investigation of cell death in living subjects - none of whom received neuroleptics
for mental illness. Furthennore, although the study failed to address possible
relationships between apoptosis and antipsychotic exposure in tenns of dose and duration
of treatment, the implications extend far beyond the geriatric population. In fact,
the finding that neuroleptic medications (and other psychiatric drugs) induce the process
of apoptosis has inspired the oncology community to research these chemicals as
adjuvant treatments for cancer. In other words, many psychiatric dIugs are lethal to
rapidly proliferating cells. To the extent that these chemotherapies are lethal to normal as
well as cancerous tissues, there exists an urgent need for medical professionals and
regulatory authorities to properly characterize the full effects of these toxins.

Line ofEvidence #5: Lab Studies ofIsolated Cells or Tissues

In vitro studies refer to research conducted upon tissue samples or isolated chemical
systems obtained from lab animals or humans. In one such project, researchers in
Germany exposed cell cultures to varying concentrations of haloperidol (Haldol).16
The experiment involved the removal ofhippocampal neurons from embryonic rats.
Some of these neurons were then incubated with the neuroleptic and or its active
metabolite (reduced haloperidol), while a control group ofneurons remained drug free.
Following a twenty-four hour period of incubation, neurons exhibited a dose-related
reduction in viability, relative to the control:

drug concentration

luM
lOuM

100uM

HaIdol

27% cell death
35% cell death
96% cell death

Reduced Haldol (drug metabolite)

13% cell death
29% cell death
95% cell death
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Examples ofneuronal cell loss (death) following incubation with Haldol

A: nonnal neurons (dark) from unmedicated hippocampal brain tissue
B: 100 uM ofHaldol: severe loss of cell bodies and neuron extensions.

Note: Dark patches at bottom of slide represent abnormal cells which have
rounded up and detached from the culture dish.

c: 10 uM ofHaldol: moderate loss ofneurons and neuronal extensions.

Although this particular investigation involved a non-human species (rats), its results
were medically concerning. First, the study employed Baldol concentrations which are
clinically relevant to humans. In common medical practice, psychiatric patients are
exposed to doses of Haldol which produce blood levels of 4 to 26 nglmL. Brain levels
are five to forty times higher. This means that psychiatric patients are indeed exposed to
Haldol concentrations (1.4 to 2.8 uM) identical to the low levels that were tested in the
German study. Second, the potential toxicity ofHaldol in humans may be far greater
than that revealed here, based upon the fact that this experiment was time limited
(24 hour incubation only). Third, the neurons sampled in this experiment were taken
from the key brain structure (hippocampus) associated with learning and memory. The
possibility that Haldol kills neurons in this area (even iflimited to 30%) provides a
mechanism of action which accounts for the cognitive deterioration that is frequently
observed in patients who receive this neuroleptic.

9
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Examples ofneuronal cell loss (death) following incubation with Haldol

A: nonnal neurons (dark) from unmedicated hippocampal brain tissue
B: 100 uM ofHaIdol: severe loss of cell bodies and neuron extensions.

Note: Dark patches at bottom of slide represent abnonnal cells which have
rounded up and detached from the culture dish.

c: 10 uM ofHaldol: moderate loss ofneurons and neuronal extensions.

Although this particular investigation involved a non-human species (rats), its results
were medically concerning. First, the study employed HaIdol concentrations which are
clinically relevant to humans. In common medical practice, psychiatric patients are
exposed to doses of HaIdol which produce blood levels of 4 to 26 nglmL. Brain levels
are five to forty times higher. This means that psychiatric patients are indeed exposed to
Haldol concentrations (1.4 to 2.8 uM) identical to the low levels that were tested in the
German study. Second, the potential toxicity ofHaldol in humans may be far greater
than that revealed here, based upon the fact that this experiment was time limited
(24 hour incubation only). Third, the neurons sampled in this experiment were taken
from the key brain structure (hippocampus) associated with learning and memory. The
possibility that Haldol kills neurons in this area (even iflimited to 30%) provides a
mechanism of action which accounts for the cognitive deterioration that is frequently
observed in patients who receive this neuroleptic.
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Dementia

Several teams of investigators have documented the problems associated with the use of
neuroleptics in patients with pre-existing dementia. In a study which enrolled 179
individuals diagnosed with probable Alzheimer's disease, subjects were followed
prospectively for an average offOUT years (range: 0.2 to 14 years).17 Symptoms were
evaluated on an annual basis, and changes in medication were carefully observed. Over
the course of the investigation, 41% of the subjected progressed to severe dementia, and
56% of the patients died. Using a statistical procedure called proportional hazards
modeling, the researchers documented a statistically significant relationship between
exposure to neuroleptics and a two-fold higher likelihood ofsevere neurobehavioral
decline.

In England, a longitudinal investigation followed 71 demented patients (mean age: 72.6
years) over the course of two years.18 Interviews were conducted at fouT-month intervals,
and autopsy analyses of brain tissue were performed on 42 patients who expired. Main
outcomes in this study were changes in cognitive functioning, behavioral difficulties, and
(where applicable) postmortem neuropathology. The research team discovered that the
initiation ofneuroleptic therapy was associated with a doubling ofthe speed of
cognitive decline. This relationship was independent of the degree of dementia or the
severity ofbehavioral symptoms fOT which the medications may have been prescribed.

While the methodology could not definitively prove that the drugs were the cause of
mental deterioration, the study clearly demonstrated their inability to prevent it. The
researchers concluded that:

"an appropriate response at present would be to undertake regular review
of the need for patients to continue taking neuroleptic drugs, pursuing trials
without medication where possible. This study highlights the importance of
understanding the neurological basis ofbehavioural changes in dementia so that
less toxic drugs can be developed for their treatment." 19

In 2005, an United Kingdom team of investigators performed autopsies on forty patients
who had suffered from dementia (mean duration: four years) and Parkinsonian symptoms
(mean duration: three years) prior to deatb.2o Based upon a postmortem tissue analysis
of the brain, exposure to neuroleptics (old and new) was associated with a four-fold
increase in neurofibrillary tangles, and a 30% increase in amyloid plaques in the cortex of
the frontal lobes. Due to the fact that the prevalence of symptoms did not vary between
patients who received neuroleptics and those who remained neuroleptic free, the
abnormalities detected appeared to be a result of the pharmaceutical agents, rather than a
pre-existing disease. Most importantly, the findings suggest that all of the antipsychotics
(old and new) are capable of inducing or accelerating the pathological changes (plaques
and tangles) which are the defining features of Alzheimer's disease.
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Dementia

Several teams of investigators have documented the problems associated with the use of
neuroleptics in patients with pre-existing dementia. In a study which enrolled 179
individuals diagnosed with probable Alzheimer's disease, subjects were followed
prospectively for an average of four years (range: 0.2 to 14 years).17 Symptoms were
evaluated on an annual basis, and changes in medication were carefully observed. Over
the course of the investigation, 41% of the subjected progressed to severe dementia, and
56% of the patients died. Using a statistical procedure called proportional hazards
modeling, the researchers documented a statistically significant relationship between
exposure to neuroleptic! and a two-fold higher likelihood ofsevere neurobehavioral
decline.

In England, a longitudinal investigation followed 71 demented patients (mean age: 72.6
years) over the course of two years.18 Interviews were conducted at fouT-month intervals,
and autopsy analyses of brain tissue were performed on 42 patients who expired. Main
outcomes in this study were changes in cognitive functioning, behavioral difficulties, and
(where applicable) postmortem neuropathology. The research team discovered that the
initiation ofneuToleptic therapy was associated with a doubling ofthe speed of
cognitive decline. This relationship was independent of the degree ofdementia or the
severity ofbehavioral symptoms for which the medications may have been prescribed.

While the methodology could not definitively prove that the drugs were the cause of
mental deterioration, the study clearly demonstrated their inability to prevent it. The
researchers concluded that:

"an appropriate response at present would be to undertake regular review
of the need for patients to continue taking neuroleptic drugs, pursuing trials
without medication where possible. This study highlights the importance of
understanding the neurological basis ofbehavioural changes in dementia so that
less toxic drugs can be developed for their treatment," 19

In 2005, an United Kingdom team of investigators performed autopsies on forty patients
who had suffered from dementia (mean duration: four years) and Parkinsonian symptoms
(mean duration: three years) prior to deatb?O Based upon a postmortem tissue analysis
of the brain, exposure to neuroleptics (old and new) was associated with a four-fold
increase in neurofibrillary tangles, and a 30% increase in amyloid plaques in the cortex of
the frontal lobes. Due to the fact that the prevalence of symptoms did not vary between
patients who received neuroleptics and those who remained neuroleptic free, the
abnormalities detected appeared to be a result of the pharmaceutical agents, rather than a
pre-existing disease. Most importantly, the findings suggest that all of the antipsychotics
(old and new) are capable of inducing or accelerating the pathological changes (plaques
and tangles) which are the defining features of Alzheimer's disease.
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To review:

Evidence from postmortem human analyses reveals that older neuroleptics
create scarring and neuronal loss in the movement centers of the brain.
These changes are an example of subcortical dementia, such as Parkinson's or
Huntington's disease.

Evidence from neuroimaging studies reveals that old and new neuroleptics
contribute to the progressive shrinkage and/or loss ofbrain tissue. Atrophy
is especially prominent in the frontal lobes which control decision making,
intention, and judgment. These changes are consistent with cortical dementia,
such as Niemann-Pick's or Alzheimer's disease.

Evidence from postmortem analyses in lab animals reveals that old and new
neuroleptics induce a significant reduction in total brain weight and volume, with
prominent changes in the frontal and parietal lobes.

Evidence from biological measurements suggests that old and new neuroleptics
increase the concentrations of tTG (a marker of programmed cell death) in the
central nervous system ofliving humans.

Evidence from i1l vitro studies reveals that haloperidol reduces the viability of
hippocampal neurons when cells are exposed to clinically relevant concentrations.
(Other experiments have documented similar findings with the second-generation
antipsycbotics.)

Shortly after their introduction, neuroleptic drugs were identified as chemical
lobotomizers. Although this tenninology was originally metaphorical, subsequent
technologies have demonstrated the scientific reality behind this designation.
Neuroleptics are associated with the destruction ofbrain tissue in humans, in animals,
and in tissue cultures. Not surprisingly, this damage has been found to contribute to the
induction or worsening ofpsychiatric symptoms, and to the acceleration of cognitive and
neurobehavioral decline.
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To review:

Evidence from postmortem human analyses reveals that older neuroleptics
create scarring and neuronal loss in the movement centers of the brain.
These changes are an example of subcortical dementia, such as Parkinson's OJ

Huntington's disease.

Evidence from neuroimaging studies reveals that old and new neuroleptics
contribute to the progressive shrinkage and/or loss ofbrain tissue. Atrophy
is especially prominent in the frontal lobes which control decision making,
intention, and judgment. These changes are consistent with cortical dementia,
such as Niemann-Pick's or Alzheimer's disease.

Evidence from postmortem analyses in lab animals reveals that old and new
neuroleptics induce a significant reduction in total brain weight and volume, with
prominent changes in the frontal and parietal lobes.

Evidence from biological measurements suggests that old and new neuroleptics
increase the concentrations of tTG (a marker of programmed cell death) in the
central nervous system ofliving humans.

Evidence from ill vitro studies reveals that haloperidol reduces the viability of
hippocampal neurons when cells are exposed to clinically relevant concentrations.
(Other experiments have documented similar findings with the second-generation
antipsychotics.)

Shortly after their introduction, neuroleptic drugs were identified as chemical
lobotomizers. Although this terminology was originally metaphorical, subsequent
technologies have demonstrated the scientific reality behind this designation.
Neuroleptics are associated with the destruction ofbrain tissue in humans, in animals,
and in tissue cultures. Not surprisingly, this damage has been found to contribute to the
induction or worsening ofpsychiatric symptoms, and to the acceleration of cognitive and
neurobehavioral decline.
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Appendix B

Successful Alternatives to Antipsychotic Drug Therapy 21-22

In a paper entitled "The Tragedy of Schizophrenia," psychologist and psychotherapist,
Dr. Bert Karon, challenges the prevailing notion that psychosis remains a largely
incurable brain disease which is best modified by phannacotherapy. Mindful of the fact
that "there has never been a lack of treatments which do more hann than good," Karon
explicitly contends that humane psychotherapy remains the treatment of choice for
schizophrenia, and he understands why this has always been so.

Karon reminds his readers that history provides important lessons for contemporary
practitioners. The Moral Treatment Movement in the late 18th century emphasized four
essential elements in the care of the mentally ill:

> respect for the patient (no humiliation or cruelty)
> the encouragement of work and social relations
> the collection of accurate life histories
) the attempt to understand each person as an individual

When these imperatives were applied in the asylums of America and Europe, the rates of
discharge reached 60-80%. This was far better than the 30% recovery rate which
occurred about a century later, in the era of pharmacotherapy.

Although the Moral Treatment Movement was replaced by the tenets of biological
psychiatry in the late 1800s, its elements were incorporated in the theory and practice
of various psychosocial therapies. For reasons which were largely political and
economic, however, the consensus in American psychiatry came to denigrate the use of
these Moral Treatment offshoots - particularly, in the treatment of psychosis.

Academic opinion leaders in the field of psychiatry now contend that there is insufficient
evidence to support the use of psychotherapy as a major or independent intervention
for psychosis. This perspective is contradicted by a rich (but suppressed) history
in the published literature, and by the success of many ongoing programs, some ofwhich
are summarized below.
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Appendix B

Successful Alternatives to Antipsychotic Drug Therapy 21-22

In a paper entitled liThe Tragedy of Schizophrenia," psychologist and psychotherapist,
Dr. Bert Karon, challenges the prevailing notion that psychosis remains a largely
incurable brain disease which is best modified by pharmacotherapy. Mindful of the fact
that "there has never been a lack of treatments which do more harm than good," Karon
explicitly contends that humane psychotherapy remains the treatment of choice for
schizophrenia, and he understands why this has always been so.

Karon reminds his readers that history provides important lessons for contemporary
practitioners. The Moral Treatment Movement in the late 18th century emphasized four
essential elements in the care of the mentally ill:

> respect for the patient (no humiliation or cruelty)
> the encouragement of work and social relations
> the collection of accurate life histories
> the attempt to understand each person as an individual

When these imperatives were applied in the asylums of America and Europe, the rates of
discharge reached 60-80%. This was far better than the 30% recovery rate which
occurred about a century later, in the era of pharmacotherapy.

Although the Moral Treatment Movement was replaced by the tenets of biological
psychiatry in the late 1800s, its elements were incorporated in the theory and practice
of various psychosocial therapies. For reasons which were largely political and
economic, however, the consensus in American psychiatry came to denigrate the use of
these Moral Treatment offshoots - particularly, in the treatment of psychosis.

Academic opinion leaders in the field of psychiatry now contend that there is insufficient
evidence to support the use of psychotherapy as a major or independent intervention
for psychosis. This perspective is contradicted by a rich (but suppressed) history
in the published literature, and by the success of many ongoing programs, some ofwhich
are summarized below.
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The Bockoven Study

This study compared the prognoses of 100 patients who were treated at Boston
Psychopathic Hospital between 1947 and 1952; and 100 patients who were treated at
the Solomon Mental Health Center between 1967 and 1972. Patients were similar in the
severity of their symptoms, but the earlier cohort received treatment that was limited to
psychosocial therapies. In contrast, the 1967 cohort received medication, including
neuroleptics. Five-year outcomes were superior for the earlier cohort: 76% return to
community and a 44% relapse in tenns ofre-hospitalization. In comparison, the 1967
cohort experienced an 87% return to the community, but a 66% rate ofrehospitalization.
The investigators concluded that medications were associated with higher numbers of
relapsing patients, and a higher number of relapses per patient.

The Vermont Longitudinal Study of Persons With Severe Mental Illness

In 1955, a multidisciplinary team of mental health care professionals developed a
program of comprehensive rehabilitation and community placement for 269 severely
disabled, back wards patients at the Vennont State Hospital. When none of these
patients improve sufficiently through two or more years of neuroleptic therapy,
they were offered a revised plan of treatment. The intensive rehabilitation program was
offered between 1955 and 1960. Subsequently, patients were released to the community
as they became eligible for discharge, receiving a variety of services that emphasized
continuity of care. At a long-term follow-up perfonned between 1980 and 1982,68% of
patients exhibited no signs of schizophrenia, and 45% displayed no psychiatric symptoms
at all. Most patients had stopped using medication (16% not receiving, 34% not using,
and 25% using only sporadically). A subsequent analysis revealed that all of the patients
with full recoveries had stopped pharmacotherapy completely. (In other words,
compliance with antipsychotic drug treatment was neither necessary, nor sufficient, for
recovery.)

The Michigan State Psychotherapy Project

Between 1966 and 1981, Drs. Bert Karon and Gary VandenBos supervised the Michigan
State Psychotherapy Project in Lansing, Michigan. Patients were randomly assigned to
receive about 70 sessions ofpsychoanalytically infonned psychotherapy, medication,
or both over a period of 20 months. By the end of treatment, the psychotherapy group
had experienced earlier hospital discharge, fewer readmissions (30-50% fewer days of
hospitalization), and superior improvement in the quality of symptoms and overall
functioning. The poorest outcomes occurred among the chronically medicated, even
when drugs were combined with psychotherapy.
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The Botkoven Study

This study compared the prognoses of 100 patients who were treated at Boston
Psychopathic Hospital between 1947 and 1952; and 100 patients who were treated at
the Solomon Mental Health Center between 1967 and 1972. Patients were similar in the
severity of their symptoms, but the earlier cohort received treatment that was limited to
psychosocial therapies. In contrast, the 1967 cohort received medication, including
neuroleptics. Five-year outcomes were superior for the earlier cohort: 76% return to
community and a 44% relapse in tenns ofre-hospitalization. In comparison, the 1967
cohort experienced an 87% return to the community, but a 66% rate of rehospitalization.
The investigators concluded that medications were associated with higher numbers of
relapsing patients, and a higher number of relapses per patient.

The Vermont Longitudinal Study of Persons With Severe Mental Illness

In 1955, a multidisciplinary team of mental health care professionals developed a
program of comprehensive rehabilitation and community placement for 269 severely
disabled, back wards patients at the Vennont State Hospital. When none of these
patients improve sufficiently through two or more years of neuroleptic therapy,
they were offered a revised plan of treatment. The intensive rehabilitation program was
offered between 1955 and 1960. Subsequently, patients were released to the community
as they became eligible for discharge, receiving a variety of services that emphasized
continuity of care. At a long-term follow-up perfonned between 1980 and 1982,68% of
patients exhibited no signs of schizophrenia, and 45% displayed no psychiatric symptoms
at all. Most patients had stopped using medication (16% not receiving, 34% not using,
and 25% using only sporadically). A subsequent analysis revealed that all of the patients
with full recoveries had stopped pharmacotherapy completely. (In other words,
compliance with antipsychotic drug treatment was neither necessary, nor sufficient, for
recovery.)

The Michigan State Psychotherapy Projed

Between 1966 and 1981, Drs. Bert Karon and Gary VandenBos supervised the Michigan
State Psychotherapy Project in Lansing, Michigan. Patients were randomly assigned to
receive about 70 sessions ofpsychoanalytically infonned psychotherapy, medication,
or both over a period of 20 months. By the end of treatment, the psychotherapy group
had experienced earlier hospital discharge, fewer readmissions (30-50% fewer days of
hospitalization), and superior improvement in the quality of symptoms and overall
functioning. The poorest outcomes occurred among the chronically medicated, even
when drugs were combined with psychotherapy.
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The Colorado Experiment

In 1970, Drs. Arthur Deikrnan and Leighton Whitaker presided over an innovative
treatment ward at the University of Colorado. Occurring just 20 years after the advent of
the neuroleptics, the Colorado experiment attached a priority to psychosocial
interventions during the inpatient care of 51 patients diagnosed with severe mental
illness. Individual and group psychotherapies were delivered in the spirit of the Moral
Treatment Movement, motivated by a spirit of collaboration, respect, and a desire to
understand behaviors as expressive of meaning. Furthermore, psychotherapies were
used with the goal of restoring pre-psychotic abilities and independent fimctioning, rather
than with the more limited goal ofblunting symptoms in order to justify rapid discharge.
Medications were used as interventions oflast resort. After ten months of
experimentation, the researchers made the following discovery: compared to "treatment
as usual" (neuroleptics and supportive therapy), the recipients of intensive psychotherapy
experienced lower recidivism (fewer readmissions after discharge) and lower mortality.

The Soteria Project

Between 1973 and 1981, Dr. Loren Mosher (then Director of Schizophrenia Research at
the National Institute of Mental Health) presided over an investigational program in
Northern California. Over the course of nine years, the Soteria project involved the
treatment of 179 young psychotic subjects, newly diagnosed with schizophrenia or
schizophrenia-like conditions. A control group consisted of consecutive patients
arriving at a conventional medical facility, who were assigned to receive care at
a nearby psychiatric hospital. Soteria was distinguished by an attitude ofhopefulness;
a treatment philosophy which de-emphasized biology and medicalization; a
care setting marked by involvement and spontaneity; and a therapeutic component
which placed a priority upon human relationship. Most significantly, Soteria involved
the minimal use ofneuroleptics or other drug therapies. Two-year outcomes
demonstrated superior efficacy for the Soteria approach. Although 76% of the
Soteria patients remained free of antipsychotics in the early stages of treatment; and
although 42% remained free of antipsychotics throughout the entire two-year period, the
Soteria cohort outperformed the hospital control group (94% of whom received
continuous neuroleptic therapy) by achieving superior outcomes in terms of residual
symptoms, the need for rehospitalization, and the ability to return to work.
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The Agnews State Hospital Experiment

In 1978, Rappoport et a1. summarized the clinical outcomes of 80 young males
(aged 16-40) who had been hospitalized in San Jose at Agnews State Hospital for the
treatment of early schizophrenia. Following acceptance into a double-blind,
randomized controlled study, subjects were assigned to receive placebo or neuroleptic
therapy (chlorpromazine). Treatment effectiveness was evaluated using various rating
scales for as long as 36 months after hospital discharge. The best outcomes, in terms of
severity of illness, were found among the patients who avoided neuroleptic therapy
both during and after hospitalization. Patients who received placebo during
hospitalization, with little or no antipsychotic exposure afterward, experienced the
greatest symptomatic improvement; the lowest number ofhospital readmissions
(8% vs. l6-53% for the other treatment groups); and the fewest overall functional
disturbances.

Finland :- Acute Psychosis Integrated Treatment (Needs Adapted Approach)

In 1992, clinicians in Finland launched a multi-center research project using Acute
Psychosis Integrated (API) Treatment. Keenly aware of the problems associated with
antipsychotic drug therapy, the research team adopted a model of care which
emphasized four features: family collaboration, teamwork, a basic therapeutic attitude,
and adaptation to the specific needs of each patient. The initial phase of the project
enrolled 135 subjects (aged 25-34) experiencing a first episode ofpsychosis. All were
neuroleptic naive, and all had limited or no previous exposure to psychotherapy. Three
of the six participating treatment facilities agreed to use antipsychotic medications
sparingly. The experimental protocol assigned patients to two groups with
84 receiving the Needs Adapted Approach, and 51 receiving treatment as usual.
Two-year outcomes favored the experimental treatment group: fewer days of
hospitalization, more patients without psychosis, and more patients with higher
functioning. These outcomes occurred despite the fact that the Needs Adapted group
consisted of more patients with severe illness (diagnosed schizophrenia) and longer
durations of untreated psychosis, and despite the fact that 43% of the Needs Adapted
subjects avoided antipsychotics altogether (vs. 6% of the controls).
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Subsequent refinements to the Needs Adapted Approach have expanded upon these
initial successes.23

-
2S In a series of papers describing outcomes for what has evolved to

be known as the Open Dialogue Approach, the Finnish clinicians have achieved the
following five-year outcomes for first-episode, non-affective psychosis:

82% rate of full remission of psychotic symptoms
86% rate of return to studies of full-time employment
14% rate of disability (based upon need for disability allowance)

The results of the Finnish experiment stand in stark contrast to the results of the
prevailing American standard of care, which currently features a 33% rate of lasting
symptom reduction or remission; and, at most, a 40% rate of social or vocational
recovery.26

Pre-Therapy: A Client-eentered Approach 27

It has been suggested by many professionals that it is not possible to conduct meaningful
psychotherapy with any individual who is deep in the throes of a psychotic process.
Pre-Therapy refers to a client-centered form of psychotherapy which reaches through
psychosis and/or other difficulties (such as cognitive limitations, autism, and dementia) in
order to make contact with the pre-verbal or pre-expressive Self. Drawing upon the
principles oftbe late Carl Rogers and developed by American psychologist, Dr. Garry
Prouty, Pre-Therapy emphasizes the following treatment philosophy and techniques:

unconditional positive regard for the client:
"the warm acceptance of each aspect of the client's world"

empathy: "sensing the client's private world as if it were your own"

congruence: "within the relationship, the therapist is freely and deeply
himself or herself'

non-directiveness: "a surrendering of the therapist to the client's own
intent, directionality, and process"

psychological contact: exemplified by the therapist's use ofcontact reflections,
an understanding of the client's psychological or contact functions, and
the interpretation of the client's contact behaviors

Although Pre-Therapy has not been promoted or publicized within the United States,
it has been used successfully around the world to assist regressed or language-impaired
individuals in regaining or improving their capacity for verbal expression. (It has even
been used to resolve catatonia successfully, without the use of drug therapy.) 28
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(
IN THE SUPERIOR CepRT FpR THE STATE CF ALAS~.

AT Lk~~'k
'-)

In the Matter of the Necessity)
for the Hospitalization of: ).:< /U' / /0 ~.0 1\ ~

) If . / ) Case No. 0ljf'v CJ (;} ,-' I ,-"
" (leu nc ~lrL,7'J )

Responqent. ~ )PETITION FOR COURT APPROVAL OF
)}~MINISTRAT~ON OF PSYCHOTROPIC

--------------)MED!CJl..TION [J!..S 47.30.839}

/1.1(1.;114(.... fA)o rrtJ ( mb petitioner, requests a hearing on
the respondent's capacity to give or withhold informed consent to
the use of psychotropic medication, and alleges that:

~ There have been, or it appears that there will be, repeated
crisis situations requiring the immediate use of medication to
preserve the life of, or prevent significant physical harm to,
the patient or another person. The facility wishes to use
psychotropic medication in future crisis situations.

~ Petitioner has reason to believe the patient is incapable of
giving or withholding informed consent. The facility wishes to
use psychotropic medication in'a noncrisis situation.

CJ Court approval has been granted during a previous commitment
period, and the facility wishes to continue medication during the
subsequent commitment period. A 90/180 day petition is being
filed. The patient continues to' be incapable of giving or
withholding informed consent.

Date

The patient 9Q has refused ~ has not refused the. medication.
,Vl.t)·t.o ..Y'; J... b~l\ ~J-\ /Y'i../:.,L.J~ cY\ y..(.,:.~-,? /1/'....,.:.:'t..jl'l'i,(-/.J'ti"Zro JI '"'\

.J,\-=.o_'_-.-;4-~-_"::.....;:£(~_______ IV· , \" ln~ l <..:rr"v1...L I'I(,.--J

Signature
(Representative of evaluation or
designated treatment facility)

, l't I d(l4 ..y\. Il..J c r rr:.f I It! 1)

Printed Name_________--,~-...,.....:..~ r "

Title fJ,!c/'~rt

Verification

Judicial Notice Appendix4

Clerk of urt, Notary Public, or other
person authorized to administer oaths.
My commission expires: /6/~-I,-'tZ.r,

affir~d before"" me at
. ':in ,/ 1

/ ,

Petitioner says on oath or affirms that petitioner has read this
petition and believes all statements made in the petition are
true. '
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Date
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,v'l.tJ-t",Y '; J... \'~l\ ~J-\ /t"i.'/:.,LJ~ ~ Y'<'':'~-'?I .... C":!..'''':':\.JI'I'i,(-/.Jt;;:ro JJ ""\

.J,\..=.o_'_-.-;4-~-_\"::.....;;Jo(~_______ ,U" kln~ l <..:rrV1...t. "1(..--1

Signature
(Representative of evaluation or
designated treatment facility)

, l ..1 d{u ..y\. ll../c ttf:.! I m1)

Printed Name_________-.,I'""""'""_...,.....:.'~ r "

Title fJ'!{;'~yt

Verification

Judicial Notice Appendix4

Clerk of urt, Notary Public, or other
person authorized to administer oaths.
My commission expires: 16 / ~f t..' '7 .

r/

affir~d before"' me at
. " ./1 ,/ 1

/ .

Petitioner says on oath or affirms that petitioner has read this
petition and believes all statements made in the petition are
true. '

Subscribed and ~wor/ or
,h.laska on . ITI,; Jb

(date)
. ' ":.-,,,,. ·,,'t,. "

,":"'4(- ':, ,•• :.:' .?I-/~
"" .."i.. ''''1;\~ L:,~ ':;.

~. ~•• ,~.....J •• ,~ ... r-. ..,.:.

~ . rJLcl\C, : ~J
~~',~ ...-.;.: ~.=:.

-::,("l~•• 'h;'or ~.\,./" "". '
5-13f-1- I"::':": rf' .

I.~::, . .. ,J,

~/l';j'" .



Law Pr~icct for Psychiatric Rights
-106 G Street. Suite 206
Anchorage, AK 99501
907-274-7686 phon~

907-274-9493 fax

Attorney for Respondent

06 DEC 22 PH 3: 58
CL'""'"tjU'" I ('\If·.:.... CLuF~TS

BY_-_DEPUTY

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT, AT ANCHORAGE

In The Matter of the Necessity for the )
Hospitalization of William S. Bigley, )

)
Respondent )

Case No. 3AN 06-01039 PIS

ENTRY OF APPEARANCE

The Law Project for Psychiatric Rights (PsychRights) hereby enters its appearance

on behalf of, William S. Bigley, the Respondent in this matter.

DATED: December 20, 2006.

Law Project for Psychiatric Rights

By: ~.~:::::-...L""""~'IOG.:-.~_q_-~ ._.._~ _
James B. Gottstein

jAtJA # 7811100

5-13 6 9 Judicial Notice Appendix
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In The Matter of the Necessity for the )
Hospitalization of William S. Bigley, )

)
Respondent )

Case No. 3AN 06-01039 PIS

ENTRY OF APPEARANCE

The Law Project for Psychiatric Rights (PsychRights) hereby enters its appearance

on behalf of, William S. Bigley, the Respondent in this matter.

DATED: December 20, 2006.

Law Project for Psychiatric Rights

By: --....J.4.~:::::-...L........~. 1ioG:-••~_Jq_,_-~._.._~ _
James B. Gottstein

/i>iBA # 7811100

5-13 6 9 JUdicial Notice Appendix



In The Matter of the Necessity for the
9 Hospitalization ofWilliam S. Bigley,

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

10

11

Law Project for Psychiatric Rights
406 G Street, Suite 206
Anchorage, AK 99501
907-274-7686 phone
907-274-9493 fax

Attorney for Respondent

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA
THIRD nJDICIAL DISTRICT, AT ANCHORAGE

)
)
)

__~·R~e~s~p~on.!!d~e~n~t )
Case No. 3AN 06-01039 PIS

Ejections

In the event a 180 Day Commitment Petition is filed against Respondent in

this matter, the following elections are being made:

1. A jury trial pursu;ant to AS 47.30.770(b), which incorporates AS

47.30.745(c);

19 2. To have the hearing in a real court room pursuant to AS 47.30.735(b), and

20
3. To be free of the effects ofmedication pursuant to AS 47.3072S(e), as

21

22 incorporated into this proceeding through AS 47.30.745(a) and AS 47.20.770(b)

23 DATED: December 26, 2006, at Anchorage, Alaska..

24

25

By: ..,£.--I----JI(....-.---+r--'i~lD£..---_--

Affidavit of Service

S-1 116 10 Judicial Notice Appendix
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Law Project for Psychiatric Rights
406 G Street, Suite 206
Anchorage, AK 99501
907-274-7686 phone
907-274-9493 fax

Attorney for Respondent

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA
THIRD nJDICIAL DISTRICT, AT ANCHORAGE

In The Matter of the Necessity for the )
9 Hospitalization ofWilliam S. Bigley, )

10 )
. Respondent )

11 Case No. 3AN 06-01039 PIS
III ~ Elections§ d: 12
; .... CO]

II. CI) ffi ~ 13

~.f: mg In the event a 180 Day Commitment Petition is filed against Respondent in
Z 0 III -- 14
e!'O,x)(
fiiglQ~
~ ~~ N 15 this matter, the following elections are being made:
lJ,,=Glr--
o~ ~~
III 0 0 en 16
8 o.c CO] h' hIt r-- g ~ 1. A jury trial pursu:ant to AS 47.30.770(b), w IC incorporates AS
o c:(r-- 17

j ~ 18 47.30.745(c);

19 2. To have the hearing in a real court room pursuant to AS 47.30.735(b), and

20
3. To be free of the effects ofmedication pursuant to AS 47.3072S(e), as

21

22 incorporated into this proceeding through AS 47.30.745(a) and AS 47.20.770(b)

23 DATED: December 26, 2006, at Anchorage, Alaska..

24

25

By: --e:---/----JI(....-.---+r--tifo£YlO£.. _

Affidavit of Service

8-1 116 10 Judicial Notice Appendix



I hereby certify that the foregoing was served on December 26, 2006, by fax and USPS mail upon:

2 Public Defender Agency
900 West Fifth Ave ,uite 200

3 Anchorage, Alas 995

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

5-1 116

ABA # 9906024

11 Judicial Notice Appendix
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I hereby certify that the foregoing was served on December 26, 2006, by fax and USPS mail upon:

2 Public Defender Agency
900 West Fifth Ave ,uite 200

3 Anchorage, Alas 995

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

5-1 116

ABA # 9906024

11 Judicial Notice Appendix



IN THE SUPERIOR CaU!"T FO~'I."HE STATE OF ALASKA
AT Wt<:UL·...&~

In the ~ratter of the Necessity) , ... J

for the Hospitalization of: )

!itdt!.e~nL .f.LOf'ld. ~ Case No. "3 ftjvl C' 6 ID3 CJ If?
Respondent. ~7J >
_____________> NOTICE OF RELEASE

To: Superior Court at , Alaska.

o

o

Release After Evaluation. Respondent was admitted to -:--_--:-:--:-_-:--=--_-:--~~-

for evaluation on , 20 and was discharged from the facility
on , 20__, at _.m. because the evaluation personnel
did not find that respondent met the standards for commitment specified in AS 47.30.700,

Release After Commitment Period. Respondent was committed for treatment on
_____....4I'-o-r.2.:.../=o~--,20 06 ,for 2Q days. Respondent was released on
____.-O:.L./+J..=O;...:.-3 ,20_°7 _. /hi} H

I
Certificate of Early Discharge. Respondent was committed for treatment on
____________, 20__, for days. I certify ~hat on
____________, 20__, respondent was discharged early because:

o respondent is no longer gravely disabled or likely to cause serious hann as a result
of mental illness.

D

I request the court to enter an order officially tenninating the involuntary commitment.

I
Date

Print Name and Title

~IC··H 0(3/01 )(st.2)
~H3~G~ OF RELEASE 12

AS 47.30.720

Judicial~c~~~
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IN THE SUPERIOR COU!"T ~O~~HE STATE OF ALASKA
AT w~~'t..A-~
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for the Hospitalization of: )

!itdt!.e~nL ;3~j}f'ld. ~ Case No, J ftjvl C' 6 Ic3 CJ If?
Respondent. ~7J )
_____________) NOTICE OF RELEASE

To: Superior Court at , Alaska,

o

o

Release After Evaluation. Respondent was admitted to _
for evaluation on , 20 and was discharged from the facility
on , 20__, at _.m. because the evaluation personnel
did not find that respondent met the standards for commitment specified in AS 47.30.700,

Release After Commitment Period. Respondent was committed for treatment on
_____-4I'-o-r.2.....I=O~--, 20 06 ,for 2Q days. Respondent was released on
____.-O:.L.I+J-=O~_3 ,20_°7 _. /h7J H

I
Certificate of Early Discharge. Respondent was committed for treatment on
____________, 20__, for days. I certify ~hat on
____________, 20__, respondent was discharged early because:

o respondent is no longer gravely disabled or likely to cause serious hann as a result
of mental illness.

o

I request the court to enter an order officially terminating the involuntary commitment.

Print Name and Title

~....IC·410 (3/01)(st.2)

~H3~G~OF RELEASE 12

AS 47.30.720

Judicial~c~~~



Law Project for Psychiatric Rights
406 G Street, Suite 206
Anchorage, AI< 99501
907-274-7686 phone
907-274-9493 fax

Attorney for Respondent

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT, AT ANCHORAGE

In The Matter ofthe Necessity for the )
Hospitalization of ofWilJiam S. Bigley, )

)
Respondent )

Case No. 3AN 07-247PR

ENTRY OF APPEARANCE

The Law Project for Psychiatric Rights (PsychRights) hereby enters its appearance

on behalf of, William S. Bigley, the Respondent in this matter.

DATED: March 22, 2007.

Law Project for Psychiatric Rights

By: --J"l~'--'-"'------------
ames B. Gottstein

'ABA # 7811100

5-13 16 23 Judicial Notice Appendix
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Law Project for Psychiatric Rights
406 G Street, Suite 206
Anchorage, AI< 99501
907-274-7686 phone
907-274-9493 fax

Attorney for Respondent

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT, AT ANCHORAGE

In The Matter ofthe Necessity for the )
Hospitalization of ofWilJiam S. Bigley, )

)
Respondent )

Case No. 3AN 07-247PR

ENTRY OF APPEARANCE

The Law Project for Psychiatric Rights (PsychRights) hereby enters its appearance

on behalf of, William S. Bigley, the Respondent in this matter.

DATED: March 22, 2007.

Law Project for Psychiatric Rights

By: --J"l~'--'-"'------------
ames B. Gottstein

'ABA # 7811100

5-13 16 23 Judicial Notice Appendix



Law Project for Psychiatric Rights
406 G Street, Suite 206
Anchorage, AK 99501
907-274-7686 phone
907-274-9493 fax

Attorney for Respondent

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT, AT ANCHORAGE

In The Matter of the Necessity for the )
Hospitalization of William S. Bigley, )

)
Respondent )

Case No. 3AN 07-247 PR
Elections

In the event a 90-day Commitment Petition is or has been filed against Respondent

in this matter, the following elections are being made:

1. A jury trial pursuant to AS 47.30.770(b), which incorporates AS 47.30.745(c);

2. To have the hearing in a real court room pursuant to AS 47.30.735(b), and

3. To be free of the effects of medication pursuant to AS 47.30725(e), as

incorporated into this proceeding through AS 47.30.745(a).

DATED: March 22, 2007.

Law Project for Psychiatric Rights
. A }

By: --F-.L-------------

8-1 16 24 Judicial Notice Appendix
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Law Project for Psychiatric Rights
406 G Street, Suite 206
Anchorage, AI< 99501
907-274-7686 phone
907-274-9493 fax

Attorney for Respondent

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT, AT ANCHORAGE

In The Matter of the Necessity for the )
Hospitalization of William S. Bigley, )

)
Respondent )

Case No. 3AN 07-247 PR
Elections

In the event a 90-day Commitment Petition is or has been filed against Respondent

in this matter, the following elections are being made:

1. A jury trial pursuant to AS 47.30.770(b), which incorporates AS 47.30.745(c);

2. To have the hearing in a real court room pursuant to AS 47.30.735(b), and

3. To be free of the effects of medication pursuant to AS 47.30725(e), as

incorporated into this proceeding through AS 47.30.745(a).

DATED: March 22, 2007.

Law Project for Psychiatric Rights
. If }

By: _~.L-- _

8-1 16 24 Judicial Notice Appendix



IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT ANCHORAGE

In the Matter of the Necessity for )
the Hospitalization of: )

)
WlLLIAM BIGLEY, )

)
Respondent. )

)

FILED iN OF-EN COURT
Data: -y. 'V t77 t--

Case No. 3AN-07-247 PR

SPECIAL VERDICT FORM
(Commitment)

We, the jury in the above entitled case, find the following on the questions

submitted to us with respect to the involuntary confinement of William Bigley to a

mental hospital:

Q1. Has the Petitioner proven by clear and convincing evidence that

William Bigley is mentally ill?

__---...;:~::.....- (Number ofjurors answering yes)

___o (Number ofjurors answering no)

If less than five jurors answered yes to Ql, Mr. Bigley does not meet the
criteria for involuntary civil commitment and you should write "Verdict for
the Respondent, William Bigley" on the verdict line, sign and return this
form. In that case, do not answer any further questions on this form.

Q2. Has the Petitioner proven by clear and convincing evidence that

as a result of mental illness Mr. Bigley is in danger of physical harm arising from

such complete neglect of basic needs for food, clothing, shelter, or personal safety as

to render serious accident, illness, or death highly probable if care by another is not

taken?
r

___\t) (Nurnber ofjurors answering yes)

___O (Number ofjurors answering no)

5-13116 47
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT ANCHORAGE

In the Matter of the Necessity for )
the Hospitalization of: )

)
WILLIAM BIGLEY, )

)
Respondent. )

)

FILED iN OF·EN COURT
Data: -y. 'V 177 t--

Case No. 3AN-07-247 PR

SPECIAL VERDICT FORM
(Commitment)

We, the jury in the above entitled case, find the following on the questions

submitted to us with respect to the involuntary confinement of William Bigley to a

mental hospital:

Q1. Has the Petitioner proven by clear and convincing evidence that

William Bigley is mentally ill?

__----:~::.....- (Number ofjurors answering yes)

___o (Number ofjurors answering no)

If less than five jurors answered yes to Ql, Mr. Bigley does not meet the
criteria for involuntary civil commitment and you should write "Verdict for
the Respondent, William Bigley" on the verdict line, sign and return this
form. In that case, do not answer any further questions on this form.

Q2. Has the Petitioner proven by clear and convincing evidence that

as a result of mental illness Mr. Bigley is in danger of physical harm arising from

such complete neglect of basic needs for food, clothing, shelter, or personal safety as

to render serious accident, illness, or death highly probable if care by another is not

taken?
r

___\t) (Number ofjurors answering yes)

___O (Number ofjurors answering no)

5-13116 47 Judicial Not~rte~di<



Q3. Has the Petitioner proven by clear and convincing evidence that

Mr. Bigley will, if not treated, suffer or continue to suffer severe and abnormal

mental, emotional or physical distress, and this distress is associated with significant

impairment of judgment, reason or behavior causing a substantial deterioration of

the person's previous ability to function independently, such that he is unable to

survive safely in freedom?

___lP=- (Number ofjurors answering yes)

___O (Number ofjurors answering no)

If less than five jurors answered yes to both Q2 and Q3 t Mr. Bigley does
not meet the criteria for involuntary civil commitment and you should write
"Verdict for the Respondent, William Bigley" on the verdict line, sign and
return this form. In that case t do not answer any further questions on this
form.

Q4. Has tbe Petitioner proven by preponderance of the evidence that

Mr. Bigley's mental condition would be improved by the course of treatment it

seeks?

___3 (Number of jurors answering yes)

3_______(Number ofjurors answering no)

If less than five jurors answered yes to Q4, Mr. Bigley does not meet the
criteria for involuntary civil commitment and you should write "Verdict for
the Respondentt William Bigley" on the verdict line, sign and return this
form. In that case, do not answer any further questions on this fonn.

Q5. Has the Petitioner proven by preponderance of the evidence that

there is no less restrictive alternative available to Mr. Bigley?

_______(Number ofjurors answering yes)

_______(Number ofjurors answering no)

If less than five jurors answered yes to this question, Mr. Bigley does not
meet the criteria for involuntary civil commitment and you should write
"Verdict for the Respondent t William Bigley" on the verdict line t sign and
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return this fonn. In that case, do not answer any further questions on this
fonn.

Q6. Has the Petitioner proven by preponderance of the evidence that

Mr. Bigley has received appropriate and adequate care and treatment during his

30-Day Commitment?

_______(Number ofjurors answering yes)

_______CNumber ofjurors answering no)

If less than five jurors answered yes to this question, Mr. Bigley does not
meet the criteria for involuntary civil commitment and you should write
"Verdict for the Respondent, William Bigley" on the verdict line, sign and
return this form. In that case, do not answer any further questions on this
fonn.

If at least fIve jurors answered yes to:

A. Ql, Q2, and/or Q3, Q4, QS, Q6,

Mr. Bigley meets the criteria for involuntary confinement to a mental
hospital and you should write "Verdict for the Petitioner, State of Alaska"
on the verdict line, sign and return.

Now date and sign your verdict fonn and notify the bailiff.

Date: l.\ - L\-01

Printed name of foreperson m CA.VI ely C\ CL lA.JS0 Y"'\
\

Signature offorepetSon m~U~
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IN THE SUPERlOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT, AT ANCHORAGE

In The Matter of the Necessity for the )
Hospitalization of William S. Big]ey, )

Respondent, )
William Worra], MD, )

Petitioner )
Case No. 3AN 07-1064 PIS

LIMITED ENTRY OF APPEARANCE

The Law Project for Psychiatric Rights (PsychRights) hereby enters its appearance I

on behalf of William S. Bigley, the Respondent in this matter, limited to defending against

the Petition for Court Approval of Administration ofPsychotropic Medication (AS

47.30.839).2

DATED August 31, 2007. Law Project for Psychiatric Rights

James B. Gottstein, ABA # 7811100

I In a previous proceeding, 3AN 07-247 PIS, the Probate Master issued an order requiring
a motion and/or consent to withdraw by the Public Defender Agency rather than an entry
of appearance. PsychRights believes this is incorrect and a motion for reconsideration was
filed and denied and a Petition for Review filed with the Supreme Court, which was
denied. See, Exhibit A. PsychRights' arguments therein are hereby incorporated herein by
reference. This is currently an undecided legal issue.
2Under Wetherhorn v. Alaska Psychiatric Institute, 156 P.3d 371, 381-2 (Alaska 2007), an
involuntary commitment, which requires the opportunity for a quick resolution to protect
respondents' constitutional rights, is a separate proceeding from a forced psychiatric
drugging petition under AS 47.30.839, which must be considered more deliberately in
order to protect respondents' constitutional rights. See, also, §4, Memorandum (Revised),
to Probate Rules Subcommittee on Involuntary Commitments and the Involuntary
Administration ofPsychotropic Medication, dated August 16,2007, attached to Petition
for Initiation of Involuntary Commitment (Memo). Respondent clearly has the right to
have counsel of his choice represent him in this separate proceeding if such counsel is
available to him. See, §2 of Memo.
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT, AT ANCHORAGE

In The Matter of the Necessity for the )
Hospitalization of William S. Bigley, )

Respondent, )
William Worral, MD, )

Petitioner )
Case No. 3AN 07-1064 PIS

SEF 042007

PRE-HEARING BRIEF

I. TABLE OF CONTENTS

II Table of Contents 1
II. Preliminary Matters ......................................................•.............................................2

A. The Ex Parte Order the Anchorage Police Department Acted Upon Was Void on
Its Face 3
B. Referral to the Probate Master 4
C. Respondent's Current Imprisonment at API is Illegal Because there is No Valid
Commitment Order and Therefore the Court May Not Hold a Hearing on the Forced
Drugging Petition 4
D. The Hearing Must Presumably Be Continued 7

III. API is Collaterally Estopped From Being Granted the Forced Drugging Petition
8

A. Dr. Mosher's testimony , 9
B. Dr. Jackson's Testimony J3

IV. The Hospital May Only Administer Specific Drugs in Specific Doses In The
Specific Manner of Administration Authorized by the Court. 13

V. Respondent Is Entitled to Require Johnson & Johnson, Abbot, Astra-Zeneca
and Eli Lilly to Provide Suppressed Research Data Prior to Any Forced
Drugging Order Being Issued 15

A. Johnson & Johnson (Risperdal) J7
B. Abbot (Depakote) , J7
C. Astra Zeneca (Seroquel) , , J7
D. Eli Lilly (Zyprexa) , J7

VI. Factual BackGround ..........................................................•...................................... 19
VII. Pre-Filed Testimony 30
VIII. The Assumed Drug Regime is Experimental 30
IX. Less Intrusive Alternatives 31

A. Possible Less Intrusive Alternatives , ,.. , 31
B. Existing Less Intrusive Alternatives , 3J

X. Witness List 33
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Petition, Risperdal Consta, requires a shot with a hypodennic needle. This, of

course, is highly intrusive and involves pain.

Thus, Myers specifically requires a drug by drug, dose by dose, and manner

of administration determination by the Court.

Sell v. United States, 539 U.S. 166, 123 S.Ct. 2174 (2003), a forced

drugging to make one competent to stand trial case,25 based on the requirements of

the United States Constitution, also requires a drug by drug analysis (liThe

specific kinds of drugs at issue may matter here as elsewhere. Different kinds of

antipsychotic drugs may produce different side effects and enjoy different levels

of success.").

V. RESPONDENT IS ENTITLED TO REQUIRE JOHNSON &
JOHNSON, ABBOT, ASTRA-ZENECA AND ELI LILLY TO

PROVIDE SUPPRESSED RESEARCH DATA PRIOR TO ANY
FORCED DRUGGING ORDER BEING ISSUED.

Unless API voluntarily dismisses the Forced Drugging Petition, or the Court denies

the Forced Drugging Petition based on the evidence Respondent is able to bring, it must

allow Respondent the opportunity to obtain, evaluate and present to the Court information

about the drugs API wants to force into Respondent that has been suppressed by their

respective manufacturers.

25 While Sell is a competence to stand trial case, the U.S. Supreme Court used the same
sort of standard constitutional law compelling state interest, further state interest and least
intrusive alternative analysis the Alaska Supreme Court employed in Myers and is fully
applicable here with respect to this issue.

Pre-Hearing Brief
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It is self-evident that before the Court may properly grant the Forced Drugging

Petition it must have all the critical infonnation required to adequately consider the factors

required by Myers. However, it is well established that critical lack of efficacy and safety

data has been suppressed by drug company manufacturers. Doctors, such as Dr. Worrall,

do not have the information necessary for them to be able to accurately assess the

effectiveness and harms caused by the drugs. Dr. Jackson testified as to how the published

infonnation, including from the most prestigious medical journals, has been corrupted by

pharmaceutical industry influence and the only way to fmd out the truth is to go to the

clinical trials.26

Therefore respondent is pursuing subpoenas to the following drug manufacturers:

1. Johnson and Johnson, the manufacturer of Risperdal,

2. Astra-Zeneca, the manufacturer of Seroquel,

3. Eli Lilly, the manufacturer ofZyprexa, and

4. Abbot, the manufacturer of Depakote. 27

However, believing API will not be able to come close to meeting its burden under Myers

even without this information, Respondent is willing to proceed without waiving his right

to obtain, evaluate and present the suppressed information to the Court before entry of a

Forced Drugging Order against him. In the event the Probate Master does not so hold,

Respondent hereby prophylactically moves for a stay of any Forced Drugging Order

26 Appendix 86-7.
27 The fonn of subpoenas are at Appendix 165-184.
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recommendation issued pending Superior Court and, if necessary, Alaska Supreme Court

review. The relevance of the subpoenaed material is discussed next.

A. Johnson & Johnson (Risperdal)

It is expected that API will seek permission to forcibly drug Respondent with

Risperdal.

B. Abbot (Depakote)

It is expected that API will seek permission to forcibly drug Respondent with

Depakote.

C. Astra Zeneca (Seroquel)

It is expected that API will seek permission to forcibly drug Respondent with

Seroquel.

D. Eli Lilly (Zyprexa)

The situation with Zyprexa is a bit different. API has forcibly drugged

Respondent with Zyprexa in the past and very well may have even done so since

Friday after the Court invited it to use the police power justification under AS

47.30.838 as a basis for forcibly drugging Respondent during the continuance.

During his October 29, 2006, to January 3, 2007, admission, Respondent was given

Zyprexa pursuant to a forced drugging order.n While the hospital switched him to

Seroquel at that time because Respondent complained it made him too hungry, it has

subsequently used it on an "as needed basis" to subdue him when he vehemently complains

28 Appendix 185.
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and protests being locked up and forcibly drugged. Thus, on March 21, 2007, he was given

Zyprexa as an "1M Backup" "NOW".29 With respect to this, Dr. Worrall testified:

Q. Do you know how they're administered? Is he restrained in any way?

A. He doesn't typically -- he doesn't usually fight once the nurse comes
with three or four staff. He usually just submits.3o

Usually, of course, means not always, so sometimes he is physically held down by

the three or four staff, the needle thrust into his flesh, and the hated drug, equated

by the Alaska Supreme Court with the intrusiveness of electroshock and lobotomy

injected into his body despite his protests. 31

The subpoena issued to Sidney Taurel, Chairman and Chief Executive

Officer, Eli Lilly and Company calls for the production of nothing that was not

requested by Congressman Waxman on March 1st, so they should be immediately

available.32

The suppressed research is highly likely to continn Dr. Jackson's analysis.

In order for Lilly to gamer approval from even the eviscerated Food and Drug

Administration (FDA), it had to employ artifices exemplifying the quote attributed

to Mark Twain: "There are liars, damn liars, and statisticians." Among these

artifices are what is euphemistically called "Last Observation Carried Forward"

(LOCF), which is pretending that when someone drops out of the study, one can

29 Appendix 186.
30 Appendix 188..
31 Myers 138 P3d at 242; Wetherhorn, 156 P.3d at 382.
32 Appendix 192-5 ..
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safely assume nothing would have changed for the rest of the study if the person

had stayed in it. It is ludicrous because that is what the study is for. 33

Another manipulation was that the "control" or "placebo" groups were

individuals for whom psychosis had been deliberately induced by abruptly

withdrawing them from another neuroleptic. 34 Even then, Zyprexa barely beat the

placebo or control group for efficacy.3S One can only imagine what the studies on

Zyprexa that have been hidden will show.

The discovery of the suppressed data on all the drugs requested is obviously

necessary before the Forced Drugging Petition can possibly be considered for

approval.

VI. FACTUAL BACKGROUND

Prior to 1980, Respondent was successful in the community, he had long-term

employment in a good job, was married and had two daughters.36

In 1980, Respondent's wife divorced him, took his two daughters and saddled him

with high child support and house payments, resulting in his first hospitalization at the

Alaska Psychiatric Institute (API).37

33 Appendix 127-151.
34 Whitaker Prefiled Testimony, Jackson Zyprexa Analysis, Appendix 127-151.
35 Jackson Zyprexa Analysis, Appendix 127-151.
36 Appendix 157-64 ..
37 Appendix 157.
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x. WITNESS LIST

1. Paul Comils
2. Sarah Porter (May only be available Wednesday morning and will be gone by

Saturday morning)
3. James Parker
4. William Worrall, MD
5. Eli Lilly Representative (if necessary)
6. Johnson & Johnson representative (if necessary; continuance will be

necessary)
7. Abbott representative (if necessary; continuance will be necessary)
8. Astra-Zeneca Representative (ifnecessary; continuance will be necessary)
9. Kamaree Altaffer (maybe)
10. Faith Myers (maybe)
11. George Stone (maybe)
12. Scott Bassett (maybe)
13 . Jerry Jenkins (maybe)
14. Rebuttal Witnesses
15. Witnesses identified through testimony at the hearing
16. Witnesses necessary to establish facts disputed by API and otherwise not

established by above listed witnesses.

DATED September 4, 2007.

Law Project for Psychiatric Rights, Inc.

By: +-~~...s--~,.,e---------
ABA # 7811100
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Law Project for Psychiatric Rights
406 G Street, Suite 206
Anchorage, AK 99501
907-274-7686 phone
907-274-9493 fax MAR 0'7 2008

Attorney for Respondent

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT, AT ANCHORAGE

In The Matter of the Necessity for the )
Hospitalization of William S. Bigley, )

)
Respondent )

Case No. 3AN 08-00247PR

ENTRY OF APPEARANCE

The Law Project for Psychiatric Rights (PsychRights) hereby enters its appearance

on behalf of, William S. Bigley, the Respondent in this matter with respect to the AS

47.30,839 forced drugging petition only.

DATED: March 6, 2008.

mes B. Gottstein
tEA # 7811100
v

By: _~~~~ _

Law Project for Psychiatric Rights
7..
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT ANCHORAGE

)
In the Matter of the Necessity )

_:_rI_~h_:_I:_~_SP_~t_I~_I~_za_~_;_.n_O_f_: !
ORDER

CASE NO. 3AN-08-01252 PR

Petition for" Court Approval ofAdministration ofPsychotropic Medication
Petition for 90-day Commitment

The State of Alaska, Alaska Psychiatric Institute (API), wants to

administer psychotropic medication to William Bigley, who has suffered from

schizophrenia for over a quarter century. Bigley opposes that request. He argues,

among other things, that the medication is not only contrary to his best interests,

but also would cause him injury, specifically brain damage. In advance of and

during the hearing on the petition both parties raised many issues. In an effort to

simplify the identification of those issues and the resolution of them, the Comi

will present a chronology of developments before addressing the ultimate issue of

the propriety of the administration of the medication.

Commitment and First Medication Petition.

Bigley is 55 years old. He was born on 15 January 1953 in Kodiak.

He moved to Sitka as a child. He was married for some time but is now divorced.

He has two grown children who were living in Sitka five years ago. He has been

hospitalized for his schizophrenia repeatedly, with more frequency in the last year
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and decade. In March 1993 he was admitted to API for the tenth time. In July 2002

he was admitted for the fiftieth tinie. His seventy-fifth admission was on 25 April

2008. His most recent admission appears to be his eighty-first. 1 He has also been

seen at other facilities in Anchorage and Sitka, though some of those admissions

have resulted in API admissions as well. He has had many interactions with the

police as a result of behavior that flows from his schizophrenia.

The parties have agreed that since December 2006 he has been at

API fifteen times? In 2008 Bigley was at API from 23 October 2007 to 21 January

2008; 23 Febmary to 14 March; 16-21 April; 25 April to 4 June; 26-30 June; 1-5

August; 22-24 September; 30 September to 1 October; 8 October; and 20 October

to the present.3

On 15 October 2008 Lisa Davis, a clinician with the Anchorage

Community Mental Health Service, filed a petition for a screening investigation of

Bigley, pursuant to AS 47.30.700. The Public Defender Agency was appointed to

The parties were not able to agree upon his entire history of API admissions
and interactions with judiciary in commitment proceedings. Bigley submitted a
narrative of this history with supporting documents. It coptained commentary on
the events surrounding many of the admissions. API was unwilling to agree to the
accuracy of the submission. The Court invited API's counsel to redact the
objectionable commentary, in hopes of crafting a relatively accurate and neutral
chronology. API claimed that this was not possible. It submitted its own
document.

See Exhibit F. This list of the records generated during his admissions
identifies the dates of his recent admissions.

3 ld.
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represent Bigley. That agency has represented him on numerous occasions. On 17

October a magistrate recommended that petition be approved.

On 20 October Bigley arrived at API. Dr. Kahnaz Khari, a

psychiatrist at API, petitioned for judicial approval of the request that API be

authorized to administer psychotropic medication to Bigley, pursuant to AS

47.30.839. Dr. Khari filed a petition for the 30-day commitment of Bigley on the

same day, pursuant to AS 47.30.730.

On 20 October, while those petitions were pending, API

administered emergency psychotropic medication to Bigley pursuant to AS

47.30.838. This was a single dosage.

On 21 October James Gottstein entered a limited appearance on

behalf ofBigley.4 Gottstein sought to represent Bigley "only to any forced

drugging under AS 47.30.838 or AS 47.30.839." On 21 October Master Jonathan

Lack held a hearing on the commitment petition. The Public Defender Agency

represented Bigley. Its attorney played the lead role at the hearing, cross

examining the API witnesses. Gottstein also participated, but played only a minor

role.

The roles of Gottstein and that of the Public Defender Agency during this
litigation were the subject of some dispute. Normally the Court would ascribe
actions taken by a lawyer on behalf of a party as if the party made them. Thus the
Court would usually state that Bigley filed a motion when actually it was his
lawyer who did. To differentiate what Gottstein did from what the Public
Defender Agency did, the Court will identify Gottstein or the Agency as the one
filing motions or taking actions, rather than Bigley.
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Master Lack recommended that the commitment petition be granted,

but referred the medication petition to the superior court without recommendation.

A hearing on the medication petition was set for 29 October. On 22 October, after

listening to the recording of the hearing,5 the Court granted the commitment

petition.

On 22 October Gottstein filed a motion to dismiss the medication

petition. On Friday, 24 October, API withdrew its medication petition, stating that

Bigley had responded well to his care at API.

Second Medication Petition.

On Monday, 27 October, API filed a second medication petition. It

was later explained that API observed a marked decline in Bigley's condition over

the weekend and thus thought medication was necessary. In fact, API administered

a second dosage of emergency psychotropic medication that day, again pursuant to

AS 47.30.838. Meanwhile, Gottstein filed a motion for summary judgment on the

first medication petition.

On 27 October, in response to the second medication petition Master

John Duggan again appointed the Public Defender Agency to represent Bigley and

appointed a court visitor to report on his condition. Master Duggan set a hearing

for 29 October at API with the undersigned judge to preside. Unaware of the

dismissal of the first medication petition or the filing of the second medication

5 See Wayne B. v. Alaska Psychiatric Institute, 192 P.3d 989 (Alaska 2008).
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petition, the Court issued its own calendaring order for a hearing on the 29th on the

first medication petition.

Status Hearing.

Open Hearing. On 28 October, having by then learned of the second

medication petition, the Court held a scheduling hearing in its courtroom without

Bigley being present. Gottstein objected to the notice on the entrance to the

courtroom that the hearing was closed to the public. He explained that Bigley had

consented to the proceedings being open, pursuant to AS 47.30.735(b)(4). That

notice had been placed there by the Court's in-court clerk who had reasonably

assumed that this hearing, like most mental health probate matters, was closed.

Without objection from API the Court had the notice removed. Gottstein did not

object to Bigley not being present since the purpose of the hearing was to sort out

the various petitions that had been filed and determine what hearings, if any,

needed to be set and for when.

Discovery and Timing ofHearing. At the status hearing the Court

ordered API to make Bigley's charts available to Gottstein shortly after they were

generated. It ordered API to provide Gottstein with paper copies of Bigley's charts

from prior admissions at API for the past year.

AS 47.30.839(e) requires a hearing on the medication petition to be

held within 72 hours of the filing of the petition. Gottstein moved to vacate the

hearing set for the 29 th
. He demanded additional time to obtain documents from
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API, to conduct discovery, and to prepare. API opposed the motion, citing the

statutory deadline for the hearing.

The Court concluded-that Bigley's due process rights to discover the

evidence that might be used by API in support of the medication petition overrode

the statutory deadline for a hearing on the petition.6 It vacated the hearing on the

29th
, setting a new hearing on 5 November at API.

Location ofHearing. Gottstein objected to holding the hearing at

API, arguing that Bigley was being deprived of his right to have the hearing open

to the public if it was held at a facility that was restricted to the public. The Court

kept the hearing at API subject to further review after the first day of the hearing.

On 29 October Gottstein filed a motion for expedited consideration

of his motion to hold the hearing set for 5 November at the courthouse rather than

at API. The Court granted expedited consideration. On 30 October API opposed

API moved for reconsideration of this ruling at the beginning of the
hearing. The Court concluded that discovery was authorized by court rule and
statute. The Rules of Probate Procedure apply to proceedings pursuant to AS
47.30. Probate Rule l(b). No probate rule expressly addresses discovery in
commitment or medication proceedings. Probate Rule lee) adopts the Civil Rules
ifno probate rule applies to a specific procedure. Civil Rule 26 governs discovery
generally and Civil Rule 30 permits oral depositions. -

It is true that AS 47.30.839 does not address discovery, but contrary to
API's suggestion, that does not mean that no discovery is authorized in AS 47.30
proceedings. AS 47.30.825(b) mandates the disclosure of information about a
patient and his treatment to the patient and his counsel. AS 47.30.850(2)
authorizes the release of otherwise confidential information and records to the
patient and his designee. AS 47.30.850(3) authorizes the release of those
information and records to a person if ordered by a court.
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the underlying motion, supported by an affidavit of Dr. Lawrence Maile. He

opined that the transportation of Bigley from API posed a risk to him and

members of the public. The Court denied the motion, subject to further review

upon the Court's observation of the API facility and Bigley at the hearing.

On 30 October Gottstein moved to dismiss the portion of the.

medication petition that was made pursuant to AS 47.30.838(c) and .839(a)(1).

The Court denied that motion at the beginning of the hearing on 5 November.

Depositions.

On 31 October API filed for expedited consideration of its Motion to

Quash and Motion for Protective Order. API sought to quash deposition notices

served on several of its administrators and physicians. The depositions were to

occur on 3 November. API argued that the relevant statutes7 and probate rules did

not provide for discovery by the ward. API sought a protective order "so that the

contents of all discovery in this case be confidential, from now and into the

indefinite future. Such an order would protect both respondent fro the disclosure

of sensitive medical information and the deponents from harassment and

embarrassment by respondent's attorney."s The Court granted expedited·

consideration.

7

S

AS 47.30.670 -- 4730.915.

Motion for Protective Order (31 October 2008) at 2.
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On 3 November the Court held a status hearing. Gottstein appeared

in person. Laura Derry appeared telephonically for API. Bigley did not attend,

without objection. The Court made various rulings. It:

a) denied API's second 30-day commitment petition as moot,

since the Court had granted the first petition;

b) held Bigley's motion for summary judgment in abeyance

until it could review the documents submitted by Gottstein;

c) denied the motion to quash, although it modified the timing of

one deposition that was set at night by mistake;

d) granted the motion for a protective order in part, ordering that

Gottstein could publish filings from the open file to third parties, but could not

publish materials obtained in discovery, including Bigley's charts and the

depositions to third parties (except as was necessary for the litigation, say to his

experts) before 12 November. The Court intended that the depositions take place

and then the parties could address the continued need for a protective order after

reviewing the deponents' testimony and any request to publish.

On 4 November API filed a number of motions in limine concerning

Bigley's proposed witnesses and the use of the term "forced drugging." API

moved to strike the depositions that Gottstein had just taken. The Court held in

abeyance the motions concerning the witnesses until Gottstein actually called

them. The Court denied the motion to preclude Gottstein's use of the term "forced

drugging" and the motion to strike.
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The Physical Setting of the Medication Hearing.

On 5 November the Court convened a hearing at API. 9 In order to

enter the facility one goes into an open, public lobby. There is a receptionist

behind a glass wall who gives a visitor an identity badge and arranges to have the

visitor escorted to her destination. Opposite the receptionist, across the public

lobby, is a meditation room, also open to the public. On either side of the .

meditation room, are locked doors into a large, high glass walled room with a

coffee and snack vendor and various chairs and tables. One may see into the snack

room through the clear glass walls.

Behind the snack room is a hallway that extends down two wings,

coming together at a roughly 90 degree comer directly behind the snack room.

.This hallway gives one access to the 5 or 6 residential units that are perpendicular

to the hallway. The hallway has a ceiling that is perhaps forty feet high. There are

large pieces of artwork roughly 75 feet apart on the walls opposite the snack room..

Down the left wing of the hallway are the two rooms that have been

used as hearing rooms. One, a smaller room, is labeled as the courtroom. It was

partially set up on the morning of 5 November, but the API staff suggested that the

hearing be moved to a larger room closer to the entrance from the snack room. .

All sessions of the hearing were held in this larger room. It is

rectangular, roughly 20 feet along the hallway and 35 feet deep. It is labeled a

The Court heard additional testimony concerning the medication petition on
6, 10, 17, and 18 November.
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room through the clear glass walls.

Behind the snack room is a hallway that extends down two wings,

coming together at a roughly 90 degree comer directly behind the snack room.

.This hallway gives one access to the 5 or 6 residential units that are perpendicular

to the hallway. The hallway has a ceiling that is perhaps forty feet high. There are

large pieces of artwork roughly 75 feet apart on the walls opposite the snack room..

Down the left wing of the hallway are the two rooms that have been

used as hearing rooms. One, a smaller room, is labeled as the courtroom. It was

partially set up on the morning of 5 November, but the API staff suggested that the

hearing be moved to a larger room closer to the entrance from the snack room.

All sessions of the hearing were held in this larger room. It is

rectangular, roughly 20 feet along the hallway and 35 feet deep. It is labeled a

The Court heard additional testimony concerning the medication petition on
6, 10, 17, and 18 November.
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rehabilitation room and has numerous arts and crafts materials in it. There are

cabinets built into half the perimeter of the room, both above and below a

countertop. Along one wall perpendicular to the hallway are doors into adjacent

offices with a window in the top half of the door and another window adjacent to

the doors. Along that wall there are two sets of work stations with four computers.

Along the opposite wall are additional counters and cabinets and an alcove with

more counters and cabinets. The alcove is perhaps four feet deep. In it is a large,

high wooden table. There is a sink iri the alcove. Along the wall opposite the

hallway is another door and window into another office. There is a restroom in the

corner opposite the hallway and behind the alcove.

In the middle of the hearing room were five 3 feet by 5 feet tables

setup to form a conference table 5 feet by 11 feet. There were eight chairs around

the table. There were at least three additional chairs set back from the table. More

could have been brought in if needed. In the middle of the table was a

speakerphone that was linked to a regular courtroom where the proceedings were

recorded and an in-court clerk kept log notes.

Participants at the Hearing.

Bigley. At the very beginning of the hearing on 5 November Bigley

was not present, but he arrived in a few moments. He sat on a chair near Gottstein,

but away from the table and to the left and rear of the judge, who was at the

-
narrow end of the table across from the entrance from the hallway. There was an

API attendant who accompanied Bigley everywhere. Occasionally Bigley would
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leave the hearing room to use the restroom, to eat, or to get coffee. The hearing

continued in his absence without objection.

The Court denied Gottstein's request to delay the hearing to permit

Bigley to go outside the API building and off its campus in order to smoke a

cigarette. It is against API policy to smoke on the campus. Dr. Khari opined that

smoking was not good for Bigley, although she acknowledged that he was a heavy

smoker and constantly asked to be allowed to smoke.

Throughout the hearing Bigley spoke, usually to himself, as if

commenting on the proceedings. Sometimes he reacted more loudly to what was

being said, sometimes directing those comments at another participant. For the

vast majority of the hearing Bigley's speech did not interfere with the proceedings,

particularly once the participants got used to it. His comments were only rarely

coherent. Typically one might make out only one or two words. While Bigley was

paying attention to the proceedings, he was not actually engaged with any other

person for more than a few seconds. At times he was disruptive, usually in

reaction to the presence of or testimony of a particular witness. The Court found

that it was most effective to not respond to the outbursts in any but the calmest

manner. They would pass. The Court often asked him to be quieter and

occasionally suggested he might want to go get more coffee. He usually acted on

that suggestion. Often I would silently signal to him to be quieter by gesturing

with my hand for him to lower his voice or by putting my finger to my lips. He
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would always respond to those gestures although often he'd begin speaking again

in 10-15 seconds.

After the first day of the hearing the Court concluded that it would

not be appropriate to hold the remainder of the hearing away from API. The

physical setting of a courtroom, with the judge on the bench above Bigley, would

have disturbed him. It was comforting for him to be at the same level as the other

participants who were seated around the makeshift conference table. He insisted

on sitting away from the table. Ifhe had been forced to sit in a more formal

setting, he would not have been as cooperative. Presumably the basic setting of

API and perhaps even the particular room where the hearing was held was

somewhat familiar to Bigley. He certainly was comfortable with the restroom and

dining facilities that he used during the hearing. Finally, and most importantly, it

was comforting for him to be able to leave the hearing room and go into the

hallway or to getcoffee at a small cafeteria a few doors down the hallway. He

could not have walked about the courtroom or courthouse in that manner. He

would have felt far more restricted in a courthouse and that would have increased

his agitation. Io

Having concluded that the hearings should not be held in the courthouse,. .

the Court should not be understood to mean that the physical setting for hearings
at API is acceptable. The API facility is only a few years old. It is quite beautiful
and a tremendous improvement overall from the old facility. It is far from a
depressing setting. But API holds hearings on petitions for evaluations and
commitments on at least two days every week. In the modest regular "courtroom"
there is little more than a conference table. The room that this hearing was in is
better only in that it is bigger. But it is obvious that neither room was designed for
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On two occasions after the first day Bigley got particularly agitated.

At the start of one day, after he learned that API had filed a petition for a 90-day

commitment, he came into the room quite upset. He had a pile of papers that

included pictures of Al Pacino and President Kennedy, among others. He angrily

shuffled through the stack, putting individual pictures on the table for us to see.

Part of his delusion is that he is Al Pacino and wants to fly in his plane to Cuba.

Occasionally he appears to think he is the president. He got agitated once when he

insisted that he be released and that he was a free man.

In retrospect the Court's decision to hold the hearing at API was the

only possible decision consistent with Bigley's immediate personal needs.

Counsel. Gottstein and two assistant public defenders were present

at the beginning of the hearing on 5 November. The assistant public defenders

objected to Gottstein being able to enter a limited appearance on Bigley's behalf.

They argued that it was not permissible to carve out an appearance by one counsel

that was limited to the medication petition while having the Public Defender

Agency represent him on the commitment petitions. They alleged that such joint

the hearings that API knew would be held in them. The audio recording system is
preposterous. It is no more than a conference/speaker phone in the middle ofihe
table that has to be moved in front of each speaker so that the court clerk back at
the courthouse can make a recording. It is incomprehensible that the new faCility
was not designed to include a room specifically tailored for these hearings--which
does not mean a small version of a regular courtroom. The hearing room should be
designed to accommodate the unique needs of the mentally ill persons who are the
subjects of the proceedings.
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representation was contrary to the Agency's general policy. 11 More specifically,

they alleged that the Agency lawyers had disagreed with Gottstein about the

representation of Bigley in the past. They did not think that Gottstein and the

Agency could cooperate.

The Court ruled that Civil Rule 82(d)(2) permitted an appearance

that was limited by "subject matter." The Court permitted the assistant public

defenders to attend the medication hearing as it would likely include testimony

relevant to his continued or extended commitment. The two lawyers stayed for

awhile, but then left and did not retum at any 9ther time during the medication

hearing.

The Court denied the request of API and the Public Defender

Agency that it make inquiries of Bigley to determine if he was competent to

decide to have Gottstein represent him. The Court found that Gottstein's

representation of Bigley in the past year when API had filed another petition to

medicate (superior court case no. 3AN-08-00493 PR, supreme court case no. S-

13116) Bigley was sufficient to support his current limited representation. This

was a peculiar request from API in light of its allegation that Bigley was then so

gravely disabled that he did not have the capacity to give or refuse informed

consent to the suggestion that he be administered psychotropic medication. The

Court found that it was neither appropriate nor necessary to question Bigly at that

The policy was not more specifically identified. If a written policy exists, it
was not produced.
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time about his desire to have Gottstein represent him. Nor would it be fruitful to

attempt to question him about earlier times when he might have engaged Gottstein

as his attorney. The Court found that Gottstein's history as a representative of

Bigley when similar and perhaps identical issues were in dispute was an adequate

assurance that Gottstein's continued limited representation of Bigley Was

consistent with Bigley's wishes. 12

The Press. At the hearing on 5 November it was brought to the

Court's attention that a member of the press was in API's public lobby seeking to

attend the hearing. The assistant attorney general representing API had instructed

API to deny the reporter access to the hearing until she could again raise with the

Court questions regarding the openness of the proceeding. The Court ordered the

reporter to be permitted into the hearing room immediately. She attended the

remainder of the hearing that day. The reporter attended 'the next day and perhaps

for portions of other days as well.

The Court notes that the status of representation of a person who may have
a mental illness can be problematic. No one disputed that Bigley has a mental
illness and has been deemed incompetent to stand trial in the past year. It would be
helpful for attorneys who are engaged by a person who has chronic mental illness
problems and might periodically lack the capacity to make decisions about
representation iIi the future to memorialize the client's selection and capacity at
the time of the person's engagement of the lawyer so as to avoid just this
challenge at a later time. There should be a representation procedure or document
analogous to advance health care directives as permitted by AS 13.52. This is a
topic that ought to be addressed by the Probate and/or Civil Rules Committees.
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14

The Court instructed the Department of Law that it could not

unilaterally determine who could attend the hearing, but must allow any member

of the public to attend, subject to any request by a party to have a particular person

excluded. The person would be permitted to attend until the Court ruled on the

application. 13

The Protective Order..

The Court clarified the protective order. No party could reveal to

third persons the contents of any deposition taken or discovery received in the

litigation except as that deposition or discovery was used in open court. API again

moved that the hearing be closed, and raised the ongoing issues of the

confidentiality of the existing record and the publication of materials generated by

the litigation. 14

During a subsequent session of the hearing, some days after the first day,
API's lawyer disclosed that a representative of the press with unspecified camera
equipment had sought access to the hearing, but had been barred entrance by API.
The Court had Ron Adler, API's chief executive, provide testimony about this
event. He explained that he had made this decision because of the desire to protect
the privacy interests of the other patients at API. This was not the decision of the
API lawyers involved in the hearing. He explained that he had tried to contact
other counsel that API routinely consulted on patient privacy issues, but before he
could speak with counsel, the photographer chose to leave. The Court ordered that
API was not to bar any member of the press from the hearing although it could
enforce its rules about photography of API patients while the photographer came
into the hearing room from the public lobby. However, the use of photography in
the hearing room would remain under the exclusive jurisdiction of the Court.

On the second day ofthe hearing the Court distributed copies of the log
notes and CDs of the prior day's hearing. The log notes were marked
"CONFIDENTIAL." This was consistent with the regular practice for API
hearings, but contrary to the Court's order in this particular hearing. The Court
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Summary Judgment.

When, at the beginning of the hearing on 5 November, the Court

indicated its intention to deny his Motion for Summary Judgment, Gottstein

pointed out that there had nut been oral argument and-that he wanted to argue the

motion. The Court heard oral argument on the motion and found there were

significant genuine issues of material fact concerning Bigley's recent and current

mental health and whether it was in his best interests to be administered particular

psychotropic medications. The Court ruled that its consideration of the motion was

not limited to evidence submitted by API with its formal opposition to the motion.

Instead the Court was required to consider the entire file, including affidavits

submitted in support of other motions. The factual issues concerning the impact of

the proposed medication on Bigley, as well as his prognosis if not administered

psychotropic medication, made it impossible for the Court to grant the motion as a

matter of law.

AS 47.30.839.

API may seek court approval for the administration of psychotropic

medication pursuant to AS 47.30.839(a) if

(1) there have been, or it appears that there will be,
repeated crisis situation as described in AS 47.30.838(1)15 and the

clarified that the log notes were not confidential, but were open to the public, as
were the contents of the court file and the hearings themselves.

A crisis is defined to be an existing or impending situation "that requires
immediate use of the [psychotropic] medication to preserve the life of, or prevent
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facility wishes to use psychotropic medication in future crisis
situations; or

(2) the facility wishes to use psychotropic medication
in a noncrisis situation and has reason to believe the patient is
incapable of giving informed consent.

API alleged that both circumstances were present in Bigley's case

If a court finds that the patient is competent to give informed

consent, then API must honor the patient's decision about the use of the

medication. I
6 If the patient is found not to be competent, "and, by clear and

convincing evidence, was not competent to provide informed consent at the time

ofpreviously expressed wishes[,]"17 then the court may authorize the

administration of the medication if it further "finds by clear and cOnvincing

evidence that the proposed treatment is in the patient's best interests and that no

less intrusive alternative is available.,,18

The best interest analysis requires a court to consider the following

statutory factors:

(A) an explanation of the patient's diagnosis and prognosis, or
their predominant symptoms, with and without the medication;

(B) information about the proposed medication, its purpose,
the method of its administration, the recommended ranges of

significant physical harm to, the patient or another person, as determined by a
licensed physician or a registered nurse[.]" AS 47.30.838(a)(I).

16

17

18

AS 47.40.839(f).

AS 47.30.839(g).

Myers v. Alaska Psychiatric Institute, 138 P.3d 238,254 (Alaska 2006).
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dosages, possible side effects and benefits, ways to treat side effects,
and risks of other conditions, such as tardive dyskinesia;

(C) a review of the patient's history, including medication
history and previous side effects from medication;

(D) an explanation of interactions with other drugs, including
over-the-counter drugs, street drugs, and alcohol; and

(E) information about alternative treatments and their risks,
side effects, and benefits, including the risks ofnontreatment[.] 19

In addition, the court should consider the following:

(I) the extent and duration of changes in behavior patterns
and mental activity effected by the treatment;

(2) the risks of adverse side effects;
(3) the experimental nature of the treatment;
(4) its acceptance by the medical community of the state; and
(5) the extent of intrusion into the patient's body and the pain

connected with the treatment.20

Competency and Informed Consent.

A patient is competent to make mental health decisions, such as

whether to take psychotropic medication, if the patient

(A) has the capacity to assimilate relevant facts and to
appreciate and understand the patient's situation with regard to those
facts, including the information described in (2) of this subsection;

(B) appreciates that the patient has a mental disorder or
impairment, if the evidence so indicates; denial of a significantly
disabling disorder or impairment, when faced with substantial
evidence of its existence, constitutes evidence that the patient lacks
the capability to make mental health treatment decisions;

(C) has the capacity to participate in treatment
decisions by means of a rational thought process; and

(D) is able to articulate reasonable objections to using.
the offered medication?1

19

20

21

AS 47.30.837(d)(2); Myers, 138 P.3d at 252.

Myers, 138 P.3d at 252.

AS 47.30.837(d).
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Marieann Vassar, the Comi Visitor, and Dr. Khari, Bigley's primary

treating psychiatrist at API, testified about his current capacities and condition.

Both opined that Bigley is not competent. The Court agrees.

Current Capacity. The Court finds that Bigley suffers from chronic

paranoid schizophrenia. Although he has not received long term psychotropic

medication for nearly a year, he as recently been administered several doses of

. emergency psychotropic medication. On 7 October he Was taken to Providence

Alaska Medical Center because he waS walking in and yelling at traffic. He was

given Haldol (5mg) and Ativan (2 mg).22 While incarcerated between 16-20

October he was given two doses of Haldol and Ativan by the Department of

Corrections medical staff. At API he was administered emergency psychotropic

medications on 22 and 27 October. After his admission on 20 October he began

yelling loud obscenities, invading other person's spaces, banging the walls with a

platter, and throwing himself against the walls even·after being taken to a quiet

Haldol is a typical anti-psychotic medication. This is an older category of
anti-psychotic dmg that may produce a variety of negative side effects for some
patients. A newer category of anti-psychotic dmgs that allegedly pose a lower risk
of side effects are labeled atypical anti-psychotics. Whether these are actually
more benign is controversial in some quarters and hotly contested by Gottstein.
API seeks to administer Risperdal Contra, a brand of the generic dmg risperidone,
to Bigley. It is an atypical anti-psychotic. Ativan is an anti-anxiety drug.
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room. The last four administrations of psychotropic medications were involuntary.

It is not clear whether the dosage at Providence was voluntary. 23

Bigley does not appreciate that he has a mental illness, in fact he

denies it. He is delusional, thinking at times that he is Al Pacino and/or President

Kennedy or the president. He currently cannot interact with other people in any

meaningful way. Although for brief periods during the recent admissions at

API he has been more cooperative with API staff, normally he cannot engage in a

conversation for even a few sentences. Most often he speaks incoherently. Usually

he is either speaking to himself or making comments about the events he is .

observing. His words are not often understandable and his thought process can

rarely be tracked, regardless of whether they are rational or not. If agitated he will

yell loudly, sometimes making statements of aggression. He does not act out on

these comments. He is not capable ofparticipating in treatment decisions, indeed

he cannot participate in any treatment at all as he does not engage with others.

Bigley does not express any reasonable objection to medication in .

general or to the proposed specific medication. He does claim the drugs are killing

him or his brain. He does fear that he is being poisoned by medication that he has

received in the past. But this is part of his delusional thought pattern and not an

The medic chart from Providence states that Bigley took the medication
voluntarily, but it is unclear if this was meant to signify that he was capable of
giving informed consent (which would be dubious) or merely that he cooperated in
the administration of the medication, say by taking the pill when it was handed to
him.
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objection based upon his experience with or reaction to medication. Thus he also

fears that his food at API is poisoned, often waiting until others eat the food before

he will. Nor does he identify any side effects of medication that he wishes to

avoid. He has in the past exhibited mild symptoms that might be tardive

dyskinesia, but he makes no mention of that currently. He has experienced other

mild side effects that may have been from medications, such as mood swings or

sexual dysfunction, but he currently does not mention those effects.

Prior Expressed Wishes. At times in the past Bigley has declined

medication. In the past year he has been declining psychotropic medication. It

appears that during this past year that he has not been competent to give informed

consent regarding medication. This conclusion is supported by the number of

interactions with police that Bigley has had and the observations of API and other

health care facilities that have treated Bigley this year.

For roughly 16 months before late 2007 Bigley was taking a

prescribed psychotropic, risperidone, at first in shot acting pill form and later in

longer acting injections ofRisperdal Contra. He was living in an apartment and

being given medications twice a day orally. Mental health aides would visit his

home and offer the medication to him. He usually took them without objection.

Occasionally he declined them for short periods, of up to two days. Usually he

would only decline for a much shorter period, often because when the aides came

to his apartment to administer the medication they interrupted his sleep or

something he was doing.
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These refusals cannot be construed as a general objection to all

psychotropic medication or even to a specific medicine. Nor can they be construed

as an expression of his unwillingness to take medications in the future or when in

any given mental state.

Then for a period of months Bigley would come to API voluntarily

to get his risperidone in the form of an injection every two weeks (Risperdal

Contra). It is not clear why he stopped taking the medications.

During past hospitalizations API staff would ask Bigley ifhe wanted

to take pills or get a shot. He usually agreed. Gottstein argued that this constitutes

an admission by API that Bigley was then competent to give informed consent,

otherwise why bother to ask him? He argues that API concludes that Bigley is

competent when he takes medication but incompetent when he declines. That is

not API's stated position.

The Court finds that even when Bigley is not competent API asks

him to take the medication that API has prescribed for him for two reasons. First,

it is respectful and gives a patient a sense of empowerment, and second, it is easier

if the patient physically cooperates in the mechanics of the administration of the

medication. Neither eating a pill rather than being physically forced to swallow it,

nor lowering one's pants so that medication can be injected into a buttock rather

than being held down by staff while the shot is given, is necessarily proof of

competence.
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The Court finds by clear and convincing evidence that Bigley has

never expressed a decision not to take psychotropic medications in the future, nor

conditioned his willingness to take medication in the future on the existence of

certain circumstances. He has never expressed anything that may be construed as

an advance health care directive as defined by AS 13.52. Nor can his expressions

about psychotropic medications, even when he has declined medication, be

construed as an opinion about his willingness to take the same or similar

medication in the future.

The Court finds by clear and convincing evidence that Bigley is not

'd . ~ d 24competent to proVl e 1ll10rme consent.

By this conclusion the Court should not be understood to minimize the
difficulty of determining competency, particularly at the time, perhaps months or
years prior, of some expression about medication under different circumstances.
Even if a person makes an emphatic expression in opposition to the taking of all or
some forms of psychotropic medication, it is difficult to construe that expression,
some months or years earlier, as being informed consent or objection to a
proposed medication under the new, current circumstances. It will nearly always
be difficult to determine if the person at the time of the expression was capable of
informed consent, much less to determine whether that ancient expression has any
reliability when it coines to the decision the physician, patient and court are facing
in the present.

These difficulties are to some extent avoided by the use of an advance
health care directive. But the memorialization of the directive and the condition
and knowledge of the patient at the time it was executed is critical. If not done
carefully the directive is ambiguous if not meaningless.

For persons who have chronic mental illness but have periods of relative
lucidity, it might be helpful for a facility like API to videotape the person while
floridly mentally ill for the sole purpose of showing the person the tape when he
has returned to relative mental health and capacity. Then, as a part of the creation
of an advance health care directive, the person can be shown the tape so that he
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Bigley's Best Interests.

Since March 2008 Bigley has for the most part been unmedicated,

although he has been given medication involuntarily at API and when incarcerated

during that period. On at least one occasion in October 2008 he appears to have

accepted medication at Providence Hospital, although the circumstances of that

administration were not made clear to the Court.

When not medicated he has deteriorated mentally, emotionally, and

physically. H~ cannot maintain employment (nor can he if medicated) or a

residence. He cannot provide himself with basic nutrition. His thoughts are

confused and his actions threatening to others. He is repeatedly asked to leave

commercial premises. He is often has interaction with the police and is frequently

arrested.25 He is charged with a minor crime but those charges are dropped when

may have some "objective" evidence of his condition when not medicated. The
Court appreciates that this could be a harmful and even cruel technique for some
persons. The point is that there should be greater exploration and recordation of a
patient's wishes during those periods when he is most healthy and capable rather
than waiting until the patient is doing the most poorly and others are left to try to
evaluate the significance of sporadic and often confusing and even conflicting
expressions about medication.

The Court understands that some patients would opt to forego some or all
medication, in order to avoid some unpleasant and unwanted affect of the
medication, a choice perhaps ultimately only understood by the patient after
experiencing them. But many patients would choose medication, particularly if
they had the added appreciation of viewing themselves while undedicated.

See Attachment C to the Court Visitor's Report. This is a chart of police
calls for service involving Bigley between 10 March and 10 August 2008. It has
48 entries.
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he is deemed incompetent to stand trial. After a period of incarceration and

perhaps medication, he is released from prison, returned to the streets without

servIces.

Bigley does have a public guardian who handles his meager finances

and tries to get him housing, but without medication there are no facilities where

he is acceptable for residency.

The longer that he is without medication, the lower the level of his

baseline of capabilities which can be expected to return if and when he is

medicated. His public guardians have noticed a decline in his condition. He is

more frequently having confrontations or unwanted interactions with the public.

He is sometimes so delusional that he has wandered in traffic, oblivious to danger.

When medicated, Bigley has remained actively schizophrenic. But

when taking risperidone (Risperdal Contra) he was capable of maintaining an

apartment for nearly 16 months with some assistance from his guardian to

purchase food and other items. He was less agitated. He could engage with other

persons. He could do those activities that he enjoys-buy and smoke cigarettes,

drink coffee, watch live musical performances, ride the bus, buy trinkets and

decorate his apartment, and engage in conversations. He could laugh when

medicated.

API seeks to administer risperidone at first orally and then by

injection. The injections would be effective for roughly two weeks. It would take
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four to six weeks for the risperidone to be fully effective. There are no expected to

side effects, although tardive dyskinesia is possible. He should not consume

alcohol while taking this medication. Bigley rarely drinks alcohol.

Gottstein objects to the proposed medication.26 He contends that

Bigley has been seriously injured by the administration of various psychotropics

for nearly 30 years. He contends these drugs cause permanent brain damage. The

Court finds that he has not proven that Bigley has been damaged by the

psychotropic medications in general or by any specific medication.

Dr. Aron Wolfe testified that API should evaluate Bigley for brain

damage by the use of an MR!. API is not convinced that he would tolerate that

procedure. Dr. Wolfe thought even one as prone to agitation as Bigley could be

given Valium or some other anti-anxiety drug so that he could tolerate the MRI

procedure. When asked if one could determine the etiology of any brain damage

found, specifically could one determine if the brain damage was the result of

psychotropic medications, Dr. Wolfe stated that he had read in the New York

Times the day before of a new protocol that allowed this determination. That is not

convmcmg.

Gottstein has raised significant concerns about long term

administration of psychotropic medication. These concerns should be taken more

seriously by API. The Court is not finding that the concerns have yet been proven,
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but API should be careful that it is not failing to explore these concerns in part

because of its irritation at Gottstein's challenges to its practices.

The Court is willing to assume that past medications have damaged

Bigley's brain. It is further willing to assume that additional brain damage will

result if API is allowed to administer more psychotropics. But that does not end

the analysis.

The Court finds that the danger of additional (but uncertain) damage

is outweighed by the positive benefits of the administration of medication and the

emotional and behavioral problems that will escalate if Bigley is not medicated.

Even if the medication shortens Bigley's lifespan, the Court would authorize the

administration of the medication because Bigley is not well now and he is getting

worse.

The Court appreciates that if the medication were t6 dramatically

shorten Bigley's lifespan and the benefits of medication were low, then at some

point it would not be in Bigley's interest to take the medication. But currently the

possibility of such damage is the more uncertain variable, whereas the recent

experience with risperidone has been very positive for Bigley. If Bigley were

returned to his condition in 2007 by the administration of risperidone, then

Bigley's quality of life would be profoundly improved.

Gottstein submitted various affidavits and prior testimony of witnesses. The
Court permitted this to function as the direct testimony of the witness and required
Gottstein to make the witness available for cross examination.
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The Court finds that the danger of additional (but uncertain) damage

is outweighed by the positive benefits of the administration of medication and the

emotional and behavioral problems that will escalate if Bigley is not medicated.

Evenif the medication shortens Bigley's lifespan, the Court would authorize the

administration of the medication because Bigley is not well now and he is getting

worse.

The Court appreciates that if the medication were t6 dramatically

shorten Bigley's lifespan and the benefits ofmedication were low, then at some

point it would not be in Bigley's interest to take the medication. But currently the

possibility of such damage is the more uncertain variable, whereas the recent

experience with risperidone has been very positive for Bigley. If Bigley were

returned to his condition in 2007 by the administration of risperidone, then

Bigley's quality of life would be profoundly improved.

Gottstein submitted various affidavits and prior testimony of witnesses. The
Court permitted this to function as the direct testimony of the witness and required
Gottstein to make the witness available for cross examination.
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It is true that Bigley acted rather calmly during the hearings and has

been getting more sleep and nutrition. But he remains gravely disabled and his

delusions are debilitating. He cannot function outside of an extremely controlled

environment. His deterioration over the past year is troubling and will likely

continue if he is not medicated.

If Bigley is medicated and his competency to make health care

decisions is restored, then Bigley might execute a health care directive. Then, if he

does not want to be medicated he can effectuate that desire. The Court must

caution that the status of his mental hea~th must be carefully documented at the

time he executed any directive so that the evaluation required by AS 47.30.839(e)

can be made at some future time if an entity sought to involuntarily medicate

Bigley.

Alternative, Less Intrusive Treatments.

Gottstein argues that Bigley should be kept off psychotropic

medications for at least a year so that the impact of his consumption of them in the

past several years may be minimized, if not eliminated, and he could be better

evaluated. During the next year API and other agencies, both public and private

should provide Bigley with a fulltime set of attendants. These attendants would

accompany Bigley as he interacted with the community so as to avoid having the

public resort to calling the police. The hope is that the attendants could redirect

Bigley before minor incidents escalate.
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The Court finds that this proposal would not work with Bigley. He

has an attendant accompany throughout API, at least when he is outside of his

residential unit and in the more open areas of API, such as the hallway outside the

hearing rooms. If Bigley cannot navigate the controlled environment of API alone,

then he certainly could not succeed alone in the community. No attendant could

adequately monitor Bigley in the community if he remained in his current state.

To be clear, even if the proposed attendants were available, the

Court would not find that alternative to be viable. Even if Bigley were afforded the

most protective wraparound set of services, such as a home and the team of

attendants, the Court would authorize the medication.

Having come to that conclusion, the Court should not be understood

to find the current set of options for the mentally ill in the community to be

acceptable. API repeatedly pointed out that it is an acute care facility that depends

upon medication as its primary (but not exclusive) mode of treatment. It is riot a

long term care facility. It is not a long term residential facility. While it did

arrange for its patients, when discharged, to have their immediate needs cared for

by other service providers, it does more as a transition from API than as a long

term treatment option.

In Myers the Alaska Supreme Court held that when the state seeks to

administer psychotropic medication against a patient's wishes, it may do so

constitutionally only after showing that "the proposed treatment is actually the
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least intrusive means ofprotecting the patient.,,27 There will be patients whose

chronic illness and immediate needs are not as sever as Bigley's. For those

patients it will be possible to identify less intrusive means ofprotecting them than

medication. But if API cannot deliver those means of treatment or array of

services, is that failure to provide that less intrusive means justification for the

medication? That seems highly unlikely. The question that must be anticipated by

API and other state agencies, is what responsibility or obligation does API or the

state have to ,provide those services, whether by public facilities or by public

funding.

The Court cannot and need not answer these questions. But there is

no doubt that it will soon have cases before it that will require that they be

answered. It is hoped that API and the state begin exploring those questions now

rather than have to develop ad hoc responses in litigation. To this end the Court is

encouraged to see that DOC, the Anchorage Police Department and other state and

municipal entities have begin exploring what to do with persons like Bigley. The

endless cycle of arrest, emergency medication while incarcerated, evaluation at

API and discharge to homelessness and further degradation must be ended.

API and the Department of Law must understand that the advocates

for the mentally ill will not go away. In Myers, API argued that the legal and

judicial system should play little or no role in medication decisions, instead

27 Myers, 138 P.3d at 250.
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leaving them to doctors?S That suggestion has been soundly rejected. 29 That

means there will be an increasing number of challenges to API's treatment and

proposed treatment of the mentally ill. Both agencies will have to change their

attitudes about the admittedly time consuming and sometimes contentious

litigation process. This is not to say that all advocates for the mentally ill are right

or take reasonable positions or are not bothersome at times. But they can be

expected to resort to the judicial system on behalf of their clients. More litigation,

not less, should be anticipated.

Should the Medication Order Be Stayed?

On 19 May 2008 Judge Sharon Gleason granted API's earlier

petition for involuntary medication in 3AN-08-00493 PRo On 23 May 2008 in S-

13116, a single justice stayed that order pending appeal. The Supreme Court

denied API's motion for reconsideration on 25 June.2008. Oral arguments are

scheduled for the middle of December 2008.

If the Court were asked to stay its mling pending appeal at a time

when there was no related case now on appeal, it would deny that request. It

would conclude that Bigley has deteriorated since May 2008 and should not have

to wait longer for medication. But if the Court were to permit API to begin

medicating Bigley, it would effectively moot the Supreme Court's stay of the

28

29

138 P.3d at 249-50.

Id.
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earlier (but different order) and perhaps the appeal. The Court will not do that.

Instead, it will grant a stay of the medication order until 15 December 2008. This

will give API an opportunity to allow the Supreme Court to review its stay in light

of the briefing and oral argument in the pending appeal as supplemented by this

Court's findings.

Petition for 90-Day Commitment.

On 17 November API petitioned to have Bigley committed for 90

days, pursuant to AS 47.30.740. The Court heard testimony on 21 November. Liz

Brennan and Linda Beecher, assistant public defenders, appeared for Bigley, who

was also present. Scott Friend appeared for API. Bigley was present. The Court

heard testimony from Dr. Khari

The Court announced its decision to grant the petition at the hearing.

The Court found that Bigley had not attempted to harm others since his admission,

does not have a current plan to harm others, and is not a direct danger to himself,

that is, he will not inflict physical harm to himself. The Court does find that if he

were released from API without having first been stabilized with psychotropic

medication, he would not be able to care for himself. He would be at risk of injury

from the winter elements, from other persons with whom he might interact in ways

that they found threatening, or he might wander in traffic or into other inherently

dangerous situations. Ifnot treated with medication he will continue to suffer

mental and emotional distress that affects his ability to exercise judgment, reason

and behave in a manner that is not dangerous and which distress is directly the
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product ofhis mental illness. The Court finds j:hat Bigley's condition is such that

his distress is so incapacitating that he cannot live safely outside a controlled

. 30envlIonment.

Conclusion.

The Petition for Court Approval ofAdministration ofPsychotropic

Medication, specifically risperidone, is GRANTED. The order is STAYED until 15

December 2008 or until further order afthis Court or the Alaska Supreme Court.

The Petitionfor 90-day Commitment is GRANTED (efJ tive 21 November2008).

DONE this 25th day of Novembe

William F. Morse
Superior Court Judge

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I certify that on 25 November 2008 a copy of the above
was mailed to each of the following
at their addresses of record: . k "[-tJo\.,-

1-. \lJVr-'

J. Gottstein
GO: L. Derry; E. Pohland

- LnlL ....M.: L. . her, L. !3rennan

30Wetherhorn v. Alaska Psychiatric Institute, 156 P.3d 373,378 (Alaska
2007). .
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT ANCHORAGE

In the Matter of:

William S. Bigley,

Respondent.

)
)
)
)
)
)

ORDER

REeD JAN 262009

Case No. 3AN-08-01252PR

Motion to Clarify Status ofNovember 20 & 21, 2008 Hearings

James Gottstein is William Bigley's counsel regarding API's

petition to administer psychotropic medication to him. Gottstein does not represent

Bigley regarding API's petitions to commit him for 30 or 90 days; the Public

Defender Agency does. The Court held a lengthy hearing on the medication

.petition. Bigley, through Gottstein, asked that the hearing be open to the pUblic,

pursuant to AS 47. 30.735(b)(3). The Court opened the hearing.!

On 20 and 21 November 2008 the Court held hearings regarding the

requested 90-day commitment. The Public Defender Agency represented Bigley at

those hearings. The Court did not address whether the hearing should be open or

Bigley's rights at a hearing on a petition for a 30-day commitment are
specified in AS 47.30.735. He could elect to have the hearing open or closed to the
public. AS 47.30.735(b)(3). He had the same rights at the hearing on a petition for
a 90-day commitment. AS 47.30.745. The statute that allows the State to seek
court approval of the administration of psychotropic medication after a hearing
does not address whether the hearing should be open or closed. Nor does it allow
for (or preclude) an ·election as in commitment hearings. AS 47.30.839. Gottstein,
API, and the Court all proceeded as if AS 47.30.735 applied to the medication
hearing. .
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closed. No party raised the subject. No member of the public attempted to attend

the hearing.

Gottstein now seeks clarification of whether those hearings were

open or closed to the public. Traditionally, as a matter of practice, the Court

understands that these hearings have been closed. That has most likely been

because the institutional parties (i.e., the Department of Law, representing API,

and the Public Defender Agency, representing the patient) having been

comfortable with closed hearings.

API had opposed having the medication hearing open. The Public

Defender Agency had opposed allowing Gottstein to enter a limited appearance

for the medication petition. It is fair to assume that had these two entities been

involved in the medication hearing, rather than Gottstein, there would have been

no request for an open hearing. The Court is not suggesting that when Gottstein

requested that the hearing be open that he was acting on his own behalf, rather

than on behalf of Bigley. The Court accepted Gottstein's representation that he

was articulating Bigley's desire, as expressed at some earlier point in time when

Bigley was more cogent.

The statutes do not create a default of either a closed or open

hearing. Instead, AS 47.30.735(b)(3) allows the patient to choose. If the Court had

addressed the status of the 90-day commitment hearing at the time, and if it had no

assertion of a new election by Bigley, it would have found that the hearing should

be open. It would have inferred from Bigley's desire concerning the medication
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hearing (held only a few days earlier) that he would want the subsequent

commitment hearing to be open as well. Much, but not all, of the evidence relating

to the medication issue was germane to the commitment issue. There is no obvious

reason why a person would differentiate between the two hearings, electing to

have one open and the other closed. Thus the Court concludes that the November

hearings on the 90-day commitment petition were open to the public-'J----_

DONE this 23rd day of January 2009, at chorage, Alaska.

William F. Morse
Superior Court Judge

I certify that on 23 January 2009
a copy of the above was mailed to
each of the following at their
addresses of record:

AG-Derry
Gottstein
PD - Gillian-Gibson
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I certify that on 23 January 2009
a copy of the above was mailed to
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT

In the Matter of the Protective Proceedings of:

WILLIAM BIGLEY,

Respondent.

______________________________________________________________________________________

Case No. 3AN-04-545 PIG

LEYFERS OF FULL GUARDIANSHIP/CONSERVATORSHIP -"

A hearing regarding the above captioned matter was held on December 6,

2004, and after hearing and findings, the Office of Public Advocacy is hereby

o appointed as full guardian and full conservator of the respondent; namely, WILLIAM

-I
i-I BIGLEY, to serve without bond, for an indefinite period of time.

The duties and powers of the full guardian shall be those as set out in AS

13.26.090 through 13.26.150. The full conservatofs powers and duties shall be those

set out in AS 13.26.165 though 13.26.320. These powers and duties shall include
005<

those as set out in the Findings and Order of Full Guardianship and Full
z< `-t

g Conservatorship filed herewith, along with the Guardianship Plan attached thereto.

DATED this n2c day of

___________,

2004, at Anchorage, Alaska.

E SUPER}9. COURT JUDGE

0 Recommended fo ap royal:

DATEIfIL'VóY

John E. uggan, Probate Master

ACCEPTANCE

The Office of Public Advocacy hereby accepts the duties of full

guardian/conservator and solemnly swears to perform according to the law the duties of

C:Documents and SettingsLorftMy DocumenLsCorel User FiIesProbateOPAThigtley ffcI.wpd PAGE 5
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)
)
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--------------)
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full guardian/conservator as required and permitted by statute and as enumerated in AS

* 13.26.090 - .150 and AS 13.26.165 - .320, and in the Findings and Order of Full

Guardianship/ Conservatorship filed in this court, along with the Guardianship Plan

attached to the Findings and Order. I further state that I have read and understand the

duties and powers of a guardianship/conservatorship under AS 13.26.150 and AS
ci13.26.245-3 15, with any restrictions imposed by the court, as well as the reportin

requirement ofAS 13.26.117 and AS 13.26.118 and AS 13.26.250. I hereby submit to

the jurisdiction of the court.

DATED this `ay of Df&wicQ,12004.

The Office of Public Advocacy

By: Public Guarâian

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me tInsfL day of £Jee. ,2004.
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full guardian/conservator as required and permitted by statute and as enumerated in AS
13.26.090 - .150 and AS 13.26.165 - .320, and in the Findings and Order of Full
Guardianship/ Conservatorship filed in this court, along with the Guardianship Plan
attached to the Findings and Order. I further state that I have read and understand the
duties and powers of a guardianship/conservatorship under AS 13.26.150 and AS
13.26.245-315, with any restrictions imposed by the court, as well as the reporting
requirement of AS 13.26.117 and AS 13.26.118 and AS 13.26.250. I hereby submit to
the jurisdiction of the court.

DATED this~ay of l)ec()~\.~r2004.

The Office of Public Advocacy

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this M day of () ee. ,2004.

mtW4d~M
Notary Public in and for Alaska
My commission expires: _
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

THJRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT

In the Matter of the Protective Proceedings of:

WILLIAM BIGLEY,

Respondent.

____________________________________

Case No. 3AN-04-545 PIG
C,

FINDINGS AND ORDER OF FULL GUARDIANSFIIP/CONSERVATORSHI

A hearing was brought in the above entitled matter on December 6, 2004, at

the hour of 9:30 a.m., before the Honorable John E. Duggan, Probate Master of the

Superior Court for the State of Alaska.

Present in the courtroom were petitioner's attorney, Holly Chari, Assistant

- Attorney General; and Steven Young, public guardian of the Office of Public

Advocacy. Present for the hearing by telephone from Alaska Psychiatric Institute API

were the respondent, William Bigley; the respondent's court appointed attorney, Ernest

O M. Schlereth; Aime O'Brien, social worker for API and representing Petitioner State of

5
Alaska; Dr. Thompson, psychiatrist at API. The court appointed visitor was not present

but her report was filed with the court.

The parties stipulated to the entiy into evidence of the court visitor's report

dated December 3, 2004. The parties further stipulated to the appointment of the

Office of Public Advocacy as MI guardian/conservator of the respondent. Based on

the foregoing, the court finds as follows:

1. The court has jurisdiction by virtue of respondent's residency.

2. It has been shown by clear and convincing evidence that the respondent

is incapacitated, as that term is defined by statute, due to a diagnosis of schizophrenia,

paranoid type.

3. The respondent is unable to manage property and/or financial affairs
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WILLIAM BIGLEY,
Respondent.
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because of incapacity.

4. It is in the best interests of the Respondent to have the Public Guardian

serve as conservator of the respondent as well as guardian.

5. Alternatives to guardianship were considered and are not feasible, and

it is in the best interests of the respondent to have the public guardian serve as guardian.

6. Notice has been given as required by law.

Based on the foregoing findings, the court hereby enters the following:

ORDER

I. The Public Guardian is appointed as full guardian and fUll conservator of

the respondent, to serve without bond, for an indefinite period of time.

2. The guardian's powers and duties shall be those as set out in the

Guardianship Plan and pursuant to AS 13.26.090 through .155, including the power to

make medical decisions and to approve administrations of any and all medications to be

prescribed for the respondent, and to approve medical procedures and administration of

psychotropic medications.

3. The Public Guardian shall also act as conservator for the respondent.
rr

The powers and duties as conservator shall be those set out in AS 13.26.280.

4. The fUll guardianship plan attached hereto shall be incorporated herein.

5. The Public Guardian shall file a guardianship and conservatorship
C"

implementation report with the probate court within 90 days from the date of
F2

appointment.

6. The Public Guardian shall file a report with the probate court concerning

the status of the guardianship on or before January 1, 2006, and each January 1,

thereafter.
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7. The appointment of the court appointed attorney and court appointed

visitor shall terminate with the entry of this order.

DATED this day of , 2004, at Anchorage, Alaska.

SUPER4C1"COURT JUDGE

Recommende4 forpproval:

DATED:

_________

Probate
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7. The appointment of the court appointed attorney and court appointed

visitor shall terminate with the entry of this order.

DATED this~ day of~1 , 2004, at Anchorage, Alaska.
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Recornmen~!?0pp.roval:
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT

In the Matter of the Protective Proceedings of:

WILLIAM BIGLEY,

Respondent.

Case No. 3AN-04-545 PIG

rq

GUARDIANSHIP PLAN

A judicial determination has been made that WILLIAM BIGLEY is

incapacitated and the services of a full guardian/conservator are necessary.

The Office of Public Advocacy is appointed as full guardian and

conservator of the respondent, to serve without bond, for an indefinite period of time.

The full guardian's authority is as specified in the following guardianship plan.

1. The guardian has full authority to provide for the wards medical care,

mental health treatment, and any necessary physical and mental examinations.
5

2. The guardian has full authority to provide for the ward's housing in the
z< `

least restrictive setting feasible.

3. The guardian has full authority to provide for the ward's personal care,

ui comfort, maintenance, education and vocational services necessary for the physical and

mental welfare of the ward.

ft 4. The guardian has full authority to provide for health and accident

insurance and any other private or governmental benefits to which the ward may be

entitled, to meet any part of the costs of medical, mental health or related services

provided to the ward.

5. The guardian has full control of the estate and the income of the ward to

pay for the cost of services that the guardian is authorized to obtain on behalf of the
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WILLIAM BIGLEY,
Respondent.
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT

In the Matter of the Protective Proceedings of: )
)
)
)

-------------)
Case No. 3AN-04-545 PIG

\2
GUARDIANSHIP PLAN '7
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least restrictive setting feasible.
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mental welfare of the ward.

4. The guardian has full authority to provide for health and accident

insurance and any other private or governmental benefits to which the ward may be

entitled, to meet any part of the costs of medical, mental health or related services

provided to the ward.

5. The guardian has full control of the estate and the income of the ward to

pay for the cost of services that the guardian is authorized to obtain on behalf of the
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ward.

6. The guardian will encourage WILLIAM BIGLEY to participate in all

decisions that affect him and to act on his own behalf to the maximum extent possible.

DATED this 26 day of

___________

2004, at Anchorage, Alaska.

SUPERICOURTJUDGE

Recommended or pproval:

DATED

yr

John E. uggan, lkobate Master
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ward.

6. The guardian will encourage WILLIAM BIGLEY to participate in all

decisions that affect him and to act on his own behalf to the maximum extent possible.

DATED this d£ day of J}~ 2004, at Anchorage, Alaska.

John E.

I certify thaI oro -.L..1£/tS" a copy
of the above was mailed It> '}iJC(' of Ihe farrowing at
thair addresses of recorO. ( list names if not an agency)
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Law Project for Psychiatric Rights

406 G Street, Suite 206

Anchorage, AK 99501

907-274-7686 phone

907-274-9493 fax

Attorney for Respondent

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT, AT ANCHORAGE

In The Matter of the Guardianship of

of William S. Bigley,

Respondent Case No. 3AN °1- 5'fC PIG

ENTRY OF APPEARANCE

The Law Project for Psychiatric Rights hereby enters its appearance on behalf of,

William S Bigley, the Respondent in this matter.

DATED:

____________

Law Project for Psychiatric Rights

By:_________

/bes B. Gottstein

/ABA# 7811100

DESIGNATION OF ATTORNEY

C's

. 7 1 am the respondent in the above matter and employ the Law Project for Psychiatric Rights

as my choice of attorney under AS 47.26.107a3C, which is incorporated into the

proceedings under the petition filed pursuant to AS 47.26.125a, by AS 47.26.125c.

William S. Bigle
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Law Project for Psychiatric Rights
406 G Street, Suite 206
Anchorage, AI<. 9950 I
907-274-7686 phone
907-274-9493 fax

Attorney for Respondent

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT, AT ANCHORAGE

of William S. Bigley,

In The Matter of the Guardianship of )
)
)
)

__~R~es~p",o'.!.!n~de~l-,-,1t ) Case No. 3AN 0'-/ - 5{",f S- PIG

uz

ENTRY OF APPEARANCE

The Law Project for Psychiatric Rights hereby enters its appearance on behalf of,

William S Bigley, the Respondent in this matter.

DATED: IZ./r, /z..ooy

::wP,~~it:ncR;gh"

/

bUlles B. Gottstein
ABA # 7811100

DESIGNAnON OF ATTORNEY

I am the respondent in the above matter and employ the Law Project for Psychiatric Rights
as mv choice ofaltorney under AS 47.26.107(a)(3)(C), which is incorporated into the
proceedings under the petition filed pursuant to AS 47.26.125(a), by AS 47.26.125(c).

William S. Bigley



Law Project for Psychiatric Rights

406 G Street, Suite 206

Anchorage, AK 99501

907-274-7686 phone

907-274-9493 fax

Attorney for Respondent

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT, AT ANCHORAGE

In The Matter of the Guardianship of

of William Bill S. Bigley PETITION

Respondent

_______________________________________

Case No. 3AN 04-545P/G

Pursuant to AS 13.26.125a, Respondent, William S. Bill Bigley B.B., by and

through his attorney, the Law Project for Psychiatric Rights, hereby petitions to:

1 Terminate the Guardianship.

2 Remove the Guardian and appoint a successor of Respondent's choice.

3 Amend the powers of the Guardian under the Guardianship Plan to the least

restrictive necessary to meet Respondent's essential requirements for physical

health and safety.

4 Review and reverse the decision of the guardian to consent to the administration

of psychotropic medication against the wishes of Respondent.

5 Amend the powers of the Guardian to eliminate the authority to consent to

mental health treatnient.

DATED:

_________

Law Project çor Psychiatric Rights

By: -.-`

/J9llles B. Gottstein. ABA/I 7811100
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Law Project for Psychiatric Rights
406 G Street, Suite 206
Anchorage, AK 99501
907-274-7686 phone
907-274-9493 fax

Attorney for Respondent

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT, AT ANCHORAGE

Respondent

of William (Bill) S. Bigley

In The Matter of the Guardianship of )
)
)
)
)

______________l

PETITION

Case No. 3AN 04-545P/G

Pursuant to AS 13.26.125(a), Respondent, William S. (Bill) Bigley (B.B.), by and

through his attorney, the Law Project for Psychiatric Rights, hereby petitions to:

(I) Terminate the Guardianship.

(2) Remove the Guardian and appoint a successor of Respondent's choice.

(3) Amend the powers of the Guardian under the Guardianship Plan to the least
restrictive necessary to meet Respondent's essential requirements for physical
health and safety.

(4) Review and reverse the decision ofthe guardian to consent to the administration
of psychotropic medication against the wishes of Respondent.

(5) Amend the powers of the Guardian to eliminate the authority to consent to
mental health treatment.

DATED: {7- ( ~ (?-oo (p

Law Project )or Psychiatric Rights

~- :.--=
By: ~

/Jall1eS B. Gottstein, ABA # 7811100
j/ (
.'



REC . IVED

JUL ~ 0 2007
IN THE SUPERlOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRlCT, AT ANCHORAGE

In The Matter of the Guardianship of )
)

of William (Bill) S. Bigley )
)

Respondent )

-----------~..---r__;_y_) Case No. 3AN 04-545P/G

SETT~REEMENT
Settlement Agreement made this 20f~ay of July, 2007, between and among (i) the

respondent, William (Bill) S. Bigley (Respondent), (ii) the public guardian, Office of

Public Advocacy (Guardian), and (iii) the original petitioner in this matter, the Alaska

Psychiatric Institute (API).

Recitals

A. On December 26,2004, based on the stipulation of the Respondent, the
Guardian and API, the court entered (a) Letters of Full Guardianship, (b)
Findings and Order of Full Guardianship/Conservatorship, and (c)
Guardianship Plan.

B. On December 6, 2006, the Respondent filed a petition seeking to

1. Terminate the Guardianship,

2. Remove the Guardian and appoint a successor ofRespondent's choice,

3. Amend the powers of the Guardian under the Guardianship Plan to the
least restrictive necessary to meet Respondent's essential requirements for
physical health and safety,

4. Review and reverse the decision of the guardian to consent to the
administration of psychotropic medication against the wishes of
Respondent, and

5. Amend the powers of the Guardian to eliminate the authority to consent
to mental health treatment.

(Petition).
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IN THE SUPERlOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA
TIllRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT, AT ANCHORAGE

In The Matter of the Guardianship of )
)

of William (Bill) S. Bigley )
)

Respondent )

) Case No. 3AN 04-545P/G
---------S-E-T-T-~""'7E-,..-='N-T--;-A~REEMENT

Settlement Agreement made this 20-{~ay of July, 2007, between and among (i) the

respondent, William (Bill) S. Bigley (Respondent), (ii) the public guardian, Office of

Public Advocacy (Guardian), and (iii) the original petitioner in this matter, the Alaska

Psychiatric Institute (API).

Recitals

A. On December 26,2004, based on the stipulation of the Respondent, the
Guardian and API, the court entered (a) Letters of Full Guardianship, (b)
Findings and Order of Full Guardianship/Conservatorship, and (c)
Guardianship Plan.

B. On December 6, 2006, the Respondent filed a petition seeking to

1. Terminate the Guardianship,

2. Remove the Guardian and appoint a successor of Respondent's choice,

3. Amend the powers of the Guardian under the Guardianship Plan to the
least restrictive necessary to meet Respondent's essential requirements for
physical health and safety,

4. Review and reverse the decision of the guardian to consent to the
administration ofpsychotropic medication against the wishes of
Respondent, and

5. Amend the powers of the Guardian to eliminate the authority to consent
to mental health treatment.

(Petition).



C. The Respondent, Guardian and API have agreed to resolve the Petition by
providing (i) certain rules for the administration of the Guardianship, and (ii) a
clear set of criteria by which Respondent may increase his autonomy and, if
satisfied, have the guardianship terminated.

NOW THEREFORE, IT IS AGREED and STIPULATED, as follows:

1. Settlement. The parties agree this Settlement Agreement resolves the Petition.

2. Reassignment. The Guardian agrees to reassign the person designated to

perform its duties under the Guardianship.

3. Maximum Participation bv Respondent. To the maximum extent possible,

consistent with law and its duties, the Guardian will follow the Respondent's wishes in the

administration of the Guardianship. In doing so, the Guardian will encourage and attempt

to work with Respondent to allow him to (i) participate in all decisions that affect him, (ii)

act on his own behalf (autonomy), and (iii) return to full capacity. In the event of conflict,

the Guardian shall employ all available means to resolve the dispute, including involving

Respondent's attorney James B. Gottstein, if available, and the utilization of appropriate

alternative forms of dispute resolution acceptable to the parties. In the event agreement

can not be reached, and it is deemed of sufficient importance, either party may file a

motion with this Court to resolve the issue.

4. Finances. Respondent receives Social Security Disability Income (SSDI).

Currently, each month, all ofRespondent's SSDI payments are being deposited into a

Qualifying Income Trust for the benefit of Respondent (Trust) in order to maintain

Settlement Agreement
3AN 04-545 PIG Page 2
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Medicaid eligibility. 1 From this, the Guardian may pay Respondent up to a monthly

amount set each year or to third parties under such circumstances that Medicaid policy

deems such disbursement to be income to Respondent. These funds are hereinafter

referred to as "unrestricted." Currently, the monthly amount of unrestricted monthly

income is $1,176 per month, while Respondent's monthly ssm payment is $1541. The

balance of $365 are "restricted" funds, meaning they can not be disbursed under such

circumstances that Medicaid policy deems them to be income to Respondent. During the

first quarter of2007, the monthly budget for Respondent was as follows:

OPA's First Quarter 2007 Monthly Budget
ssm Income $ 1,541
Restricted Funds $ 365
Unrestricted Funds $ 1,176
Rent $ 725
$50/wk Spending Money $ 217
$60/wk for Food $ 260
Phone $ 10
Bus Pass $ 12
Balance before ANCSA Dividends $ (48)
ANCSA Dividends $ 134
Balance After ANCSA Dividends $ 86

4.1. Budget Modifications. The Guardian will supply Respondent with a

copy of the budget each time it changes and upon request by Respondent.

Consistent with the Guardian's duties to provide Respondent with housing, food and

1 Respondent's right to receive the SSDI income is not assigned to the Trust; instead each
payment is made into the Trust and becomes irrevocably committed to the Trust when that
occurs.

Settlement Agreement
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other necessaries, and to otherwise follow the law, the Guardian shall accommodate

Respondent's request(s) for modifications of the budget.

4.2. Increase ofDiscretionary Funds. It is recognized the amounts

available for food and spending money (Discretionary Funds) are low and efforts

will be made to fmd housing acceptable to Respondent which will increase the

amount ofDiscretionary Funds. To that end, the Guardian shall make its best efforts

to obtain subsidized housing for Respondent that will allow an increase in

Respondent's Discretionary Funds.

4.3. Utilization ofRestricted Funds. To the maximum extent possible, and

consistent with the Trust, law and the Guardian's obligations, the Guardian shall

utilize Restricted Funds in the manner requested by Respondent from time to time.

4.4. Method ofDisbursements. The Guardian will accommodate, to the

maximum extent possible, Respondent's ability to spend his Discretionary Funds

himself. To this end, it is contemplated that to the maximum extent possible checks

will be made out to Respondent and/or Respondent will be given a pre-paid credit

card or similar vehicle(s) by which he will be able to make purchases and obtain

cash, without having to cash checks (which identify him as having a guardian).

5. Housing. To the maximum extent possible, the Guardian will work with

Respondent with respect to acceptable housing.

5.1. Subsidized Housing. As set forth above, the Guardian shall make its
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5.2. Consultation Before Termination ofHousing. In the event the

Respondent is faced with the loss of housing, the Guardian shall consult with Mr.

James B. Gottstein and allow him to help attempt to resolve the difficulty.

6. Mental Health Services. Respondent has largely been unwilling to accept

mental health services. Some services that Respondent may hereafter, from time to time,

desire are identified in the subsections that follow. Others may be identified later. To the

extent Respondent, from time to time, desires such services, the Guardian and API will

support the provision of such services, including taking such steps as may be required of

them to facilitate the acquisition thereof to the best of their ability.2

6.1. Extended Services. Extended services, such as Case Management,

Rehabilitation, Socialization, Chores, etc., beyond the standard limits for such

services.

6.2. Other Services. Additional "wrap-around" or other types of services

Respondent, from time to time, desires.

7. Involuntary Commitment Proceedings. The Guardian will make a good faith

effort to (a) avoid filing any initiation of involuntary commitment petitions against

Respondent under AS 47.30.700. In making such efforts, the Guardian will explore all

available alternatives, including notifying and requesting the assistance ofRespondent's

counsel herein, James B. Gottstein.

2By agreeing to this stipulation API is not making any judgment regarding eligibility
standards under Medicaid regulations.
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7.1. Unless the Guardian determines it is higWy probable that serious

illness, injury or death is imminent, in the event the Guardian believes a petition to

initiate involuntary conunitment might be warranted, rather than the Guardian filing

such a petition, the Guardian shall relay its concerns to another appropriate party for

evaluation. Without in any way limiting the generality of the foregoing, appropriate

parties, might be Respondent's outpatient provider, if any; other people working

with him; or other people who know him.

8. Psychotropic Medications. API shall not ac;~nsentby the Guardian to

th d .. . f h . d' -~~ t.Jf..-
h

·
1
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.. dit/.;f!; . d APT.
e a mmlstratlOn 0 psyc OtrOplC me IcatloI1w I e espon ent IS conuTiitte to J-tt7-

.p,"
RCSpOfidcnt to which Respondent objects.

9. Criteria for Termination of Guardianship. If and when, Respondent meets the

following conditions, Respondent may make application to the Court for modification or

termination of the guardianship, which shall be granted unless there are compelling

reasons for failing to do SO:3

(a) Maintains his weight at 110 pounds or higher for six months.

(b) Maintains housing for four months.

(c) Is not escorted from the Guardian's premises by the police after failing to leave

upon the Guardian's request for four months.

(d) Other than the financial payments made by the Guardian, satisfies his need to

obtain food without the assistance ofthe Guardian for two months;

3 In such event, unless the parties can agree on a set of criteria, the Court shall set specific
criteria by which, if met, the guardianship shall be modified or terminated.
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Respondent utilizing other available resources, such as case management,

friends, etc., constitutes compliance with this condition.

10. Dispute Resolution. Any dispute(s) arising hereunder may be taken to the Court

for resolution, HOWEVER, prior to doing so the parties shall make their best efforts to

resolve such disputes, including through negotiation and mediation. The Court may defer

making a binding determination pending referral to mediation.

11. Amendments. In the event, the Guardian and Respondent, from time to time,

agree on any amendment(s), they shall jointly make application to the Court, which shall

be granted unless there is a compelling reason(s) for failing to do so.

DATED: this 20th day of July, 2007, at Anchorage, Alaska.

FOR RESPONDENT: FOR GUARDIAN:

Office of Public Advocacy

FOR API:
Law Project for Psychiatric Rights

By: lizabeth Russo,
A Istant Attorney General
Bar No. 0311064

TALIS J. COLBERG
ATTORNEY GENERAL

James B. Gottstein
No. 781110

&611f!k0U7 ~?it~JJ,
William S. Bigley B . JameS: Parker

BarNo. 8310141
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IT IS SO ORDERED

DATED: this~y ofJuly, 2007, at Anchorage, Alaska.

Morgan ChrQn, SUPERIOR COURT JUDGE

I certify that on 7{2J::;\ lJ7 a copy

of the above It/as mallE'd to each of the following at
their addre:-.. ~s of record LIst names If not an agency)

D CSED DAG D PD 0 DA .

~w.r'(tr 011~elVl
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AUG 062008

)
)
)
)
)
)

IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT, AT ANCHORAGE

~coP~

~~

Respondent

of William (Bill) S. Bigley

In The Matter of the Guardianship of

Case No. 3AN 04-545P/G
HEARING SUBMISSION

The Respondent, by and through undersigned counsel, hereby submits the following

for the court's consideration with respect to the review proceeding for which a hearing has

been set for August 7,2008.

I. Supporting Materials

The following evidence has been filed in support of this submission: I

1. Hearing Submission;
2. Appendix to Hearing Submission;
3. Sworn Report of Grace E. Jackson, MD;
4. Affidavit of Grace E. Jackson, MD;
5. Affidavit of Robert Whitaker;
6. Affidavit of Ronald Bassman, PhD;
7. Affidavit of Paul A. Comils;
8. September 5, 2007, testimony of Sarah Porter;
9. April 3, 2007, testimony of Steve Young, Ann Nelson & William

Worrall, MD; and
10. May 14,2008, testimony of Grace E. Jackson MD.

II. Background

(A) Historical Facts

Prior to 1980, Respondent was successful in the community, he had long-term

employment in a good job, was married with two daughters? In 1980, Respondent's wife

I It is also anticipated that testimony at the hearing will augment this evidence.
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divorced him, took his two daughters and saddled him with high child support and house

(trailer) payments, resulting in his first hospitalization at the Alaska Psychiatric Institute

(API).3 When asked at the time what the problem was Respondent said "he had just

gotten divorced and consequently had a nervous breakdown. ,,4 He was cooperative with

staff throughout that first admission.5 At discharge, his treating psychiatrist indicated that

his prognosis was "somewhat guarded depending upon the type of follow- up treatment

patient will receive in dealing with his recent divorce." 6

Instead of giving him help in dealing with his recent divorce and other problems,

API's approach was to lock him up and force him to take drugs that, for him at least, do

not work, are intolerable, and have harmful mental and physical effects.7 This pattern

was set by his third admission to API as described in the Discharge Summery for that

admission:" The medication seemed not to have noticeable favorable effects throughout

the first several hospital weeks, despite the fact that there were a variety of unpleasant

Extra Pyramidal Symptoms (EPS)."s The Discharge Summary of this admission also

2 Appendix 1-8.
3Appendix 1.
4 Appendix 1.
5 Appendix 5.
6 Appendix 8.
7 The sworn report and affidavits of Grace E. Jackson, MD., and affidavit of Robert
Whitaker describe what the scientific research reveals regarding the lack of effectiveness
of these drugs for many, if not most, the way they dramatically increase the likelihood of
relapses and prevent recovery, and the extreme physical harm caused by these drugs,
including brain damage and early death.
S Appendix 11. Extra Pyramidal Symptoms, are involuntary movements resulting from the
brain damage caused by these drugs. In the early 1980's, the standard of care was that the
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states:

On 3/26/81, a judicial hearing determined that there would be granted a 30
day extension during which time treatment efforts would continue,
following which there would be a further hearing concerning the possibility
ofjudicial commitment. Mr. Bigley was furiously angry that he was
deprived of his right to freedom outside the hospital, but despite his
persistent anger and occasional verbal threats, he never became physically
assaultive, nor did he abuse limited privileges away from the locked unit.

After the first six hospital weeks he continued to believe that he had some
special mission involving Easter Island - drug addicts and alien visitors to
the Earth. When these views were gently challenged he became extremely
angry, usually walking away from whoever questioned his obviously
disordered thoughts.9

Twenty-Three years and over Fifty admissions later, the Visitor's Report of May

25,2004 in this case, reports, "when hospitalized and on medications, [Respondent's]

behaviors don't appear to change much .... Hospitalization and psychotropic medication

have not helped stabilize him." On March 23,2007, at discharge from his 68th admission

to API, Dr. Worrall, summarized his condition after having reached the maximum benefit

from the drugs that Respondent was "delusional" had "no insight and poor judgment, ...

paranoid and guarded." 10

(B) Office of Public Advocacy --

It is believed the Office of Public Advocacy ("OPA" or "Guardian") was

appointed Respondent's conservator in Case No. 3AN-99-1108. On April 14, 2004, the

Alaska Psychiatric Institute (API) filed a petition for temporary and permanent

"therapeutic dose" had been achieved when Extra Pyramidal Symptoms appeared. Dr.
Jackson testified to this in the May 14,2008, hearing.
9 Appendix 11.
10 Appendix 27.
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guardianship. On June 30, 2004, OPA was appointed Respondent's temporary full

guardian and on December 26,2004, permanent full guardian. After being appointed, the

Guardian unilaterally, without consultation with the Respondent, decided Respondent

should become Medicaid eligible even though Respondent did not want Medicaid

Services. 11

Because Respondent's income was above the Medicaid limit, the Guardian

established an irrevocable trust, known as a "Miller Trust," with the Guardian as trustee

without discussing this with Respondent or certainly obtaining his consent. 12 This

removed a substantial percentage of Respondent's income as available for general

financial support. 13 Respondent is eligible for free medical care as an Alaska Native and

doesn't need Medicaid to be eligible for such services. I4

The Guardian has filed a number of ex parte petitions to have the Respondent

committed in order to have him forcibly drugged against his will. 15 This includes

"insisting" Respondent is gravely disabled under the "unable to survive safely in

freedom" standard recently enunciated in Wetherhorn v. API, 156 P.3d 371, 379 (Alaska

2007), when his treating psychiatrist, Dr. Worrall, did not believe his survival was in

. d 16Jeopar y.

11 Tr. 4/3/07:216.
12 Id.
13 Id.
14 Tr. 4/3/07 :208..
15 See, e.g., Tr. 4/3/07:202.
16 Appendix 22.
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OPA has arranged for extra funding to house and provide community support in a

program that required Respondent to be compliant with medication. 17

In furtherance of the Guardian's goal that Respondent be forcibly drugged against

his will, and contrary to the assertions of OPA that this was not being done and would

not be done,18 on January 11,2007, Steve Young signed a consent to the administration

ofpsychotropic drugs in his capacity as the Guardian. 19

On either February 22, 2007, or March 2, 2007, in furtherance of the Guardian's

goal to have Respondent forcibly drugged, Steve Young called API and said he "is

hoping for an early release due to patient's proven inability to maintain his med regimen

in the community wlo support services. Pt reportedly 'fired' [Anchorage Community

Mental Health Services] but they have not closed the case. SW will contact.,,20 This was

the official API plan for Respondent.21 When questioned under oath at the April, 2007

public jury trial about whether he had a plan with API about utilizing early releases,

Steve Young, Respondent's assigned guardian, apparently perjuriously denied that he

had ever had such a plan.22 The early release plan is illegal under AS 47.30.795 because

17 Appendix 33.
18 See, Appendix 13. Mr. Parker ofOPA had also assured counsel that OPA would not be
authorizing the administration of such drugs over Respondent's objections.
19 Appendix 18.
20 Appendix 29.
21 Appendix 23.
22 Tr. 224, 225, 254 (April 3, 2007).
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failure to take prescribed drugs is not an allowed ground for ordering someone back to

the hospital. However, this illegal plan was implemented on March 19,2007.23

On December 6, 2006, represented by PsychRights, Respondent filed a petition in

his guardianship proceeding, Case No. 3AN 04-545 PG, to

(1) Terminate the Guardianship.

(2) Remove the Guardian and appoint a successor of Respondent's choice.

(3) Amend the powers of the Guardian under the Guardianship Plan to the least
restrictive necessary to meet Respondent's essential requirements for physical
health and safety.

(4) Review and reverse the decision of the guardian to consent to the administration
of psychotropic medication against the wishes of Respondent.

(5) Amend the powers of the Guardian to eliminate the authority to consent to
mental health treatment.

After numerous proceedings, this resulted in a settlement agreement on July 20,

2007, which (a) established some parameters for the administration of the guardianship

and (b) provided Respondent with a clear path towards terminating his guardianship

(Guardianship Settlement Agreement).

However, the Guardian's treatment of Respondent has led to an irreconcilable

conflict, with Respondent taking extreme measures to try to get out from underneath the

Guardian's oppressive yoke. As a result, Respondent is mostly refusing to cooperate in

virtually any way with the Guardian. For example, the Respondent rips up checks from

the Guardian made out to Vendors on his behalf, trying to force the Guardian to give him

his money directly and as part of his effort to eliminate the guardianship. The

23 Appendix 30-32.
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Respondent has also refused various offers of "help" from the Guardian, such as grocery

shopping in a similar attempt to get out from under the guardianship. These actions have

then been labeled as psychiatric symptoms and used by the Guardian to justify having the

Respondent locked up and forcibly drugged against his will.

(C) The Drugging of Respondent Is Ineffective and Very Harmful

The testimony of Grace E. Jackson, MD, and Robert Whitaker prove that the

drugging of Respondent has been very harmful to him, including probably causing

dysmentia and dementia and that if it is continued he will likely die within five years.

(D) Non-Coercive, Community Supports, Including Housing Is Needed

The testimony of Grace E. Jackson, Robert Whitaker, Ronald Bassman, PhD, Sarah

Porter and Paul Comils establish the type of non-coercive community support that would

be extremely helpful to Respondent.

III. Argument

The Guardian has failed to discharge its duties to the Respondent and has actively

engaged in behavior that harms him.

AS 13 .26.150(c) provides in pertinent part:

(c) ... Except as modified by order of the court, a full guardian's... duties
include, but are not limited to, the following:

(1) the guardian. .. shall assure that the ward has a place of abode in
the least restrictive setting consistent with the essential requirements
for the ward's physical health and safety;

(2) the guardian shall assure the care, comfort, and maintenance of the
ward;

(3) the guardian shall assure that the ward receives the services
necessary to meet the essential requirements for the ward's physical
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health and safety and to develop or regain, to the maximum extent
possible, the capacity to meet the ward's needs for physical health and
safety;

(4) the guardian shall assure through the initiation of court action and
other means that the ward enjoys all personal, civil, and human rights
to which the ward is entitled;

The Guardian has not and has proven to be unable to fulfill its duty to assure

Respondent has a place of abode in the least restrictive setting as required in AS

13.26.l50(c)(l). The Guardian has not and has proven unable to assure the care, comfort,

and maintenance of Respondent as required by AS 13.26.l50(c)2). The Guardian has not

and has proven unable to assure that Respondent receive the services necessary to meet the

essential requirements for the ward's physical health and safety and to develop or regain, to

the maximum extent possible, the capacity to meet the ward's needs for physical health and

safety as required in AS 13.26.150(c)3). The Guardian has not only failed and proven

unable to shall assure through the initiation of court action and other means that the ward

enjoys all personal, civil, and human rights to which the ward is entitled as required under

AS 13.26.l50(c)(4), it has actively violated Respondent's rights and obtained the assistance

of others to violate Respondent's rights.

IV. Conclusion

In light of this, the Guardian should be relieved of its duties and the

guardianship/conservatorship terminated?4 In the alternative, the Guardian should be

24 In H c.s. v. Community Advocacy Project ofAlaska, 42 P.3d 1093, 1097-1098, 1099
(Alaska 2002), the Alaska Supreme Court held that Alaska's "removal statutes do not
purport to be exhaustive or comprehensive in describing the grounds for removal or the
procedure to be followed when removal is sought." The court went on to say changed
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ordered to properly discharge its duties, with monthly reports to this Court thereon. This

order should include that:

1. OPA obtain housing in the community for Respondent, which will remain
available to him, and that will allow Respondent a reasonable amount of
discretionary income from his funds, which shall not be less than $1,000 per
month.

2. OPA procure the services in the community for people to be with
Respondent for extended periods of time to listen to him, assist, as necessary
to meet his needs, and keep him out of trouble.

DATED this 6th day of August, 2008.

By:

Law Project for Psychiatric Rights
"

circumstances was required to justify a contested change of guardian, but Respondent
suggests this does not prevent this court from fashioning an appropriate remedy in
circumstances, such as here, where the guardian has abjectly failed to fulfill its duties.
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA~~;
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WILLIAM (BILL) BIGLEY
RespondentIW ard or Protected Person

CASE NO. 3AN - 04-00545

REQUEST FOR COURT SPONSORED GUARDIANSHIP MEDIATION

I am requesting a referral to the court sponsored guardianship mediation program.

I am: 0 RespondentlWard (or attorney) 0 Petitioner (or attorney) 0 Court Visitor 0 GAL

bZJ Guardian or Conservator D Other (family, domestic partner, etc.) and my relationship to the
person is Public Guardian with the Office of Public Advocacy

In order to make the best plan, I think the following people should participate in the mediation:

NOTE: /fyou need to add more names, please attach an additional sheet.

Name Relationship Phone(s) & E-mail Address

Jonathan Hughes Guardian 269-3566 jonathan.hughes@alaska.gov

Jim Gottstein AttorneylRespd 2747686james.b.gottstein@gottsteinlaw.co

Stacie Kraly (AAG) &/or Attorney/API 465-4164 stacie.kraly@alaska.gov

Scott Friend (AAG) Attorney/API 269-5540 scott.friend@alaska.gov

Mara Rabinowitz Attorney/Guard 269-3514 mara.rabinowitz@alaska.gov

Elizabeth Russo Attorney/Guard 269-3545 elizabeth.russo@alaska.gov

Betty Stanley Court Visitor 333-9480 visitorcrt@aoI.com

I think mediation should focus on the followi ng areas or issues of concern:
Terms of Settlement Agreement including, but not limited to; housing, services, finances and

budget modifications.

OPA reguests that an attorney mediator be assigned.

~~~~
Mara Rabinowitz

ZIP
99501

Type or Print Name
OPA 900 W. 5th Ave., Suite 525

C'ty S
(9D7) 269-3514 tate

Mailing Address
Anchorage AK

Contact Telephone Number(s)

September 19, 2008
Date

I certify that on ....:;9.:...1l::...;:9;.;../0;:;.;8~ _
a copy of this request was sent to:
'lJ Respondent's Atty,
'lI Petitioner's Atty. D Mediator
~ Court Visitor 0 GALo Dispute Resolution Coordinator, Karen Largento Other _
By: _

MED-100 ANCH (11/06)(cs)
REQUEST FOR COURT SPONSORED GUARDIANSHIP MEDIATION
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Eli Lilly Said to Play Down Risk of Top Pill 

By ALEX BERENSON 

The drug maker Eli Lilly has engaged in a decade-long effort to play down the health risks of Zyprexa, its best-selling 

medication for schizophrenia, according to hundreds of internal Lilly documents and e-mail messages among top 

company managers. 

The documents, given to The Times by a lawyer representing mentally ill patients, show that Lilly executives kept 

important information from doctors about Zyprexa’s links to obesity and its tendency to raise blood sugar — both 

known risk factors for diabetes.  

Lilly’s own published data, which it told its sales representatives to play down in conversations with doctors, has 

shown that 30 percent of patients taking Zyprexa gain 22 pounds or more after a year on the drug, and some patients 

have reported gaining 100 pounds or more. But Lilly was concerned that Zyprexa’s sales would be hurt if the 

company was more forthright about the fact that the drug might cause unmanageable weight gain or diabetes, 

according to the documents, which cover the period 1995 to 2004. 

Zyprexa has become by far Lilly’s best-selling product, with sales of $4.2 billion last year, when about two million 

people worldwide took the drug.

Critics, including the American Diabetes Association, have argued that Zyprexa, introduced in 1996, is more likely to 

cause diabetes than other widely used schizophrenia drugs. Lilly has consistently denied such a link, and did so again 

on Friday in a written response to questions about the documents. The company defended Zyprexa’s safety, and said 

the documents had been taken out of context. 

But as early as 1999, the documents show that Lilly worried that side effects from Zyprexa, whose chemical name is 

olanzapine, would hurt sales. 

“Olanzapine-associated weight gain and possible hyperglycemia is a major threat to the long-term success of this 

critically important molecule,” Dr. Alan Breier wrote in a November 1999 e-mail message to two-dozen Lilly 

employees that announced the formation of an “executive steering committee for olanzapine-associated weight 

changes and hyperglycemia.” Hyperglycemia is high blood sugar. 

At the time Dr. Breier, who is now Lilly’s chief medical officer, was the chief scientist on the Zyprexa program.  

In 2000, a group of diabetes doctors that Lilly had retained to consider potential links between Zyprexa and diabetes 

warned the company that “unless we come clean on this, it could get much more serious than we might anticipate,” 

according to an e-mail message from one Lilly manager to another.

And in that year and 2001, the documents show, Lilly’s own marketing research found that psychiatrists were 
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consistently saying that many more of their patients developed high blood sugar or diabetes while taking Zyprexa 

than other antipsychotic drugs. 

The documents were collected as part of lawsuits on behalf of mentally ill patients against the company. Last year, 

Lilly agreed to pay $750 million to settle suits by 8,000 people who claimed they developed diabetes or other medical 

problems after taking Zyprexa. Thousands more suits against the company are pending. 

On Friday, in its written response, Lilly said that it believed that Zyprexa remained an important treatment for 

patients with schizophrenia and bipolar disorder. The company said it had given the Food and Drug Administration all 

its data from clinical trials and reports of adverse events, as it is legally required to do. Lilly also said it shared data 

from literature reviews and large studies of Zyprexa’s real-world use.  

“In summary, there is no scientific evidence establishing that Zyprexa causes diabetes,” the company said. 

Lilly also said the documents should not have been made public because they might “cause unwarranted fear among 

patients that will cause them to stop taking their medication.”  

As did similar documents disclosed by the drug maker Merck last year in response to lawsuits over its painkiller 

Vioxx, the Lilly documents offer an inside look at how a company marketed a drug while seeking to play down its side 

effects. Lilly, based in Indianapolis, is the sixth-largest American drug maker, with $14 billion in revenue last year.

The documents — which include e-mail, marketing material, sales projections and scientific reports — are replete with 

references to Zyprexa’s importance to Lilly’s future and the need to keep concerns about diabetes and obesity from 

hurting sales. But that effort became increasingly difficult as doctors saw Zyprexa’s side effects, the documents show. 

In 2002, for example, Lilly rejected plans to give psychiatrists guidance about how to treat diabetes, worrying that 

doing so would tarnish Zyprexa’s reputation. “Although M.D.’s like objective, educational materials, having our reps 

provide some with diabetes would further build its association to Zyprexa,” a Lilly manager wrote in a March 2002 e-

mail message. 

But Lilly did expand its marketing to primary care physicians, who its internal studies showed were less aware of 

Zyprexa’s side effects. Lilly sales material encouraged representatives to promote Zyprexa as a “safe, gentle 

psychotropic” suitable for people with mild mental illness.  

Some top psychiatrists say that Zyprexa will continue to be widely used despite its side effects, because it works 

better than most other antipsychotic medicines in severely ill patients. But others say that Zyprexa appears no more 

effective overall than other medicines.

And some doctors who specialize in diabetes care dispute Lilly’s assertion that Zyprexa does not cause more cases of 

diabetes than other psychiatric drugs. “When somebody gains weight, they need more insulin, they become more 

insulin resistant,” Dr. Joel Zonszein, the director of the clinical diabetes center at Montefiore Medical Center in the 

Bronx, said when asked about the drug.

In 2003, after reviewing data provided by Lilly and other drug makers, the F.D.A. said that the current class of 

antipsychotic drugs may cause high blood sugar. It did not specifically single out Zyprexa, nor did it say that the drugs 

had been proven to cause diabetes.

The drugs are known as atypical antipsychotics and include Johnson & Johnson’s Risperdal and AstraZeneca’s 
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Seroquel. When they were introduced in the mid-1990s, psychiatrists hoped they would relieve mental illness without 

the tremors and facial twitches associated with older drugs. But the new drugs have not proven significantly better 

and have their own side effects, said Dr. Jeffrey Lieberman, the lead investigator on a federally sponsored clinical trial 

that compared Zyprexa and other new drugs with one older one.

The Zyprexa documents were provided to the Times by James B. Gottstein, a lawyer who represents mentally ill 

patients and has sued the state of Alaska over its efforts to force patients to take psychiatric medicines against their 

will. Mr. Gottstein said the information in the documents raised public health issues. 

“Patients should be told the truth about drugs like Zyprexa,” Mr. Gottstein said. 

Lilly originally provided the documents, under seal, to plaintiffs lawyers who sued the company claiming their clients 

developed diabetes from taking Zyprexa. Mr. Gottstein, who is not subject to the confidentiality agreement that 

covers the product liability suits, subpoenaed the documents in early December from a person involved in the suits.

In its statement, Lilly called the release of the documents “illegal.” The company said it could not comment on specific 

documents because of the continuing product liability suits. 

In some ways, the Zyprexa documents are reminiscent of those produced in litigation over Vioxx, which Merck 

stopped selling in 2004 after a clinical trial proved it caused heart problems. They treat very different conditions, but 

Zyprexa and Vioxx are not entirely dissimilar. Both were thought to be safer than older and cheaper drugs, becoming 

bestsellers as a result, but turned out to have serious side effects.

After being pressed by doctors and regulators, Merck eventually did test Vioxx’s cardiovascular risks and withdrew 

the drug after finding that Vioxx increased heart attacks and strokes. 

Lilly has never conducted a clinical trial to determine exactly how much Zyprexa raises patients’ diabetes risks. But 

scientists say conducting such a study would be exceedingly difficult, because diabetes takes years to develop, and it 

can be hard to keep mentally ill patients enrolled in a clinical trial.

When it was introduced, Zyprexa was the third and most heralded of the atypical antipsychotics. With psychiatrists 

eager for new treatments for schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, and dementia, Zyprexa’s sales soared. 

But as sales grew, reports rolled in to Lilly and drug regulators that the medicine caused massive weight gain in many 

patients and was associated with diabetes. For example, a California doctor reported that 8 of his 35 patients on 

Zyprexa had developed high blood sugar, including two who required hospitalization. 

The documents show that Lilly encouraged its sales representatives to play down those effects when talking to 

doctors. In one 1998 presentation, for example, Lilly said its salespeople should be told, “Don’t introduce the issue!!!” 

Meanwhile, the company researched combinations of Zyprexa with several other drugs, hoping to alleviate the weight 

gain. But the combinations failed. 

To reassure doctors, Lilly also publicly said that when it followed up with patients who had taken Zyprexa in a clinical 

trial for three years, it found that weight gain appeared to plateau after about nine months. But the company did not 

discuss a far less reassuring finding in early 1999, disclosed in the documents, that blood sugar levels in the patients 

increased steadily for three years.

In 2000 and 2001, more warning signs emerged, the documents show. In four surveys conducted by Lilly’s marketing 
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department, the company found that 70 percent of psychiatrists polled had seen at least one of their patients develop 

high blood sugar or diabetes while taking Zyprexa, compared with about 20 percent for Risperdal or Seroquel. Lilly 

never disclosed those findings. 

By mid-2003, Lilly began to change its stance somewhat, publicly acknowledging that Zyprexa can cause severe 

obesity. Marketing documents make clear that by then Lilly believed it had no choice. On June 23, 2003, an internal 

committee reported that Zyprexa sales were “below plan” and that doctors were “switching/avoiding Zyprexa.” 

Since then, Lilly has acknowledged Zyprexa’s effect on weight but has argued that it does not necessarily correlate to 

diabetes. But Zyprexa’s share of antipsychotic drug prescriptions is falling, and some psychiatrists say they no longer 

believe the information Lilly offers. 

“From my personal experience, at first my concerns about weight gain with this drug were very significantly 

downplayed by their field representatives,” said Dr. James Phelps, a psychiatrist in Corvallis, Or. ‘Their continued 

efforts to downplay that, I think in retrospect, was an embarrassment to the company.” 

Dr. Phelps says that he tries to avoid Zyprexa because of its side effects but sometimes still prescribes it, especially 

when patients are acutely psychotic and considering suicide, because it works faster than other medicines. 

“I wind up using it as an emergency medicine, where it’s superb,” he said. “But I’m trying to get my patients off of 

Zyprexa, not put them on.” 
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December 18, 2006

Drug Files Show Maker Promoted Unapproved Use 

By ALEX BERENSON 

Eli Lilly encouraged primary care physicians to use Zyprexa, a powerful drug for schizophrenia and bipolar disorder, in 

patients who did not have either condition, according to internal Lilly marketing materials.

The marketing documents, given to The New York Times by a lawyer representing mentally ill patients, detail a 

multiyear promotional campaign that Lilly began in Orlando, Fla., in late 2000. In the campaign, called Viva Zyprexa, 

Lilly told its sales representatives to suggest that doctors prescribe Zyprexa to older patients with symptoms of 

dementia.

A Lilly executive said that she could not comment on specific documents but that the company had never promoted 

Zyprexa for off-label uses and that it always showed the marketing materials used by its sales representatives to the 

Food and Drug Administration, as required by law. 

“We have extensive training for sales reps to assure that they provide information to the doctors that’s within the 

scope of the prescribing information approved by the F.D.A.,” Anne Nobles, Lilly’s vice president for corporate affairs, 

said in an interview yesterday.

Zyprexa is not approved to treat dementia or dementia-related psychosis, and in fact carries a prominent warning 

from the F.D.A. that it increases the risk of death in older patients with dementia-related psychosis. Federal laws bar 

drug makers from promoting prescription drugs for conditions for which they have not been approved — a practice 

known as off-label prescription — although doctors can prescribe drugs to any patient they wish. 

Yet in 1999 and 2000 Lilly considered ways to convince primary care doctors that they should use Zyprexa on their 

patients. In one document, an unnamed Lilly marketing executive wrote that these doctors “do treat dementia” but 

“do not treat bipolar; schizophrenia is handled by psychiatrists.”  

As a result, “dementia should be first message,” of a campaign to primary doctors, according to the document, which 

appears to be part of a larger marketing presentation but is not marked more specifically.

Later, the same document says that some primary care doctors “might prescribe outside of label.” 

Ms. Nobles said that the company had never promoted its drug for any conditions except schizophrenia and bipolar 

disorder. Older patients who seem to have dementia may actually have schizophrenia that has gone untreated, Ms. 

Nobles said.

Several psychiatrists outside the company said yesterday that they strongly disagreed with Lilly’s claim. 

Schizophrenia is a severe disease that is almost always diagnosed when patients are in their teens or 20s. Its 

symptoms could not be confused with mild dementia, these doctors said.
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Zyprexa is by far Lilly’s best-selling product, with $4.2 billion in sales in 2005, 30 percent of its overall revenues. 

About two million people worldwide received it last year. Based in Indianapolis, Lilly is the sixth-largest American 

drug company.

The issue of off-label marketing is controversial in the drug industry. Nearly every company is under either civil or 

criminal investigation for alleged efforts to expand the use of its drugs beyond the specific illness or condition for which 

they are approved. 

Lilly faces federal and state investigations over its marketing of Zyprexa. In its annual report for 2005, Lilly said that 

it faced an investigation by federal prosecutors in Pennsylvania and that the Florida attorney general’s office had 

subpoenaed the company “seeking production of documents relating to sales of Zyprexa and our marketing and 

promotional practices with respect to Zyprexa.” 

Since Lilly introduced Zyprexa in 1996, about 20 million patients worldwide have received the drug, which helps 

control the hallucinations and delusions associated with schizophrenia and severe mania. But Zyprexa also causes 

weight gain in many patients, and the American Diabetes Association found in 2004 that Zyprexa was more likely to 

cause diabetes than other widely used drugs for schizophrenia.

Lilly says that no link between Zyprexa and diabetes has been proven. 

As part of the “Viva Zyprexa” campaign, in packets for its sales representatives, Eli Lilly created the profiles of 

patients whom it said would be suitable candidates for Zyprexa. Representatives were told to discuss the patient 

profiles with doctors. One of the patients was a woman in her 20s who showed mild symptoms of schizophrenia, while 

another was a man in his 40s who appeared to have bipolar disorder.

The third patient was “Martha,” a widow with adult children “who lives independently and has been your patient for 

some time.” Martha was described as being agitated and having disturbed sleep, but without the symptoms of 

paranoia or mania that typically marked a person with schizophrenia or bipolar disorder.

Ms. Nobles said that Lilly had actually intended Martha’s profile to represent a patient with schizophrenia. But 

psychiatrists outside the company said this claim defied credibility, especially given Martha’s age. Instead, she 

appeared to have mild dementia, they said.

“It’d be very unusual for this to be a schizophrenic patient,” said Dr. John March, chief of child and adolescent 

psychiatry at Duke University medical center. “Schizophrenia is a disease of teenagers and young adults.” Dr. March 

serves on Lilly’s scientific advisory board. 

Diagnostic criteria for schizophrenia include delusions, hallucinations, disorganized and incoherent speech, and grossly 

disorganized behavior. They also include so-called negative symptoms like social isolation and a flattening of the voice 

and facial expressions.

The documents also show that Lilly encouraged primary care doctors to treat the symptoms and behaviors of 

schizophrenia and bipolar disorder even if the doctors had not actually diagnosed those diseases in their patients. 

Lilly’s market research had found that many primary care doctors did not consider themselves qualified to treat 

people with schizophrenia or severe bipolar disorder. 

The campaign was successful, the documents show. By March 2001, about three months after the start of Viva 

Zyprexa, the campaign had led to 49,000 new prescriptions, according to a presentation that Michael Bandick, the 
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brand manager for Zyprexa, gave at a national meeting of Lilly sales representatives in Dallas. Mr. Bandick did not say 

how many of those new prescriptions were for older patients with dementia.

Over all, sales of Zyprexa doubled between 1999 and 2002, rising from $1.5 billion to $3 billion in the United States. 

In 2002, the company changed the name of the primary care campaign to “Zyprexa Limitless” and began to focus on 

people with mild bipolar disorder who had previously been diagnosed as depressed — even though Zyprexa has been 

approved only for the treatment of mania in bipolar disorder, not depression. 

In a 2002 guide for representatives, Lilly presented the profile of “Donna,” a single mother in her mid-30s whose 

“chief complaint is, ‘I feel so anxious and irritable lately.’ ” Several doctors’ appointments earlier, she was “talkative, 

elated, and reported little need for sleep.”  

Lilly’s efforts to promote Zyprexa to primary care doctors disturbed some physicians, the documents show. In August 

2001, a doctor in Virginia sent an e-mail message to Lilly and the F.D.A., complaining about a presentation from a Lilly 

sales representative who had discussed the hypothetical Martha with him.

The representative “presented an elderly female patient who was presented to her physician by her family 

complaining of insomnia, agitation, slight confusion, and had no physical finding to explain her state,” the doctor wrote. 

The representative then suggested that the doctor prescribe Zyprexa.

“I inquired what Zyprexa was indicated for she then indicated that many physicians might prescribe an antipsychotic 

for this patient. I then asked for her package insert and read to her that her product was indicated for schizophrenia 

and bipolar mania — neither of which the presented patient had been diagnosed with,” the doctor wrote. 

He added that he had never contacted the F.D.A. before but was “genuinely concerned about the promotion of this 

powerful drug to my peer community of primary care physicians outside of its approved and intended purpose.” 

Tara Ryker, a spokeswoman for Lilly, said the company no longer uses “Martha” or “Donna” in its marketing. “We are 

constantly developing new promotional materials and new profiles,” she said. 

The Zyprexa documents were provided to The Times by James B. Gottstein, a lawyer who represents mentally ill 

patients and has sued the state of Alaska over its efforts to force patients to take psychiatric medicines against their 

will. 

Mr. Gottstein said yesterday that the information in the documents should be available to patients and doctors, as well 

as judges who oversee the hearings that are required before people can be forced to take psychiatric drugs.

“The courts should have this information before they order this stuff injected into people’s unwilling bodies,” Mr. 

Gottstein said.

Lilly originally provided the documents, under seal, to plaintiffs lawyers who sued the company claiming their clients 

developed diabetes from taking Zyprexa. Last year, Lilly agreed to pay $700 million to settle about 8,000 of the 

claims, but thousands more are pending. Mr. Gottstein, who is not subject to the confidentiality agreement that covers 

the product liability suits, subpoenaed the documents in early December from a person involved in the suits.

The “Viva Zyprexa” documents also provide color about Lilly’s efforts to motivate its sales force as they marketed 

Zyprexa — whose generic name is olanzapine — to primary care doctors.                                             RA-139
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At the 2001 meeting in Dallas with Zyprexa sales representatives, Mr. Bandick praised 16 representatives by name 

for the number of prescriptions they had convinced doctors to write, according to a script prepared in advance of the 

meeting. More than 100 other representatives had convinced doctors to write at least 16 extra prescriptions and thus 

“maxed out on a pretty sweet incentive,” he said. 

“Olanzapine is the molecule that keeps on giving,” Mr. Bandick said.  
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December 19, 2006

EDITORIAL 

Playing Down the Risks of a Drug 

It was bad enough when studies showed that the newest and most heavily promoted drugs for treating schizophrenia 

weren’t worth their high cost. Now the disturbing tale of their excessive use has taken a tawdry turn with revelations 

that Eli Lilly, a pharmaceutical giant, has consistently played down the risks of its best-selling antipsychotic drug, 

Zyprexa, and has promoted it for unapproved uses.

The details were spelled out in The Times this week by Alex Berenson, who drew on hundreds of internal Lilly 

documents that have surfaced in legal proceedings. Although Lilly says the documents present an inaccurate picture, 

they offer persuasive evidence that the company engaged in questionable behavior to prop up its best-selling drug, 

which creates almost 30 percent of Lilly’s revenue. 

Zyprexa belongs to a class of drugs that were billed as a significant advance over the first generation of antipsychotic 

drugs but turned out to have serious flaws. Zyprexa, for example, has a tendency to raise blood sugar and to promote 

obesity, both of which are risk factors for diabetes. Some 30 percent of the patients taking Zyprexa gain 22 pounds or 

more after a year on the drug, with some gaining 100 pounds or more. Yet the documents show that Lilly encouraged 

its sales representatives to play down these adverse effects when talking to doctors.

The documents also show that Lilly encouraged primary care physicians — far less sophisticated than psychiatrists in 

treating mental illness — to prescribe the drug for older patients with symptoms of dementia even though it was 

approved only for schizophrenia and bipolar disorder. It is illegal for companies to promote drugs for unapproved uses, 

but nearly every major drug company is under civil or criminal investigation for alleged efforts to do so.

Lilly contends that it has never promoted Zyprexa for unapproved uses and has always shown its marketing materials 

to the Food and Drug Administration, as required by law. Both claims ought to be tested in Congressional hearings 

that should focus on how well the industry complies with existing laws and how effectively the F.D.A. regulates the 

industry’s marketing materials.  
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December 21, 2006

Disparity Emerges in Lilly Data on Schizophrenia Drug 

By ALEX BERENSON 

For at least a year, Eli Lilly provided information to doctors about the blood-sugar risks of its drug Zyprexa that did 

not match data that the company circulated internally when it first reviewed its clinical trial results, according to 

company documents.

The original results showed that patients on Zyprexa, Lilly’s pill for schizophrenia, were 3.5 times as likely to 

experience high blood sugar levels as those taking a placebo, according to a February 2000 memo sent to top Lilly 

scientists. The memo is one of hundreds of internal Lilly documents provided to The New York Times by a lawyer in 

Alaska who represents mentally ill patients.

But the results that Lilly eventually provided to doctors until at least late 2001 were very different. Those results 

indicated that patients taking Zyprexa were only slightly more likely to suffer high blood sugar as those taking a 

placebo, or an inactive pill. 

Another Lilly report, from November 1999, shows that Lilly found after examining 70 clinical trials that 16 percent of 

patients taking Zyprexa for a year gained more than 66 pounds. 

The company did not publicly disclose that figure, instead focusing on data from a smaller group of clinical trials that 

showed about 30 percent of patients gained 22 pounds.

Weight gain and high blood sugar are important risk factors for diabetes, and the question of whether Zyprexa causes 

diabetes has been a subject of scientific debate for several years. 

Lilly says no link has ever been proven.

In response to questions about the difference between its first view of the data and its subsequent public description, 

Lilly issued a statement yesterday saying that the later figures were accurate and the information in February 2000 

was out of context. 

In yesterday’s statement, the company said that after the February 2000 memo, it re-examined its clinical trial 

results and found errors in its “final, standard quality check of the data.” 

But the February 2000 document, which is labeled “Confidential,” does not indicate that the figures it contains are 

preliminary. In fact, in a footnote, it explains that the data exclude patients “from whom there was a probable lab 

error.” 

A separate document from November 1999 includes handwritten figures identical to those from the February 

document, with additional detail about the increases in blood sugar that patients suffered.
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The revised figures were shared with the Food and Drug Administration, Lilly said. It did not say whether it had ever 

disclosed the initial data to the F.D.A.

The F.D.A. did not respond to requests for comment yesterday. 

The 2000 memo indicates that it was prepared as Lilly considered changing Zyprexa’s prescription label to provide 

doctors with more information about the drug’s potential to raise blood-sugar levels. 

The issue was crucially important to the sales prospects of Zyprexa, which was introduced in 1996. Psychiatrists were 

already increasingly aware by 2000 that Zyprexa caused severe weight gain in many patients. 

“In 1999, we already were thinking this drug causes weight gain — that’s clear — and there could be a lot of other 

metabolic consequences of that,” Dr. David N. Osser, a psychiatry professor at Harvard University, said yesterday. 

“The weight gain itself is a known risk factor for diabetes.” 

The February 2000 memo was prepared as background for a meeting of Lilly scientists to the possible changes for 

Zyprexa’s label.  

According to the memo, Lilly scientists initially wanted to propose a relatively straightforward statement on the label 

that high blood sugar had been observed in patients taking Zyprexa in clinical trials. That change was never made.

Lilly’s analysis in early 2000 came at a time when some doctors and regulatory agencies were beginning to question 

whether Zyprexa could cause increases in blood sugar or diabetes. Although Lilly says that no link between Zyprexa 

and diabetes has ever been proven, the American Diabetes Association found in 2004 that Zyprexa was more likely to 

cause diabetes than other, similar drugs. 

Zyprexa is by far Lilly’s best-selling product, with $4.2 billion in sales in 2005, which represented 30 percent of Lilly’s 

overall revenue. Zyprexa’s active ingredient is a potent chemical that binds to receptors in the brain to reduce the 

hallucinations and delusions associated with schizophrenia and acute bipolar disorder. About two million people 

worldwide took Zyprexa last year.

At the February 2000 meeting for which the memo was prepared, the agenda was to discuss Zyprexa’s tendency to 

cause high blood sugar, which is medically known as hyperglycemia. 

According to the memo, Lilly had reviewed data from its clinical trials and found that “the incidence of treatment-

emergent hyperglycemia in olanzapine group (3.6%) was higher than that in the placebo group (1.05%).” Olanzapine is 

the generic name for Zyprexa. 

But when Lilly subsequently discussed the clinical trial results with doctors, it used a different comparison. Lilly told 

doctors that Zyprexa had caused 3.1 percent of patients — not 3.6 percent — to have high-blood sugar. And it said 

that 2.5 percent of patients on the placebo — not 1.05 percent — had high-blood sugar. As a result, the rates of high 

blood sugar in the two groups seemed almost identical in the revised data.
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For Immediate Release
April 4th, 2007

 
GRASSLEY SEEKS MARKETING AND SAFETY DOCUMENTS FROM MAJOR 

DRUG MAKER 
 

WASHINGTON â€” Sen. Chuck Grassley is asking the drug maker, Eli Lilly and Company, for 

information related to the risks and marketing of the anti-psychotic drug Zyprexa. 

Grassley made this request in response to allegations that the company downplayed safety risks 

and engaged in other improper marketing practices that may be jeopardizing patientsâ€™ health. 

The text of Grassleyâ€™s letter follows here. 

April 4, 2007

Via Electronic Transmission  

Sidney Taurel 

Chairman and Chief Executive Officer 

Eli Lilly and Company 

Lilly Corporate Center 

Indianapolis, IN 46285 

Dear Mr. Taurel: 

As a senior member of the United States Senate and as Ranking Member of the Committee on 

Finance (Committee), I have an obligation to ensure that the publicâ€™s money is properly spent 

to provide safe and effective treatments to the vulnerable populations that are beneficiaries of 

the Medicare and Medicaid programs. 

I am aware of several pending products liability actions regarding Zyprexa, an anti-psychotic 

drug manufactured by Eli Lilly and Company (Eli Lilly). Specifically, questions have been raised 

regarding safety information and marketing practices relating to that drug. Furthermore, I 

understand that Eli Lilly produced certain documents in the course of these litigations that shed 

light on issues of interest to the Committee.  

On December 20, 2006, I wrote to Dr. David Egilman, a plaintiffsâ€™ expert, to request 

information and documents related to Zyprexa. Dr. Egilman did not provide any confidential Eli 

Lilly documents regarding Zyprexa. Instead, Dr. Egilman responded to my request by providing 

the Committee with a copy of a discovery order, dated December 15, 2006, instructing him to 

return Eli Lilly documents in his possession to Richard D. Meadow of the Lanier Law Firm. Eli Lilly 

had alleged that some of its confidential documents had been disseminated without the 
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companyâ€™s authorization. Although no one affiliated with the Committee was a party to that 

dispute, I decided to suspend efforts to obtain the relevant documents until that dispute was 

resolved.  

On February 14, 2007, Judge Jack Weinstein of the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of 

New York issued a decision regarding the confidential Eli Lilly documents. The court enjoined 

several individuals from further disseminating the protected documents and ordered them to 

return any such documents and copies still in their possession or control. Contrary to what was 

reported in Judge Weinsteinâ€™s decision, the Committeeâ€™s Chief Investigative Counsel, 

Emilia DiSanto, did not receive any protected documents related to Zyprexa from Mr. James 

Gottstein or Dr. Egilman. Nor did Mr. Gottstein or Dr. Egilman provide any protected documents 

related to Zyprexa to other Committee staff.  

As the dispute regarding the dissemination of the documents is now resolved, I believe the time 

is now right for the Committee to pursue its request for the documents. I am writing to request 

your cooperation with the Committeeâ€™s inquiry. In that regard please provide to the 

Committee all documents and materials, including, but not limited to, emails, letters, reports, and 

memoranda, that were made available to the court-appointed Plaintiffsâ€™ Steering Committee I 

and II pursuant to pretrial discovery in In re Zyprexa Prods. Liab. Litig.  

Thank you in advance for assisting the Committee. I would appreciate receiving the requested 

documents in an electronic and searchable format by no later than April 25, 2007.  

Sincerely, 

  

  

Charles E. Grassley 

United States Senator 

Ranking Member, Committee on Finance 
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 Grassley Praises Northwest Airlines Reservations Center Announcement, Highlights Use of 
New Markets Tax Credit  
Press Release 

 Grassley Praises IRS Attention to Paid Tax Preparer Accuracy, Honesty  
Press Release 

2nd

 Grassley and Durbin introduce first bipartisan H-1B, L-1 visa reform bill to protect American 
workers  
Press Release 

 Grassley: Beef Issue Threatens U.S.-Korean Gains Via Trade Agreement  
Press Release 
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March 7,2007

Sidney Taurel
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Eli Lilly and Company
Lilly Corporate Center
Indianapolis, IN 46285

Dear Mr. Taurel:

Allegations have been raised that Eli Lilly misled physicians and inappropriately
promoted off-label uses of Zyprexa(olaruapine).r As part of the Committee's ongoing oversight
of the pharmaceutical industry's research and marketing practices, I am writing to request
information relevant to Zyprexa and these allegations.

The Committee requests that Eli Lilly provide the following information relating to
Zyprexa'.

l. A listing of all trials, studies, or reports initiated, supported or sponsored by Eli Lilly
relating to Zypreia, including any conducted outside the United States. This list should
include those trials, studies, or reports for any New Drug Application (NDA) or
Investigational New Drug (IND) application, including any supplemental applications.
For each such trial, study, or report, provide the following information:

a. The namê of the authors and physicians that participated;

b. The number of participants;

c. The date it was initiated, completed, or terminated, if terminated, explain the
reasons behind the termination;

d. A summary of the methodology, findings, and conclusions;

e. Whether the marketing department provided funding or other support for this
studv:

'Zti tttly Said to Play Down Risk of Top Plll New York Times (Dec. 17,2006); Drug Files
Show Maker Promoted Unapproved Use, New York Times (Dec 18, 2006); Disparity Emerges
in Lilly Data on Schizophrenia Drug, New York Times (Dec.21,2006).
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Sidney Tamel
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer
Eli Lilly and Company
Lilly Corporate Center
Indianapolis, IN 46285

Dear Mr. Tamel:

Allegations have been raised that Eli Lilly misled physicians and inappropriately
promoted off-label uses of Zyprexa (olanzapine).l As part of the Committee's ongoing oversight
of the pharmaceutical industry's research and marketing practices, I am writing to request
information relevant to Zyprexa and these allegations.

The Committee requests that Eli Lilly provide the following information relating to
Zyprexa:

1. A listing of all trials, studies, or reports initiated, supported or sponsored by Eli Lilly
relating to Zyprexa, including any conducted outside the United States. This list should
include those trials, studies, or reports for any New Drug Application (NDA) or
Investigational New Drug (IND) application, including any supplemental applications.
For each such trial, study, or report, provide the following information:

a. The name of the authors and physicians that participated;

b. The number of participants;

c. The date it was initiated, completed, or terminated, if terminated, explain the
reasons behind the termination;

d. A summary of the methodology, findings, and conclusions;

e. Whether the marketing department provided funding or other support for this
study;

1Eli Lilly Said to Play Down Risk o/Top Pill, New York Times (Dec. 17, 2006); Drug Files
Show Maker Promoted Unapproved Use, New York Times (Dec 18,2006); Disparity Emerges
in Lilly Data on Schizophrenia Drug, New York Times (Dec. 21, 2006).
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f. Whether any compensation or benefit, monetary or otherwise (including support
or assistance in creating manuscripts), was provided to any author, physician, or
participant;

g. For those studies published or presented at major medical meetings, a copy of all
publications and abstracts; and

h. If not published or presented, an explanation for why the study was not published
or presented.

2. All documents relatin gto Zyprexa provided to the February 2001 andOctober 1999 FDA
advisory committees;

3. The following documents related to Zyprexafrom September 1995 to the present time:

a. All presentations, training sessions, or materials given to employees or agents
who marketed or otherwise promoted Zyprexa, including speakers and
consultants;

b. All pamphlets, literature, and other information to be shown or given to
physicians by sales representatives, and also provide all related communications;

c. Any other communications provided to healthcare providers regarding the safety
and efficacy of Zyprexa, and all related communications;

d. All internal or external presentations or reports based on the marketing plan for
Zyprexa, and all communications related to these presentations or reports;

e. All internal or external presentations or reports related to physician prescribing
patterns including data on specialty of prescriber and indications for use, and all
communications related to these presentations or reports;

f. All internal or external presentations or reports relating to continuing medical
education, and all communications related to these presentations or reports;

g. All internal or external presentations or reports relating to off-label use, and all
communications related to these presentations or reports;

h. All documents relating to funding support provided for nonprofit professional
medical organizations or consumerþatient orgatttzations; and

i. All marketing department correspondence with nonprofit professional medical
or garizations or c onsumerþatient or ganizati ons.

In addition, please provide to the Committee a copy of all the information that was
provided to Rep. 'Waxman 

by James Gottstein and subsequently returned by Rep. 
'Waxman to Eli

Lilly on December 21,2006.
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f. Whether any compensation or benefit, monetary or otherwise (including support
or assistance in creating manuscripts), was provided to any author, physician, or
participant;

g. For those studies published or presented at major medical meetings, a copy of all
publications and abstracts; and

h. If not published or presented, an explanation for why the study was not published
or presented.

2. All documents relating to Zyprexa provided to the February 2001 and October 1999 FDA
advisory committees;

3. The following documents related to Zyprexa from September 1995 to the present time:

a. All presentations, training sessions, or materials given to employees or agents
who marketed or otherwise promoted Zyprexa, including speakers and
consultants;

b. All pamphlets, literature, and other information to be shown or given to
physicians by sales representatives, and also provide all related communications;

c. Any other communications provided to healthcare providers regarding the safety
and efficacy of Zyprexa, and all related communications;

d. All internal or external presentations or reports based on the marketing plan for
Zyprexa, and all communications related to these presentations or reports;

e. All internal or external presentations or reports related to physician prescribing
patterns including data on specialty of prescriber and indications for use, and all
communications related to these presentations or reports;

f. All internal or external presentations or reports relating to continuing medical
education, and all communications related to these presentations or reports;

g. All internal or external presentations or reports relating to off-label use, and all
communications related to these presentations or reports;

h. All documents relating to funding support provided for nonprofit professional
medical organizations or consumer/patient organizations; and

1. All marketing department correspondence with nonprofit professional medical
organizations or consumer/patient organizations.

In addition, please provide to the Committee a copy of all the information that was
provided to Rep. Waxman by James Gottstein and subsequently returned by Rep. Waxman to Eli
Lilly on December 21, 2006.
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The Committee on Oversight and Government Reform is the principal oversight
committee in the House of Representatives and has broad oversight jurisdiction as set forth in
House Rule X. An attachment to this letter provides additional information on how to respond to
the Committee's request.

I request that you provide these documents by March 21,2007. If you have any
questions regarding this request, please contact Stephen Cha with the Committee staff at (202)
225-5056.

Sincerely,

Êtr û. hl^r-
Henry A. Waxman
Chairman

Enclosure

cc: Tom Davis
Ranking Minority Member
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The Committee on Oversight and Government Reform is the principal oversight
committee in the House of Representatives and has broad oversight jurisdiction as set forth in
House Rule X. An attachment to this letter provides additional information on how to respond to
the Committee's request.

I request that you provide these documents by March 21, 2007. If you have any
questions regarding this request, please contact Stephen Cha with the Committee staff at (202)
225-5056.

Sincerely,

~4.fI..W.-
Henry A. Waxman
Chairman

Enclosure

cc: Tom Davis
Ranking Minority Member
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Responding to Oversight Committee l)ocument Requests

ln responding to the document request from the Committee on Oversight and Government
Reform, please apply the instructions and definitions set forth below.

Instructions

1. In complying with the request, you should produce all responsive documents in your
possession, custody, or control.

2. Documents responsive to the request should not be destroyed, modif,red, removed,
transferred, or otherwise made inaccessible to the Committee.

3. In the event that any entity, organzation, or individual denoted in the request has

been, or is currently, known by any other name than that herein denoted, the request
should be read also to include them under that alternative identification.

4. Each document produced should be produced in a form that renders the document
capable of being copied.

5. When you produce documents, you should identiff the paragraph or clause in the
Committee's request to which the documents respond.

6. Documents produced in response to this request should be produced together with
copies of file labels, dividers, or identifying markers with which they were associated
when this request was issued. To the extent that documents were not stored with file
labels, dividers, or identiffing markers, they should be organized into separate folders
by subject matter prior to production.

7. Each folder and box should be numbered, and a description of the contents of each
folder and box, including the paragraph or clause of the request to which the
documents are responsive, should be provided in an accompanying index.

8. It is not a proper basis to refuse to produce a document that any other person or entity
also possesses a nonidentical or identical copy of the same document.
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In responding to the document request from the Committee on Oversight and Government
Reform, please apply the instructions and definitions set forth below.

Instructions

1. In complying with the request, you should produce all responsive documents In your
possession, custody, or control.

2. Documents responsive to the request should not be destroyed, modified, removed,
transferred, or otherwise made inaccessible to the Committee.

3. In the event that any entity, organization, or individual denoted in the request has
been, or is currently, known by any other name than that herein denoted, the request
should be read also to include them under that alternative identification.

4. Each document produced should be produced in a form that renders the document
capable ofbeing copied.

5. When you produce documents, you should identify the paragraph or clause in the
Committee's request to which the documents respond.

6. Documents produced in response to this request should be produced together with
copies of file labels, dividers, or identifying markers with which they were associated
when this request was issued. To the extent that documents were not stored with file
labels, dividers, or identifying markers, they should be organized into separate folders
by subject matter prior to production.

7. Each folder and box should be numbered, and a description ofthe contents of each
folder and box, including the paragraph or clause of the request to which the
documents are responsive, should be provided in an accompanying index.

8. It is not a proper basis to refuse to produce a document that any other person or entity
also possesses a nonidentical or identical copy ofthe same document.



9. If any of the requested information is available in machine-readable or electronic
form (such as on a computer server, hard drive, CD, DVD, memory stick, or
computer backup tape), you should consult with Committee staffto determine the
appropriate formæ in which to produce the information. Documents produced in
electronic format should be organized, identified, and indexed electronically in a
milrrer comparable to the organizationál structure called for in (6) and (7) above.
Documents produced in an electronic format should also be produced in a searchable
format.

In the event that a responsive document is withheld on any basis, you should provide
the following information concerning the document: (a) the reason the document is
not being produced; (b) the type of document; (c) the general subject matter; (d) the
date, author, and addressee; and (e) the relationship ofthe author and addressee to
each other. Please note that the Committee generally recognizes only constitutional
privileges.

If any document responsive to this request was, but no longer is, in your possession,

custody, or control, you should identifu the document (stating its date, author, subject
and recipients) and explain the circumstances by which the document ceased to be in
your possession, custody, or control.

If a date or other descriptive detail set forth in this request referring to a document is
inaccurate, but the actual date or other descriptive detail is known to you or is
otherwise apparent from the context of the request, you should produce all documents
which would be responsive as if the date or other descriptive detail were correct.

This request is continuing in nature and applies to any newly discovered document.
Any document not produced because it has not been located or discovered by the
retum date should be produced immediately upon location or discovery subsequent
thereto.

All documents should be bates-stamped sequentially and produced sequentially.

Two sets of documents should be delivered, one set to the majority staff and one set
to the minority staff. The majority set Should be delivered to the majority staffin
Room 2157 of the Rayburn House Office Building, and the minority set should be
delivered to the minority staff in Room 83504 in the Rayburn House Office
Building.

Upon completion of the document production, you should submit a written
certification, signed by you or your counsel, stating that: (l) a diligent search has

been completed of all documents in your possession, custody, or control which
reasonably could contain responsive documents; and (2) all documents located during
the search that are responsive have been produced to the Committee or identified in a
privilege log provided to the Committee.

10.

ll.

12.

T3,
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15.

t6.
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9. If any of the requested information is available in machine-readable or electronic
form (such as on a computer server, hard drive, CD, DVD, memory stick, or
computer backup tape), you should consult with Committee staff to determine the
appropriate format in which to produce the information. Documents produced in
electronic format should be organized, identified, and indexed electronically in a
manner comparable to the organizational structure called for in (6) and (7) above.
Documents produced in an electronic format should also be produced in a searchable
format.

10. In the event that a responsive document is withheld on any basis, you should provide
the following information concerning the document: (a) the reason the document is
not being produced; (b) the type of document; (c) the general subject matter; (d) the
date, author, and addressee; and (e) the relationship of the author and addressee to
each other. Please note that the Committee generally recognizes only constitutional
privileges.

11. If any document responsive to this request was, but no longer is, in your possession,
custody, or control, you should identify the document (stating its date, author, subject
and recipients) and explain the circumstances by which the document ceased to be in
your possession, custody, or control.

12. If a date or other descriptive detail set forth in this request referring to a document is
inaccurate, but the actual date or other descriptive detail is known to you or is
otherwise apparent from the context of the request, you should produce all documents
which would be responsive·as if the date or other descriptive detail were correct.

13. This request is continuing in nature and applies to any newly disc.overed document.
Any document not produced because it has not been located or discovered by the
return date should be produced immediately upon location or discovery subsequent
thereto.

14. All documents should be bates-stamped sequentially and produced sequentially.

15. Two sets of documents should be delivered, one set to the majority staff and one set
to the minority staff. The majority set should be delivered to the majority staffin
Room 2157 of the Rayburn House Office Building, and the minority set should be
delivered to the minority staff in Room B350A in the Rayburn House Office
Building.

16. Upon completion of the document production, you should submit a written
certification~ signed by you or your counsel, stating that: (1) a diligent search has
been completed of all documents in your possession, custody, or control which
reasonably could contain responsive documents; and (2) all docUments located during
the search that are responsive have been produced to the Committee or identified in a
privilege log provided to the Committee.

2



Definitions

1. The term "document" mearts any written, recorded, or graphic matter of any nature
whatsoever, regardless of how recorded, and whether original or copy, including, but
not limited to, the following: memoranda, reports, expense reports, books, manuals,
instructions, financial reports, working papers, records notes, letters, notices,
confirmations, telegrams, receipts, appraisals, pamphlets, magazines, newspapers,
prospectuses, interoffrce and intra-offrce communications, electronic mail (email),
contracts, cables, notations of any type of conversation, telephone calls, meetings or
other communications, bulletins, printed matter, computer printouts, teletypes,
invoices, transcripts, diaries, analyses, returns, summaries, minutes, bills, accounts,
estimates, projections, comparisons, messages, correspondence, press releases,
circulars, financial statements, reviews, opinions, offers, sfudies and investigations,
questionnaires and surveys, and work sheets (and all drafts, preliminary versions,
alterations, modifications, revisions, changes, and amendments of any of the
foregoing, as well as any attachments or appendices thereto). The term also means
any graphic or oral records or representations of any kind (including without
limitation, photographs, charts, graphs, voice mails, microfiche, microfilm, videotape,
recordings and motion pictures), electronic and mechanical records or representations
of any kind (including, without limitation, tapes, cassettes, disks, computer server
files, computer hard drive files, CDs, DVDs, memory sticks, and recordings), and
other written, printed, typed, or other graphic or recorded matter of any kind or
nature, however produced oi reproduced, and whether preserved in writing, film,
tape, disk, videotape or otherwise. A document bearing any notation not a part of the
original text is to be considered a separate document. A draft or non-identical copy is
a separate document within the meaning of this term.

2. The term "documents in your possession, custody, or control" means (a) documents
that are in your possession, custody, or control, whether held by you or your past or
present agents, employees, or representatives acting on your behalf; þ) documents
that you have a legal right to obtain, that you have a right to copy, or to which you
have access; and (c) documents that you have placed in the temporary possession,
custody, or control of any third party.

3. The term "communication" means each manner or means of disclosure or exchange
of information, regardless of means utilized, whether oral, electronic, by document or
otherwise, and whether face-to-face, in a meeting, by telephone, mail, telexes,
discussions, releases, personal delivery, or otherwise.

4. The terms "arìd" and "or" shall be construed broadly and either conjunctively or
disjunctively to bring within the scope of the request any information which might
otherwise be construed to be outside its scope. The singular includes plural number,
and vice versa. The masculine includes the feminine and neuter genders.

5. The terms "person" or "persons" means natural persons, firms, partnerships,
associations, corporations, subsidiaries, divisions, departments, joint'ventures,
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Definitions

1. The term "document" means any written, recorded, or graphic matter of any nature
whatsoever, regardless of how recorded, and whether original or copy, including, but
not limited to, the following: memoranda, reports, expense reports, books, manuals,
instructions, financial reports, working papers, records notes, letters, notices,
confirmations, telegrams, receipts, appraisals, pamphlets, magazines, newspapers,
prospectuses, interoffice and intra-office communications, electronic mail (email),
contracts, cables, notations of any type of conversation, telephone calls, meetings or
other communications, bulletins, printed matter, computer printouts, teletypes,
invoices, transcripts, diaries, analyses, returns, summaries, minutes, bills, accounts,
estimates, projections, comparisons, messages, correspondence, press releases,
circulars, financial statements, reviews, opinions, offers, studies and investigations,
questionnaires and surveys, and work sheets (and all drafts, preliminary versions,
alterations, modifications, revisions, changes, and amendments of any of the
foregoing, as well as any attachments or appendices thereto). The term also means
any graphic or oral records or representations of any kind (including without
limitation, photographs, charts, graphs, voice mails, microfiche, microfilm, Videotape,
recordings and motion pictures), electronic and mechanical records or representations
of any kind (including, without limitation, tapes, cassettes, disks, computer server
files, computer hard drive files, CDs, DVDs, memory sticks, and recordings), and
other written, printed, typed, or other graphic or recorded matter of any kind or
nature, however produced or reproduced, and whether preserved in writing, film,
tape, disk, videotape or otherwise. A documentbearing any notation not a part of the
original text is to be considered a separate document. A draft or non-identical copy is
a separate document within the meaning of this term.

2. The term "documents in your possession, custody, or control" means (a) documents
that are in your possession, custody, or control, whether held by you or your past or
present agents, employees, or representatives acting on your behalf; (b) documents
that you have a legal right to obtain, that you have a right to copy, or to which you
have access; and (c) documents that you have placed in the temporary possession,
custody, or control of any third party.

3. The term "communication" means each manner or means of disclosure or exchange
of information, regardless ofmeans utilized, whether oral, electronic, by document or
otherwise, and whether face-to-face, in a meeting, by telephone, mail, telexes,
discussions, releases, personal delivery, or otherwise.

4. The terms "and" and "or" shall be construed broadly and either conjunctively or
disjunctively to bring within the scope of the request any information which might
otherwise be construed to be outside its scope. The singular includes plural number,
and vice versa. The masculine includes the feminine and neuter genders.

5. The terms "person" or "persons" means natural persons, firms, partnerships,
associations, corporations, subsidiaries, divisions, departments, joint-ventures,

3



proprietorships, syndicates, or other legal, business or govemment entities, and all
subsidiaries, affiliates, divisions, departments, branches, and other units thereof.

The terms "referring" or "relating," with respect to any given subject, means anything
that constitutes, contains, embodies, reflects, identifies, states, refers to, deals with, or
is in any manner whatsoever pertinent to that subject.
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proprietorships, syndicates, or other legal, business or government entities, and all
subsidiaries, affiliates, divisions, departments, branches, and other units thereof.

6. The terms "referring" or "relating," with respect to any given subject, means anything
that constitutes, contains, embodies, reflects, identifies, states,refers to, deals with, or
is in any manner whatsoever pertinent to that subject.
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April 25, 2007

U.S. Wonders if Drug Data Was Accurate 

By ALEX BERENSON 

The Food and Drug Administration is examining whether Eli Lilly & Company provided it with accurate data about the 

side effects of the antipsychotic drug Zyprexa, a potent medicine that has been linked to weight gain and diabetes. 

The F.D.A. has questions about a Lilly document from February 2000 in which the company found that patients 

taking Zyprexa in clinical trials were three and a half times as likely to develop high blood sugar as those who did not 

take the drug. 

That document was not submitted to the agency. But a few months later, Lilly provided data to the F.D.A. that 

showed almost no difference in blood sugar between patients who took Zyprexa and those who did not.

The F.D.A. confirmed its inquiry in response to questions from The New York Times. The agency said it had not yet 

decided whether to take any action against Lilly.

“The F.D.A. continues to explore the concerns raised recently regarding information provided to the F.D.A. on 

Zyprexa’s safety,” Dr. Mitchell Mathis, a deputy director in the psychiatry division of the agency’s center for drug 

evaluation and research, said. 

A Lilly spokesman, Phil Belt, said the company had rechecked its database and found errors in the original statistics. 

The data submitted later was accurate, Mr. Belt said.

But the 2000 document said that its figures had already been checked for error. The Times disclosed the existence of 

the document in an article last December. 

The discrepancy between Lilly’s initial data and what it later submitted came at a time when Zyprexa’s sales were 

soaring, even as some doctors and foreign regulatory agencies were questioning the drug’s safety.  

The F.D.A. has never concluded that Zyprexa causes diabetes more than other widely used psychiatric drugs, 

although the American Diabetes Association has.

Zyprexa remains Lilly’s top-selling drug, with $4 billion in worldwide annual sales. But prescriptions in the United 

States have fallen nearly 50 percent since 2003 amid the safety concerns.

Zyprexa and other antipsychotics are intended to quell the hallucinations and delusions associated with schizophrenia 

and to treat some cases of mania.

The document from 2000 and others were provided to The Times by James B. Gottstein, a lawyer who represents 

mentally ill people he says are forced to take psychiatric medications against their will. 

Besides the F.D.A. inquiry, Lilly is facing federal and state investigations into the way it marketed and promoted 

http://psychrights.org/Articles/NYTime4-25-07FDAsksAboutZyprexaData.htm
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Zyprexa. The company has already agreed to pay $1.2 billion to settle 28,500 lawsuits from people who contend that 

they developed diabetes or other diseases after taking the drug. At least 1,200 more lawsuits are pending.

Mr. Belt, the Lilly spokesman, said in a statement that the company properly marketed Zyprexa and disclosed its side 

effects to the F.D.A. and doctors.

“Lilly always cooperates fully with requests for information from the F.D.A.,” he said, “and that includes any requests 

regarding information on Zyprexa. Lilly is forthcoming with all relevant clinical data on all of our products.” 

Lawyers who represent drug companies said the F.D.A. largely depended on the companies to be honest about the 

side effects of their drugs. With a staff of fewer than 3,000, including support personnel, the agency’s drug division 

oversees more than 12,000 prescription medicines and 400 nonprescription drugs.

In most cases, said William W. Vodra, senior counsel at the law firm of Arnold & Porter and a former F.D.A. associate 

chief counsel, it does not perform detailed audits of clinical trials or independently check the integrity of the data that 

companies send to it. 

“There’s no way they could police the system with the resources they have,” Mr. Vodra said. Companies provide the 

agency’s scientists with so much information that “there is a point at which you can’t even think about what they’ve 

given you,” he added, “let alone what’s behind that stuff that they may not have given you.” 

Robert A. Dormer, a partner in the law firm of Hyman, Phelps & McNamara, who represents drug companies, said 

that the companies did not have to provide every analysis they performed to the F.D.A. “Companies do lots of drafts 

of things,” Mr. Dormer said. 

The Zyprexa document that has aroused the most interest at the F.D.A. is a Feb. 21, 2000, paper in which Lilly 

scientists discussed whether Zyprexa’s label should be changed to alert doctors of the risk of hyperglycemia, or high 

blood sugar, associated with the drug.

The paper showed that 154 of 4,234 patients, or 3.6 percent, who took Zyprexa in clinical trials developed high blood 

sugar. Only 1.1 percent of patients who took a placebo developed the condition.

Doctors have said that difference is worrisome because most patients in the clinical trials were taking Zyprexa for only 

a few weeks or months. Untreated hyperglycemia can eventually lead to diabetes, a disease in which the body’s 

insulin-producing cells die and patients lose the ability to regulate their blood sugar. Diabetes is the sixth-leading 

cause of death in the United States.

The data that Lilly provided to the F.D.A. was notably different from the results discussed in the February 2000 

paper, with the gap between the two patient groups much narrower. The company told the agency that patients 

taking Zyprexa developed high blood sugar at a 3.1 percent rate, while those taking the placebo had a 2.5 percent rate. 

Mr. Belt said that after the February 2000 paper, Lilly performed a final quality check of the data and discovered that 

some patients had been incorrectly included in the analysis, while others had been excluded.

“The original data referred to in the memo was a preliminary analysis, not the final accurate analysis that was 

provided to the F.D.A., and is therefore very misleading,” he said. 

The Times reported in December on the existence of the February 2000 document, as well as other company 
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documents and e-mail messages that contradicted public statements by Lilly about Zyprexa’s risks.  

Lilly has said that the documents and e-mail messages were taken out of context and do not present a balanced view 

of Zyprexa’s risks and benefits. A federal judge has criticized The Times for violating a protective order that covered 

the documents.
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www.lilly.com 

Eli Lilly and Company 
Lilly Corporate Center 
Indianapolis, Indiana 46285 
U.S.A. 

Phone  317 276 2000 

 

October 5, 2007  

 

 

Re: Safety data on Zyprexa® (olanzapine) and Symbyax® (olanzapine 
and fluoxetine HCl capsules) – Hyperglycemia, Weight Gain, and 
Hyperlipidemia 
 
 
Dear Health Care Professional, 

 

Eli Lilly and Company would like to inform you of important information being added 

to the Zyprexa® (olanzapine) and Symbyax® (olanzapine and fluoxetine HCl) labels.  

These labeling updates include new WARNINGS for Weight Gain and Hyperlipidemia 

and updated information in the WARNING for Hyperglycemia.  These changes reflect 

results of recently completed pooled analyses of clinical trials in adults and 

adolescents as well as information from two published large studies of atypical 

antipsychotics, CATIE1 and CAFE2.   

 

The new labeling language is detailed below.  Monitoring of glucose, weight, and 

lipids is recommended during olanzapine and olanzapine/fluoxetine combination 

treatment.  Guidelines published by the American Diabetes Association (ADA) 

following the consensus development conference3 provide recommendations for the 

monitoring of blood glucose, weight, and lipid levels in those treated with atypical 

antipsychotics.  Other highlights of the updated labeling include: 

• Abnormal or borderline glucose levels at baseline are an important risk factor for 

further glucose increase. 

• While relative risk estimates are inconsistent, the association between atypical 

antipsychotics and increases in glucose levels appears to fall on a continuum and 

olanzapine appears to have a greater association than some other atypical 

antipsychotics. 

• Significantly greater mean increases in total cholesterol, LDL cholesterol, and 

triglycerides were observed in Zyprexa-treated patients compared with placebo-

treated patients both with and without evidence of dyslipidemia at baseline.   

• Labeling provides information on magnitude and distribution of weight gain over a 

two year period in Zyprexa-treated patients.  

• Labeling also provides information on glucose, weight gain, and lipids from studies 

of Zyprexa for adolescent patients.  Please note that Zyprexa and Symbyax are not 

approved currently for use in children and adolescents aged less than 18 years old. 
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Eli Lilly and Company remains committed to providing you with the most current 

product information available for the management of your patients and we will 

continue our ongoing research and analyses in these areas.     

 

Please refer to the full prescribing information for Zyprexa and Symbyax included 

with this letter. 

 

Should you have any questions or would like additional information regarding this 

important safety information, please contact the Lilly medical department at 1-800-

Lilly-Rx or your Eli Lilly and Company sales representative.  

 

The Medical Community can further our understanding of adverse events by reporting 

all cases to the Agency via the MedWatch program by phone at 1-800-FDA-1088, by 

fax at 1-800-FDA-0178, via the MedWatch website at www.fda.gov/medwatch or  

by mail:  

 

MEDWATCH  

Food and Drug Administration  

5515 Security Lane  

Suite 5100, HFD-001  

Rockville, MD 20852 

 

 

Sincerely,  

 
 
Tim Garnett, M.D. 

Vice President,  

Global Patient Safety  

Eli Lilly and Company  
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The following are the updated Hyperglycemia WARNINGS and the new 
Hyperlipidemia and Weight WARNINGS included in the Zyprexa label.   

 
 

WARNINGS: 
 

Zyprexa:   
The following is updated language in the WARNINGS section of the Zyprexa 
package insert, and will be reflected in other materials. 
 
Hyperglycemia — Hyperglycemia, in some cases extreme and associated with 
ketoacidosis or hyperosmolar coma or death, has been reported in patients treated 
with atypical antipsychotics including olanzapine. Assessment of the relationship 
between atypical antipsychotic use and glucose abnormalities is complicated by the 
possibility of an increased background risk of diabetes mellitus in patients with 
schizophrenia and the increasing incidence of diabetes mellitus in the general 
population. Given these confounders, the relationship between atypical 
antipsychotic use and hyperglycemia-related adverse events is not completely 
understood. However, epidemiological studies suggest an increased risk of 
treatment-emergent hyperglycemia-related adverse events in patients treated with 
the atypical antipsychotics. While relative risk estimates are inconsistent, the 
association between atypical antipsychotics and increases in glucose levels appears 
to fall on a continuum and olanzapine appears to have a greater association than 
some other atypical antipsychotics.  
 
Mean increases in blood glucose have been observed in patients treated (median 
exposure of 9.2 months) with olanzapine in phase I of the Clinical Antipsychotic 
Trials of Intervention Effectiveness (CATIE). The mean increase of serum glucose 
(fasting and nonfasting samples) from baseline to the average of the two highest 
serum concentrations was 15.0 mg/dl. 
 
Olanzapine Monotherapy in Adults — In an analysis of 5 placebo-controlled adult 
olanzapine monotherapy studies with treatment duration up to 12 weeks, 
olanzapine was associated with a greater mean change in fasting glucose levels 
compared to placebo (2.76 mg/dL versus 0.17 mg/dL). The difference in mean 
changes between olanzapine and placebo was greater in patients with evidence of 
glucose dysregulation at baseline (patients diagnosed with diabetes mellitus or 
related adverse events, patients treated with antidiabetic agents, patients with a 
baseline random glucose level ≥200 mg/dL, and/or a baseline fasting glucose level   
≥126 mg/dL). These patients had a statistically significantly greater mean increase 
in HbA1c compared to placebo.  In patients with baseline normal fasting glucose 
levels (<100 mg/dL), 2.2% (N= 543) of those treated with olanzapine were found to 
have high glucose levels (≥126 mg/dL) during olanzapine treatment versus 3.4% 
(N= 293) of those treated with placebo. In patients with baseline borderline fasting 
glucose levels (≥100 mg/dL and <126 mg/dL), 17.4% (N=178) of those treated with 
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olanzapine were found to have high glucose levels (≥126 mg/dL) during olanzapine 
treatment versus 11.5% (N=96) of those treated with placebo.  
 
Olanzapine Monotherapy in Adolescents — The safety and efficacy of olanzapine 
have not been established in patients under the age of 18 years.  In an analysis of 
3 placebo-controlled olanzapine monotherapy studies of adolescent patients, 
including those with schizophrenia (6 weeks) or bipolar disorder (manic or mixed 
episodes) (3 weeks), olanzapine was associated with a statistically significantly 
greater mean change in fasting glucose levels compared to placebo (2.68 mg/dL 
versus -2.59 mg/dL). In patients with baseline normal fasting glucose levels 
(<100 mg/dL), zero out of 124 (0%) of those treated with olanzapine were found to 
have high glucose levels (≥126 mg/dL) during olanzapine treatment versus 1 out of 
53 (1.9%) of those treated with placebo. In patients with baseline borderline fasting 
glucose levels (≥100 mg/dL and <126 mg/dL), 2 out of 14 (14.3%) of those treated 
with olanzapine were found to have high glucose levels (≥126 mg/dL) during 
olanzapine treatment versus zero out of 13 (0%) of those treated with placebo. 
 
Physicians should consider the risks and benefits when prescribing olanzapine to 
patients with an established diagnosis of diabetes mellitus or having borderline 
increased blood glucose level (fasting 100–126 mg/dL, non-fasting 140–200 mg/dL). 
Patients taking olanzapine should be monitored regularly for worsening of glucose 
control. Patients with risk factors for diabetes mellitus (e.g., obesity, family history 
of diabetes) who are starting treatment with atypical antipsychotics should 
undergo fasting blood glucose testing at the beginning of treatment and 
periodically during treatment. Any patient treated with atypical antipsychotics 
should be monitored for symptoms of hyperglycemia including polydipsia, 
polyuria, polyphagia, and weakness. Patients who develop symptoms of 
hyperglycemia during treatment with atypical antipsychotics should undergo 
fasting blood glucose testing. In some cases, hyperglycemia has resolved when the 
atypical antipsychotic was discontinued; however, some patients required 
continuation of anti-diabetic treatment despite discontinuation of the suspect drug. 
 
Hyperlipidemia — Undesirable alterations in lipids have been observed with 
olanzapine use. Clinical monitoring, including baseline and follow-up lipid 
evaluations in patients using olanzapine, is advised.  
 
Significant, and sometimes very high (>500 mg/dL), elevations in triglyceride levels 
have been observed with olanzapine use. Modest mean increases in total 
cholesterol have also been seen with olanzapine use. 
 
Olanzapine Monotherapy in Adults — In an analysis of 5 placebo-controlled 
olanzapine monotherapy studies with treatment duration up to 12 weeks, 
olanzapine-treated patients had statistically significant increases from baseline in 
mean fasting total cholesterol, LDL cholesterol, and triglycerides of 5.3 mg/dL, 
3.0 mg/dL, and 20.8 mg/dL respectively compared to decreases from baseline in 
mean fasting total cholesterol, LDL cholesterol, and triglycerides of 6.1 mg/dL, 
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4.3 mg/dL, and 10.7 mg/dL for placebo-treated patients. For fasting HDL cholesterol, 
no statistically significant differences were observed between olanzapine-treated 
patients and placebo-treated patients.  Mean increases in fasting lipid values (total 
cholesterol, LDL cholesterol, and triglycerides) were greater in patients without 
evidence of lipid dysregulation at baseline, where lipid dysregulation was defined 
as patients diagnosed with dyslipidemia or related adverse events, patients treated 
with lipid lowering agents, or patients with high baseline lipid levels.  Table 1 
shows categorical changes in fasting lipid values. 

 
Table 1.  Changes in Fasting Lipids Values from Adult Placebo-Controlled Olanzapine 

Monotherapy Studies with Treatment Duration up to 12 Weeks 
 

Laboratory Analyte Category Change from Baseline Treatment Arm N Patients 
 

Olanzapine 745 39.6%aIncrease by ≥50 mg/dL 
Placebo 402 26.1% 

Olanzapine 457 9.2%aNormal to High  
(<150 mg/dL to ≥200 mg/dL) Placebo 251 4.4% 

Olanzapine 135 39.3%a

 
 

Fasting  
Triglycerides 

Borderline to High 
(≥150 mg/dL and <200 mg/dL to ≥200 mg/dL)  Placebo 65 20.0% 

 
Olanzapine 745 21.6%aIncrease by ≥40 mg/dL 

Placebo 402 9.5% 
Olanzapine 392 2.8% Normal to High 

(<200 mg/dL to ≥240 mg/dL) Placebo 207 2.4% 
Olanzapine 222 23.0%a

 
 

Fasting  
Total Cholesterol 

Borderline to High 
(≥200 mg/dL and <240 mg/dL to ≥240 mg/dL) Placebo 112 12.5% 

 
Olanzapine 536 23.7%aIncrease by ≥30 mg/dL 

Placebo 304 14.1% 
Olanzapine 154 0% Normal to High 

(<100 mg/dL to ≥160 mg/dL) Placebo 82 1.2% 
Olanzapine 302 10.6% 

 
 

Fasting  
LDL Cholesterol 

Borderline to High 
(≥100 mg/dL and <160 mg/dL to ≥160 mg/dL) Placebo 173 8.1% 

a   Statistically significant compared to placebo. 
 

In phase 1 of the Clinical Antipsychotic Trials of Intervention Effectiveness 
(CATIE), over a median exposure of 9.2 months, the mean increase in triglycerides 
in patients taking olanzapine was 40.5 mg/dL. In phase 1 of CATIE, the mean 
increase in total cholesterol was 9.4 mg/dL. 
 
Olanzapine Monotherapy in Adolescents — The safety and efficacy of olanzapine 
have not been established in patients under the age of 18 years.  In an analysis of 
3 placebo-controlled olanzapine monotherapy studies of adolescent patients, 
including those with schizophrenia (6 weeks) or bipolar disorder (manic or mixed 
episodes) (3 weeks), for fasting HDL cholesterol, no statistically significant 
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differences were observed between olanzapine-treated patients and placebo-treated 
patients. Table 2 shows categorical changes in fasting lipid values in adolescent 
patients. 
 

Table 2.  Changes in Fasting Lipids Values from Adolescent Placebo-Controlled Olanzapine 
Monotherapy Studies 

 
Laboratory Analyte Category Change from Baseline Treatment Arm N Patients 

 
Olanzapine 138 37.0%aIncrease by ≥50 mg/dL 

Placebo 66 15.2% 
Olanzapine 67 26.9% Normal to High  

(<90 mg/dL to >130 mg/dL) Placebo 28 10.7% 
Olanzapine 37 59.5% 

 
 

Fasting  
Triglycerides 

Borderline to High 
(≥90 mg/dL and ≥130 mg/dL to >130 mg/dL)  Placebo 17 35.3% 

 
Olanzapine 138 14.5%aIncrease by ≥40 mg/dL 

Placebo 66 4.5% 
Olanzapine 87 6.9% Normal to High 

(<170 mg/dL to ≥200 mg/dL) Placebo 43 2.3% 
Olanzapine 36 38.9%a

 
 

Fasting  
Total Cholesterol 

Borderline to High 
(≥170 mg/dL and <200 mg/dL to ≥200 mg/dL) Placebo 13 7.7% 

 
Olanzapine 137 17.5% Increase by ≥30 mg/dL 

Placebo 63 11.1% 
Olanzapine 98 5.1% Normal to High 

(<110 mg/dL to ≥130 mg/dL) Placebo 44 4.5% 
Olanzapine 29 48.3%a

 
 

Fasting  
LDL Cholesterol 

Borderline to High 
(≥110 mg/dL and <130 mg/dL to ≥130 mg/dL) Placebo 9 0% 

      a  Statistically significant compared to placebo. 
 
Weight Gain — Potential consequences of weight gain should be considered prior 
to starting olanzapine.  Patients receiving olanzapine should receive regular 
monitoring of weight. 
 
Olanzapine Monotherapy in Adults — In an analysis of 13 placebo-controlled 
olanzapine monotherapy studies, olanzapine-treated patients gained an average of 
2.6 kg, which was statistically significantly different compared to an average 0.3 kg 
weight loss in placebo-treated patients with a median exposure of 6 weeks; 22.2% 
of olanzapine-treated patients gained at least 7% of their baseline weight, which 
was statistically significantly different compared to 3% of placebo-treated patients, 
with a median exposure of 8 weeks; 4.2% of olanzapine-treated patients gained at 
least 15% of their baseline weight, which was statistically significantly different 
compared to 0.3% of placebo-treated patients, with a median exposure of 12 weeks. 
Clinically significant weight gain was observed across all baseline Body Mass 
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Index (BMI) categories. Discontinuation due to weight gain occurred in 0.2% of 
olanzapine-treated patients and in zero placebo-treated patients.  
 
During long-term continuation therapy with olanzapine (238 median days of 
exposure), 56% of olanzapine patients met the criterion for having gained greater 
than 7% of their baseline weight. Average weight gain during long-term therapy 
was 5.4 kg. 
 
Table 3 includes data on weight gain with olanzapine pooled from 68 clinical trials. 
The data in each column represent data for those patients who completed 
treatment periods of the durations specified. 
 

Table 3. Weight Gain with Olanzapine Use 
 

Amount Gained 
kg (lb) 

6 Weeks 
(N=2976) 

(%) 

6 Months 
(N=1536) 

(%) 

12 Months 
(N=778) 

(%) 

24 Months 
(N=422) 

(%) 
≤0 27 21 20 22 

0-5 (0-11 lb) 57 34 25 22 

5-10 (11-22 lb) 15 26 25 22 

10-15 (22-33 lb) 2 12 16 18 

>15 (>33 lb) 0 6 14 16 

 
Olanzapine Monotherapy in Adolescents — The safety and efficacy of olanzapine 
have not been established in patients under the age of 18 years. In an analysis of 
4 placebo-controlled olanzapine monotherapy studies of adolescent patients (ages 
13 to 17 years), including those with schizophrenia (6 weeks) or bipolar disorder 
(manic or mixed episodes) (3 weeks), olanzapine-treated patients gained an average 
of 4.6 kg, which was statistically significantly different compared to an average of 
0.3 kg in placebo-treated patients, with a median exposure of 3 weeks; 40.6% of 
olanzapine-treated patients gained at least 7% of their baseline body weight, which 
was statistically significantly different compared to 9.8% of placebo-treated 
patients, with a median exposure of 4 weeks; 7.1% of olanzapine-treated patients 
gained at least 15% of their baseline weight, compared to 2.7% of placebo-treated 
patients, with a median exposure of 19 weeks. Clinically significant weight gain 
was observed across all baseline Body Mass Index (BMI) categories, but mean 
changes in weight were greater in adolescents with BMI categories above normal at 
baseline. Discontinuation due to weight gain occurred in 1% of olanzapine-treated 
patients, compared to zero placebo-treated patients.  
 
During long-term continuation therapy with olanzapine, 65% of olanzapine-treated 
patients met the criterion for having gained greater than 7% of their baseline 
weight. Average weight gain during long-term therapy was 7.4 kg. 
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Information for Patients: 
 
Hyperglycemia — Patients should be advised of the potential risk of 
hyperglycemia-related adverse events. Patients should be monitored regularly for 
worsening of glucose control. 
 
Weight Gain — Patients should be counseled that olanzapine is associated with 
weight gain. Patients should have their weight monitored regularly. 
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The following are the updated Hyperglycemia WARNINGS and the new 
Hyperlipidemia and Weight WARNINGS included in the Symbyax label.   
 
WARNINGS: 

 

Symbyax: 
The following is updated language in the WARNINGS section of the Symbyax 
package insert, and will be reflected in other materials. 
 
Hyperglycemia — Hyperglycemia, in some cases extreme and associated with 
ketoacidosis or hyperosmolar coma or death, has been reported in patients treated 
with atypical antipsychotics, including olanzapine alone, as well as olanzapine 
taken concomitantly with fluoxetine. Assessment of the relationship between 
atypical antipsychotic use and glucose abnormalities is complicated by the 
possibility of an increased background risk of diabetes mellitus in patients with 
schizophrenia and the increasing incidence of diabetes mellitus in the general 
population. Given these confounders, the relationship between atypical 
antipsychotic use and hyperglycemia-related adverse events is not completely 
understood. However, epidemiological studies suggest an increased risk of 
treatment-emergent hyperglycemia-related adverse events in patients treated with 
the atypical antipsychotics. While relative risk estimates are inconsistent, the 
association between atypical antipsychotics and increases in glucose levels appears 
to fall on a continuum and olanzapine appears to have a greater association than 
some other atypical antipsychotics.  
 
Mean increases in blood glucose have been observed in patients treated (median 
exposure of 9.2 months) with olanzapine in phase I of the Clinical Antipsychotic 
Trials of Intervention Effectiveness (CATIE). The mean increase of serum glucose 
(fasting and nonfasting samples) from baseline to the average of the two highest 
serum concentrations was 15.0 mg/dL. 
 
In an analysis of 7 controlled clinical studies, 2 of which were placebo-controlled, 
with treatment duration up to 12 weeks, SYMBYAX was associated with a 
statistically significantly greater mean change in random glucose compared to 
placebo (8.65 mg/dL versus -3.86 mg/dL). In patients with baseline normal random 
glucose levels (<140 mg/dL), 2.3% of those treated with SYMBYAX were found to 
have high glucose levels (≥200 mg/dL) during SYMBYAX treatment and were 
statistically significantly different compared to 0.3% of those treated with placebo. 
In patients with baseline borderline random glucose levels (≥140 mg/dL and <200 
mg/dL), 34.1% of those treated with SYMBYAX were found to have high glucose 
levels (≥200 mg/dL) during SYMBYAX treatment and were statistically significantly 
different compared to 3.6% of those treated with placebo. The difference in mean 
changes between SYMBYAX and placebo was greater in patients with evidence of 
glucose dysregulation at baseline (including those patients diagnosed with diabetes 
mellitus or related adverse events, patients treated with anti-diabetic agents, 
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patients with a baseline random glucose level ≥200 mg/dL, or a baseline fasting 
glucose level ≥126 mg/dL). These patients had a greater mean increase in HbA1c.  
 
Controlled fasting glucose data is limited for SYMBYAX; however, in an analysis of 
5 placebo-controlled olanzapine monotherapy studies with treatment duration up 
to 12 weeks, olanzapine was associated with a greater mean change in fasting 
glucose levels compared to placebo (2.76 mg/dL vs 0.17 mg/dL). 
 
Olanzapine Monotherapy in Adolescents — The safety and efficacy of olanzapine 
and olanzapine and fluoxetine in combination have not been established in 
patients under the age of 18 years.  In an analysis of 3 placebo-controlled 
olanzapine monotherapy studies of adolescent patients, including those with 
schizophrenia (6 weeks) or bipolar disorder (manic or mixed episodes) (3 weeks), 
olanzapine was associated with a statistically significantly greater mean change in 
fasting glucose levels compared to placebo (2.68 mg/dL versus -2.59 mg/dL). In 
patients with baseline normal fasting glucose levels (<100 mg/dL), zero out of     
124 (0%) of those treated with olanzapine were found to have high glucose levels   
(≥126 mg/dL) during olanzapine treatment versus 1 out of 53 (1.9%) of those 
treated with placebo. In patients with baseline borderline fasting glucose levels       
(≥100 mg/dL and <126 mg/dL), 2 out of 14 (14.3%) of those treated with olanzapine 
were found to have high glucose levels (≥126 mg/dL) during olanzapine treatment 
versus zero out of 13 (0%) of those treated with placebo. 
  
Physicians should consider the risks and benefits when prescribing SYMBYAX to 
patients with an established diagnosis of diabetes mellitus or having borderline 
increased blood glucose level (fasting 100–126 mg/dL, nonfasting 140–200 mg/dL). 
Patients taking SYMBYAX should be monitored regularly for worsening of glucose 
control. Patients with risk factors for diabetes mellitus (e.g., obesity, family history 
of diabetes) who are starting treatment with atypical antipsychotics should 
undergo fasting blood glucose testing at the beginning of treatment and 
periodically during treatment. Any patient treated with atypical antipsychotics 
should be monitored for symptoms of hyperglycemia including polydipsia, 
polyuria, polyphagia, and weakness. Patients who develop symptoms of 
hyperglycemia during treatment with atypical antipsychotics should undergo 
fasting blood glucose testing. In some cases, hyperglycemia has resolved when the 
atypical antipsychotic was discontinued; however, some patients required 
continuation of anti-diabetic treatment despite discontinuation of the suspect drug. 
 
Hyperlipidemia — Undesirable alterations in lipids have been observed with 
SYMBYAX use. Clinical monitoring, including baseline and follow-up lipid 
evaluations in patients using SYMBYAX, is advised.  
 
Significant, and sometimes very high (>500 mg/dL), elevations in triglyceride levels 
have been observed with SYMBYAX use. Significant increases in total cholesterol 
have also been seen with SYMBYAX use. 
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Controlled fasting lipid data is limited for SYMBYAX.  
 
In an analysis of 7 controlled clinical studies, 2 of which were placebo-controlled, 
with treatment duration up to 12 weeks, SYMBYAX-treated patients had an increase 
from baseline in mean random total cholesterol of 12.1 mg/dL compared to a 
statistically significantly different increase from baseline in mean random total 
cholesterol of 4.8 mg/dL for olanzapine-treated patients and a decrease in mean 
random total cholesterol of 5.5 mg/dL for placebo-treated patients. Table 3 shows 
categorical changes in nonfasting lipid values. 

 
Table 3. Changes in Nonfasting Lipids Values from Controlled Clinical Studies with 

Treatment Duration up to 12 Weeks 
 

Laboratory Analyte 
 

Category Change from Baseline Treatment 
Arm 

N Patients 
(%) 

 
OFC 174 67.8% Increase by ≥50 mg/dL 

Olanzapine 172 72.7% 
OFC 57 0% Normal to High  

(<150 mg/dL to ≥500 mg/dL) Olanzapine 58 0% 
OFC 106 15.1% 

 
 

Nonfasting 
Triglycerides 

Borderline to High 
(≥150 mg/dL and <500 mg/dL to  

≥500 mg/dL)  
Olanzapine 103 8.7% 

 
OFC 685 35%a,b

Olanzapine 749 22.7% 
Increase by ≥40 mg/dL 

Placebo 390 9% 
OFC 256 8.2% a,b

Olanzapine 279 2.9% 
Normal to High 

(<200 mg/dL to ≥240 mg/dL) 
Placebo 175 1.7% 

OFC 213 36.2% a,b

Olanzapine 261 27.6% 

 
 

Nonfasting 
Total Cholesterol 

Borderline to High 
(≥200 mg/dL and <240 mg/dL to ≥240 

mg/dL) Placebo 111 9.9% 
a Statistically significant compared to olanzapine. 
b Statistically significant compared to placebo. 
 
Controlled fasting lipid data is limited for SYMBYAX; however, in an analysis of 
5 placebo-controlled olanzapine monotherapy studies with treatment duration up 
to 12 weeks, olanzapine-treated patients had statistically significant increases from 
baseline in mean fasting total cholesterol, LDL cholesterol, and triglycerides of 
5.3 mg/dL, 3.0 mg/dL, and 20.8 mg/dL respectively compared to decreases from 
baseline in mean fasting total cholesterol, LDL cholesterol, and triglycerides of 
6.1 mg/dL, 4.3 mg/dL, and 10.7 mg/dL for placebo-treated patients. For fasting HDL 
cholesterol, no statistically significant differences were observed between 
olanzapine-treated patients and placebo-treated patients.  Mean increases in fasting 
lipid values (total cholesterol, LDL cholesterol, and triglycerides) were greater in 
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patients without evidence of lipid dysregulation at baseline, where lipid 
dysregulation was defined as patients diagnosed with dyslipidemia or related 
adverse events, patients treated with lipid lowering agents, patients with high 
baseline lipid levels.  Table 4 shows categorical changes in fasting lipid values. 

 
Table 4.  Changes in Fasting Lipids Values from Adult Placebo-Controlled Olanzapine 

Monotherapy Studies with Treatment Duration up to 12 Weeks 
 

Laboratory Analyte Category Change from Baseline Treatment Arm N Patients 
 

Olanzapine 745 39.6%aIncrease by ≥50 mg/dL 
Placebo 402 26.1% 

Olanzapine 457 9.2% aNormal to High  
(<150 mg/dL to ≥200 mg/dL) Placebo 251 4.4% 

Olanzapine 135 39.3% a

 
 

Fasting  
Triglycerides 

Borderline to High 
(≥150 mg/dL and <200 mg/dL to ≥200 mg/dL)  Placebo 65 20.0% 

 
Olanzapine 745 21.6% aIncrease by ≥40 mg/dL 

Placebo 402 9.5% 
Olanzapine 392 2.8% Normal to High 

(<200 mg/dL to ≥240 mg/dL) Placebo 207 2.4% 
Olanzapine 222 23.0% a

 
 

Fasting  
Total Cholesterol 

Borderline to High 
(≥200 mg/dL and <240 mg/dL to ≥240 mg/dL) Placebo 112 12.5% 

 
Olanzapine 536 23.7% aIncrease by ≥30 mg/dL 

Placebo 304 14.1% 
Olanzapine 154 0% Normal to High 

(<100 mg/dL to ≥160 mg/dL) Placebo 82 1.2% 
Olanzapine 302 10.6% 

 
 

Fasting  
LDL Cholesterol 

Borderline to High 
(≥100 mg/dL and <160 mg/dL to ≥160 mg/dL) Placebo 173 8.1% 

a Statistically significant compared to placebo. 
 

In phase 1 of the Clinical Antipsychotic Trials of Intervention Effectiveness 
(CATIE), over a median exposure of 9.2 months, the mean increase in triglycerides 
in patients taking olanzapine was 40.5 mg/dL. In phase 1 of CATIE, the median 
increase in total cholesterol was 9.4 mg/dL. 
 
Olanzapine Monotherapy in Adolescents — The safety and efficacy of olanzapine 
and olanzapine and fluoxetine in combination have not been established in 
patients under the age of 18 years.  In an analysis of 3 placebo-controlled 
olanzapine monotherapy studies of adolescent patients, including those with 
schizophrenia (6 weeks) or bipolar disorder (manic or mixed episodes) (3 weeks), 
for fasting HDL cholesterol, no statistically significant differences were observed 
between olanzapine-treated patients and placebo-treated patients. Table 5 shows 
categorical changes in fasting lipid values in adolescent patients. 
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Table 5.  Changes in Fasting Lipids Values from Adolescent Placebo-Controlled Olanzapine 
Monotherapy Studies 

 
Laboratory Analyte Category Change from Baseline Treatment Arm N Patients 

 
Olanzapine 138 37.0%aIncrease by ≥50 mg/dL 

Placebo 66 15.2% 
Olanzapine 67 26.9% Normal to High  

(<90 mg/dL to ≥130 mg/dL) Placebo 28 10.7% 
Olanzapine 37 59.5% 

 
 

Fasting  
Triglycerides 

Borderline to High 
(≥90 mg/dL and <130 mg/dL to ≥130 mg/dL)  Placebo 17 35.3% 

 
Olanzapine 138 14.5% aIncrease by ≥40 mg/dL 

Placebo 66 4.5% 
Olanzapine 87 6.9% Normal to High 

(<170 mg/dL to ≥200 mg/dL) Placebo 43 2.3% 
Olanzapine 36 38.9% a

 
 

Fasting  
Total Cholesterol 

Borderline to High 
(≥170 mg/dL and <200 mg/dL to ≥200 mg/dL) Placebo 13 7.7% 

 
Olanzapine 137 17.5% Increase by ≥30 mg/dL 

Placebo 63 11.1% 
Olanzapine 98 5.1% Normal to High 

(<110 mg/dL to ≥130 mg/dL) Placebo 44 4.5% 
Olanzapine 29 48.3% a

 
 

Fasting  
LDL Cholesterol 

Borderline to High 
(≥110 mg/dL and <130 mg/dL to ≥130 mg/dL) Placebo 9 0% 

a Statistically significant compared to placebo. 
 

Weight Gain — Potential consequences of weight gain should be considered prior 
to starting SYMBYAX. Patients receiving SYMBYAX should receive regular 
monitoring of weight.  
 
In an analysis of 7 controlled clinical studies, 2 of which were placebo-controlled, 
the mean weight increase for SYMBYAX-treated patients was statistically 
significantly greater than placebo-treated (4 kg vs -0.3 kg). Twenty-two percent of 
SYMBYAX-treated patients gained at least 7% of their baseline weight, with a 
median exposure of 6 weeks. This was statistically significantly greater than in 
placebo-treated patients (1.8%). Approximately 3% of SYMBYAX-treated patients 
gained at least 15% of their baseline weight, with a median exposure of 8 weeks. 
This was statistically significantly greater than in placebo-treated patients (0%). 
Clinically significant weight gain was observed across all baseline Body Mass Index 
(BMI) categories. Discontinuation due to weight gain occurred in 2.5% of 
SYMBYAX-treated patients and zero placebo-treated patients. 
 
Table 6 includes data on weight gain with olanzapine pooled from 68 clinical trials. 
The data in each column represent data for those patients who completed 
treatment periods of the durations specified. 
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Table 6. Weight Gain with Olanzapine Use 

 
Amount Gained 

kg (lb) 
6 Weeks 
(N=2976) 

(%) 

6 Months 
(N=1536) 

(%) 

12 Months 
(N=778) 

(%) 

24 Months 
(N=422) 

(%) 

≤0 27 21 20 22 

0-5 (0-11 lb) 57 34 25 22 

5-10 (11-22 lb) 15 26 25 22 

10-15 (22-33 lb) 2 12 16 18 

>15 (>33 lb) 0 6 14 16 

 
During long-term continuation therapy with olanzapine monotherapy (238 median 
days of exposure), 56% of olanzapine patients met the criterion for having gained 
greater than 7% of their baseline weight. Average weight gain during long-term 
therapy was 5.4 kg. 
 
Olanzapine Monotherapy in Adolescents — The safety and efficacy of olanzapine 
and olanzapine and fluoxetine in combination have not been established in 
patients under the age of 18 years. In an analysis of 4 placebo-controlled 
olanzapine monotherapy studies of adolescent patients (ages 13 to 17 years), 
including those with schizophrenia (6 weeks) or bipolar disorder (manic or mixed 
episodes) (3 weeks), olanzapine-treated patients gained an average of 4.6 kg, which 
was statistically significantly different compared to an average of 0.3 kg in 
placebo-treated patients, with a median exposure of 3 weeks; 40.6% of 
olanzapine-treated patients gained at least 7% of their baseline body weight, which 
was statistically significantly different compared to 9.8% of placebo-treated 
patients, with a median exposure of 4 weeks; 7.1% of olanzapine-treated patients 
gained at least 15% of their baseline weight, compared to 2.7% of placebo-treated 
patients, with a median exposure of 19 weeks. Clinically significant weight gain 
was observed across all baseline Body Mass Index (BMI) categories, but mean 
changes in weight were greater in adolescents with BMI categories above normal at 
baseline. Discontinuation due to weight gain occurred in 1% of olanzapine-treated 
patients, compared to zero placebo-treated patients.  
 
During long-term continuation therapy with olanzapine, 65% of olanzapine-treated 
patients met the criterion for having gained greater than 7% of their baseline 
weight. Average weight gain during long-term therapy was 7.4 kg. 
 

Information for Patients: 
 
Hyperglycemia — Patients should be advised of the potential risk of 
hyperglycemia-related adverse events. Patients should be monitored regularly for 
worsening of glucose control. 
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Weight Gain — Patients should be counseled that SYMBYAX is associated with 
weight gain. Patients should have their weight monitored regularly. 
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Zyprexa® (olanzapine) is indicated for the short-term and maintenance treatment of schizophrenia. 
Zyprexa is also indicated as monotherapy or in combination with lithium or valproate for the short-
term treatment of acute mixed or manic episodes associated with Bipolar I Disorder and as 
maintenance treatment in bipolar disorder.  Symbyax® (olanzapine and fluoxetine HCl capsules) is 
indicated for treatment of depressive episodes associated with bipolar disorder. 
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October 5, 2007

Lilly Adds Label Warnings for Mental Drug Zyprexa 

By ALEX BERENSON 

Eli Lilly added strong warnings to the label of Zyprexa, its best-selling medicine for schizophrenia, citing Zyprexa’s 

tendency to cause weight gain, high blood sugar, high cholesterol and other metabolic problems. 

For the first time, Zyprexa’s label now acknowledges that the drug appears to cause high blood sugar more than other 

medicines for schizophrenia and bipolar disorder, called atypical antipsychotics. 

Lilly has previously argued that by those criteria Zyprexa could not be distinguished from its competitors.

The new label will also indicate that patients who take Zyprexa continue to gain weight for as long as two years after 

starting therapy. That contradicts some earlier public statements by Lilly that weight gain on Zyprexa tends to 

plateau after a few months of use. One in six patients who take Zyprexa will gain more than 33 pounds after two years 

of use, the label says.

“Today’s communication is part of Lilly’s historical and ongoing commitment to inform doctors and patients about 

updated prescribing information,” said Dr. Sara Corya, Lilly’s global medical director, in a statement. “Zyprexa is an 

important treatment option for patients.” 

The new warnings may add to the controversy surrounding Zyprexa, which is by far Lilly’s best-selling drug, with 

global sales of more than $2.3 billion in the first half of this year and nearly 3 million prescriptions in the United States 

alone. Lilly said it had made the label changes as a part of continuing discussions with the Food and Drug 

Administration. 

Lilly has asked the F.D.A. to allow it to begin marketing Zyprexa for adolescents, despite clinical trial data showing 

that Zyprexa causes weight gain and metabolic problems in teenagers that can be even more severe than in adults.

In part because of heavy marketing by drug companies, atypical antipsychotic medicines have become one of the 

biggest and fastest-growing drug classes. Overall sales for the category are projected at close to $13 billion this year, 

despite scant evidence that the new drugs work any better than older generic anti-psychotic medicines that cost just 

pennies a pill.

The label changes come 11 years after Lilly began selling Zyprexa and more than 12 years after a large Lilly clinical 

trial first showed that Zyprexa might have negative effects on weight and blood sugar.

Internal Lilly documents disclosed by The Times last December indicated that Lilly was aware of Zyprexa’s tendency 

to cause weight gain and blood sugar changes by the late 1990’s but played down the drug’s risks because of fears that 

disclosing them might affect sales. The documents also indicated Lilly had told its sales representatives to encourage 

doctors to prescribe Zyprexa to people who do not have schizophrenia or bipolar disorder, Zyprexa’s only approved 

uses.

http://psychrights.org/Articles/NYTimes071005ZyprexaLabelChange.htm
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Lilly said at the time of those disclosures that the drug’s risks were already reflected in the label. 

Federal laws prohibit drug companies from so-called "off-label marketing," although doctors may prescribe drugs for 

whatever use they see fit.

Lilly has spent $1.2 billion since 2004 to settle lawsuits from 28,500 people who claimed they developed diabetes or 

heart problems after taking the drug, though Lilly says that Zyprexa has never been proven to cause diabetes. At 

least 1,200 more lawsuits are still pending.

In 2004, the American Diabetes Association said that Zyprexa was more likely to cause diabetes than other commonly 

prescribed antipsychotic medicines, although the F.D.A. has never made a distinction between Zyprexa and other 

drugs. Even now, Zyprexa’s label does not say it causes diabetes more than the other medicines, only high blood 

sugar.

In the United States, Zyprexa’s prescriptions and market share have slid steadily for three years, although the 

revenues it produces for Lilly have not fallen because Lilly has routinely pushed through price increases on the 

medicine, which can cost $8,000 for a year’s supply of a standard 20-milligram dose. 
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IN THE SUPERIOR COURT FOR THE STATE OF ALASKA

THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT AT ANCHORAGE

STATE OF ALASKA,

Plaintiff,

vs.

ELI LILLY AND COMPANY,

Defendant. Case No. 3AN-06-5630 CI

ORDER GRANTING BLOOMBERG'S MOTION TO UNSEAL RECORDS

I. .INTRODUCTION

This case stems from Defendant Eli Lilly and Company's ("Lilly" or

"Defendanf') production, marketing, and distribution of the antipsychotic medicine

Zyprexa. Plaintiff State of Alaska (the "State" or "Plaintiff') sued asserting claims of

strict products liability, fraud and misrepresentation, negligence, and violations of

Alaska's Unfair Trade Practices and Consumer Protection Act (the "UTPA"). The

State sought medical expenses for recipients of the Alaska Medicaid Program

allegedly harmed by Zyprexa, restitution for the cost of Zyprexa prescriptions paid by

the State, and civil penalties for violation of the UTPA. Midway through trial, the

parties settled all claims. The matter now comes before the Court on Bloomberg,

LLC, d/b/a Bloomberg News's ("Bloomberg") motion to intervene and unseal

confidentially filed documents.

II. BACKGROUND

On July 30, 2007, pursuant to Alaska Rule of Civil Procedure 26(c)(7) ("Rule

26(c)(7)"), the Court entered a protective order U[t]o expedite the flow of discovery

material, facilitate the prompt resolution of disputes over confidentiality, adequately

Alaska Court System
Page 1

State v. Eli Lilly
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protect confidential material, and ensure that protection is afforded only to material

50 entitled" (the "protective order").1 The protective order extended to all

"information that the producing party in good faith believe[d was] properly protected

under [Rule] 26(c)(7); under any Federal or state statutes. regulations or court rules;

or under Federal or state constitutions,..2 The protective order provided that any

confidential discovery materials filed with the Court were to be "kept under seal until

further order of the Court."3

Relying on the protective order. the parties filed under seal numerous

pleadings and exhibits, which Lilly claims contain confidential information,

specifically communications with the Food and Drug Administration ("FDA") and

deposition transcripts discussing trade secrets and other confidential business

information.4

On March 7, 2007, at the outset of trial, Bloomberg moved to intervene and

unseal documents filed under seal and to assert the public's right of access to any

documents which any party may attempt to seal or file under seal.5 Bloomberg

argued that "[u]nder the First Amendment, the common law, and Alaska's statutes

and rules, court records cannot be sealed absent specific findings that there Is a

compelling interest that overcomes the right of public access to the records; that

sealing is necessary to preserve that interest; and that there are no less restrictive

alternatives to sealing..,6 Bloomberg argued that pleadings and documents were

sealed without such findings and must be unsealed.7 Bloomberg set forth twenty

five pleadings filed under seal or filed with sealed attachments. which Bloomberg

1Protective Order, July 30,2007,
21d. at 2.
3-

Id. at 12.
4 Oef. Eli Lilly and Company's Opp'n Bloomberg. LLC D/B/A Bloomberg News' Mot.
Intervene and Unseal Records ("Lilly Opp'n") 2.
5 Mot. Intervene and Unseal Records.
6 Memo. Supp. Mot. Intervene and Unseal Records 1-2.
7llL at 2.
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protect confidential material, and ensure that protection is afforded only to material

so entitled" (the "protective order").1 The protective order extended to all

"information that the producing party in good faith believe[d was] properly protected

under [Rule] 26(c)(7); under any Federal or state statutes. regulations or court rules;

or under Federal or state constitutions.,,2 The protective order provided that any

confidential discovery materials filed with the Court were to be "kept under seal until

further order of the Court."3

Relying on the protective order. the parties filed under seal numerous

pleadings and exhibits, which Lilly claims contain confidential information,

specifically communications with the Food and Drug Administration ("FDA") and

deposition transcripts discussing trade secrets and other confidential business

information.4

On March 7, 2007, at the outset of trlal, Bloomberg moved to intervene and

unseal documents filed under seal and to assert the public's right of access to any

documents which any party may attempt to seal or file under seal.5 Bloomberg

argued that "[u]nder the First Amendment, the common law, and Alaska's statutes

and rules, court records cannot be sealed absent specific findings that there Is a

compelling interest that overcomes the right of public access to the records; that

sealing is necessary to preserve that interest; and that there are no less restrictive

alternatives to sealing."6 Bloomberg argued that pleadings and documents were

sealed without such findings and must be unsealed.7 Bloomberg set forth twenty

five pleadings filed under seal or filed with sealed attachments, which Bloomberg

1Protective Order, JUly 30. 2007.
21d. at 2.
3-

Id. at 12.
4 Oef. Eli Lilly and Company's Opp'n Bloomberg. LLC D/B/A Bloomberg News' Mot.
Intervene and Unseal Records ("Lilly Opp'n") 2.
5 Mot. Intervene and Unseal Records.
6 Memo. Supp. Mot. Intervene and Unseal Records 1-2.
7 HL at 2.
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argued the Court should release.s Bloomberg claimed that the protective order does

not meet the rigorous requirements for sealing jUdicial records and requested

records filed under seal be unsealed, and that the provisions of the Protective Order

that permitted the parties to file matters under seal be vacated.9

That same day, Lilly opposed release of the sealed records. Lilly claimed that

Bloomberg failed to distinguish between the legal standards applicable to protection

of dispositive pleadings and the protection of nondlspositive pleadings.1o Lilly

asserted that a party seeking to protect documents filed with dispositive pleadings

must Illustrate a "compelling reason" for keeping the documents sealed 11 but need

only show "good cause" for keeping documents attached to nondispositive pleadings

sealed.12 Lilly argued that harm would result from disclosure of confidential

information and outlined reasons why disclosure of a number of documents would

cause harm.13 Lilly requested the Court postpone ruling on specific challenges to

the confidentiality of sealed documents until the trial concluded.14

The Court deferred deciding the matter until conclusion of trial. On March 26,

2008, the parties settled. Following settlement, the Court allowed Lilly to

supplement Its opposition to Bloomberg's motion.

On April 25, 2008, Lilly supplemented its opposition and argued, specific to

the pleadings enumerated in Bloomberg's motion, Why the Court should keep those

Sid. at 3-6.
9iCf. at 14.
10Ully Opp'n 4.
11 Id.'
12 Id. at 8-9.
13 iCf. at 6-10.
14 Id. at 10.
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that permitted the parties to file matters under seal be vacated.9

That same day, Lilly opposed release of the sealed records. Lilly claimed that

Bloomberg failed to distinguish between the legal standards applicable to protection

of dispositive pleadings and the protection of nondlspositive pleadings.1o Lilly

asserted that a party seeking to protect documents filed with dispositive pleadings

must Illustrate a "compelling reason" for keeping the documents sealed 11 but need

only show "good cause" for keeping documents attached to nondispositive pleadings

sealed.12 Lilly argued that harm would result from disclosure of confidential

information and outlined reasons why disclosure of a number of documents would

cause harm.13 Lilly requested the Court postpone ruling on specific challenges to

the confidentiality of sealed documents until the trial concluded.14

The Court deferred deciding the matter until conclusion of trial. On March 26,

2008, the parties settled. Following settlement, the Court allowed Lilly to

supplement Its opposition to Bloomberg's motion.

On April 25, 2008, Lilly supplemented its opposition and argued, specific to

the pleadings enumerated in Bloomberg's motion, Why the Court should keep those

Sid. at 3-6.
9iCf. at 14.
10Ully Opp'n 4.
11 Id.'
12 Id. at 8-9.
13 iCf. at 6-10.
14 Id. at 10.
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pleadings or certain documents attached to those pleadings sealed.15 In addItion,

Lilly set forth a number of pleadings that Lilly did not contest unsealing. 16

On May 2, 2008, Bloomberg replied arguing that Lilly's justification for

protecting sealed documents consisted Clof nothing more than the conclusory,

unsupported assertion that disclosure will harm Eli Lilly's competitive position.,,17

Bloomberg argued that Lilly failed to support its allegations of harm with evidence of

specific facts or concrete examples showing particular harm that outweighs

Bloomberg's and the public's right of access.18 Bloomberg undertook a pleading-by

pleading analysis, applying the two standards outlined by Lilly, illustrating why Lilly

failed to justify keeping the records sealed.19 Further, Bloomberg asserted that, to

the extent legitimate reasons exist for protecting confidentially filed documents, Lilly

had not demonstrated that redaction would be inadequate to protect those

documents.2o Finally, Bloomberg argued that the Court should permit Bloomberg's

counsel to review any documents retained under seal, subject to counsel's

agreement to abide by the terms of the protective order, because Bloomberg is

unfairly hampered in its ability to respond to Lilly's assertions that harm will result if

documents are unsealed.21

III. DISCUSSION

Bloomberg seeks to access 'specific pleadings and attachments unilaterally

designated by the parties as "confidential" and filed under seal pursuant to a blanket

protective order, and Bloomberg seeks to vacate the protective order. Lilly opposes

15 Def. Eli Lilly and Company's Supplemental Resp. Bloomberg, LLC D/B/A
Bloomberg News' Mot. Intervene and Unseal Records ("Lilly's Supplemental Resp.")
6-20.
161d.
17 Bloomberg's Reply Supplemental Resp. Mot. Intervene and Unseal Records.
18 Id. at 1-2.
19 lQ.:. at 6-16, 18-20.
20 Id. at 21-22.
21 id at 22.
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pleadings or certain documents attached to those pleadings sealed.15 In addition,

Lilly set forth a number of pleadings that Lilly did not contest unsealing. 16

On May 2, 2008, Bloomberg replied arguing that Lilly's justification for

protecting sealed documents consisted "of nothing more than the conclusory,

unsupported assertion that disclosure will harm Eli Lilly's competitive position.,,17

Bloomberg argued that Lilly failed to support its allegations of harm with evidence of

specific facts or concrete examples showing particular harm that outweighs

Bloomberg's and the public's right of access.18 Bloomberg undertook a pleading-by

pleading analysis, applying the two standards outlined by Lilly, illustrating why Lilly

failed to justify keeping the records sealed.19 Further, Bloomberg asserted that, to

the extent legitimate reasons exist for protecting confidentially filed documents, Lilly

had not demonstrated that redaction would be inadequate to protect those

documents.2o Finally, Bloomberg argued that the Court should permit Bloomberg's

counsel to review any documents retained under seal, subject to counsel's

agreement to abide by the terms of the protective order, because Bloomberg is

unfairly hampered in its ability to respond to Lilly's assertions that harm will result if

documents are unsealed.21

III. DISCUSSION

Bloomberg seeks to access 'specific pleadings and attachments unilaterally

designated by the parties as "confidential" and filed under seal pursuant to a blanket

protective order, and Bloomberg seeks to vacate the protective order. Lilly opposes

15 Oef. Eli Lilly and Company's Supplemental Resp. Bloomberg, LLC D/B/A
Bloomberg News' Mot. Intervene and Unseal Records ("Lilly's Supplemental Resp.")
6-20.
161d.
17 Bloomberg's Reply Supplemental Resp. Mot. Intervene and Unseal Records.
18 Id. at 1-2.
19 III at 6-16, 18-20.
20 Id. at 21-22.
21 Id. at 22.
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unsealing a number these pleadings and attachments arguing that they contain

trade secrets and information that would competitively disadvantage Lilly.

A. Public Right to Access Court Records and Rule 26(c)
Protective Orders Under Alaska Law

Generally, Alaska .court records are accessible to the public.22 However,

mechanisms exist for courts to maintain records under seal as confidential. Alaska

Rule of Civil Procedure 26(c) ("Rule 26(ct) allows Alaska courts, with good cause,

to enter any protective order that "justice requires to protect a party or person from

annoyance, embarrassment, oppression, or undue burden or expense.n23 Protective

orders may mandate:

(1) that the disclosure or discovery not be had; (2) that the
disclosure or discovery may be had only on specified
terms and conditions, Including a designation of the time
or place; (3) that the discovery may be had only by a
method of discovery other than that selected by the party
seekIng discovery; (4) that certain matters not be inquired

. into, or that the scope of the disclosure or discovery be
limited to certain matters; (5) that discovery be conducted
with no one present except persons designated by the
court; (6) that a deposition, after being sealed, be 9pened
only by order of the court; (7) that a trade secret or other
confidential research. development. or commercial
information not be revealed or be revealed only in a
designated way; and (8) that the parties simultaneously
file specified documents or information enclosed in sealed
envelopes to be opened as directed by the court.24

Alaska courts have "broad discretion to determine the scope and extent of discovery

and to craft protective orders,"25

22 Alaska R. Admin. P. 37.5(d)(1). .
23 DeNardo v. Sax, 147 P.3d 672,677 (Alaska 2006) (quoting Rule 26(c)}.
24 Alaska R. Civ. P. 26(c) (emphasis added).
25 DeNardo; 147 P.3d at 676 (Alaska 2006).
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unsealing a number these pleadings and attachments arguing that they contain

trade secrets and information that would competitively disadvantage Lilly.

A. Public Right to Access Court Records and Rule 26(c)
Protective Orders Under Alaska Law

Generally, Alaska .court records are accessible to the public.22 However,

mechanisms exist for courts to maintain records under seal as confidential. Alaska

Rule of Civil Procedure 26(c) ("Rule 26(ct) allows Alaska courts, with good cause,

to enter any protective order that "justice requires to protect a party or person from

annoyance, embarrassment, oppression, or undue burden or expense.,,23 Protective

orders may mandate:

(1) that the disclosure or discovery not be had; (2) that the
disclosure or discovery may be had only on specified
terms and conditions, Including a designation of the time
or place; (3) that the discovery may be had only by a
method of discovery other than that selected by the party
seekIng discovery; (4) that certain matters not be inquired

. into, or that the scope of the disclosure or discovery be
limited to certain matters; (5) that discovery be conducted
with no one present except persons designated by the
court; (6) that a deposition, after being sealed, be 9pened
only by order of the court; (7) that a trade secret or other
confidential research. development, or commercial
information not be revealed or be revealed only in a
designated way; and (8) that the parties simultaneously
file specified documents or information enclosed in sealed
envelopes to be opened as directed by the court?4

Alaska courts have "broad discretion to determine the scope and extent of discovery

and to craft protective orders.',25

22 Alaska R. Admin. P. 37.5(d)(1).
23 DeNardo v. Sax, 147 P.3d 672,677 (Alaska 2006) (quoting Rule 26(c}).
24 Alaska R. Civ. P. 26(c) (emphasis added).
25 DeNardo; 147 P.3d at 676 (Alaska 2006).
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In addition, pursuant to the, Alaska Administrative Rules, Alaska courts may,

by order t limit access to pUblic information in an individual case record by sealing or

making confidential the case file or individual records therein.26 Alaska courts may

limit pUblic access if the court finds that a legitimate interest in confidentiality

outweighs the public interest in disclosure.27

Pursuant to Rule 26(c)(7), the Court entered the protective order to expedite

the flow of discovery material, facilitate the prompt resolution of disputes over

confidentiality, adequately protect confidential material, and ensure that protection is

afforded only to material so entitled. The protective order required that any

documents designated as confidential and filed with the Court be maintained under

seal.

While Civil Rule 26(c) and the Alaska Administrative Rules contemplate a

court making specific findings before issuing a protective order or sealing records

from public access, lithe unique character of the discovery process requires that the

trial court have sUbstantiall~titude to fashion protective orders.,,2B It would severely

impeded the progress of discovery In complex litigation, if a court were required to

make specific findings on individual invocations of Rule 26(c). Thus, courts often

fashion blanket protective orders such as the one at issue. While blanket protective

orders are inherently subject to challenge and modification, as the party resisting

disclosure is not required to make a particularized showing of good cause with

respect to any individual document,29 parties unhindered ability to unilaterally

26 Alaska R. Admin. P. 37.6(a).
27 Alaska R. Admin. P. 37.6(b) (such legitimate interest in confidentiality include, but
are not limited ,to, risk of injury to individuals; individual privacy rights and Interests;
~roprietary business information; the deliberative process; or public safety).
BSeattle Times Co. v. Rhinehart, 467 U.S. 20, 36 (1984).

29 San Jose Mercury News. Inc. v. U.S. Dist. Court - N. Dist., 187 F.3d 1096,1103
(9th eir. 1999)."
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In addition, pursuant to the, Alaska Administrative Rules, Alaska courts may,

by order t limit access to pUblic information in an individual case record by sealing or

making confidential the case file or individual records therein.26 Alaska courts may

limit pUblic access if the court finds that a legitimate interest in confidentiality

outweighs the public interest in disclosure.27

Pursuant to Rule 26(c)(7), the Court entered the protective order to expedite

the flow of discovery material, facilitate the prompt resolution of disputes over

confidentiality, adequately protect confidential material, and ensure that protection is

afforded only to material so entitled. The protective order required that any

documents designated as confidential and filed with the Court be maintained under

seal.

While Civil Rule 26(c) and the Alaska Administrative Rules contemplate a

court making specific findings before issuing a protective order or sealing records

from public access, "the unique character of the discovery process requires that the

trial court have sUbstantiall~titude to fashion protective orders.,,26 It would severely

impeded the progress of discovery in complex litigation, if a court were required to

make specific findings on individual invocations of Rule 26(c). Thus, courts often

fashion blanket protective orders such as the one at issue. While blanket protective

orders are inherently subject to challenge and modification, as the party resisting

disclosure is not required to make a particularized showing of good cause with

respect to any individual document,29 parties unhindered ability to unilaterally

26 Alaska R. Admin. P. 37.6(a).
27 Alaska R. Admin. P. 37.6(b) (such legitimate interest In confidentiality include, but
are not limited ,to, risk of injury to individuals; individual privacy rights and Interests;
~roprietary business information; the deliberative process; or public safety).
6Seattle Times Co. v. Rhinehart, 467 U.S. 20, 36 (1984).

29 San Jose Mercury News. Inc. v. U.S. Dist. Court - N. Dist., 187 F.3d 1096, 1103
(9th eir. 1999):
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designate documents as confidential sUbstantially facilitates the discovery process. 30

Such protective orders serve the vital function of securing the just, speedy, and

Inexpensive determination of complex civil disputes by encouraging full disclosure of

all conceivably relevant eVidence.31

Blanket protective orders are essential to court facilitation of discovery in

complex litigation. Thus, the Court will not vacate the protective order. However, to

satisfy Alaska's mandate that court records be accessible by the public, the

unilateral designation of documents filed in courts as confidential, even if pursuant to

a blanket protective order, without a finding of good cause or that a legitimate

interest In confidentiality outweighs the public interest in disclosure, must be

reviewed when the pUblic seeks to unse~1 specific records.

Alaska law regarding Rule 26(c) protective orders is extremely limited. In

situations where an Alaska rule is similar to a Federal rule, as is the case with Rule

26(c),32 the Alaska Supreme Court has repeatedly found federal authorities to be

30 See Zenith Radio Corp. v. Matsushita Elec. Indus. Co., 529 F.Supp. 866, 879 n.18
~E.D. Pa. 1981).

1 See S.E.C. v. TheStreet.com, 273 F.3d 222, 229 (2d Cir. 2001); see also Bachner
y. Pearson, 479 P.2d 319, 323 (Alaska 1970) (''The importance of a thorough and
effective system of pretrial discovery In the resolution of civil matters cannot be
overemphasized.It).
32 Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 26(c) provides:

(1) In General. A party or any person from whom
discovery is sought may move for a protective order in the
court where the action is pending-.-or as an alternative on
matters relating to a deposition, in the court for the district
where the deposition will be taken. The motion must
include a certification that the movant has In· good faith
conferred or attempted to confer with other affected
parties In an effort to resolve the dispute without court
action. The court may. for good cause. issue an order to
protect a party or person from annoyance.
embarrassment. oppression. or undue burden or expense.
inclUding one or more of the follOWing:
(A) forbidding the disclosure or discovery;
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designate documents as confidential sUbstantially facilitates the discovery process. 30

Such protective orders serve the vital function of securing the just, speedy, and

Inexpensive determination of complex civil disputes by encouraging full disclosure of

all conceivably relevant eVidence.31

Blanket protective orders are essential to court facilitation of discovery in

complex litigation. Thus, the Court will not vacate the protective order. However, to

satisfy Alaska's mandate that court records be accessible by the public, the

unilateral designation of documents filed in courts as confidential, even if pursuant to

a blanket protective order, without a finding of good cause or that a legitimate

interest In confidentiality outweighs the public interest in disclosure, must be

reviewed when the pUblic seeks to unse~1 specific records.

Alaska law regarding Rule 26(c) protective orders is extremely limited. In

situations where an Alaska rule is similar to a Federal rule, as is the case with Rule

26(c),32 the Alaska Supreme Court has repeatedly found federal authorities to be

30 See Zenith Radio Corp. v. Matsushita Elec. Indus. Co., 529 F.Supp. 866, 879 n.18
~E.D. Pa. 1981).

1 See S.E.C. v. TheStreet.com, 273 F.3d 222, 229 (2d Cir. 2001); see also Bachner
y. Pearson, 479 P.2d 319, 323 (Alaska 1970) (''The importance of a thorough and
effective system of pretrial discovery In the resolution of civil matters cannot be
overemphasized.").
32 Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 26(c) provides:

(1) In General. A party or any person from whom
discovery is sought may move for a protective order in the
court where the action is pending-.-or as an alternative on
matters relating to a deposition, in the court for the district
where the deposition will be taken. The motion must
include a certification that the movant has In· good faith
conferred or attempted to confer with other affected
parties In an effort to resolve the dispute without court
action. The court may. for good cause. issue an order to
protect a party or person from annoyance.
embarrassment. oppression, or undue burden or expense.
inclUding one or more of the following:
(A) forbidding the disclosure or discovery;
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persuasive when Interpreting the Alaska rule.33 Further, the Alaska Supreme Court

has recognized that lithe entire mechanism for pretrial discovery provided for in

Alaska's Rules of Civil Procedure has been taken from the system established in the

Federal Rules of Civil Procedure."34

On the issue of public access to records filed as confidential pursuant to a

Rule 26(c) protective order, the Court finds recent Ninth Circuit decisions particularly

informative.

(B) specifying terms, including time and place, for the
disclosure or discovery;
(C) prescribing a discovery method other than the one
selected by the party seeking discovery;
(0) forbidding Inquiry Into certain matters, or limiting the
scope of disclosure or discovery to certain matters:
(E) designating the persons who may be present while the
discovery is conducted;
(F) requiring that a deposition be sealed and opened only
on court order;
(G) requiring that a trade secret or other confidential
research. development. or commercjal information not be
revealed or be revealed only in a specified way; and
(H) requiring that the parties simultaneously file specified
dqcuments or information in sealed envelopes, to be
opened as the court directs. (emphasis added).

33 McNett v. Alyeska Pipeline Servo Co., 856 P.2d 1165, 1168 (Alaska 1993) (citing
Fenner v. Bassett, 412 P.2d 318. 321 (Alaska 1966».
34 Bachner, 479 P.2d at 323 (comparing Alaska Rules of Civil Procedure 26-37 with
Federal Rules ·of Civil Procedure 26-37 and noting that the following commentary
regarding the importance of discovery In federal courts applies equally to discovery
in Alaska courts, "[i]n the theory of the federal rule-makers, discovery, with all Its
forms, Is the make-or-break device of the whole system, for pleadings are required
to be only generally informative, and clarifying motions are neither encouraged nor
efficacious. Unless the discovery rules function sufficiently well, issues will often
come to trial or pretrial sprawling and unformed; and many litigants will reach the
courtroom ill-prepared.").
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persuasive when Interpreting the Alaska rule.33 Further, the Alaska Supreme Court

has recognized that "the entire mechanism for pretrial discovery provided for in

Alaska's Rules of Civil Procedure has been taken from the system established in the

Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.n34

On the issue of pUblic access to records filed as confidential pursuant to a

Rule 26(c) protective order, the Court finds recent Ninth Circuit decisions particularly

informative.

(B) specifying terms, including time and place, for the
disclosure or discovery;
(C) prescribing a discovery method other than the one
selected by the party seeking discovery;
(0) forbidding Inquiry Into certain matters, or limiting the
scope of disclosure or discovery to certain matters:
(E) designating the persons who may be present while the
discovery is conducted;
(F) requiring that a deposition be sealed and opened only
on court order;
(G) requiring that a trade secret or other confidential
research. development. or commercial information not be
revealed or be revealed only in a specified way; and
(H) requiring that the parties simultaneously file specified
dqcuments or information in sealed envelopes, to be
opened as the court directs. (emphasis added).

33 McNett v. A1yeska Pipeline Servo Co., 856 P.2d 1165. 1168 (Alaska 1993) (citing
Fenner v. Bassett, 412 P.2d 318, 321 (Alaska 1966».
34 Bachner, 479 P.2d at 323 (comparing Alaska Rules of Civil Procedure 26-37 with
Federal Rules -of Civil Procedure 26-37 and noting that the following commentary
regarding the importance of discovery In federal courts applies equally to discovery
in Alaska courts, "[i]n the theory of the federal rule-makers, discovery, with all Its
forms, Is the make-or-break device of the whole system, for pleadings are required
to be only generally informative, and clarifying motions are neither encouraged nor
efficacious. Unless the discovery rules function sufficiently well, issues will often
come to trial or pretrial sprawling and unformed; and many litigants will reach the
courtroom ill-prepared.").
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B. Ninth Circuit Decisions Regarding Public Access to Court
Records Filed Confidential Pursuant to a Protective Order.

While federal courts do not recognize that the First Amendment bestows on

the public a right to access court records,35 the U. S. Supreme Court has recognized

a federal common law right "to inspect and copy pUblic records and documents,,,36

and "[f)ederal appellate courts have uniformly concluded that this common law right

extends to both criminal and civil cases. ,,37 However, "[t]he federal common law

right of access is not absolute, and is not entitled to the same level of protection

accorded a constitutional right.,,38 DThus, although the common law right creates a

strong presumption in favor of access, [as does Alaska law,] the presumption can be

over come by sufficiently important countervailing interests.,,39 In determine whether

to limit public access to court records, Ninth Circuit courts' consider all relevant

factors, including:

"the public interest in understanding the judicial process
and whether disclosure of the material could result in
improper use of the material for scandalous or libelous
purposes or infringement upon trade secrets. . .. After
taking all relevant factors into consideration, the district
court must base its decision on a compelling reason and
articulate the factual basis for its ruling, without relying on
hypothesis or conjecture.,,40

35 See. e.g., San Jose Mercury News, 187 F.3d at 1102 (deferring deciding whether
the First Amendment also bestows on the public a prejudgment right of access to
civil court records.).
36 Nixon v. Warner Commc'n, 435 U.S. 589, 597 (1978).
37 San Jose Mercury News, 187 F.3d at 1102.
381d. .
39'j(f
40 FOltz v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., 331 P.3d 1122, 1135 (9th Cir. 2003)

.(quoting Hagestad v. Tragesser, 49 F.3d 1430, 1434 (9th Cir. 1995)) (emphasis
added).
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B. Ninth Circuit Decisions Regarding Public Access to Court
Records Filed Confidential Pursuant to a Protective Order.

While federal courts do not recognize that the First Amendment bestows on

the public a right to access court records,3S the U. S. Supreme Court has recognized

a federal common law right "to inspect and copy pUblic records and documents,',36

and "[f)ederal appellate courts have uniformly concluded that this common law right

extends to both criminal and civil cases. ,,37 However, "[t]he federal common law

right of access is not absolute, and is not entitled to the same level of protection

accorded a constitutional right.,,38 DThus, although the common law right creates a

strong presumption in favor of access, [as does Alaska law,] the presumption can be

over come by sufficiently important countervailing interests.,,39 In determine whether

to limit public access to court records, Ninth Circuit courts' consider all relevant

factors, including:

"the public interest in understanding the judicial process
and whether disclosure of the material could result in
improper use of the material for scandalous or libelous
purposes or infringement upon trade secrets. . .. After
taking all relevant factors into consideration, the district
court must base its decision on a compelling reason and
articulate the factual basis for its ruling, without relying on
hypothesis or conjecture.,,40

3S See. e.g., San Jose Mercury News, 187 F.3d at 1102 (deferring deciding whether
the First Amendment also bestows on the public a prejudgment right of access to
civil court records.).
36 Nixon v. Warner Commc'n, 435 U.S. 589, 597 (1978).
37 San Jose Mercury News, 187 F.3d at 1102.
381d. .
39 'j(i
40 FOltz v. State Farm Mut. Auto. Ins. Co., 331 P.3d 1122,1135 (9th Cir. 2003)

.(quoting Hagestad v. Tragesser, 49 F.3d 1430, 1434 (9th Cir. 1995)) (emphasis
added).
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The Ninth Circuit has carved out an exception to this presumption for material

filed under seal pursuant to a valid protective order. II '[W]hen a party attaches a

sealed discovery document to a nondlspositive motion, the usual presumption of the

pUblic's right of access is rebutted.' ,,41 The Ninth Circuit has reasoned that" '[w]hen

a court grants a protective order for information produced during discovery, it

already has determined that 'good cause' exists to protect this information from

being disclosed to the public by balancing the needs for discovery against the need

for confidentiality.' ..42 "The application of a strong presumption of access to sealed

,records, not directly relevant to the merits of the case, would eviscerate the 'broad

power of the district court to fashion protective orders.' ..43 "In short, 'good cause'

suffices to warrant preserving the secrecy of sealed discovery material attached to

nondispositive motions...44

The Ninth Circuit limited this exception to nondispositive motions and

expressly distinguished between nondispositive motions and dispositive motions.

The court noted that while "the public has less of a need for access to court records

attached only to nondispositive motions because those documents are often

'unrelated, or only tangentially related, to the underlying cause of action,,,,45 "[t]he

strong presumption of access to judicial records applies fully to dispositive

pleadings, including motions for summary judgment and related attachments [filed

pursuant to a Rule 26(c) protective order] ... because the resolution of a dispute on

the merits, whether .by trial or summary judgment, is at the heart of the interest in

41 lli at 1135 (quoting Phillips v. General Motors Corp., 307 F.3d 1206, 1213 (9th
Cir. 2002»).
42!fh (quoting Phillips, 307 F.3d at 1213).
43 Kamakana v. City and County of Honolulu, 447 F.3d 1172, 1180 (quoting Phillips,
307 F.3d at 1213).
44 Foltz, 331 F.3d at 1135.
45 Kamakana, 447 F.3d at 1179 (quoting Phillips, 307 F.3d at 1213).
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The Ninth Circuit has carved out an exception to this presumption for material

filed under seal pursuant to a valid protective order. II '[W]hen a party attaches a

sealed discovery document to a nondlspositive motion, the usual presumption of the

pUblic's right of access is rebutted.' ,,41 The Ninth Circuit has reasoned that" '[w]hen

a court grants a protective order for information produced during discovery, it

already has determined that 'good cause' exists to protect this information from

being disclosed to the public by balancing the needs for discovery against the need

for confidentiality.' ..42 "The application of a strong presumption of access to sealed

,records, not directly relevant to the merits of the case, would eviscerate the 'broad

power of the district court to fashion protective orders.' ..43 "In short, 'good cause'

suffices to warrant preserving the secrecy of sealed discovery material attached to

nondispositiv8 motions.·M

The Ninth Circuit limited this exception to nondispositive motions and

expressly distinguished between nondispositive motions and dispositive motions.

The court noted that while "the public has less of a need for access to court records

attached only to nondispositive motions because those documents are often

'unrelated, or only tangentially related, to the underlying cause of action,,,,45 "[t]he

strong presumption of access to judicial records applies fully to dispositive

pleadings, including motions for summary judgment and related attachments [filed

pursuant to a Rule 26(c) protective order] . , . because the resolution of a dispute on

the merits, whether .by trial or summary judgment, is at the heart of the interest in

41 lli at 1135 (quoting Phillips v. General Motors Corp., 307 F.3d 1206, 1213 (9th
Cir. 2002».
42!fL (quoting Phillips, 307 F.3d at 1213).
43 Kamakana v. City and County of Honolulu, 447 F.3d 1172, 1180 (quoting Phillips,
307 F.3d at 1213).
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ensuring the 'public's understanding of the judicial process and of significant public

events.' ..46

Adopting these standards, the Court will undertake a pleading-by-pleading

review of the records Bloomberg requests the Court unseal.

C. Nondlspasltlve Pleadings

Bloomberg requests the Court unseal twenty-three nondispositive pleadings,

which allegedly contain confidential information. Lilly objects to unsealing a number

of these documents. Lilly claims that "good cause" exists for maintaining these

documents under seal because the information contained in the documents

constitutes trade secrets and disclosure would create a competitive disadvantage to

Lilly.

A party asserting "good cause" bears the burden, for each particular

document it seeks to protect, of demonstrating that" '(1) the material in question is a

trade secret ot other confidential information within the scope of Rule 26(c), and (2)

disclosure would cause an identifiable, significant harm.' ,,47 Courts have found

"good cause" where a party shows that disclosure of information puts the party at a

competitive dlsadvantage.48 A party requesting a protective order must provide"

'specific demonstrations of fact, supported where possible by affidavits and concrete

examples, rather than broad, conclusory allegations of potential harm: ..49 "Any

such order [ ] requires that the court's determination 'Identify and discuss the factors

it considered in its 'good cause' examination.' ..50

4e~ at 1179 (quoting Valley Broadcasting Co. v. U.S. Dist. Ct., 798 F.2d 1289,1294
19th elr. 1986». .

7 Foltz, 331 F.3d at 1131 (quoting in parenthetical Deford v. Schmid Prods. Co., 120
F.R.D 648,653 (D. MD. 1987)).
48 Zenith Radio, 529 F.Supp. at 890.
49 Foltz, 331 F.3d at 1130 (quoting in parenthetical Deford, 120 F.R.D at 653).
5O!sh
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ensuring the 'public's understanding of the judicial process and of significant public

events.' "46

Adopting these standards, the Court will undertake a pleading-by-pleading

review of the records Bloomberg requests the Court unseal.

C. Nondlsposltlve Pleadings

Bloomberg requests the Court unseal twenty-three nondispositive pleadings,

which allegedly contain confidential information. Lilly objects to unsealing a number

of these documents. Lilly claims that "good cause" exists for maintaining these

documents under seal because the information contained in the documents

constitutes trade secrets and disclosure would create a competitive disadvantage to

Lilly.

A party asserting "good cause" bears the burden, for each particular

document it seeks to protect, of demonstrating that II '(1) the material in question is a

trade secret or other confidential information within the scope of Rule 26(c), and (2)

disclosure would cause an identifiable, significant harm.' ,,47 Courts have found

"good cause" where a party shows that disclosure of information puts the party at a

competitive dlsadvantage.48 A party requesting a protective order must provide"

'specific demonstrations of fact, supported where possible by affidavits and concrete

examples, rather than broad, conclusory allegations of potential harm.' "49 "Any

such order [ ] reqUires that the court's determination 'Identify and discuss the factors

it considered in its 'good cause' examination.' ,,50

4e~ at 1179 (quoting Valley Broadcasting Co. v. U.S. Dist. Ct., 798 F.2d 1289,1294
~9th elr. 1986». .
7 Foltz, 331 F.3d at 1131 (quoting in parenthetical Deford v. Schmid Prods. Co., 120

F.R.D 648,653 (D. MD. 1987)).
48 Zenith Radio, 529 F.Supp. at 890.
49 Foltz, 331 F.3d at 1130 (quoting in parenthetical Deford, 120 F.R.D at 653).
so Id.
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To determine if "good cause" exists to seal nondispositive pleadings, the

Court has conducted an in camera review of all pleadings Bloomberg requests the

Court release. The following is the Court's analysIs of these pleadings labeled

according to the court system's docket and the parties' briefing.

1. 02/29/2008 Notice of Filing Under Seal; Attorney: Jamieson,
Brewster H.

This docket entry corresponds to Lilly's Motion to Seal Exhibits to Eli Lilly and

Company's Petition for Review. Since Lilly withdrew the petition for review,

Bloomberg stipulates that this docket entry may remain sealed. The Court makes

no finding whether this pleading satisfies the good cause standard but maintains its

confidentiality under the protective order since no intervenenor seeks access to the

pleading.

2. 02128/2008 Defendant Eli Lilly and Company's Notice of
Filing Under Seal; Attorney; Jamieson, Brewster H.

.This docket entry corresponds to Defendant Eli Lilly and Company's Motion

Requesting Confidential Protections of Regulatory Communications Not Subject to

Public Disclosure. In this pleading, Lilly requested the Court protect from disclosure

Lily's 2007 FDA submissions, communications related to these FDA submissions,

and any references to these FDA submissions. Lilly requested that Courtroom View

Network not be allowed to record portions of the trial that would involve disclosure of

these submissions and communications, On the record, the Court denied this

motion and allowed Courtroom View Network to record the entire trIal.

There are no confidential Lilly documents attached to this pleading, but Lilly

requests four exhibits, Plaintiff's Ex. Nos. 10105,10106,10107, and 10111, that are

discussed In the pleading stay confidential. Of these exhibits, only Plaintiffs Ex. No,

10106 Is In the Court's possession. The Court discusses Plaintiffs Ex. No. 10106 in

Section III.C.5, below. The Court is not in possession of the other three exhibits.
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To determine jf "good cause" exists to seal nondispositive pleadings, the

Court has conducted an in camera review of all pleadings Bloomberg requests the

Court release. The following is the Court's analysis of these pleadings labeled

according to the court system's docket and the parties' briefing.

1. 02/29/2008 Notice of Filing Under Seal; Attorney: Jamieson,
Brewster H.

This docket entry corresponds to Lilly's Motion to Seal Exhibits to Eli Lilly and

Company's Petition for Review. Since Lilly withdrew the petition for review,

Bloomberg stipulates that this docket entry may remain sealed. The Court makes

no finding whether this pleading satisfies the good cause standard but maintains its

confidentiality under the protective order since no intervenenor seeks access to the

pleading.

2. 02128/2008 Defendant Eli Lilly and Company's Notice of
Filing Under Seal; Attorney; Jamieson, Brewster H.

.This docket entry corresponds to Defendant Eli Lilly and Company's Motion

Requesting Confidential Protections of Regulatory Communications Not Subject to

Public Disclosure. In this pleading, Lilly requested the Court protect from disclosure

Lily's 2007 FDA submissions, communications related to these FDA submissions,

and any references to these FDA submissions. Lilly requested that Courtroom View

Network not be allowed to record portions of the trial that would involve disclosure of

these submissions and communications, On the record, the Court denied this

motion and allowed Courtroom View Network to record the entire trial.

There are no confidential Lilly documents attached to this pleading, but Lilly

requests four exhibits, Plaintiff's Ex. Nos. 10105,10106.10107, and 10111, that are

discussed In the pleading stay confidential. Of these exhibits, only Plaintiffs Ex. No,

10106 Is In the Court's possession. The Court discusses Plaintiffs Ex. No. 10106 in

Section III.C.5, below. The Court is not in possession of the other three exhibits.
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While these exhibits may have been submitted for review, they were not submitted

with the pleading or any other pleading and were not admitted at trial. These

documents are not part of the court record. Thus, the Court will not order disclosure

of these documents. However, the Court will not maintain the confidentiality of the

subject pleading. The Court unseals Defendant Eli Lilly and Company's Motion

Requesting Confidential Protections of Regulatory Communications Not Subject to

Public Disclosure and attachments.

3. 02125/2008 Notice of Filing Under Seal a Pleading Titled
"State of Alaska's Request for Clarification of the Court's
Order Excluding Evidence of the Defendant's Profits, Net
Worth, and the Price of Zyprexa;" Attorney Sanders Eric T.

This docket entry corresponds to State of Alaska's Request for Clarification of

the Court's Order Excluding Evidence of the Defendant's Profits, Net Worth, and the

Price of Zyprexa. Lilly requests that Plaintiff's Ex. Nos. 4121 and 8262, attached to

the pleading, remain confidential. Lilly claims that Plaintiffs Ex. No. 4121 contains

market research and strategic marketing discussions that Lilly has attempted to

keep confidential and that competitors would use to Lilly's competitive disadvantage.

Lilly claims Plaintiff's Ex. No. 8262 is an email that reflects internal Lilly discussions

about its products and plans for further medical and regulatory development and that

permitting Lilly's competitors to access this email could give them insight into Lilly's

development plans for Zyprexa.

Lilly supports these claims through conclusory statements lacking factual

support. Plaintiffs Ex. 4121 is a strategy and implantation overview for marketing

Zyprexa to primary care physicians. This document was created August 2000. Lilly

has failed to illustrate how disclosing eight-year-old market research and projections

will create a competitive disadvantage. Plaintiff's Ex. 8262 is an email discussing a

November 23, 1999 meeting of Lilly's Executive Steering Committee for

Olanzaphlne-associated Weight Changes and Hyperglycemia. Any information in
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While these exhibits may have been submitted for review, they were not submitted

with the pleading or any other pleading and were not admitted at trial. These

documents are not part of the court record. Thus, the Court will not order disclosure

of these documents. However, the Court will not maintain the confidentiality of the

subject pleading. The Court unseals Defendant Eli Lilly and Company's Motion

Requesting Confidential Protections of Regulatory Communications Not Subject to

Public Disclosure and attachments.

3. 02125/2008 Notice of Filing Under Seal a Pleading Titled
"State of Alaska's Request for Clarification of the Court's
Order Excluding Evidence of the Defendant's Profits, Net
Worth, and the Price of Zyprexa;" Attorney Sanders Eric T.

This docket entry corresponds to State of Alaska's Request for Clarification of

the Court's Order Excluding Evidence of the Defendant's Profits, Net Worth, and the

Price of Zyprexa. Lilly requests that Plaintiff's Ex. Nos. 4121 and 8262, attached to

the pleading, remain confidential. Lilly claims that Plaintiff's Ex. No. 4121 contains

market research and strategic marketing discussions that Lilly has attempted to

keep confidential and that competitors would use to Lilly's competitive disadvantage.

Lilly claims Plaintiff's Ex. No. 8262 is an email that reflects internal Lilly discussions

about its products and plans for further medical and regulatory development and that

permitting Lilly's competitors to access this email could give them insight into Lilly's

development plans for Zyprexa.

Lilly supports these claims through conclusory statements lacking factual

support. Plaintiffs Ex. 4121 is a strategy and implantation overview for marketing

Zyprexa to primary care physicians. This document was created August 2000. Lilly

has failed to illustrate how disclosing eight-year-old market research and projections

will create a competitive disadvantage. Plaintiff's Ex. 8262 is an email discussing a

November 23, 1999 meeting of Lilly's Executive Steering Committee for

Olanzaphlne-associated Weight Changes and Hyperglycemia. Any information in
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these emails regarding weight changes and hyperglycemia possibly associated with

Zyprexa was extensively discussed at trial. Lilly fails to illustrate how this dated

document will create a competitive disadvantage or cause harm. The Court unseals

State of Alaska's Request for Clarification of the Court's Order Excluding Evidence

of the Defendant's Profits, Net Worth, and the Price of Zyprexa and attachments.

4. 02125/2008 Notice of Filing Under Seal a pleading titled
"Request for Clerification of the Court's Order Excluding
Testimony Regarding. Other Drugs Manufactured by
Defendant Eli Lilly and Company:" Attorney: Sanders Eric T.

This docket entry corresponds to Plaintiff's Request for Clarification of the. .
Court's Order Excluding Testimony or Argument Regarding Other Drugs

Manufactured by Defendant Eli Lilly and Company. Lilly requests that Plaintiff's Ex.

Nos. 8262 and 10052 and excerpts from the Sidney Taurel deposition (''Taurel

deposition"), which are attached to the pleading, be kept confidential. The Court has

already unsealed Plaintiffs Ex. No, 8262. Lilly argues that Plaintiff's Ex. No. 10052

contains a presentation to Lilly's Global Management Team, setting forth priorities

and business. strategies, which is not publicly available and was not Widely

disseminated within Lilly because competitors could use the information to Lilly's

competitive disadvantage. Lilly argues that the Taurel deposition references internal

Lilly discussions regarding both Zyprexa and Prozac, reflects internal Lilly planning,

and Is not available to Lilly's competitors. Lilly cites a declaration by Lilly Manager of

Global Competitive Intelligence Gerald Hoffman (the "Hoffman declaration") in

support of its claim that information in the Taurel deposition could be used by Lilly's

competitors to Lilly's competitive disadvantage.

Plaintiff's Ex, No. 10052 is not attached to this pleading and from the short

description in Lilly's brief the Court can not determine what exhibit Lilly refers to as

Plaintiff's Ex. No. 10052. Further, the conclusory statement that "[t]his document is

not publicly available and was not widely disseminated within the company because
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these emails regarding weight changes and hyperglycemia possibly associated with

Zyprexa was extensively discussed at trial. Lilly fails to illustrate how this dated

document will create a competitive disadvantage or cause harm. The Court unseals

State of Alaska's Request for Clarification of the Court's Order Excluding Evidence

of the Defendant's Profits, Net Worth, and the Price of Zyprexa and attachments.

4. 02125/2008 Notice of Filing Under Seal a pleading titled
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Defendant Eli Lilly and Company:" Attorney: Sanders Eric T.
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Court's Order ExclUding Testimony or Argument Regarding Other Drugs

Manufactured by Defendant Eli Lilly and Company. Lilly requests that Plaintiffs Ex.

Nos. 8262 and 10052 and excerpts from the Sidney Taurel deposition (''Taurel

deposition"), which are attached to the pleading, be kept confidential. The Court has

already unsealed Plaintiffs Ex. No, 8262. Lilly argues that Plaintiff's Ex. No. 10052

contains a presentation to Lilly's Global Management Team, setting forth priorities

and business. strategies, which is not publicly available and was not Widely

disseminated within Lilly because competitors could use the information to Lilly's

competitive disadvantage. Lilly argues that the Taurel deposition references internal

Lilly discussions regarding both Zyprexa and Prozac, reflects internal Lilly planning,

and Is not available to Lilly's competitors. Lilly cites a declaration by Lilly Manager of

Global Competitive Intelligence Gerald Hoffman (the "Hoffman declaration") in

support of its claim that information in the Taurel deposition could be used by Lilly's

competitors to Lilly's competitive disadvantage.

Plaintiff's Ex. No. 10052 is not attached to this pleading and from the short

description in Lilly's brief the Court can not determine what exhibit Lilly refers to as

Plaintiff's Ex. No. 10052. Further. the conclusory statement that "[t]his document is

not publicly available and was not widely disseminated within the company because
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competitors could use this information to Lilly's competitive disadvantage" with no

supporting facts or affidavits Is Inadequate to show "good cause" for sealing a

document.

Lilly relies on the Hoffman declaration to support its assertion that the Taurel

deposition "could be used by Lilly's competitors to Lilly's competitive disadvantage."

The Hoffman declaration does not discuss the Taurel deposition and only discuss

general principles of competitive intelligence and the importance of maintaining

secrecy. The excerpt from the Taurel deposition pertains to questions regarding

Lilly's loss of its Prozac patent - a topic extensively discussed at trial. Lilly has

failed to show that disclosure of the deposition excerpt will cau~e harm. The Court

unseals Plaintiffs Request for Clarification of the Court's Order Excluding Testimony

or Argument Regarding Other Drugs Man.ufactured by Defendant Ell Lilly and

Company and attachments.

5. 02120/2008 Lilly's Notice of: Reply re: Mtn Exclude Evidence
New York Times Articles, Filed Under Seal; Attorney:
Jamieson, Brewster H.

This docket entry corresponds to Defendant Eli Lilly and Company's Reply in

Further Support of its Motion in Limine to Exclude Evidence Relating to New York

Times Articles. Lilly opposes disclosure of one attached exhibit. Lilly refers to this

exhibit as Plaintiffs Ex. No. 10106; however, as attached to the pleading, the exhibit

Is labeled Exhibit B. The Court will refer to this document as Plaintiffs Ex. No.

10106. This document is a portion of Lilly's 2007 regulatory response, submitted to

the FDA, to allegations in a December 17, 2006 New York Times article and

discusses results of a internet-based physician survey conduct by Harris Interactive

between February 2001 and August 2002 regarding Zyprexa side effects,

specifically hyperglycemia and diabetes. Lilly relies on a declaration by Lilly Vice

President of Global Regulatory Affairs Timothy Franson (the "Franson declaration")

to support its argument that the submissions and communications contained in
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competitors could use this information to Lilly's competitive disadvantage" with no

supporting facts or affidavits Is Inadequate to show "good cause" for sealing a

document.

Lilly relies on the Hoffman declaration to support its assertion that the Taurel

deposition "could be used by Lilly's competitors to Lilly's competitive disadvantage."

The Hoffman declaration does not discuss the Taurel deposition and only discuss

general principles of competitive intelligence and the importance of maintaining

secrecy. The excerpt from the Taurel deposition pertains to questions regarding

Lilly's loss of its Prozac patent - a topic extensively discussed at trial. Lilly has

failed to show that disclosure of the deposition excerpt will cau~e harm. The Court

unseals Plaintiffs Request for Clarification of the Court's Order Excluding Testimony

or Argument Regarding Other Drugs Man.ufactured by Defendant Ell Lilly and

Company and attachments.

5. 02120/2008 Lilly's Notice of: Reply re: Mtn Exclude Evidence
New York Times Articles, Filed Under Seal; Attorney:
Jamieson, Brewster H.

This docket entry corresponds to Defendant Eli Lilly and Company's Reply in

Further Support of its Motion in Limine to Exclude Evidence Relating to New York

Times Articles. Lilly opposes disclosure of one attached exhibit. Lilly refers to this

exhibit as Plaintiffs Ex. No. 10106; however, as attached to the pleading, the exhibit

Is labeled Exhibit B. The Court will refer to this document as Plaintiffs Ex. No.

10106. This document is a portion of Lilly's 2007 regulatory response, submitted to

the FDA, to allegations in a December 17, 2006 New York Times article and

discusses results of a internet-based physician survey conduct by Harris Interactive

between February 2001 and August 2002 regarding Zyprexa side effects,

specifically hyperglycemia and diabetes. Lilly relies on a declaration by Lilly Vice

President of Global Regulatory Affairs Timothy Franson (the "Franson declaration")

to support its argument that the submissions and communications contained in
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Plaintiffs Ex. No. 10106 "are so current that companies with products in competition

with Zyprexa and Symbyax could use this information to gain unfair insight to their

benefit. as well as to exploit this information to harm Lilly in the market place."

Lilly has failed to show how disclosure of Plaintiff's Ex. No. 10106 will harm

Lilly. The document does not contain trade secrets, and Lilly has failed to illustrate

how this document will competitively disadvantage Lilly. Lilly's possible knowledge

of Zyprexa side effects, specifically hyperglycemia and diabetes, were the subject of

extensive testimony at trial. This information is not new. The Court unseals

Defendant Eli Lilly and Company's Reply in Further Support of its Motion in Limine

to Exclude Evidence Relating to New York Times Articles and attachments.

6. 02/2002008 Reply: Motion In Limine Exclude Regulatory
Communication flied under seal; Attomey: Jamieson,
Brewster H.

This docket entry corresponds to Defendant Eli Lilly and Company's Reply in

Further Support of Its Motion in Limine to Exclude References to Regulatory

Communications and Developments. Lilly does not oppose unsealing this pleading

and attachments.

7. 02/20/2008 Ell Lilly and Company's Notice of Filing Its Reply
in Further Support of Its Motion In Limine to Exclude
Evidence Relating to New York Times Articles Under Seal

This docket entry is duplicative. The pleading addressed in Section III.C.5

was mistakenly docket twice. Lilly only filed one pleading titled Reply in Further

Support of Its Motion in Limine to Exclude Evidence Relating to New York Times

. Articles.
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Plaintiffs Ex. No. 10106 "are so current that companies with products in competition

with Zyprexa and Symbyax could use this information to gain unfair insight to their

benefit. as well as to exploit this information to harm Lilly in the market place."

Lilly has failed to show how disclosure of Plaintiff's Ex. No. 10106 will harm

Lilly. The document does not contain trade secrets. and Lilly has failed to illustrate

how this document will competitively disadvantage Lilly. Lilly's possible knowledge

of Zyprexa side effects, specifically hyperglycemia and diabetes, were the subject of

extensive testimony at trial. This information is not new. The Court unseals

Defendant Eli Lilly and Company's Reply in Further Support of its Motion in Limine

to Exclude Evidence Relating to New York Times Articles and attachments.

6. 02/2002008 Reply: Motion In Limine Exclude Regulatory
Communication flied under seal; Attomey: Jamieson,
Brewster H.

This docket entry corresponds to Defendant Eli Lilly and Company's Reply in

Further Support of Its Motion in Limine to Exclude References to Regulatory

Communications and Developments. Lilly does not oppose unsealing this pleading

and attachments.

7. 02/20/2008 Ell Lilly and Company's Notice of Filing Its Reply
in Further Support of Its Motion In Limine to Exclude
Evidence Relating to New York Times Articles Under Seal

This docket entry is duplicative. The pleading addressed in Section III.C.5
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. Articles.
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8. 02/19/2008 Notice of Filing Under Seal - Objection to the
State's Motion in Limine to Exclude Evidence; Ell Lilly and
Company (Defendant)

This docket entry corresponds to Defendant Eli Lilly and Company's Objection

to the State of Alaska's Motions in Limine to Exclude Evidence Relating to Zyprexa's

Efficacy or Benefits of Zyprexa for (1) Indicated Uses, and (2) Non-Indicated or "Off

Label" Uses, filed February 14, 2008. Lilly does not oppose unsealing this pleading

and attachments.

9. 02120/2008 Plaintiff's Response to Defendant's Motion in
Limine to Exclude References to Foreign Regulatory Action

This docket entry corresponds to Plaintiffs Response to Defendant's Motion

in Limine to E.xclude Reference to Foreign Regulatory Action, filed February 14,

2008. Lilly does not oppose unsealing this pleading and attachments.

10. 02114/2008 Plaintiff's Response to Defendant's Motion in
Limine to Exclude Testimony and Can Notes of Non-Alaska
Based Sales Representatives

This docket entry corresponds to Plaintiffs Response to Defendant's Motion

in Limine to Exclude Testimony and Call Notes of Non-Alaska Based Sales

Representatives. Lilly opposes unsealing two excerpts from the deposition

transcript of David Neosges (the "Neosges deposition"), attached to this pleading as

Exhibit A. Lilly argues that these excerpts contain discussion of confidential Lilly

documents, Lilly's training plans and policies for its sale force, and Lilly's computer

and communication systems. Lilly cites the Hoffman declaration in support of its

contention that "information pertaining to the training of Lilly's sales force is of

particular interest to Lilly's competitors, and Lilly would suffer competitive harm from

its disclosure."
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8. 02/19/2008 Notice of Filing Under Seal - Objection to the
State's Motion in Limine to Exclude Evidence; Ell Lilly and
Company (Defendant)

This docket entry corresponds to Defendant Eli Lilly and Company's Objection

to the State of Alaska's Motions in Limine to Exclude Evidence Relating to Zyprexa's

Efficacy or Benefits of Zyprexa for (1) Indicated Uses, and (2) Non-Indicated or "Off

Label" Uses, filed February 14, 2008. Lilly does not oppose unsealing this pleading

and attachments.

9. 02120/2008 Plaintiff's Response to Defendant's Motion In
Limine to Exclude References to Foreign Regulatory Action

This docket entry corresponds to Plaintiffs Response to Defendant's Motion

in Limine to E.xclude Reference to Foreign RegUlatory Action, filed February 14,

2008. Lilly does not oppose unsealing this pleading and attachments.

10. 02114/2008 Plaintiff's Response to Defendant's Motion in
Limine to Exclude Testimony and Can Notes of Non-Alaska
Based Sales Representatives

This docket entry corresponds to Plaintiffs Response to Defendant's Motion

in Limine to Exclude Testimony and Call Notes of Non-Alaska Based Sales

Representatives. Lilly opposes unsealing two excerpts from the deposition

transcript of David Neosges (the "Neosges deposition"), attached to this pleading as

Exhibit A. Lilly argues that these excerpts contain discussion of confidential Lilly

documents, Lilly's training plans and policies for its sale force. and Lilly's computer

and communication systems. Lilly cites the Hoffman declaration in support of its

contention that "information pertaining to the training of Lilly's sales force is of

particular interest to Lilly's competitors, and Lilly would suffer competitive harm from

its disclosure."
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The Hoffman declaration does not discuss the Neosges deposition. As noted

above, the Hoffman declaration merely discusses general principles of competitive

intelligence and the importance of maintaining secrecy. Lilly fails to illustrate, with

any specificity, how Lilly competitors would use this information to harm Lilly. Such

conclusory states are inadequate to show good cause for keeping the Neosges

deposition confidential. The Court unseals Plaintiffs Response to Defendant's

Motion in Limine to Exclude Testimony and Call Notes of Non-Alaska Based Sales

Representatives and attachments.

11. 02/14/2008 Plaintiff's Response to Defendant's Motion in
Limine to Exclude Ref.rence to Recent Regulatory
Communications and Developments

This docket entry corresponds to Plaintiffs Response to Defendanfs Motion

to Exclude References to Recent Regulatory Communications and Developments.

Lilly does not oppose unsealing this pleading and attachments.

12. 02/11/2008 Notice of Filing Plaintiff's Objections to
Defendant's Page/Line Counter Designations Under Seal

This docket entry corresponds to Plaintiffs Objections to Defendant's

Page/Line Counter Designations. The exhibiis attached to these objections are

excerpts of deposition testimony by Lilly witnesses Charles Beasely Jr., M.D.; Alan

Breier, M.D.; John C. Lechleiter, Ph.D.; David Neosges; Sidney Taurel; Gary

Tollefson, M.D.; and Robin Wojcieszek. Lilly concedes that substantial portions of

these excerpts were played at trial, but nevertheless contends that the depositions

should remain under seal. Lilly contends that these deposition excerpts contain

"discussions of trade secrets. internal business documents, and other confidentIal

. business information." Lilly does· not indicate the nature of alleged trade secrets or

confidential business information and merely makes a conclusory statement that the

"Information, if released. could be used by Lilly competitors to Lilly's disadvantage in
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The Hoffman declaration does not discuss the Neosges deposition. As noted

above, the Hoffman declaration merely discusses general principles of competitive

intelligence and the importance of maintaining secrecy. Lilly fails to illustrate, with

any specificity, how Lilly competitors would use this information to harm Lilly. Such

conclusory states are inadequate to show good cause for keeping the Neosges

deposition confidential. The Court unseals Plaintiffs Response to Defendant's

Motion in Limine to Exclude Testimony and Call Notes of Non-Alaska Based Sales

Representatives and attachments.

11. 02/14/2008 Plaintiff's Response to Defendant's Motion in
Limine to Exclude Ref.rence to Recent Regulatory
Communications and Developments

This docket entry corresponds to Plaintiff's Response to Defendant's Motion

to Exclude References to Recent Regulatory Communications and Developments.

Lilly does not oppose unsealing this pleading and attachments.

12. 02/11/2008 Notice of Filing Plaintiff's Objections to
Defendant's Page/Line Counter Designations Under Seal

This docket entry corresponds to Plaintiffs Objections to Defendant's

Page/Line Counter Designations. The exhibiis attached to these objections are

excerpts of deposition testimony by Lilly witnesses Charles Beasely Jr., M.D.; Alan

Breier, M.D.; John C. Lechleiter, Ph.D.; David Neosges; Sidney Taurel; Gary

Tollefson, M.D.; and Robin Wojcieszek. Lilly concedes that substantial portions of

these excerpts were played at trial, but nevertheless contends that the depositions

should remain under seal. Lilly contends that these deposition excerpts contain

"discussions of trade secrets, internal business documents, and other confidentIal

. business information." Lilly does· not indicate the nature of alleged trade secrets or

confidential business information and merely makes a conclusory statement that the

"Information, if released, could be used by Lilly competitors to Lilly's disadvantage in
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the market place." Lilly does not present facts establishing that the information

includes trade secret or how Lilly's competitors will use this information to Lilly's

disadvantage. Lilly cites the Hoffman and Franson declarations which do not

specifically address these depositions. Further, Lilly states that lilt would be a waste

of judicial resources to ... wade through each prior, obsolete round of designatIons

for each separate witness and analyze which lines of testimony were not played In

open court."

Lilly inappropriately places the burden on the Court to undertake necessary

steps to show good cause for sealing these depositions. Lilly's reliance on general

conclusory declarations which do not discuss the pleadings at issue is inadequate to

show good cause for maintaining the confidentiality of these records. The Court

unseals Plaintiff's Objections to Defendant's Page/Line Counter Designations and

attachments.

13. 02111/2008 Ell Lilly's Notice of Filing Deposition
Designations Under Seal; Attorney Jamison, Brewster H.

This docket entry corresponds to Eli Lilly and Company's Deposition Counter

Designations for Trial. Attached to this pleading are excerpts of deposition

testimony by Lilly witnesses Michael Bandick, Jack E. Jordan, Bruce Kinon, M.D.,

and Denice M. ·Torres. Lilly objects to unsealing these transcripts and references its

argument discussed in Section III.C.12 for keeping these depositions confidential.

For reasons the Court discusses in Section III.C.12, the Court unseals Eli Lilly and

Company's Deposition Counter-Designations for Trial and attachments.

14. 02/04/2008 Notice of Filing Counter-Designations and
Excerpts of Depositions under Seal; Brewster H. Jamison
(Attorney) on Behalf of Eli Lilly and Company

This document entry corresponds to Defendant Eli Lilly and Company's

Deposition Counter-Designations for Trial. Attached to this pleading are transcript
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the market place." Lilly does not present facts establishing that the information

includes trade secret or how Lilly's competitors will use this information to Lilly's

disadvantage. Lilly cites the Hoffman and Franson declarations which do not

specifically address these depositions. Further, Lilly states that lilt would be a waste

of judicial resources to ... wade through each prior. obsolete round of designatIons

for each separate witness and analyze which lines of testimony were not played In

open court."

Lilly inappropriately places the burden on the Court to undertake necessary

steps to show good cause for sealing these depositions. Lilly's reliance on general

conclusory declarations which do not discuss the pleadings at issue is inadequate to

show good cause for maintaining the confidentiality of these records. The Court

unseals Plaintiff's Objections to Defendant's Page/Line Counter Designations and

attachments.

13. 02111/2008 Ell Lilly's Notice of Filing Deposition
Designations Under Seal; Attorney Jamison, Brewster H.

This docket entry corresponds to Eli Lilly and Company's Deposition Counter

Designations for Trial. Attached to this pleading are excerpts of deposition

testimony by Lilly witnesses Michael Bandick, Jack E. Jordan. Bruce Kinon, M.D.,

and Denice M. torres. Lilly objects to unsealing these transcripts and references its

argument discussed in Section III.C.12 for keeping these depositions confidential.

For reasons the Court discusses in Section III.C.12, the Court unseals Eli Lilly and

Company's Deposition Counter-Designations for Trial and attachments.

14. 02/04/2008 Notice of Filing Counter-Designations and
Excerpts of Depositions under Seal; Brewster H. Jamison
(Attorney) on Behalf of Eli Lilly and Company

This document entry corresponds to Defendant Eli Lilly and Company's

Deposition Counter-Designations for Trial. Attached to this pleading are transcript
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excerpts from lilly witnesses Beasely, Breier, Lechleiter, Noesges, Taurel,

Tollefson, and Wojcieszek. Lilly objects to unsealing these transcripts and

references its argument discussed in Section IILC.12. For reasons discussed in

Section III.C.12, the Court unseals Defendant Eli Lilly and Company's Deposition

Counter-Designations for Trial and attachments.

15. 02/0412008 Natlce of Filing Motion In Limine to Exclude
Certain Testimony of the State's Experts Under Seal;
Brewster H. Jamieson (Attorney) on Behalf of Eli Lilly Bnd
Company

This docket entry corresponds to Defendant Eli Lilly and Company's Motion in

Limine to Exclude Certain Testimony of the State's Experts. Attached to the

pleading is a document bates numbered FDACDER 2154-2168. FDACDER 2154-

·2168 is a review and evaluation of clinical data regarding the association of atypical

antlpsychotics, Including Zyprexa, with diabetes mellitus. The FDA produced this

document to Lilly in the Zyprexa multidistrict litigation pending before Judge Jack B.

Weinstein. Under the terms of the blanket protective order issued in the multidistrict

litigation, this document was labeled confidential. Lilly argues that "[t]he

confidentiality fights to this document are held by FDA, and this Court should not

disclose it to' the public without permitting FDA the opportunity to assert its

document's confidentiality."·

As evident in this order, not all documents produced pursuant to a blanket

protective order satisfy the requirements for sealing records. Lilly has failed to make

a good cause argu~ent for keeping this document sealed. Instead, lilly claims that

the FDA must assert the document's confidentiality. Lilly presents no law in support

of this claim. The FDA is not a party to this proceeding, and the Court will not rely

on hypothetical or conjectural harm to the FDA in determining whether to maintain

the confidentiality of this document. However, that being said, after reviewing the

document at issue, the Court can not conceive how disclosure of this document
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excerpts from lilly witnesses Beasely, Breier, Lechleiter, Noesges, Taurel,

Tollefson, and Wojcieszek. Lilly objects to unsealing these transcripts and

references its argument discussed in Section IILC.12. For reasons discussed in

Section III.C.12, the Court unseals Defendant Eli Lilly and Company's Deposition

Counter-Designations for Trial and attachments.

15. 02/0412008 Notice of Filing Motion In Limine to Exclude
Certain Testimony of the State's Experts Under Seal;
Brewster H. Jamieson (Attorney) on Behalf of Eli Lilly Bnd
Company

This docket entry corresponds to Defendant Eli Lilly and Company's Motion in

Limine to Exclude Certain Testimony of the 5tate's Experts. Attached to the

pleading is a document bates numbered FDACDER 2154-2168. FDACDER 2154-

. 2168 is a review and evaluation of clinical data regarding the association of atypical

antlpsychotics, Including Zyprexa, with diabetes mellitus. The FDA produced this

document to Lilly in the Zyprexa multidistrict litigation pending before Judge Jack B.

Weinstein. Under the terms of the blanket protective order issued in the multidistrict

litigation, this document was labeled confidential. Lilly argues that "[t]he

confidentiality rights to this document are held by FDA, and this Court should not

disclose it to the public without permitting FDA the opportunity to assert its

document's confidentiality... ·

As evident in this order, not all documents produced pursuant to a blanket

protective order satisfy the requirements for sealing records. Lilly has failed to make

a good cause argu~ent for keeping this document sealed. Instead, lilly claims that

the FDA must assert the document's confidentiality. Lilly presents no law in support

of this claim. The FDA is not a party to this proceeding, and the Court will not rely

on hypothetical or conjectural harm to the FDA in determining whether to maintain

the confidentiality of this document. However, that being said, after reviewing the

document at issue, the Court can not conceive how disclosure of this document
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would harm the FDA. The Court unseals Defendant Eli Lilly and Company's Motion

in Limine to Ex~lude Certain Testimony of the State's Experts and attachments.

16. 02104/2008 Notice of Filing Motion in Limine to Exclude
Evidence Relating to New York times Articles Under Seal

This docket entry corresponds to Defendant Eli Lilly and Company's Motion in

Limine to Exclude Evidence Relating to New York Times Articles. Lilly does not

oppose unsealing this pleading and attachments.

17. 02104/2008 Notice of Filing Plaintiff's Amended Trail
Deposition Designations Under Seal: Eric T. Sanders
(Attomey) on Behalf of state of Alaska (Plaintiff)

This doCket entry corresponds to Plaintiff's Amended Trial Deposition

Designations. Attached to this pleading are deposition transcripts of Lilly witnesses

Bandick, Jordan, Kinon, and Torres. Lilly objects to unsealing these transcripts and

references its argument discussed in Section III.C.12. For reasons discussed in

Section III.C.12, the Court unseals Plaintiff's Amended Trial Deposition Designations

and attachments.

18. 1/28/2008 Notice of Filing Plaintiffs Objections to
Defendant's Page/Line Designations and Exhibits Under
Seal; Eric T. Sanders (Attomey) .on behalf of State of Alaska
(Plaintiff)

This dOCket entry corresponds to Plaintiffs Counter Designations to

Defendant's Deposition Designations for Trial. Attached to this pleading are

deposition transcripts of Lilly witnesses Beasley and Tollefson. Lilly objects to

unsealing these transcripts and references its argument discussed In Section

III.C.12. For reasons discussed in Section III.C.12, the Court unseals Plaintiffs

Counter Designations to Defendant's Deposition Designations for Trial and

attachments.
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would harm the FDA. The Court unseals Defendant Eli Lilly and Company's Motion

in Limine to Exclude Certain Testimony of the State's Experts and attachments.

16. 02104/2008 Notice of Filing Motion in Limine to Exclude
Evidence Relating to New York times Articles Under Seal

This docket entry corresponds to Defendant Eli Lilly and Company's Motion in

Limine to Exclude Evidence Relating to New York Times Articles. Lilly does not

oppose unsealing this pleading and attachments.

17. 02104/2008 Notice of Filing Plaintiff's Amended Trail
Deposition Designations Under Seal: Eric T. Sanders
(Attorney) on Behalf of state of Alaska (Plaintiff)

This doCket entry corresponds to Plaintiff's Amended Trial Deposition

Designations. Attached to this pleading are deposition transcripts of Lilly witnesses

Bandick, Jordan, Kinon, and Torres. Lilly objects to unsealing these transcripts and

references its argument discussed in Section III.C.12. For reasons discussed in

Section III.C.12, the Court unseals Plaintiff's Amended Trial Deposition Designations

and attachments.

18. 1/28/2008 Notice of Filing Plaintiff's Objections to
Defendant's Page/Line Designations and Exhibits Under
Seal; Eric T. Sanders (Attomey) .on behalf of State of Alaska
(Plalntlft)

This dOCket entry corresponds to Plaintiffs Counter Designations to

Defendant's Deposition Designations for Trial. Attached to this pleading are

deposition transcripts of Lilly witnesses Beasley and Tollefson. Lilly objects to

unsealing these transcripts and references its argument discussed In Section

III.C.12. For reasons discussed in Section III.C.12, the Court unseals Plaintiffs

Counter Designations to Defendant's Deposition Designations for Trial and

attachments.
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19. 1/28/2008 Notice of Filing Plaintiff's Objections to
Defendant's Page/Line Designations and Exhibits Under
Seal; Eric T. Sanders (Attorney) on Behalf of State of Alaska
(~Ialntiff)

This docket entry corresponds to Plaintiff's Objections to Defendant's

Page/Line Designations. Attached to this pleading are deposition transcripts of Lilly

witnesses Beasley and Tollefson. Lilly object to unsealing these transcripts and

references its argument discussed in Section III.C.12. For reasons discussed in

Section III.C.12, the Court unseals Plaintiffs Objections to Defendant's Page/Line

Designations for trial and attachments.

20. 01/25/2008 Notice of Filing Supplemental Page 77 Under
Seal; Eric T. Sanders (Attorney) on behalf of State of Alaska
(Plaintiff)

This docket entry corresponds to Supplemental Page 77 to Plaintiffs Trial

Deposition Designation. This supplemental page contains excerpts of the deposition

transcript of Lilly witness Bandick. Lilly object to unsealing these transcripts and

references its argument discussed in Section III.C.12. For reasons discussed in

Section III.C.12, the Court unseals Supplemental Page 77 to Plaintiff's Trial

Deposition Designation and attachment.

21. 01/23/2008 Notice of Filing Deposition Designation Under
Seal; Brewster H. .Jamison (Attorney) on behalf of Ell Lilly
and Company

This do.cket entry corresponds to Eli Lilly and Company's Deposition

Designations for Trial, filed January 22, 2008. Attached to this pleading are

deposition transcripts of Lilly witnesses Beasley and Tollefson. Lilly objects to

unsealing these transcripts and references Its argument discussed in Section

III.C.12. For reasons discussed in Section III.C.12, the Court unseals Defendant Ell

Lilly and Company's Deposition Designations for Trail and attachments.
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19. 1/28/2008 Notice of Filing Plaintiff's Objections to
Defendant's Page/Line Designations and EXhibits Under
Seal; Eric T. Sanders (Attorney) on Behalf of State of Alaska
(~Ialntiff)

This docket entry corresponds to Plaintiff's Objections to Defendant's

Page/Line Designations. Attached to this pleading are deposition transcripts of Lilly

witnesses Beasley and Tollefson. Lilly object to unsealing these transcripts and

references its argument discussed in Section III.C.12. For reasons discussed in

Section III.C.12, the Court unseals Plaintiffs Objections to Defendant's Page/Line

Designations for trial and attachments.

20. 01/25/2008 Notice of Filing Supplemental Page 77 Under
Seal; Eric T. Sanders (Attorney) on behalf of State of Alaska
(Plaintiff)

This docket entry corresponds to Supplemental Page 77 to Plaintiffs Trial

Deposition Designation. This supplemental page contains excerpts of the deposition

transcript of Lilly witness Bandick. Lilly object to unsealing these transcripts and

references its argument discussed in Section III.C.12. For reasons discussed in

Section III.C.12, the Court unseals Supplemental Page 77 to Plaintiff's Trial

Deposition Designation and attachment.

21. 01/23/2008 Notice of Filing Deposition Designation Under
Seal; Brewster H. .Jamison (Attorney) on behalf of Ell Lilly
and Company

This do.cket entry corresponds to Eli Lilly and Company's Deposition

Designations for Trial, filed January 22, 2008. Attached to this pleading are

deposition transcripts of Lilly witnesses Beasley and Tollefson. Lilly objects to

unsealing these transcripts and references Its argument discussed in Section

III.C.12. For reasons discussed in Section III.C.12, the Court unseals Defendant Ell

Lilly and Company's Deposition Designations for Trail and attachments.
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22. 01/2212008 Notice of Filing Pleadings Under Seal; Eric T.
Sanders (Attomey) on behalf of State of Alaska (Plaintiff)

This docket entry corresponds to Plaintiff's Trial Deposition Designations.

Attached to this pleading are deposition transcripts of Lilly witness Jerry Clewell,

Kenneth Kwong, M.D., Susan Schuler, Michelle Sharp, and Sidney Taurel. Lilly

notes that the State withdrew these witnesses between submitting this original

deposition designation and its final designation. Also attached are deposition

transcripts from Bandick, Beasely, Breier, Jordan, Kinon, Lechleither, Neosges,

Tollefson, Torres, and WoJcleszek. Lilly reasserts Its argument discussed in Section

III.C.12 in objecting to unsealing this pleading. For reasons dIscussed In Section

III.C.12, the Court unseals Plaintiffs Trial Deposition Designations and attachments.

23. 12/20/2007 Notice of Filing Pleadings and Exhibits Under
Seal, Re: Defendant's Motion to Compel Discovery; Eric T.
Sanders (Attorney) on behalf of State of Alaska (Plaintiff)

This docket entry corresponds to Plaintiff's Response to Defendant's Motion

to Compel Discovery. Attached to this pleading is an excerpt from Plaintiff's Zyprexa

Backgrounder,51 confidentially filed around May 25, 2007, which includes block

quotations from a confidential Lilly document, Plaintiff's Ex. No. 3909. Lilly objects

to unsealing this pleading without first redacting content in the excerpt from

. Plaintiff's Zyprexa Backgrounder regarding Plaintiff's Ex. No. 3909. Lilly says that

Plaintiff's Ex. No. 3909 is a draft letter to healthcare professionals which was not

available ol,ltside of the company nor Widely disseminated within the company and

51 On or about May 25, 2008, the State filed, under seal, a pleading titled "Plaintiff's
Reply to Eli Lilly's Response to Plaintiff's Motion Concerning Claims and Proofs" and
a pleading titled "Plaintiff's Zyprexa Backgrounder." Due to error on behalf of Alaska
Court System, these pleadings were not docketed or file stamped and copies of the
notices of filing under seal were not included in the case file. This error has been
remedied. The confidentiality of these pleadings has not been challenged, so the
Court will not unseal these pleadings at this time.
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22. 01/2212008 Notice of Filing Pleadings Under Seal; Eric T.
Sanders (Attomey) on behalf of State of Alaska (Plaintiff)

This docket entry corresponds to Plaintiff's Trial Deposition Designations.

Attached to this pleading are deposition transcripts of Lilly witness Jerry Clewell,

Kenneth Kwong, M.D., Susan Schuler, Michelle Sharp, and Sidney Taurel. Lilly

notes that the State withdrew these witnesses between submitting this original

deposition designation and its final designation. Also attached are deposition

transcripts from Bandick, Beasely, Breier, Jordan, Kinon, Lechleither, Neosges,

Tollefson, Torres, and WoJcleszek. Lilly reasserts Its argument discussed in Section

III.C.12 in objecting to unsealing this pleading. For reasons dIscussed In Section

III.C.12, the Court unseals Plaintiffs Trial Deposition Designations and attachments.

23. 12/20/2007 Notice of Filing Pleadings and Exhibits Under
Seal, Re: Defendant's Motion to Compel Discovery; Eric T.
Sanders (Attorney) on behalf of State of Alaska (Plaintiff)

This docket entry corresponds to Plaintiff's Response to Defendant's Motion

to Compel Discovery. Attached to this pleading is an excerpt from Plaintiff's Zyprexa

Backgrounder,51 confidentially filed around May 25, 2007, which includes block

quotations from a confidential Lilly document, Plaintiff's Ex. No. 3909. Lilly objects

to unsealing this pleading without first redacting content in the excerpt from

. Plaintiff's Zyprexa Backgrounder regarding Plaintiff's Ex. No. 3909. Lilly says that

Plaintiff's Ex. No. 3909 is a draft letter to healthcare professionals which was not

available ol,ltside of the company nor Widely disseminated within the company and

51 On or about May 25, 2008, the State filed, under seal, a pleading titled "Plaintiff's
Reply to Eli Lilly's Response to Plaintiff's Motion Concerning Claims and Proofs" and
a pleading titled "Plaintiff's Zyprexa Backgrounder." Due to error on behalf of Alaska
Court System, these pleadings were not docketed or file stamped and copies of the
notices of filing under seal were not included in the case file. This error has been
remedied. The confidentiality of these pleadings has not been challenged, so the
Court will not unseal these pleadings at this time.
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argues that "Lilly would be at a severe competitive disadvantage if this document

w[as] released because draft documents give competitors insight into Lilly's clinical

analysis and thought process." Lilly cites the Hoffman declaration in support.

Plaintiff's Ex. No. 3909 is not a draft letter to healthcare professionals. It is a

May 2003 email from Alan Breier to Lilly's "Zyprexa leadership" answering "8 of the

most pointed questions" on the important issue of hyperglycemia. In the email

Breier writes "[p]lease feel free to forward as you deem appropriate." Lilly has failed

to show good cause for keeping this document sealed. The Court unseals Plaintiff's

Response to Defendant's Motion to Compel Discovery and attachments.

D. Dispositive Pleadings

Bloomberg requests the Court unseal two sealed nondispositive pleadings.

Ully objects to unsealing these documents because the information contained in the

documents constitutes trade secrets and other confidential information and

disclosure would create a competitive disadvantage to Lilly.

A party seeking to seal dispositive pleadings bears the burden of overcoming

the strong presumption favoring pUblic access. The party must articulate compelling

reasons, supported by specific factual findings, that outweigh the general history of

access and the pUblic policies favoring disclosure.52 "In general, 'compelling

reasons' sufficient to outweigh the pUblic's interest in disclosure and justify sealing

court records exist when such 'court files might have become a vehicle for improper

purposes,' such as the use of records to gratify private spite, promote public

scandal, circulate libelous statements, or release trade secrets.',53 The 3rd Circuit as

"expressly recognized that courts may deny access to judicial records . . . where

they are sources of business information that might harm a Iitiganfs competitive

52 Kamakana, 447 P.3d at 1176.
53 .!fL at 1179.
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argues that "Lilly would be at a severe competitive disadvantage if this document

w[as] released because draft documents give competitors insight into Lilly's clinical

analysis and thought process." Lilly cites the Hoffman declaration in support.

Plaintiff's Ex. No. 3909 is not a draft letter to healthcare professionals. It is a

May 2003 email from Alan Breier to Lilly's "Zyprexa leadership" answering "8 of the

most pointed questions" on the important issue of hyperglycemia. In the email

Breier writes "[p]lease feel free to forward as you deem appropriate." Lilly has failed

to show good cause for keeping this document sealed. The Court unseals Plaintiff's

Response to Defendant's Motion to Compel Discovery and attachments.

D. Dispositive Pleadings

Bloomberg requests the Court unseal two sealed nondispositive pleadings.

Ully objects to unsealing these documents because the information contained in the

documents constitutes trade secrets and other confidential information and

disclosure would create a competitive disadvantage to Lilly.

A party seeking to seal dispositive pleadings bears the burden of overcoming

the strong presumption favoring public access. The party must articulate compelling

reasons, supported by specific factual findings, that outweigh the general history of

access and the public policies favoring disclosure.52 "In general, 'compelling

reasons' sufficient to outweigh the pUblic's interest in disclosure and justify sealing

court records exist when such 'court files might have become a vehicle for improper

purposes,' such as the use of records to gratify private spite, promote public

scandal, circulate libelous statements, or release trade secrets. ,,53 The 3rd Circuit as

"expressly reCOgnized that courts may deny access to judicial records . . . where

they are sources of business information that might harm a litigant's competitive
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standing.,,54 Under this standard, a court "must weigh relevant factors, base its

decision on a compelling reason, and articulate the factual basis for its ruling without

relying on hypothesis or conjecture."55

To determine If "compelling reasons" exist for sealing dispositive pleadings,

the Court has conducted an in camera review of all documents Bloomberg requests

the Court release. The following is the Court's analysis of these pleadings labeled

according to the court system's docket and the parties' briefing.

1. 01/25/2008 Notice of Filing Supplemental Exhibits In
Opposition to Lilly's Motion for Summary Judgment Under
Seal

This docket entry corresponds to Plaintiff's Notice of Filing Supplemental

Exhibits In Opposition to Lilly's Motion for Summary Judgment. Lilly objects to

unsealing Exhibit 12, which Lilly refers to as Plaintiff's Ex. Nos. 10098 and 10099.

Lilly says these exhibits are excerpts from Lilly sales representative "call notes,"

which are rough notes concerning sales representative discussions with physicians.

Lilly claims that "[c]ompetitors could use the call notes to approximate what

concerns Lilly's customers - doctors - share with Lilly about its products as well as

its competitor's products" and that "call notes could be used like market research,

costing Lilly the time, expense, and good will it has expended to compile this

information." Lilly cites the Hoffman declaration's general discussion regarding

competitive intelligence gather in the pharmaceutical Industry.

Lilly fails to present facts that support its contention that disclosure of these

calls. notes will cause harm. Lilly does not reference specific call notes that

constitute confidential market research or that would cause competitive

disadvantage. Further, the call notes, generated in 2002 and 2003, pertain to issues

54 Republic of Philippines v. Westinghouse Elec. Corp., 949 F.2d 653, 662 (3rd Cir.
1991) (internal quotations omitted).
55 Pintos v. Pacific Creditors Ass'n, 504 F.3d 792, 802 (9th elr. 2007) (Internal
citations and quotation omitted).
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standing.,,54 Under this standard, a court "must weigh relevant factors, base its

decision on a compelling reason, and articulate the factual basis for its ruling without

relying on hypothesis or conjecture.',55

To determine If "compelling reasons" exist for sealing dispositive pleadings,

the Court has conducted an in camera review of all documents Bloomberg requests

the Court release. The following is the Court's analysis of these pleadings labeled

according to the court system's docket and the parties' briefing.

1. 01/25/2008 Notice of Filing Supplemental Exhibits In
Opposition to Lilly's Motion for Summary JUdgment Under
Seal

This docket entry corresponds to Plaintiff's Notice of Filing Supplemental

Exhibits In Opposition to Lilly's Motion for Summary Judgment. Lilly objects to

unsealing Exhibit 12, which Lilly refers to as Plaintiff's Ex. Nos. 10098 and 10099.

Lilly says these exhibits are excerpts from Lilly sales representative "call notes,"

which are rough notes concerning sales representative discussions with physicians.

Lilly claims that "[c]ompetitors could use the call notes to approximate what

concerns Lilly's customers - doctors - share with Lilly about its products as well as

its competitor's products" and that "call notes could be used like market research,

costing Lilly the time, expense, and good will it has expended to compile this

information.n Lilly cites the Hoffman declaration's general discussion regarding

competitive intelligence gather in the pharmaceutical Industry.

Lilly fails to present facts that support its contention that disclosure of these

calls, notes will cause harm. Lilly does not reference specific call notes that

constitute confidential market research or that would cause competitive

disadvantage. Further, the call notes, generated in 2002 and 2003, pertain to issues

54 Republic of Philjopines v. Westinghouse Elec. Corp., 949 F.2d 653, 662 (3rd Cir.
1991) (internal quotations omitted).
55 Pintos v. Pacific Creditors Ass'n, 504 F.3d 792, 802 (9th Cir. 2007) (Internal
citations and quotation omitted).
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extensively discussed at trial. Lilly's cursory, conclusory statements are inadequate

to support a finding that harm will result from disclosure of these f1ve-year-old call

notes. The Court unseals these supplemental exhibits.

2. 01/08/2008 Notice of Filing Pleadings Under Seal; Attomey:
Orlansky, Susan C.

This docket entry corresponds to State of Alaska's Opposition to Lilly's Motion

for Summary Judgment. Lilly objects to unsealing excerpts of the Robin Wojcieszk

deposition attached to the pleading. Lilly states that the deposition excerpts "contain

references to confidential communications between Lilly and the FDA, as well as

internal communications with Lilly's sales force.n

Regarding the communications between Lilly and the FDA, Lilly offers no

basis beyond general reference to the Franson declaration for why these

communications must remain confidential. The arguments advanced by Lilly to

prevent disclosure of the communications do not establish compelling reasons for

keeping the excerpts under seal. Furthermore, lilly does not attempt to show why

harm to Lilly outweighs the public interest in disclosure. The Court unseals State of

Alaska's Opposition to lilly's Motion for Summary Judgment and attachments.

IV. Conclusion

Bloomberg's motion to unseal records Is granted according to the discussion

above.

DATED at Anchorage, Alaska, this 13th day of June 2008.

k~
MARK RINDNER ""------
Superior Court Judge

I certify that on June 13, 2008 a copy was mailed to:
Eric Sa ers Br w ter mieson, Jon Dawson
____~~~~~-~~ C4r'-.,
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January 30, 2008

Lilly in Settlement Talks With U.S. 

By ALEX BERENSON 

Eli Lilly and federal prosecutors are discussing a settlement of a civil and criminal investigation into the company’s 

marketing of the antipsychotic drug Zyprexa that could result in Lilly’s paying more than $1 billion to federal and 

state governments.

If a deal is reached, the fine would be the largest ever paid by a drug company for breaking the federal laws that 

govern how drug makers can promote their medicines.

Several people involved in the investigation confirmed the settlement discussions. They insisted on anonymity 

because they have not been authorized to talk about the negotiations.

Zyprexa has serious side effects and is approved only to treat people with schizophrenia and severe bipolar disorder. 

But documents from Lilly show that between 2000 and 2003, Lilly encouraged doctors to prescribe Zyprexa to people 

with age-related dementia, as well as people with mild bipolar disorder who had previously been diagnosed only as 

depressed.

Although doctors can prescribe drugs for any use once they are on the market, it is illegal for drug makers to promote 

their medicines any uses not formally approved by the Food and Drug Administration.  

Lilly may also plead guilty to a misdemeanor criminal charge as part of the agreement, the people involved with the 

investigation said. But the company would be allowed to keep selling Zyprexa to Medicare and Medicaid, the 

government programs that are the biggest customers for the drug. Zyprexa is Lilly’s most profitable product and 

among the world’s best-selling medicines, with 2007 sales of $4.8 billion, about half in the United States. 

Lilly would neither confirm nor deny the settlement talks. 

“We have been and are continuing to cooperate in state and federal investigations related to Zyprexa, including 

providing a broad range of documents and information,” Lilly said in a statement Wednesday afternoon. “As part of 

that cooperation we regularly have discussions with the government. However, we have no intention of sharing those 

discussions with the news media and it would be speculative and irresponsible for anyone to do so.” 

Lilly also said that it had always followed state and federal laws when promoting Zyprexa.

The Lilly fine would be distributed among federal and state governments, which spend about $1.5 billion on Zyprexa 

each year through Medicare and Medicaid.

The fine would be in addition to $1.2 billion that Lilly has already paid to settle 30,000 lawsuits from people who claim 

that Zyprexa caused them to suffer diabetes or other diseases. Zyprexa can cause severe weight gain in many patients 

and has been linked to diabetes by the American Diabetes Association.

http://psychrights.org/Articles/NYTimes080130LillyInTalksWithGummint.htm
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Prescriptions for Zyprexa have skidded since 2003 over concerns about those side effects. But the drug continues to 

be widely used, especially among severely mentally ill patients. Many psychiatrists say that it works better than other 

medicines at calming patients who are psychotic and hallucinating. About four million Zyprexa prescriptions were 

written in the United States last year.

Federal prosecutors in Philadelphia are leading the settlement talks for the government, in consultation with the 

Department of Justice headquarters in Washington. State attorneys general’s offices are also involved. Lawyers at 

Pepper Hamilton, a firm based in Philadelphia, and Sidley Austin, a firm based in Chicago, are negotiating for Lilly.

Nina Gussack, who is representing Lilly at Pepper Hamilton, said she could not comment on the case. Joseph 

Trautwein, an assistant United States attorney in the Eastern District of Pennsylvania, also declined to comment. 

While a settlement has not been concluded and the negotiations could collapse, both sides want to reach an agreement, 

according to the people involved in the investigation. Besides the escalating pressure of the federal criminal inquiry, 

Lilly faces a civil trial scheduled for March in Anchorage, Alaska, in a lawsuit brought by the state of Alaska to recover 

money the state has spent on Zyprexa prescriptions. A loss in that lawsuit would damage Lilly’s bargaining position in 

the Philadelphia talks.

While expensive for Lilly, the settlement would end a four-year federal investigation and remove a cloud over 

Zyprexa. While Zyprexa prescriptions are falling, its overall dollar volume of sales is rising because Lilly has raised 

Zyprexa’s price about 40 percent since 2003. 

Federal prosecutors have been investigating Lilly for its marketing of Zyprexa since 2004, and state attorneys general 

since 2005. The people involved in the investigations said the inquiries gained momentum after December 2006, 

when The New York Times published articles describing Lilly’s multiyear efforts to play down Zyprexa’s side effects 

and to promote the drug for conditions other than schizophrenia and severe bipolar disorder — a practice called off-

label marketing.

Internal Lilly marketing documents and e-mail messages showed that Lilly wanted to convince doctors to prescribe 

Zyprexa for patients with age-related dementia or relatively mild bipolar disorder. 

In one document, an unidentified Lilly marketing executive wrote that primary care doctors “do treat dementia” but 

leave schizophrenia and bipolar disorder to psychiatrists. As a result, “dementia should be first message” to primary-

care doctors, according to the document, which appears to be part of a larger marketing presentation but is not 

marked more specifically. Later, the same document says that some primary care doctors “might prescribe outside of 

label.” 

In late 2000, Lilly began a marketing campaign called Viva Zyprexa and told its sales representatives to suggest that 

doctors prescribe Zyprexa to older patients with symptoms of dementia. 

The documents were under federal court seal when The Times published the articles, and Judge Jack B. Weinstein of 

Federal District Court in Brooklyn rebuked The Times for publishing them. 

The settlement negotiations in Philadelphia began several months ago, according to the people involved in the 

investigation.

Last fall, the two sides were close to a deal in which Lilly would have paid less than $1 billion to settle the case, which 

at the time consisted only of a civil complaint.
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Then Justice Department lawyers in Washington pressed for a grand jury investigation to examine whether Lilly 

should be charged criminally for its promotional activities, according to the people involved in the negotiations. A few 

days ago, facing the possibility of both civil and criminal charges, Lilly opened new discussions with the prosecutors in 

Philadelphia. 
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January 31, 2008

Lilly Considers $1 Billion Fine To Settle Case
By ALEX BERENSON

Eli Lilly and federal prosecutors are discussing a settlement of a civil and criminal investigation into the company's marketing of the
antipsychotic drug Zyprexa that could result in Lilly's paying more than $1 billion to federal and state governments.

If a deal is reached, the fine would be the largest ever paid by a drug company for breaking the federal laws that govern how drug
makers can promote their medicines.

Several people involved in the investigation confirmed the settlement discussions, which began last year and took on new urgency this
month. The people insisted on anonymity because they have not been authorized to talk about the negotiations.

Zyprexa has serious side effects and is approved only to treat people with schizophrenia and severe bipolar disorder. But documents
from Eli Lilly show that from 2000 to 2003 the company encouraged doctors to prescribe Zyprexa to people with age-related dementia,
as well as people with mild bipolar disorder who had previously had a diagnosis of depression.

Although doctors can prescribe drugs for any use once they are on the market, it is illegal for drug makers to promote their medicines
for any uses not formally approved by the Food and Drug Administration.

Lilly may also plead guilty to a misdemeanor criminal charge as part of the agreement, the people involved with the investigation said.
But the company would be allowed to keep selling Zyprexa to Medicare and Medicaid, the government programs that are the biggest
customers of the drug.

Zyprexa is Lilly's most profitable product and among the world's best-selling medicines, with 2007 sales of $4.8 billion, about half in the
United States.

Lilly would neither confirm nor deny the settlement talks.

''We have been and are continuing to cooperate in state and federal investigations related to Zyprexa, including providing a broad range
of documents and information,'' Lilly said in a statement Wednesday afternoon. ''As part of that cooperation we regularly have
discussions with the government. However, we have no intention of sharing those discussions with the news media and it would be
speculative and irresponsible for anyone to do so.''

Lilly also said that it had always followed state and federal laws when promoting Zyprexa.

The Lilly fine would be distributed among federal and state governments, which spend about $1.5 billion on Zyprexa each year through
Medicare and Medicaid.

The fine would be in addition to $1.2 billion that Lilly has already paid to settle 30,000 lawsuits from people who claim that Zyprexa
caused them to develop diabetes or other diseases. Zyprexa can cause severe weight gain in many patients and has been linked to
diabetes by the American Diabetes Association.

Prescriptions for Zyprexa have skidded since 2003 over concerns about those side effects. But the drug continues to be widely used,
especially among severely mentally ill patients. Many psychiatrists say that it works better than other medicines at calming patients
who are psychotic and hallucinating. About four million Zyprexa prescriptions were written in the United States last year.

Federal prosecutors in Philadelphia are leading the settlement talks for the government, in consultation with the Justice Department in
Washington. State attorneys general's offices are also involved. Lawyers at Pepper Hamilton, a firm based in Philadelphia, and Sidley
Austin, a firm based in Chicago, are negotiating for Lilly.

Nina Gussack, a lawyer at Pepper Hamilton who is representing Lilly, said she could not comment on the case. Joseph Trautwein, an
assistant United States attorney for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania, also declined to comment.

While a settlement has not been concluded and the negotiations could collapse, both sides want to reach an agreement, according to the
people involved in the investigation.

Besides the escalating pressure of the federal criminal inquiry, Lilly faces a civil trial scheduled for March in Anchorage, in a lawsuit
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brought by the state of Alaska to recover money the state has spent on Zyprexa prescriptions. A loss in that lawsuit would damage
Lilly's bargaining position in the Philadelphia talks.

While expensive for Lilly, the settlement would end a four-year federal investigation and remove a cloud over Zyprexa. While Zyprexa
prescriptions are falling, its dollar volume of sales is rising because Lilly has raised Zyprexa's price about 40 percent since 2003.

Federal prosecutors have been investigating Lilly for its marketing of Zyprexa since 2004, and state attorneys general have been doing
so since 2005. The people involved in the investigations said the inquiries gained momentum after December 2006, when The New
York Times published articles describing Lilly's years-long efforts to play down Zyprexa's side effects and to promote the drug for
conditions other than schizophrenia and severe bipolar disorder -- a practice called off-label marketing.

Internal Lilly marketing documents and e-mail messages showed that Lilly wanted to persuade doctors to prescribe Zyprexa for
patients with age-related dementia or relatively mild bipolar disorder.

In one document, an unidentified Lilly marketing executive wrote that primary care doctors ''do treat dementia'' but leave schizophrenia
and bipolar disorder to psychiatrists. As a result, sales representatives should discuss dementia with primary care doctors, according to
the document, which appears to be part of a larger marketing presentation but is not marked more specifically. Later, the same
document says that some primary care doctors ''might prescribe outside of label.''

In late 2000, Lilly began a marketing campaign called Viva Zyprexa and told sales representatives to suggest that doctors prescribe
Zyprexa to older patients with symptoms of dementia.

The documents were under federal court seal when The Times published the articles, and Judge Jack B. Weinstein of United States
District Court in Brooklyn rebuked The Times for publishing them.

The settlement negotiations in Philadelphia began several months ago, according to the people involved in the investigation.

Last fall, the two sides were close to a deal in which Lilly would have paid less than $1 billion to settle the case, which at the time
consisted only of a civil complaint.

Then Justice Department lawyers in Washington pressed for a grand jury investigation to examine whether Lilly should be charged
criminally for its promotional activities, according to the people involved in the negotiations. A few days ago, facing the possibility of
both civil and criminal charges, Lilly opened new discussions with the prosecutors in Philadelphia.
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January 31, 2008

Lilly Considers $1 Billion Fine to Settle Case

By ALEX BERENSON

Eli Lilly and federal prosecutors are discussing a settlement of a civil and criminal investigation into the

company’s marketing of the antipsychotic drug Zyprexa that could result in Lilly’s paying more than $1

billion to federal and state governments.

If a deal is reached, the fine would be the largest ever paid by a drug company for breaking the federal laws

that govern how drug makers can promote their medicines.

Several people involved in the investigation confirmed the settlement discussions, which began last year and

took on new urgency this month. The people insisted on anonymity because they have not been authorized 

to talk about the negotiations.

Zyprexa has serious side effects and is approved only to treat people with schizophrenia and severe bipolar 

disorder. But documents from Eli Lilly show that from 2000 to 2003 the company encouraged doctors to 

prescribe Zyprexa to people with age-related dementia, as well as people with mild bipolar disorder who had

previously had a diagnosis of depression.

Although doctors can prescribe drugs for any use once they are on the market, it is illegal for drug makers to 

promote their medicines for any uses not formally approved by the Food and Drug Administration.

Lilly may also plead guilty to a misdemeanor criminal charge as part of the agreement, the people involved 

with the investigation said. But the company would be allowed to keep selling Zyprexa to Medicare and 

Medicaid, the government programs that are the biggest customers of the drug.

Zyprexa is Lilly’s most profitable product and among the world’s best-selling medicines, with 2007 sales of

$4.8 billion, about half in the United States.

Lilly would neither confirm nor deny the settlement talks. 

“We have been and are continuing to cooperate in state and federal investigations related to Zyprexa,

including providing a broad range of documents and information,” Lilly said in a statement Wednesday

afternoon. “As part of that cooperation we regularly have discussions with the government. However, we

have no intention of sharing those discussions with the news media and it would be speculative and

irresponsible for anyone to do so.”

Lilly also said that it had always followed state and federal laws when promoting Zyprexa.

The Lilly fine would be distributed among federal and state governments, which spend about $1.5 billion on 

Zyprexa each year through Medicare and Medicaid.
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The fine would be in addition to $1.2 billion that Lilly has already paid to settle 30,000 lawsuits from people 

who claim that Zyprexa caused them to develop diabetes or other diseases. Zyprexa can cause severe weight 

gain in many patients and has been linked to diabetes by the American Diabetes Association.

Prescriptions for Zyprexa have skidded since 2003 over concerns about those side effects. But the drug 

continues to be widely used, especially among severely mentally ill patients. Many psychiatrists say that it 

works better than other medicines at calming patients who are psychotic and hallucinating. About four 

million Zyprexa prescriptions were written in the United States last year.

Federal prosecutors in Philadelphia are leading the settlement talks for the government, in consultation with

the Justice Department in Washington. State attorneys general’s offices are also involved. Lawyers at Pepper

Hamilton, a firm based in Philadelphia, and Sidley Austin, a firm based in Chicago, are negotiating for Lilly.

Nina Gussack, a lawyer at Pepper Hamilton who is representing Lilly, said she could not comment on the 

case. Joseph Trautwein, an assistant United States attorney for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania, also 

declined to comment. 

While a settlement has not been concluded and the negotiations could collapse, both sides want to reach an 

agreement, according to the people involved in the investigation. 

Besides the escalating pressure of the federal criminal inquiry, Lilly faces a civil trial scheduled for March in

Anchorage, in a lawsuit brought by the state of Alaska to recover money the state has spent on Zyprexa

prescriptions. A loss in that lawsuit would damage Lilly’s bargaining position in the Philadelphia talks.

While expensive for Lilly, the settlement would end a four-year federal investigation and remove a cloud

over Zyprexa. While Zyprexa prescriptions are falling, its dollar volume of sales is rising because Lilly has

raised Zyprexa’s price about 40 percent since 2003.

Federal prosecutors have been investigating Lilly for its marketing of Zyprexa since 2004, and state

attorneys general have been doing so since 2005. The people involved in the investigations said the inquiries

gained momentum after December 2006, when The New York Times published articles describing Lilly’s

years-long efforts to play down Zyprexa’s side effects and to promote the drug for conditions other than

schizophrenia and severe bipolar disorder — a practice called off-label marketing.

Internal Lilly marketing documents and e-mail messages showed that Lilly wanted to persuade doctors to 

prescribe Zyprexa for patients with age-related dementia or relatively mild bipolar disorder.

In one document, an unidentified Lilly marketing executive wrote that primary care doctors “do treat

dementia” but leave schizophrenia and bipolar disorder to psychiatrists. As a result, sales representatives

should discuss dementia with primary care doctors, according to the document, which appears to be part of

a larger marketing presentation but is not marked more specifically. Later, the same document says that

some primary care doctors “might prescribe outside of label.”

In late 2000, Lilly began a marketing campaign called Viva Zyprexa and told sales representatives to suggest

that doctors prescribe Zyprexa to older patients with symptoms of dementia. 

The documents were under federal court seal when The Times published the articles, and Judge Jack B. 
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Weinstein of United States District Court in Brooklyn rebuked The Times for publishing them. 

The settlement negotiations in Philadelphia began several months ago, according to the people involved in 

the investigation.

Last fall, the two sides were close to a deal in which Lilly would have paid less than $1 billion to settle the 

case, which at the time consisted only of a civil complaint.

Then Justice Department lawyers in Washington pressed for a grand jury investigation to examine whether

Lilly should be charged criminally for its promotional activities, according to the people involved in the 

negotiations. A few days ago, facing the possibility of both civil and criminal charges, Lilly opened new

discussions with the prosecutors in Philadelphia. 
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Eli Lilly and Company Agrees to Pay $1.415 Billion to Resolve Allegations
of Off-label Promotion of Zyprexa

$515 Million Criminal Fine Is Largest Individual Corporate Criminal Fine in History; Civil
Settlement up to $800 Million

American pharmaceutical giant Eli Lilly and Company today agreed to plead guilty and pay $1.415 billion for
promoting its drug Zyprexa for uses not approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA), the Department of
Justice announced today. This resolution includes a criminal fine of $515 million, the largest ever in a health care
case, and the largest criminal fine for an individual corporation ever imposed in a United States criminal
prosecution of any kind. Eli Lilly will also pay up to $800 million in a civil settlement with the federal government
and the states.

Eli Lilly agreed to enter a global resolution with the United States to resolve criminal and civil allegations that
it promoted its antipsychotic drug Zyprexa for uses not approved by the FDA, the Department said. Such
unapproved uses are also known as "off-label" uses because they are not included in the drug’s FDA approved
product label.

Assistant Attorney General for the Civil Division Gregory G. Katsas and acting U.S. Attorney for the Eastern
District of Pennsylvania Laurie Magid today announced the filing of a criminal information against Eli Lilly for
promoting Zyprexa for uses not approved by the FDA. Eli Lilly, headquartered in Indianapolis, is charged in the
information with promoting Zyprexa for such off-label or unapproved uses as treatment for dementia, including
Alzheimer’s dementia, in elderly people.

The company has signed a plea agreement admitting its guilt to a misdemeanor criminal charge. Eli Lilly also
signed a civil settlement to resolve civil claims that by marketing Zyprexa for unapproved uses, it caused false
claims for payment to be submitted to federal insurance programs such as Medicaid, TRICARE and the Federal
Employee Health Benefits Program, none of which provided coverage for such off-label uses.

The plea agreement provides that Eli Lilly will pay a criminal fine of $515 million and forfeit assets of $100
million. The civil settlement agreement provides that Eli Lilly will pay up to an additional $800 million to the federal
government and the states to resolve civil allegations originally brought in four separate lawsuits under the qui
tam provisions of the federal False Claims Act. The federal share of the civil settlement amount is $438 million.
Under the terms of the civil settlement, Eli Lilly will pay up to $361 million to those states that opt to participate in
the agreement.

Under the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act (FDCA), a company must specify the intended uses of a product in
its new drug application to the FDA. Before approving a drug, the FDA must determine that the drug is safe and
effective for the use proposed by the company. Once approved, the drug may not be marketed or promoted for
off-label uses.

The FDA originally approved Zyprexa, also known by the chemical name olanzapine, in Sept. 1996 for the
treatment of manifestations of psychotic disorders. In March 2000, FDA approved Zyprexa for the short-term
treatment of acute manic episodes associated with Bipolar I Disorder. In Nov. 2000, FDA approved Zyprexa for
the short term treatment of schizophrenia in place of the management of the manifestations of psychotic
disorders. Also in Nov. 2000, FDA approved Zyprexa for maintaining treatment response in schizophrenic patients
who had been stable for approximately eight weeks and were then followed for a period of up to eight months.
Zyprexa has never been approved for the treatment of dementia or Alzheimer’s dementia.
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The criminal information, filed in the Eastern District of Pennsylvania, alleges that from Sept. 1999 through at
least Nov. 2003, Eli Lilly promoted Zyprexa for the treatment of agitation, aggression, hostility, dementia,
Alzheimer’s dementia, depression and generalized sleep disorder. The information alleges that Eli Lilly’s
management created marketing materials promoting Zyprexa for off-label uses, trained its sales force to disregard
the law and directed its sales personnel to promote Zyprexa for off-label uses.

The information alleges that beginning in 1999, Eli Lilly expended significant resources to promote Zyprexa in
nursing homes and assisted-living facilities, primarily through its long-term care sales force. Eli Lilly sought to
convince doctors to prescribe Zyprexa to treat patients with disorders such as dementia, Alzheimer’s dementia,
depression, anxiety, and sleep problems, and behavioral symptoms such as agitation, aggression, and hostility.

The information further alleges that the FDA never approved Zyprexa for the treatment of dementia,
Alzheimer's dementia, psychosis associated with Alzheimer's disease, or the cognitive deficits associated with
dementia.

The information also alleges that building on its unlawful promotion and success in the long-term care market,
Eli Lilly executives decided to market Zyprexa to primary-care physicians. In Oct. 2000, Eli Lilly began this
off-label marketing campaign targeting primary care physicians, even though the company knew that there was
virtually no approved use for Zyprexa in the primary-care market. Eli Lilly trained its primary-care physician sales
representatives to promote Zyprexa by focusing on symptoms, rather than Zyprexa’s FDA approved indications.

The qui tam lawsuits alleged that between Sept. 1999 and the end of 2005, Eli Lilly promoted Zyprexa for use
in patients of all ages and for the treatment of anxiety, irritability, depression, nausea, Alzheimer’s and other mood
disorders. The qui tam lawsuits also alleged that the company funded continuing medical education programs,
through millions of dollars in grants, to promote off-label uses of its drugs, in violation of the FDA’s requirements.

"Off-label promotion of pharmaceutical drugs is a serious crime because it undermines the FDA’s role in
protecting the American public by determining that a drug is safe and effective for a particular use before it is
marketed," said Gregory G. Katsas, Assistant Attorney General for the Civil Division. "This settlement
demonstrates the Department’s ongoing diligence in prosecuting cases involving violations of the Food, Drug, and
Cosmetic Act, and recovering taxpayer dollars used to pay for drugs sold as a result of off-label marketing
campaigns."

"When pharmaceutical companies ignore the government’s process for protecting the public, they undermine
the integrity of the doctor-patient relationship and place innocent people in harm’s way," said acting U.S. Attorney
for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania, Laurie Magid. "Off-label marketing created unnecessary risks for
patients. People have an absolute right to their doctor’s medical expertise, and to know that their health care
provider’s judgment has not be clouded by misinformation from a company trying to build its bottom line."

The global resolution includes the following agreements:

A plea agreement signed by Eli Lilly admitting guilt to the criminal charge of misbranding. Specifically, Eli
Lilly admits that between Sept. 1999 and March 31, 2001, the company promoted Zyprexa in elderly
populations as treatment for dementia, including Alzheimer’s dementia. Eli Lilly has agreed to pay a $515
million criminal fine and to forfeit an additional $100 million in assets.
A civil settlement between Eli Lilly, the United States and various States, in which Eli Lilly will pay up to
$800 million to the federal government and the states to resolve False Claims Act claims and related state
claims by Medicaid and other federal programs and agencies including TRICARE, the Federal Employees
Health Benefits Program, Department of Veterans Affairs, Bureau of Prisons and the Public Health Service
Entities. The federal government will receive $438,171,544 from the civil settlement. The state Medicaid
programs and the District of Columbia will share up to $361,828,456 of the civil settlement, depending on
the number of states that participate in the settlement.
The qui tam relators will receive $78,870,877 from the federal share of the settlement amount.
A Corporate Integrity Agreement (CIA) between Eli Lilly and the Office of Inspector General of the
Department of Health and Human Services. The five-year CIA requires, among other things, that a Board of
Directors committee annually review the company’s compliance program and certify its effectiveness; that
certain managers annually certify that their departments or functional areas are compliant; that Eli Lilly
send doctors a letter notifying them about the global settlement; and that the company post on its website
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information about payments to doctors, such as honoraria, travel or lodging. Eli Lilly is subject to exclusion
from Federal health care programs, including Medicare and Medicaid, for a material breach of the CIA and
subject to monetary penalties for less significant breaches.

"OIG’s Corporate Integrity Agreement will increase the transparency of Eli Lilly’s interactions with physicians
and strengthen Eli Lilly’s accountability for its compliance with the law," said Department of Health and Human
Services Inspector General Daniel R. Levinson. "This historic resolution demonstrates the Government’s
commitment to improve the integrity of drug promotion activities."

In addition to the $1.415 billion criminal and civil settlement announced today, Eli Lilly previously agreed to
pay $62 million to settle consumer protection lawsuits brought by 33 states. The state consumer protection
settlements were announced on Oct. 7, 2008.

"Today's announcement of the filing of a criminal charge and the unprecedented terms of this settlement
demonstrates the government's increasing efforts aimed at pharmaceutical companies that choose to put profits
ahead of the public's health," said Special Agent-in-Charge Kim Rice of FDA's Office of Criminal Investigations.
"The FDA will continue to devote resources to criminal investigations targeting pharmaceutical companies that
disregard the safeguards of the drug approval process and recklessly promote drugs for uses for which they have
not been proven to be safe and effective."

"The illegal scheme used by Eli Lilly significantly impacted the integrity of TRICARE, the Department of
Defense's healthcare system," said Ed Bradley, Special Agent-in-Charge, Defense Criminal Investigative Service.
"This illegal activity increases patients’ costs, threatens their safety and negatively affects the delivery of
healthcare services to the over nine million military members, retirees and their families who rely on this system.
Today’s charges and settlement demonstrate the ongoing commitment of the Defense Criminal Investigative
Service and its partners in law enforcement to investigate and prosecute those that abuse the government's
healthcare programs at the expense of the taxpayers and patients."

"This case should serve as still another warning to all those who break the law in order to improve their
profits," said Patrick Doyle, Special Agent-in-Charge of the Office of Inspector General for the Department of
Health and Human Services in Philadelphia.  "OIG, working with our law enforcement partners, will pursue and
bring to justice those who would steal from vulnerable beneficiaries and the taxpayers."

The civil settlement resolves four qui tam actions filed in the Eastern District of Pennsylvania: United States
ex rel. Rudolf, et al., v. Eli Lilly and Company, Civil Action No. 03-943 (E.D. Pa.); United States ex rel. Faltaous
v. Eli Lilly and Company, Civil Action No. 06-2909 (E.D. Pa.); United States ex rel. Woodward v. Dr. George B.
Jerusalem, et al., Civil Action No. 06-5526 (E.D. Pa.); and United States ex rel. Vicente v. Eli Lilly and
Company, Civil Action No. 07-1791 (E.D. Pa.). All of those cases were filed by former Eli Lilly sales
representatives.

The criminal case is being prosecuted by the U.S. Attorney’s Office for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania
and the Office of Consumer Litigation of the Justice Department’s Civil Division. The civil settlement was reached
by the U.S. Attorney’s Office and the Commercial Litigation Branch of the Justice Department’s Civil Division.

This matter was investigated by the FDA’s Office of Criminal Investigations, the Defense Criminal
Investigative Service and the Department of Health and Human Services Office of Inspector General.

Assistance was provided by representatives of FDA’s Office of Chief Counsel and the National Association
of Medicaid Fraud Control Units.

The Corporate Integrity Agreement was negotiated by the Office of Inspector General of the Department of
Health and Human Services.

Eli Lilly's guilty plea and sentence is not final until accepted by the U.S. District Court.
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1 Proceedings 1 Proceedings
2 . And I am going to leave it at that. And if we 2 confidentiality challenge is simple. The CMO,
3 need to have further discussion about what 3 I will tell you what number it is, gives us
4 that means down the road, we can have that 4 the ability -- the CMO 3 is the protective
5 discussion. 5 order, what they can designate as confidential
6 MR. CRAWFORD: What's the date of 6 and what they can't, gives us the ability to
7 production of the first set of what they know 7 challenge their designations.
8 up to date? 8 We have seen an abundance of
9 SPEGAL MASTER WOODIN: They will 9 over-designations, in our view. I have sent

10 produce it with their list of individuals next 10 him three letters giving him a list of Bates
11 week. 11 numbers and that's all that's required under
12 MR. CRAWFORD: Thank you. 12 the CMO is identify by specific Bates number.
13 SPECIAL MASTER WOODIN: Now, next issue. 13 We have complied with that, and told Barry we
14 MR. KA1Z: Well, those were one and two 14 would like him to consider, you know,
15 on the PSE's agenda. 15 dedesignating them as nonconfidential.
16 MR. LEHNER: Well, no. 16 A lot of documents we have seen that are
17 MR. BOISE: Nice try. Clever. 17 designated confidential are scientific
18 MR. LEHNER: I think the question is 18 articles published in JAMA or whatever,
19 maybe, whether or not we can go forward and 19 newsletters, newspaper articles, letters from
20 enter a schedule for the remaining milestones 20 Dr. Smith into Lilly, Lilly's letters from
21 t~at need to be accomplished in order to -- 21 Lilly to Dr. Jones, things along those lines.
22 SPEGAL MASTER WOODIN: Barry, are you 22 We are not talking about the trade secrets to
23 part of -- do you need to be part of that? 23 code or formulas for Zyprexa.
24 MR. BOISE: No. 24 I just list those as the more obvious
25 SPECIAL MASTER WOODIN: I would move to 25 examples, and a lot of those documents still
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2 things that you would prefer to be a part of. 2 have redaction. They take out a patient's
3 MR. BOISE: I think the two items left 3 name if it's in that letter, so there is
4 for me would be the redaction issue raised by 4 nothing confidential remaining in it once they
5 Seth in correspondence of March 15th and 5 redact out, strip out that information.
6 responses of April 1st and April 4th, as well 6 SPECIAL MASTER WOODIN: Is there is
7 as the confidentiality designation issues. 7 this, I assume it's -- well, let me ask it a
8 Those are the two issues. 8 different way. Do we have some kind of
9 SPECIAL MASTER WOODIN: Are you 9 generalized principle that you want to take

10 satisfied with turning to those two next? 10 issue with or is this a document-by-document
11 MR. KA1Z: Sure. 11 examination?
12 SPECIAL MASTER WOODIN: Okay, who wants 12 MR. KA1Z: Right now it's a
13 to describe the issue? Seth, since it's your 13 document-by-document examination.
14 challenge. 14 MR. BOISE: As a general principle, we
15 MR. KA1Z: Do you want to do the 15 are not asserting confidentiality to public
16 confidentiality or redactions first? 16 articles, to public statements and the like.
17 MR. BOISE: Why don't you do the 17 They have been designated as confidential.
18 redaction. 18 They will at some point in time be
19 MR. KA1Z: Redaction, Mark is going to 19 undesignated.
20 handle. 20 Our only point, and my response to seth
21 SPECIAL MASTER WOODIN: Do you want to 21 verbally was, under "In Re Agent Orange" there
22 give Mark a break? 22 is a time and place to sort of do this

"23 MR. BOISE: I was at the same battle he 23 document-by-document analysis. It's not
24 was at. 24 hobbling their efforts in any way, shape or
25 MR. KATZ: It doesn't matter, the 25 form. It creates work for us that needs to be
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done once the issues are refined. If they are 2
telling us in some way they can't send 3
documents to their experts, even though their 4
document experts can seek confidential 5
documents, then I consider this a discussion 6
we had, but why this, why now, other than to 7
try to sort of throw a wrench in the way. 8

If there are documents that are truly 9
hobbling them, as an issue, they want to 10
analyze on a document-by-document basis, by 11
all means we should be doing that. When we 12
get down to trial, listing the -- like if 13
there are issues that have to be sorted out 14
once the 4 million pages are whittled down to 15
the hundred we actually care about, then it 16
becomes a meaningful exercise. 17

SPECIAL MASTER WOODIN: I am somewhat 18
reluctant to spend a lot of lawyer and Special 19
Master time on document-by-document review 20
unless there are particular documents. 21

MR. KATZ: We have identified particular 22
documents by Bates number. CMO 3 gives us 23
that ability; it doesn't limit it to X, a date 24
before trial. They want to start deposing our 25
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Proceedings 1
plaintiffs; we are not allowed to show our 2
plaintiffs confidential documents. We are 3
allowed to show our plaintiffs nonconfidential 4
documents, though. It does hobble us to some 5
degree. 6

SPECIAL MASTER WOODIN: Is there a large 7
number of individual documents that you have 8
identified? 9

MR. KATZ: I haven't counted them. I 10
don't want to say it's an insignificant 11
number, I don't want to say it's a huge 12
number, because I don't know the answer to 13
that question. 14

The other thing is right now we have got 15
people that are reviewing -- well, we have got 16
people that are ready to review documents and 17
there are no documents to review, and I have 18
raised this with Barry. We have got other 19
projects to keep them busy and this happens to 20
be one of them. 21

SPECIAL MASTER WOODIN: They can be 22
reviewing them for that issue, but do we have 23
to deal with that issue. 24

MR. KATZ: Yes, because we are going to 25
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start plaintiffs' depositions and treating
doctors' depositions.

SPECIAL MASTER WOODIN: Is there any
kind of things that are designated as
confidential other than --

MR. KATZ: Other than there is a lot of
overdesignation, not really.

MR. BOISE: Or documents you are going
to represent in good faith to this Special
Master that you need to prepare plaintiffs for
deposition, that you are going to be hobbled
on.

MR. KATZ: I am not going to disclose my
work product.

SPECIAL MASTER WOODIN: My inclination
here is if there are categories of documents
that are being designated, that we can
profitably spend some time, does this make
sense, and we can then undesignate a whole
category, I am happy to spend the time.

MR. KATZ: There are some. The examples
I gave.

SPECIAL MASTER WOODIN: Newspaper
articles.

Page 145
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MR. KATZ: Newspaper articles, letters

from doctors into Lilly. Letters from Lilly
out to doctors. Press releases, published
scientific articles that are published in JAMA
or whatever the publication is. Those are all
in there, but there are other internal
documents that simply aren't confidential and
we shouldn't be hamstrung and shouldn't be
required to disclose our hand of how I am
going to prep my client.

SPECIAL MASTER WOODIN: I think there is
a tendency when people are working fast to err
on the side of caution and overdesignate.

MR. BOISE: It's not our intent to
designate public documents.

SPECIAL MASTER WOODIN: Among the
categories just listed, are there any that you
have problems with and can they just notify
you of particular ones they believe fit in the
categories that they are going to undesignate
unilaterally?

MR. KATZ: CMO 3 sets up a very specific
procedure and it was negotiated very heaVily
by Mike and Chris and I don't remember who on
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their side negotiated it, and it's ordered, 2
and we can identify these by Bates number at 3
any time and they have got X number of days to 4
respond to us and they have got Xnumber of 5
days to move, to keep the protection in order, 6
or they become dedesignated. It's a simple 7
process. 8

MR. BOISE: I mean -- 9
SPECIAL MASTER WOODIN: So you are 10

telling them that they've got to turn their 11
attention to all of those documents or, under 12
case management order, you are going to 13
dedesignate them? 14

MR. KATZ: Basically my letter triggers 15
the time frames. It's something they can 16
clearly have a paralegal do and say these are 17
clear, these are -- I got to ask Barry about, 18
and I would venture to guess the pile they are 19
going to have to ask Barry about is a lot 20
smaller than the pile that are clear. 21

SPECIAL MASTER WOODIN: Other than the 22
fact that unless you have a need for the 23
documents, I wouldn't make it a high priority 24
to ask them to take time from doing other 25
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things or to deal with this, but if you want 2
to stand by the fact that you have triggered 3
the process, then it's a process that was 4
previously negotiated to and agreed to. 5

MR. KATZ: And ordered. 6
MR. BOISE: It's simply out to tweak us 7

and throw a wrench in the process and divert 8
resources from the production. There is 9
nothing more to it than that. 10

SPECIAL MASTER WOODIN: The process can 11
be, I assume, by agreement modified to fit 12
particular circumstances and what -- thinking 13
out loud, would it be useful to identify, as 14
you have just done, the categories of -- 15
various categories of documents that you have 16
found designated confidential, confirm that 17
Lilly as a categorical matter has no objection 18
to the undesignation of those, having you, 19
therefore, tell Lilly, okay, based on that, 20
the agreement by -- on a categorical basis we 21
are -- we plan in one week to undesignate the 22
following documents and here they are by 23
category. 24

MR. KATZ: I don't know that that does 25
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it because I think if I were, I think -- I
guess the only way under the CMO to untrigger
the clock is for me to withdraw my letters and
then I would have to start by sending another
letter that says these are the ones we are
going to consider dedesignated based on
agreement. Technically, they are not going to
be dedesignated until 45 days elapses.

MR. BOISE: It's a different process.
SPEOAL MASTER WOODIN: I was suggesting

a different process that takes into account
the realities of the situation, which is that
you get them undesignated within a week of
identifying them to Lilly, as long as they fit
the various categories that Lilly has conceded
are not the SUbject of confidentiality. I
mean, I am just trying to think of a solution
that gets the documents undesignated in a
hurry.

MR. KATZ: I would want to caucus with
people working on this project with me, so I
am not telling them this is something that we
are doing and then telling them this is
something we are not doing, and I am
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undercutting you at a meeting with Peter and
Lilly, changing an existing order.

MR. CRAWFORD: It's changing the order.
SPEOAL MASTER WOODIN: No question, and

the order and process will remain in effect
for this group of documents that you have
identified.

MR. KATZ: For now I am not agreeing to
do that and I am considering.

SPECIAL MASTER WOODIN: Do you
understand what I am proposing?

MR. KATZ: I do, but I am still
considering, you know, March 21st as the
trigger date for that first list.

MR. BOISE: Do we agree that date is
stayed until he gets back?

SPECIAL MASTER WOODIN: What is your
response date?

MR. KATZ: Under March 21st, they have
20 days to get back to us. If there is no
agreement on those documents, they have
another 25 days to move.

SPEOAL MASTER WOODIN: So if they don't
get back to you?

38 (Pages 146 to 149)
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2 MR. KATZ: They have got to move within 2 requires them to object in writing. I think
3 25 days of that day, 45 days from my original 3 if they do nothing --
4 letter. 4 SPEOAL MASTER WOODIN: There is a
5 SPEOAL MASTER WOODIN: That's another 5 25-day period.
6 week, it's a week from -- so what I assume 6 MR. KA1Z: It's 45 days from the date of
7 what Lilly will do on Monday is we object to 7 my letter that they have to move to keep the
8 the declassification of all the documents and 8 designation, but 20 days they are supposed to
9 will decide over the next 25 days, so we don't 9 respond, and it doesn't say the response has

10 really have a time issue. 10 to be in writing. So even if they did
11 MR. KATZ: We don't. 11 nothing, their silence would be observed by us
12 MR. LONDON: No. 12 as a polite response.
13 MR. KATZ: We have got plenty of time. 13 MR. LONDON: I think he responded today.
14 SPECIAL MASTER WOODIN: So, therefore, 14 MR. BOISE: I really didn't respond
15 since that letter from Lilly objecting to all 15 today. I said there are areas that we would
16 of them can be done, can be drafted and sent 16 not contest. Peter heard those areas and
17 out very quickly, although it's an inefficient 17 suggested that we focus on the areas where
18 way for us to proceed. 18 there might be a contest and really the
19 MR. BOISE: It really is. 19 reason --
20 SPECIAL MASTER WOODIN: They can do that 20 SPECIAL MASTER WOODIN: Because
21 to protect themselves. 21 three-quarters of them or 90 percent, because
22 MR. KATZ: Even by not responding. 22 they fit into those categories that Lilly
23 MR. BOISE: We could move to modify the 23 agrees you can undesignate them wholesale, and
24 existing protective order to have in a system 24 have this core amount left that Lilly might
25 to make sense, since the system that was in 25 actually want to do something about.
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2 place back then doesn't make sense. And we 2 MR. LEHNER: It will make it a lot
3 can litigate that issue. I am trying to say 3 easier going forward.
4 what our rights would be, because it's 4 SPECIAL MASTER WOODIN: I just want to
5 inflammatory. Because what they are trying to 5 narrow the number of documents that are, in
6 do is put obstacles in our way, give us things 6 fact, disputed so that we can resolve this
7 that tie us up that they don't need. 7 without a lot of expenditure of resources on
8 MR. LONDON: Who is saying that? Come 8 either side. All right.
9 on. 9 So a week from today, Seth, which is the

10 SPECIAL MASTER WOODIN: Let's leave it 10 10th, you will get back to me -- I'm sorry,
11 like this. You understand what I propose. 11 the 13th, you will get back to me on whether
12 MR. KATZ: I do understand. 12 the process I proposed for this group of
13 SPECIAL MASTER WOODIN: This group of 13 documents is something that your side is
14 documents will proceed on a different fashion. 14 willing to entertain.
15 It wouldn't affect the operation of the order 15 MR. LONDON: One second.
16 overall and I am just proposing this to take 16 SPECIAL MASTER WOODIN: Sure.
17 into account the realities of where we sit 17 MR. KATZ: Just so the record is clear,
18 today. can you let me by know by when that 18 just repeat the process you are proposing for
19 that process is acceptable to your side? 19 this discrete group.
20 Monday? A week from today? 20 SPECIAL MASTER WOODIN: Here is the
21 MR. KA1Z: Probably a week from today. 21 process I am proposing. That based on your
22 SPECIAL MASTER WOODIN: So I will 22 understanding, seth, and I won't hold you to
23 anticipate a letter from Lilly on Monday that 23 it because I assume you haven't looked at the
24 objects to the -- 24 documents, based on your understanding that
25 MR. KATZ: I don't think the order 25 many of the documents fit certain broad
.
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2 categories, such as newspaper articles, 2 And I will hear from you in a week whether or
3 published articles, letters received by Lilly 3 not that's something that makes sense to you.
4 from doctors I think was another category, and 4 And the reason for my proposal is I
5 others going out, that in your view many of 5 think it's a more efficient way to do it, that
6 them fit into the categories and they are 6 requires less resources, and I think that it
7 clearly -- that the categories themselves are 7 will actually undesignate the documents much
8 not -- documents in those categories are not 8 more quickly, to your benefit, because you
9 confidential; and what I propose is that we 9 stated that time is an issue, and it will

10 have Lilly's agreement that those categories 10 undesignate it much more quickly. So that
11 are -- do not have -- that documents in those 11 everyone is a winner.
12 categories are not confidential, and that 12 MR. KAlZ: And if I have a decision
13 would permit you to undesignate by category a 13 before Wednesday, I won't hold it till
14 whole slew of the documents without any 14 Wednesday, I will let you know and I will call
15 further ado, immediately. 15 Barry as well.
16 MR. KATZ: Right away. 16 SPEOAL MASTER WOODIN: Thank you. Now
17 SPECIAL MASTER WOODIN: Immediately, 17 the redaction.
18 except what I would ask you to do is ask you 18 MR. BOISE: Redaction issue.
19 to give a letter to Lilly that says, based on 19 MR. CRAWFORD: I can preface the issue
20 your agreement, the following documents are in 20 here. Just to bring everyone up to speed.
21 the following categories, which we have agreed 21 MS. ESKIN: Can you talk up a little
22 are not confidential, and we will consider 22 bit?
23 them undesignated within five days or seven 23 MR. CRAWFORD: Yes. All right, looking
24 days, so at least they have a chance to take a 24 at CMO 8 and basically CMO 8 indicates, in
25 look and see if they agree with your 25 paragraph 2-A states, "Nothing in this order
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2 categorizations. 2 shall impair the PSE's right to request that
3 Does that make sense, Lilly? Is that 3 Lilly's additional information and a redacted
4 something you can live with if plaintiffs 4 copy of any document, on a
5 are -- 5 document-by-document basis, or, except as
6 MR. BOISE: I think so, so yes. 6 limited above, Lilly's right to oppose such
7 MR. CRAWFORD: The other component is-- 7 request."
8 SPECIAL MASTER WOODIN: Once they narrow 8 SPECIAL MASTER WOODIN: This is CMO?
9 it down to ones that don't fit into those 9 MR. BOISE: The redaction order you

10 categories, the CMO will kick in. 10 entered, CMO 8. ,
11 MR. BOISE: Is there any -- 11 MR. CRAWFORD: So what we did was we
12 SPECIAL MASTER WOODIN: I will allow you 12 wrote to Mr. Boise on April 1st -- I'm sorry,
13 to talk for this, Mike. 13 that is your letter. Let me get our letter.
14 MR. LONDON: Thank you. I would like to 14 What we did was on March 15th we wrote
15 confer with Seth and Mark about this. 15 to Mr. Boise and had selected a sampling of
16 MR. BOISE: You have a week. 16 documents that kind of crossed a broad
17 MR. LONDON: Oh, I thought you proposed 17 spectrum of redactions, because we wanted to
18 that -- 18 test these redactions through either Lilly
19 MR. BOISE: We are just assuring Peter 19 dedesignating the redaction, of producing
20 this is something worth pursuing. 20 unredacted copies, and for the remainder
21 SPEOAL MASTER WOODIN: If Lilly was 21 submitting them for in camera inspection to
22 going to object to it out-of-hand, I will 22 see if the redactions, one, are proper, and to

,

23 withdraw the proposal and you are left to your 23 make some type of ruling on them. And that
24 devices under the CMO; but Lilly has said they 24 way, you know, we at least get to move the
25 could live with it if plaintiffs are willing. 25 curtain open a little bit just to test these
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Re: In re Zyprexa Product Liability Litigation (MDL 1596)
UFCW Local 1776 Employers Health and Welfare Fund, et al. v. Eli Lilly and
Co. (OS-CV-411S, OS-CV-2948) (BONY)

Dear Judge Weinstein:

I write in my capacity as court-appointed Special Discovery Master in the Zyprexa
multidistrict litigation to advise the Court about a challenge to the confidentiality of documents
produced by Eli Lilly and Company ("Lilly") under the protections of Case Management Order No.3
("CMO 3").

Plaintiffs in the Third Party Payors case have challenged whether various documents produced
by Lilly and referenced in the complaint filed in their action deserve the protections of CMO 3. This
challenge is pending before me. It is my understanding that various non-parties have similarly
challenged the confidentiality under CMO 3 of documents produced by Li1ly and subsequently
disseminated by James Gottstein, Esq., and that consideration ofthe non-parties' challenge has been
deferred while Lilly's application for an injunction against the further dissemination of the documents
remains pending.

It appears likely that various of the documents challenged by the Third Party Payors are
among the documents disseminated by Mr. Gottstein, and thus are also the subject of the challenge
mounted by the non-parties. Given this overlap, and for the efficient coordination of the Court's
consideration of this issue, it would be my recommendation that the Third Party Payors' challenge be
similarly deferred, and that both matters be considered together.

RespectfWa~~OOdin
Special Discovery Master

cc: Thomas M. Sobol, Esq., and Lauren Barnes, Esq. (cmUlsel for Third Party Payors) (via email)
Barry H. Boise, Esq. and Sean P. Fahey, Esq.(counsel for Eli Lilly) (via email)
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Purchase Claim Plaintiffs ask this Court to issue an order permitting the publication of 

documents cited in the First Amended Complaint, by Plaintiffs’ experts, and in Plaintiffs’ 

summary judgment pleadings (including those documents cited in Plaintiffs’ Response to 

Defendant’s Local Rule 56.1 Statement of Undisputed Facts).  Plaintiffs have repeatedly 

challenged the confidentiality designation of these documents over the course of the past three 

years.  As these documents constitute the basis on which this Court has decided Defendant’s 

Motion to Dismiss, Defendant’s Motion for Summary Judgment, and (preliminarily) Plaintiffs’ 

Motion for Class Certification, they ought to be made publicly available in order to ensure that 

potential class members have an adequate basis on which to decide whether to participate in this 

litigation. 

II. HISTORY OF PLAINTIFFS’ CONFIDENTIALITY CHALLENGES 
 

To assist the Court, we provide a brief history of Plaintiffs’ challenges to the 

confidentiality of certain documents produced by Lilly in this litigation, and our efforts to 

declassify such documents pursuant to this Court’s rulings.1   

In mid-2004, the Judicial Panel on Multidistrict Litigation assigned this Court 

responsibility for managing the multitude of personal injury and related actions against Lilly 

regarding Zyprexa, its brand name atypical antipsychotic drug.  As discovery in In re. Zyprexa  

                                                 
1 Because these efforts span nearly three years, we give only a skeletal outline of events herein but have attached as 
Exhibit A a list of all correspondence and filings related to Plaintiffs’ challenges to the confidentiality of certain 
documents.  Plaintiffs can provide the Court with additional information, including copies of the referenced 
correspondence and pleadings, as desired. 
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Products Liability Litigation, No. 04-mdl-1596 JBW, commenced, the parties and this Court 

implemented Case Management Order No. 3 (“CMO 3”), designed to protect the confidentiality 

of certain documents produced by the parties in the course of the litigation.  See Case 

Management Order No. 3 (Protective Order), MDL Docket No. 61, dated August 9, 2004.2  

CMO 3 sets strict parameters for disclosing documents identified as confidential.  The order 

prevents even named plaintiffs from reading the unredacted complaint or reviewing the 

underlying documents unless they are “persons noticed for depositions or designated as trial-

witnesses, or those who counsel of record in good faith expect to testify at deposition or trial,” 

and then only allows review of confidential documents “to the extent reasonably necessary in 

preparing to testify.”  CMO 3 at 6.h.  CMO 3 also provides that parties challenging the 

designation of documents as confidential must notify the designating party of the materials 

whose confidentiality is disputed and allow the designating party 20 days to respond to the 

challenge in writing and 45 days to file a motion for a ruling that the discovery materials in 

question are entitled to retain their confidential designation and protection under Fed.R.Civ.P. 

26.  See CMO 3 at 9.a-d. 

On November 7, 2005, Plaintiffs filed the first of the consumer and third party payor 

class actions (“Purchase Claim Cases”) against Lilly regarding fraudulent marketing and 

overpromotion of Zyprexa.  The complaint cited close to 200 documents produced by Lilly, 

nearly all of which were designated confidential under the terms of CMO 3, and was thus entered 

on the docket in redacted form.    

                                                 
2 An additional, similar protective order was entered in the third party payor cases.  See Case Management Order No. 
3 (Protective Order), Docket No. 61, dated October 18, 2006. 
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Concurrent with the filing of the complaint and pursuant to the terms of CMO 3 

regarding challenging the confidentiality designations of documents, Plaintiffs served upon Lilly 

a Notice of Action to Lift Confidentiality Designations on the approximately 200 documents 

cited in the complaint.  The parties discussed the matter and exchanged several letters over the 

course for three months.  On January 16, 2006, Defendants filed a letter brief in support of a 

motion for entry of a protective order to prevent plaintiffs from disseminating the contested 

documents with Special Master Woodin.3   Plaintiffs’ Response to Defendant’s Motion for Entry 

of a Protective Order, sent to Special Master Woodin on February 27, 2006, made arguments for 

why the challenge was properly brought, and why these particular documents were not entitled 

to their confidential designation.  Plaintiffs further supported these arguments in their April 10, 

2006 reply brief.   

In June 2006, approximately seven months after the filing of Plaintiffs’ challenge to the 

confidentiality of the documents cited in the class action complaint and following this Court’s 

denial of Lilly’s motion to dismiss the litigation, Special Master Woodin directed Lilly to “give 

[Plaintiffs] a list of those documents that they acquiesce in de-designation for the documents 

referenced in this complaint, and let’s see what we have left.”  Transcript of Hearing before 

Special Master Peter Woodin, June 2, 2006, at 63:3-8.  In January 2007, seven months later, 

Plaintiffs advised Special Master Woodin that Lilly still had not complied with his directives. 

In February 2007, this Court addressed violations of CMO 3 by unrelated parties and, at 

the Special Master’s recommendation, deferred any decision on Plaintiffs’ challenge at that time.  

                                                 
3 In a March 1, 2006 order, the Court confirmed that Motions concerning challenges to the confidentiality of 
protected document should be directed to Special Master Woodin.  Order, Docket No. 32, March 1, 2006. 
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The Court denied Plaintiffs’ motion to unseal the documents cited in the complaint but provided 

leave to refile the motion upon completion of the proceedings regarding the unrelated CMO 3 

violation.   See Order, February 12, 2007, MDL Docket No. 1150. 

On January 18, 2007 (after the resolution of the unrelated confidentiality breach) 

Plaintiffs renewed their motion by letter to Special Master Woodin.  Plaintiffs continued to press 

the challenge to the confidentiality of documents cited in the complaint, and also sought to de-

designate as confidential the documents relied upon by Plaintiffs and their experts in the various 

filings made relating to Daubert challenges and opposing Lilly’s motion for summary judgment. 

 See Letter from Thomas Sobol to Anthony Vale challenging the confidentiality of documents 

cited in Plaintiffs’ Expert’s Reports, March 9, 2007; Letter from Thomas Sobol to Anthony Vale 

 challenging the confidentiality of documents cited in Plaintiffs’ Daubert and Summary 

Judgment filings, July 18, 2007.  See also Exhibit A. 

On March 23, 2007, Plaintiffs asked this Court how to proceed with the then year-and-a-

half old challenge.  This Court’s Order of March 30, 2007 stated “Documents that are properly 

protected under Rule 26(c)(7) should nonetheless be declassified unless defendant demonstrates 

an extraordinary reason to keep them under seal.”  The Court then ordered, “The Special Master 

shall resolve plaintiffs’ challenge to defendant’s designation of certain documents produced in 

discovery as confidential in accordance with the directive in this order as promptly as possible.” 

(Emphasis added.)   

On April 19, 2007, Special Master Woodin held a hearing in which he reviewed some of 

the documents Plaintiffs sought to de-classify and indicated his “leanings” with respect to the de-

classification of each.  See Hearing Transcript, April 19, 2007.  Even with this guidance, Lilly 
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continued to insist that all the documents at issue remain confidential, relying on two vague and 

non-specific Declarations of Gerald Hoffman (the manager of global intelligence strategy at 

Lilly) and requested still further briefing on the matter.  To date, Special Master Woodin has not 

issued an order resolving the challenge to these documents. 

On April 2, 2008, nearly two and a half years after the initiation of the challenge, 

Plaintiffs advised this Court of the continuing efforts to lift the improper confidentiality 

designations on Lilly’s documents.   

III. ARGUMENT 
 

Plaintiffs’ challenges to the confidentiality of the documents cited in the First Amended 

Complaint, Plaintiffs’ Expert Reports, and Plaintiffs’ summary judgment pleadings (including 

the Fact Proffer) are not new.  Plaintiffs and Defendant have briefed and re-briefed these issues 

multiple times in the past three years.  Plaintiffs have articulated numerous arguments for why 

these documents do not deserve protection, including the following: 

• The long tradition of open access to court proceedings,4  

• Second Circuit case law outlining what is properly protected under F.R.C.P. 

16(c)(7),5  

• Absent class members’ interests in the proceeding,6   

• CMO 3 does not permanently protect documents,7  

• Lilly has not acknowledged or satisfied its burden to show entitlement to 

                                                 
4 See Letter Brief from Thomas Sobol to Special Master Woodin  regarding Plaintiffs’ Response to Defendant’s 
Motion for Entry of a Protective Order, February 27, 2006 at 4-6 (Attached as Exhibit B). 
5 Id. at 6-13. 
6 Id. at 12-13. 
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protection under Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(c)(7),8   

• The Attorneys General have an interest in public disclosure,9  

• Lilly’s own public comments that released documents do not accurately portray 

Lilly’s conduct,10  

• The Court’s “extraordinary reason” standard comports with the Fed.R.Civ.P. 

26(c)(7) requirement of “good cause,”11  

• Lilly’s publicly stated desire for “transparency,”12 

Plaintiffs, therefore, will not reiterate all of these arguments here, but incorporate the cited briefs 

by reference.   

 Plaintiffs have previously identified, by Bates number, and produced copies of each of 

the 350 documents sought to be de-designated as confidential.  A cumulative list is attached as 

Exhibit G.  

Pending challenges aside, de-designation of these 350 documents is necessary pursuant to 

the Court’s intention to grant class certification.  On July 2, 2008, this Court published a draft  

                                                                                                                                                             
7 See Letter Brief from Thomas Sobol to Special Master Wooin regarding Lilly’s Plaintiffs’ Sur-Reply to 
Defendant’s Motion for Entry of a Protective Order, April 10, 2006 at 1-3 (Attached as Exhibit C). 
8 Id. at 4-6. 
9 See Letter from Thomas Sobol to Special Master Woodin responding to a Letter from Christopher Wasson, April 
17, 2007 at 1-2 (Attached as Exhibit D). 
10 Id. at 2. 
11 See Letter from Thomas Sobol to Special Master Woodin regarding request for further briefing and responsibe to 
May 30-, 2007 letter from Christopher Wasson, July 10, 2007 at 2-6 (Attached as Exhibit E). 
12 See Letter from Thomas Sobol to Special Master Woodin regarding Supplemental Declaration of Gerald Hoffman, 
Lilly’s supposed desire for transparency, and request for prompt resolution of these challenges, November 9, 2007 
(Attached as Exhibit F). 
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class certification order (“Draft Order”), tentatively certifying a class of third party payor 

purchases of Zyprexa.  Draft Order on Class Certification, Docket No. 202, at 288.  Therein, the 

Court invited the parties to propose orders pursuant to Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 

23(d)(1)(B)(iii), which  provides for the issuance of orders to “protect the class members and 

fairly conduct the action – giving appropriate notice to some or all of the class members of... (iii) 

the members’ opportunity to signify whether they consider the representation fair and adequate, 

to intervene and present claims or defenses, or to otherwise come into the action.”  Draft Order 

at 288, citing FRCP 23(d)(1)(B)(iii).  Plaintiffs respectfully submit that pursuant to Rule 23(d), 

this Court must de-classify as confidential and allow publication to potential class members 

those documents cited by Plaintiffs and Plaintiffs’ experts and relied upon by this Court in 

denying Lilly’s motions to terminate the litigation and granting class certification. 

A. Notice to Class Members 

Rule 23(d) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure and issues of due process and 

fundamental fairness dictate that class members be allowed to view these documents and make 

informed decisions as to whether to participate in this litigation.  As part of the notice plan that 

will be submitted to this Court, Plaintiffs (and hopefully Lilly) will propose creation of a website 

that class members can access to obtain information about the lawsuit.  Class action websites, as 

this Court has noted with favor, act as important methods of communicating detailed information 

to class members and traditionally include extensive information about the litigation, such as 

answers to frequently asked questions, as well as links to pleadings which have allowed absent 

class members to monitor the progress of the litigation and learn of the nature of the claims being 

presented.  See Draft Order on Class Certification at p. 281. 
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Plaintiffs submit that the website in this action should include an unredacted copy of the 

First Amended Class Action Complaint (“Complaint”), in which the class claims are set forth, 

and all documents cited therein; an unredacted copy of Plaintiffs’ Response to Defendant’s Local 

Rule 56.1 Statement of Undisputed Facts and Plaintiffs’ Local Rule 56.1 Statement of 

Undisputed Facts (“Fact Proffer”) and all documents cited therein; and all documents cited or 

relied upon by any expert for Plaintiffs whose testimony was offered in support of class 

certification.    

Publication of the documents in question to the members of the class is critical to the 

class members’ ability to make an informed decision about whether to participate in the class 

action.  Large swaths of the complaint, as well as the majority of pertinent documents cited 

therein, are improperly designated as confidential, and thus subject to a protective order that 

precludes their dissemination. With respect to class action settlement notices, Newberg on Class 

Actions states that, “it is crucial to apprise class members of the right and opportunity to inspect 

the complete settlement documents, papers and pleadings filed in the litigation.”  Newberg on 

Class Actions, 4th, §8:32 (emphasis added).  This Court has held that notice and claims 

procedures applicable to settlement classes have application to litigation classes such as the 

instant class as well.  See Draft Order at p. 276.  Just as it is “crucial” for a class member to be 

afforded complete access to pleadings in deciding whether to participate in a settlement, it is 

equally “crucial” that a member of litigation class be so informed when deciding whether to 

participate in the class action, intervene to assert certain claims, or challenge the adequacy of 

representation.   

The documents in question form the heart of the claims at issue in this case. They are 
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pertinent to understanding this Court’s decisions to deny a motion to dismiss, deny a motion for 

summary judgment, and to certify a class of payers.  De-designation of these documents and 

publication on the class action website is necessary for the efficient administration of justice, the 

protection of the class members, and the public interest in disclosure of documents which form 

the basis of an adjudication.  Accordingly, this Court should enter an order pursuant to Rule 

23(d) posting the pertinent litigation documents on the class action notice website as soon as the 

class is certified. 

B. This Court Cannot Charge Class Members with Knowledge of Lilly’s 
Abusive and Fraudulent Practices While Judicial Documents Underlying the 
Litigation Remain Under Seal. 

 
This Court has noted that in the realm of prescription medicine, few of the parties 

responsible for writing and paying for prescriptions have adequate incentive to remain vigilant in 

ensuring that the patient receives value for price but that third party payors have a responsibility 

to their constituents to control prescription costs and keep abreast of all information about the 

medications on their formularies. See, e.g., Draft Order at 263, 270.  

If third party payors are to keep abreast of such information, they must be aware of the 

ways in which that information can be corrupted and manipulated by the pharmaceutical 

manufacturers whose primary incentive is to maximize profits as well as the sorts of practices 

which influence the prescribing patterns and pricing for the drugs for which they are paying.  In 

the July 2, 2008 draft class certification order this Court refers to “the third-party payor’s … 

fiduciary responsibilities to their clients…”.  See Draft Order on Class Certification at 263.  

Third Party Payors cannot truly control costs and protect their beneficiaries until the information 

contained in these documents is made public.  Lilly’s insistence on confidentiality designations 
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with respect to its marketing practices deprives private third party payors of the very information 

that they need in order to remain vigilant and avoid over-payment through over-pricing.   

Plaintiffs have consistently argued that the confidentiality designations of the challenged 

documents are improper, unnecessary, and deprive class members of critical information 

regarding the practices that form the gravamen of this lawsuit regarding Lilly’s abusive 

marketing and promotional practices related to Zyprexa.  Although litigation against Lilly and 

some articles in various publications have helped to shed light on the situation, the full story of 

Lilly’s abusive marketing and promotion practices, and how they have jeopardized public health, 

has yet to be told, to the scores of prospective third party payor class members.  The information 

available to third party payors remains veiled by Lilly’s insistence on confidentiality at any cost 

to the public.   

It is perhaps even more troubling that even when incidental documents containing 

information about Lilly’s misdeeds do become public, Lilly continues to claim that these 

documents are not representative of Lilly’s conduct.  On July 29, 2008, Bloomberg News 

reported that certain documents from the Alaska case had been unsealed in response to a motion 

filed by a media outlet.  The article described documents similar (or possible identical to) the  
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documents cited by Plaintiffs in support of their claims, and stated, 

‘Lilly doesn't engage in improper marketing and hasn't 
downplayed the risks,’ spokeswoman Tarra Ryker said in an e-
mailed statement. The lawsuit documents ‘are a tiny fraction of the 
more than 20 million pages’ provided by Lilly, Ryker said. ‘They 
do not accurately portray our company strategy or our overall 
conduct.’ 

See Margaret Cronin Fisk and Elizabeth Lopatto, Lilly Trained Sales Force to Ignore Drug's 

Risks, Bloomberg News, July 31, 2009 (available at http://www.bloomberg.com/apps/news 

?pid=20601109&refer=home&sid=a3zg322ZNbDw).  This comment echoes earlier statements 

made in the press that indicate that Lilly would like to release all of the relevant documents but is 

prevented from doing so by a protective order.  See Jeanne Lesner, Drug Company Tries to 

Suppress Internal Memos, Brit. Med. J., January 13, 2007.  Perhaps it is only with the de-

designation of these 350 documents that Lilly will no longer be able to hide behind claims that 

incidental documents are not representative of its actions. 

C. The Judicial System Presumes Access to Litigation Documents. 

In addition to having specific concerns as to the knowledge of Third Party Payors, 

Plaintiffs have serious concerns about perpetually shielding these documents from the general 

public.  In 1978, in Nixon v. Warner Communications, Inc, the Supreme Court reiterated its long-

standing recognition of the right of public access to judicial documents, writing: 

It is clear that the courts of this country recognize a general right to 
inspect and copy public records and documents, including judicial 
records and documents. In contrast to the English practice . . . 
American decisions generally do not condition enforcement of this 
right on a proprietary interest in the document or upon a need for it 
as evidence in a lawsuit. The interest necessary to support the 
issuance of a writ compelling access has been found, for example, 
in the citizen's desire to keep a watchful eye on the workings of 
public agencies . . . and in a newspaper publisher's intention to 
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publish information concerning the operation of government.  
 
435 U.S. 589, 597-98 (1978).  The Second Circuit has remarked that "The common law right of 

public access to judicial documents is said to predate the Constitution," U.S. v. Amodeo, 44 F.3d 

141 (2d Cir. 1995) (“Amodeo I”), and that the right may be of constitutional dimension.  See 

Gambale v. Deutsche Bank AG, 377 F.3d 133 (2d Cir. 2004) (“[t]he public has a common law 

presumptive right of access to judicial documents, and likely a constitutional one as well.”).13   

Although the mere filing of a document with a court does not immediately transform it 

into a “judicial document,” where the document is “relevant to the performance of the judicial 

function and useful in the judicial process,” courts consider it a “judicial document” subject to 

public access.  Amodeo I, 44 F.3d at 145.  Moreover, the Second Circuit has recognized that “the 

presumptive right to ‘public observation’ is at its apogee when asserted with respect to 

documents relating to ‘matters that directly affect an adjudication.’”  Gambale, 377 F.3d at 140.  

Thus, the Second Circuit has found, for example, that “documents  

                                                 
13 Congress is weighing in on the issue as well.  Both the United States House of Representatives and Senate have 
recently introduced the Sunshine in Litigation Act, legislation which would require federal judges to consider public 
health and safety before approving protective orders and settlements that contain secrecy provisions.  This mirrors 
the efforts taken in the court systems of forty-one states to limit court secrecy where public health and safety are 
involved. 
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used by parties moving for, or opposing, summary judgment should not remain under seal absent 

the most compelling reasons.”  Id.  The challenged documents form the basis of three significant 

adjudications in this litigation: this Court’s denial of Lilly’s motion to dismiss the lawsuit, denial 

of Lilly’s motion for summary judgment, and tentative granting of class certification.    

Trial courts in the Second Circuit have discretion to restrict access to judicial records but 

must exercise that discretion “in light of the relevant facts and circumstances of the particular 

case.”  Amodeo I, 44 F.3d at 146.  In this context, “the task of the courts is to ‘weigh the interests 

advanced by the parties in light of the public interest and the duty of the courts.’”  Id.  Weighing 

of the interests in this case – those of public health and safety, disclosure to the public, and the 

rights of members of the class to decide whether and how to participate in this litigation against 

Lilly’s desire to continue to keep secret the breadth and scope of its fraudulent marketing and 

overpromotion of Zyprexa  – leans heavily in the direction of providing access to the challenged 

judicial documents.14 

D. Lilly Has Failed to Articulate Extraordinary Reasons for Maintaining the 
Confidentiality of the Challenged Documents. 

 
Although the company has had at minimum months (and at maximum years) to respond 

to Plaintiffs’ challenge to the confidentiality of cited documents, Lilly has yet to offer legitimate 

reasons for continuing to keep the documents from public view.  Plaintiffs have previously 

briefed this issue and offered this Court and Special Master Woodin numerous reasons why 

Lilly’s arguments for maintaining confidentiality of the documents fail, not the least of which is 

the fact that all of the documents at issue are at least four, if not more, years old.  See Exhibit B-

                                                 
14 The Superior Court for the State of Alaska’s June 13, 2008 Order in State of Alaska v. Eli Lilly and Company, No. 
3AN-0605630 CI weighed these very factors, and unsealed various pleadings, documents, and portions of 
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F.  Given the extensive briefing already provided, we incorporate the arguments made in prior 

briefs by reference.    

We also draw the Court’s attention to its previous determination that an “extraordinary 

reason” must be given to continue to shield these documents.  See Order, Docket No. 104, March 

30, 2007.  Even if Lilly has claimed some reason that these documents should remain 

confidential, they have certainly failed to put forth a showing of extraordinary need.  Instead, 

Lilly challenged the Court’s determination that an extraordinary reason was required.  See Letter 

from Christopher Wasson to Special Master Woodin regarding request for additional briefing, 

May 30,  2007 at 4-5. 

IV. CONCLUSION 
 

Plaintiffs respectfully request that under Rule 23(d) and in the interests of class members, 

this Court remove the designations of confidentiality for the documents relied upon by this Court 

in denying motions to terminate this litigation and certifying a class and permit publication of 

these documents to the class.  Only when the documents cited in Plaintiffs’ Amended Complaint, 

expert reports, and summary judgment filings reach the light of day can class members 

adequately make informed decisions about the progress of the litigation, including whether the 

representation has been adequate, whether to intervene and present claims, or otherwise come 

into the action. 

 

Dated: August 4, 2008   Respectfully submitted, 
 
 

                                                                                                                                                             
depositions. 
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EXHJBIT A

HAGENS BERMAN
SOBOl SHAPIRO LlP

UFCW Lcco11776 el 01. v. Eli til/yond Company. 05-cv-2948 05-c1I-41 15
MOL No. 1596: In re Zyprella Products Liability Litigation

History of Correspondence and Pleadings Regarding Ihe Lifling of Confidenliality
Designations for DoeumenlS Ciled in:

Amended Complainl, Expert RClXlrls, Summary Judgment and DQllbl!rI Filings

Document Date
I. MOL CMO 3 Protective Order Au us! 9 2004
2. First Amended Com laint November 7 2005
3. Notice of Plaintiffs' Action to Lift Confidentialit Desi ations November 7 2005
4. Leller from lbomas Sobol to Anthony Vale enclosing copies of December 2, 2005

Lilly documents cited in TPP Plaintiffs First Amended
Com laint

s. Leller from Barry Boise to lbomas Sobol seeking deferral of December 20, 2005
the issue until after the Court's detennination on a motion to
dismiss

6. Letter from Thomas Sobol to Barry Boise arguing Lilly's time December 29, 2005
to revly to the efforts to de-desilUlate docwnents has ellDired

7. Email exchanges between Thomas Sobol and Barry Boise December 29, 2005,
" PlaintilTs would take no action until Jan 16 2006

8. Letter from Barry Boise to lbomas Sobol listing seventeen January 10,2006
documents or portions ofdocuments that could be de-
designated and reasserting dcsire to postpone the issue until
after the motion to dismiss determination,. Letter Brieffrom Nina Gussak to Special Master Peter Woodin January 16, 2006
regarding Lilly's Response to Plaintiffs Action to Lift
Confidentiality Designations and motion for the entry of a
protective order to prevent Plaintiffs from disseminating the
contested documents

10. Letter from Barry Boise to Thomas Sobol clarifying the list of January 18,2006
seventeen documents or portions of documents to be de-
desio. ted

11. Letter from Barry Boise to Special Master Peter Woodin January 20, 2006
enclosing the Court's January 17,2006 denial of a CMO for the
TPP litill'mion

12. Letter Brieffor Thomas Sobol to Special Master Peter Woodin February 27, 2006
regarding Plaintiffs' Response to Defendant's Motion for Entry
of a Protective Order

13. Affidavit ofTiffani Sala Februa 27 2006
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Document Date
14. Letter Brief from Nina Gussak. to Special Master Peter Woodin March 27, 2006

regarding Lilly's Reply to Plaintiff's Action to Lift
Confidentiality Designations

15. Letter Brief from Thomas Sobol to Special Master Peter April 10, 2006
Woodin regarding Lilly's Plaintiffs' Sur-reply to Defendant's
Motion for Entry-of a Protective Order

16. Transcript of teleconference between the parties and Special June 2, 2006
Master Peter Woodin regarding Plaintiffs' Action to Lift
Confidentiality Designations and Lilly's Motion for Entry of a
Protective Order

* Relevant excerpts at pages 63 and 70

17. Letter from Thomas Sobol to Anthony Vale and Barry Boise January 5, 2007
asserting Lilly failed to comply with directions from the June 2,
2006 teleconference but agreeing to postpone action until
January 16,2007

18. Letter from Barry Boise to Special Master Peter Woodin January 9, 2007
arguing the process to challenge confidentiality designation has
not been followed

19. Letter from Thomas Sohol to Special Master Woodin Jauuary 18, 2007
requesting a teleconference hearing about confidentiality de-
designations

20. Letter from Special Master Peter Woodin to Judge Weinstein February 7, 2007
recommending that Third Party Payors' challenge to
confidentiality desilll1ations be deferred

21. Order denying motion to declassify documents with leave to February 12,2007
renew upon completion of iniunction proceedings

22. Amended Order denying motion to declassify documents with February 12, 2007
leave to renew upon completion of injunction proceedings

23. Order In re: Injunction, enjoining individuals from further February 13, 2007
disseminatim! the leaked documents

24. Letter from Thomas Sobol to Anthony Vale giving notice of March 9, 2007
Plaintiffs' challenge re Lilly's confidentiality designations on
all documented cited in Plaintiffs' Expert Revorts

25. Letter from Thomas Sobol to Judge Weinstein seeking guidance March 23, 2007
as to how to move forward with a hearing regarding de-
designation of documents

26. Order setting hearing regarding request to unseal documents March 27, 1007
raise in Thomas Sohol's 3/23/07 letter

27. Letter from Nina Gussak to Judge Weinstein requesting March 28, 2007
clarification of the Durnose of the March 30, 2007 conference
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Document Dale
28. Lencr from Thomas Sobol to Judge Weinstein in response to March 28, 2007

letter from Nina Gussak and urging the court to address the
merits in the March 30 2007 conference

29. Order imposing "extraordinary showing" standard and referring March 30, 2007
the Plaintiffs' challenge to defendant's designation of certain
documents as confidential to Snecial Master Woodin

30. Order detennining that the Spe<:ial Master shall resolve de- April 2, 2007
desilUlation challenll.e as oromotlv as omcticable)-

31. Letter from Christopher Wasson to Thomas Sobol re April 12,2007
clarification of the list of documents cited by PlainitfTs' Experts

32. Leller from Chris Wasson to Spe<:ial Master Woodin April 17, 2007
I "ueslionin" Plaintiffs' motives for de-desio=tino documents

33. Leller from Thomas Sobol to Special Master Woodin April 17,2007
resoondinll. to Wasson letter of 4fI7f2007

34. Letter from Thomas Sobol to Spe<:ial Master Woodin regarding April 19, 2007
I DreviouslY UIIoroduced documents

35. Transcript of Hcaring before Spuial Master Woodin re April 19, 2007
confidentiality de-designation going through documents cited in
the Amended Complaint one by one, Woodin giving his
"leanin2s"

36. Letter from Christopher Wasson to Spe<:ial Master Woodin April 23, 2007
requesting Plaintiffs' provide hard copies of all the expert
renort documents not oreviously challen2ed

37. Letter from Thomas Sobol to Spuial Master Woodin re May 1,2007
corrected list ofdocuments cited bv the exnl'rts

38. Letter from Christopher Wasson to Special Master Woodin re May 30, 2007
reouest for additional briefinQ

39. Letter from Christopher Wasson to Special Master Woodin re June 15,2007
"please allow this letter to serve as Lilly's Opposition to the
Plaintiff's Motion to Life the Confidentiality Designation of
Documents pursulUlttO CMO-3, p.1ragmph ~~)" (includes
Sunnlemental Declaration of Gerald Hoffman

40. Leiter from Thomas Sobol to Spe<:ial Master Woodin regarding July 10,2007
request for fun her briefing and responsive to May 30, 2007
leiter from Christopher Wasson

41. Lener from Thomas Sobol to Anthony Vale regarding July 11,2007
documents cited by experts are no longer confidential as
Defendant failed to file motion seekin;:; nrotection of documents

42. Email communications between Kenneth Gnmfeld and 1110mas July 12,2007
Sobol re July II, 2007 letter from Thomas Sobol to Anthony
Vale and July 15, 20071eller from Christopher Wasson to
Soecial Master Woodin
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DocumeDI Dale
43. Letter from Thomas Sobol to Anthony Vale regarding Plaintiffs July 18, 2007

challenge the confidentiality designations ofdocuments cited in
Daubert and SUmmary Jud2lllent (in<:luded list of documents)

44. Notice of Plaintiffs' Action to Uft Confidentiality Designations July 18,2007
Pursuant to Paragraph 9(b) of the Protective Order Dated
October 3, 2004

45. Letter from Christopher Wasson to Thomas Sobol responding August 2, 2007
to July 18,2007 leuer regarding documents cited in summary

I iudlWlCnt and Dauberr Dleadin.Q.S
46. leiter from Thomas Sobol to Christopher Wasson enclosing August 17, 2007

com:<:ted list of documents cited in summary judgment and
Dauben nleadin,,_<

47. Letter from Christopher Wasson to Special Master Woodin to September 4, 2007
serve as Lilly's opposition to the plaintiffs' challenge to the
confidentiality designation ofdocuments (includes second
su lemental declaration of Gerald Hoffman)

48. leiter from Thomas Sobol to Special Master Woodin regarding November 9, 2007
Supplemental DedllT3tion of Gerald Hoffman, Lilly's supposed
desire for transparency, and request for prompt resolution of
these challcoll.es

49. Letter from Thomas Sobol to Anthony Vale challenging the November 13, 2007
confidentialit of the Lill financial data

SO. Letter from Thomas Sobol to Christopher Wasson responding De<:ember 13, 2007
to his December 3, 2008 letter regarding Plaintiffs' challenge to
the confidentiality of Lilly's financial data

51. Letter from Thomas Sobol to Judge Weinstein regarding April 2,2008
Purchase Claim Plaintiffs' effons to desill.tJate documents
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HAGENS BERMAN
SOBOL SHAPIRO UP

hbsslow.com
(),'.EMAINSTREn· CAMIll?IDGE..MA O21A2

(617) 482-3700 • FAX (617) 482-3003

THoMAS M. SOBOL
19m@bbssl~w.GOf!l

February 27, 2006

SUBMITfED UNDER SEAL

VIA PDF WITH ENCLOSURES

Peter H. Woodin, Esq.
Special Discovery Master.
JAMS
280 Park Avenue, 28th Aoor
New York, NY 10017

Re: UFCW Local 1776 v. Eli Lilly and Company, 05-cv-4115
Eric Tayag v. Eli lilly and Company, 05-CV-OI596

Dear Special Discovery Master Woodin:

Plaintiffs in the UFCW Local 1776, et. al. Third Party Payor litigation herein
respond to Defendant Eli Lilly and Company's ("Lilly") motion for a protective order to
prevent the lifting of confidentially designations covering documents identified in
Plaintiffs' First Amended Class Action Complaint ("Complaint"), filed by Jener of
January 16,2006.

PLAINTIFFS' REsPONSE To DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR ENTRY OF A
PROTECTIVE ORDER

I. INTRODUCTION

As defendants commonly try to do in phannaceutical litigation, Lilly has used the
CMO entered in this case to cloak with secrecy aU of its internaJ documents. lbis doak
should be lifted so that the public has access to the documents that'reveal the 9esepti9~ ".
Lilly has perpetrated o'n millions of patients who took LiJJy's drug, Zyprexa, as well as on
scores Of third-party payers who paid for the drug.

Lilly has stamped as "Confidential" virtually every document produced in this
litigation in order to bring those documents within the protective provisions of the CMO.

,-.•. -. _.
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Dear Special Discovery Master Woodin:

Plaintiffs in the UFCW Local 1776, .,. al. Third Party Payor litigation herein
respond to Defendant Eli Lilly and Company's ("Lilly") motion for a protective order to
prevent the lifting of confidentially designations covering documents identified in
Plaintiffs' First Amended Class Action Complaint ("Complaint"), filed by lener of
January 16,2006.

PLAINTIFFS' REsPONSE To DEFENDANT'S MOTION FOR ENTRY OF A
PROTECTIVE ORDER

I. INTRODUCTION

As defendants commonly try to do in phannaceulical litigation, Lilly has used the
CMO entered in this case to cloak with secrecy all of its internal documents. lbis cloak
should be lifted so that the public has access to the documents that"reveal ~e ·9a:epti9~· - .. ~'-:.. :. "."":-:" ',.,
Lilly has peq>etrated on millions of patients who took LilJy's drug, Zyprexa, as weJl as on
scores of third-party payers who paid for the drug.

Lilly has stamped as "Confidential" virtually every document produced in this
litigation in order to bring those documents within the protective provisions of the CMO_
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That Order defines "Confidential Discovery Materials'· as "any infonnation that the J
producing pany in good faith belicves is properly protected under Federal Rule of Civil
Procedure 26(c)(7)." F.R.C.P. 26(c)(7), in tum, offers protection, in some circumstances,
for ''trade secret(sJ or other confidential research, development. or cOlJllTlCTCial
information." The vast majority of the thousands of documents that Ully has stamped as
"Confidential" contain absolutely no proprietary business infonnation, trade secrets or
other confidential research, development or commercial information. These documents
are not entitled to confidential treatment under the CMO. r-urthermore, the public
disclosure of the information contained in these documenlS would in no way cause
substantial harm to defendant. Indeed, Lilly's lengthy redactions ensure that any such
information has already been removed from the dOCUmenlS.

Specifically, Plaintiffs seek to lift the confidentiality designation of internal Lilly
documenlS cited in Plaintiffs' Complaint. At the present time, Plaintiffs are precluded
from making available to the public, including abselll mtlmbers Oflhtl class Ihq suk 10
represenl, a complete and unredacted copy of the Complaint. The Complaint can only be
distributed in redacted fonn because of the numerous references it contains to dOCUmenlS
that Lilly has improperly designated as "Confidential." A copy of the redacted version of
the Complaint is altached hereto as fuhibit A. Even a curoof)' glance at the Redacted
Complaint is sufficient to dcmonstrnte the CJCtent to whieh putative class membelS and the
publie are prevented from learning the truth about the factual allegations in this case. )
Moreover, Plaintiffs are precluded from ellplaining to the absent class members and to (
the public the detailed basis for these allegations. In light of the broad scope of Lilly's
fraud, and the serious nature of Plaintiffs' charges, the public has a right to know exactly
what Ully stands accused of, and the substantial basis on which these allegations have
been made.

Because, as noted above, these documenlS contain flO trade secrets orother
proprietary information, and because the public's interest and the FilSt Amendment
require full disclosure. the Court should ovenule Lilly's "Confidential" designations and
permit Plaintiffs to make public their unredacted Complaint and the documenlS
referenced in it.

U. ARGUMENT

A. Plaintiffs' Challenge Is Properly Brought Now
.. , .. ~ .,_.~,,"",_._, _... -...-_. - -- ._.- .

Without citing any suppon in the (eCOfd,Lilly claims thafPlaintiffs' challenge is
pr-emature because "(d]uring negotiation of CMQ-3, the parties never contemplated that a
confidentiality challenge would occur while a motion to dismiss was pending ...." See
Letter from Gussack, et al. to Woodin ofOIlIMl6I"Gussack 1116 Letter'1 at S. Lilly is
simply wrong: during the negotiation of CMQ-3, Plaintiffs never agreed to withhold
confidentiality challenges until after a decision on a motion 10 dismiss or until any other

,
o
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specific poilll in the litigation. Indeed, CMD-3 is silent as to when such challenges might
take place and !here is nothing in CMO-3 that might prevent such a challenge early in the
,~.

Lilly also relies on Judge Weinstein's docisiOl1 in In r~ Agent Orange, 104 ERD.
559 (E.n.N.Y. 1985) (incorrectly ciled by Lilly al "104 F.R.D. 599"). set! Gussack 1/16
Leiter, but that case does not support Lilly's position. In Agent Orongt, the Court
initially issued a blanket prolective order because of the "complexity of this litigation, the
emotionalism SUm::»Jnding the issues, the number of docuITICnts yet to be reviewed [by the
court] and the desirability of moving discovery expeditiously in order to meet the June
1983 trial dale," /d. at 563, 570. None of those factors is applicable here. Although the
insll\nt case is cenainly complex, much of the discovery in this case has alread,y taken
place in the contexi of the person injury actions against Lilly, which have for niost part
already settled. Furthermore, Plaintiffs' confidentiality challenges would nOl require this
Court to review dIe totality of the tens of thousands of documents already prodoced by
Lilly and reviewed by Plaintiffs, but iJlstead, only the relatively finite number of
documents actually cited in Plaintiffs' Complaint. Thus, the reasons cited by the court in
Agent Orang~ for the issuance of the blanket protective order in that case are simply not
present here.

Moreover, nowhere in theAg~1I/ Orang~ decision cited by Lilly is there any~

suggestion that a blanket protective order is routi !\Cly appropriate until resolution of a
motion to dismiss. Indeed. such a rule would be comrary to the basic principles of open
access reiterated by Judge WeinsteiJl in the Agent Orange decision itself and elsewhere,
Writing about public access 10 court documents and proceedings ill 2000, Judge
Weinstein wrote:

I start from the prillCiple that everythillg in court sbould be public and
nothing secret except the internal chambers discussions by judges with their
clerks and various drafts of opinions.... Any 50crifice of confideoce by
shulI~ring off pan of the SWl$hin~ through secrecy orders nuds careful
con.siderlllitm t/lld justification."

Su Jack B. Weillsteill, Secrecy and the Civil Justice System Secrecy in Civil Trials:
Some Temativew Views, 9 J.L. & Pol'y 53 (2000). The Ag~1I/ Orange decision itself
reiterates the broad and well developed rule that "both Rule 26(c) and Rule 5(d) require
that discovery is presumptively open to public scrutiny unless a valid protective order
directs otherwise." /d. at 568. TIle kind of case-by case careful consideratiotl and -.
justification referred to judge Weinstein in 2000 and renected ill the analysis of case
specific factors in Agent OrMge is simply inconsistent with the blanket rule proposed by
Lilly whereby.all documents are presumed secret until aftCT decision on a motiOIl to
dismiss. AllY delay in the "careful consideration and justification" prescribed by Judge
Weinstein is a violation of the public's right of access .
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specific poilll in the litigation. Indeed, CMD-3 is silent as [0 when such challenges might
take place and Ihere is nothing ill CMO-3 thaI might prevent such a challenge early in !he
,~.

uny also relies on Judge Weinstein's decision ill In re Agenl Orange, 104 ER.D.
559 (E.D.N. Y. 1985) (incorTCClly ciled by Lilly al "104 ER.D. 599''), set! Gussack 1/16
Leucr, but that case does not support Lilly's position. In Agenf Orongt, the Court
initially issued a blanket proledive order because of the "complexity of this litigation, the
emotionalism surrounding the issues, the number of documents yet to be reviewed [by the
court] and the desirability of moving discovery expeditiously in order 10 meellhe June
1983 trial date," Id, at 563, 570. None of those factors is applicable here. Allhough the
;nSlanl ease is CCI1ainly complex, much of the discovery in this case has already taken
place in the context of the person injury actions against Lilly, which havc fO!" most part
already settled. Furthcnoore. Plaintiffs' confidentiality challeoges would not require this
Court to review the tOlality of IIIC tens of thousands of doctIments already produced by
U1ly and reviewed by Plaintiffs, but iJlstead, only the relatively finite number of
documents actually cited in Plaintiffs' Complaim. Thus, the reasons cited by the court in
Agent Orange for the issuance of the blanket protectivc order in that case are simply nO!
presem here.

Moreover, nowhere in lheAgem Orange decision cited by Lilly is there any
suggestion that a blanket protective order is routinely appropriate until resolutioo of a
motion to dismiss. Indeed. such a rule would be contrary to the basic prirociples ofopen
access reiterated by Judge WeinsteiJl in the Agenf Orange decision itself and elsewhere.
Writing about public access to coun documents and proceedings in 2000, Judge
Weinstein wrote:

I Slart from the prirociple that everythiJlg in court should be public aJld
Jlotlling secret except the internal chambers discussions by judges with tbeir
clerks alld various drafts of opinioJls.... Any sacrifice of confidence by
shuller;ng off porI of the srmshine through secrecy orders needs careful
considerll/ion mrJ juslijiCIl/;Orl."

See Jack B. WeinsteiJl, Secrecy and the Civil Justice System Secrecy in Civil Trials:
Some Temativew Views, 9 J.L. & Pot'y 53 (2ooo). The Agent Orange decision itself
reiterates the broad and well developed rule that "both Rule 26(c) and Rule 5(d) require
thai discovery is presumptively open to public scrutiny lInless a valid protective order
directs otherwise." /d. al 568. The kind of case-by case careful consideraliOil and-.
justification referred to Judge Weinstein in 2000 and renected iJllhe analysis of C3SC
specific factors in Agent Orange is simply inconsistent with the blanket rule proposed by
Lilly whereby all documents are presumed secret until after dedsion on a lootion 10
dismiss. Any delay in the "careful cOJlsideratiOil and justification" prescribed by Judge
Weinstein is a violation of the public's right of access.



Lilly also clai ms that Plaimiffs challenge is nOi "ripe" because of Plaintiffs'
alleged failure IOcomply with paragraph 9.b of CMO-3. which requires a pany bringing a
confidentiality challenge to identify the documents subject to the challenge by e.l0C!

BaleS number. See Gussack 1/16 Letter at 6. This is wnsense: the tnJth is thaI, with the
exception of a few minor errors, Plaintiffs have identified too BaleS numbers of the
documents tooy are Challenging and have, at greatlrOuble and expense, provided Lilly
with copies.' II1tIrns out, however, that Lilly marked each document with two separate
Bales numbers. The tWO separatc numbering. syStemS were the source of much, if not all,
of any confusion on Lilly's part about which documents are the subject of this challenge.
To the extent that Lilly canwt match the numbers that Plaintiffs have provided 10 the
documents challenged, the problem is entirely of Lilly's own making. Lilly cannot use
its own failure uniquely to identify the documents it produced as an excuse to prevent, or
delay, Plaintiffs from challenging Lilly's over-reaching confidentiality designations.
Plaintiffs' cltaUenge shook! be heard on its merits now. .

Peter H. Woodin, Esq.
February 27, 2006 Page 4

B. Strong Interests Weigh III Favor or Maintaining The Openness Orl1tese
Proceedings

Before turning to the applicable sumdard under F.R.C.p. 26(c)(7), Plaintiffs note
the long trntIition of open access to COtIrt proceedings and the stroog interests that
underlie this tradition.

AS the ·Iltird Circuit has recognized, "It is well settled that there ellislS, in both
criminal and civil cases, a common law public right of access to judicial proceedings anti
records." In re Cendam Corp., 260 F,Jd 183, 192 (3d CiT. 2001); accord Graver Fresh
Distribs .v. Everfresh Juice Co., 24 F.Jd 893, 897 (7th Cir. 1994) (citing PRESS
Emerprise Co. v. Superior Court, 464 U.S. SOl (1984); Nwm v. Warner
Communications, 435 U.S. 589 (1978). Access to soch records "St'2VCS the important
functions of ensuring the integrity of judicial proceedings in particular and of the law
enforcement process more generally:' United Stares ... Hubbard, 650 F.2d 293, 315
(D.C. CiT. 1980). Furthermore, "(t]OO public's right of access extends beyond simply the
ability to attend open court proceedings (and)lrlather ... envisions II pervasive common
law right 'to inspect and copy public TC(:ords and documents, including judicial records
and dcx;umenlS:" Cendam, 260 F.Jd at 192. (quoting Leucadia, Inc. v. Applied

I On December 2, 2005. Plaintiffs provided Lilly with copies ofthc documents subject to
~., challenge. See affidavit ofTiffani L Sala, attached hereto as Exhibit B. lbereafJ.er, Lilly
~ informed plaintiffs that cer1ain documents n::fen::oced in the Complaint had DOl been provided

and certain Bates numbers provided were in error. Plaintiffs then discovered a small number of
clerical and typographical errors and five documents i~nently omitled from the copies
initially sent to Lilly. Considering that the Complaint is 191 pages long and has 548 paragraphs,
most of which refa to documents, !he small number oferrors is, if anything, rather swprising.
See Sala AfJiMvit.

o
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Lilly also claims that Plaintiffs cbaUenge is no ,<~ripe" because of Plaintiffs'
alleged failnre loco ply wilh paragraph 9.0 0' CMO- ~ which requires a party "bringwg ,I

ooJlifidential.ity chaliIenge to identify tbe docwnents subject to tbe cballenge by exact
Bate number. See Gussack 1/16 Letter at 6. This is nonsense: me truth is that. wim tlle
excepliion of II few minor euo '.Plain ffs have io ntified tb Bates numbers of the -
documents they are challenging and have, at great. tronb e an e: ,se, provided lilly
with copi,es. ' It turns out; howe.' "'. that Lilly arked eacb document with two se-par-ate
Balesnumhers. The two separate Dumbering_systems were the so tee of . ch. .ot all.
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documents chaIJ nged,. the ro. em ,is entirely of' ]]iy'sown 'making. •Iy cannot 1lse
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B. StrOB' Dieresis eiuh In a"o£ or Mainfain°O, """ e Openn.ess 01' TItese
Proceedings

Before turning to [be applicable standard under .R.. .P. 26{c)(7). Plaintiffs note
the long tradition ·of pen access '(0 court proceedingsa:nd the strong jnerests that
underlie dris traditiOD.

As the Thim "" ]fClIJt has recognized dh is wen settled that ·ereex.istiD both
cnm]naJand cjvi] casu.. a common law public right of access 00, jdicial proceedings and
reoonis.'· In re Cenilant orp. 260 F.3d 183. 192 (3d Or. 200 .); accord Grover Fresh
Dis/ribs ..Y. E\lerfre5h Juice Co.• 24 .3d.893. 897 (7lb Cir. 1994) (citing PRESS
Enterprise Co. v. Superior CO:llrl 464 U. .501 (1984)- Nixon 'v. Warner
Communications 435 U.So 58:9 (978). cces to s chrecords "serves &be :important
functions of ensuring lhe ifiltegri.ty ofjudicial proceedings in particular and of'" .e aw
enforcemeDt. process .more geera] y.h United St.aJesY~ Hubbard, 650 .2d 293, 3 5
(D.C. Cif. 1980). Fnrtbermoret .. Ohe public s right of access extends 'beyond simply the
ability to attend opeD COWl proceedings [and] r 'ather ... envis·ons a .ervaslve co'lnmon
law right <to iDspect and copy public records and documeDts~ incJudingjudicialrecords
and documents:" Cendant~ 260F.3d at 192. (qnoting uuc:adia,lnc.JII. Applied

] On December 2. 2005· Plai tiffs prov·ded U]y with cOPles ofthedoouments sD ~eclt to
• - -: ...challenge. See affidavit,ofTIffani L Sma. auacbed retoas Exhibil B. 'Thereafter, Lilly
... .: ~ jnfonned plaintiffs that cenai1lli documemtsreferenced lid Ih.e Complaint bad not been proVJded

and certain ..ates nunlbers provided were in error.lain6:ffs then discovered a. small number of
dericaland typogra.phi:cal elTors and Jive documents inadvertently omitted from the copies
initially sent to Ully_ Considering that lbe Complaint is 19Ipages:lon,g and has 548para~
most of which refer to doclJ1Il.ents, til ml,aiD number of ,crmrsis. ifanyiliing, rather su ,. .fi ng.
See Sola Ajfido;vir. •)..
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Ex/rusion Teelu., lru;., 998 F.2d 157, 161 (3d Or. 1993»; uc also Globe Nn'I'sfNlper Co.
.... Superior Court, 457 U.S. 596, 603 (1982) (holding lIlat right of access to court records
arises ullder both the common law and Ute First Amendmem to the United States
Constitution).

This e:ttends to pretrial discovery, as well. Due in part to "lIle abstract virtues of
sunlight as a disinfectant," couns abide by the '''general proposition, pre-trial discovery
must take place in Ute (sic) public unless compelling reasons e:tist for denying the public
access to the proceedings.'" Wilk v. Am. Med. Ass'n, 635 F.2d 1295, 1299 (7th Cir.,
1980). Any effort to limit public access under Fed.R.Civ.P. 26(c) imposes the burden to

show "good cause" on the pany seeking the limitation. In re "Agent Orange" Prod.
Liob. /..it'g., 821 F.ld 139, 145 (20<1 Cir. 1987»; Grady, 594 F.2d at 596; Wiggins ....
Burge, 173 F.R.D. 226, 228 (N.D. Ill. 1997) (citing Generol Dynmnics Corp. v. Selb Mfg.
Co., 481 F.2d 1204, 1212 (8111 Cir. J973). Absent such good cause. '-me discovery
materials in question should not receive judicial protection." Jepson, Inc. .... MaJdta Elec.
Works. 30 F.3d 854, 858 (7'" Or. 1994) (quoting Public Cititen v. Liggell Group, lru;.,
858 F.ld 775, 789 (I" Or. 1988».

Lilly's over-broad confidentiality designations undennine Ute public's right of
access to these judicial records. Plaintiffs have alleged that Lilly engaged in wide·spread
fraudulent scheme in deceiving physicians, consumers and others regarding the
comparative eflicacy of Zypreu to other traditional or atypical antipsychoties. Plaintiffs
forther allege that Lilly failed to warn - and affirmatively misled - physicians, consumers
and others in the medical community regarding Zypre:ta's association with diabetes,
diabetes-related conditions and. oUter adverse effects. And even though the approved use
of Zypre:ta was limited in the FDA·approved indications to documented adult
schizophrenia 8/ld short-teml treaunent of acute manic episodes associated with bipolar I
disordcr, Plaimiffs allege that Lilly actively marketed and promoted Zypre:ta for
unapproved uses in severaljXlpuJations where Ute efficacy and safely of the drug had yet
to be established -- marketing Zyprexa for the treatment of various conditions or
symptoms in children, ffiarl:eting Zypre~a for treaunent in the elderly for dementia, and
marketing ZyptC-.la for treatment of "soccer moms" who e:tperience depressive or other
physiOlogical conditions. The absent class members, as well as the public at large, have a

2Quoted approvingly by Bell v. Chrysler Corp.. No. 3:99-CV-Q139·M, 2002 U.S. Dist. Lexis
1651 (N.D. Te~. Feb. 1,2(02) (overtuming slipulated protectivt: order to allow plaintiff in a
related third party action access 10 documents produced in discovery); see also Citizens Firsr
Nat" BOIIk. v. C'ncillllOti IllS. Co.• 178 r.3d 943, 946 (7th Cir. 1999) ("I rn}ost cases endorse a
pteSumption of public access lodiswvel)' materials"); WeslChester Radiological Au'n P.e. v.
Blue CrossIBlue Shield ofNew York. lrrc., 138 F.R.D. 33, 36 (S.D.N.Y. 1991) (absent showing of
good cause, discovery "should be publicly available wbenever possible"); Omega llomes. 'rrc. v.
Ci,ir:orpArxeptance Co., 656 F. Supp. 393, 403 (W.O. Va. 1987) (discOvt:1)' "should be
available 10 the. public").

...,. '....~u.~~__ JIOC
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Exmaion Tu/u., Inc., 998 F.2d 157, 161 (3d Or. 1993»; see also Globe N~sfXJperCo.
v. 511puior Courl, 457 U.S. 596, 603 (1982) (holding lIlat right of access to court records
arises ulll!cr both the comffiOnlaw and the First Amendment to the United States
Constitution).

This elttends to pretrial discovery, as well. Due in part to "lIle abstract virtues of
sunlight as a disinfectant," courts abide by the '''general proposition, pre-trial discovery
must take place in the (sic) public unless compelling reasons CJlist for denying the public
access to the proceedings.'" Wilot v. Am. Med. Ass'lI, 635 F.2d 1295, 1299 (7th Or.,
1980). Any effort to limit public access under r-ed.R.Ov.P. 26(c) imposes the burden to

show "good cause" 011 the pany seeking the lintitation. In re "Agent Orange" Prod.
Liab. Wig., 821 F.2d 139, 145 (2od Cir. 1987»; Grady, 594 F.2d at 596; Wiggins v.
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Co., 481 F.2d 1204, 1212 (Sib Cir. J973). Absem such good cause, ''thidiscovery
materials in question should not receive judicial protection." Jepsoll, loc. v. Mootito Elec.
Works, 30 F.3d 854. 858 (7'" eir. 1994) (quoting Public Ciliten 1'. Uggetl GrQllp, loc,.
858 F.2d 775, 789 (I- Or. 1985».

Lilly's over-broad confidentiality designations undennine the public's right of
aceess to these judicial records. Plaintiffs have alleged that Lilly engaged in wide·spread
fraudulent scheme in deceiving physicians, consumers alll! others regarding the
comparative efficacy of Zyprexa to other traditional or atypical antipsychotics. Plaintiffs
further allege that Lilly failed to warn - and affinnativcly misled - physicians, consumers
and otheJS in the medical community regarding Zyprelta's association with diabetes,
diabetes-re13ted conditions and. other adverse effects. And even though the approved use
of Zyprexa was limited in the FDA·approved indications to documented adult
schizophrenia and short-lemllreatmenl of acute manic cpisOOes associ3led with bipolar I
disorder, Plaintiffs allege that Lilly actively marketed alll! promoted Zypreu for
unapproved uses in several populations where tile efficacy and safety of the drug had yet
10 be established - marketing Zyprexa for the treatment of various colll!itions or
symptoms in children. ffianeting Zyprelta for treatmenl in the elderly for dementia, and
marketing Zypre.l3 for treatment of "soccer morns" who eltperience depressive oromer
physiOlogical colll!ilions. The absenl class members. as well as the public at large, have a

2Quotod approvingly by Bell~. Chrysler Corp., No. 3:99-CV-Q139-M, 2002 U.S. Dis.. Lexis
l6S I (N.D. Telt. Feb. 1, 21X12) (overturning stipulaled procectivt: order to allow plaintiff in a
related third party action aco::ss 10 docUmelllS produced in discovt:ry): see also Cilizens Firsr
Nan BtJJI1<.~. Cilldl11UHi IllS. Co.• 178 F.3d 943, 946 (7th Cir. 1999) ("[m]ost cases endorse a
presumption of public access lodiscovcry malcrials~); WeslChestu Radiological Ass·1I P.G. v.
Blue Cross/Bille Shield ofNew York. lrrc., 138 F.R.D. 33, 36 (S.D.N.Y. 1991) (absent showing of
good cause, discovery "should be: publicly available whenever possible"): Omega /lomes. {rrc. v.
Ci,icorp AcceplQ1lCe Co., 656 F. Supp. 393, 403 (W.O. Va. 1987) (discovt:ry '·should be:
available to the public").



right to k.llOW about these allegations, and more importanl, have a righlto know lhe !)asis
for these allegations. They have a right 10 see for !hemselves the evidence upon which
Ully stands accused.

PCler H. Woodin, Esq.
February 27, 2006 Page 6

,.".1
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Keeping under seal all of the evidence OIl which Plaintiffs' have based !heir
allegations will, instead, shroud in secr-ecy Defendants' conducL Concealing Ihis type of
critical evidence deprives scholars and policymakers of !he urtdcrlying faclual evidence
of each Lilly's actions and inlerferes with an objective evaluation of its conduct.

C. Derendant Is Not Entitled 10 a Protective Order Under F.R-C.P. 26(e)(7)

A party seeking protection under Rule 26(c)(7) must shoow that !he information il
seeks 10 protecl is 'a trade secret, or other confidential research, development. or
commercial information.'" F.R.C.P. 26(e)(7); Set also CUIlO Inc. ". Pall.Corp., 117
ER.O. 506, 507-08 (E.D.N.Y. 1987). But even trade secrets are not entitled to absolute
prolCCtion. See Fed. Open MkI. Comm. v. Merrill, 443 U.S. 340, 362 (1979). Rather, the
party seeking Ille protective order muSI also show thai it would suffer cognizable harm if
the infonnation were disclosed and thaI good cause exiSI$ for Ihe issuance of!he order.
CUM, 117 F.R.D. at 507-508; see also Wilcock v. Equidev Capilal UC, 2001 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 11744, at *1 (S.D.N.Y. 2001) ("(llhe party seeking a protective order has the
burden of demonSlrating that good cause exisl$ for issuance of thai order."). Because
Lilly has nOl, and canllOl, meet any of these requirements, its motion should be denied. l)

I. DefentJo.nl Has Not Shown tlUll the Documenls Sough/lo Be Prottcttd
Conlain Trade Secrets or Other Confidel1liallnfomwrioK

In determining whether information "should be classified as lTade secrets, the
court must eOrlsider me following:

(I) the CJltenl 10 which !he information is known outside the business;
(2) the eXlenl to which Ihe information is known to those involved in !he
business; (3) the extem of the measures taken 10 guar-d the secrecy of the
information, (4) the value of the information to the business and its
competitors.

CUllQ, 117 F.R.D. at 507-508 (quo/ing Reliance Ins. Co. v. Barron's, 428 F. Supp. 200,
203 (S.D.N.Y. 1977). Lilly has 001 shoown mallhe infonnatiOll in the documents al issue
meets mese requiremen~and Ihlls has nul even satisfied the threshold lesl for

_. consideration of-whether -a prOlective order would be wan-anted.

a. u/enl/o whkh lhe infonnation is known outside the business

The first consideration in delennining wtlether information is acmally a ttade
secret or other proleclable information f-alling within r'ed. R. eiv. P. 26(e)(7) is "the

u
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right to know about til allegations and more important. hay ,a right, to know e tia .s
for these aUegati:ons.. They have a ,rigbt to see fOJ themselves the eVIdence upon wbi:ch
Lilly lands accused.

Keep.ingunder eal an of lbe evidence on whicb Plaintiffs· nave based their
allegations wi] I,instead, shroud in secrecy. efendants:' conduct. Concealing this type of
critica] evidence depriyes s ho)ars and policymakers ,ofthe 'underlying (aemal evidenoe
ofe.ach LiJJy's actions and interferes with an bjecti,ve evaluation: of ItS conduct.

c. Del ·ndant I Not E·nnt dto a Protecti , CoP.. 26(c)(7)

A party sooking protection under Rule 26(c)(7) ust s ow tilat tile information it.
seeks to protect j <a trade :secret. or other co:nfide.ntial 'researeh develop" n'~ or
commercial i ormation.··· F.R.C.P. 26(c)(7);. see also CuneO In,c v. Pall.Corp. , 117

.RD. 506. 507..08 (B.D .Y. 1987). Butven trade secn~fS are not e.n ·tJetl'co absolute
protectioD. See Fed. Open Mid. Comm. v Merrill, 44 U. . 340~ 362 (1979). Rathu, the
party seekin 'dIe protective orner must also show that ·t wo ld' urfer co . able harm j
the m:formation were disclosed andlhat good caus exisls fo.rlheissuance of the order.
CunQ~ 111 FoR.D. at 507-508;. see also Wilcock v. Equidev CapitalU ~ 2001 U.· .. lSI.
LEXIS 11744, at *1 (S.D.N.Y. 2001)' U t]he party seeking a p 'Oteetive order bas the
burden of demonstrating that good cause exists for issuance oftbat orda.U

). Becau~

Lilly has not, and C8JJROt meet any of these re.quirements. its motion should be denied.

1. Defmdattt Has Not Shown tha.t the Documents: Sought to Be Protected
Conra-m Trade Secr.ets ot' Other Confidemim Infonnalion

Jill delennining wbemer information "s louid be cIa sift d as trade secrets tbe
court must consider me f: Uowing:

(I) the extent to which fte infonnation is .k:nownoutside [he business'
(2) th extent to wbicl the i 0 ado» i known loose . valved in the
business; (3) the exte:nl of the mea:s:ures rakeD to guar-d the .secrecy of the
~nfo:rmatioJ4 {4) Ole value of " e jnfo ation to me business and its
oompetitors.

elmO,. 117 F.R.D. at 507-508 (quoting Reliance Ins. Co+ v. Barron's~ 423 F. Sup. 200
203 (S.D..Y. 19'77). Lilly bas not shown lb3it·e jnformation fn the documents at issue

.•. ~..meets these.requirements and lhus: bas.no 'even satisfied the 1hresboldtes for.
". :," 'consider3!iion of-whether 31 protretive 'order would be warranted. ' o·

a. ExIt'll .to which ti,e in/ormanol)' is known outside Ihe busin.ess

The fjrstconsideration In detemUning wether jJ1fonnation is a.clualIY.3 mrade
secret or otllerproteetable information falling w'ithin Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(c)(7) is ·~he
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extell\ to which the information is known O\Itside the business." Jd. In its motion,
Defelldant claims this consideration is satisfied because the documents at issue are "non
public documents" that are "not available for public ac<:ess." See GUSSllCk 1/16 Letter at
7. Defendant further notes that "{aJceordingly, O\Itside knowledge of informatioll
contained within the identified Lilly documents is limited, and to the extent that particular
information is shared outside the company, confidentiality measures are ensured." Jd.

Far from satisfying this first considcration, Defendant merely states that there is
limiled outside access to the documelll$ at issue. While this may be ltlJe, Defendant does
nO! discuss in any way the extent to which the infonMlum contained in those documents
is known outside tile company independently from its inclusion in the relevant
documents. Put another way, merely stating that few people have seen an email' neither
addresses nor establishes the extent to which its'COIItelll is "known outside !he business."
The contents of an email would obviously not be known to people who have rIO( seen the
email, but the actual information COl1tained therein may be known to the entire universe
of phannaceutical manufacturers. 11lis does nO! address or satisfy the relevant inquiry.
Defendant does nOl cite examples or show in any way the extent 10 which the infonnation
contained in tlte documents at issue, ill ond ofitself, is known O\Itsidc the company. Thus,
Defendant fails the first step in establishing that the documents at issue contain trnde
secrets potentially subject to protection under Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(c)(7). '

b. Extem to whi<:h infOnM/ion U known iJ1SUU the business

The second consideration in establishing that documents contain trade secrets is
the "extent to which inFonnation is known inside the business." CWlO, 117 F.R.D. at 508.
In its JlJOtion, Defendant claims il satisfies this consideration because,

Emails identified by plaintiffs cOlltain information known only to a small
number of recipients listed on each speciru.: email. Slide preselllations or
communications with a regulatory authority identified by plaintiffs contain
information known only to members of the specific Zypre.xa team dealing
with the information specific to a p.uticular document.

See Gussack 1116 Letter at 7-8. Again, while all of this may be true, Defendant is vague
about the CAact CAtCnt to which the information is known. Fore:tample, a marketing
presentation may be shared only witlt marketing personnel, but DefClldant does not show
how many persons or departments wO\lld properly "know" the infonnation, Moreover,

__the fael an efl.lail.Of presentation is shared on1y with a limited number of persons worlting'
- OIl specific projects'says nothing aboutlhe "secrel" nature of the content, but only

illustrates tltecorruooll sense notion that one does not send an email or give a
presentation relevant to only a few individuals 10 the entire organization of"45,000
employees worldwide," Defendant falls short in its discussion of these cOllsiderations and
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extent to which the information is known O\Itside!he business." !d. In its rnotion,
DefcllClant claims this consideration is satisfied because !he documents at issue are "oon
public documents" that are "not a~ailable for public access." Su Gussack 1/16 Letter at
1. Defendant further notes that "[a]ccordingly, O\Itside k:nowledge of information
contained within the identified Lilly documents is limited, and to the e;ttent that particular
information is shared outside the company, confidentiality measures are ensured." Id.

Far frorn satisfying this first consideration, Defendant merely states that there is
limited O\Itside access to the docllmenl$ at issue. While this may be true, Defendant does
not discuss in any way the e.ltentlO which tlte inJorowtion cOntained in those documents
is known outside the company independcntly from its inclusion in the rele~ant

documents. Put aJlQlher way, merely stating that few people have seen an email neither
addresse:s nor establishes the extent to which its'COIItent is "known outside the business."
1be contents of an email would ob~iously not be known to people who ha~e not seen the
email, butlheaclUal information contained therein may be IrnQwn to the entire uni~erse

of pIIannaceutical manufacturers. nus docs not address orsatisfy the relevant inquiry.
Defendant does nOl cite examples or show in any way the extent to which !he information
contained in the documents at issue, in ond ojilself, is k.nown outside the company. Thus,
Defendant fails the first step in establishing that the documents at issue contain trade
sccrelS potentially subject to protection under Fed. R. Civ. P.26(c)(7). '

b. E.xtem 10 which i"jorow/ion iJ known insuu the business

The second consideration in establishing that documenlS contain trade secrets is
the "e.ltent to which inFormation is k.nown inside tlte business." CWlO, 111 F.R.D. at 508.
In its motion, Defendant claims it satisfies this consideration because,

Emails identified by plaintiffs contain infonnation k.nown only to a small
number of recipients listed on each specific email. Slide presentations or
communications with a regulatory authorily identified by plaintiffs contain
infonnation known only to members of the specirlc Zyprexa team dealing
with the infonnation specific to a particular document.

See Gussack 1116 Letter at 1-8. Again. while ali of this may be true, Defendant is vague
about the exact extent to which the inronnation is known. For e;(ample, a marketing
presentation may be shared only with marketing personnel, but Defendant does not show
how many persons or departmenlS would properly "know" the inronnation. Moreover,

_the facl an ell.lail,or presentation is shared only with a limited number of persons working
- on specific projects'says nothing about the "secret" JUl(ure or the content, but only

illustrates thecorruoon sense notion that one does not scnd an email or give a
presentation rele~anttoonly a few individuals to the entire organiUltiOIl or"45,000
employees worldwide:· Defelldant falls shoo in its discussion of these considerations and
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thus, fails me second step in establishing that the relevant documents CQIltain trade secrets
subject to protection under Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(c)(7).

c. M~asures taken to guard th~ secr~cy ofth~ information

The third consideration when determining whether information should be
classified as tradc secrets potentially subject to a prolCCtive order is "me CAlent of the
measures taken to guard the secrecy of the infonnation:' Cww, 117 F.R.D. at 508. In its
motion, Defendant discusses in detail me steps it takes to protect various types of
documents arid information, including guarding its computer systems, requiring
employees "safeguard all information asselS", and the CAistence of confidentiality
guatantees for communications wim OOIlsullanlS, joomals and regulatory agencies. See
Gussack 1/16 Leiter at 8-10. While Defendant argues it takes CAtensive steps 10 protect
all of the information it generates, many, if not all, of the measures Defendant cites
protecl information regardless of whetller il is aclually a "trade secret" or not and in somc
cases are nOi measures taken by Defendant at all.

To begin, Defendant claims it requires employees to "safeguard" all "information
assets", which it defines as "all information developed by employees relating to company
busincs.s..." Id. at 8. Clearly this expansive definition, nOlwithstandillg the self-serving
and arguably "secret" examples of "information assets" Defendant lists, almost certainly
encompasses much information tl1at could not be OOIlsidered "trade secrets". Defendant
also notes that it requires confidentiality agrecmenlS for all of ilS interactions witll ootside
consultants. Again, such agreements apparently require consultants to keep confidential
all communi(:ations of any kind "related to the consultation" and require secrecy
regardless of whether any trade secret or other protectable information passes
whalSOCver. /d. In other won!s, just because a document was genernled pursuant to a
consulting arrangement does not bring the document within the rubric of r"'ed. R. Civ. P.
26(c)(7).

Defendant also describes ''measures taken to guard the secrecy of information"
that are 001, in actuality, measures taken by Defendant. For example, Defent/ant nOies
that when communicating with scientific journals, it is oflen subject to uniform roles
establishing secrecy fOf" these communications. Needless to say, measures adopted by
scientific joornals eannot be considered measures taken by Defendant It is strongly
unlikely thai Defendant initiates ilS interactions with journals in order to render
information passed thereafter "secret", bot likely initiates such contael voluntarily and for •
its own benefit. Similarly, Defendant.argucs it takes extensive measures to protlXil- .e· _:.;-~' ~

information from its interactions with regulalOfy bodies, including the r"'OOll and Drug
Administration (FDA), because such information is subject to privacy exemption under
the Freedom of Infonnation Act (F01A). &e Gussack 1/16 Leiter at 9·10. This assertion
Jacks merit because, put simply, an afflfTJlative rule set forth by Congress in statute
cannot be considered a measure taken by Defendant to safeguard its information.

,

o

,),);
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dJus. fails the second step in establisJllng tbat th reJevant documents contain lrad secrelS l
subject to protection under Fed. R. Ov. P. 26(c)(7).

c. Measure. taken 10 guard the secrecy ofthe informatiO'1.t

The third consideration wben de enninlng whelher in. oml3tion sJ'ould be
classified as trade secrets potentially subjecllo a protectiv, .older is ~tb:e extent of th ,
measures taken to guard the secrecy ofthc·nf-ormauon. j

, elmO .17 F.R.. at 508 In."ts
motion~ Defe.nda:ntdiscl!Jsses in. detaillhe steps it takes to proter: .various types of
docume.nts andinformation j including gQardi g, its co P tee systems,. reqairing
enlployee '~safeguard all jnformation assets' • and the existence of confid nliali ly
guarantee$ for oommunications with c~nsultanlSj'journals and reguJatOl)' agenc:~es. See

ussack 1/16 ~tter at 8,..JO. While Defendanl argues. i ta!kes extensive steps to protoot
an (the infunnatio:· it genera' j many, i ot all.. ufthe masures efendant cit
protect information regardless of whether it is aetUially a Utrade sec.ret t or not and in some
cases are not ,.measures taken, by ete dant at all.

To begin Defendant claims it requires employe to '"safeguard!~'aIl''information
a sets"", which i't defin· s: as "an ~nfonnation de. eloped by.emp .ayees'relaung to co,mpan'y
business... ' 1d. at 8. Clearly this expansive definiuOIl. notwithstand:irjg me self-se'rvmg
and arguably "sec.rei examples of "i:nfonnation assetsn Defendant li8ts~ almost certainly
encompasses mucb i formation tha,t C' .uldot beoonsidered "trade secrets;;. Defendant
aJoo DOles that it requires confidentiality agreements for all of its interactionswim ou side
consu]tanlS. Again. such agree:mentsappaie.Dtly·require collsulumts to keep co:nfidenuaJ
all conmmnrcatlonsof any )dud ''related to th,e vonsultationu and rc'qu"re secrecy
regardless of whemer any trade secret or othel pf· .tectable info .on asses
whatsoever. Jd. In other words" just because a document was generated plJi.fSllan.t :to a
consulbng arrangement does not bring the document within lbe rob- .c of. ed. R.. Civ. .
26(c)(7).

efendant also describe -'lU ISUfe8 taken to guard the secrecy of infonnalion"
that are not, in actuality. measures taken by.· efendant. For example, Defendant nDIes
that when communicating wim scientdic j,oumaJs, it js often sUbject to uniform rules
establiSihing secrecy for thesecommumcatious. Needless to say. measures ad.opted by
cientific journals cannot be COD •der.ed measures laken by Defen,ant .s strongly

untikely ilia! Defendanr initiates ilS iDteractions with journals in order to render
informa.tion passed thereafter ·~secre(". b' likely iniriates sucb 'CQDtacl vobmt,arily and or r

its OW" bendit. iDillarly Defendant~ arglle5 .it takes extensive ,'easures 0 proteqt- .~.,.~~;: ,..
informa.tjoD from :its interactions with regu~atO'ry bodies~ iDcluding the ood and D.rug
Administration (FDA), because such information js subjecllO privacy exemptio.n under
tbe Freedom of formation Act (FOIA).ee Guss ok 1116 Letter 319-10. This assertion
Jacks merit because, put. simplY1' anaffmn:auve mle sel forth by Co!Jlgre~s in statute
,cannot be considered a measure taken by DeJendant to safeguard ilS information.

!
- ...1
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Defendanl, in every likelihood, initiates its interactions with the FDA because it is
required to do so by law, not as a means of rendering eertain of its information
undiscoverable under FOtA. In sum, the alleged "measures" Defendant takes to protect
its information cannot support its overall argument lhallhe documents at issue are lrade
secrets subject to potential protection under r'Cd. R. Civ. P. 26(c)(7).

d. Value' ofthe' informatiQn tQ thl': busiMSS and its comp"'tilors

1lle fourth COtlsideration in determining whether the documents at issue are really
trade secrets potentially subject to proleCtion under Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(c)(1) is "the value
of the information to the business and its competitors." Cuno, 111 FR.D. at 508.
Defendant claims it meets this considerntiOll because dissemination of the documents at
issue "can" be of value to its competitors, who "may" use the information to their
advantage. Su Gussack 1116 Letter at 10-11. While the documents at issue may contain
infonnatiOll inlerest.ing or useful 10 DefendlUlt's cOmpetitors, this consideration may be of
limited signifJCance. "Iltis is because any party passing on the polential value of the
documents muSt essentially take Defendants' at their word that the documents at issue are
indeed as valuable as claimed. Without e.xpel1 testimony or similar evideoce to actually
establish their value, any party not intimately familiar with the inner workings of the
pharmacctltical industry canflO{ accurately gauge the value of the documents at issue, or
to determine if that value is sufficient enoogh to satisfy Defendant's burden for
entillcment 10 a protective order. Indeed, DeTendant claims in its brief that the documents
at issue are highly valuable, "even if the value is not obvious to a lay readerY !d. at 12 In
sum, while the documents at issue may have value to Defendant's business and
competitors, Defendant has likely shown thai value 10 be only possible at best, which is
insufficient to satisfy the burden set out by Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(c)(1) and governing law.
Defendant does not satisfy consicteratiOlJ number four for detemlining whether Ihe
documents at issue are protcctable lrade secrets and thus, nl){ entitled to a protective order
under Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(c)(1).

As discussed above, Defendant by its motion has failed to show that the
documents at issue are properly classified as protectable trnde secrets, confidCl1tial
research, development, or commercial infonnatiOll and thus, have failed part one of the
CUnQ test However, even ifDefendam satisfies this first prong, il does 1101 even discuss
the remaining two prongs, showing sufHcient cogniublc harm and showing good cause,
and thus, has not met its burden to show il is entitled to protection under r'Cd. R. Civ. P,
26(c){7).

.....,__....', _uo","-,,-,--.........-naoo.-:
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Defe~ndant) 10 I very likelihood. hftiates j interactions w~dl £he FDA because it 'IS

required to do so by Jaw,. not as a means of rendering ceJtaiD of if information
onwsoQvera Ie under OIA. In. SUfi, the alleged •• asu n Defe.ndan takes to protect
its information cannol. support itsovernll argument that the documents a issue are trade
secrets subject to potentlal p. teeti under "00. R. Civ.. . 26(c}(7).

d. Valfle Clfthe informatio11 to the business and its: compemo .~

The founhoonsiderntion in determiniog whether lhe ,documen at WllC are really
trade secrets potentially ubjec to protootion under Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(c)(7) is j(lhe value
oflbe infonnation (0 lhe busines and its competitors:~Cuno 111 F.R.D. 31508.
Defendant claims it meets this consideration because dissemination of me documents at
'ssue '~C3tn;> be of value to jts competitors, bo Ijmay" n· eWe information to their
advantage. See au sack 1116 Le~ter at 10-11. While the documents at iss.ue may contain
infonnation mteres'ng 0 lilsefulro Dden an; 'competitors•. tt .s cos.~de ation may .of
limited significance. ibis is because any pa:rty pas ing ontbe potential value of the .
docmnenfs, must essentially take Defendants~ at lhel word that the documents at. is ue are
indeed as valuable as c .• ed. Wiou( expeI1testimony or similar evidence to a wally
estabijsb their value.. any party not intimately fallliJi at with the inner wOlkings of·lhe

harmacooticaJI industry cannot accurately gauge the valiUe of the documents at issue., or
to detellIl.iD.e if that value l.S ufficie t en ugh to satisfy Defendant's burderrfor .
enlitJ!ement 10 a protective order. lndeed Defendant claim in i tief that the documcnrs
at issue ,are bighIy valuable. ··even jf dl va ue is :not·obvi us to a ]ay reader;'.' Jd. at 12. Iri'
um while the documents al issue may have valu to· efendant's busiDes an.

oompetitors, Defendant has l!Ui::e.ly shown that value to only ptnsib.le a( b - t., which .
insufficient to, satisfy the burden et 0 1 by Fed. R. avo P. 26(c)(7) and governing ·Iaw.
Defendant does not atisfy consideration number four for determining whether th
documenls 3t issue are prolectable trade secrers and Ihus. not entitled to a protecli e order
onder. ed. R. Civ. P. 26(c)(7).

As discu:ssedabo e, feudaotby its motion has failed to ow tllat the
documents at issue are properly classified as protecmbl trade secrets.. confidential
research,. developmen4 OF c~ercial infonnarion and thus~ ha _e failed part one oftbe
Cuno t:esL However,even jfDefendant salisfies this frrSlp:rong. it does not e en di 0 SS:
the remaining two prongs. showing sumdent cogniz.abl I arm and bowing good cause.
and thus, has not. met its burden tn show il :is entilfed to protection under Fed. R. avo P.
26(c)(7}.

_-' ........ ~~~._ ........ _.'.--:.JI. __ .......~-.
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1. Defendn/II Has Nor Made the Neuss(lry Showings ofSufficient COGnizable
Harm or Goed Cause for a Prorective Order Pursuant tf) Fed. R. Civ. P.
26(cX7).
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]be finallwo prongs of the Curw leSl are closely related. According to the Eastern
District of New yort, a showing of "good cause" flows directly from a showing of a
sufficient cognizable injury. Specifically, 'To satisfy tbe burden of showing good cause,
the IIl{/ving party must demonstrate that 'disclosure will work. a clearly defined and very
serious injury." Curw, 117 F.R.D. at 508. (internal quotations omilted). Moreover, "'The
movant must also show that there "will indetd be harm by disclosure." ld. (emphasis
addedXinlernal quotations omiued).

In addition, the pany seeking protection must make a speclfu: demonstration of
necessity for a protective order. Anderson v. CrJOI'Oc. Inc., 805 F.ld 1,'7-8 (I" Cir.
1986) (citing General Dynamics Corp., 481 F,2d at 1212); Glenmede Trust Co. v.
ThOlflpsoo. 56 F.3d 476, 483 (3..t Cir. 1995); Pansy v. Borough ofStroudsburg, 23 F.3d
772,786 (3"' Cir. 1994). Thus, a finding of good cause must be based on a particular
factual demonstration of potential hann, not on conclusory statements. E.g., Anderson,
805 F.2d at 7-8 (citing c~);Glenmede Trust Co., 56 F.3d al 484 ("Ibjroad allegations
of harm, unsubstantiated by specific examples or articulated reasoning do not support a
good cause showing"); In re Te"a In/'I, 134 F.3d 302, 306 (5th Cir, 1998) ("Rule 26(c)'s
requirement of a showil)g of good cause 10 sup¢rt the issuance of a protective order f .J
indicales that 'the burden is upon the movam 10 show \be necessity of its issuance. which
contemplates a particular and specific demonstration of fact as distinguished from
stereQlyped and conclusory stalements.'''); see also P(JfI~. 23 F.3d at 786-87._ (the
burden in on the pany seeking a protective order to demonstrale a '''clearly define and
serious injury'" as to "each and every document sought to be covered"); Cww, 117
F.R.D. AT 508 ("in order to demonstrate good cause. 'the injury which allegedly will
result from disclosure must be shown with specificity, and ... conclusory statements to
the effcci are insufficient"); Wilcock, 2001 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 11744, at -I (holding that
speculation about potential injuries arising from disclosure of infonnation supposedly
protecled by r'ed. R. Civ. P. 26(c)(7) is insufficient and thaI "conclusory statements [of
hann} fall short of the specificily required 10 established [sic] good cause for a proleclive
order.").

a. Lilly Has Not Demonstrated that Any Harm Would Result
from DiscWSllre

None of the potential harms Defendant describes in its motion meet these rigid
requirements. For example, Defendant stales lhat ilS competilOIS "may" use certain of me
documents at issue "10 their advantage in their interactions with physicians to the
detriment of [Defendant)." See Gussack IIl6l.cuer at 10-11. Defendant nOtes mat its
"'c]ompelitors C(JflUSC [information in the documents at issue] to modelmeir own
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1, Defendnnl Has Nol Made the Necessary Showings ofSufficienl Cognizable
Harm Qr Good Cause for a Protective Order Pursuanf to Fed. R. Civ. P.
26(cX7).

1be final twO prongs ofthc Cuno test are closely related. According to the Eastern
District of New Yort, a showing of "good cause" flows directly from a showing of a
sufficient cognizable injury. SpecirICaUy, ·"0 satisfy the burden of showing good cause,
the moving party must dcmonstrate that 'disclosure will worK a clearly defined and very
serious injury." CUIlO, 117 F.R.D. at 508. (internal quotations omitted). Moreover, '1be
movant must also show that there ··will indud be hann by disclosure." ld. (emphasis
added)(internal quotations omined).

In addition, !he pany seeking protection must make a specifu: demonstration of
necessity for a protective order. AruJerson v. Cryovac, {'Ie., 805 F.2d 1,'7-8 (I" Gr.
1986) (citing General Dynamics Corp., 481 F,2d at 1212); Glenmede Trust Co. v,
ThompSOtl, 56 F.3d 476, 483 (3'd Cir. 1995); Pansy v. Borough ofStroudsburg, 23 F.3d
772,786 (3"" eir. 1994), Thus, a finding of good cause must be based on a particular
factual demonstration of potential hann, IlOt on COI1Clusory statements. E.g.• Anderson,
805 F.2d at 7-8 (citing cases); Glenmede Trust Co., 56 F.Jd at 484 ("lbJroad alJcgations
ofhann, unsubstantiated by specific examples or articulated reasoning do not support a
good cause showing); In re Tem> Im'l, 134 F.3d 302, 306 (5th Cir, 1998) ("Rule 26(c)'s
requirement of a showing of good cause to suppOrt the issuance of a proleCtive order .- )
indicates that 'the burden is upon the movant to show !be necessity of its issuance. which
contemplates a particular and specific demonstration offact as distinguished from
stereotyped and conclusory statements.'''); see also Pansy. 23 F.3d at 786-87._ (the
burden in on the party seek.ing a proleCtive OJder to demonsmlle a '''clearly define and
serious injury'" as to "each and every document sought to be covered''); Cuno, 117
F.R.D. AT 508 ("in order to demonstrate good cause. 'the injury which allegedly will
result from disclosure must be shown with specificity, and ... conclusory statements to
the effttt are insufficient"); Wilcock, 2001 U.S. Dist.I..EXIS 11744, at -I (holding that
speculation ahout potential injuries arising from disclosure of infonnation supposedly
protected by r'ed. R. Civ. P. 26(c)(7) is insufficient and that "conclusory statements [of
hann) fall short of the specifIcity required to established Isic) good cause for a prottttive
order.}.

a. Lilly Has Not DemOflSlrated that AllY Harm Would Resull
from Discwsure

None of the potential harms Ddendant describes in its motiOll meet these rigid
requirements. For example, Defendant states lhat ilS competitors "may" use certain of the
documents at issue "to their advantage in their interactions with physicians to !be
detriment of [Defendant]." See Gussack 1116 Letter at 10-11. Defendant notes thaI its
"/c]ompetitOfS can use [information in the documents at issue] to model their own
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slr3tegies without similar dedicatioo of time. mortey, 3IId resources." ld. (emphasis
added). Such cooclusory, speculative statements of potential harm do not satisfy the strict

1"Cquiremcnt of showillg specific, cenain injuries will occur before a pTOIective order is
warranted ullder Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(e)(7). Irte"plicably, Defend3llt also claims Fed. R.
Civ. P. 26(c)(7) prolection is appropriate because disclosed information contained ill the
documellts at issue could be taken OUI of coote,,!. Set! Gussack 1/16 Letter at 12. This
"risk" has IIOthing to do with trade secrecy and e"ists regardless ofwhcther the
documellts oontaill protectable trade secrets or confidential informatioll or nOlo Far from
satisfying its obligatiOIl to allege and prove a ~cognizable harm" alld ~good cause" for a
protective order, Defelldant in its brief nOl only fails to e"plieitly discuss these issues, but
makes an insufficiem showillg with the specUlative, cOl1Clusory statements of harm it
does mai.:e.

b. Public Interest in Mailers Affecting Public Health and Safety
Mililate in Fal/orof Disclosure

Moreover, in this casc, not only is there an absence of actual harm to the defendant
from disclosure; there are affirmative reasons why public access ought no! be
restricted. III a widely embraced opinioll, the TItird Circuit set forth a number of factorS
for eonsider:ation in determinillg whether good cause uists to restrict public access to·
discovery. See PanS)', 23 F.3d at 787-90. One sllCh factor is that "lc)ircumstaoces
weighing against COllfidemiality eJliSl whell confidentiality is being sought over
infonnation important to public hcaltll and safety"); see also Wiggins, 173 F.R.D. at 229
(citing Pansy with approval and striking confidential designations of Cel1aill discovery
materials); Allied Corp 1/. Jim Waller Corp., 1996 U.S. Disl. U"is 8845 at -14 (citillg
P,msy and dellying motioo 10 seal certain documents and for protective order). Courts
give great weight to this factor, and are righlfully hesitant to limit public access 10
discovery material when the subject matter of the litigation concerns public health or
safety. For eJlample, in In re "Agenl Orange" Prod. wb. Litig., 82\ E2d 139 (2001 Cir.
1987), em. denied, 4&4 U.S. 953 (1987), the Second Circuit, based on analogous facts,
rejected dcfendalilS' proposed restrictiOfls on public access due to the importance of
public Ilotification of the dangers of the chemicals at issue:

We note that access lby class action litigants and the general public to
discovery materials] is particularly appropriate when the subject matter of
the litigation is of especial public interest.

/d. at 145-46, quoled in Gelb 1/. American Tel. &. Tel. Co., 813 F. Supp. 1022, 1034
(S.D.N.Y. 1993) (adding bracketed material).J

, In Agenl OrWige. the parties settled their litigation on the eve of trial, and defelldants, as
part of the settlement. asked the court to seal !he entire file. 'The media, absent class members
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strategies without s.imi1ac dedication of time" nl0ney, and resomo .u ld (mnphasi
a.dd.ed). Such conclosoJY. specmalive tarementsof otential hmn do O~ satisfy lhe strict
·equire:m,ent of showing specific, certain injun will occur ore a, proteoetive Older'
wammted under Fed. R. avo P. 26(cJ(7).lnexplicably~Defendant also Claim Fed. R.
eiv. P. 26 c)(7) protection is app,ropriate because discI ed infonnau n oontainoo jn the
documeJlts a issue could be taken out, of con ext See Gussack 1116 Letter at 2. 1bis
list" bas nothing to do with lrade secrecy and exi IS regardI s ofwhether the

docume ' IS contain pr tectable 1m 'f: secrets or confidenrial inti nnation or no Far from
satisfying its obligation toaDege and prove a "oogntzabJ harm" and good cal!Js~ for a

rotectiv order, efen' ant in ilS brief ot 'OD Yfails to explicitly discus'S th e j l e5, bm
makes an insufficient show,ing wilh I:be specu]ative~, con '_usory statements of bann it
does,make.

b Fllbli Interest in ,Mailers iffecting Public Health Imd Safety
Militate in Favor ofDisclosure

Moreover, in 'this case. not only is there an absenc of actual harm to'the defendant
from dmscloslIre; there are affirmative reas n why public access oughtn" t be
restricted. In a idely embraced opinion, dle 1hird Circuit se' fo a number ofaeto
for con .deration in detenniJ.ning whether good cause exists to restrict public. CCes'S to '
discovery. See Pansy. 23. .F.3d at 787-90. One such factor is ilia . c]ircumstances
wejgbing ,against oonfidentialityexis when confidentiality is - ing -soilgh ove"r
.informa ion impurtant.lQ public health and safet)""); see also Wiggins, 173 F.R.D. at 229
(citing Pansy with approval and lrikillg c~n ldential designation of certaiD dlisc.Qvery
materials)" Allied Corp 1Il~ Jim Wal'tr Corp., '996' '.S. Dist. UXis 8845 at 4 (citin,g
Pansy and denying motion ID seal certain documents and for protective order.onrts
give great weight to this factor and are rightfullyhes.itanl to limit pubic access 10 
discovery material wile (he subject matter of the litigation concerns·' . lie health OJ"
, afety. !For example, in In re "Agent Orange~~ Prod. Liab. Li!ig.~ 821.2<:1 l39 (2nd Cir.
1987). cel1. denied 484 . -. 953 (J987), the Second Circuit. based 0J1 analogous facts.
rejected. defendants' proposed reslric ions on public access due ,0 'the importance of
pubtic n.otificiilition of dle dangers of the chemicals at issue:

e Dole that access y class action .tig IS and the general public to
discovery materia]sl~8 pam uJady appropriate when th- subject matter of
the litigation is of espBciai public interest '

Jd. at 145 6 quoted in Gelb v. American Tel. & Tel. Co.. 813 . Supp.I022, 034
(S.D.N.Y. 1993) (adding blactetoo Dl8terial).3

In Agent Orange. Ole panics settled their litigatiolil on tll v of mal.• and defendants, as
part of the seUlemeot. asked the co' rt to seal entire fi] . The med~a absent class members
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The public's interest in safety arid health overwhelmed ally opposing privacy
interest in the Agenl Orange litigation:
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The public has an Interest in leaming more about the nature of the iSSl.les
raised by this complex litigation involving thousands of vetel'7lns and
members of their families; the plaintiffs' claim or exposure to dioxin; and
the chemical companies' defensc that the product was harmless, produced
in accordance with government specifications during warfare.

/n re "Agent Orange" Prod. Liab. Lirig., 104 F.R.D. at 572 (quoting In re "Agent
Orange" Prod. Liab. Lilig.. 98 F.R.D. 539, 547 (E.D.N.Y .1983»; see also id. at 574
(''The risks and dangers to which American soldiers were exposed during the most
controversial war of this century is a matter of overwhelming public concern.").

As inthcse cases, here Lilly cannot establish good causc for barring public access
in part because the public's interest in safety and health overrides any opposing interest
Lilly may contrive. The consequences of Lilly's misdeeds are grievOlls and irreversible.
Numerous patients took Zyprexa unaware of its potential to bring about hyperglycemia
and other diabetes-related illnesses and third-party payCJS paid massive amounts for
prescriptions of the drug under circumstances where they would not have done so but fO£
Lilly's fraudulem scheme. And )'Ct, these injuries can be avoided going forward. Public
health and safety will be enhanced by notifying the public and the medical community of
lhe knowledge Lilly has regarding the side-effect profile of Zyprexa and of its efficacy,
or lack thereof, in treating off-label indications. With an infonned public and medical
community, patients will lIQt be prescribed Zyprexa for symptoms that may be treated
with other, less hannful agents, and those who do lake Zyprcxa will receive the regular
blood lJIOllitoring that can ensure the early detection and treatment or diabetes-related
illnesses.

c. Absem Class Members Have an Interest in Discovery Materials

1n addition, courts recognize thai absent class members have heightened illterests
in obIain'ng access to discovery materials. The Agenl Orange courts observed that "(t]he
[FedernJ Rules] Advisory Committee n«es make clear that Rule 5(d), far from being a
housekeeping rule, embodies the Committee's concern that class :tetion litigants and the
general public be afforded access to discovery materials whenever possible." In re
"Agem Orange," 821 F.2d al 146; see alsQ In re "Agent Orange" Prod. Ijab. Litig., 104

·F.R.D. at 573. This arises becauseabsent class membeis have more obs~les thall
parties in individualliligation to reviewing material produced in discovery. Thus, nOt

and other members of the )l'Ublic intervened to oppose such sealing. The district court, affirmed
by the Second Cirellil, largely denied defendanls' efforts to secrete the file from public scrutiny.
821 F.2datI41-44. )

}
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' In re
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and other members of we public inlerv ned (0 oppose such sealing. The districl comt, affmned
by' the Second CircUlil, largety denied defendanCs~ efforts to secrete the file fro public scmliny.
821 F.2d at 141-44
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only are courts reluctant to limit public access to discovery materials in class actions, but
they sometimes even require all such materials to be made part of the court record. Jd. at
572-73. Indeed, JUdge Weinstein eventually lifted the Agent Orange protective order
because he believed, among other things, that "class members should be given access to
the discovery material so that they may understand why their class representatives urged
the Court to approve the settlement." In re Agent Orange, 104 F.R.D. at 573.

Here, too, class members on whose this action has been brought have an interest in
knowing, indeed, a right to know, what Plaintiffs have aHeged and on what basis, so they
can determine whether their interests are being protected in this lawsuit. Given that what
Lilly seeks to keep from those class members is the heart of the Complaint in this case
and the evidence supporting Plaintiffs' allegations, the interests of the class members in
being infonned about this lawsuit provides yet another reason for lifting the \:'eil of
secrecy that currently shrouds the documents at issue on this motion. '

ill. CONCLUSION

Court of law are not meant to hide illegal activity, but unearth it and punish.jt:
"We can strike a fair balance between the privacy interests of a corporation and the health
and safety of the public so long as we recognize that a publicly maintained legal system
ought not protecUhose who engage in misconduct, conceal the cause of injury from the
victims, or render potential victims vulnerable. Secrecy in such instances defeats a
function of the justice system - to reveal important legal factual issues to the pubJic."
Weinstein, supra, 9 J.L. & Pol'y al61 (~mphasis added).

For the reasons set forth above, the Court should deny Lilly's motion for a
protective order and lift the confidentiality designation from the Lilly documents in
question, thus opening this case to healthy public scrutiny.

Very lruly yours,

~mMfilgw
Thomas M Sobol
Hagens Berman Sobol Shapiro LLP

." , " .. ~ f'~;:.~.. <:.;·,::"~·:';~::-;;':.·.. ~-:"':':"-::'.;'" ',., ,,- -.. "
ce: All Counsel of Record (via Firsl Class··mail)C .
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SUBMIITED UNDER SEAL
VIA PDF wrrn ENCLOSURES

Peter H. Woodin. Esq.
Special Discovery Master
JAMS
280 Park Avenue, 28th Floor
New York, NY 10017

Re: UFCW Leeal 1776 v. Eli lilly and Campany.05-cv-4II5
Erie Tayag v. Eli Lilly and Campany, 05-CV-OI596

Dear Special Discovery Master Woodin:

. Plaintiffs in the UFCW Local 1776, et. aL Third Party Payor litigation ,herein briefly
respond to Defendant Eli Lilly and Company·s.('1..illy") reply, filed by letter ofMarch 27•.
2006 ("Lilly Reply Ltr'j, in support of its motion for a protective order to prevent the lifting
of confidentially designations covering documents identified in Plaintiffs· First Amende,d
Class Action Complaint ("Complaint"), filed by letter of January 16,2006 ("Lilly WI_

I. ARGUMENT'

A. The Issuance of CMO-3 Does Not Establisb that Lilly's Documents a're Prolecfed
for AU Time

Stripped of its bluster, tiUy's reply essentially argues first iliat CMQ-3, the case
management o~deralready entered in this case, somehow vitiates Plaintiffs' challenge to the

. confidentiality of the limited number of internal Lilly documents cited in Plaintiffs'
Complaint Because ilie documents in question are currently protected by CMO-3, argues

I For ease of reference, attached bttcin are the following exhibits:

Exiubit A: Lilly Lf:tter of January 16,2006 (''Lilly Llr") without exlnDits;

Exhibit B: Exhibit D to Lilly Letter of January 16,2006 (Declaralion ofGernld Hoffman);

Exhibit C: Plaintiffs' Respoose LeIter ofFebruary 27, 2006 without exhibits;

Exhibit 0: Lilly Reply Leuer of March n, 2006 ("Lilly Reply Ltr''); and

Exhibit E: Zyprexa MOL 1596: CMD-3.
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Lilly. the Court should ignore Plaintiffs' sound and well-reasoned policy and legal arguments
for the lifting of Lilly's confidentiality designations. Lilly is wrong.

What Lilly ignores in this regard is the mechanism currently in place in CMQ..3.
allowing a party to dispute and challenge the other side's confidentiality designations:

H at any time a party wishes for any reason to dispute a
designation of discovery materials as Confidential made
bereunder, such person shalJ notify the designating party of
such dispute ....

If the parti~ are unable to amicably resolve Ihe dispute, the
proponent ofconfidentiality may apply by motion to the Court
for a ruling that the discovery materials stamped as Confidential
are entitled to such status and protection. . .. 11re designating
party shaU have lhe burden ofproofon such motion to
<slob/ish Ihe propridy of its ConfidenJiol designotion.

CMG-3.1t 9(b). (c) (emphasis added. parenlhetical omitted).

Thus, CMO~3 does not provide the beginning and the .end of the argument. as Lilly
would like to suggest Instead, it provides (he very mechanism by which Plaintiffs now
challenge the proj)J'iety of Lilly's overbroad confidentiality designations. Further, CM0-3
makes clear that it is Lilly and not Plaintiffs which bears the burden of proof on Ibis
chaUenge. UJly does not come close to meeting that burden by simply hiding behind .CM0-3.

Lillyalso attempts to strengthen its argument on this point by citing t~ unfounded
concerns over "lawyer advertising," suggesting insinCerely·that Plaintiffs' current d~aJlengeis
somehow designed to open the doors· to some kind of "advertising" by Plaintiffs' counsel.
Nonsense. Plaintiffs do not seek to Iiftlhe confidentiality designations on the internal LiHy
documents cited in the Complaint for th~ pwposes of some advertising scheme, but do so
simply to allow class Plaintiffs, absent class members and the general public to read lbe full
Complaint filed in this 'matter in an unredacted form.

As Plaintiffs demonstrated in their letter of February 27, 2006, filed in response to
Lilly's motion for entry ofa protective order, the Complaint in this case can only be
distributed in redacted fonn because of the' numerous references it contains to documents that
Lilly has improperly designated as "Coilfidential.'· Again, even a cursory glance at the
Redacted Complaint is sufficient 10 demonstrate the extent to' which putative class members
and the public are prevented from learning the truth about the factual allegatipns in this case.

.:..;~_"":. ,. "., The.publJc.hasa 'right to.knOw exactly what Lilly stands accused of. and ·the substantial·-basis
•.•. J.", ' >, ·on·whicll'tbese'aIlegations have been made: That Lilly woUld seek toprevenl the public from

gaining this knowledge is not surprising. Fears of "lawyer advertiSing.... however, do not
make the case for keeping a lid on the filed Complaint and do not help ully meet its burden
on this motion.

...-->,,

Jo
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Finally. aDd in a curious effort to make its case. lilly also mat:es the bi7ane claim that
'11]1le Fc:dtzaI rvod and Drug Adminislration also disa~ with plaintiffs· bold swement
that disclosule$ which differ fl'Ofll approved labeling wouk! be in the public interm" Lilly
Reply l.tt at 3. Initially. Plaintiffs note that they are aware Qfno such Slatemeot made in
Plaintiffs' letter of February n. 2006. But mon: importantly, Lilly's statunent in this regard
appears to highlight Lilly's QWlI belief that a reading of an unredacted oopy or PlainLiffs'
Complaint would eaJ.1 into QUestion the approved labeling ofZypnlJ<a. In olber words. Lilly is
simply arguing that ir its patients wen: allowed to read the an unredacted version o!"lbe
Complaint,lhey might know the e~tent 10 which Lilly's own doeulDCllts undersc:ol-e Lilly's
fraud and deception in bringing Zypt"e1a to market without adequalt: warnings orlhe dangers
ortheirdrug and Lilly's unlawful efforts to market thedrug roroff-labd use. Again, this
argwnent does not help Lilty meet its bunlen Qn this motion.

B. The TlIIling ofPWntiffs' ChalJenge if Entirely Appropriate

In its reply, Lilly continues ;1$ tired n::rrain thai Plaintiffs' eonfJdeJ:ltiality ehaIIenge is
somehow "premature~and contnry to the Hinleot~QfCMO·3. Lilly Reply Ltr a14. This
argumenlrt:PfUC'lts notIring IIlOfe than an effort by Lilly 10 a"Oid haviog to moe!. its heavy
burden on this motion - something it blows ;t cannot do.

To theextenl that Lilly attempts to make its prematurity argUlIIwt by claiming
dominiQn Over the Mintent" ofCM0-3. Plaintiffs SUbmil simply that the. intent or CM0-3 is
best discovered by citing 10 II'IuJI it tJChlall] says with regard to the: applopt ialC liming or a
cooli<lentiality challenge. On this so:ore, <:Mo.3 reads., in pertinent part:

If /II /lny tUne a party wUhes ror any rt:a'lOIIlO dispute a
designation QrdJSl,:Qvery materials as Confidential made
hereunder, such person shall notiry the designating'parly of
such dispu'e ....

CMO·3, 19(b) (emphasis added, p:uentbetical omitted).

Thus, by its very terms. CMo.3 uplicitfyenvisions ,hat a party may Challenge
CQn/identiaiity designations "Ill /lny t'fIU." In short, and despite lilly's altempts to spin the
"intent" ofCMQ-3. theR: is nothing in lbecasc management onlet thaI mig!llsuggest that
confidentiaiitycha!Jenges should wail unlil some Iale/" date in the proceedings.

r-urthennore., Lilly unS'l(:Cessful1y auempts 10 bolster is prematurity argument by
laking Plaintjff~10 laSk for citing 110 case law for the proposition thaI "document~ s.bould be
subject to a de.designation reviewal such an early stage of the lirigation.~ Lilly Reply Ltr at
4. 10 makiog tltis argument, Lilly again places lbecart bdoa: the bone and again ignores the
fact thai, uoderthe plain temlS ofCMo.3 and the unquesOOnably heavy weight offedefa1
authority, il is the party WIDeh bears the bunlen ofproof on this rootioo. Thus, il should D(l(

be that Plaintiffs must cite 10 ease law that wooId allow a confidentiality ehallCllgt al this
stage in the proceedings; it is UIlJ that: should be mqninxltocite to ease law thai would
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pre'mll such a challenge. This, Lilly is wholly uBabIe 10 do- a facl previously empha$ittd
by Plaintiffs but igoored by Lilly. .

H.nally, Lilly makes the absurd argumeauhat tile cQIlfIdentialily challenge should be
defared because the documents in ql>e$lion "will ultimalely play no lQ\e in the (MJ1cQme or
direction of the litigation." Lilly Reply Ltr al 5. While Lilly mighl wish thatWS were lhe
case, Plaintiffs believe Ihal the documents;n question, which werec~fullyseleo::ted by
Plaintiffs' coonsel for inclllSion in th" Complainl, are ilKlc:c:d the vet')' documents that will
most fully expose the eXlenl and duration <>fLilly's f..ud ar>d deception. This is pr«isdy
w"y they "'ere clwscnfor inclusion iJf tire Complaint. Notwithslanding Lilly's self·servin8
stateroe:nts 10 the COllitat}', il is the importance of these docU1DCllts in explainin8 and exposing
Lilly's fraud in the Complaint, which highlights the propriety of the Coon's review of the
merits of Plaintiffs' challenge althe present time.

Plaintiffs' challenge is not premalUre and the Court should rejectLilly's efforts 10

avoid havins 10 meet its heavy burden 00 WS motioo by arguing thai il is.

c. Lilly Still lIas Not AcknowledRed or SatisC"1td It!! Burden to Show Entitlcn'CQt to
Protection under Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(e)(7)

Lilly has again claimed the documents al issue~ entitled 10 prowction under r-ed. R.
Civ. P. 26(c)(7). However, despite clear law p1acillgthe~n for-showing entitkmeullo
such protection ullcqui~Dcallyon Lilly,2 Illly provides no new facts in il$ Man:h 27, 2(X)6
IeIler 10 show il hascanicd this burden. 1l>erefore, a protective order under Fed. R. Civ. P.
26(c)(7) is inappropriate.

I. Lilly's Burden 10 Show the Exlent to which the Infonnation.t hsue I.s
Known Outsideand Inside ofLiU, lias Not Been Met

Lilly oomplains thai Plaintiffs "offer no legal RJPIXlI1H fortheobsuvation thai LiDy
failed 10 address the cxtenl 10 which the actual iJffomrQ/ion oonlaincd in the documents al
issue is known. Lilly Reply Llr al 6. Far from Jacking legal support, Plaintiffs oorrc:ctly point
OUl that the Eastern Districl ofNcw York e.><plicitly requires a party sating a Fed. R. Civ. P.
26(c)(7) protechvc order 10 show theextcnt 10 which thearguably protected iAfonnaJion is
known outside and inside the company, not merely the extellllO which emaiIs and
presentations containing that iJlIOIIDlIUon arc disseminated.1 To Lilly, this distinctioo is
~USOl")"'" in its case~ "all documents subject 10 plaintiffs' challenge are subject 10
Lilly's Code of Business Conduct" and, funber, because this "Code" "ties documenl
re&trictious 10 infonnatiooal restrictions. H Lilly Reply Ltr at 6. InteteStillgly, ao:.:ording 10
Lilly's own Gerald Hoffman, w~ "(lode" COVllrS "AU infunnation deVC'1opcd bycmployees
relating 10 company business:' -Lilly Llr, ·Exb. D (DccJamt:ioo of GcnId Hoffman, 113a)
(emphasis added). FoJlowill8 LilJy's logic, each and ew:ry single business documenl thaI its

1Sae- f..c. ... P"II Cmp., 117 F.It.D. S06. SOlI (lill.N.Y. 1987) (boIdir>g. ~11 is wdI cstabI.Ioho:xIlhal tile
parIJ' oed.iog the josuwoe of. po-ot<diw: ordr:r ofOO"",,",lIli.og!:"'"l co_ to support ........ order.;.

] III. • :i01-08.
,
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preFellt such achalleDge. 'Ibis. Lily is wbol!ly unable 10 do -afac· previously empharired
by Plaintiffs but ignored,by Lilly..

F"malIy" "0, makes the absurd argumenUhat til confidentiality challenge hOIl d be
deferred because the dOCllmenls m qraesti.on "will uJlimately play :no role in lite outcome or
directioof the litigauon.· Lilly Reply Ltr" at 5. While LiDy migbt. wish tha this were the
case Plaintiffs Delieve that Ihe documents m qwu~stion. which were carefully selected by
Plaintiffs'·COURSel fo inclusion in tneoJJlplaiQt, are irndeedlbe very docu . ts thaL will
most :fully expose dlC ext· -ot and duration of" illy's, fraud and deception. This is precisely
why they were eMsenlor inclus:it.m in the Complaint. NOlwitbstanding . y. s self~erving

statements to the COJ1tmy~ it is the lJDpoJ1a:nce of these documents in explaining and exposing
illY's fraud m Ule Complainl" which highlights Ihe propriety of the CoUIfs review of dle

mails ofPlainttffs~cballeDgeat Ihe present time.

Plaintiffs·"cbaDooge is notpr:emamre and Ole CollI1. should reject LiJly·s efforts to
avoid having to meel"ts 'heavy burden onlhis .motion by argmng that it is.

c. Lilly StiU Bas Not dUJ&wled ed _ Sa6s&ed Its Bmdm to Saw End ., t to
Pt'-fJtec ~OD tier Fed. Civ..~ -)(7)

lily Jus agaiin claimed the docDmeD.(s at issue are entil1ed-to protection u:nder Fed. It.
Civ. P. 216(c)(7).' H(lweve.r~ despite clear law placing tb bu~eo for showi:llg entiiIem-Dr tQ

s:och pr-o:reclioo U1U!quit.oocollJ on LiJ]y~2 UUyprovides 110 DeW" facts in its atih 21. 2006
letter to .skuw i1 bas carried dli:s burdcu. Therefore~ a protective order under Fed. R Civ. ..
26(c)(7) is inappropriate.

Lily' Burden to SJuJ:w tile &le-.t to which tb ormatio e Is
hewu Ou1sid - and InSide ofLiUy Ha _No. Been Met

Lilly complai:ns that Plaintiffs "offer no legal svppon" for the obsenratio.n 'dlat Li y
failed lO address the exlent to wluch the actual infoT11Wlion contained in &he documents at
issQ,e is bown. lilly Repl.y Ltr at 6. Far from Jacking legal s-upporr. Plai1l1if.fs. correcdy point
out that theBastem District ofNew York-exp"ci.tJy requires a party seeking a Fed. R. eiv. P.
26(c)(7) protective oroe.c to mow the extent to vi "cb the arguably pltd'ec,ted iJlf9mtl1lion l!S

bownOl!ltside and inside the company~otmerely thecx,1! nt to which emaiIs and
pre:s:entationsoontaiomg that wanna ·on,are disseminated) To LiD.y•. this distinction is
"illusory-:! in 11m case bccau.se ualldocuments subject to plaiDriffs' challenge are subJ [ [0

LiUy' Code ofBusin.ess Conduct' and. further, becaUse drls node" ·"ties docunlellt
restrictiQIlS Ito informatio.nal restrictions." Lilly Reply Ltr at6 hlterestingly,. i:1C(;ordidg 10
~~s own 'Gerald"Hoffman, lbiS; ""Goe.te" covers "-'All informa1ion developed byemployees
relating to company lJusinesS-.' lilly.1#, b.. D(Declantion of Gerald Hoftirum; 13a)
(empbasi.added). Follow'ingl..illy"s logic, each and every single busir!ess document Chat its

2 See CuM· Inc. l'~ .Pall Cmp•• 111F.RD. 506. 50s"(B.D.N.Y. J987) (hoJdiDg.' t is well establiild mat the
poutyseelin.g the ismance ofapn'll.~veorder ofdemonslmbIIg g(J(ld(:aU$elO support mcb Older.".

31d. at 507-08.
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cruployces dcvclop automatically satis.1"1CS the "extenl to which the informatioo is tnowD~
Cl)l)Sjdcntion, btca.ue each and every single business doCumenl is subject to the ~Code." In
otherwords, to Lilly, thiSCODSiderntion is a foregone conclusion in every instance becauscall
of the iofonnation cootained in its business doclll'Dents is known only 10 a satisfaclOri.ly
lirniu:d number ofpersons to satisfy the considcrn.tion. Soch a contention is 001 only absurd.
but falls far ,hOl1 of satisfying Lilly's exclusive burden to show that il is entilled to a
protective order under r..-.:l. R. Civ. P. 26(e)(7).

2. l.illy's Bumen 10 Show Measurr:sTaken to Guam I"" Secnq"oI'lbe
Documents at Issue lias Similarly No( Been Mel

lilly also continues to assert its entitlemenl to ,"Cd. R. eiv. r. 26(e)(l) protection
based on ~mc<lSU= taken to guard the secrecy of the infonnation.~ Lilly Reply LIr a16.
Liny'slalcsllllgUments DOl OIlly defy logic, but again fall far short of satisfying ilS burden 10
show a r'ed. R. Civ. P. 26(e)(7) proIOCtiveonlc:ris appropriate.

To begin, Lillyehidc$ Plaintiffs' argumenl that Lilly has failed lQ meel ilS burden
because !be~ "measures" it lakes 10 guard !be secrocy of ilS documents apply to "all"
ofWly's documents, whetha" trade = or not. Lilly Reply Ur a16. AeeonIlng 10 Lilly, il
is "absurfdr tIIai ''Plaintiffs would have the eoon believe that, in lIS day-to-day business. the
only doeumenlS that Lilly can legitimately protect from the public's view are l/lQSC docurDCJllS
worthyof 'trade seael' protection.'" Lilly Reply Ur at 6. Confusingly, il is lilly iud/lhat
has claimed entitlemenllo proteclion under Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(e)(7), wtuch proleClS "trnde
secrel or oIbe:rconfKlcntial~h. development, Dr"CQrJlIJlCn:ial infonnation..... See, e.g.,
Lilly l.t:r at I. Is il LiUy's cootenoon that the documenlS al issue are enliUed to some
protection iIt oddiIion 10 ''ed. R. Civ. P. 26(e)(7)? Or does Lilly contend lhat ,"Cd. R. eiv. P.
26(e)(7) somehow protecls aU of ilS documents wbethet" ~trade secrel" or not? If the former,
Lilly has neither coumer-ued a basis for such addilional prote:<:tiOIl nor offered any SUppor110
show its entitlcmenllo that basis. Hthe lauer, the law in the Easlern DiStricl of New Yorl::
and elsewhere is elear thai the fIrsl and forcmos.t step in determining whetber Fed. R. Civ. P.
26(cX7) is apPlOpliale is dclCmtining whethu the ioformalion hshould be ckusifiMtI$ tnuk
levUs and, therefore, subject 10 llOIl-diseJosure...... While lhe.-c may be some basis
somewhere in the law for protecting each and every single Ooe of Lilly's documents from
public disclosure, Lilly has cbo6en to rely on Fed. R. Civ. P.26(e)(7). Lilly's stalement of
enlitlement to p101cXtion for doewnenlS regardless of whethrr ''trade secret" or not docs not
comeelose to satisfying ilS burden to show a Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(c)(l) order is appropriale.

lilly funhcr claims thai "Rule 26(c)(7) docs not requiK: thai 'the. measures laken 10
guard the StUCCy of the ioformatiOll' be taken by the party seeking its protection." Lilly
Reply l.t:r at 6--7.~Not only is this argumenl eontrary to common sense. il is simply not Irue.
"In fact, the Restatement (F1t'S1) of Tcru t 757, oommenl b, 1M provisWn providing Ihe basis
for 'he 'at ruttl~CO/utI iIt delumiltiltg whelhu iIt/ormutitm nw.~ be c1<usiJietlas a
prol«/abk"trade st~,n". explicitly SIatC$ Lbal a consider1ltion 10 ana.I~ whesi a party sc:eb

• !d. (nupI>osis ockI<tI).
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employees de\relop automatically satisfies the: '''extent 10 wbich the information is known"
consideration,. booanse ,each and:ever:'] single business doCwneol is sobject to the "Code. '" In
otller worm~ to Lilly"dUs considemtioois a foregone c:oucI\JSiolJ in every·nstwce because till
ofthe iDformatiQU OOBbed in iw business docnmellm is knowoo _Yto a Sail:isfactotily
litniled DUDlber of pe-rsOIU: to saEisfy !be OO~dern:tiOfi. Su:c'h a coqtentionis not only abs~
bot failits far short ofsatisfying LilI.y·s exclosi~ bnrden 10 show that it i:s enlided to a
pl! tootive order underFed. R. av. ~o 26{c)(7).

2. Lilly' unJento Sborw Measures Takm to G nI tb '£CI"eCy.r the
oaJ ,enuate 'as +miI dy Not B Me

illy al!sOOODMUes 0 assert i e.ntitle t toPed. R Civ. P. 2:6(c)('7}proreclion
based on •measures taken to guard the secrecy oflbe informaIiOlIl1:' Liny Reply Ur al6.

iDyts latest arguments no only defy ogIC:. b t, again faU far sbort of satistYing ilS burden: to
show Fed. R. eiv. P. 26(c)(7) protective order lSa,Pp'opriam.

To begin. Lilly chides Plaialiffs ' argument tbatLiEly bas failed to meet its blll'den
because the supposed ''measures'' it rakes to guard the seeteq ofits dOCUDlents apply to '''all''
o Ully's documents. wid uade secret or ot LiUy Reply Lrr at 6. Accootin,g 'EO iUy it
is •absu;rfd}" that ~"ll1!Dtlffs would havelhe ~ourt t>efevc m 1, ,in ilS day~to-day usmess. the
omy docwne:nts (hat Lilly can Jegit:imately protect from the pub tic's view are tho!: dOC\llDeDm
wonhyof "lrade seemt." protecrioo.· Lilly Reply lJr al6. COnfusingly~it is Lilly ltselffha!

as claimed en ·tle.DleiJu to proroc' ill DdecPed. . Civ. P. 26(c (7). wllich pro ts ""trad'
secret or osherco.nfidemial reseamh,. develop.mw' or commercial mfomtation.. oM See, e.g.,.
Lily Ltr at I~ Is it Lilly"Soonte:lillioJli [btlt lhe docume:nts 3t issue are entitled ((J some
protection in addiJion to Civ.Po 26(c)(7Yl Ord, Lilly contend 'lhatFed. R.' J"'. P.
26(c)(1) somehow protects all 0. ils, documents wether Uuad sec ~(' or, ot? " 'Abe former
Lilly has -Jil.. jilier enumerated a b@sis roc such addiuonal p tee oor ofiered any support lO

s:kCM' 'lSGnEiitlem Dt 1:0 that basis. If the laner. che Jaw ill the -astem, District ofNew York
an4 ellsewliJere is dear mal the :first and foremost step in detennining whetherFed. R. elY •

26(c)(7) is appropri31le is~g wh er Ihe infOllllatiu '~sh uld be cltus-ifisd tIS ,trafk

secrmaod.lherefore, subject to DOD "sclosure... "/1 Wbile lbere may be some basis
w.mewhele in the law for prolecdngeach and every single one ofLiJly's d0C'UDlents ({urn
public dmo.sure.. Lilly has dlOSCO to rely 0.0 Fed. R. eiv. P. 26(c)(7). liIly's statemept of
entitlement to protection, for docnmen18 rega:rdJ.ess ofwbeth ·~de secret" or ,not, does 0_
eome close to satisfying its blKden to show a Fed R. Ci'l. P. 26(c}(7) ordeT is appropriate.

Lilly funbe:r clwms thail'"Ru e 26(c}(7) does 01 require lhal 'th rneasurs[ -eo to
guard lhe secrecy of lbe WOllDatiOD' be ta.ken.by dle party seeking its protection."' ,,' y
RePly Ur at~7.~Not~. is this argument contrary toc.om:mt).o seose.c it is simply not lnJe~

~ tiJc"RcstltCmenl'(First) ofTorts § 751~. oomment J.),~ the prorisWnproritJing the basiS
/01" the tesl used tty coll11s in ddomining wheUter mformtdion may be clasrijktlas II

protectllble "trtule s:ecmt
.1. "pJicltly states 'lbat a oousideJation 10 arnmy2e >iN. D a party seeks.
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protection .i,s "(3}the exk::nl of measures taken by him to guard the secrecy of the
information.5• In sum. Lilly again has failed to meet its burden to establish that a Fed. R. Civ.
P. 26{cX7) protective order is appropriate.

n. CONCLUSION

For all the foregoing reasons, as well as those articulated in PlaiQ.tiffs· response letter
of Febmary 27, 2006, this Court should deny LilJy's motion for the entry of a protective
order.

Very ttuly yours.

~~.~@
Thomas M. Sobol·
Hagens Berman Sobol Shapiro LLP

cc: All Counsel "ofRecocd (via email)

=> Tbe full list of coosideratioos includes, (I) The exlent 10 which the information is Iawwn outside ofhis.
busin~; (2) the extent 10 ,which it is knoWn by empJOyOl';S and odiers ~vol~~ his business;. (3),the exteilt r,>f ,.,'
~ lakeD-by him to'guard lbe-seCrecy ,oftbe ilifOllll3liOil.--(4)-tbe-V3IUe:ofthe-1ilfcinnaliOn to him andto his
~tors;(5) lbe ampunl of-effort (W money expended by him in developing the information; (6) the ease or
diffIculty with wbicb the infonnalioo could be properly acquired or duplicated by others. Restatement (FtrSI) of
Torts § 757 cmL b (1939). .

See aho United Stales v. International Bus. Moch. Corp., 67 ERD. 40. 46-47 (S.D.N.Y. 1975) (employing
the "considerations commonly employed wbeo detennining ifcertain information rises to the level of a trade
secret such as is embodied in Section 757 of the Restalement ofTorts" including "the extent of the measures
taken by him 10 guard the secrecy of me infonnation.j.

tJ
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protection.is «(3) the extent of measures taken by him to gu;udthe secrecy of the
information,5, In sum. Lilly again has failed to meet its burden to establish that a Fed. R. Civ.
P. 26(c)(1) protective order is appropriate.

ll. CONCLUSION

For all the foregoing reasons, as well as those articulated in Plaintiffs' response letter
of February 27, 2006, this Court should deny Lilly's motion for the entry of a protective
order.

Very truly yours,

~/1£,.~@
Thomas M.. Sobol'
Hagens Berman Sobol Shapiro LLP

cc: All Counsel ofRecord (via email)

5 The fun list of~sideratioDSincludes. (l) The exlent to which the information is known outsid~ofhis,.
busjn~; (2) the exteottowbich iii's knoWn by empJoyee:s and odiers ~Yolved,ip. his busin~(3) ,the exteDt.of :.,
~ taken 'by -him to 'guard tbe'secrecy,oftbe iJifo~-(4)tbe:V.afue:ofme:hifOrmalionto him and'to his
competitors; (5) the amount of-effort or money expended by him in developing the infonnation; (6) the ease or
difficulty with which the infollnation could be propedy acquired or duplicated by others. Restatement (FlISl) of
Torts § 757 ClDL b (1939).

See also United States v. International Bus. Mach. Corp.• 67 F.RD. 40. 46-47 (S.D.N.Y. 1975) (employing
the "considerations commonly employed wbeIJ deteni1ining ifcertain information rises to the level of a~e
secret such as is embodied in Section 757 of the Restatement ofTorts" including "the extent of the measures
taken by him to guard the secrecy of the infonnation.J.

.: )
''; .
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T»OMAS M. S06Ol.
DA:Cl' (617) 475-1Q50
10M@H8SSl.AW.COM

Peter H. Woodin, Esquire
JAMS
280 Park Avenue
2811l Floor, West Building
New York, NY 10017

April 17, 2007

HAGENS BERMAN
SOBOL SHAPIRO llP

Re: In re Zyprexa Products Liability Litigation, MDL 1596
UFCW Local 1776 and Participating Employers Health and Welfare Fund vs.
Eli Lilly and Company, 05 CV 2948 (mW) and 05 CV 4115 (mW)

Dear Special Master Woodin:

Since counsel for Lilly have afforded th~mselves the opportunity to preview some
arguments in connection with the hearing scheduled for the day after tomorrow, I do the same.

I. The Attorneys General Have An Interest In Public Disclosure

During the eighteen monlhs or so that proceedings have been underway with the de
designation of purportedly "confidential" Lilly documents, Plaintiffs' counsel have made no
bones about the fact that Attorneys General are among the persons interested in learning the facts
behind the allegations in the purchase claim cases_ You might recall that at the very [lIst
teleconference held on this subject, Mr_ Vale (on behalf of Lilly) pressed Plaintiffs to identify
why it was that the documents should be disclosed. Among other things, we identified that
representatives of Attorney General offrees were making"- and repeatedly since made - inquiries
of us about the case and documents. It should come as no surprise, then, that when the Court
finally scheduled a hearing in connection with the de-designation issue, some Attorneys General
were made aware of the proceeding. See the letter to Attorney General Madigan, Exhibit I to
Lilly's April 17,2007Ietler.

Under the recently enacted Class Action Fairness Act, Congress recognized that there is a
particular relationship between litigating private attorneys· who seek certification ofn"3tional'~~'._~ - -' ,.
consumer classes and representatives of the various offices of the: Attorneys General. lndeed~~ iii -
most national ciass action settlements, federal Jaw now requires that formal-notices be sent to the
Attorneys 'Genetal regarding!l proposed settlement, with information on its terms, its timing and
the like. As a result of these formal requirements, .infonnal relationships have grown over time

, --~'''.'.... -.,-

ATTORNEYS AT lAW SEATTlE lOS ANGElES CAMeRIOGE ~HOENIl( CHICAGO
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Eli Lilly and Company, 05 CV 2948 (mW) and 05 CV 4115 (mW)

Dear Special Master Woodin:

Since counsel for Lilly have afforded th~mselves the opportunity to preview some
arguments in connection with the hearing scheduled for the day after tomorrow,] do the same.

I. The Attorneys General Have An Interest In Public Disclosure

During the eighteen months or so that proceedings "have been underway with the de
designation of purportedly "confidential" Lilly documents, Plaintiffs' counsel have made no
bones about the fact that Auorneys General are among the persons interested in learning the facts
behind the allegations in the purchase claim cases_ You might recall that at the very first
teleconference held on this subject, Mr. Vale (on behalf of Lilly) pressed Plaintiffs to identify
why it was that the documents should be disclosed. Among other things, we identified that
representatives of Attorney General offICeS were making"- and repeatedly since made - inquiries
of us about the case and documents. It should come as no surprise, then, that when the Court
finally scheduled a hearing in COtUlection with the de-designation issue, some Auorneys General
were made aware of the proceeding. See the letter to Attorney General Madigan, Exhibit I to
Lilly's Aprill?, 2007Ieuer.

Under the recently enacted Class Action Fairness Act, Congress recognized that there is a
particular. relationship between litigating private attorneys· who seek certification: ofn-ational ~.-. --~ - .~-~.

consumer classes and representatives of the various offices of the Attorneys GeneraL Indeed~' iii .".
most national ciass action settlements, federal Jaw now requires that formal· notices be sent to the
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and increasingly are doing so in order to foster discussions and lines ofcommunication between
pri~ate litigating class cases and Attorneys General during the pendency of a class action. This
case is no exception. Because this is a pri~ate class action matter affecting public health issues,
lhere is a commonality of interest that the states Attorneys General hal'(; with the litigating
panies. It is simply good practice to keep Anomeys General apprised of important
developments, and because certain Attorneys General hal'(; expressed with us a particular interest
in these proceedings. Wl: will kcep them abreast.

n. Lilly's l>ublic Statemenls WalT"n' DiscIQSUn:

When certain of these "confidential" documents were released to the public, ~arioos news
articles appeared. Among olher places, Lilly was Quoted in the British Medical Journal on
January 13, 2007, stating thaI the documents thaI had been leaked were "a tiny fraclion of the
more than elel'(;n million pages of documents pro~ided by Lilly as part of the litigation pt'(:IC%SS."

Lilly also added that the selected doculnents "did not accurately portray Lilly's conduct" More
tellingly, Lilly's statement to the BMJ oontinued:

l1>ese documems do not in any way represent an accurate ~iew of Lilly
company sll'ategy or acti~ities. What these indi~iduals are lIOt li~ly to
show you is the millions ofoIher pages of documents demonstrating how
Lilly and its employees hal'(; worked to improl'(; the li~es of people with
schizophrenia and bipolar disorder.

Needless 10 say, we think that Lilly uses lhe confldentiaUty in this Court as both a sword
and a shield. On the one hand, Lilly seeks to maim.ain the wnfidentiality of documents so that
people cannot Imow the true facts regarding ully's marketing, promotion and advertising of the
product. On the OIher hand, Lilly makes statements 10 the public about how the documents
would really show how wonderful a company Lilly wly is.

We also note that Lilly told the BMJ dlat the reason that die documents Wl:re not being
disclosed by Lilly was that Lilly was not going to "violate that {collfidemialily] order by
releasing documents oorselves." Huh? It was Lilly that designated the documentsCOflftdential
in the rlJ'Sl place, and il is Lilly !hat could <Je.designate them. This is absurd.

r'Or years, Lilly has had the ability 10 carefully designate truly sensiti~e infomtation as
-,._.__._9..QP~I~~,.~~j{1j:~.J,!l.iI.l!Qtl~~p~~iI.~aila1?l!: l<l the public. U sel:J1!S !hat Lilly is

:;;; :>•...:- -'·1I...-...1>.-·....:,_-"""""hl:.~·,..,= .....-\.,."'t~.-'iol·~ <!l.andlhe bljc,M lanotheTlOlhis'_ ...__ ,_'el>~=..~-5........!l<-=._ _ ~.9Y@ _ PSI _ ye . ~

-;""£oort. To the-poblic, they say~"Wewooldmillylike 10 disclose the documents to you. bIIt Wl:

can'l, bill if we could you would see the millions of pages that show how wonderful we are." On
the other hand, and to this Court Ully says ''We are entitled to keep the documents confideotilll
because to disclose the information in them woold foment litigalion against us."

)

o
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and increasingly an: doing so in order to foster discussions and lines ofcommunication between
private litigating class cases and Attorneys General during the pendency of a class action. This
case is DO exception. Because llUs is a private class action mattel" affecting public health issues.
lhere is a commonality of interest that the states AUo(l"leys General have with the litigating
panics. II is simply good practice to keep Anomeys General apprised of imporlant
developments, and because certain Attorneys General have: expressed with us a panicular interest
in these proceedings. we will keep thcrn abreast

n. Lilly's l>ublic Statements Wal'Tallll)isdosun:

When ccttain of lhcse "confidential" documents were released to thc public, various news
articles appeared. Among other places, Lilly was qUOled in the British Medical Journal On
January 13, 2007, stating that the documems that had been Icaked were "a tiny fraction of the
more than eleven million pages of documents provided by Lilly as pan of !be litigation process."
Lilly also lldded that lhe selected documents "did not accurately ponray Lilly's conduct" More
tellingly. Lilly's statement 10 the BMJ continued:

l1>esc documents do not in any way represent an accurate viewofLiUy
company strategy or activities. Whal thcse individuals are DOtlikcly to
show you is the millionl ofother pages of documents demonstrating how
Lilly and its CJ1lployees have: wooed to improve: the lives of pooplc with
schizophrenia and bipolar disonler.

Needless to say, we think that Lilly uses the: confidentiality in this Court as both a sword
and a shield. On the: one hand, Lilly seeks to maimain the confidentiality of documents so thlll
prople cannot know thc true facts regarding lilly's marketing, promotion lIfId advertising of the
product. On the other band, Lilly m.al<es statements 10 the public about how the documents
would really show how wonderful a company Lilly 1nIly is.

We also note that Lilly told the BMJ that the reason that the documents were not being
disclosed by Lilly was thaI wily was not going to "violate that fcouIidentiality] order by
releasing documents ourselves." Huh? It was Lilly that designated the documentsCOllfidentiaJ
in the rU'Sl place, and il is Lilly thai could de-designatc thc:m. This is absurd.

For years, Lilly has had the ability to carefully designalc Ullly sensitivc information as
_._...,.._~onfi9.eJll,i~,.l9tyw..i.lb.e,miU!9lls~p(lgeu,vai1a1?~ l<l thc public_ It SI'lCJT!:S that Lilly is

;;;- __.::.__...;,;:.,;:.~qrglft.w:~lI@t~"1il<@S!llJ.w{p;~I-and ~ wblje. $I- yet another l<llh.is ~
-;-£oort. To the public. they say~~W(fwould mil1ylikc l<l disclose the documents to you. but we

can't. but if we could you would sec the miUions of pages that stlow how wonderful we are:' On
thc othc:r hand, and to this Court Lilly says "We are entitled 10 keep the documents confideotia.l
because to disclose the information in 1hcm would foment litigation against us."

e__"~"""·"""~FICI_.mJIf>UnP.".._

)
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As OUf Exhibit 1 to our lener, we attach the British Medical Journal article.

Very truly YOUfS,

Thomas M. Sobol

TMS:BS
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As OUf Exhibit! Lo our lener, we auach the British Medical Journal article.

Very truly YOUfS,

Thomas M. Sobol

TMS:BS
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HAGENS BERMAN
SOBOL SHAPIRO UP

THOM"SM. SOBOt
DIRK!' (617) 475-1950
IOM@-HBSStAW.COM

July 10,2007
Via Fax and Email:

Special Master Peter H. Woodin, Esq.
JAMS
280 Park Avenue, 281

1> Floor
NewYork,NY 10017

Re: Confidentiality De-Designation of Documents Cited in the Amended Complaint
UFCW Local 1776 et al. v. EN Lilly and Company, 05-cv-2948; 05-cv-41/5
MOL No. 1596: In re Zyprexa Products Liability Litigation

Dear Special Master Woodin:

Plaintiffs write pursuant to yOUf request for further briefing on Plaintiffs' challenge
regarding the confidentiality ofcertain documents and in response to the May 30, 2007 letter
from Chris Wasson on behalfof Defendant Eli Lilly and Company ("Defendant" or "Lilly").
While Plaintiffs believe they have adequately addressed this issue in their February 27,2006,
April 10, 2006, and April 17, 2007 letter briefs, below is a consolidated argument. In providing
this briefing, Plaintiffs thus renew their request that the challenged documents be de-designated
as confidential and seek a prompt ruling on the matter.

I. INTRODUCTION

Judge Weinstein recognizes that "Rule 26(c) confers broad discretion on the trial court to
decide when a protective order is appropriate and what degree of protection is required.,""l
Detennining whether good cause exists requires "taking into account litigants' privacy rights as
well as the general public's interest in the infonnation."2

In this matter, Judge Weinstein saw fit to impose an umbrella protective order but went to
great lengths (both in CMO-3 and the Injunction) to make it clear that the confidentiality
designation is subject to challenge, writing;

I See Memorandum, Final Judgment, Order & Injunction ("Injunction") daled February 13.2007 at 50 (citing
Seattle Times Co. 1'. Rhinehart, 467 U.S. 20, 36 (1984».

2 Injunction al 50.
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2 Injunction at 50.
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• "Parties are permitted to challenge [the] designation, and the burden of
establishing that there is good cause to protecl the designated materials rests al all
times with the party seeking protection;")

• "Any person, whether or not a party to this litigation, who believes documents
designated as confidential under CMO-3 have been improperly sealed or should
be disclosed in the public interest may take advantage oflhe order"s
declassification provisions and petition the court for declassification of certain
documents;"4

• "If at any time a party (or aggrieved entity permitted by the Court to intervene for
such purpose) wishes for any reason to dispute a designation of discovery
materials as Confidential made hereunder, such person shall notify the
designating party of such dispute in writing ...."5

Pursuant to CMO~3, Plaintiffs have filed motions to declassify a series of documents that
they have used (and will continue to use) substantively in the prosecution of this case. Judge
Weinstein has referred Plaintiffs' motion for declassification of certain documents to you,
Special Master Woodin, for resolution. 6 In doing so, Judge Weinstein provided guidance as 10

how the various documents should be evaluated:

In ruling-on whether the documents are properly designated confidential, the
Special Master shall declassify any documents that do not fall within the ambit of
Rule 26(c)(7) of the Fed~ral Rules of Civil Procedure. Documents that are
properly protected under Rul~ 26(c)(7) should nonetheless be declassified unless
defendant demonstrates an extraordinary reason to keep them under seal. 7

II. ARGUMENT

A. The Federal Rules and the March 30, 2007 Order Give the Proper Standard for
Evaluating These Documents

Defendant asserts that Plaintiffs are attempting to conjure up some new standard against
which the confidentiality designation of these documents should be judged. To the contrary,

) Jd. at 52.

4 Jd. at 63.

5 CMO-3 at 9.

6 Order dated March 30, 2007 ("March 30 Order").

7/d. at 7-8.
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Plaintiffs have properly challenged the confidentiality designation of documents pursuant to
CMO-3 and Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 26(c)(7).8

The Federal Rules provide judges with almost unfettered discretion in determining
whether a protective order is warranted and what the contours of that order may be.9 Federal
Rule of Civil Procedure 26(c) states, "Protective orders are entered for <good cause! The court
has almost complete discretion in detennining what constitutes good cause."tO

Judge Weinstein's March 30, 2007 Order sets out the standard to be used for determining
«good cause" in congruence with the Federal Rules: a showing by Defendant that there is an
extraordinary reason to keep these documents under seal. Judge Weinstein is well within his
judicial discretion to require that Defendant provide an extraordinary reason in order to receive
judicial protection of these materials.

While correct insofar as the touchstone of the court's power under Rule 26(c) is the
requirement of good cause, Defendant overlooks the fact that the "burden to establish good cause
is placed on the party seeking protection."11 Once the protective order has been challenged, the
"burden of establishing that there is good cause to protect the designated materials rests at all
times with the party seeking protection."12 Lilly has the burden of meeting the standard as set by
Judge Weinstein.

Given both the discretion inherent in Rule 26(c) and Judge Weinstein's guidance as to
what constitutes good cause, Defendant would have been better selVed by focusing on satisfying
this burden by stating particular and specific facts relevant to the alleged confidentiality of each
challenged document. 13 Instead, Lilly has continued to reiterate that they should not be required
to demonstrate some "undefined extraordinary reason" to keep these documents privileged.
Defendant has therefore failed to satisfy the standard set by Fed. R. Civ. Pro. 26(c)(7) and
interpreted by Judge Weinstein, a standard that you have been asked to apply.

8 See CMO-3 and Fed: R. Civ. Pro. 26(c)(7). See a/so Plaintiff's February 27, 2006, April 10,2006, and April
17, 2007 letter briefs. Lilly also insists on relying on the Freedom of Illfonnation Act as a basis of confidentiality
for their documents. While there may be some valid reasons to shield the initial bad:.-and·fonh communications
between the FDA and a drug manufacturer from the public view at the time these communications occur, this
general policy has no bearing on the evaluation of documents being used substantively in litigation that alleges
serious health and' safety problems (and has withstood Summary Judgment) over a decade after these
communications occur.

9 See Fed. R. eiv. Pro. 26(c) (staling "The trial COU!1 enjoys considerable discretion in deciding discovery
matters and may be reversed only for abuse of discretion").

10M

II Injunction at 50.

12 Jd. at 52.

13 Fed. R. Civ. Pro. 26(c) (stating '''the pany seeking the protective order has the burden of showing that good
cause exists by stating particular and specific facts"). The Declaration of Gerald HotTman filed with Defendant's
May 30, 2007 letter does not go into specifics, bUI provides only that "Public dissemination of Lilly's internal
documents would work serious competitive hann to lilly and the Zyprexa brand."
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B. Facto" Properl)' Considered Under the "Good CaufC" Requirement

In assessing requesls to modify an existing proleclive order, courts mUSl balance lhe
potenlial harm to the party seeking prolection against lhe requeSling pany' s need for lhe
informal ion and lhe public inleresl served by its release. ,. Here, lhese faclOrs weigh in favor of
disclosure.

1. Plaintiffs Seek to Use These I)ocuments Substanlively 10 Litigate This
c.~

Despile Defendant's assertion lhal Plaintiffs have impure motives for seeking de
designation oflhe documents cited in the Amended Complaint and by Plaintiffs' Expens,
I'lainliffs in facl seek to use lhese documents to effeclively litigate Iheir case. Judge Weinstein
has specifically differentiated between documents produced by panies in disoovery aoo
documenls used subSlantively to litigate a case, slaling lhal "lhose documents whieh play no role
in lhe adjudicalion process ... such as those used only in discovery, lie beyond reach of the
presumption ofaccess:'1S llte Court appreciales lhe hann lhat may resull from discovery
malerials being publi<;ized, bUI also recognizes lhat Plaintiffs have a need 10 use lhe challenged
malerials substanlively in liligating this ellSC'. Hi These documenlS are nol merely byproducts of
lhe broad and wide_rnnging disoovery process, bUl inslead fonn !he very hear1 of Plainliffs' case.

Because of lhe umbrella proteclive order in place. counsel for Plainliffs has nol been able
10 show an un·redacted copy Oflhe Amended Complaint to Plainliffs, whether named or absent
lhough Plaintiffs' counsel has relied on lhese documents as the basis of the case againsl
Defendanl, lhey have IlOl been allowed to share the very infonnation lllal substanlialcs the claims
wi!h Plainliffs. Many oftbe documenls subjecltO lhe de-designalion challenge have also been
ciled in Plainliffs' Rcsponse to Defendant's Local Rule 56.1 Slalemenl ofUndispuled Facls
("Plainliffs' Facl Proffer") artd lbe declarations subrnined by Plaintiffs' Own expem. 1l All of
!hese documenls, including lhe Facl Proffer lhal is integral to Plaintiffs Opposilion to
Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment. have been shielded from Plaintiffs' view.

Judge WeinSlein has speo;ifically SUlled, "The claim of public access is Slr\')ngesl when the
documenls playa substantial rote in detennining litigants' subSlanlive rights. Filling squarely
wilhin tltis definition are documents lhat served as the principal basis for a sununary judgment

" M.nu.1 for CompTu Litiption (F""nhH 11.432 (2006).

,j Inj""",i"" .t 46 (citing F. T.C ". Standard Fiw. 1.1gml Cal]).. 830 F.2d 404. 409 (lSI Ci,. 1987)).

,. ~~ Maleh 300r0e.-.,1>

11 Plajntilfs' F.... 1'n>1f", ci'ed to ni"",y-one documen<.,h., hod been p.-eviO...ly cited in 1he Amrnded
Ct>mpIai"'. 11>< [)<ocl_ion ofPI"nt;ffs' bpel\S cited to thiny.fi •• dooomcnto tlw hod bern ciled u. ,he Ama>dod
Complaint. The ......ining ni""""", dooomen.. ci'ed by ,lie PI.intiffs' E<pen......100 befor~ you .........bj<el to
M.in,iffs· eoofldel"ioli'y ch.llenge.
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"M.nual b- CompTv. Litiplion(founh) § IL432 (2006).

I' tnjun",i"" >t 46 (ei,ing F. T.C. •. StOMONJ Fin. 1.48"" CO'1'.. S30 F.ld 404, 409 (lSI Ci,. 1987).

" $u Mvch JOOo<ko at~.

11 Pt.in,iff.' F... Proff", ci'ed '0 ni""'Y"O"" documen<.,h>t h... ban pn:viou>ly ci,ed in the Amtnded
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motion .... "18 Plaintiffs' Fact Proffer, which provides the factual basis for their Opposition to
Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment, cites to ninety-one of the documents cited in the
Amended Complaint. At the June 22 hearing on Lilly's Motion for Summary Judgment,
Plaintiffs were prevented from projecting documents cited in the Amended Complaint in the
courtroom. Despite prior notice that Plaintiffs may cite confidential documents at the hearing,
Defendant refused to allow Plaintiffs to reference these documents in open court. As a result,
Plaintiffs were forced to change tactics at the last minute.

The continued confidential designations on these and other documents have impeded
Plaintiffs' ability to try this case to the best of their abilities. Because Plaintiffs seek to use these
documents to advance their case, they should no longer be subject to CMO-3.

2. The Public Interest in Health and Safety Issues Is a Legitimate
Consideration

In general, disclosure of information of public concern should be encouraged. 19 A

presumption ofpublic access applies to judicial proceedings and documents.20 In particular,
courts have found that "circumstances weighing against confidentiality exist when
confidentiality is being sought over information impoJ1ant to public health and safety."21 COUJ1S
are reluctant to limit public access to materials when the subject matter of the litigation concerns
public health or safety. The Second Circuit has noted that "access [by class action litigants and
the general public] is particularly appropriate when the subject matter ofthe litigation is of
especial public interest."22 In In re Agent Orange, that couJ1 rejected the defendant's restriction
on public access due to the impoJ1ance of public notification as [0 the danger to the public posed
by the chemicals at issue.23

The documents before the COUJ1 directly touch on issues of public health and safety.
Plaintiffs allege thai Defendant has engaged in a wide-spread fraudulent scheme to deceive
physicians, consumers, and others as to the safety and efficacy ofZyprexa. Plaintiffs further
allege that Lilly actively marketed and promoted Zyprexa for off-label uses where the safety and
efficacy of the drug had not been established. The public, including absent class members and
Attorneys General, have a right to know the basis for these allegations. It is only by making this

18 Injunction at 46 (internal citations omitted).

19 March 30 Order at 6.

20 Injunction al 45.

21 Pansy I'. Borough a/Stroudsburg, 23 F.3d 772, 797-90 (Jrd Cir. 1994). See Wiggins v. Burge, 173 F.R.D.
226, 229 (N.D. Ill. 1997) (citing Pansy with approval and striking confidential designation of certain discovery
materials); Allied Corp. I'. Jim Walter Carp., 1996 U.S. Dis!. lexis 8845 at "14 (citing Pansy and denying motion to
seal certain documents).

22 In re Agent Orange, 821 F.2d 139 (2d Cir. 1987).

23/d.
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information publicly available that policies can be changed to ensure that consumers' health and
safety are not again hanned by this rype of fraud.

Courts are not meant to protect those engaged in illegal activity, no matter the vaguely
asserted potential commercial harm. As Judge Weinstein has pointed out,

We can strike a fair balance between the privacy interest of a corporation and the
health and safety of the piJblic so long as we recognize that a publicly maintained
legal system ought not protect those who engage in misconduct, conceal the cause
of injury from the victims, or render potential victims vulnerable. Secrecy in such
instances defeats a function of the justice system - to reveal important legal
factual issues to the public. 24

III. CONCLUSION

For the reasons set forth above, the Court should apply the standard set by Rule 26(c)(7)
and interpreted by Judge Weinstein in his March 30, 2007 Order. As Defendant has failed to
allege an extraordinary reason to keep these documents under seal, the Court should de-designate
the documents cited in the Amended Complaint as confidential. Plaintiffs respectfully request a
prompt ruling on this matter.

,
Very truly yours,

lsi Thomas M.Sobol

Thomas M. Sobol

TMS: KAJ
Cc: Christopher Wasson

Anthony Vale
Lauren Guth Barnes
Kristen Jolmson

24 Jack. B. Weinstein, Secrecy and the CiI·il Jus/ice Svs/em in Civil Trials: Some TentQtive Views, 9 J.L & PoJ'y
53,61 (2000). .
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HAGENS 8ERMAN
SOBOl SHAPIRO UP

THOMAS M. SOBOl
I)RECTo 1617j 47S-1950
TQM@HBSSl.J\W.COM

November 9, 2007
Via Fax and Email:

Special Master Peter H. Woodin, Esq.
JAMS
280 Park Avenue, 281h Floor
NewYork,NY 10017

Re: Confidentiality De-Designation Challenges
UFCW Local 1776 et al. v. Eli Lilly and CQmpany, 05-cv-2948; 05-cv-41J5
MDL No. 1596: In re Zyprexa Products Liability Litigation

Dear Special Master Woodin:

I am writing in response to Christopher Wasson's letter of September 4,2007. Plaintiffs
have previously agreed that this matter should be turned over to you for resolution. Plaintiffs are
prepared to stand on their previous submissions, which are both extensive and numerous, as well
as the arguments made during the April 17,2007 hearing.

Plaintiffs find some of the statements made in the Second Supplemental Declaration of
Gerald Hoffman, dated August 31, 2007, perplexing given Eli Lilly and Company's vocal desire
to achieve transparency in [heir operations. Lilly has begllll releasing detailed reports of its
quarterly grants to nonprofit groups and educational institutions. Dr. Alan Breier, Lilly's chief
medical officer, has proclaimed in the pages of the Wall Street Journal, "We desire to be a
reliable and trusted partner and transparency is a critical aspect oflrUst."J The Lilly Grant
Registry proclaims on its website, "As a business thai exists to serve patients, we believe in
being transparent and open...."2

Lilly's own Principles ofMedical Research state:

Lilly discloses publicly all medical research results that are significant to patients,
health care providers or payers - whether favorable or unfavorable to a Lilly
product - in an accurate, objective and balanced manner in order for our

J Avery Johnson, Under Criticism, Drug Maker Lilly DiscJeses F~I1ding, WAt.L ST. J., May 1,2007, anache<fas
Exhibit A.

2 Lilly Grant Office website, available al https:lllillygranloffice.comlgrantJegistry.jsp, attached as Exhibit B.
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) Avery Johnson, Under Criticism, Drog Maker Lilly Discloses Funding, WALL ST. J., May 1,2007, anachedas
Exhibit A.

2 Lilly Grant Office website, avaiJable at https:/IliJIygrantoffice.comlgraotJegistryJsp, anached as Exhibit B.
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customers to make more informed decisions about our products. The standards
described below represent our commitment to serve patients through transparent
and comprehensive disclosure of clinical lrial data.3

Lilly currently posts the results ofclinical trials online. In the case ofZyprexa, the results of37
separate clinical trials (allegedly all trials conducted since July 1,2004) are available for
download. The site also provides indexes showing which publications have cited to particular
studies. 4 Lilly has even suggested in a respected medical journal that it would like to release
millions of pages ofintemal documents at issue in this litigation.~

Yet, despite splashing their conunitment to transparency across the pages of the Wall
Street Journal and their own websites, Lilly has fought tooth and nail for the last two years to
prevent disclosure of precisely this sort of information. Mr. Hoffman goes so far as to assert that
the names and titles ofLilly employees should be kept confidential, while this very infonnation
is available on Lilly's website.6 And the medicaljoumal article referenced above? Despite their
professed desire to release millions of pages of internal correspondence and other documents,
Lilly said it had "no intention ofviolating [the protective] order by releasing documents
ourselves.''7

This issue has been unresolved for too long. Plaintiffs respectfully request that you
review the documents before you, including the doctunents cited in the First Amended
Complaint, the documents cited in Plaintiffs' expert reports, and the docwnents cited in
Plaintiffs' summary judgment and Daubert pleadings (all ofwhich have been previously
produced to you), and deliver your findings promptly. It is our hope that this matter can be
resolved so that both parties may move forward.

Very truly yours,

lsi Tbomas M. Sobol

Thomas M. Sobol

TMS, kaj

) Principles ofMedical Research, available at hllp:lllillytrials.com'docslctryolicy.pdf, attached as Exhibit C.

4 Available at btlp:lIwww.lillytrials.comhesulLSJby....Productiresults_zyprexaJlIml. attached as Exhibit D.

S leanne Lesner, Drug Company Tries to Suppres$)~tema/ Memo" BRlT~M~.l.,lanuary P. 2007, ~~ched
as Exhibit E. . .-.- .. ,~..",-".::"- ': .'- ''- .. :'.'.•..'.. ~ ,.'- .-_.

6 Corporate governance page, available at http://investor.lilly.comfgovernance.cfm(includeslistofboard
Immbers, committee Immbers, directors, executive management, elc. and accompanying biographies).

1 leanne Lesner, Drug Compmry Tries to Suppress JnterfI{J/ Memos, BRIT. MEn. J., January J3, 2007. attached
as Exhibit E.
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customers to make more infonned decisions about our products. The standards
described below represent our commitment to serve patients through transparent
and comprehensive disclosure of clinical lrial data}

Lilly currently posts lhe results ofclinical trials online. In the case ofZyprexa, lhe results of 37
separate clinical trials (allegedly all trials conducted since July 1,2004) are available for
download. The site also provides indexes showing which publications have cited to particular
studies. 4 Lilly has even suggested in a respected medical journal that it would like to release
millions of pages ofintemal documents at issue in this litigation.s

Yet, despite splashing their conunitrnent to transparency across the pages of the Wall
Street Journal and their own websites, Lilly has fought tooth and nail for the last two years to
prevent disclosure ofprecisely this sort ofinfonnation. Mr. Hof'finan goes so far as to assert that
the names and titles of Lilly employees should be kept confidential, while this very information
is available on Lilly's website.6 And the medicaljoumal article referenced above? Despite their
professed desire to release millions of pages of internal correspondence and other documents,
Lilly said it had "no intention ofviolating [the protective] order by releasing documents
ourselves.''1

This issue has been unresolved for too long. Plaintiffs respectfully request that you
review the documents before you, including the docwnents cited in the First Amended
Complaint, the documents cited in Plaintiffs' expert reports, and the documents cited in
Plaintiffs' summary judgment and Daubert pleadings (all ofwhich have been previously
produced to you), and deliver your findings promptly. It is our hope that this matter can be
resolved so that both parties may move forward.

Very truly yOUTS,

lsi Tbomas M. Sobol

Thomas M. Sobol

TMS: kaj

) Principles ofMedical Research, available al hnp:lJlillytrials.comldocslctryolicy.pdf, allached as Exhibit C.

4 Available at bllp:l/www.lillytrials.comhesuJr.sJby....Productlresults_zyprexa.btml,attached as Exhibit D.

SJeanne Le.~ner. Drug Company Tries to Suppres$)~(emalMemos, ~RlT,..M~. J., January 13.2007. a~che'd
asExhibilE. . ..... """'""-:-- '. "'.~ ·'-c·,.,· -:.~.r .. '-'

6 Corporate governance page. available al http://inveslorJilly.GOmfgovemance.cfm(includeslistofboard
members, committee members, directors, executive management, CIC. and accompanying biographies).

1 Jeanne Lesner, Drug Company Tries to Suppress ]nterfllJ/ Memos, 8Rff. MEO. J.. January 13. 2007, attached
as Exhibit E.
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Under Criticism,
Drug Maker Lilly
Discloses Funding
B1 AVERY JOIINSONM.,I._
Amid criticism thai money from drug companies is overly inOuential in the
practice of medicine, Eli Lilly & Co. for the firsl time plans 10 release a
delailed report looa, on ils grants to nonprofit groups and educational
institutions.
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Recipients of the $11.8 million thai tbe Indianapolis·based drug maker gave Ollt in
the firs! quarter of 2007 include some of the best-known medical institutions in Ole
country, a range of foondations !levered to disease resean::h ami education and some
for·profit companies specializing in continuing medical education for doctors.

l1Ie largest single gram was $825,000 to Massachusetts General Hospital's
psychiatry department for a year-long educational program with more than 150.000
regiS/rants.

"The National Alliance for the Mentally Ill. an advocacy group for patients. received
$544,500. Ofthal. $450.000 went to fuoo a project caned "Campaign for tbe Mind
of America."

Some grants went to for--profit education companies. Optima Educational Solutions.
based in ArlingtOll Heights, 1Il., received nearly $75,000 for a project called
"Current Sirategies and Needs for Managing the Critically III Patient with
Diabeles."

Lilly's best-sellmg drug is Zyptna, a schizophrenia medicine Ihal has come under scroliny for serious
side effects. inoctuding obesity and diabetes, in long-tenn users. It also makes insulins like Humulin and
Humalog atM1 sells the diabetes drug Byena with Amylin Pharmaceuticals Inc.

But Lilly says there is Jl() com1C(tion between its grants atM1 effons 10 market its drugs.~ 8J1lnts are
first atM1 foremost d/:Sigried to improve patienl care, and they are unsolicited: says Alan Breier, Lilly's
chief medical officer;wl1o$e division oversees the granl office. "We desire to be a reliable and trusted
partner and transparency is a critical aspect of trust." Lilly plans to list its grants on its grant-office Web
site quarterly.

Lilly's move reflects how, amid increasing criticism, some drug companies have begun 101ifi the veil on
their funding. Drug makers' grants help cover the COStS of nonprofit groups that raise awarenes.s about
diseases and treatment options for patients. The money also goes 10 educational institutions Ihat provide
doctors wilh courses 10 keep their licenses up-to-date.
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But critics argue grants runy favor with physicians and influential organizations, and allow companies 10
defend newer, more e~pensive medications against generic remedies and expand use of m<::dicines for
unapproved purposes.

TIle companies, including Lilly, say these funds help assure that patients and doctors have up-to-dale
information on treaanent options. Only a handful of drug companies have begun revealing funding
details. and it's no! clear how many Olhers will follow.

Lilly's decision to disclose its grants was prompted in part by an investigation into drug company
donations by the Senate Finance Committee. The commiuee's repon last week said while there is
separation between grants and sales and marketing. potential for abuse remains. Some Eli Lilly
executives had worried revealing the company's grants CQUld expose recipiems to criticism and bring
more scrutiny. But ultimately, Lilly decided to disclose the derails after an imernal analysis showed the
markeling department waso't influencing the grant office's decisions. says Michael Bigelow. Lilly's
assistant general counsel. Lilly Shouldn't have to feel "apologetic" about the grants, he adds.

Sen. Olarles Grassley of Iowa, ranking Republican on the Senate Finance CommiUee, says "Eli Lilly's
action is a positive step, and I hope OIher drug companies will do the same thing."

A Lilly spokesman says the company funds about a third of the grant propos.als received. The majority of
grants are awarded in categories in which the company markets m<::dicines. TIle spokesman says that's
because grant seekers are aware of Ully's expertise and because the company's reviewers are more
k.r>owledgeable in those areas. In deciding on a particular grant, Lilly considers lhe poIemial clinical
value of the projects and whether they would improve patient care.

TIle WellllCss
Community, a
nonprofit focused on
cancer, gOl: a $37,500
Lilly grant last
quaner for a program
called "Frankly
Speaking about Lung
Cancer." Ully makes
AJimta. a drug to treat
lung cancer. TIle
Wellness
Community's
president and chief
executive, Kim

Thiboldeaux, says il shooldn't necessarily be a "bad lhing" when nonprofil and drug company intereslS
align: '"They wanllO get information to paLienlS and so do we: she said, adding Ihat her organizaLion
presenlS information without any influence from lhe funding companies.

Asked aboutlhe Eli Lilly granl, Jerrold Rosenbaum, psychiatrist-in--chief at Massachusetts General
Hospital, says. "We issued a challenge 10 the pha"flaceutical industry: Yon say you believe in
(cootinuillg medical education1, then give 10 llCademiC institutions wilhoot any direct knowledge of what
the curriculum will be." He says his program receives funding from a number of drug companies and that
their support doesn't influence its conlent.

"We have Slrict guideline's that govern corporate relationships l\IId protect against confliCIS of interest:
says BobCarolla, NAMI's director of media relations. "We do not endorse any specific lreatmem,
medication, service or producl"
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8m criucs argue grants CIIJTY favor with physicians and innuential organizations, and allow companies lO
defend newer, more e~pcnsive medicauons against generic remedies and e~pand usc of medicirocs for
unapproved ptIrp0se5.

11Je companies, including Lilly, say these funds help assu«': that patients and doclors have up.to-date
information on treatlI>Cnt options, Only a handful ofdntg companies have begun revcaling funding
details, and it's not clear how many others will follow.

Lilly's decision to disclose its grants was prompted in part by an investigation into drug CQIllpany
donations by the Senate Finance Committee. The CQmmillee's repon last week said while there is
separation between grants and sales and markeung, poIential for abuse remains. Some Eli Lilly
executives had wonied revealing the company's grantS could e~posc recipiems locriucism and bring
more scrutiny. BUL ultimately, Lilly decided to disclose the detailS after an internal analysis showed the
markcting dcpanmcm wasn'! influencing the grant office's dccisions. says Michael Bigelow. Lilly's
assistant general counsel. Lilly shouldn't have to feel "apologctic" aOoutthe grants. he adds.

$co. Charles Grassley of Iowa, ranking Republican on the Senate Finance Commil1ee. says "Eli Lilly's
action;s a positive stcp, and I hopeOlher drug companies will do thc same thing."

A Lilly spokesman says the company funds about a third of the grant proposals received. The majority of
grants are awarded in categories in which !he company markets medicines. The spokesman says thaI's
because grant seekers are aware of Lilly's eJLpertise and because the company's reviewers are more
knowledgeable in those areas. In deciding 00 a particular grant, Lilly considers the pOIemial clinical
value of the projects and whether they would improve patient care.
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ThlboldeaulL, says it shouldn~ necessarily be a "bad Ilting" when nonprofil and drug company intercsl$
align: ""They want to get information to patienl$ and SQ do we: she said, adding thaI her organization
presenl$ information withoot any influence from Ille funding companies.

Asked about the Eli Lill~ grant, Jerrold Roscnooum, psychiatrist·in--chief at Massachusetts General
Hospilal. says. "We issued a challenge to the pha""aceutical industry: You say yOll believe in
(continuing medical educauoo1. then give to academic instillltions witllout any direct knowledge of what
the curriculum will be." He says his program receives fonding from a number of drug companies and that
their support doesn~ influcnce its content.

"We have SUiCl gui(\elirocs that govern corpotate relationships and protect against conflicts of inlCrest."
says Bob Carolla, NAMI's director of media relations. "We do not endorse an)' specific treatment,
mediClllion. service or product"
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Orner drug makers have begun taking steps toward fuller disclosure. Earlier this year, GlaxoSmithKline
PLC started posting online its payments to European groups that work as advocates for patients. The
posts show that Glaxo, based in London, gave about $12.2 miUion to 424 groups last year. Glaxo was
spurred by new rules from the Association of the British PhannaceuticaJ Industry.

Pfizer Inc. yesterday began posting an online status report on follow-up studies the Food and Drug
Admin.istration has required for company drugs already on the market. Critics have hammered the drug
industry for not living up to these commitments and tbe FDA for not enforcing them adequately.

But some critics say disclosure does little to make up for the fact that drug companies have become such
important benefactors of education, especially continuing education for physicians. "Drug companies are
not educational institutions," says Eric Campbell, assistant professor of medicine at Massachusetts
General Hospital and Harvard Medical School. "They're beholden to stockholders and exist to develop
and sell drugs," he says.

Write to Avery Johnson at avery.johnson@WSJ.coml
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Lilly Grant Office - - --

HOM .~~ . .,
GUt ElINES

.~.

Ih!! mte~t vernon of our

@
GriitifReiii~t;Y·F~AQs·

Clf.ckM@. to vil:!w'

freqLJe'f1·'y Asked

Q~est... boiJ .ttre

rant ,liteg:lilry.

Down·oaci"i··....········®
Brochure
C I. II: to downlo

'GrantRegi$b'y
Report'
Click *'ere to view the

ran :$ and Contributio.ns funded by Eli Lilly and Company

• TOO U.s. Nmiate Ully Grant OUke lLGO) ev -t, - , the majartty oflhe r,equeUs the Company!'e(;i ives rOl'
grants L rhe Unired States.

'. ~he Uy R.eseatch '1J,o(a -, (lIRl~Grant Of:€k: valil.i1ltes the in ·l1ly of the requestsfmrn lI' :rna
ors~n zali~nd SCItI'Ie'~ts from U.S. agef1cies tli\at opec:ate IIIl:ernaUooany..

• CQmpany·alfgllKld gMng is {o~ed on public poUc;y resean;h, MalUl and human selVlces al"iIIed wilh major
tlherall@u c Int@fests, and demk relalliom.

• Commu lty'<lltgned Ilivin-g 1!S focused on culture, educatlClfl .nd yo th devetopmeo" commUJIlty
devetoppllmt, lO(;<llly·a~i lled health c:a~ organallons.., loc 1nel mood, roups, i'I(Mlvenil.y.

(',o;ntart'lM WI)' Grant Of:nc..· by
phQfle,,, I. ar1-.
877~46·domestic U:$.
300-7'Th61M - doInI!sl:lc u.s. 'IiD;
269·226-173& - lrnernational
:269-216-2:122· inlJm1atiooDl·f3.>;

lilly Grant
Registry

t: lly has for many years prlWfded fl!looing in Ihe (orm a educ:;ational!l1nnts and chantable oootnbutiol'l5 to :mpport
medical ,t n tk.\nt OOIJcalm. and other worthy aivitles that w-e believe tlKrea5e healthcate Imowtedge

nd mpro patf.elilt carT • M a bllsiness that ex'isU to serve paden we believe tn being trclDsparet:l '00 apen
r~rdingOI(l'ec:loc.atfOOiillllnddtaritabl. gM II. Th i~ why we are mamng this online pubt c disdosu of Ully
grnnts and charitable toll1trilxlttom to l'1ealthcare·teI: ted ,crgantzations in th - U.S.

In, lhe Unt i@d Slates, ILlUy tmstwo·~, of vanlS Of 'than 'bI.e contribu.tion!S that. are dec men I on this _ 'te:

III addillon a separate el'! Ity, the El.lltllv and C.Qmp!,",Y Foundat iM, responds to requests for cllmitabl@
contnblltions to 5()1I(c)(3 .OI'gani2ation5 11 two cat.egories:

The fou:nrlatkm, c:I'oos nat currc,ntly support: any c;onUnuing medic;al e<t
made by the Ully foonc:latioo, can found ill the Company s IRS 990 III

Lilly upho ds tihe hl'Shest standards in tile way we conduct blJ!S~.Ther,cfocrc', when we respond to requests (or wants and 'alII - 'uUons" U~

policies and proa-dure1' wefollowiu-e c:lesigned to assur that ther,e is no in~ppl'o.prialelnRu:eoc; by the ComP~On the CO - en orbataflCE' of
ewcational programs, and thal IIl1lmnl:$ ilnd con ~butioo$ M,e- made in {lilt (1ompl~/iI;ewith ilpplicablelaws nd regutaUom;

To provide: ovenlRht, the lGO uses thempeutic area review committees: neurMdem:.e. c;;r;1ic;at care, cal'd~O'I'aKllIardisorders,. ,onooleg;y. Wil!en'S
hoo.!th, uro1ngy. dfllbeU!S meLlit~ growth m>Of<lefS, %eneral medicine, and corporate affairs. A therapeuticar,ea, .eview ·team c.ons.·· of 1m

a&SiXiale from, the GO aoovariDu5 prof:e'~lS (rom Ll ly'5 med'i ~ olWll'lt2<Itlon ilndJOCcorporate 'f'.rs. The un. Gran OfFice potides and
plfOCe<llK'es or gnmt um:flog mln-or tl'lOlSe of lhe LGO. ,,~- only as~rytDacrommodate 'I . GJ:ant Office's nOIil~U.S. fClOJS lh ,lilly
foundation ~ gov-erned by an internal. board of directors rep c.nting the' rna "or fu -ct;iam,of he wmpany.
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Answers fllal~
PrI ... lp.....fM.dlc.1 R_...h

Oinlcal TrI.1 Rqi.try

Eli Lilly 0I>d Company is ooorunilled lO prir>cipleo ofmodiul .-a",b lh>1<ldi ... tho ethical conduct, funding. 0I>d
com,rUllliutiOll ..rdink.1 ,..._b. Lilly condl>ClS .Hnical .-a,ch with III< h.ighesl.tandar<b of",;.",tif",
""'grity """ "'"POOl for polionl" Lilly di..1oscs publicly all medic.1~ reoullS lbol lit••igniflc,ollo
polionlS. 1'Ita11h c.,.. p,..vidt1. ot poy.... - wholhtT favorabl. or unfavorablt 10 a Lilly prod"", _in an 'CCUUlt.
objcc'i.....nd balanced TIWItICI' in order fo' our eusl......... lO mok......... iofonned dtti.ion. abolll ....r prodl>Cts.
TIlt O1.ndards dt>cr;bed btl"'" rtpre.tlll our commilm.ol 10 ••:<'1,' potion.. ""....&" trampa...,,1 """
"""'p«hm.i.... di..k>olU. of clinic.1 ,ri.1 do...

Studard. for P'K!!!!Un gf IdUv ClInlc.1 Tri.1 p.,.:
ClIol<al Triallaltia1i"", All PbaK 11.111 and IV tri.l. will bt rtgislcrcd at inili.li..n on 'ho Lilly Clioiul Trial
R.gi.rry www.LiUvTrials,sorn,and.oindtpcndenlpublic ....gisrry.""h .. www.Clioic.ITrials.gov. n.e.c
rcgi'1ralions will bt dnnc ;0 <:ompli....e with lhe following I.,.••nd organiuliOIl Ol.ndardo: Stc,ion In O(lhc
FPA Mos!<mipljO!! 6<' of 1997 (FPAMA), World Hultb QI'K'.niWjon(WHOj Teclmical Comullalion on
Clinical Trial1l Regislra,iOll Standards, 25·27 Ap,il, 2005, Joim Glob.! Pba1DJocwtiC41 Industry P",ilion and
lb< f'hann..,.",tical Rcscarct\ll>!l M3n..r""tlU'T' of Am.ric' (PlJRMA). In all cues. "0,..;.1<11' wilh tht .bo....
guideli""" the folk>wing Inf"",,,'ion will bt provided: uo;ql>C ,ri.l numbtt, ,ri.1 regis"..i"" <laIC, IOCOIIdary
i<lenlificn. funding """",«.). primary Ind~ Ij>OO!OlI. rcsponoibl. cont••1 pcolOI'I, rnca",h CQIlta<:1
penon, brief till., ,".eard> .thlcs rcvitw, tondition, ktY in<:1....ion and ••elusion .rittria. .tudy type. antitip>ltd
lriaillalt dolt, .nd rec",ilmeftl ,tatus, For some 'tudic!, ""'il;oo.1 infonnalion will ,~ be di"'loscd al .tudy
initia'ion. For ~..h.tudy regi.l.red ., initial;"", Lilly will olIO publitly di",1o$c the ....ul....flhal Sl\ldy ..
described btlow.

Cllol<al Trltl R...U., TIlt mullS ofoll Pluo", I, n, and Ili "ial' cor>duc,'" in ,upport ofa prodl>C!" initial
,egiottltiotl will be di",1os<:d onthc publicly ..,...,..Iblt ....btll... ,""",ow I.illyT,jal! rom .nd
www.CliniGalStudyRcsull•.org.regardl ofoultomt.nol.lortbanwhenthoflBllndical;....i·.WOvedOl>d.1I<
doll i. commercially ..,il.ble for patitn' anywhcr. in ,he WQfld. n.. ....ullS of.ll ,obscqu.", M>a", II. Ul.
and IV lri.1o cond""I'" .f1., inill.l .pprov.1 will bt oimila'ly disclos<:d within 0IIt year oftrit! c"""ltlion, A
trior......1"', irrcsptcliv. ofotudy phose, ";11 bt di",1o$<d .. ..,."., .. p9$0iblc if lhtT• .,.. any .!gnificaol tlfe1Ji
f,ndlngo. The regi"ry will .Iso be popuJ".d wllh Iht resuh, ..f con: .mcacy .nd softty ..giOlnli""lri,l. for
produt" fi ..., approved afl., July I. 1994.

C"",i"cnt ,.;th 101 E) i"idt~r'IC"Lilly win disci...., tht rttullS ..f ",i""ry and ltCOlId.ry ....ltOmc mcaour...
Ihat .re opccified in the .tudy protocol. a, ....n.. addilional ..f.ty and .ff>tlty ....ul'" lha' i"l""l pali""l .an:
and ,be u.. of products. Aloo. Lilly di"'loscs • comprcl>cnoi.... dt>c,lption ..flhe ,ri.1 design .nd
methodology for h .tudy. Rtoolt. will bt dl"'looocd regord!css of wbcthco- Ih<y ,"wort ,he bypo<bcoi, being
ltol.d or.rc conttlry'o the predlcl'" OU1con><. Clinical trial rcsullS will be publicly di"'loood a,.tat'" .bo.....
unl"'" pot'ing would t<lmprorni$< publicalion in a pecr'rcvicwed medic.1 journal or ..""......... OIli.....llaW1 or
regulaliOll$. Res"llI ..f Sl\ldlts lhol .,.. tmdet revit'" by pcer_rcvic-..c<l mtdiui jownals 'bol p""'ibl,
prc-publitar;o" di""...."'. will bt l'9"'ed "" tht «gi,try " ,II< timc ..fpubllcal;"o. Cli"italtri.1 rcsuh' .re .100
distloKd Ii'll....&" preo<nlaliono .nd .hoI....1'ubmissi"'" al ",of...;oo.1 "'icrltifK: mt<:lings.

v,rrKI!Yf PII<: Lilly will <<>mp!y wilh lheK .tandards for di..""ing ...ullS for all clinital1riaJs compkt<d aflc:r
July I, 2(){14. L~ly will ."""Iy wi'h lbtst Slandardo for dl",looing trial initiat;"" for .11 ,. studies beginning
afl.r JU'1y I, 2005 'nd for all ongoing tri.i. by Stpt<mbtt 13, 200s. R...ul.. of..,....m y""" ..fe1Ji
regi.lralion ,ri.ls for prod""lS lim approved .11.,. July I. 1994 will be di1t....... by July I. 2OOS.

V.rifl.lliofl of D·...olure:
An Indepcndenl thin! party will .udil and verify !.illy" .dhertnte I.. t..... 'tanda'ds ofdi",I""'re.
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·n Liltyand Company is commitl.ed to prir.lciplesor medica ~earch Lbal dcli ne l:h¢ ell'lica] CQlIdUCl, fimcrn,g, and
cO'mmUnicatiQllofclioicaJ ~rcb. Lilly conducls clinical rese-arcll Wilh llle 1l~ghes1 stand rds ·ofscientific
inlegrity and r¢Sp~cl fo patien,1s.. Lilly discloses pllbUdy aU medical r-esear'Ch resulls thai e sign"fie.un to
plllielllS. health care provideJS or, ayers - whether avor bleot unfavorable to a Lilly proG:IlC{. ~ in an aocwab:.
,objecdve 3I1d balanced malUle: in ord~ for our customers to make more informed declsionsaoo'llt our 'Products.
Th st ,dams described bel,ow represent ourcommi1mem to serve patiems through transpar-ent and

mpreOOn~ive discJQsun~ ofdinical trial dWiI.

Cl!inrt J Tn Ilnitiathul: All Phase U. m and IV 1.ials wme ~ gisle·tId al'ni,liatioD on ~he Lilly crnical 'rial
R.cgislry \vww.UBy riab,,ccom, an.dn in.d:ependclu pllbUc regi:slly SlIl:: &oi www.Cl.inicaITriab.g.O.v. Thf:Se
regislrafo'lls wifl be don~ in compliance with the foUowing I '\'IS and organization sta dards: Section 1]3 oftll&

Mode i:rAtion Ac( 00997 ,(FDAMA), World elll Or; . i . I {WHO) echrdcal Consllltation on
C inical Trials, Registration Standards) 25~27 April, 2005, Join! Global Pbllrmaceuti",al buw:su:r Position and
:t:h¢ Pharrnaccunc:al :Research and M 11M cttm:rs of AmenCi (PIIRMA). In aJ] cues, cOl'lSiSlen~withlhe aboY
guidelines, the follQWing in ormati fI win be provided: "que ria I !!lumber, mal regis ,ti.Oll. date~secolldaty
i:dCiilti£ie:rs. funding souroe(s), primary !1M sGOondiaIy spons.QiS. mspons-ible con1act pc;nol!l. re&earclJ contact
]Jell on, brie:ftiUe, ~eseafcb eLbics rnwew, <:tmdlli.oo. key mc.lusion nd excll.lsjon clileri • S1lIdy type, 81Uic.q,a,led
lrial .start date" and reeroitme'lllt status. Por sOInc sndes, addifo.naJ infomtati:on wi} also be disclQsed at swdy
iDiliation. Foreaeh study rcgis~cud at initiation. Lmy wUll;l)SQ publicly disc!oselhe resu'llS or lhat Shady as
described below.

Clini 1Tria'f Re uU : The resu~\S ofall Phase I, II, and m: ·als cond'tlcted in suppon of prod ct's mi j;a,

egislJau01I wdl be diseJQ$t':d on tl1epublicly lIcwssible websites \\'\'VW. . I • k
www.CliniealS·lUdyResu.lts.o g, regardless ofoutcome, no later (hall when the fin>l. indication is ilI'provltd and 'Ine
drug is clm:lIt1eIcially arva.itabJe for pallen[ US6 anywher¢ ill rhe WQdd. The l'e.5ulilS f OIl' sUbsequent Phase IT, J.
and IV trials conducted afle ini liar approval wi IJ be sjmi latliy diSclosed withill one ~ar of trial cQmp]clmn. A
trial's rnsullS, irrcSpoQlivc: of sltldy pha:se. will be disclosed as soon as possib.le it t1lere are: any significant safely
firlllifigs. 11lC.~ registry will also be PQPuJaled wi,d' the ,reii'lllsofcore efficacy and safety regislJiatioil 1rials for
pJQOncts firllt approved after JuJiy I ,1994.

CoillSiStl:!111 willllC'lt EJ guidelioClS Lilliy will disclose lhC' !'¢Sull ,of rimary lind secondary oulco e measures
lhat are specified in the study prolOCo.1 s weH as additional safety and cffroa' resU[1S Chat impact p.1lietilt Clin:

andllile use ofour prodnct~. Also, tilly dis<:Jos a comprehensive dcsc~iplion of I.e rial design and
m~l:h.odolo&y for eaoh study. Results wilJ be disc~OO¢d regardI~ of wllether !lIey support the hypothesis beilil.g
tested o.r a.re contrar.i' to the predktedoulcome. CUnic.a.1 triill~ esullS wi1 be ptlblicly discl'QSCd. s:st te-d above,
unless poslillg would compromise pUblic8~io:n jn a peer·:reviev.w medical jlOlImal or cot velle ntiona] laws 01
regulations. Resltl~ll ofsrodies It'! are Imdet review by pOl!:r-~vicwedmed:iC8~ journals tb!lt proh~biI
pre.puhllicatioR d'iscrwun: will be posted: On the regisl1)' a d,e: time of .ublicaUo:n. Clinical trial resul1S are abo
disclosed ilirough presenla .ons aJ'ld abstracl submissionsatprofess.iOf:lM scientific mee(ngs.

rreCIi~tLDate· Lmy w:'U comply wi1h tbese standards fot d'sc~osing res~rrrs for aJ] clinica] trial$ complClted after
July J. 2004. Lilly \\IJcII comply with these SlandafG: for discloiIl2 trial i:nirtiatio: for']]' ew 'tUdies bel:frmmg
afu:r Juiy I. 200S and for all ollgomg·'rials by Seplembcrl3. 2005. JtesullsofOOre effi¢acy a d safeJL)'
registration trials tar pr'oducrslint approved after July I ]994 will be disc .ooed by July Ii 200:5.

'eriOeaden of DiSlt o:mn::
An independent third paTty wIll au:d1t and verify . my's adherence to .. !lese sl3Ddard5 ofdisclosure.
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CIni<:8I TJial A$$uIlS
.e,n. w"'_'.---Tloo_ .... _ .....
I'Of'-. .,.,.. ...__

-------~-,.,. _....-.._-_.
...AJ.-,br'2l.-

Homo Is-... IC<nlacl

i:::I"";"TrioI~1·~Clir>iooIT"';"'·1 ~SIuc'M f~;;.p;'d.:;:;;:6c r;..;",;,..;,;,g~ IE.b:_. . . . .
CIoOooIT",_ > CON<.OITrioI_,,_ > Zypt_(~)

ZypfexRe (olanuplnej
eor-.r .... "'" ~1I"IcY~p<.CIk ""'-"",lNo_lrioI_.-. _
....,.....~w"..I",~ till """,_0<1_...- """"""'" on lily mart<Mm»r<l<lucll """.ur I, 200'1.
_ ~ .. _ ~ Il, _ IllIriol1 ""'"""-"'lod"'''-~ a pro<b:l'$ __ 'ogisIIaIiool wit bo 'e' wi~
~ """"""" _ ..... _ .... &Il ._,it """",,0<1 _ "'" m.og it"""""",.,..., _10<~ ..
..'f_ 1OOIl<l Tho~"~ ...........__,.. 1I1._foI_C>:I<l<k.dO<l OI will
~ :1",,__ one _d lrioI """.-.' "'..... _ "--"d SIUlIy phose. wiI1>&'
ooon DO pouiblo • thO.....~ solMy~

Conoislonl_1CH E3~ liIy _ "'" ,_01 pMwy _ ........... _
opoc:ifjod", "'" SIUlIy pmOOO(II, as --... osIOI\' _ etIO>ocy,...... thol~ poo_ ""'" _ thO .....
WI po:><lllcto. _. lily _."".....r-.siva <loOi«ifilion d "'" IriaIdMign _ ',"~-"""Io< Mel> oludy,
-.. be 'e ._,~ d _Ihoy ""PJ'Ofl "'"~ lloinij _ Of oro """"tarY1O 11M
ptecIo:Iod ,~ ... _..tl bopU:llcty_..__...- pCIOting_<t>,,",,,1it

IP_;"B__....-jo<moI ................__..~_d_lhol..
I ...-do< _ by__ journaIa _ proIti__lion _ ..... bo poote<I on ... oogiotty at tho_d.,.-"".Clricool"'""_ ...__"""'9'..---__.a..-at
~ol ..... _,-,,1'91-

. Tho o<>gisloy ia oloo POIlUioIod .......... _ 01 ......~ _ ~ ......ation _Io<»r<I<IuclI '"'"' _
_ -"'\11,1_.

........,.., ... l<Iar,......_lI>Bl ...~O<IlOdol •. Tho _'f .......... 10__...___..---.... Ihoyr-omo_.

s..-nma...01_ st<.dI' -.... ... __ 10"""" .... -.... d .... st<.dI' "*_ --. at "'" _d..
sa.ody's<t>•.-., Tho ....,,_._in__ ia ""'__IO~"_,''''

""""""_ «liroclIy Of j,,~."'~any 011.-Of..--- d lily,,_.... no.- ia ~ "*"'<10<110 P'O"i<
"""""......... .......".. 01 .. _ """""'Y _ '..- pa<Ii<:<Ior<lru(j. In somo """"". _ <:Un....
....,,_,.~.doug, --.g "'*"""" ..-.aI)'sas rod_~may bo...-.. pan ~ flO'"
lIOoly 01 _ 10., .,"'" ................... ............,.. _..,.., Of_

~ .._ on UIy»r<l<lucll may _ bo ....._0<1 rod ",pont<! by pOniot..,...,. ""'" lily ..__triI--~C_
ClO:k ..... 1O IJOI .... PDF .... """ _ ... lull lsi ~p'. oM••• ,olo,..ot>Id "" eadI SIUlIy__•

Trial _Ito
Tho-.g Io<Z)'l>'e..,

,
.~ .~-- • 'oiol ,.... - - ~.... 1118 ~sIp<oe'So<lio.o>Y\I...,."., _ ~_ T'ioI , 1718

~ -.... 'm~ V..... PIo<-. in tt-. T,"""""'" ol ........ , ,~ '"~, _ MIl 6ipolao I Disofdo< - ~.... ,~ ~_I0""""'_","'T_d
, ,- ,ro

~
-~ - ~.... ,~ 0I0nlJIpin0 _10 """'"__"" I'IaIapM _ , ,- ,ro

~
in _ -.&poIot DioOfdo< - ~.... ,~ ~ VetSW 1'Ia<ot>o ....... T__0I1liI><* , ,~ "~ OiooIdof, _ .......0<1 - ~.... = 0I0n>.apin0 V..... HoIoperW:IoI in ....T_ ol _ , = ~

~ - - ~- - 0IatI>apin0 _ PlaooDo'" tha P,_""" 01~ in , - ,.
~ ....~ - ~.... ~, ~V.... Di' otx_inthaT,.......ol_ , ~, ~

~ - - ~- ~, ClIatIlapino ....... L.iItIU'n"'1\010900 P,••eo""';" 6ipolao , ~, »
~ ~ - ~.... -~_ ........ca_in"'T__ ~ , -~ Bipolar Disofdo<, _ .. Mi.ed!'pioodoeo -
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Cfil'llica;l ri~ Results
~By ~pel!lr ArEa

)ByProdUa

)PubllQlo{&j;.n Web Si'I!!1il

The nd 1alj_1II ill
PDFIQrmai•. yDud(lnoI hiIve
~Aaooot ~...

insla!1et:I, )'WCl!rld'(f,~101
byCidl~ I liM row.
6N.'\di)b~·

~ad'iN'

cr~1 Trial R'~IIS I'l~iaied Cnical T~9·1 bse~lJonal Soolaar ind-;;~;A;"1t f~ - i~oioQy rEduc
.. - ~. - - .... ...... ...

OlinTca'l TJial flesul~ > O!i Tf TAesub by PrQ(l\,I(:I :> L)'I)I'$)(tl'IJ (0\ ne-)

Zyprexa@ (olaruapine)
CQOSislern with. lila company's J)Olley of puNIC data diSClOSlilf"'e. lhis c niool trl 1resu/ls sootio mctudes res r
summ ties oJ oompkl1ed'~ cJjnfcal siu CS oorKluClOO «I "'i malkelBd products sinea July 1, 2004.
resulls ot all~ I. l~ a~ lllirials aoodllCl:ed in supJlOf! 01 a PfOOuoI's inilia11 tcgisltalion will be diWOS'Od regardl
ol' OI:lI'Cl.llT\.e. ,0 Ialer n Whel1lhe 'lts'Il .cation is appro:ved and dlUg iscomrnerda Iy 'lable ror pat! m w;
anyWhero .ill the: world. The r9Sul~ QI all subse(Jueril Phase II~ li'I, and 'I,V 1tiaJ9, conducted after inffial a,pproval'w' I t
!>i'larlydisclosed wilhillOfle year of trial CQliIlpletion. A 1001's re5iJ1l:s, tITespOCIive of sludWO phase wi be disclosed
SOOIl as possible if there are si.g • I'll S lety findings.

CorIsislenl'Wf ICH, 3 9 nnes. Lilly will disclose I rnsuI1s of pilrRalYand seoond'ary (lI!llcom ffiea&U-I\lS I.haI
sped led in Itie Sludy protocOl. as WH. as addi1lOOlll sa' 'lyand lfcacy GUliS hal im· 01 ,I) tenl care and I e USt

Wf products. Also, Lill.y d~cIosl.f.s a. oompreOOnsNo clc:scrrptiOO ol' me lri6.1 design aOO iMlhOdOIog'l' for each study,.
Resulls will 00 disclosed regaroless or wheiher III support 'ihe hy,polhasis ooinQrested or are conlmry ttl me
pr ilclecl outcome, Qi!lica ·lrlal re$!J/1s 'lit be poblicly~ as slated abO'lO, ~nleS$ Posting wou1'd COOlJll'omi~

pIJ icalion·n a peer revIewed medica.l ioomaJ 'or coot·· velle national 'taws orregul:a.tioos. Flesl.l· ·0 Slt.Kf!eS I ill
I ul"oder 11l1li8W bypeer~ewlldjournals lhatprohibpre-putJliealioo disd05UI'e wiU be posted em Ihe egjatry at 'lhe
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]8000 patients. llIe terms of dJese settle
mnl:5 h :Y1 l. en ma.de public,aJdlcrogh

l1Ietonlpal>y said' remained <: lidel'ltlhal.
I.'bes a:imllwere ~wil1tou men .. RepId
jog llIese SCl'Uements IJi UUy told die B'"fI
IlIIlt "the deciSiion to ~mTmto dlese agTR>e

'Illililb was driven not by :scJI;)l!t>&, but by O'llT

'd . elo vo iii 1he dm:uptiOl'lj !ilDc~lies.
M ' . otfurtb . litigarlo:n."

EliLilly ,- osed l1Ie mlemal oommenlS
1O die anorneys for Ihe paintifl's .in 3 pend"
ing class. action suiI..in die US DTisbia. Coun
.for thl;'; h$tem OisUiCil of Nw Yo '. nt
lb' y~mafued cordidentiaJ. HW('Yer.]im
GoUStciD, ·.lawyer representing cli.eoc iD
a separate court c:ase in hSk complwo
ing abGUL llie c:oercive use of anripsycho •
drugs. subpoenaed die documenrs from
David Egi lUI" a .fQmlnent OO€tlpMiODal
health e:q>e:n and ;U'I expert wilness in '!he

YoIk class acli.ODSW:
ex Remert. ll.nGm'f)' for Dr Egil'maJI

said d1.a11m client did not violml!-Ihe law iII
releasinglbe dm;nments. lIDtkr subpoena '0
M .~ "_. Me Gottstein. whoaclmowl-

. s gMng the doeumerm to the NIW Hmt
,7il'lUS, sBidthal be di,dn"·· violalE Ule 'a.w
as he 'W8S not a. party to th conJld~nijaJ·

Uy age /JIent issued ii11:b -~. YoJk class
action suit.

. After the iDjulll:ltiQo was. gt'aJlt:ed to .EU
Lilly the docWlIlents I'llpidly dka:ppear:eod
from tb~ intenlet. The company was given
aoces.:s to Dr Egilman's compulers for dIree
days f'air ~forensi(;examinatioDM;and Mr

in rt said dlali lilly rw indicatetl'lha!iL
wanls lO- k po ible SIlllctlons"~l
DJ: Egibnan. The CODS . ,\lim -s.• said Mr
ReinlITt. ~,cou1d b 'Very s.evet:e" and (Cold

c-autdvably~d to com; Il lW)'
damag ,and 'lime ifl jaiL

Mr GottW:ill said wat .ti Lilly ¥las
abo W'iD:Dfd ,him of possible disdp&
nuy aOOQn aUlre bar.~

Eli U1ly. OJ emaIl me$sg~ to the

I
BMJ. :leS I:b t it is ~rsui:n,g aclion

I. b -uS ~m '. m.di ·duaJs!:lv ~io
laleda. fedeW court order by Lellliing
the doCllments" and lli3.t il has nol,
fiflfaSed its internal docnm@J1l.S pub
tiely because 1he ,oompanry ''"lJlIi5 no
i'ntllnlion of v.iolating dmt. Q~r by
teleasi'Qg dbcumetltso elves.." .

I iliJded, _ in -ad to by th ~aining

- 'OO'IiII1'--not in IU!W$ m -:'.- ",
Eli . ¥ also staleS: ibat~~ I!IiII:h we

been illegally leaked to the New YOll Tm'le5
aJea tiny rram:m aftbemore Iban.ll~
pagesofd~p,l"~ hy llUy pari.
of Iit:i~ Theytlbri(ll~

portray Lillys rondud."
The leaked doemnenls. says; the company.

wae "only a few .bundredof the II million
~. and had OOeD "arefullyse~ by
lIll! 'lealer's' to teU SID dl<at m@ ':leder's"
want th telL"

. ., llUfS ~1:n 'Ill to III BA(JCWlliilUed:
~These dOCWIients do not in any way Rp
TesettL an aa:urate view of IjJIy oompany

egyoradivilm. 'Wha.I:l1lese - dividwds
an !:I . like-ly to show )'011 i$ me millk1m
ofotberp3,fi- of docWfl d OBSIl'aIiDg:
hQ'W uny and its employees. (Jave worked
lo improve the lives of people wilb soIm.o
pM~and bipol disorder.'

Eli lJIlybad made every dart to publiSh
.' 'fe8e1It resu Its of·· mLdi.e&. whethel'

fav,ourable Of not, said the spoWper50Jl.
Sinc@ :2000 al)'pk:a:l3lltipsydlotia in the

nib!d ,~iJ::lcludiQg oJanzapme. h,.:ve
carried label dIange Wi'InlilJllh "h)'ll«"'
'gJycemia " __ has been revorted in patienLs-~

willllhis type afdrng, 'WhIle obseMDg IDat
& .eS¢ID t of C erclalSonshiip between
Il.q'l" antipsycliolicw;e.awl gliKOSe abnot
maliliilS is oompliCated by Ibe possibjl1y of
an mC1'etl$ d baclcgetmd Nk. of diabetes
rnellims . tieJlts with sdmophreni; atld
Ihe increasing' cideoce ofdiabetes melliws
ill lite general popvJ .

,"
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EXHJBITG

DOCUMENTS CITED IN THE AMENDED COMPLAINT, BY PLAINTlFF$'
EXP~RTS,AND IN PLAINTIFFS' SUMMARY JUDGMENT FILINGS

I. COMPREHENSIVE LIST OF ALL DOCUMENTS

• Document:
I BUSEHC 000068 BUSEHC 000075
2 I3USEHC 000087 BUSEHC 000093
3 FRMR SLS REPOO113 FRMR SLS REP 00126
4 FRMR SLS REPOO127 FRMR SLS REP 00150
5 ZY 30658 ZY 30659, ZY 306612

I (De-deSi2JHlled ZY 30658 - ZY 3(659)
6 ZY 40216 ZY 402155
7 ZY 203885 ZY2038117
8 ZY 219744 ZY219762
9 ZY 306213 ZY 306216
10 I~306222 ZY 306245, ZY 306312 ~5)

-deSilmated ZY 306222 - ZY 306245
II ZY 397111 ZY 397115
12 ZY 397116 ZY 397140 ZY 397155
13 ZY 621218 ZY 621427
14 ZY 651894 ZY 651903
15 ZY651957 ZY 651993
16 ZY 654710
17 ZY 711927 - ZY 711932
18 ZY 736251 - ZY 736376
19 ZY994158 ZY994161
20 ZY994178 ZY994183
21 ZY 994210- ZY 994213

" ZY 994401 - ZY 994403
23 ZY994613 ZY994615

I (De-desianated ZY 994613 - ZY 994614)
24 ZY 994701 - ZY 994702
25 ZY 2132886
26 ZY 2136934
27 ZY2152680 ZY2152682

I iDe-desilUlated ZY 2152681 - ZY 2152682)
28 ZY 2224231 ZY 2224233
29 ZY 2230813 ZY 2230814
3ll ZY 3009821 ZY 3009873
31 ZY 3022334 ZY 3022338
32 ZY 3971012 ZY 3971019
33 ZY3971073 ZY3971174

I (De-desiJUlated ZY 3971142
34 ZY 4002341 ZY 4002393

..'...." ..-,v,
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EXHlBITG

DOCUMENTS CITED IN THE AMENDE!) COMPLAINT, BY PLAINTIFFS'
EXPERTS, AN!) IN PLAINTI1'.'S' SUMMARY JUDGJ\fENT FILINGS

I. COMPREHENSIVE LIST OF ALL DOCUMENTS

, Document:
I BUSEllC 000068 BUSEHC oo75סס

2 BUSEllC oo87סס BUSEHC 000093
3 FRMR SLS REPOO113 FRMR SLS REP 00126, FRMR SLS REPOO127 fRMR SLS REP 00150
5 ZY 30658 ZY 30659, ZY 306612

6
~eSi2JUlled ZY 30658 - ZY 30659)
ZY 40216 ZY 402155

7 ZY 203885 ZY2038117
8 ZY 219744 ZY 219762
9 ZY 306213 ZY 306216
10 I~306222 ZY 306245, ZY 306312 ~5)

-desil:!nated ZY 306222 - ZY 306245
II ZY 397111 ZY 397115
Il ZY 397116 ZY 397140, ZY 397155
13 ZY 621218 ZY 621427
14 ZY 651894 ZY 651903
IS ZY651957 ZY 651993
16 ZY 654710
17 ZY 711927 ZY 711932
IS ZY 736251 ZY 736376
19 ZY994158 ZY994161
20 ZY994178 ZY994183
21 ZY 99421O-ZY 994213

" ZY 994401 ZY 994403
23 ZY 994613 ZY 994615

~~esi"rtlltcd ZY 994613 - ZY 994614)
24 ZY994701-ZY994702
25 ZY 2132886
26 ZY 2136934
27 ZY2152680 ZY2152682

I (De.desiRIllited ZY 2152681 - ZY 2152682)
28 ZY 2224231 ZY 2224233
29 ZY 2230813 ZY2230814
30 ZY 3009821 ZY 3009873
31 ZY 3022334 ZY 3022338

" ZY 3971012 ZY 3971019
33 ZY 3971073 ZY 3971174

I (De-desi~ll1ed ZY 3971142
34 ZY 4002341 ZY 4002393

.."..." ..-, v,



EXHIBIT G

35 ZY 4018141 ZY 4018142
36 ZY 4018143 ZY 4018148
37 ZY 4099534 ZY 4099536

I (De-desilUlated ZY 4099534 - ZY 4099536)

" ZY 4099538 ZY 4099539
I(De~esiAAa~dZY4099538)

39 ZY 4099542 ZY 4099546
40 ZY 5029906 - ZY 5029908
41 ZY 6111283 ZY 611285
42 ZY 6451475 - ZY 6451586
43 ZY 6462389 ZY 6462666
44 ZY 7119487 ZY 7119508
45 ZY 7119692 ZY 7119695
46 ZY 7119739 ZY7119817
47 ZY 7119856 - ZY 7119858
48 ZY 7152117 ZY 7152123
49 ZY 7152867 ZY7152872
SO ZY 7300229 - ZY 7300264
51 ZY 7300285 - ZY 7300295

" ZY 8023602 ZY 8023608
53 ZY 8091310 - ZY 8091322
54 ZY 8091355 - ZY 80913
55 ZY 8095217 ZY 8095252
56 ZY 8403886 ZY 8403895
57 ZY 8412463 - ZY 8412476
58 ZY 8413151 - ZY 8413163
59 ZY 8492254 .n

~desi"n31ed
60 ZY 8509825 ZY 8509878
61 ZY 8940713 ZY 8940787
62 ZY 8%4530 ZY 8964533
63 ZY 8972800 ZY 8972814
64 ZY 9063653 ZY 9063668

I (De-desi2J1ated)
65 ZY9209152 ZY9209193
66 ZY 9296467

I (De~esilUlaled)
67 ZY 9373836 ZY9373B48
68 I7rY 9423375 ZY 9423376

De-desi"naled ZY 9423375'
69 ZY 9453519 ZY 9453538
70 ZY 21321403 - ZY 21321404
71 ZY 21331091
72 ZY21351086
73 ZY21961546

"''''~'' ' ...., VI 2
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EXHIBIT G

35 ZY 4018141 ZY 4018142
36 ZY 4018143 ZY 4018148
37 ZY 4099534 ZY 4099536

I (De-desilmated ZY 4099534 - ZY 4099536)
35 ZY 4099538 ZY 4099539

I(De~esi~a~dZY4099538)
39 ZY 4099542 ZY 4099546
40 ZY 5029906 ZY 5029908
41 ZY 6111283 ZY 611285
42 ZY 6451475 ZY 6451586
4J ZY 6462389 ZY 6462666
44 ZY 7119487 ZY 7119508
45 ZY 7119692 ZY 7119695

" ZY 7119739 ZY 7119817
47 ZY 7119856 ZY 7119858
48 ZY 7152117 ZY 7152123
49 ZY 7152867 ZY7152872
50 ZY 7300229 ZY 7300264
51 ZY 7300285 ZY 7300295
52 ZY 8023602 ZY 8023608
53 ZY 8091310 ZY 8091322
54 ZY 8091355 - ZY 80913
55 ZY 8095217 ZY 8095252
56 ZY 8403886 ZY 8403895
57 ZY 8412463 - ZY 8412476
58 ZY 8413151 ZY 8413163
59 ZY 8492254 .1'

~desi"1UI1ed
60 ZY 8509825 ZY 8509878
61 ZY 8940713 ZY 8940787
62 ZY 8964530 ZY 8964533
63 ZY 8972800 ZY 8972814
64 I~Y 9063653 d~Y 9063668

De-desi2J1aled
65 ZY 9209152 ZY9209193
66 ZY 9296467

I (De-deSilmaled)
67 ZY 9373836 ZY9373848
68 I:;'Y 9423375 ZY 9423376

De-desi"naloo ZY 9423375'
69 ZY 9453519 ZY 9453538
70 ZY21321403 ZY21321404
71 ZY 21331091
72 ZY21351086
73 ZY 21961546

00'"•. " "'''' VI 2



EXHlBlTG

74 ZY 21961547 ZY21%1566
75 ZY 22261666
76 ZY 22291412
77 ZY 22301860 ZY 22301861
78 ZY 22301862 ZY 22301871
79 ZY 22302009 ZY 22302014
80 ZY 22302047 ZY 22302048
81 zy 30071237 ZY 30071371
82 ZY 30432362 ZY 30432365
83 ZY 30432431 ZY 30432470
84 zy 71191345 - ZY 71191369
85 ZY 71191602 - ZY 71191622
86 ZY 71561134 ZY 71561171
87 ZY 84131233 - ZY 84131250

I (De-.<lesiJl.llaled ZY 84131233 - ZY 84131249)
88 ZY 84181005 ZY 84181078
89 ZY84181199 ZY 84181221
90 ZY 89301567
91 ZY 89502179 ZY 89502209
92 ZY 93712429 - ZY 93712448
93 ZY 95201325
94 ZY 99451648 - ZY 99451659
95 ZY 200018328 ZY 200018329
96 ZY 200035611 ZY 200035624
97 ZY 200037854 ZV 200037855,

ZY 200038059
98 ZY200038310 ZV 200038335.. ZV 200038346 ZV 200038387
100 ZV200061996 ZV 200062011
101 ZV 200098766 ZV 200098770
102 ZY 200099448 lY 200099483,

ZY 200101923
103 ZY 200189276 ZV2OO189317
104 ZY2OO190715 lV 200190816
105 ZY2OO191250 ZV 200191311
106 ZV200216583 ZV200216648
107 ZV 200255826 ZV 200255837
108 ZV 200284418 ZV 200284425
109 zy 200284483 ZY 200284489
110 lV 200285790 ZY 200285864
III ZY 200286391 ZY 200286396
112 ZY 200292827 ZV 200292836
113 ZY 200295602 ZV 200295621
114 ZY 200307548 lY 200307551
115 ZY 200308974 lV 200308987 .

..",.." , ...., v, 3
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EXUJBITG

74 ZY 21961541- ZY 21961566
75 ZY 22261666
76 ZY 22291412
77 ZY 22301860 - ZY 22301861
78 ZY 22301862 ZY 22301871
79 ZY 22302009 ZY 22302014
80 ZY 22302047 ZY 22302048
81 ZY 30071237 ZY 30071371
82 ZY 30432362 ZY 30432365
83 ZY 30432431 - ZY 30432470.. zy 71191345 - ZY 71191369
85 ZY 71191602 - ZY 71191622
86 ZY 71561134 ZY 71561 171
87 ZY 84131233 - ZY 84131250

I (De-desiltllaled ZY 84131233 - ZY 84131249)

" ZY 84181005 ZY 84181078
89 ZY84181199 ZY 84181221
90 ZY 89301567
91 ZY 89502179 ZY 89502209
92 ZY 93712429 - ZY 93712448
9J ZY 95201325
94 ZY 9945 1648 - ZY 9945 1659
95 ZY200018328 ZY 200018329
96 ZY200035611 ZY 200035624

" ZY 200037854 ZY 200037855,
ZY 200038059

98 ZY2OOO38310 ZY 200038335.. ZY 200038346 ZY 200038387
100 ZY200061996 ZY 200062011
101 ZY 200098766 ZY 200098770
102 ZY 200099448 ZY 200099483,

ZY 200101923
103 ZY 200189276 ZY2OO189317

10' ZY2OO190715 ZY 200190816
105 ZY2OO191250 ZY 200191311
10' ZY200216583 ZY200216648
107 ZY 200255826 ZY 200255837
108 ZY 200284418 ZY 200284425
109 zy 200284483 ZY 200284489
110 ZY 200285790 ZY 200285864
III ZY 200286391 ZY 200286396
112 ZY 200292827 ZY 200292836
113 ZY 200295602 ZY 200295621

"' ZY 200307548 ZY 200307551
115 ZY 200308974 ZY 200308987 .

3



EXHlBITG

1lfi ZY 200310451 ZV 200310452
117 ZY2OO31061l ZY2OO310617
lIS ZY 200310675 ZY2OO310677
119 ZY 200367441 ZY 200367443
120 ZY 200367530 ZY 200367531
12l ZY 200368298 ZY 200368330

'" ZY 200368364 ZY 200368366 ZY 200369299
123 ZY 200371092 ZY 200371093

12' ZV 200371124 ZV 200371125
125 ZY2OO371722 ZY2OO371723
126 ZV 200373207 ZY 200373210
127 ZY 200378927
128 ZY 200380234 ZY 200380243,

ZY 200380260

12' ZY 200388694 ZY 200388698
130 ZY 200393962 ZV 200393963
131 ZV 200394165 ZY 200394169
132 ZV 200425633 ZY 200425696
133 ZY 200429111 ZY200429115
134 ZY 200597928 ZY 200597929
135 ZV 200632713 ZY 200632714,

ZY 200632723
136 ZY201361127 - ZY 201361156
137 ZY 201362472 ZY 201362585
138 ZY 201383524 ZY 201383525

13' ZY 201384009 - ZY 201384028
140 ZY 201386820 ZY 201386826
141 ZY 201465837 ZY 201465854
142 ZY 201579134 ~ ZY 201579155
143 ZY201809732

14' ZY201809971 ZY201809987,
ZY 201809989

145 ZY 201817493 - ZY 201817495
14. ZY 201876214 ZY201876219
147 ZY 201884453 - ZY 201884454
148 ZY 202096529 - ZY 202096531
149 ZY 202147516 - ZY 202147521
150 ZY 202206819 ZY 202206821
151 ZY 202246783 - ZY 202246784
152 ZY 202261471 - ZY 202261473,

ZY202261580
(Dc-desilWated ZY 202261471 - ZY 202261473)

153 ZY 202265914 - ZY 202265916

15' ZY 202360928 ZY 202361006
155 ZY 202438217 - ZY 202438221

,
                                            RA-340

EXHIIU

lUi Zy 200310451 - ZY 2003 W452
117 zy 200310611-ZY 200310617
US Zy 2003lO675 - ZY 200310677
119 ZY 2:00367441 - ZY 200.367443
120 ZY 200367530 - ZY 200367531
121 ZY 200368298 - ZY 200368330
122 ZY 200368364 - ZY 200368366. ZY 200369299
123 I ZY 200371092 - ZY 200371093
124 Zy 200371124 - Zy 200371125
125 ZY 200371722 - ZY 200371723
126 Zy 200373207 - ZY 200373210
127 'IX 200378927
28 ZY 200380234 - ZY 200380243,

ZY 200380260
129 ZY 200388694 - ZY 20038869'8
130 zy 20039'3962 - ZY 200393963
131 Zy 200394]65 - ZY 200394169
132 ZY 200425633 - ZY 200425696
133 ZY 200429111 - ZY 2004291 I 5
134 ZY 200597928 - ZY 200597929
135 Zy 200632713 - Zy 200632714

ZY 200632723
136 ZY '2m 36J 127 - ZY 201361 ]56
137 ZY 201362472 - ZY 201362585
138 ZY 201383524 - ZY 201383525

I

139 ZY 2m 384009 - ZY 20') 384028
140 Zy 20~386820 - ZY 201386826
141 ZY 2l0146S837 - ZY 201465854
142 zy 2m 5791 34 - ZY 201579]55
143 ZY 201809732
144 Zy 2m '809971 - Zy 2m 809987

ZY 201809989
145 zy 201817493, - ZY 201817495
146 zy 201876214 - ZY 201876219
147 Zy 2:01884453 - ZY 201884454
148 Zy 202096529 - ZY 202096531
149 ZY 2:02147516 - ZY 20214752l
150 ZY 202206819 - ZY 202206821
151 ZY 202246783 - ZY 202246784

I
152 ZY 202261471 - ZY 20226]473,

ZY 202261580
(De-designated ZY 202261471- ZY 202261473)

153 ZY 2:02265914 - ZY 202265916
154 ZY 202360928 - ZY 202361006
155 ZY 202438217 - ZY 20243822]~

4



EXHJBITG

ZY 20243873, ZY 202438488
156 ZY 202452974 ZY 202452987
157 ZYP 478414 ZYP 478419
158 ZY 945382 ZY 945395
159 ZY 200542652 ZY 200542677
160 ZY 200017576
161 ZY 200034350
162 ZY 200035680 ZY 20035684
163 ZY 203450981 ZY 203450989
164 ZY 203449922 ZY 203449928

9
\

cited lIS ZY 100107632 ZY 100107669
165 ZY 206260476 ZY 206260489, cited as "Letter to DeAnna Borne of Eli l.illyand

Company regarding 'Characteristics of Bipolar Depression in Primary Care' proposal,
2004 AU2 16"

166 ZY 203914373 - ZY 203914513, cited as "Zyprexa Primary Care C()nfidential
docwnenlS 2004 Oct 19"

167 ZY 2035321 cited as "Patient Profile: Donna 2002 "
168 ZY 202509956 ZY 202509981
169 ZY 204328288 - ZY 204328293
170 ZY2034522l9 ZY 203452345
171 ZY202475173 ZY 202475244
172 ZY2067622l0 ZY 206762770
173 ZY 205205603 ZY205205615
174 ZY 203829978 ZY 203829984
I7S ZY 205623372 ZY 205623373
176 ZY 206617259
177 ZY 203606714 ZY 203606796
178 ZY 203532010 ZY 203532025 cited as ZY 303532061 76
179 ZY 202509837 ZY 202509838
180 ZY 50321127 ZY 50321128 cited as ZY 100810986
181 ZY 730090 ZY 7300163 cited lIS ZY 100174845 and ZY 100174864
182 ZY1234871-882 cited as "Plaintiff Exhibit 1605
183 ZY207859607-612 (cited as ''Olanzapine Labeling Change on Hyperglycemia For

212112000 GPl.C Meetin"" and "Plaintiffs' Exhibit 990'"
184 ZY201302222 cited as "Plaintiffs' Exhibit 7802"
185 ZY201584949'~as Plaintiffs' EXhibit~'
186 Exhibil 13 to Fei De Bates #s cut off from es ed elframe-erased
187 ZY203648665-666
188 ZY203648241-43
189 ZY203647593-94
190 ZY203647611-17
191 ZY202547944-950
192 BUSEHCOOOOI4.Q016
193 BUSEHC000342-0510
19. ZY 200591816 - 20

5

                                            RA-341

I Zy 20243873~Zy 202438488
156 Zy 202452974 - Zy 202452987
15'1 ZYP 478414 -ZVP 4784]9
158 zy 945382 - ZY 94539'5
159 ZY 200542652 - ZY 200542677
1'0 ZY 200017576
161 ZY 200034350
1'2 ZY 200035680 - ZY 20035684
163 ZY 203450981 - ZY 203450989
164 ZV 203449922 - ZY 203449928

(cited as ZY 100107632 - ZY 100107669)
165 ZY 206260476 - ZY 2062604891 cit d as ~'LeUertoDeAnna Born ofEI} Lilly and

Company regarding • hara.ct risties 0 Bipolar Depr ssion in Primary are~ prop sal
2004 AUI! 16

166 ZY 203914373 - ZY 203914513) cit d. as ~~Zypr, xa Primary Car oonfid ntial
documents 2004 Oct 19';

167 ZY 2035321. cited as ('Patient Profile: Donna F20021u

168 ZY 202509956 - ZY 202509981

I

169 ZY 204328288 - ZY 2:04328293
170 Zy 203452219 - ZY203452345
171 ZY 202475173 - ZY 202475244
17.2 ZY 206762210- ZY 206762770
173 Zy 205205603 - ZY 205205615
174 ZY 203829978 - ZY 203829984
175 ZY 205623372 - ZY 205623373
176 ZY 206617259
177 Zy 2036067~4- ..Y20 606796
178 ZY 203532JlH0- ..Y20 532025~ cited as ZY 303:532061 -76
179 ZY 202509837 - ZY 202509838
189 ZY 50321127 - ZY 50321 128, cited as ZY 100810986 I

181 ZY 730090 - ZY 7300l63~ cited as ZY 100174845 and ZY 100174864
182 Zy1234871-882 (cited as ~~PlaintiffExhihit 1605'~)

183 ZY207859607-612 {.ited as "Olanzapm L-abeli g ChangeonH erg] cemiaF r
212112000 GPLC Meeting' and (Plaintiffs' Exhibit 990')

184 ZY20 1302222 (cited as «Plaintiffs' Exhibit 7802")
185 ZY20l584949-9''51 (cited as Plaintiffs' Exltibit8666")
186 Exhibit 13 to Fe:igal Depo~ Bate,s #s cut o·ff fwm pages-(edge/frame-erased)
187 ZY203648665-666
188 ZY203648241-43
189 I ZY203647593-94
190 ZY203647611~17

191 ZY202547944-950
192 I Bt SEHCOOOOl4-0016
193 Bt SEHCOOO342-0510
194 I ZY 200591816 - 20

5



195 ZY1OO55... h sician Call Notes
196 ZYI473·14732
197 ZYI911526-94
198 ZY200038429-31
199 ZY200047001-701l
200 ZY200085850-51
201 ZY200098771-775
202 ZY200187608-7614
203 ZY200226697-99
204 ZY200228678-704
205 ZY200284418-425
206 ZY200310238-47
207 ZY200310451-452
208 ZY200471572-75
209 ZY200475176-5178
210 ZY200676275-94
211 ZY201016928
212 ZY201016929
213 ZY201202567-2574
214 ZY201390179-81
215 ZY201393781-3782
216 ZY201485797-805
217 ZY201585170-5179
218 ZY201606212
219 ZY201809731
220 ZY201809971-87
221 ZY201865409-10
222 ZY201902039-043
223 ZY202076395
224 ZY202435711-5716
225 ZY202447424-455
226 ZY202462376-82
227 ZY202498314-19
228 ZY202509684-734
229 ZY202509793-9795
230 ZY202512677-2680
231 ZY202513079-82
232 ZY202522469-500
233 ZY203267686-7704
234 ZY203268852-854
235 ZY203274920
236 ZY203275037
237 ZY203275823-835
238 ZY203299967-70
239 ZY203394453

"""4-,' .-L" 6

EXHIBIT G

                                            RA-342

195 ZYlOO55... h sician Call Notes
196 ZYI473·14732
197 ZYI911S26-94
198 ZY200038429-31
199 ZY200047001-701l
200 ZY200085850-51
201 ZY200098771-775
202 ZY200187608-7614
203 ZY200226697-99
204 ZY200228678-704
205 ZY200284418-425
206 ZY200310238-47
207 ZY200310451-452
208 ZY200471572-75
209 ZY200475176-5178
210 ZY200676275-94
211 ZY201016928
212 ZY201016929
213 ZY201202567-2574
214 ZY20J390179-81
215 ZY20J393781-3782
216 ZY201485797-805
217 ZY201585170-5179
218 ZY201606212
219 ZY201809731
220 ZY201809971-87
221 ZY201865409-10
222 ZY201902039-043
223 ZY202076395
224 ZY202435711-5716
225 ZY202447424-455
226 ZY202462376-82
227 ZY202498314-19
228 ZY202509684-734
229 ZY202509793-9795
230 ZY202512677-2680
231 ZY2025J3079-82
232 ZY202522469-500
233 ZY203267686-7704
234 ZY203268852-854
235 ZY203274920
236 ZY203275037
237 ZY203275823-835
238 ZY203299967-70
239 ZY203J94453

",,,"_u "..", 6

EXHI.BIT G



240 ZY203450077·085
241 ZY203452986-998
242 ZY203455S42·551
243 ZY203485196·5231
244 ZY203516161·2
245 ZY203533952·3962
246 ZY203534141·4774
247 ZY203531962·1966
248 ZY203544156-4116
249 ZY203550835·1150
250 ZY2035S4033-040
251 ZY203602I1S·1S1
252 ZY20360372S-39
253 ZY203610321·332
254 ZY203624816-4970
255 ZY203646724-672S
256 ZY203641390-93
257 ZY203652365-11
258 ZY203653864·66
259 ZY203660416-509
260 ZY203103104-3129
261 ZY203106451-6459
262 ZY203727500-04
263 ZY203795202-400
264 ZY203812064
26S ZY203880886
266 ZY203881729·1131
267 ZY203883144-145
268 ZY203887768-71
269 ZY203887783-88
210 ZY203904748-150
271 ZY203905393-5396
272 ZY203906509·513
273 ZY203913200-3260
274 ZY203921861
275 ZY203922954-916
276 ZY203933153-3815
277 ZY203954311-317
278 ZY204322619-622
279 ZY204323194·I96
280 ZY204321628-45
281 ZY204321700-14
282 ZY204335072-3
283 ZY204335881-890
284 ZY204336042-043

7

EXHIBITG

                                            RA-343

EXHIBI.

241 ZY203450077-085
241 ZY203452986-998
242 ZY203455542-557
243 ZY2034:85 196-523)
244 ZY203516761-2
245 ZY203533952-3962
:M6 ZY203534741-4774
247 ZY2'03537962-7966
248 ZY2035441564] 76
24' ZY2:03550835-II SO
250 ZY203584033-040
251 Z~203602175-187

252, Z~203603728-39

253- ZY20361 0327-332
254 ZY203624876-49?O
255 ZY203646724-6725
256 ZY203647390-93
257 ZY203652365-71
258 ZY203653864-66
259 ZY203660476-509
260 ~203703104-3129

261 ZY203706451-6459
262 ZY203727500,-Q4
263 ZY203795202-400
264 ZY203812064
265 ZY203880886
266 ZY203881729-1731
267 ZY203883144-145
168 ZY203887768-71

J" ZY203887783-88
270 ZY203904748-750
271 ZY203905393-5396
272 ZY2:03906509-513
273 Z1r203913ioo-3260
274 ZY20392:t861
2'iS ZY203922954-976
276 Z~20393 3753-3815
177 ZY20395431 1-317 -
278 ZY204322619-622
279 ZY204323194-196
280 ZY204327628-45
28t ZY204327700- i 4
182 ZY204335072-3
283 ZY20433588] -890
284 ZY204336042..043

7



285 ZY204338744-749
286 ZY204339174-178
287 ZY204339288-290
288 ZY20434000I-01O
289 ZY204340050-OS7
290 ZY20434016S-I90
291 ZY204340803-S
292 ZY204342141-143
293 ZY204342149-150
294 ZY204342181-182
295 ZY204342702-704
296 ZY2043446609-612
297 ZY204344899-901
298 ZY204346499·S00
299 ZY204391842-846
300 ZY204394286-4316
301 ZY204440789-0832
302 ZY2044648S4·67
303 ZY204581259-1263
304 ZY205256959-6997
305 ZY205320385-419
306 ZY205413022·3087
307 ZY2054S43S8-4437
308 ZY205869S00-9503
309 ZY205870786-0802
310 ZY205871085-1087
311 ZY205898369·388
312 ZY206184420-450
313 ZY206550905-933
314 ZY206650601-05
315 ZY2066S2901-922
316 ZY206762778-3005
317 ZY206763259·3313
318 ZY206818419-448
319 ZY206823943-4013
320 ZY206836945-9S4
321 ZY206944307-4466
322 ZY207328337-44
323 ZY207373662-3740
324 ZY207390776-78S
325 ZY207416170-6186
326 ZY207426510-571
327 ZY207426620-624
328 ZY207704444-46S
329 ZY20770S732-745

..'".." ".." ., 8

EXHIBIT G

                                            RA-344

285 ZY204338744-749
286 ZY204339174-178
287 ZY204339288-290
288 ZY20434000I-010
289 ZY2043400S0-057
290 ZY20434016S-I90
291 ZY204340803-5
292 ZY20434214J-J43
293 ZY204342149-1S0
29~ ZY20434218J-J82
295 ZY204342702-704
296 ZY2043446609-612
297 ZY204344899-901
298 ZY204346499-500
299 ZY20439J842-846
300 ZY2043942864316
301 ZY204440789-0832
302 ZY2044648S4-67
303 ZY204S812S9-1263
304 ZY205256959-6997
305 ZY20S320385-419
306 ZY205413022·3087
307 ZY205454358-4437
308 ZY205869500-9503
309 ZY205870786-0802
310 ZY205871085-1087
311 ZY205898369-388
312 ZY206184420-450
313 ZY20655090S-933
314 ZY206650601-05
315 ZY206652901-922
316 ZY206762778-3005
317 ZY206763259-3313
318 ZY2068J8419-448
319 ZY2068239434013
320 ZY20683694S-9S4
321 ZY206944307-4466
322 ZY20732833744
323 ZY207373662-3740
324 ZY207390776-785
325 ZY207416170-6186
326 ZY207426510-571
327 ZY207426620-624
328 ZY207704444465
329 ZY207705732-745

..,...." '-,., 8

EXJUBIT G



EXHLBITG

330 ZY207724297-4318
331 ZY207868092·097
332 ZY2188989-10S0.001
333 ZY219942S-434
334 ZY2216315-317
335 ZY2224230
336 ZY2224231-33
337 ZY2224236-238
338 ZY22301860-861
339 ZY402166-72
340 ZY4034115-4136
341 ZYS021132-33
342 ZYS0299Q6-08
343 ZY7119224-9236
344 ZY7119692-9695
345 ZY80201673-167S
346 ZY8022233
347 ZY81361449-14S3
348 ZY87939S-6
349 ZY9063678·82
350 ZY9388248-8249

II. DOCUMENTS CITED IN THE FIRST AM.ENDED COMPLAINT

Hard copies of the documents cited in the Amended Complaint were provided to
Defendant and Special Master Woodin in electronic form on January 18, 2007 and in hard copy
in advance of the April 19,2007 Hearing.

T., Bates Number Range Cited as Paragraph where
6ted

I BUSEHC 000068 - BUSEHC BUSEHC 000068 lOS
000075 BUSEHC 000075

2 BUSEHC 000087 BUSEHC BUSEHC 000087 106
000093 BUSEHC 000093

3 FRMR SLS REP OOIl3 FRMR SLS REP OOIl3 1S5
FRMR SLS REP 00126 FRMR SLS REP 00126

4 FRMR SLS REP 00127 FRMR SLS REP 00127 240,248
FRMR SLS REP 00150 FRl\IIR SLS REP OOISO

5 ZY 30658 ZY 30659, ZY ZY 30658 - ZY 30659 392
306612
(De-desj;~ated ZY 30658-
ZY 30659

6 ZY 40216 ZY 402155 ZY 40216 ZY 402155 285
7 ZY 203885 ZY2038117 ZY 203887 ZY203890 50

9

                                            RA-345

330 ZY207724297-4318
331 ZV207868092-097
332 Z¥2188989-1 050.001
333 ZY2199425-434
334 ZY2:216315-317
335 2Y2224230
336 ZY222423 1-33
337 I ZY2224236-238
338 I ZY2230I860 861
339 ZY402166 72
340 ZY4034 115-4136
341 ZY5021132-33
342 ZY5029906-08
343 ZY71 19224-9236
344 ZY7119692-9695
345 ZY80201673-1675
346 ZY8022233
347 ZY81361449-1453
348 ZY879395-6
349 ZY9063678~82

350 ZY9388248-8249

DO E 'f. . _:ED· .. HE IR·

Hard copies ·oftbe documents cited in the Amended Complaint were provided to
Defendant and Special Master Woodln in electronic form on Jauuary 18 2007 and in hard copy
in advance ofthe Apri~ 19 2007learing.

Tab

6
7

·065 -

zy 40216- zy 402155
ZY 203887 - ZY 20.389{)

9

P.aragra _h h.ere
ited

105

106

155

240 248

592

285
50



EXHIBIT G

ZY 203889 51
ZY 2038102 ZY 2038103 55
ZY 2038110 56
ZY 2038116, ZY 2038107 57
ZY 2038112 ZY 2038113 63
ZY 203885 ZY2038117 64, ZY219744 ZY219762, 245

ZY 219744 - ZY 219762 ZY 219745, ZY 219758,
219759, ZY 306213 ZY 306216 ZY 306213 ZY 306216 4110

10 ZY 306222 ZY 306245, ZY ZY 306222 ZY 306245 392
306312
(De-deSi'rs~tedZY 306222-
ZY 306245

11 ZY 397111 ZY 397115
12 ZY 397116 ZY 397140, ZY

397155
13 ZY 621218 ZY 621427 ZY 621218 ZY 621427 159166,223404
14 ZY 651894 ZY651903 ZY651902 ZY651903 54

ZY 651894 - ZY 651903 60
15 ZY 651957 - ZY 651993

I' ZY 654710 ZY 654710 141)
17

ZY 711927- ZY 711932
ZY 711927 - ZY 711932, 265
ZY 711927, ZY 711932

I' ZY 736251 - ZY 736376
ZY 736275, ZY 736251 - 133
ZY 736376

19 ZY 994158 - ZY 994161 ZY 994158 218 219 231 232

" ZY 994178 - ZY 994183 ZY994178 220 231, 4()()
ZY 994178 ZY 994182 221

21 ZY 994210- ZY 994213 ZY 994210 223
22 ZY 994401 - ZY 994403 ZY 994401 226
23 ZY 994613 - ZY 994615 148,305

(De-desi~~tedZY 994613- ZY 994613 - ZY 994614
ZY 994614

24 ZY 994701 - ZY 994702 ZY 994701 214 215
25 ZY 2132886 ZY 2132886 146
26 ZY2136934 ZY 2136934 179
27 ZY 2152680 ZY2152682 ZY 2152681 ZY2152682 185

(De-designated ZY 2152681-
ZY 2152682)

28 ZY 2224231 ZY 2224233 ZY 2224231 182
29 ZY 2230813 ZY2230814 ZY 2230813 ZY2230814 156
30 ZY 3009821 ZY 3009873 ZY 3009821 ZY 3009873 141
31 ZY 3022334 ZY 3022338 ZY 3022334 ZV 3022338 242
32 ZV 3971012 ZY 3971019

10

                                            RA-346

ZY 203889 51
I

zy 2:038102) zy 203_8103 55 I

Zy 2038110 5,6
ZY 203~ll,6,ZY 2038107 57
ZY 2038112 - ZY 2038113 63
ZY 203885 - ZY 2038117 64

8 ZY 219744- ZY 219762, 245
Z 219744-ZY2 9762 ZY 219745, ZY 219758

219759
9 ZY 306213 -ZY 306216 ZY 306213 - ZY 306216 400
10 ZY 306222 - ZY 306245, ZY ZY 306222 ZY 306245 392

306 12
(De-designated Z 306222-
ZY 306245)

11 ZY 397111 -zy 397115
1.2 ZY 397116 -ZY 397140, ZY

397155
13 Zy 621218 -ZY 621427 ZY 621218-ZY 62H27 159,166,223,404
14 Zy 651894 - ZY 651903 Zy 651902 - ZY 651903 54

ZY 651894 -ZY 6519{)3 60
15 ZY 651957 - ZY 651993
Hi ZY 654710 ZY 654710 140
7

ZY71 927-ZY71 932
Zy 7119:27 - ZY 711932 265
ZY 711927,. ZY 711932

18 ZY 736251-ZY 7 6 76
ZY 7'36275 ZY 736251 - 133
Zy 736376-

19 ZY 994158 -ZY 994161 ZY 994158 218,219,231,232
20 ZY 994178 - ZY 994183 ZY 994178 I 220. 231,400

ZY 994178 ZY994182 22]
21 zy 9942.1 0 - ZY 994213 Zy 994210 223
22 ZY 994401 - ZY 994403 ZY 994401 226
23 ZY 994613 -ZY 994615

I
148 305

(De-designat d ZY 9 4 13-
-
4613- Y 46]4

ZY994614)
2-4 Zy~99470] - ZY 994702 Zy 994701 214.2m5
25 I ZY 2132886 Zy 2132886 146
26 ZY2B6934 ZY 2136934 179
27 ZY 2152680 - ZY 2152682 ZY 2152681 - ZY 2152682 185

De~designated ZY 2152681 -
ZY2152682)

28 ZY 2224231 - ZY 2224233 ZY2224231 182
29 ZY 2230813 - ZY 2230814 ZY 2230813 - ZY 22308 ~ 4 156
30 ZY 3009821 - ZY 3009873 ZY 3009821 - ZY 3009873 141
31 ZY_~Q22334 - ZY 3022338 Zy 3022334 - ZY 3022338 242
32 ZY 3971012 - ZY 3971m9

10



I<:XnmlT G

33 I~y 3971073 ZY 3971174 ZY 3971123, ZY 3971073 50
De-desil!n8led ZY 3971142

ZY 3971084, ZY 3971142 52
ZY 3971140 62
ZY 3971113 ZY 3971139 64
ZY 3971073 151
ZY 3971088 "ZY 3971138 61

34 ZY 4002341 ZY 4002393 ZY 4002393 170
35 ZY 4018141 ZY 4018142 ZY 4018141 227
36 ZY 4018143 Zy 4018148 ZY 4018143 217 227
37 ZY 4099534 ZY 4099536 ZY 4099534 ZY 4099536 394,395,397

(De-desigoaled ZY 4099534-
ZY 4099536)

38 ZY 4099538 ZY 4099539 ZY 4099538 ZY 4099539 414
~-deSil!nated ZY 4099538)

39 ZY 4099542 ZY 4099546 414ZY 4099542 ZY 4099546
40 ZY 5029906 ZY 5029908 ZY 5029906 ZY 5029908 181 182 183 184
41 ZY 6111283 ZY 611285 ZY 6111283 ZY 6111285 134
42 ZY 6451475 ZY 6451586 ZY 6451475 ZY 6451587 215
43 ZY 6462389 ZY 6462666 ZY 6462389 ZY 6462666 215
44 ZY 7119487 ZY 7119508 ZY 7119487 ZY 7119508 268
45 ZY 7119692 ZY 7119695, 264

ZY 7119692 - ZY 7119695 ZY 7119692, ZY 7119692-
ZY 7119694
ZY 7119692 ZY 7119695, 282
ZY 7119692, ZY 7119692-
ZY 711694

46 ZY 7119739 ZY7119817 ZY 7119739 ZY7119817 153
47 ZY 7119856 ZY 7119858 ZY 7119856 ZY 7119858 137
48 ZY7152117 ZY 7152123 ZY7152117 ZY 7152123 313
49 ZY 7152867 ZY 71528n ZY 7152867 ZY 71528n 314
50 ZY 7300229 ZY 7300264
51 ZY 7300285 ZY 7300295 ZY 7300285 ZY 7300295 138, 139 283
52 ZY 8023602 ZY 8023608 ZY 8023602 ZY 8023608 l35
53 ZY 8091310 ZY 8091322 ZY 8091310 ZY 8091322 309
54 ZY 8091355 ZY 8091364 ZY 8091355 ZY 8091364 180
55 ZY 8095217 ZY 8095252 ZY8095217 ZY 8095252 272
56 ZY 8403886 ZY 8403895 ZY 8403886 ZY 8403895 170
57 ZY 8412463 ZY 8412476 ZY 8412463 ZY 8412476 259 273

" ZY 8413151 ZY 8413163 ZY8413151 ZY8413163 340
ZY8413155 ZY 841356 341

" I~Y 8492254 :d) ZY 8492254 308
De-desil!nated

60 ZY 8509825 ZY 8509878 ZY 8509825 - ZY 8509878 271 288

00''''''' .-'VI II

                                            RA-347

EXHIBIT G

33 1~71073 ZY3971174 ZY 3971123, ZY 3971073 SO
csipnaled ZY 3971142

ZY 3971084, ZY 3971142 52
ZY 3971140 62
ZY 3971113, ZY 3971139 64
ZY 3971073 \5\
ZY 3971088 "ZY 3971138 6\

34 ZY 4002341 ZY 4002393 ZY 4002393 \70
J5 IT 4018141 ZY 4018142 ZY 4018141 227
36 ZY 4018143 ZY 4018148 ZY 4018143 217,227
37 ZY 4099534 ZY 4099536 ZY 4099534 ZY 4099536 394,395, 397

(De-designaled ZY 4099534-
ZY 4099536)

38 ZY 4099538 ZY 4099539 ZY 4099538 ZY 4099539 4\4
~-deSipnaledZY 4099538)

39 ZY 4099542 ZY 4099546 4\4ZY 4099542 ZY 4099546
40 ZY 5029906 ZY 5029908 ZY 5029906 ZY 5029908 181 182 183 \84
4\ ZY 6111283 ZY 611285 ZY 6111283 ZY 6111285 \34
42 ZY 6451475 ZY 6451586 ZY 6451475 ZY 6451587 2\5
43 ZY 6462389 ZY 6462666 ZY 6462389 ZY 6462666 2\5
44 ZY 7119487 ZY 7119508 ZY 7119487 ZY 7119508 268
45 ZY 7119692 ZY 7119695, 264

ZY 7119692 - ZY 7119695 ZY 7119692, ZY 7119692-
ZY 7119694
ZY 7119692 ZY 7119695, 282
ZY 7119692, ZY 7119692-
ZY 711694

46 ZY 7119739 ZY 7119817 ZY 7119739 ZY7119817 \53
47 ZY 7119856 ZY 7119858 ZY 7119856 ZY 7119858 137
48 ZY7152117 ZY 7152123 ZY7152117 ZY 7152123 313
49 ZY 7152867 ZY 7152872 ZY 7152867 ZY 7152872 3\4
50 ZY 7300229 ZY 7300264
5\ ZY 7300285 ZY 7300295 ZY 7300285 ZY 7300295 138, 139 283

" ZY 8023602 ZY 8023608 ZY 8023602 ZY 8023608 l35
53 ZY 8091310 ZY 8091322 ZY 8091310 ZY 8091322 309
54 ZY 8091355 ZY 8091364 ZY 8091355 ZY 8091364 \80
55 ZY 8095217 ZY 8095252 ZY8095217 ZY 8095252 272

" ZY 8403886 ZY 8403895 ZY 8403886 ZY 8403895 \70
57 ZY 8412463 ZY 8412476 ZY 8412463 ZY 8412476 259 273

" ZY 8413151 - ZY 8413163 ZY 8413151 - ZY 8413163 340
ZY 84131 55 - ZY 841356 34\

59 I~y 8492254 >l!) ZY 8492254 308
De-desipnated

60 ZY 8509825 ZY 8509878 ZY 8509825 ZY 8509878 271 288

\\



EXHIBIT G

61 ZY 8940713 ZY 8940787 ZY 8940713 zy 8940787 269
62 ZY 8964530 ZY 8964533 ZY 8964530 ZY 8964533 246
63 ZY 8972800 ZY 89n814 ZY89n800 ZY 89n814 360 361
64 I frY 9063653 ':J:J~y 9063668 ZY 9063653 ZY 9063668 164

De-desi~lIaled

65 ZY 9209152 ZY 9209193 ZY 9209152 ZY 9209193, 252
ZY 9209156 ZY 9209158

66 ZY 9296467 ZY 9296467 311
I (De-desif/JIaled)

67 ZY 9373836 ZY 9373848 ZY 9373842, ZY 9373837, 249
9373838
ZY 9373836 ZY 9373848, 250
ZY 9373845 ZY 9373847

68 ZY 9423375 ZY 9423376 ZY 9423375 ZY 9423376 395
I (-De-desif/JIated ZY 942337-5)

69 ZY 9453519 ZY 9453538 ZY 9453519 ZY 9453538 304
70 ZY 21321403 ZY 21321404 ZY 21321403 ZY 168

21321404
71 ZY21331091 ZY21331091 178
72 ZY 2135 1086 ZY 21351086 146
73 ZY21961546 ZY 21961546 244
74 ZY 21961547 ZY21961566 ZY 21961547 ZY 24'

21961566, ZY 21961 547, ZY
21961562 - ZY 21961563

7S ZY22261666 ZY 22261666 212
76 ZY 22291412 ZY22291412 279
77 ZY 22301860 - ZY 22301861 ZY 22301860 277

ZY 22301860 ZY 278
22301871

78 ZY 22301862 ZY 22301871 ZY 22301862 ZY 278
22301871

79 ZY22302009 ZY 22302014 ZY 22302009- ZY 22302014 253
80 ZY 22302047 ZY 22302048 ZY 22302047 - ZY 310

22302048
81 ZY 30071237 ZY 30071371 ZY 30071237 ZY 147

30071371, ZY 3007131 5, ZY
30071305, ZY 30071)47, ZY
30071354 ZY 30071300

82 ZY 30432362 ZY 30432365 ZY 30432362 318
8J ZY 30432431 ZY 30432470 ZY 30432431 ZY 319

30432465
84 ZY 71191345 - ZY 71191369 ZY 71191345 ZY 267

71191369, ZY 71191356, ZY
71191357 - ZY 71191358

85 ZY 71191602 ZY 71191622 ZY 71191602 ZY 266

12

                                            RA-348

ExmBITG

61 ZY 8940713 - ZY 8940787 ZY 8940713 - ZY 8940787 269'
62 ZY 8964530 - ZY 8964533 ZY 8964530-ZY 8964533 246
6J ZY 8972800 - ZY 8972814 ZY 89nSOO - ZY 89n814 360~ 361
64 ZY 9063653 - ZY 9063668 ZY 9063653 - ZY 9063668 164

(De..designaled)
~

65 ZY 9209152 - ZY 9209193 ZY 9209152 - ZY 9209193 252
ZY 9209156, ZY 9209158

66 ZY9296467 ZY 92964,67 311
(De-designated)

67 ZY 9373836 - ZY 9373848 ZY 9373842 ZY9373837 249
9373838
ZY 9373836 - ZY 9373848 250
ZY 9373845, ZY 9373847

,68 Zy 9423375 - ZY 9423376 ZY 9423375 - ZY 9423376 395
(D~designated ZY 9423375)

69 ZY 9453519 - ZY 9453538 ZY 9453519 - ZY 9453538 304
70 zy 21321403 - ZY 21321404 zy 21321403 -ZY ]68

21321404
71 ZY 213.31091 ZY 21331091 178
72 ZY21351086 ZY 2135108,6 146
73 ZY21961546 ZY21961546 244
74 zy 2]961547 - ZY 2196,1566 ZY 21961547 -ZY 244

21961566. Y 2' 961547, ZY
21961562 - Z¥21961563

75 ZY22261666 ZY 22261666 212
76 2YZ2291412 ZY 22291412 279
77 1:'1 2230H~60 - Zy 22301861 zy 22301860 277

Zy 2230) 860 - Zy 278
22301871

78 ZY 22301862 - ZY 22301871 ZY 223m .862 - Zy 278
22301871

79 ZY 22302009 - ZY 22302014 ZY 22302009... ZY 22302014 253
80 ZY 22302047 - ZY 22302048 ZY 22302047 - Zy 310

22302048
81 ZY 30071237 - ZY 30071371 ZY 30071237 - ZY 147

3007137 Z 30071315. Zy
3 071305 30071347
30071354~ ZY 30071300

82 ZY 30432362 - Zy 30432365 Zy 30432362 318
8 ZY 30432431 - ~ y 30432470 Zy 304324] 1 - ZY 319

30432465
84 I Zy 71191345 -ZY 71191369 Zy 71191345 - ZY 267

71191369~ZY 71191356) zy
71191357 - ZY 71191358

85 ZY 71191602 - ZY 71 ]91622 ZY7H91602-ZY 266

12



EXHIBITG

71191622, ZY 71191607
86 ZY 71561134 - ZY 71561171 ZY71561134-ZY 254,256

71561171
87 ZY 84131233 -ZY 84131250 ZY 84131233 - ZY 135, 136

(De-designated ZY 84131233 84131250
-ZY 84131249)

88 ZY 84181005 - ZY 84181078 ZY84181005-ZY 284
84181078

89 ZY 84181199-ZY 84181221 ZY84181199-ZY 247
84181221, ZY 84181216

90 ZY 89301567 ZY 89301567 290
91 ZY 89502179 - Zy 89502209 ZY 89502179-ZY 163

89502209
92 ZY 93712429 - ZY 93712448 ZY93712429-ZY 256,286,287

. 93712448
93 ZY 95201325 ZY 95201325 239
94 ZY 99451648 - ZY 99451659 ZY 99451648 - ZY 293

99451659
95 ZY 200018328 ZY ZY 200018328-ZY 240,263

200018329 200018329
96 ZY 200035611 - ZY ZY 200035611 - ZY 369,373

200035624 200035624
97 ZY 200037854 - ZY ZY 200037854 - ZY 351

200037855, 200037855
ZY 200038059

98 ZY 200038310 - ZY ZY 200038310 - ZY 344
200038335 200038335

99 ZY 200038346 - ZY ZY 200038346 - ZY 346,347,348
200038387 200038387

100 ZY 200061996 - ZY ZY 200061996-ZY 154
200062011 200062011

101 ZY 200098766 - ZY ZY 200098766 - ZY 255
200098770 200098775

102 ZY 200099448 - ZY ZY 200099448 - ZY 154
200099483, 200099483,
ZY 200101923

103 ZY 200189276 - ZY ZY 200189276-ZY 357
200189317 200189317

104 ZY200190715 ZY ZY 200190715 ZY 339
200190816 200190816

105 ZY 200191250-ZY ZY 200191250 - ZY 289
200191311 200191311

106 ZY 200216583 - ZY ZY 200216583 - ZY 130
200216648 200216648

107 ZY 200255826 ZY ZY 200255826 - ZY 167
200255837 200255837

001874_12 iS46<i1 VI
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                                            RA-349

EXHffiITG

71191622, ZY 71191607
86 ZY 71561134 - ZY 71561171 ZY 71561134 -ZY 254,256

71561171
87 ZY 84131233 -ZY 84131250 ZY 84131233 - ZY 135, 136

(De-designated ZY 84131233 84131250
-ZY 84131249)

88 ZY 84181005 -ZY 84181078 ZY84181005-ZY 284
84181078

89 ZY 84181199-ZY 84181221 ZY84181199-ZY 247
84181221, ZY 84181216

90 ZY 89301567 ZY 89301567 290
91 ZY 89502179-ZY 89502209 ZY 89502179-ZY 163

89502209
92 ZY 93712429 - ZY 93712448 ZY93712429-ZY 256,286,287

93712448
93 ZY 95201325 ZY 95201325 239
94 ZY 99451648 - ZY 99451659 ZY99451648-ZY 293

99451659
95 ZY 200018328 ZY ZY200018328-ZY 240,263

200018329 200018329
96 ZY 200035611- ZY ZY 200035611 - ZY 369,373

200035624 200035624
97 ZY 200037854 - Zy ZY 200037854 - ZY 351

200037855, 200037855
ZY 200038059

98 ZY 200038310 - ZY ZY20003831O-ZY 344
200038335 200038335

99 ZY 200038346 - ZY ZY 200038346 - ZY 346,347,348
200038387 200038387

100 ZY 200061996 - ZY ZY 200061996-ZY 154
200062011 200062011

101 ZY 200098766 - ZY ZY 200098766 - ZY 255
200098770 200098775

102 ZY 200099448 - ZY ZY 200099448 - ZY 154
200099483, 200099483,
ZY200101923

103 ZY 200189276-ZY ZY 200189276 - ZY 357
200189317 200189317

104 ZY200190715 ZY ZY200190715 ZY 339
200190816 200190816

105 ZY 200191250-ZY ZY200191250-ZY 289
200191311 200191311

106 ZY 200216583 - ZY ZY 200216583 - ZY 130
200216648 200216648

107 ZY 200255826 ZY ZY 200255826 - ZY 167
200255837 200255837

001814-12 2j.ol6(i1 VI
13



EXHIBITG

108 ZY 200284418 - Zy ZY 200284418 - ZY 306
200284425 200284425

109 ZY 200284483 - Zy ZY 200284483 - ZY 308
200284489 200284489

110 ZY 200285790 - Zy ZY 200285790 - ZY 387,388
200285864 200285864

111 ZY 200286391 - Zy ZY 200286391 - ZY 244
200286396 200286396

112 ZY 200292827 - Zy ZY 200292827 - Zy 379
200292836 200292836

113 ZY 200295602 - Zy ZY 200295602 - ZY 378,379
200295621 200295621

114 ZY 200307548 - Zy ZY 200307548 - ZY 386
200307551 200307551,200307550

115 ZY 200308974 - Zy ZY 200308974 - ZY 368,372
200308987 200308987

116 ZY 200310451 - Zy ZY 200310451- ZY 334
200310452 200310452

117 ZY200310611-ZY ZY 200310611- ZY 327
200310617 200310617

118 ZY 200310675 ZY ZY 200310675 - ZY 287
200310677 200310677

119 ZY 200367441 - Zy ZY 200367441 - ZY 330
200367443 200367443

120 ZY 200367530 - Zy ZY 200367530 - ZY 231,383,384,385
200367531 200367531

121 ZY 200368298 - Zy Zy 200368298 - ZY 358
200368330 200368330

122 ZY 200368364 - Zy ZY 200368364 - ZY 363
200368366, ZY 200369299 200368366

123 ZY 200371092 Zy ZY 200371 092 - ZY 260,261
200371093 200371093

124 ZY 200371 124-ZY ZY 200371124-ZY 326
200371125 200371125

125 ZY 200371166 ZY 200371166 324
(De-designated)

126 ZY200371722 ZY ZY 200371722 ZY 331
200371723 200371723

127 ZY 200371752 - Zy ZY 200371752-ZY 332
200371755 200371755
(Dedesignated)

128 ZY 200373207 - Zy ZY 200373207 - ZY 362
200373210 200373210

129 ZY 200378927 ZY 200378927 399
130 ZY 200380234 - Zy ZY 200380234 - ZY 412

200380243, 200380243

0018"·)2 2~46(il VI
14
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EXHIBITG

108 ZY 200284418 - Zy ZY 200284418 - ZY 306
200284425 200284425

109 ZY 200284483 - Zy ZY 200284483 - ZY 308
200284489 200284489

110 ZY 200285790 - Zy ZY 200285790 - ZY 387,388
200285864 200285864

111 ZY 200286391 - Zy ZY 200286391 - ZY 244
200286396 200286396

112 ZY 200292827 - Zy ZY 200292827 - Zy 379
200292836 200292836

113 ZY 200295602 - Zy ZY 200295602 - ZY 378,379
200295621 200295621

114 ZY 200307548 - Zy ZY 200307548 - ZY 386
200307551 200307551,200307550

115 ZY 200308974 - Zy ZY 200308974 - ZY 368,372
200308987 200308987

116 ZY 200310451 - Zy ZY 200310451- ZY 334
200310452 200310452

117 ZY200310611-ZY ZY 200310611- ZY 327
200310617 200310617

118 ZY 200310675 ZY ZY 200310675 ZY 287
200310677 200310677

119 ZY 200367441 - Zy ZY 200367441 - ZY 330
200367443 200367443

120 ZY 200367530 - Zy ZY 200367530 - ZY 231,383,384,385
200367531 200367531

121 ZY 200368298 - Zy Zy 200368298 - ZY 358
200368330 200368330

122 ZY 200368364 - Zy ZY 200368364 - ZY 363
200368366, ZY 200369299 200368366

123 ZY 200371092 ZY ZY 200371092 - ZY 260,261
200371093 200371093

124 ZY 200371124 - ZY ZY200371124-ZY 326
200371125 200371125

125 ZY 200371166 ZY 200371166 324
(De-designated)

126 ZY200371722-ZY ZY200371722-ZY 331
200371723 200371723

127 ZY 200371752-ZY ZY 200371752 - ZY 332
200371755 200371755
(Dedesignated)

128 ZY 200373207 - ZY ZY 200373207 - ZY 362
200373210 200373210

129 ZY 200378927 ZY 200378927 399
130 ZY 200380234 - ZY ZY 200380234 - ZY 412

200380243, 200380243

OOI87~·12 2S4661 VI
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EXHIBITG

ZY 200380260
I3l ZY 200388694 ZY ZY 200388694 - ZY 316

200388698 200388698
132 ZY 200393962 ZY 230

200393963
133 ZY 200394165 ZY ZY 200394165 113

200394169
134 ZY 200425633 ZY ZY 200425633 - ZY 325

200425696 200425696
135 ZY 200427()46 ZY ZY 200427046 ZY 398

200427()47 200427()47
(De-desior ated\

136 ZY 200429111 - ZY ZY 200429111 ZY 389,390,391
200429115 200429115

137 ZY 200597928 ZY ZY 200597928 - ZY 292
200597929 200597929

138 ZY 200622359 ZY ZY 200622359 ZY 398
200622360 200622360
(De.JesiDnated\

139 ZY200632713 ZY ZY 200632713 ZY 280
200632714, 200632714
ZY 200632723

140 ZY201361127 ZY ZY 201361127 ZY 186
201361156 201361156

141 ZY 201362472 ZY ZY201362472 ZY 333
201362585 201362585

142 ZY 201383524 ZY ZY 201383524 ZY 356
201383525 201383525

143 ZY 201384009 ZY ZY 201384009 ZY 345,350
201384028 201384028

144 ZY 201386820 ZY ZY201386820 ZY 364
201386826 201386826

145 ZY 201465837 ZY ZY 201465837 ZY 293
201465854 201465854

146 ZY 201579134 ZY ZY 201579134 ZY 291
201579155 201579155

147 ZY 201809732 ZY 201809732 121
148 ZY 201809971 ZY ZY 201809982 323

201809987,
ZY 201809989

ZY 201809971 - ZY 366
201809987
ZY 201809975 367

149 ZY201817493 ZY ZY201817493-ZY 349,353
201817495 201817495

150 ZY 201876214 ZY ZY 201876214 - ZY 187

..""-,, ..-", IS

                                            RA-351

EXHIDITG

ZY 200380260
I3l ZY 200388694 ZY ZY 200388694 ZY )]6

200388698 200388698
132 ZY 200393962 ZY 230

200393963
133 ZY 200394165 ZY ZY 200394165 113

200394169
134 ZY 200425633 ZY ZY 200425633 - ZY 325

200425696 200425696
135 ZY 200427046 ZY ZY 200427046 ZY 398

200427047 200427047
(De-desior ated)

136 ZY 200429111 - ZY ZY 200429111 ZY 389,390,391
200429115 200429115

137 ZY 200597928 ZY ZY 200597928 ZY 292
200597929 200597929

138 ZY 200622359 ZY ZY 200622359 ZY 398
200622360 200622360
(De-<!esionated\

139 ZY200632713 ZY ZY 200632713 ZY 280
200632714, 200632714
ZY 200632723

140 ZY 201361127 ZY ZY 201361127 ZY 186
201361156 201361156

141 ZY 201362472 ZY ZY201362472 ZY 333
201362585 201362585

142 ZY 201383524 ZY ZY 201383524 ZY '56
201383525 201383525

143 ZY 201384009 ZY ZY 201384009 ZY 345,350
201384028 201384028

144 ZY 201386820 ZY ZY201386820 ZY '64
201386826 201386826

145 ZY 201465837 ZY ZY 201465837 ZY 293
201465854 201465854

146 ZY 201579134 ZY ZY201579134 ZY 291
201579155 201579155

147 ZY 201809732 ZY 201809732 121
148 ZY 201809971 ZY ZY 201809982 l23

201809987,
ZY 201809989

ZY20180997J-ZY 366
201809987
ZY 201809975 367

149 ZY201817493 ZY ZY 201817493 ZY 349,353
201817495 201817495

150 ZY 201876214 ZY ZY 201876214 ZY 187

"liM-I! ..-", IS



EXHlBlTG

201876219 201876215
151 ZY201884453 ZY ZY201884453 ZY 258

201884454 201884454
152 ZY 202096529 ZY ZY 202096531 169

202096531
153 ZY 202147516 ZY ZY202147516 ZY 320,321

202147521 202147521
154 ZY 202206819 ZY ZY 202206819 ZY 281

202206821 202206821 ZY 202206820
155 ZY 202246783 ZY ZY 202246783 ZY 274

202246784 202246784
156 ZY 202261471 ZY ZY 202261471 ZY 354

202261473, 202261473
ZY 202261580
(De-designated ZY
202261471 - ZY 202261473)

157 ZY 202265914 ZY ZY 202265915 ZY 3S2
202265916 202265917

158 ZY 202360928 ZY ZY 202360928 ZY 376, 377,407
202361006 202361006

15' ZY 202438217 ZY ZY202438217 ZY 262
202438221, 202438221
ZY 20243873 ZY 202438488

16. ZY 202452974 - ZY ZY 202452974 ZY 294,371
202452987 202452987

161 ZYP478414 ZYP478419 ZYP478414 157
ZYP478416 158
ZYP478418 159

A ZY 945382 - ZY 945395 ZY 945382 ZY 945395 148
B ZY 200542652 ZY ZY 7146739 344

200542677
C ZY 200017576 ZY 200017576 317
D ZY 200034350 ZY 200034350 14'
E ZY 200035680 ZY ZY 20035680 ZY 358, 370

20035684 20035684

III. DOCUMENTS CITED IlY PLAINTIFFS' l:XPERTS IN THEIR ORIGINAL
REPORTS

Hard copies of the following documents were provided to Defendant and Special Master
Woodin along with a 1ener from Thomas Sobol on May 1,2007.

Abr:amsfln

.""~,, , ...., VI 16
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EXHIBITG

201876219 201876215
lSI ZY201884453 ZY ZY 201884453 ZY 258

201884454 201884454
152 ZY 202096529 ZY ZY 202096531 169

202096531

'" ZY 202147516 ZY ZY202147516 ZY 320,321
202147521 202147521

151 ZY 202206819 ZY ZY202206819 ZY 281
202206821 202206821 ZY 202206820

ISS ZY 202246783 ZY ZY 202246783 ZY 274
202246784 202246784

156 ZY202261471 ZY ZY 202261471 ZY 35'
202261473, 202261473
ZY 202261580
(De-dcsignated ZY
202261471 - ZY 2(2261473)

1S7 ZY 202265914 ZY ZY 202265915 ZY 3S2
202265916 202265917

158 ZY 202360928 ZY ZY 202360928 - ZY 376,377,407
202361006 202361006

159 ZY 202438217 ZY ZY202438217 ZY 262
202438221, 202438221
ZY 20243873 ZY 202438488

16. ZY 202452974 ZY ZY 202452974 ZY 294,371
202452987 202452987

161 ZYP478414 ZYP478419 ZYP478414 1S7
ZYP478416 ISS
ZYP478418 159

A ZY 945382 - ZY 945395 ZY 945382 - ZY 945395 148
B ZY 200542652 ZY ZY 7146739 344

200542677
C ZY 200017576 ZY 2000\7576 317
D ZY 200034350 ZY 200034350 I4S
E ZY 200035680 ZY ZY 20035680 ZY 358, 370

20035684 20035684

III. DOCUMENTS CITED BY PLAINTIFFS' EXPERTS IN THEIR ORIGINAL
REPORTS

Hard copies oflhe following documents were provided 10 Defendant and Special Masler
Woodin along with a lel1er from Thomas Sobol on May 1,2007.

Abnlmson

.""~,,"...,,, 16



EXHlBlT G

, Document: Where cited:
I ZY 203450981 ZY 203450989 FN 124 166, ZY 203449922 ZY 20344m8 FN 127, 166

(cited as ZY 100107632 - ZY 100107669)

, Document: Where cited:
3 ZY 206260476 ZY 206260489, cited as "Leller to FN'

DeAnna 6<lme ofEI; Lilly and Company regarding
'Characteristics of Bipolar Depression in Primary

C=' sal 2004 Au 16", ZY 203914373 - ZY 203914513, cited as "Zyprexa FN'
Primarv Care confidential documents 2004 Dcl 19"

5 ZY 2035321 cited as ~Palien( Profile: Donna 2002 " FNII

R(l~cnthal

, Document: Where cited:
6 ZY 202509956 ZY 202509981 FN 27, 96
7 ZY 204328288 ZY 204328293 FN 27, 89
8 ZY 203452219 ZY 203452345 FN 30 90, ZY 202475173 ZY 202475244 FN66
10 ZY206762210 ZY 206762770 FN 76 96
II ZY 205205603 ZY 205205615 FN76

" ZY 203829978 ZY 203829984 FN79
13 ZY 205623372 - ZY 205623373 FN84
• ZY 203914373 ZY 203974513 FN89

(Duplicalc ciled by Abramson at-4)
14 ZY206617259 FN89
15 ZY 203606714 ZY 203606796 FN9S
16 ZY 203532010 ZY 203532025, cited as ZY FN%

303532061 76
17 ZY 202509837 ZY 202509838 FN%

S h "d(' nel er

, Document: Where cited:
18 ZY 50321127 - ZY 50321128 cited lIS ZY 100810986 63
19 ZY 730090 ZY 7300163, cited as ZY 100174845 Illld , 113, 116, 127

ZY 100174864

..,,,"",, ' ...., VI 17
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## Document: on.. it(d
"'.01:>&'" CI' e .

6 ZY 202509956 - ZY 202509981 FN 27,96
7 ZY 204328288 - ZY 204328293 FN 27,8:9
8 ZY 203452219 - ZY 203452345 FN 30.90,. zy 202475173 - ZY 202475244 FN66
10 ZY 206762210 - ZY 206762770 FN 76.96
11 ZY 2052i05603 - ZY 2052056J 5 FN76
11 ZY 203829978 - ZY 203.829984 FN79
13 I zy 20562337.2 - Zy 205621373 FN84

'" ZY 203914373 -ZY 203974,513 FN89
(Duplic~e,cited by Abramson at 4)

14 ZY 206617259 FN89
15 zy 203606714 - ZY 203606796 FN95
16 ZY 203532010 - ZY 203532025" c"ted a- ZY FN96

303532061 -76
17 ZY 202509837 - ZY 202509838 FN96

# Document: Wilen cited:
18 ZY 50321127 - 2Y 50321128, cited as ZY 100810986 ~ 63
19 ZY 730090 - ZY 7300163 hed as ZY 100114845 and ',] J3 116,127

ZY 100174864

OOI1l7~·12 254661 VI
17



EXHIBIT G

IV. DOCUMENTS CITED IN PLAINTI}'F'S' DAUBERT AND SUMMARY
JUDGMENT FILINGS

Hard copies of these doewnents wcre provide<! to Defendant and the Coun as Exhibits to
Plaintiffs' Swnmary Judgment and Dauben Pleadings in May and June of2oo7,

29 2007 FT'y , lingS

• Document: Provided as:
I ZY1234871-882 (ciled as "Plaintiff Exhibit 1605") Exhibit C to the May 29, 2007

Affidavit ofSapl1ll Patel in
Connection with Motion to
Exclude Testimony of David
W. Fcigal,Jr., M.D. ("Feigal
Exhibits")

l ZY207859607-612 (cited as "Olanzapine Labeling Feigal Exhibit D
Change on Hyperglycemia For 211112000 GPLC
Meeli~<," and "Plaintiffs' Exhibit 990;;)-'

3 ZY201302212 cited as "Plaintiffs' Exhibit 7802 Fei I Exhibit F
4 ZY201584949-951 cited as Plaintiffs' Exhibit 8666' Fei Exhibit G
5 Exhibit 13 10 Feigal Depo, Bates Its cm off from pages Feigal Exhibit H

I (e<!celfrarne-erased)-

6 ZY203648665-666 Exhibil 13 10 the Declaration of
lbomas M. Sobol in
Connection with Motion to
Sirike Ponions of the Proposed
Expen Testimony ofJeffrey S.
McCombs, Ph.D. ("McCombs
Exhibits"i-

7 ZY203648241-43 McCombs Exhibit 14
8 ZY203647593-94 McCombs Exhibit 15A, ZY203647611-17 McCombs Exhibit 150
10 ZY202547944-950 McCombs Exhibil16

12 2007 FTJ '"' , I mg~

• Document: Provided liS;
II BUSEHCOOOOl4-OO16 Exhibit 263 of Plaintiffs' June

12 2007 Appendix
tl BUSEHC000342-0510 Exhibit 264
t3 ZY 200591816 - 20 Exhibit 511
t4 ZYl0055 ... Ph sician Call Notes Exhibit 510
IS ZYI473·14732 Exhibit 2n
16 ZY1911526-94 Exhibit 286
17 ZY200038429-31 Exhibit 342
18 ZY200047OO1-7011 Exhibit 344

18

                                            RA-354

Hard copies ofthes.e docum. nts w r pruvided to Defendan and the ourt as xhibits to
Plaintiffs; ummary Judgm nt and D ub rt Pleading i ayand un 0' 2007.

.. '.Y~l2', 20.€»'1~ lin#!

#: Document: [ Provided as: I

11 BU~1i'" HII ooom 4-0016 Exhibit 263 ofPlaiotiffsj

' J11n
~ 2. 2007 Appendix

12 BlJ~hH{ '000342-0510 Exhibit 264
13 zy 200591816 - 20 Exhibit 5] 1
14 ZYI0055 ... (physician Call Notes) Exhibit 510
IS ZY1473-14732 Exhibit 272
16, ZY19i 1526 94 Exhibit 286
17 ZY200038429~31 Exhibit 342
18 ZY200047001-7011 Exhibit 344

001&14-12 ~I VI 18



19 ZY200085850·51
20 ZY200098771-775
21 ZY200187608-7614
22 ZY200226697-99
23 ZY200228678-704
24 ZY200284418-425
25 ZY200310238-47
26 ZY200310451-452
27 ZY200471572-75
28 ZY200475176-5178
29 ZY200676275-94
30 ZY201016928
31 ZY201016929
32 ZY201202567-2574
33 ZY201390179-81
34 ZY20J393781-3782
35 ZY201485797-805
36 ZY201585170-5179
37 ZY201606212
38 ZY201809731
39 ZY201809971-87
40 ZY201865409-10
41 ZY201902039·043
42 ZY202076395
43 ZY202435711-5716
44 ZY202447424-455
45 ZY202462376-82
46 ZY202498314-19
47 ZY202509684-734
48 ZY202509793-9795
49 ZY202512677-2680
50 ZY2025J3079-82
51 ZY202522469-500
52 ZY203267686-7704
53 ZY203268852-854
54 ZY203274920
55 ZY203275037
56 ZY203275823-835
57 ZY203299967-70
58 ZY203394453
59 ZY203450077-085
60 ZY203452986-998
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---------------------------------------------------------------x
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---------------------------------------------------------------x
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ERIC TAYAG, and MID-WEST NATIONAL LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY OF TENNESSEE, on
behalf of themselves and others similarly situated,
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vs.

ELI LILLY AND COMPANY,
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---------------------------------------------------------------x
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vs.
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documents produced by Lilly in the Zyprexa litigation under an order of confidentiality. In the

Memorandum & Order on Motion for Class Certification, dated September 5, 2008 (the

September 5, 2008 Order), the Court ordered that various documents be unsealed, and directed

the Special Discovery Master "to supervise the unsealing so as to avoid unnecessary

embarrassment or damage to any party." September 5,2008 Order at 292. The Court further

provided that "the special master may order specific items redacted or to be sealed in part or

whole." Id.

The Special Discovery Master subsequently scheduled a hearing for October 21, 2008 to

consider what, if any, documents among those ordered unsealed by the Court might cause

"unnecessary embarrassment or damage to any party." Following briefing by the parties, the

Special Discovery Master made various oral rulings at the October 21, 2008 hearing, and

scheduled an additional hearing for October 31, 2008. At the second hearing the Special

Discovery Master made further rulings, and directed the parties to review the approximately

132,000 sales call notes previously produced by Lilly, which were among those documents

ordered unsealed by the Court, to determine to what extent particular sales call notes contained

information that might cause "unnecessary embarrassment or damage to any party." Plaintiffs

commenced a review of the sales cal1 notes which was completed by November 4, 2008, and

Lil1y's review was completed by December 18,2008.

Now, having considered the various submissions of the parties in connection with the

October 21 and October 31, 2008 hearings, the arguments of the parties at those hearings, and the

later submissions ofthe parties during and after the period of sales call note review, the Special

Discovery Master here confirms, modifies and supplements oral rulings made at those hearings.
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Accordingly, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED AS FOLLOWS:

DOCUMENTS (other than Sales Call Notes):

In its October 3,2008 submission to the Special Discovery Master, Li11y emphasized that

it did not agree with the Court's ruling ordering the release of its confidential documents, but that

in compliance with the September 5, 2008 Order it had identified various documents that in its

view met the "unnecessary embarrassment or damage" standard articulated by the Court. In

Lilly's view, therefore, these documents should remain sealed in whole or in part. Not including

sales call notes, Lilly sought continued protection for 284 documents under the Court's standard.

At the October 21, 2008 hearing the Special Discovery Master ruled that, other than

material concerning the identities and personal information of patients, physicians and others, a

document would cause "unnecessary embarrassment or damage" only where release of the

document would cause Lilly competitive harm in its current marketing, promotional and sales

efforts for Zyprexa. October 21, 2008 Hearing Transcript at 182-183. By way of example, the

Special Discovery Master identified two Lilly documents which appeared to meet that standard

(ZY204335881-890 and ZY204338744-749, discussed below). With that guidance, the Special

Discovery Master directed Lilly to review the remainder of the 284 documents and identify those

documents which Lilly believed would, if unsealed, cause Lilly competitive harm in its current

marketing, promotional or sales efforts for Zyprexa.

Lilly subsequently reviewed the 284 documents and identified 9 additional documents

which it believed met the standard articulated by the Special Discovery Master. Those

documents were reviewed at the October 31, 2008 hearing, and at that time the Special Discovery
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Master ruled on some of the documents and reserved decision on others.

RULINGS (Documents other than Sales Call Notes):

All documents (other than sales call notes, discussed infra) that were ordered unsealed by

the Court in the September 5, 2008 Order shall be unsealed except as set forth below. Those

documents, or portions of documents, whose unsealing would cause competitive harm to Lilly in

its current marketing, promotional and sales efforts for Zyprexa are identified below, and will not

be unsealed "so as to avoid unnecessary embarrassment or damage" to Lilly.

Here follow the Special Discovery Master's rulings on II documents: two identified at

the October 21, 2008 hearing, and nine additional documents which Lilly believes meet the

standard set forth by the Court in the September 5, 2008 Order, as applied by the Special

Discovery Master:

1) ZY 204335881- ZY20433590

This is a 10 page untitled internal Lilly document. It is undated, but appears to have been

created in 2004. The document lists a large number of managed-care organizations and

state entities, and for each one provides "Z" (Zyprexa) gross sales figures, the number of

individuals within the scope of the plan involved, applicable rebate percentages and other

information. It is reasonable to conclude that if this document were unsealed, any of

these organizations or entities could determine whether they had received more or less

favorable terms from Lilly compared to other organizations historically, and on that basis

attempt to renegotiate or seek in the future more favorable contractual arrangements for

Zyprexa, resulting in competitive harm to Lilly.

This document shall remain sealed in its entirety.
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2) ZY204338744-ZY204338749

This is a six page internal Lilly document titled "Zyprexa Financial Impact of MFN

Applied to Medco Closed Managed Medicaid Plans." The document, which is dated

October 13,2003, discusses various details of the Merck-Medco/Lilly relationship with

respect to the sale of Zyprexa. It sets forth internal tactics and strategy with respect to

Lilly's negotiation of future relationships with Merck-Medco, and sets forth possible

sales figures with respect to various relationship scenarios. It is reasonable to conclude

that unsealing this document would provide Medco, a current customer of Lilly with

respect to Zyprexa, considerable insight into Lilly's previous tactics and strategy in

negotiating with Medco, which would in tum likely provide Medco with a significant

advantage in negotiating current and future arrangements with Lilly, thereby causing Lilly

competitive harm.

This document shall remain sealed in its entirety.

3) ZY206184420-ZY206184450

This is a 31 page internal Lilly document titled "ZYPREXA GLOBAL BRAND PLAN

2005-2007." The document, which is in draft form and appears to have been created in

2004, discusses schizophrenia, bipolar disorder and the drugs currently available to treat

these conditions, followed by what appears to be a draft marketing plan. Lilly states that

the document was created to guide Lilly's future marketing strategies, and reflects the

company's still current views and objectives with respect to the marketing of Zyprexa.

Lilly confirms that the first nine pages of the document largely summarize publicly

available infonnation. Given that the document could be used by competitors to gain
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insight into Lilly's present and future marketing strategies for Zyprexa, it is reasonable to

conclude that unsealing the document in its entirety would cause Lilly competitive harm.

The document shall be unsealed in part as follows:

pages ZY206184420-427 shall be unsealed in their entirety;

page ZY206184428 shall be unsealed through the words" Brief discussion on

most common side effects" and the remainder of the page will be redacted;

the remaining pages of the document shall remain sealed.

4) ZY203275823-ZY203275835

This is a 13 page internal Lilly document titled "The Case For B2G Funding." The

document, which appears to date from 2000 or 2001, concerns Lilly's marketing and sales

of Zyprexa to state Medicaid programs and managed-care organizations. Some portions

of the document appear to focus on Lilly's strategic approaches to marketing Zyprexa to

public payor entities generally and to some specific states individually. Given that Lilly

has current contracts with public payors, it seems likely that knowledge by the payors of

Lilly's marketing strategies, particularly with respect to distinctions it might draw

between specific public payors, would cause competitive harm to Lilly in its current

business. Other portions of the document appear to contain information about

relationships with public payors generally that, if released, would not pose harm to Lilly's

current marketing and sales efforts, especially given the approximately eight-year age of

the infonnation.

The document shall be unsealed in part as follows:

pages ZY203275824, 828-830, 833-834 shall be unsealed;
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pages ZY203275823, 825-827, 831-832, 835 shall remain sealed.

5) ZY203652365-ZY203652371

6) ZY203887783-ZY203887788

7) ZY204339l74-ZY204339178

8) ZY204340803-ZY204340805

These four documents are internal Lilly emails of varying dates in 2002-2004. The

documents discuss Lilly's marketing efforts, sales relationships and negotiation strategy

for Zyprexa with respect to various entities: Florida Medicaid

(ZY203652365-ZY203652371), Express Scripts (ZY203887783-ZY203887788), the

Veterans Administration (ZY204339l74-ZY204339178), and the state of Colorado

(ZY204340803-ZY204340805). Some if not all of these entities have current contractual

relationships with Lilly involving Zyprexa. lfunsealed, the documents would provide

current Lilly customers, including managed-care organizations, PBM's and governmental

entities, valuable insights into the strategy and tactics adopted by Lilly in negotiating its

marketing relationships. It is reasonable to conclude that such knowledge would cause

Lilly current competitive harm.

These documents shall remain sealed in their entirety.

9) ZY203652364-ZY203652366

This document is a three-page internal email dated April 29, 2004, from a Lilly employee

to various Lilly addressees. The document summarizes remarks made by a Lilly

representative at a public hearing in connection with Lilly's marketing efforts for Zyprexa

to the state of Texas. Given that the document simply summarizes remarks delivered in a
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public forum, there is no reason to keep this document sealed.

This document shall be unsealed in its entirety.

10) ZY204323 I94-ZY204323 196

This is a threc-page internal document titled "Zyprexa Partnership Agreement." It

appears to have been created in 2002, and summarizes various business objectives that

Lilly will seek to further in its relationships with payor customers and strategies for

attaining those objectives. Given Lilly's continuing business relationships with payor

customers, it is reasonable to expect that release of this document would provide current

payor customers of Lilly with valuable insights into Lilly's objectives in this segment of

the market which could be used to the customers' advantage in negotiations with Lilly,

thereby causing competitive harm to Lilly in its current marketing and sales efforts.

This document shall remain sealed in its entirety.

II) ZY207401920-ZY207401977

This is a 58 page document titled "Answers That Matter." The document appears to have

been created in 2000, and Lilly describes it as a presentation reflecting Lilly's strategic

approach for setting the price of Lilly pharmaceuticals. Plaintiffs maintain that the

document simply presents, in summary form, basic and well-known principles of

pharmacoeconomics, along with publicly available sales information of various

pharmaceuticals, that nothing in the document is specifically aimed at Zyprexa, and very

little is specifically aimed at Lilly's business practices as opposed to the practices of the

pharmaceutical industry generally. A review of the document reveals generalized

principles of pharmaceutical pricing, and data concerning national health care
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expenditures and pharmaceutical pricing, none of which Lilly has claimed is proprietary

to the company. It is not clear in what way release of this document would cause Lilly

competitive harm in the current pharmaceutical marketplace.

This document shall be unsealed in its entirety.

SALES CALL NOTES:

The sales call notes are notes made by Lilly sales representatives following visits to

physicians. In connection with the litigation of the personal injury cases, some 132,000 call

notes were produced by Lilly under the confidentiality order governing document production in

the Zyprexa litigation. While maintaining its position that none of the call notes should be

unsealed, Lilly argued in its October 3, 2008 submission that the release of call notes revealing

patient and physician names, or containing personal information about physicians and others, or

descriptions of physicians' ideas, opinions, statements and details of the physicians' practices,

would cause "unnecessary embarrassment or damage," and therefore all such call notes should

remain sealed.

In the September 5, 2008 Order, the Court directed that "[nJames of individual

plaintiffs shall be redacted and referred to by number, to permit later identification if that

becomes necessary." September 5, 2008 Order at 292. In addition to the redaction of all patient

names appearing in the call notes, the Special Discovery Master ruled at the October 21, 2008

hearing that any additional information identifying a particular patient should be redacted as well.

October 21, 2008 Hearing Transcript at 100.

A more difficult issue was to what extent physicians' names, personal information and
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other details of particular physicians' views or practices might be within the ambit of the Court's

"unnecessary embarrassment or damage" standard. Plaintiffs strenuously opposed redaction of

the names of physicians, and also opposed redaction of personal details about the physicians

because, in plaintiffs' view, these details as recorded by the Lilly sales representatives

demonstrate the close relationships that the sales representatives formed with the physicians to

whom they marketed Zyprexa. Lilly took the position that release of the sales call notes

generally would cause "unnecessary embarrassment or damage," given both that the notes

contain personal details about the physicians lives and practices, and basically express the private

impressions and opinions of Lilly's sales representatives.

At the October 21, 2008 hearing, the Special Discovery Master concluded that as a

general matter the physicians' names should not be redacted, unless accompanied by personal

information about the physician or the physician's family that would cause "unnecessary

embarrassment or damage," in which case the physician's name should be redacted along with

the city and state of the physician's practice. Id. at 100-10 I.

There was a substantial amount of discussion at the October 21, 2008 hearing concerning

exactly what type of personal information might cause "unnecessary embarrassment or damage"

and therefore should be redacted along with the physician's name and identifying information.

Id. at 81-86. An important factor in this analysis was that plaintiffs intend to post the sales call

notes and information contained within them on the internet for the broadest possible public

dissemination, with capabilities that will allow anyone who wishes to review and search them,

including searches keyed to doctors' names. Id. at 75. With that in mind, it was the Special

Discovery Master's view that information concerning such things as the health of the physician
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or members of the physician's family, the physician's lifestyle (e.g., vacation plans, taste in

wines or cars, etc.), and similar personal information was sufficiently private in nature so that

wide access to that information by others on the internet could cause "unnecessary

embarrassment or damage" to the individuals involved. The Special Discovery Master directed

the parties to review the call notes and identify those notes containing personal information

which in their view met the standard. The Special Discovery Master decided to defer further

consideration of the scope and application of the standard until the parties completed their review

and there could be a fuller understanding of the range of material potentially implicated. Id. at

102.

Plaintiffs completed their review of the approximately 132,000 sales call notes by

November 4,2008. They identified 488 call notes to which they proposed redactions of one form

or another. Lilly completed its review of the call notes by December 18, 2008. Lilly identified

4,066 call notes which it believed fell within the ambit of the Court's standard as applied by the

Special Discovery Master.

RULINGS (Sales Call Notes):

After further revicw of the parties' positions as set forth in their various submissions and

at the hearings of October 21, 2008 and October 3 I, 2008, and following review of the various

submissions of the parties from November 4, 2008 through December 18, 2008, including the

redactions proposed by the parties therein, prior oral rulings with respect to sales call notes are

confirmed, supplemented or modified as follows:

1. The names and addresses of all patients, along with any additional information capable of

identifying a particular patient, shall be redacted from all sales call notes. As directed by
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the Court in the September 5,2008 Order, patients' names will be replaced by numbers to

permit later identification in the event that becomes necessary.

2. The names and addresses of all physicians and members ofthe physicians' staffs. along

with any additional information capable of identifying a particular physician or staff

member, shall be redacted from all sales call notes. Physicians' and staff members'

names will be replaced by numbers to permit later identification in the event that becomes

necessary. This ruling represents a change from the ruling delivered orally at the October

21, 2008 hearing (although this approach was briefly raised, without further discussion,

by the Special Discovery Master at that hearing, see October 21 Hearing Transcript at 47).

First, the broad worldwide dissemination of physicians' names through the

internet as envisioned by plaintiffs may have unintended consequences, such as

harassment of physicians by patients, former patients and others opposed to the use of

Zyprexa (see, e.g., Lilly December 18,2008 letter to the Special Discovery Master at 2-3,

describing incident related in sales call note where patient, reading information about the

Zyprexa litigation posted on the internet, threatened to kill his prescribing physician).

Second, although identification of individual physicians in the call notes might be useful

to class members, as argued by plaintiffs, for example in connection with the

administration of their prescriber networks or otherwise, that purpose can be

accomplished through other mechanisms. Under the number system described above, for

instance, a class member could provide a list of the prescribing doctors in its network to

class counsel, who could in turn provide a list of the physician numbers so that the class

member can correlate sales call visits with its network of prescribing physicians should
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that be necessary.

3. In light of the ruling that the names of physicians and staff members shall be redacted. it

is unnecessary to redact infonnation that would otherwise cause "unnecessary

embarrassment or damage" to the individual involved. unless the information is capable

ofidentiJYing a particular physician or staff member. The parties' review of the sales call

notes demonstrates the wide variety of personal information about physicians which the

notes contain. Examples (with doctors' names redacted) include:

(i) material that describes the personal health ofthe physicians and family members

(e.g.,"found out that Dr. [name redacted] had emergency surgery and had his

kidney removed because he had a huge tumor...," ZY 1005545879; "Tomorow he

is having nasal surgury [sic]," ZY SOUTHERM 94); doctor "was feeling sick - he

said jet lag from his trip ... ," ZY SOUTHERM 192; "talked about Dr. [name

redacted] and how he is doing since his daughter's death ... ," ZY 1005537052;

(ii) observations concerning physicians' personality and habits. and personal

interactions with physicians (e.g. "same old same old with him- he tries to be

funny and sarcastic-... ,"ZY GRAYT 398; "took dr. [name redacted]'s smoke

break with him... ," ZY GRAYT 406); "[name redacted] made a comment about

me in a Bikini- I am not real sure if that was supposed to be pretty or not- ... ," ,ZY

RYANR 88; and

(iii) notes about various personal activities, career plans and other events in the lives

of physicians (e.g., "Keep this Hush, but [name redacted] said that [name

redacted] may be going to be a Hospitalist and leaving practice." ZY 10055
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95601; "Dr. [name redacted] wants us to be on the look-out for him another job.

He talked at length about how he is ready to move on... ," ZY MALABUYOCW

79; "Place is wild today. A lot of changes has mad all the Dr.s mad and no one is

taling to anyone. There is a meeting tonight about how the Dr.s are treated and I

will not be suprised if someone is gone soon... ,[sic]" ZY MALABUYOCW 98;

"just was his same old self - going on vacation to vegas next week... ," ZY

GRAYT 400; "Dr. [name redacted] had just been married and they are going to

South Carolina to honeymoon on the beaches there." ZY 10055 95637).

The parameters of exactly what personal information could cause "unnecessary

embarrassment or damage" are not readily susceptible to bright line delineation,

especially given the many different kinds of personal information contained in the call

notes. The difficulty of the inquiry can be seen in the efforts of the parties to identify

material that meets this standard - as noted above, Lilly identified 4,066 sales call notes

containing such material, while plaintiffs identified only 488.

This difficulty is yet another reason in support of the redaction of the names of

physicians and staff members. Redacting names avoids the need for - and arguments

about - weighing each individual item of personal information contained in the 132,000

call notes and attempting to derive and apply some consistent standard of what details of

a particular individual's personal life might cause "unnecessary embarrassment or

damage."

Lilly made clear at the hearings of October 21 and October 31, 2008 that it intended to
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seek review of the Special Discovery Master's rulings, and requested that any implementation of

the rulings, when formally issued, be stayed to permit Lilly time to prepare and file its appeal.

Accordingly, the rulings set forth herein are stayed for 10 days or, if longer, for the time

permitted under prior case management orders or local rules to appeal rulings of the Special

Discovery Master.

New York, New York
March 20, 2009

Peter H. Woodin
Special Discovery Master
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
EASTERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK

---------------------------------------------------------------------)(
In re: ZYPRE)(A PRODUCTS LIABILITY
LITIGATION

---------------------------------------------------------------------)(
UFCW LOCAL 1776 AND PARTICIPATING
EMPLOYERS HEALTH AND WELFARE FUND,
ERIC TAYAG, and MID-WEST NATIONAL LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY OF TENNESSEE, on
behalf of themselves and others similarly situated,

Plaintiffs,

-vs.-

ELI LILLY AND COMPANY,

ORDER

MDLNo.1596

05 CV 2948 (JBW)
05 CV 4115 (JBW)

FILED
IN CLERK'S OFFICE

US. DISTRICT COURT ED N Y

* MAY 0 ~ 2009 ..

BROOKLYN OFFICE

Defendant.
---------------------------------------------------------------------)(
LOCAL 28 SHEET METAL WORKERS on behalf of 06 CV 0021 (JBW)
themselves and others similarly situated,

Plaintiffs,

-vs.-

ELI LILLY AND COMPANY,

Defendant.
---------------------------------------------------------------------)(
SERGEANTS BENEVOLENT ASSOCIATION 06 CV 6322 (JBW)
HEALTH AND WELFARE FUND, on behalf of itself
and all others similarly situated,

Plaintiff,

-vs.-

ELI LILLY AND COMPANY,

Defendant.

---------------------------------------------------------------------)(

JACK B. WEINSTEIN, Senior United States District Judge:
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themselves and others similarly situated,

Plaintiffs,

-vs.-

ELI LILLY AND COMPANY,

Defendant.
---------------------------------------------------------------------)(
SERGEANTS BENEVOLENT ASSOCIATION 06 CV 6322 (JBW)
HEALTH AND WELFARE FUND, on behalf of itself
and all others similarly situated,

Plaintiff,

-vs.-

ELI LILLY AND COMPANY,

Defendant.

---------------------------------------------------------------------)(

JACK B. WEINSTEIN, Senior United States District Judge:

--- -- ----



Based on the briefs, public comments, and oral arguments, the court affirms the Special

Master's order on unsealing in Case Management Order No.9. See Order for Unsealing, Mar.

23,2009, No. 04-MD-1596, Docket Entry No. 2097. Cf Fed. R. Civ. P. 72(a) (reviewing court

shall only modify or set aside a magistrate judge's order on a nondispositive matter if it is found

to be "clearly erroneous" or "contrary to law").

SO ORDERED.

Jack B. Weinstein
Senior United States District Judge

Date: May I, 2009
Brooklyn, New York
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Eli Lilly ‘Ghostwrote’ Articles to Market Zyprexa, Files Show
Share 3  | Email 4  | Print 5  | A 6  A 7  A 8

By Elizabeth Lopatto, Jef Feeley and Margaret Cronin Fisk

June 12 (Bloomberg) -- Eli Lilly & Co. 9  officials wrote medical journal
studies about the antipsychotic Zyprexa and then asked doctors to put
their names on the articles, a practice called “ghostwriting,” according to
unsealed company files.

Lilly 10  employees also compiled a guide to hiring scientists to write
favorable articles, complained to journal editors when publication was
delayed and submitted rejected articles to other outlets, according to
documents filed in drug-overpricing suits against the Indianapolis-based
company, the largest manufacturer of psychiatric medicines.

Drugmakers’ use of ghostwriters has created “a huge body of medical
literature that society can’t trust,” said Carl Elliott, a University of Minnesota bioethicist who has written about
the practice.

Lilly sought to make Zyprexa “the number one selling psychotropic in history,” according to a 2000 plan
distributed to its product team. The memo was among more than 10,000 pages of internal documents unsealed
last month in lawsuits by insurers and pension funds seeking to recoup money spent on the drug. They allege
Lilly exaggerated Zyprexa’s effectiveness.

“Plaintiffs are releasing one-sided, cherry-picked documents obtained in discovery to selected news media in an
effort to try their cases” there, said Lilly spokeswoman Marni Lemons 11 . “Lilly remains prepared to defend
ourselves against all of these allegations in the appropriate venue, a court of law.”

FDA Rules

The U.S. Food and Drug Administration doesn’t have a guidance document or regulations specific to ghostwriting,
said Karen Riley 12 , an agency spokeswoman.

Lemons declined to answer specific questions about ghostwriting. There is no evidence in the unsealed
documents that doctors were paid to sign off on the ghostwritten items.

“We believe these documents describe the marketing of a widely promoted and powerfully dangerous
psychotropic medication,” said Thomas Sobol 13 , lead attorney for the insurance plans. “Transparency is
critically important.”

Lilly isn’t the only drugmaker to use ghostwriters to win favorable play in medical journals. Merck & Co. 14  and
Pfizer Inc. 15  also have faced claims they used ghostwriters as part of their marketing plans.

In May 2008, Whitehouse Station, New Jersey-based Merck agreed to pay $58 million to 29 states and to stop
ghostwriting articles to resolve claims that its advertisements for the withdrawn painkiller Vioxx hid the drug’s
health risks.

Improper Marketing

Employees at Merck worked alone or with publishing firms to write manuscripts on Vioxx that were published
under the names of academic medical experts, according to an analysis published in the Journal of the American
Medical Association in April 2008. Merck pulled Vioxx from the market in 2004.

1
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Pfizer paid $60 million to 33 states in October to settle claims it improperly marketed its Bextra and Celebrex
pain relievers. New York-based Pfizer agreed to halt off-label marketing of the medicines and stop ghostwriting
about them. It withdrew Bextra in April 2005. Celebrex is still on the market.

“Every company, to some degree, has probably engaged in ghostwriting,” said Joseph Ross, an assistant
professor at Mount Sinai School of Medicine 16  in New York and the author of the JAMA paper on Merck’s
ghostwriting practices. “It’s a challenging thing to discover without litigation, since it’s mutually beneficial to
physicians and people within the industry to keep it under wraps.”

Untrustworthy

In 1996, Wyeth 17  hired Excerpta Medica Inc., a New Jersey- based medical communications firm, to write 10
articles promoting drugs aimed at treating obesity, Elliott wrote in “Ghost Marketing: Pharmaceutical Companies
and Ghostwritten Journal Articles,” published in 2007 in the journal Perspectives in Biology and Medicine.

Wyeth, which at the time was touting its fen-phen diet combination for weight loss, agreed to pay Excerpta
$20,000 per article, according to Elliott.

“Wyeth kept each article under tight control, scrubbing drafts of any material that could damage sales,” he
wrote. Pfizer is acquiring 18  Madison, New Jersey-based Wyeth for $68 billion in cash and stock.

Doug Petkus 19 , a spokesman for Wyeth, declined to immediately comment.

Antipsychotics have become the U.S.’s best-selling class of drugs, with 2008 sales of $14.6 billion, according to
IMS Health, a health-care consulting firm.

The insurers suing Lilly contend it should pay as much as $6.8 billion in damages for downplaying Zyprexa’s
health risks and marketing the drug for unapproved uses to increase profits 20 .

Top Selling

The antipsychotic is Lilly’s top-selling drug, with $4.7 billion in sales last year, accounting for almost a quarter of
the company’s revenue 21 . Lilly officials said in 2002 they sought to boost Zyprexa sales to $6 billion within four
years, according to a document unsealed in the insurers’ case. Bloomberg News obtained the documents after
U.S. District Judge Jack Weinstein 22  in Brooklyn, New York, made them public on May 1. In September,
Weinstein allowed insurers and other payers to sue Lilly as a group after finding “sufficient evidence of fraud” to
let the case go to trial. Lilly appealed that ruling.

Lilly agreed in January to pay $1.42 billion to the U.S. government and more than 30 states to settle off-label
marketing allegations over Zyprexa. The agreement included a $615 million penalty for a federal criminal charge
of illegally marketing the drug to elderly patients for off-label uses.

The company also faces suits from 12 states over its Zyprexa marketing practices. Cases brought by South
Carolina and Connecticut officials are set for trial later this year.

Positive Light

The unsealed documents support the claims of the insurers suing Lilly, said Sobol, of Seattle-based Hagens
Berman Sobol Shapiro LLP 23 . His firm provided Bloomberg News with copies of the internal papers.
Bloomberg News filed a letter brief asking the court to unseal the documents.

Ensuring that medical journal articles presented Zyprexa study results in a positive light was one way for Lilly to
reach its sales goal, company officials said in its plan, according to the documents.

To do that, Lilly officials hired ghostwriters to prepare submissions to journals such as Progress in Neurology
and Psychiatry 24 , according to the unsealed documents.

“The paper for the Progress in Neurology and Psychiatry supplement has been completed and sent to the journal
for peer review,” Kerrie Mitchell, an employee of the public relations agency Cohn & Wolfe, wrote in a Feb. 23,
2001, e-mail to Michael Sale, a Lilly marketing official. The message was among the unsealed files.

“We ‘ghost’ wrote this article and then worked with author Dr. Haddad to work up the final copy,” Mitchell said in
the e- mail. Eric Litchfield, a spokesman for Cohn & Wolfe, didn’t immediately return a call seeking comment.

Draft Approved

Peter Haddad, a researcher at Greater Manchester West Mental Health NHS Foundation Trust in the U.K., was
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listed as the article’s lead author. Haddad didn’t respond to requests for comment.

The global Lilly team approved a draft of Haddad’s ghost- written paper in 2000, according to the unsealed
documents. Lilly’s U.K. team had to give final approval to the article because Progress in Neurology and
Psychiatry was based there, Mitchell said in the February 2001 e-mail.

Ghostwriter’s Guide

To ensure that ghostwritten Zyprexa articles met Lilly’s standards, company officials issued a guide to preparing
them, according to the unsealed files.

The guide, “Medical Press: Pre-Launch Feature Outline,” was undated. It’s unclear from the documents which
teams in Lilly’s top 10 markets for the drug received it.

The primer provided a how-to for writing articles, such as instructing the author to use Zyprexa’s generic name,
olanzapine, instead of its brand moniker, according to the documents. Scientists in medical research traditionally
refer to a drug’s chemical name.

The guide also offered tips on how to find authors by identifying a “key opinion leader” and providing them either
an outline of the article or a finished copy. Authors could include a study investigator, an advisory board member
or “Lilly-friendly” doctor, according to the documents.

A sample article laid out how a Lilly employee may find a doctor to ghostwrite a submission that would “prepare
the market” for the launch of an intramuscular injectable version of the drug. It also offered an outline for the
contents of the article, beginning with background on another drug, droperidol, which had been withdrawn from
several countries.

The Article

The article, with the suggested title “Filling the Droperidol Gap,” noted that an anti-anxiety drug could be used,
before going on to say, “more advanced IM treatments may soon be available to provide a superior alternative.”
The article explained that injectable Zyprexa had just received approval from the FDA, and recounted its clinical
trial history.

“The anticipated forthcoming availability of atypical antipsychotics in an IM formulation could be a major step
forward in the treatment of acute agitation associated with schizophrenia,” the sample article concluded.

Lilly officials e-mailed journal editors to complain about delays in publishing favorable Zyprexa articles, according
to the unsealed documents.

In one instance, Lilly employees contacted the Journal of Clinical Epidemiology about delays of an article
criticizing a previously published piece linking Zyprexa, as well as the class of atypical antipsychotics, to diabetes.

E-Mail Exchange

After Suraja Roychowdhury, Lilly’s senior scientific communications coordinator, wrote to the journal in
November 2002, its editor, Andre Knottnerus, replied in an e-mail that it was “a bit strange to be contacted via
the Lilly product team. “Dr. Buse and coauthors can contact us directly next time.”

Knottnerus was referring to the manuscript’s lead author, John Buse 25 , a former president of the American
Diabetes Association. A copy of the Nov. 22, 2002, e-mail was included in the unsealed documents.

Patrizia Cavazzoni, a Lilly staffer who co-wrote the article, e-mailed Buse on Jan. 9, 2003, seeking permission to
send a separate e-mail asking to expedite publication. She also asked Buse if he would prefer “to send it in your
name?”

It isn’t clear from the e-mail chain whether the e-mail was sent by Buse or Cavazzoni. On Jan. 22, 2003, Buse
e-mailed Cavazzoni to say he hadn’t heard anything and to request Knottnerus’s telephone number, according to
the documents.

The Zyprexa article by Buse and Cavazzoni was a review of another submission that had previously appeared in
the journal, according to the documents. That article summarized previous medical literature on atypical
antipsychotics, and found Zyprexa had an increased risk of causing diabetes relative to the class.

Toned Down

Buse, a professor of medicine at the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, e-mailed his comments on the
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article to Cavazzoni for her review on Jan. 26, 2003.

Buse indicated in the e-mail that he was worried he had been “unduly harsh” in his review of the earlier piece. He
told Cavazzoni: “If you think I should tone it down, suggest a way,” according to the unsealed documents.

There was no response to the e-mail in the documents.

“I don’t remember anybody at Lilly ever approaching me for ghostwriting,” Buse said in a phone interview.
Throughout his career, others had offered to put his name on papers, and he declined, Buse said. He said he
couldn’t recall the names of anyone involved.

“Ghostwriting used to be quite common,” Buse said. “Now I think it’s uncommon. I’ve been at meetings where
clinical trials are being completed and there’s a discussion of who’s going to write which papers, and it’s quite
clear everyone’s sensitive to this issue.”

Long Period

Buse said in a Nov. 28, 2006, deposition that working with drugmakers over a long period of time can change the
way doctors think about clinical problems.

“It’s sort of like Stockholm Syndrome,” Buse said in the deposition, referring to a psychological phenomenon in
which kidnap victims begin to sympathize with their captors.

“I’m not saying that the pharmaceutical industry captures me,” Buse said. “But to the extent that the relationship
has something above and beyond medicine, science, you know, it could cloud one’s judgment.”

Buse added that many researchers develop emotional attachments to drugs they’ve discovered or studied
extensively.

‘Natural Tendency’

“There’s this natural tendency for people to fall in love with your drug: it’s like your child,” Buse said. “So you
have a hard time accepting criticism.”

Barton Moffatt, a Mississippi State University bioethicist who has written about ghostwriting practices among
drugmakers, said there’s a growing consensus that doctors who lend their names to such articles are engaging in
“academic misconduct.”

“No one has been fired yet over this, but I think the trend is moving in that direction,” Moffatt said. “I think over
the last 15 to 20 years, putting your name on a ghostwritten article has come to be seen as plagiarism.”

Lilly 26  rose 47 cents, or 1.4 percent, to $34.38 in New York Stock Exchange composite trading yesterday. The
shares have fallen 15 percent this year.

The case is UFCW Local 1776 and Participating Employers Health and Welfare Fund v. Eli Lilly & Co., 05-04115,
U.S. District Court, Eastern District of New York (Brooklyn).

To contact the reporters on this story: Elizabeth Lopatto 27  in New York at elopatto@bloomberg.net 28 ;
Margaret Cronin Fisk 29  in Detroit at mcfisk@bloomberg.net 30 ; Jef Feeley 31  in Wilmington, Delaware, at
jfeeley@bloomberg.net 32 .
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a b s t r a c t

Media reports have discussed how olanzapine was marketed off label for dementia, subsyndromal
bipolar disorder, and dementia. Much of this marketing occurred in primary care settings. However,
these reports have provided few details. In legal proceedings, Lilly disclosed internal documents that
detail the strategies utilized to market olanzapine. The current paper addresses the marketing of olan
zapine in detail based upon a review of these documents. All 358 documents released by Lilly are publicly
available online. Documents were utilized for this review if they were relevant to the marketing of
olanzapine in primary care settings in the United States. It was found that olanzapine was marketed off
label in primary care settings for relatively mild symptoms that were framed as bipolar disorder and
schizophrenia. A key strategy in this campaign was the use of hypothetical patient profiles in detailing
visits, most of which clearly failed to meet diagnostic criteria for any recognized mental disorder.
Evidence emerged that olanzapine was also marketed off label as a treatment for dementia.

� 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Olanzapine (Zyprexa�) is an atypical antipsychotic agent
that is currently Federal Drug Administration (FDA) approved for
the acute and long term treatment of bipolar I disorder and
schizophrenia as well as agitation associated with these condi
tions. A media report alleged that olanzapine was promoted off
label as a treatment for dementia and that sales representatives
were instructed to market olanzapine as a treatment for symptoms
of schizophrenia and bipolar disorder, even if patients did not
necessarily meet the full diagnostic criteria for either condition
(Berenson, 2006). Likewise, there has been further discussion of
the off label marketing of olanzapine for dementia (Siegel, 2006).
Reports have suggested that off label marketing of olanzapine
occurred in primary care settings (Goldstein, 2007). Lilly originally
denied allegations of off label marketing (Berenson, 2006;
Goldstein, 2007) but in January 2009, as part of a global settlement
with the United States to resolve criminal and civil allegations that
it promoted Zyprexa for uses not approved by the FDA, Lilly agreed
to plead guilty to a misdemeanor criminal charge of misbranding
(Eli Lilly, 2009; United States Department of Justice, 2009). Lilly
specifically admitted that between September 1999 and 31 March
2001 it promoted Zyprexa in elderly populations as treatment for
dementia, including Alzheimer’s dementia. Furthermore, the
company has agreed to a monetary settlement of $1.415 billion,
All rights reserved.

G.I., The promotion of olanza
6/j.socscimed.2009.05.001
                       
including a criminal fine of $515 million, subject to the guilty
plea being accepted by the U.S. District Court. This is the
largest individual corporate criminal fine in US history (United
States Department of Justice, 2009). John Lechleiter, chief execu
tive officer of Lilly, said in a press release that ‘‘we deeply regret
the past actions covered by this misdemeanor plea’’ (Eli Lilly,
2009). In October 2008, Lilly also settled olanzapine marketing
related claims brought by 33 states for $62 million (Berenson,
2008).

Olanzapine use has been linked to significant weight gain
(Bogenschutz & Nurnberg, 2004; Robinson et al., 2006; Strassnig,
Miewald, Keshavan, & Ganglui, 2007; Thase et al., 2007) and
increased onset of diabetes (Gianfrancesco, Wang, & Nasrallah,
2006; Guo et al., 2006; Guo et al., 2007; Lambert, Cunningham,
Miller, Dalack, & Hur, 2006). Thus, promotion of olanzapine may
have led to serious health consequences. It is certainly possible
that some patients taking olanzapine for an off label condition
received some symptomatic relief. However, a meta analysis indi
cated that olanzapine showed no benefit versus placebo in treating
symptoms of dementia (Schneider, Dagerman, & Insel, 2006).
At present, there is no evidence from controlled clinical trials
available regarding the efficacy of olanzapine in treating relatively
mild nervous symptoms such as those for which olanzapine was
marketed.

While reports have described various details of marketing
practices in primary care (Berenson, 2006; Goldstein, 2007), an
in depth analysis of the topic has not appeared in the media and no
pine in primary care: An examination of internal industry documents,             RA-380
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peer reviewed article has addressed the latest revelations
surrounding olanzapine’s marketing. This paper presents findings
from internal Lilly documents which were disclosed by Lilly in legal
proceedings but which are now publicly available online. The paper
will describe Lilly’s high expectations for olanzapine and how
olanzapine was marketed in primary care using broadened defini
tions of bipolar disorder and schizophrenia. In addition, evidence
will be discussed regarding the marketing of olanzapine as
a treatment for both dementia and ‘‘schizophrenia lite,’’ as will
details of the main methods used to market the drug, primarily
focusing on the promotion of olanzapine to primary care
physicians.
Method

Documents

Documents pertaining to Lilly’s marketing of olanzapine as
well as side effects of the medication were obtained via subpoena,
and were expected to remain under seal. However, the documents
were leaked to a New York Times reporter (Alex Berenson), who
wrote several pieces based upon the documents (Berenson, 2006;
Berenson, 2007a; Berenson, 2007b; Berenson, 2007c). Though
there has been controversy surrounding the disclosure of the
documents outside the litigation (Demer, 2007), the US District
Court refused to grant injunctions to prevent five named websites
from publishing the documents. Furthermore, the judge in the
case stated that ‘‘no website is enjoined from disseminating
documents.’’ (Zyprexa Litigation et al., 2007, pg. 71). The docu
ments are available at http://www.furiousseasons.com/
zyprexadocs.html.
Search strategy

The entire set of documents was reviewed by the present
author. The majority of the documents were related to health
concerns, particularly hyperglycemia and/or diabetes. Of the 358
documents, 67 were relevant to the present focus on marketing in
primary care and these are the focus of this paper (of the remainder,
50 related to marketing, but focused on health concerns rather than
primary care, and the remaining 241 documents were unrelated to
marketing). Documents ranged in dates from 1995 to 2004 and
included a variety of memoranda, reports, email messages, and
other documents.
Interpretation

The documents were reviewed using the principles of grounded
theory in which no a priori hypothesis was tested; rather, obser
vations were made and theory generated from the obtained
documents (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). The documents were highly
consistent in their portrayal of tactics used to market olanzapine in
primary care settings. As each document relevant to marketing in
primary care was reviewed, the author compiled notes about the
key points contained within the document. These notes were
grouped into several different categories (primary care, marketing,
dementia, bipolar, etc.). After review of the initial set of notes, the
author compiled a more abbreviated set of notes and checked the
original documents to ensure they were cited accurately. From both
sets of notes and the set of accompanying documents, the current
paper was compiled. The author maintains full responsibility for
the data extraction and interpretation of the referenced internal
industry documents.
Please cite this article in press as: Spielmans, G.I., The promotion of olanza
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Findings

Expectations for olanzapine

Lilly clearly had high sales expectations for olanzapine.
According to a 1997 document, olanzapine ‘‘is a profound corporate
opportunity’’ and was intended to be ‘‘the world’s number one
neuroscience pharmaceutical in history’’ (Tollefson, 1997). In 2001,
a document describing a Zyprexa Product Team meeting stated,
‘‘The company is betting the farm on Zyprexa.the ability of Eli Lilly
to remain independent.depends solely on our ability to achieve
world class commercialization of Zyprexa [emphases in original].’’
The same document stated, ‘‘If we succeed, Zyprexa will be the
most successful pharmaceutical product ever.we will have made
history’’ (Eli Lilly, 2001a). Olanzapine sales were expected to reach
$6 billion by 2006 and nearly $8 billion by 2010 (Eli Lilly, 2004).
Indeed, sales have been robust, with global olanzapine sales
ranking among the top eight drugs in sales each year from 2000to
2007, ranking fourth among all drugs in 2002 (Eli Lilly, 2004, pg. 9)
at about $4 billion, and leveling off at about $4.7 $5.0 billion
annually since 2003 (IMS Health, 2000, 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004,
2005, 2006, 2007). In order to help reach these impressive sales
goals, olanzapine was marketed not only toward psychiatrists but
toward primary care physicians (e.g., Bandick, 2000a; Eli Lilly,
2000), an effort that met with some success. Though constituting
a relatively small fraction of overall sales, it was estimated in 2002
that olanzapine sales in primary care would total about $368
million in 2003 (Eli Lilly, 2002a, pg. 6). Further sales figures for
olanzapine in primary care were unavailable from the documents.

Primary care: bipolar/complicated mood

As early as 1995 (Eli Lilly, 1995, pg. 43), Lilly discussed seeking
approval for olanzapine as a treatment for bipolar disorder. Shortly
after its March 2000 FDA approval as a short term treatment for
bipolar disorder, Lilly began a promotional initiative, dubbed Viva
Zyprexa (Eli Lilly, 2000; later retitled Zyprexa Limitless (Eli Lilly,
2002b) that aimed to increase the use of olanzapine in primary care
settings. About 59,000 primary care physicians (PCPs) in the US
were labeled as ‘‘key targets’’ of this program, which launched in
approximately October 2000 (Bandick, 2000a, pg. 1). According to
the brand manager for Zyprexa, Mike Bandick, ‘‘[olanzapine’s]
potential in this arena is virtually untapped’’ (pg. 1). In multiple
documents, the marketing message for olanzapine in primary care
was stated clearly: ‘‘Zyprexa: The safe, proven solution in mood,
thought, and behavior disorders’’ (Bandick, 2000a, pg. 1; Eli Lilly,
2000, pg. 6). Additionally, the marketing strategy was designed to
‘‘fit within the brand vision of broad spectrum efficacy’’ (Bandick,
2000a, pg. 1), though olanzapine was only FDA approved for the
treatment of bipolar manic and mixed episodes and for schizo
phrenia when the primary care marketing campaign began. Ban
dick further stated that the intention of Viva Zyprexa was to
‘‘redefine the way PCPs treat mood, thought, and behavioral
disturbances’’ (Bandick, 2000b, pg. 12) and another document
stated that a main component of the primary care marketing
message was to ‘‘focus on symptoms and behaviors found in mood,
thought, and behavioral disturbances’’ (Eli Lilly, 2000, pg. 9,
emphasis in original). In a similar vein, olanzapine was rebranded
as a ‘‘broad spectrum psychotropic’’ in the primary care campaign
(Eli Lilly, 2001b, pg. 9).

The promotion of olanzapine in primary care was associated
with some concerns at Lilly, including that ‘‘Zyprexa’s primary
indications schizophrenia and bipolar are not viewed as PCP
treated conditions, so there’s not a specific indication for Lilly reps
to promote in the PCP segment’’ and that most PCPs write very few
pine in primary care: An examination of internal industry documents,               RA-381
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antipsychotic and mood stabilizer prescriptions (Bandick, 2000a,
pg. 1). The promotion of Zyprexa in the primary care setting
included the use of hypothetical patient profiles as well as posi
tioning olanzapine ‘‘as the next incremental step in the PCP’s
expanding clinical orbit: e.g., SSRI’s /2nd generation [antide
pressants] / safe gentle psychotropics’’ (Bandick, 2000a, pg. 1).
Using a similar analogy, it was stated: ‘‘just as Prozac revolutionized
the treatment of depression in the late 80s and throughout the 90s,
so too will Zyprexa forever change the way primary care physicians
view and treat bipolar disorder’’ (Eli Lilly, 2002b, pg. 3).

It was clear that olanzapine was not to be marketed in primary
care as a treatment for severe bipolar disorder (bipolar I), as these
patients are generally referred to psychiatrists by primary care
physicians. In the June 2002 Primary Care Sales Force Resource
Guide (Eli Lilly, 2002b), the prevalence of bipolar disorder is esti
mated to be as high as 6%, an estimate much higher than epide
miological lifetime prevalence estimates for bipolar I, which range
from about 1% to 3%; only estimates that include ‘‘subthreshold’’
cases of bipolar disorder have found a 6% lifetime prevalence rate
(Grant et al., 2005; Judd & Akiskal, 2003; Weissman et al., 1996).
Rather than limiting representatives to discussing clear cut cases of
bipolar I (for which olanzapine was FDA indicated) olanzapine was
instead marketed as a treatment for ‘‘complicated mood,’’ a cluster
of symptoms that seems related to a notably less severe variety of
bipolar disorder. For example, a script in the 2002 Primary Care
Sales Force Resource Guide, stated: ‘‘Doctor, you treat patients who
present with complicated mood symptoms. Many of these patients
are struggling to gain control of symptoms like anxiety, irritability,
disruptive sleep, and mood swings.’’ (Eli Lilly, 2002b, pg. 5). In
addition, a visual aid to be used by representatives’ lists anxiety,
irritability, disturbed sleep, and mood swings as the core compo
nents of complicated mood (Eli Lilly, 2002b, pg. 6). According to the
DSM IV, anxiety is not a symptom of bipolar disorder and it is
unclear to what extent disturbed sleep maps onto the DSM IV
criterion of decreased need for sleep for bipolar disorder. The use of
mood swings as a descriptor is likewise unclear, and it is likely that
many more people would endorse having ‘‘mood swings’’ than
would actually meet the DSM IV criteria for shifting between
clinically significant episodes of mania and depression.

The ‘‘complicated mood patient’’ was said to relate to ‘‘untapped
growth potential’’ for the use of olanzapine inprimarycare settings (Eli
Lilly, undated a, pg. 3). As touched on related above, under the ‘‘PCP
Vision’’ of olanzapine, it was stated that the plan was to ‘‘expand our
market by redefining how primary care physicians identify, diagnose,
and treat complicated mood disorders (i.e., bipolar disorder) (Eli Lilly,
2002d, pg. 2).’’ In June 2002, it was written, regarding complicated
mood, ‘‘we’ve only scratched the surface of a market with tremendous
upside’’ (Eli Lilly, 2002d, pg. 5). Sales representatives were instructed
to handle primary care physician concerns that they do not treat
bipolar or schizophrenia as follows: ‘‘Make sure the PCP recognizes the
type of patient we are talking about today, not the psychotic or
severely ill patient, but the complicated mood patient who has
symptoms of irritability, anxiety, poor sleep and mood swings’’ (Eli
Lilly, undated b, pg.1). Such symptoms do not appear to meet DSM IV
criteria for bipolar I disorder.

A Lilly market researcher suggested that bipolar disorder tends
to lead primary care physicians to think of acutely manic patients,
‘‘less so the hypomanic or less severely ill patient, which tend to be
the patients presenting most often in their offices (Porat, 2002,
pg. 3).’’ The same market researcher suggested that sales repre
sentatives ‘‘help [primary care physicians] recognize the ‘mushy
middle’ patients they are already treating. (Porat, 2002, pg. 7).’’ It
was also suggested that patients on ‘‘the low to middle end’’ of
bipolar severity, who were ‘‘higher functioning’’ receive olanzapine
treatment via their primary care physicians (Porat, 2002, pg. 11).
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Patient profiles: bipolar spectrum

Olanzapine was marketed in the primary care setting based
largely upon the presentation of scripted patient profiles (Eli Lilly,
2001b). A total of 10 different profiles were discussed in the
obtained documents. The majority of these patients fall into the
bipolar spectrum, defined quite loosely.

A hypothetical patient named Donna was featured in a handful
of documents (Eli Lilly, 2002b; Eli Lilly, undated b, undated c; Eli
Lilly, 2001c). The ‘‘goal and focus [was] on creating a market [for
olanzapine]’’ with her case (Eli Lilly, 2001c, pg. 2). She was
described as ‘‘a single mom in her mid 30s, appearing in your office
in drab clothing and appearing somewhat ill at ease. Her chief
complaint is, ‘I feel so anxious and irritable lately.’ Today, she says
she’s been sleeping more than usual and has trouble concentrating
at work and at home. However, several appointments earlier, she
was talkative, elated, and reported little need for sleep.’’

Under the heading ‘‘Create Action’’, a script read, ‘‘I would like
you to get a patient like Donna started today. I will be back in
a week to follow up’’ (Eli Lilly, 2002b, pg. 8). In another document,
a more detailed description of Donna is provided. She was
described as exhibiting the four ‘‘core symptoms [of complicated
mood, including] mood swings, irritability, sleep disturbances and
anxiety, as well as other symptoms including a lack of concentra
tion, mood lability and increased energy, depressed mood, loss of
interest, and agitation.’’ The symptoms were described as occurring
simultaneously, ‘‘hence her mixed [i.e., mixed episode] presenta
tion’’ (Eli Lilly, undated c, pg. 1).

The hypothetical patient named Mark ‘‘is a middle aged male
brought in by his wife. He appears agitated and disheveled. His wife
says that he is irritable and causing problems at home but he
believes he is fine.’’ It is further mentioned that he has had
‘‘periods’’ where he needed little sleep and had ‘‘significantly
increased energy.’’ Further, his ‘‘anger and mood swings are causing
trouble at work’’ (Eli Lilly, 2002b, pg. 9). In another document, his
symptoms were said to be indicative of a manic episode (Eli Lilly,
undated c, pg. 1).

An undated document titled ‘‘PCP Discussion Guide,’’ focused on
‘‘using olanzapine for patients with complicated mood symptoms.’’
Three patients (Ashley, Andrea, and Cindy) were described. Ashley
was described as having insomnia, irritability, distractibility,
and racing thoughts. She also ‘‘has a tendency to be over talkative.’’
(Eli Lilly, undated d, pg. 4). DSM IV criteria for bipolar I disorder
require significant impairment in social or occupational func
tioning, psychotic features, or hospitalization to prevent harm to
self or others; no such impairment is noted in Ashley’s case.

Andrea, another hypothetical case, was described as suffering
from a variety of depressive symptoms. After taking an antide
pressant for 10 days, her behavior became ‘‘increasingly irritable,
restless, anxious, hyperverbal, and [she] experiences great difficulty
sleeping (pg. 7).’’ She was then labeled as manic and treated
successfully with olanzapine.

The case named Cindy suffered from a variety of depressive
symptoms as well as distractibility, irritability, inability to sit still,
and racing thoughts. After taking an antidepressant, she became
‘‘very anxious, agitated and hyperactive, with pressured speech and
racing thoughts (pg. 12).’’ After taking olanzapine, she ‘‘reports
significant improvement’’ within one week (pg. 12).

The scenarios of Cindy, Andrea, and Ashley were not discussed
directly in further documents, though one document (Eli Lilly,
2002c) referred to ‘‘three good complicated mood case summa
ries’’, (pg. 2). It may well be that this is a reference to the afore
mentioned three cases as it also mentioned an email attachment
partially titled ‘‘PCP DiscGd’’, which coincides with the document
titled ‘‘PCP Discussion Guide’’ (Eli Lilly, undated d) that described
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the three cases. The ‘‘PCP Discussion Guide’’ further stated that ‘‘I
would highly suggest we direct reps to utilize’’ the three cases in
marketing (pg. 1). However, it is unclear to what extent these cases
were utilized to promote olanzapine in the primary care setting.

Another mood related patient profile, Michael, was included in
a document titled ‘‘Olanzapine Primary Care Q3 Implementation
Guide’’, dated June 2001 (Eli Lilly, 2001b). Michael was described as
‘‘highly functional’’ but ‘‘prone to mood swings’’ and as having
switched from ‘‘down, unmotivated, detached’’ to ‘‘wired, irritable,
and anxious.hasn’t been sleeping much.’’ His wife was concerned
about his ‘‘recent spending habits and erratic behavior’’ (pg. 12).

In addition, one other patient profile, David, was described very
briefly in one document. Though it appears that David represented
a patient with bipolar disorder, he was later replaced by Michael,
perhaps because market research (Eli Lilly, 2001b) labeled David as
a ‘‘strike out’’ (Eli Lilly, 2001d, pg. 8). Based upon the description of
their symptoms, the cases described above do not appear to
reference clear cut cases of bipolar I disorder.
Dementia

As early as 1996, Lilly sought to collect data for an FDA indication
for ‘‘psychosis in Alzheimer’s’’ (Eli Lilly, 1995, pg. 43) and, in
a Zyprexa Product Team document from 1997, ‘‘dementia with
psychosis’’ was listed in the highest priority group for olanzapine
under ‘‘disease state prioritization’’ (Tollefson, 1997, pg. 18). In 1999,
a document that focused on primary care physicians stated that
‘‘Dementia should be first message’’ (Eli Lilly, 1999, pg. 1); the same
document added that some physicians ‘‘might prescribe outside of
label’’ (pg. 2). Further, in 2001, the Integrated Product Plan for
olanzapine stated that the drug would remain the ‘‘bestselling
psychotropic drug in history’’ by treating people suffering from
‘‘schizophrenia, bipolar disorder, and dementia’’ (Eli Lilly, 2001e,
pg. 5). Documents provided various timelines for expected FDA
approval in dementia, though olanzapine never received FDA
approval for the population with dementia (Bandick, 2000b; Eli
Lilly, 2001e). Lilly appears to have stopped pursuing FDA approval
for dementia in 2003 (Eli Lilly, 2003; Eli Lilly, 2004). Indeed, olan
zapine carries a label warning (along with other atypical antipsy
chotics) that the drug is related to an increased risk of death when
taken by elderly patients with dementia related psychoses.

Zyprexa brand manager, Mike Bandick stated that donepezil
(a cholinesterase inhibitor popularly used in dementia) belongs to
a ‘‘companion’’ class of medication, a drug ‘‘we augment rather
than replace’’ (Bandick, 2000b, pg. 23). Further, it is mentioned
that the marketing of olanzapine in long term care settings
(where dementia is quite common) may have adversely impacted
olanzapine sales in bipolar and schizophrenia markets (Eli Lilly,
2002f, pg. 1).

Patient profile: dementia
In a manner similar to bipolar disorder/complicated mood,

documents detailed the marketing of dementia to primary care
physicians through the use of a hypothetical patient profile,
described as follows:

Martha is a widow who lives independently and has been your
patient for some time. She is becoming more complicated to
manage, and you note increasing agitation. Her sleep is
disturbed; she dozes during the day and is up most of the
night. Her family has shared their concerns with you, saying
‘‘She thinks we’re trying to take advantage of her.’’ Martha’s
family doesn’t want to send her to a nursing home, but her
agitation and confusion must be addressed. Your goals of
treatment for Martha may include reducing her behavioral
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disturbances without impairing her cognitive functioning (Eli
Lilly, 2001b, pg. 11).

The script went on to ask, ‘‘Do you see patients like Martha?
What medication(s) do you prescribe in treating her behavioral
disturbances?’’ (2001b, pg. 11)

According to a media report (Berenson, 2006), a Lilly spokes
person indicated that the Martha profile was utilized to reference
a patient with untreated schizophrenia; however, Martha’s case
seems more consistent with mild dementia rather than schizo
phrenia that has remained undetected for decades. Olanzapine is
typically utilized in doses of at least 10 15 mg daily for schizo
phrenia (Crespo Facorro et al., 2006; Kinon et al., 2006; Takahashi,
Kamata, Yoshida, Ishigooka, & Higuchi, 2006), yet sales material
suggested that patients like Martha receive doses in the 2.5 mg
5 mg range (Eli Lilly, 2001b), a range typical of what was utilized in
olanzapine trials for dementia (De Deyn et al., 2004; Schneider,
Dagerman, et al., 2006; Schneider, Tariot, et al., 2006). In addition,
although Lilly claimed that they intended Martha’s profile to
represent a patient with schizophrenia, an internal email stated
that the diagnosis of Martha was ‘‘dementia’’ (Dobbs, 2000, pg. 1),
followed by a comment that ‘‘we are getting a little grief from some
of our docs about promoting Zyprexa for dementia’’ (pg. 1). Several
psychiatrists have disagreed with the assessment of Martha’s case
as one of schizophrenia, noting that schizophrenia ‘‘could not be
confused with mild dementia’’ (Berenson, 2006).

Schizophrenia

It is likely that few primary care physicians treat schizophrenia
on a regular basis. However, the primary care marketing campaign
placed significant emphasis on symptoms of ‘‘thought distur
bances,’’ including discussion of disorganized thinking, as well as
poor attention, poor judgment and lack of insight (Eli Lilly,
undated e). Olanzapine was specifically marketed for ‘‘mood,
thought, and behavior disorders’’ in an ‘‘intentionally broad and
vague’’ manner, ‘‘providing latitude to frame the discussion around
symptoms and behaviors rather than specific indications’’ (Bandick,
2000a, pg. 1). While schizophrenia is not treated frequently by
PCPs, one document mentioned the idea of treating schizophrenia
or ‘‘schizophrenia lite’’ in primary care (Eli Lilly, 2001d, pg. 7).

Patient profiles: schizophrenia

The profile named Kelly was purportedly designed to represent
a patient with some form of psychotic disorder. Kelly was described
as becoming more ‘‘socially isolated and fearful. Her personal
hygiene is starting to decline and she is difficult to draw out.[her
family says] ‘she thinks people are talking about her behind her
back’’’. The description of Kelly does not appear to place her into
any recognized DSM IV disorder category. She is described earlier
in the document as struggling with ‘‘mild to moderate psychosis.’’
Kelly replaced a profile named Christine (Eli Lilly, 2001b) that was
listed as a patient with ‘‘schizophrenia lite’’ (Eli Lilly, 2001d). A
detailed description of Christine was not located in the archive.
Kelly’s case replaced that of Christine because Kelly seemed ‘‘more
treatable’’ in a primary care setting, while Christine seemed
‘‘defiant’’ (Eli Lilly, 2001b).

Discussion

Starting in 2000, a sizable campaign was launched to increase
olanzapine prescriptions in primary care. Materials utilized by sales
representatives in primary care contained a high prevalence esti
mate for bipolar I disorder, as one document suggested that the
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prevalence of bipolar disorder was 6% (Eli Lilly, 2002b), yet the
prevalence for bipolar I disorder has been estimated as much less
frequent (Grant et al., 2005; Judd & Akiskal, 2003; Weissman et al.,
1996). In addition, as suggested above, hypothetical cases used
various diagnostic criteria that were overly inclusive, and presented
scenarios of several patients who did not seem to meet criteria for
bipolar I disorder or schizophrenia. Based upon review of several
documents, it appears that sales representatives were instructed to
market olanzapine as a treatment for patients well outside of its
indicated uses (Eli Lilly, 2001b, 2002b; Eli Lilly, undated b,
undated d; Porat, 2002). In addition, there is evidence that Lilly
promoted olanzapine off label for dementia (Dobbs, 2000; Eli Lilly,
2001b; Hobson, 2001), and marketed olanzapine as a long term
treatment for bipolar disorder in advance of its FDA approval for the
condition (Eli Lilly, 2002b; Eli Lilly, 2002e).

The relatively mild symptoms marketed by Lilly as components of
‘‘complicated mood’’ (anxiety, irritability, disturbed sleep, and mood
swings) are ill defined and, to some extent, are likely to be experi
enced by a large number of people. Labeling this constellation of ill
defined and likely common symptoms as indicative of a mental
condition is suggestive of ‘disease mongering’ a term referencing the
effort of pharmaceutical companies to broaden the market by
convincing patients (and physicians) that a large number of people
are suffering from a (usually relatively mild) illness which would
benefit from pharmaceutical intervention (Moynihan & Cassels,
2005). In trade journals, pharmaceutical industry insiders have
plainly stated that expanding the market for their products via
‘‘condition branding’’ (an industry term analogous to ‘disease
mongering’) is a highly useful tool in the marketing arsenal (Angel
mar, Angelmar, & Kane, 2007). Indeed, the current corpus of internal
documents hints that, in addition to marketing olanzapine, sales
representatives were also marketing the expanded boundaries of
bipolar disorder. No longer was bipolar disorder a relatively
uncommon condition relegated to treatment by psychiatrists, it was
to be marketed as a common illness with a broad spectrum of severity
that warranted treatment in primary care. Despite an expanded
treatment market, there is a paucity of controlled clinical trial data
regarding the benefits and risks of treating adults with mild symp
toms of bipolar disorder/complicated mood with ‘mood stabilizers’ or
atypical antipsychotics such as olanzapine (Healy, 2006).

One document stated that Lilly was committed to position
olanzapine as a ‘‘broad spectrum psychotropic to differentiate it
from other antipsychotics.’’ (Eli Lilly, 2001b). Such a focus on
product differentiation is sensible in a crowded marketplace of
atypical antipsychotic medications. Indeed, product differentiation
is a key component of modern day marketing, with products from
cola to toilet cleaners to antidepressants marketed on the basis of
their ostensible uniqueness, often in spite of their high degree of
similarity to competing products (Applbaum, 2004). Lilly also
emphasized product differentiation when marketing its antide
pressant duloxetine as a treatment for patients with depression
who also suffer from physical pain, as research indicated that
entering this niche market would differentiate duloxetine from its
competition (Ofek, 2007). As part of the marketing strategy for
duloxetine, hypothetical patient profiles tailored to the perceived
market were created, though it is unclear to what extent the patient
profiles were used in detailing visits (Ofek, 2007). This niche
strategy appears to have been successful, as duloxetine sales
exceeded $2 billion in 2007. Indeed, Lilly expects duloxetine sales to
overtake those of its current bestseller, olanzapine, in 2008
(Lopatto, 2008). Despite the successful marketing of duloxetine,
a recent meta analysis concluded that the drug yielded little to no
benefit over placebo in treating pain symptoms in depression
(Spielmans, 2008), though Lilly claims duloxetine is indeed effec
tive at treating such symptoms (Silverman, 2008).
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It appears that olanzapine’s marketing in primary care can be
viewed as a similar attempt to market a drug for a new niche ‘‘Just
as Prozac revolutionized the treatment of depression in the late 80s
and throughout the 90s, so too will Zyprexa forever change the way
primary care physicians view and treat bipolar disorder’’ (Eli Lilly,
2002b, pg. 3). Carving out new niches and expanding a drug’s uses to
a wide range of medical conditions (defined loosely) is a common
tactic. In a pharmaceutical trade publication, it was written that
‘‘indication expansion is also tried and tested in the psychotropic
field, where diagnostic distinctions can be blurred.(Hisey, 2004,
para. 22).’’ The expansion of somewhat fuzzy boundaries of mental
illness makes perfect sense in a highly competitive market in which
various pharmaceutical companies are attempting to maximize
sales. Such expanded definitions open the gates to more people
qualifying as mentally ill, for which they might receive treatment
with ‘‘broad spectrum psychotropics’’ that purportedly work to
alleviate a wide variety of symptoms. Part of such market expansion
occurs by marketing to primary care physicians, who have access to
a wide base of patients. Indeed, it is interesting to note that Lilly’s
most famous product, fluoxetine (Prozac), was successful largely
because it vastly expanded the depression treatment market into
primary care settings (Eaton & Xu, 2005).

As described in the paper and elsewhere (e.g., Antonuccio,
Danton, & McClanahan, 2003; Healy, 2004), pharmaceutical
companies utilize many methods to market their products. It is not
entirely clear why patient profiles were seemingly utilized quite
frequently in the marketing of olanzapine in primary care, though
one document pointed out that the profiles would aid physicians in
recognizing symptoms and in ‘‘early identification of relevant
patient types’’ (Eli Lilly, undated e, pg. 1).

Given that olanzapine was estimated to hit over $350 million in
primary care sales in 2003, it appears that a reasonably large
number of patients in primary care received olanzapine prescrip
tions. As the primary care marketing campaign seemed focused
primarily on cases suffering from relatively mild mental distress
(e.g., ‘‘complicated mood’’), many patients who were prescribed
olanzapine via primary care may have been prescribed treatment
that lacked a supporting evidence base. Several studies have linked
olanzapine to weight gain (Bogenschutz & Nurnberg, 2004; Rob
inson et al., 2006; Strassnig et al., 2007; Thase et al., 2007) and to
onset of diabetes (Gianfancesco et al., 2006; Guo et al., 2006; Guo
et al., 2007; Lambert et al., 2006), and it is possible that olanzapine
may increase risk for cardiovascular disease (Newcomer & Haupt,
2006). Indeed, the olanzapine label was updated in October 2007 to
reflect an increased risk of hyperglycemia, hyperlipidemia, and
weight gain. Thus, it is quite possible that some patients received
a treatment of questionable efficacy that resulted in adverse health
effects, though the current documents do not clarify to what extent
such health consequences may have occurred.

This study has a number of limitations, the most obvious of
which is the reliance on the present set of documents. Though their
authenticity has not been challenged, it is certainly possible that
the documents may have been taken out of context and that further
internal documents related to olanzapine’s promotion would paint
a different picture of how the drug was marketed. However, this
seems unlikely given that the documents obtained were quite
consistent in their descriptions of the marketing of the compound.

The documents were reviewed by one author, so it is possible that
different reviewers may come to different conclusions. As all the
internal documents are accessible by the public online (Anonymous,
2007; Dawdy, 2007), they can be easily examined by anyone who
wishes to check the veracity of the current author’s claims. The source
material was also somewhat dated, in that documents reviewed
dated from 1995 to 2004. Practices regarding the marketing of olan
zapine that have occurred since 2004 are thus unknown.
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Given that regulations surrounding off label marketing are
somewhat murky and controversial (Hall & Berlin, 2006; Kahan &
Shapiro, 2003; O’Reilly & Dalal, 2003), and that the present author
is not an attorney, this paper makes no claims as to the legality of
any of the practices utilized in the promotion of olanzapine.

The current examination of Lilly’s marketing of olanzapine in
primary care adds to a small but burgeoning literature on the
intersection between pharmaceutical companies and the bound
aries of medical conditions (e.g., Healy, 2006, Moynihan & Cassels,
2005; Woloshin & Schwartz, 2006) and off label marketing
(Steinman, Bero, Chren, & Landefeld, 2006). Future researchers
should seek to examine the impact of such marketing tactics, taking
ideas from guidelines offered previously (Moynihan & Henry,
2006). From a social science perspective, these internal industry
documents are a rare find. Documents from the present archive
detailing how Lilly handled issues with potential health concerns
related to olanzapine will likely be of interest to social scientists, as
the documents seem to involve a potentially interesting intersec
tion of marketing, health, and public relations concerns.

A physician affiliated with the FDA wrote that regulation of off
label marketing in the pharmaceutical industry is needed in order
to prevent ‘‘harm to patients from unstudied uses that actually lead
to bad results, or that are merely ineffective’’ and that insufficiently
regulated off label drug marketing ‘‘could ultimately erode the
efficacy standard’’ (Woodcock, 1997, pg. 6). In the wake of revela
tions regarding olanzapine’s off label marketing, it may behoove
regulatory agencies to attend more closely to such practices.
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UNITED STATES DISTRJCT COURT
EASTERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK
--------..--.·------..----------x
In re: ZYPREXA
PRODUCTS Ll.~ILITYLITIGATION

---..·--------------..·------x

THIS DOCUl\1ENT RELATES TO:
LICFW LOCAL 1776A~ PARTIClPATlNG
EMPLOYERS HEALTH AND VlELFARE FUND:
ERIC TAYAG and MID-WEST NATIONAL
LIFE INSURANCE CO)APANY OF TENNESSEE
on behalfof themselves and oilier similarly situated

-------------------------------------..------------------.....)(

1IDLNo.. 1596 (JBW) (RIM)

DECLARATION OF GERALD HOFFMANN

GERALD HOFFMANN declares, under penalty ofperjury, pursuant to the

provisions of28 U.S.C.~ Section 1746~ as fol1o\vs:

1.. ] am employed by Eli Lilly and Company (ULilly~J) as Manager ofGlobal

Competitive IoteJligence Strategy.

2. ] have been employed by Lilly since November 1998.

3. I have held a management position in Competitive Intelligence since

November 1998~ and ha've worked in the field of competitive intelligence since 1989. Priorto

m)' employment at Lilly~ I was the Director ofCompetitive Intelligence for sec

Communications.

4. The field ofcompetitive intelligence is well establisb.ed, and the methods

descnoed below are well recognized in industry and academia, and are the subject of textbooks

and published literatur~ including: LJAM FAHEY, COMPE11TORS: OUTWITIJNG~OUTMAhUJV£R1NG~

AND OUTPERFORMING (1999); LEONARD M. FULD, COMPETITIVE INTELLIGENCE: How TO GET IT;
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How TO USE IT (1985); BENJAMIN Gn..AD, THE BUS1~cSS INTELUGENCE SVSTUf: A NE\V TOOL FOR

COMPETITJ'V'£ ADVANTAGE (1988); BENJAMll\ GlLAD, Busn~l:ss BLINDSPOTS: REpLACING YOUR

COMPANY~S ENTRENCHED AND OUTDATED MYTHS, BELIEFS AND ASSUMPTIONS WITI-l TIlE REALITIES

OF TODAY'$ MARKETS (1994); MICHAEL E. PORTER, COMPElTilVE STRATEGY: TECHNIQUES fOR

AN_~"·Zl't'G INDUSTR1ES AND COtviPETITORS (1980); as well as numerous articles by Jan Herring~

under \vhom 1 also trained. 1 have also been a member ofthe Society ofCompetitive lntelligence

Professionals since 1989.

5. Part ofmy responsibilities, as well as the responsibilities ofthe

Competitive Intelligence Group generally~ is to educate employees as 10 the importance of

maintaining the confidentialit), of internal information and docmnents (Uintelligence data:") and

as to the dangers of competHive harm from the failwe to keep intelligence data - even seemingly

innocuous documents - confidential. I also assist global product teams on how to gather

colnpetitive data from the public domain for use in gaining advantage in the marketplace.

6. Fl'om this experience and training, I understand the value to Lilly's

competitors of internal Lilly documents, including those at issue in this case, ifthey \vere

permitted to be released in the public domain.

7. I have reviewed the Amended Complaint, and each ofthe documents

referenced therein as listed on the attached Schedule "A."

8. . Each of1he documents listed in the Amended Complaint and Schedule

UA~'S contains information ofthe type that Lilly treats and protects as confidential, and is subject

to LilJ}r's confidentiality polices and procedures described bela",-.

9. Each ofthe documents listed in the Amended Complaint and Schedule

;.r.A't'Jcontains infonnation related to: confidential research and development information;

-2-
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stralegic plans; marketing plans: strategies; competitive analyses; market research; clinical trials

and non-clinicaJ trials; or interactions ~rjth key regulators or publishers. Each document reveals

something about Lilly~s internal organization and structuret qualifies as intelligence data, and if

disseminated 'JJould be useful to Lilly~s competil0rs in the atypical antipsychotic marketplace,

and Lilly generally..

10. The pharmaceutical industry operates in an intensely competitive market

generating revenues in the hundreds ofbiIlions ofdollars per year.

11. Lilly dedicates a substantial amount oftimet moneyt and resources to

research and development of medicines; strategic plans; marketing plans~ competiti,..e analyses;

maIket researc·h; cllnical trials and non-clinical trials; and interactions ""rith regulators and

pubJi$hers. Lilly recognizes the competitive threats within the pharmaceutical industry and has

implemented elaborate safety precautions 10 prevent its confidential infonnation from falling into

a competitors' hands.

12. Every Lilly-operated faciIit), emploj;s private security guards and utilizes

private security systems. All employees and guests must possess an individually assigned and

distributed security badge to enter an)p Lilly-operated facilit)". LillyYs computer systems are

protected by state-of..the..art securit), sofuyare. To gain access to Lilly7g computer system

requires a Lilly-controlled and monitored usemamelt as well as a user-specific password.

Separate· security clearance is necessary to obtain a username.. \vYithi:n Lilly!s computer systemt

each employee is given a personal email account with limited access by others within the

company.. Lilly's document management system also provides limited employee access 10

Lilly's documents.
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13. In addition to the ph}"sical security and electronic security Lilly utilizes"

every employee is bound by the provisions orThe Red Book - Code of Business Conduct, as

,veil as Global Lilly Policies) each of\'v·bich delineates employees' responsibilities to maintain

the confidentiality ofall Lilly"infonnation assets:J and includes:

a. All information developed by employees relating to company

business~such as research and development plans, organizational charts, compounds and

processes, manufacturing methods, clinical trial dara and marketing, ad,'ertising1 and business

development studies and plans must be safeguarded by all employee~-

b. Employees must keep the information in secure locations: and limit

access to infonnatioD to those employees who have a need to know in order to penonn the duties

oftheir employment.

c. ..~ employee must not disclose infonnation to third parties unlesS .

infonnation-specific approval is obtained by the employee's supervisor, and only after
, ...

considering the need for a confidentiality agreement approved ~y Lilly's Law Division and

signed by the third party.

d. Violations of·The Red Book - Code ofBusiness' Conduct.. or an)'·

other physicai or electronic policy, are disciplined up to and inciuding termination of'

employment..

14. Lilly extends its requirements for protection for confidential.material to

consultants, vendors, and clinical investigators, as '\vell. Every person receiving Lilly

confidential materials or data is bound by confidentiality agreements, which protects

negotiations, conversations. correspondence with Lilly.

-4...
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}5. LilJ~y also devotes substantial resources both to moniloring competitor data

in the public domain to assist its strategic planning for its products, and to protecting its O~'D data

from public disseminatioD.

16. Lilly cunently markets over fifty medications, each vlith a different

market baset as well as many compounds moving toward the market, '\vhile developing new

. indications or line extensions for existing products.

17. Zyprexa® is indicated for use by patients with bipolar disorder and

schizophrenia. Like the phannaceutical industry, the bipolar and schizophrenia markets are _

fiercely competiti,'e, and Lilly must compete with phannaceutical companies such as

. .

AstraZeneca, Bristol-Myers Squibb, Janssen: Merc14 Novartis; and Pfizer, as well as with

companies manufacturing generic medications, and potential competitors \.vho may be deciding

whether to enter these markets. It is standard practice in the pharmaceutical industry to engage

in competitive iotelligence and monitor c.ompetitor intelligence data.

18. Competitive intelligence requires the gathering of data bit-by-bit;

le,,-eraging prior gained intelligence data.. The more pieces of infonnalion about a competitor

that are gathered, the more complete the picture ofthe competitor that can be gained. With

access to the docwnents at issue llere, a competitor could obtain considerable insight iiltO Lilly's -

structure, decision tree, internal workings, strategies for-development, and- its processes for

deliberation and strategy-implemeDtation. Public dissemination would reveal tbe manner in

which the compan)~ considered or developed research infonnation, strategic plans, Dlarketing

plans, strategies, competitive analyses,. market research, clinical trials and non·clinical trials, and

interactions with regulators or publishers. IfLilly's internal documents \vere to be publicly

disseminated, every pharmaceutical company in the world, inclUding competi1ors to all of Lilly's

-5-
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markeled'medications, including Zyprexa®, \vould have access to a treasure trove of competitive

iniellige.nce, in an organized and assembled manner.

19. Public dissemination ofLilly"s internal documents would work serious

competitive bairn to Li]l)~ anCi the ?yprexa® brand.

20.. \Vith the benefit ofno1 only the inferences that can be dra\o'\n'from

individual pieces ofinformation, but also by \\~hat can be learned by comparing indi-vidual

documents "vith other documents - both documents that are publicly available as well as other

docwnents that are subject to this challenge - phamtaceutica1 companies world\\ide would be

able to copy LiUy"s actions, draw from Lilly's actions: or anticipate Lill)r'ts future actions to pian

cou.ri.termeasures.

21.. The documents would a]so permit competitors to generate lists ofcurrent

and fonner Lilly employees and consultants as potential contact people 10 gather competitive

information. Sho\\ing Lilly's deliberative processes can also be used by competitors to evaluate

whether the 'Zyprexa@ team has weaknesses that can be competitively exploited..

22.. In addition 10 the immediate harm that Lilly \vouJd face as a result of

public dissemination ofits documents, companies ,vith products that compete with Zyprexa®

lnay utilize the Zyprexa®'s documents in c.ounter-detailing presentations to Liny'~ customers,

,sho\\ring customers documents and informa1ion taken out ofcontext v.'i1h the aim ofdamaging

Lilly's reputation and bolstering competitoIS~market shares.

1 declare under penalty ofperjury and urider 1he la'\vs of the United States of

America that the foregoing is true and correct/; J. .. C
.-tER.-'\LD HOE ~ANN
Executed on January 16, 2006 at
Chesterfield, Missouri

-6-
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I. SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT

Plaintiffs' Complaint alleges two grounds for Rule IOb-5 liability: (1) that

defendants misrepresented or did not disclose the alleged "link between Zyprexa and heightened

blood glucose levels and diabetes" as compared to other atypical antipsychotics ("AAPs,,);6 a~d

(2) that defendants misstated or omitted Lilly's alleged "active[] market[ing of] Zyprex~ for

illegal off-label uses."? Plaintiffs premise these claims on an assumption that three ~rticles

published in The New York Times between December 17 and 21, 20068 "publicly disclosedfor "

the first time" Lilly's alleged "decade-long effort to mislead the public about the-link between

Zyprexa and heightened glucose levels and diabetes as compared to other AAPs," and Li.11y~s

alleged "active[]market[ing of] Zyprexa for illegal off-label uses.,,9

Yet, .as investment analysts and therefore, the ~ecuritiesmarket - well understood,-

these articles "raise[d] no new concem."IO Indeed, concerns about Zyprexa's alleged side effects

() Id. '44.. In addition to Zyprexa® (olanzapine), other atypical antipsychotic medications marketed inJhe
United States include: Clozaril® (clozapine), RisperdaI® (risperidone), Seroquel® (quetiapine fumarate), Geodon®
(zipr~sidone), and Abilify® (aripiprazole).

1 Id. 1r9.

8 See Exh. 201, Alex Berenson, Eli Lilly Said to Play Down Risks ofTop Pill, N.Y. Times, Dec. 17, 2006;
Exh. 202, Alex Berenson, Drug Files Show Maker Promoted Unapproved Use, N.Y. Times, Dec. 18,200.6; Exh.
203, Alex Berenson, Disparity Emerges in Lilly Data on Schizophrenia Drug, N.Y. Times, Dec. 21,2006".

9 1d. (emphasis added).

10 Exh. 79, Bank of America, Zyprexa Settlement Lifts Overhang and Reduces Headline Risk (Jan. 4, -2007),
at 1 (emphasis added) (maintaining "buy" rating and explaining analyst's beliefthat "most ofthe commercial impact
from Zyprexa's side effect profile has already occurred with the drug's market share having been cut in halffrom its
peak (14% versus 30%)"); see also Exh. 80, Argus, Eli Lilly & Company (Jan. 5, 2007), 1 at 3. (concluding that "the
articles do not reveal anything new"); Exh. 78, Standard & Poor's, S&P Reiterates Hold Opinion on Shares olEli
Lilly (Dec._18, 2006), at 1 ("We think recent press concerning Zyprexa obesity and diabetes risks, and alleged
promotion for unapproved uses are fafrly widely known. We are not altering our '07.projections for that drug.");
Exh. 77, Goldman Sachs, We Expect Little Impactfrom Recent Zyprexa Reporting (Dec. 17, 2006), at 5 ("We do not
believe that the coverage points to future trends, nor do we believe that it will change trends, given how much
Zyprexa's patient base has already changed in the last few years. We would take advantage-ofany stock weakness
on this news.").

(continued...)
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and Lilly's purported off-label promotion of the drug had been known to the market long before

the two-year statute of limitations began to run on. the claims plaintiffs assert here. Moreover,

this "truth-on-the-m'arket" rendered any alleged misstatement or omission by defendants·

immateria~ - and, therefore, inactionable - under'Rule 10b-5. 11

Section III of this memorandum, which presents a chronological history ofthe

public debate about Zyprexa, shows that -long before plaintiffs filed this lawsuit - a multitude

of public sources repeatedly reported to the securities market the very information that plaintiffs

riow claim that defendants misstated or did not disclose. Both before and during the putative

Class Period, the "market was well aware of the alleged relationship between Zyprexa and certain

adverse events (such as weight gain, hyperglycemia, and diabetes) through public"disclosures

made by Lilly, its competitors, investment analysts, published medical literature, various news

media, regulatory agencies, and product liability plaintiff-lawyers' advertising, press releases,

and public-record complaints.

Section III also sho'ws that the market was well aware - and through a variety of

public-record sources - that physicians and psychiatrists prescribed Zyprexa for off-label uses, .

that plaintiffs alleged in publicly-filed complaints that Lilly engaged in illegal off-label

(continued...)

Copies of these and other public documents cited in this memorand'um are attached to the Declaration of
Gay Parks Rainville in the accompanying Appendix. Section IV.B.3.d of the memorandum addresses plaintiffs'
allegations with respect to three confidential documents. That part of the brief, as well as the three documents, are
bei.ng filed under seal purs~ant to the requirements ofCMO-3.

11 As explained in Section IV.B.I, "truth-on-the-market" is simply the corollary to the "fraud-oo-the
market" doctrine. Defendants' assertion oftruth-on-the-market as a ground for dismissal should oot be interpreted
as an admission by defendants that they in any way misrepresented or omitted the "truth" at any time. Instead, the
truth-on-the-market doctrine applies because many participants in the ongoing, open debate regarding Zyprexa's
safety profile publicly expressed the same views ··of the 'scientific data that plaintiffs purport to espouse here. These
opinions were fully disclosed to the market both before and during the putative Class Period, and were fully
reflected in Lilly's stock price.

-3-
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claimants. An additional 850 clailns· had been tolled through tolling agreemeI?ts executed

between plaintiffs and Lilly.288

·In December 2006, the Zyprexa litigation was highlighted on the front page of the

The New York Times in a series·ofarticles based on excerpts taken from confidential, internal

Lilly documents produced to plaintiffs during discovery in the Zyprexa MDL. The documents,

illegally provided to New York Times' author Alex Berenson, were improperly used to create a

story of Lilly allegedly hiding.the risks of Zyprexa from the public and promoting Zyprexa for

off-label uses.2~9

Despite the fact that these allegations have been made against Lilly since at least

2001, ill the· months after the articles,. potential plaintiffs, including securities plaintiffs in the

present action, saw the publication of the New York Times series as an opportunity to pursue old

claims against Lilly..

IV. ARGUMENT

A. Plaintiffs' Rule lOb-5 Claims Are Time Barred And Must Be
Dismissed.

It is well settled in the Secol1d-.Circuit t.hat federal securities fraud claims should

be dismissed under Rule 12(b)(6) where the statute of limitations has run.290 Indeed, to allow

288 Exh. 13, Lilly 3Q 2006 Form 10-Q (filed 11/3/06), at 8.

289 Exh. 201, Alex Berenson, Eli Lilly Said to Play Down Risks ofTop Pill, N.Y. Times, Dec. 17,2006, at
AI; Exh. 202, Alex Berenson, Drug Files Show Maker Promoted Unapproved Use, N.Y. Times, Dec. 18, 2006, at
AI; Exh. 203, Alex Berenson, Disparity Emerges in Lilly Data on Schizophrenia Drug, N.Y.. Times,. Dec. 21, 2006,
at AI.

~9{) See, e.g., LC Capital Partners, LP v. Frontier Ins. Group, Inc., 318 F.3d 148 (2d Cir. 2003) (affirming
d~_s.missal of securities· fraud action on statute of limitations grounds); Brimo v. Corporate Express, Inc., 229 F.3d
1135 (2d -eir. 2000) (unpublished) (affirming dismissal ofsecurities fraud complaint on statute of limitations
grounds); DOlnenikos v. Roth, No. 05-CV-2080, 2007 WL 221418 (S.D.N.Y. Jan. 26, 2007) (slip copy) (dismissing
federal securities claims as time-barred by statute of limitations); In re Salomon Analyst Winstar Litig., No. 02-CV
6171,2006 WL 510526 (S.D.N.Y. Feb. 28,2006) (unpublished) (reaffirming dismissal of federal securities fraud

(continued...)
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well as all the others previously discussed, plaintiffs' state law causes of action should be

dismissed.

v. CONCLUSION

For all of the above reasons, defendants respectfully request tllat the Court

dismiss plaintiffs' Consolidated Securities Class Action Complaint in its entirety and with

prejudice.

Respectfully submitted,

Robert L. Hickok
Gay Parks Rainville
Christopher J. Huber
PEP'PER HAMILTON LLP
3000 Two Logan Square
Eighteenth & Arch Streets
Philadelphia, PA 19103
(215) 981 ..4000

and

Kenneth J. King
PEPPER HAMILTON LLP
620 Eighth Avenue

.37th Floor
New York, NY 10018-1405
kingk@pepperlaw..com
(212) 808-2700

Dated: October 9, 2007

Attorneys for Defendants
Eli Lilly and Company,
Sidney Taurel, Alan Breier, M.D.
John C. Lechleiter, Charles M. Beasley) Jr., M.D.
Gerhard Mayr, and Gary D. Tollefson, M.D.

(continued...)

states in which purchases were transacted \vould render class treatment unmanageable. Specifically, the Hstate law
claims wQuld require application of the standards of liability of the state in which each purchase was transacted~")~
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

FORTHE EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

v.

ELI LILLY AND COMPANY

CRIMINAL NO.

GOVERNMENT'S MEMORANDUM FOR
ENTRY OF PLEA AND SENTENcING

I. INTRODUCTIoN

The United States ofAmerica, by and through its counsel, the United States Attorney for

the Eastern District ofPennsylvania, and the United States Department ofJustice. Civil Division,

Office ofConsumer Litigation (collectively, the "Govemment"), hereby submits in the above-

captioned matter the Government's Entry ofPlea and Sentencing Memorandum. For the reasons

set forth below, the Government respectfully submits that the Court should accept the guilty plea

ofEli Lilly and Company ("Eli Lilly"), and sentence Eli Lilly in accordance with the parties'

agreement.

The Government and Eli Lilly agree that the appropriate resolution ofthis matter consists

ofa guilty plea by Eli Lilly pursuant to a plea agreement. Eli Lilly has signed a plea agreement

pursuant to Fed.R..Crim.P. 11(c)(1)(C) under which, with the Com's approval. it will plead

guilty to a one-count misdemeanor infonnation charging it with misbranding under the Food,

Drug. and Cosmetic Act, 21 U.S.C. § 301 etSJL ("FDeA"), and pay a stipulated penalty of

5615,000,000 (which is comprised ofa criminal fine ofS515,000,000 and S100~OOO.OOO in
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criminal forfeiture). The plea agreement also proposes that the Court proceed to impose

sentence immediately, without conducting apresentence investigation.

The plea agreement resolves a very significant criminal investigation into the

promotional practices in the United States ofEli Lilly, a phannaceutical manufacturer. for its

drug Zyprexa. The essence ofthe charge is that Eli Lilly marketed Zyprexa for uses that bad not

been approved by the Food and Drug Administration ("FDA"), which resulted in the drug being

misbranded. This guilty plea is part ofa global resolution that includes a civil settlement

agreement with the United States and relators (resolving four civil actions brought under the qui

lam provisions ofthe False Claims Act.), and a Corporate Integrity Agreement with the

Department ofHealth and Human Services. Office ofInspector General.

II. THE CRIMINAL cHARGE

The infonnation filed in this case charges Eli Lilly with one count ofmisbranding its

prescription drug Zyprexa (also known by its chemical name olanzapine) under the FDCA. 21

U.S.C. §§ 331(a), 333(8)(1), and 3S2(f)(1}. A copy ofthis information is attached as Exhibit A.

As the information explaiDS, the FDeA governs the interstate distribution ofdrugs for

human use. The FDCA, and its implementing regulations, prohibit the sponsor ofa new drug

from distributing that drug in interstate commerce W1til the sponsor has obtained approval from

the FDA, after an intensive application and review process. (Information, par. 2). To obtain that

approval. the sponsor must file a New Drug Application ("NDA'') with the FDA, which

identifies all ofthe uses oftbe drug intended by the sponsor. and includes proposed labeling for

those uses. The sponsor must also provide data, generated in randomized and well-controlled

clinical trials, that demonstrates to the FDA's satisfaction that the drug would be safe and

effective for those intended uses. 21 U.S.C. §§ 331(d) and 3SS(b). (Information, par. 3).

2
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The sponsor can only distribute the drug once the FDA approves the NDA and the

labeling for the drug. The approved labeling includes those uses ofthe drug, proposed by the

sponsor, which the FDA has approved. Uses not approved by the FDA. and thus not included in

the labeling for the dmg, are unapproved or off-label uses. Once the FDA approves the drug, the

sponsor can promote the drug, but only for those uses which the FDA approved. Ifthe sponsor

wants to promote the drug for a new usc, the sponsor must apply to the FDA, support the new

use with the proper data from well-eontrolJed clinical studies. propose appropriate labeling, and

obtain FDA approval. (Information, pars. 4-5).

Under the meA, a dn1g is misbranded ifthe labeling does not bear adequate directions

for use. Adequate directions for use can only be written for uses for which the dmg bas been

found by the FDA to be safe and effective. Drugs promoted for uses that have not been

approved by the FDA are misbranded as a matter oflaw under 21 U.S.C. § 3S2(f)(), and thus

cannot be distributed in interstate commerce. (Information, pars. 6-7).

The information alleges that Eli Lilly misbranded Zyprexa by marketing it for off-label

uses from September 1999·through at least November 2003. (Information. par. 19). During this

time. Zyprexa was approved by the FDA for use in treating schizophrenia and certain aspects of

Bipolar Disorder. (Infonnation, pars. 9, 15). The FDA never approved Zyprexa for1he

treabnent ofdementia, Alzheimer's dementia or the cognitive deficits associated with dementia.

(Information, par. 14). The information describes Eli Lilly's promotion ofZyprexa for the

treatment ofunapproved uses, including dementia, Alzheimer·s dementia, agitation, aggression,

hostility, depression, and generalized sleep disorder. Eli Lilly's management created marketing

materials for these off-label uses, trained the sales force. and directed the off-label marketing.

(Infonnation, par. 20).

3
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According to the information, Eli Lilly implemented this off.label promotion effort

through its long-term care (ilLTe'') sales force and its primary care physician ("PCP") sales

force. Starting in 1999. the LTC sales force targeted nursing homes and assisted living facilities,

even though schizophrenia rarely occurs in the elderly. Eli Lilly sought to convince doctors to

treat older patients for disorders which are prevalent in this population. including dementia,

Alzheimer's deme~tia, depression, anxiety, sleep problems, and behavioral symptoms such as

agitation, aggression, and hostility. Eli Lilly promoted Zyprexa for the treatment ofpsychotic

and behavioral symptoms in patients with Alzheimer's dementia and for the treatment of

behavioral and psychological symptoms ofdementia, even though Eli Lilly knew that its studies

ofZyprexa for tbetreatment ofAlzheimer's psychosis had yielded "mixed clinical results," thus

calling into question the effectiveness ofZyprexa for the treatment ofthis disease. (lnformation,

pars. 19-29).

Building on its unlawful promotion and success in the long-term care market, Eli Lilly

executives decided to market Zyprexa to primary care physicians. even though there was almost

no on-label use for Zyprexa in this markel Eli Lilly began to target this market by creating

patient profiles for the sales force to use 10 promote Zyprexa, including a fictitious patient called

"Martha,h who had behavior difficulty and dementia with agitation. Eli Lilly trained its primaIy

care physician sales representatives to promote Zyprexa by focusing on symptomst rather than

Zyprexa's FDA approved indications. Eli Lilly trained its primary care physician sales

representatives to lead with the I&Martha" patient profile. The company's primary care physician

sales representatives promoted Zyprexa ~ing .the c'Martha" patient profile, including Zyprexa's

ability to treat the symptoms ofdementia, such as agitation. "Martha" was a very successful tool

for selling Zyprexa. (Information, pars. 25-27).

4
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The information also describes the harm caused by Eli Lilly's off:labeJ marketing

campaign by raising safety issues, affecting the treatment ofpatients, and undermining the FDA

drug approval process. Eli Lilly knew that significant weight gain and obesity were adverse side

effects ofZyprexa, and knew that significant weight gain and obesity were factors in causing

hyperglycemia and diabetes. Despite the written caution from the FDA, Eli Lilly continued to

promote adverse events as therapeutic benefits, particularly in elderly populations. For example,

when promoting Zyprexa to health care providers for use in elderly populations, the company's

sales representatives stated that weight gain was a therapeutic benefit. DOt an adverse event of

Zyprexa. The LTC sales force told health care providers that S milligrams ofZyprexa at S P.M.,

referred to by the sales slogan "S at S," would help patients with night-time sleep problems,

behavioral issues, and dementiL Eli Lilly undertook this illegal off-label promotion for its own

financial gain, despite the potential risk to patients' health and lives. (lnfonnation. pars. 30-35).

The information specifically charges that- Eli Lilly introduced and caused the introduction

into interstate commerce ofZyprexa, a drug which was misbranded because it lacked adequate

directions for its use in that Eli Lilly promoted it off-label. fiom September 1999 through March

31, 2001. (Information. par. 36). This is the charge to which Eli Lilly is pleading guilty.

III. THE GUlLTV PLEA AGREEMENT

The essential terms ofthe plea agreement are set forth here. A complete copy is attached

for the Court's reference as Exhibit B. In particular:

• Eli Lilly agrees·to plead guilty to a one-count information charging misdemeanor
misbranding of its dmg Zyprexa between September 1999 and March 31.2001, in
violation ofthe FDCA. 21 U.S.C. §§ 33 1(a). 333(8)(1). and 352(t)(I). The charge
arises from Eli Lillyts unlawful promotional practices, known as "off-label"
marketing. Eli Lilly also agrees not to contest forfeiture as set forth in the
agreement. (Plea Agreement, par. 1).

s
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• The parties entered into this plea agreement under Fcd.R.Crim.P. 11(c)(lXC).
with a stipulated sentence. (plea Agreement, par. 2).

• The agreed-upon sentence is: payment 0($615,000,000 (55]5,000,000 as the
criminal fine, plus S100.000,000 as the criminal forfeiture), all payable within J0
business days ofsentencing; plus the special assessment ofSl2S. In light ofthe
anticipated Corporate Integrity Agreement (which has now been signed by Eli
Lilly), the parties agree that Eli Lilly will not be placed on probation. (plea
Agreement, par. 2).

• The parties stipulate to the following faclS and basis for the plea, criminal fine
and forfeiture. (plea Agreement, par. 6(A»:

(1) Eli Lilly marketed Zyprexa, which was a drug within the meaning of21
U.S.C. § 321(g)(1).

(2) Shipments ofa dnJg in interstate commerce must be accompanied by
labeling bearing adequate directions for use for eacb ofthe drug's
intended uses.

(3) In September 1996, Zyprexa was approved by FDA for the short term
management ofthe manifestations ofpsychotic disorders. In March 2000,
FDA approved the addition ofthe subheading "schizophrenia" to the short
term management ofthe manifestations ofpsychotic disorders. Also in
March 2000, FDA approved Zyprexa for the short-term treatment ofacute
manic episodes associated with Bipolar I Disorder. In November 2000.
FDA approved new labeling for Zyprexa for the short term treatment of
schizophrenia in place ofthe management ofthe manifestations of
psychotic disorders. Also in November 2000, FDA approved Zyprexa for
maintaining treatment response in schizophrenic patients who had been
stable for approximately eight weeks and were then followed for a period
ofup to eight months.

(4) Between September 1999 and March 31,2001, Eli Lilly promoted
Zyprexa in elderly populations as treatment for dementia, including
Alzheimer"s dementia. Zyprexa is Dot approved by the FDA for treatment
ofdementia or Alzheimer's dementia. Eli Lilly's promotion ofZyprexa
for these additional intended uses violated 21 U.S.C. § 352(f)(1), because
Zyprexa's labeling did not bear adequate directions for each ofthe drug's
intended uses.

• The United States contends that, as a matter ofrelevant conduct. the conduct at
issue continued past March 31. 2001. Eli Lilly does not admit that this conduct
extended past March 31, 2001. (plea Agreement, par. 6(B».

6
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• The Plea Agreement includes a non-prosecution clause for conduct which (A)
falls within the scope ofthe criminal investigation in the Eastem District of
Pennsylvania relating to Eli Lilly's drug Zyprexa; or (8) wes known to the United
States Attomey~sOffice for the Eastern District ofPennsylvania or the Office of
Consumer Litigation ofthe Department ofJustice as ofthe date ofthe execution
ofthis plea agreement. and which concerned the sale, promotion, or marketing of
Zyprexa in the United States. The non-prosecutic.)D provisions ofthis paragraph
are binding on the Office oftbc United States Attomey for the Eastern District of
Pennsylvania, the Office ofConsumer Litigation ofthe Department ofJustice,
and the United States Attorney's Offices for each ofthe other 93 judicial districts
oftbe United States. The non-prosecution provisions are also binding on the
Crimina) Division oftbe United States Department ofJustice. except that the
investigation ofEli Lilly and its affiliates, divisions, and subsidiaries, being
conducted by the Fraud Section ofthe Criminal Division regarding possible
violations ofthe Foreign Cormpt Practices Act and related offenses in connection
with the sales aDd marketing ofBli Lilly's products to foreign customers is
specifically excluded from the non-prosecution provisions and release. (plea
Agreement, pars. 8-9).

• The Plea Agreement contains an appellate waiver. There can be no appeal ifthe
Court enters the plea under Rule 11(c)(1)(C). (plea Agreement, par. 12).

• Ifacceptable to the Court, the parties agree to waive the presentence investigation
and report pursuant to Fed.R.Crim.P. 32(c)(1), and ask that Eli Lilly be sentenced

· at the time the guilty plea is entered. (plea Agreement, par. 16).

IV. mE OTHER COMPONENTS OF THE GLOBAL RESOLUTION

The plea agreement is part ofa global resolution reached between the United States and

Eli Lilly following a criminal investigation by the United States. In a separate civil settlement

among Eli Lilly, the United States and relators, Eli Lilly will pay up to $800,000,000, plus

interest, to resolve False Claims Act claims by the United States Medicaid Trust Funds, and

other federal programs and agencies. as well as claims by state Medicaid programs and the

District ofColumbia. This settlement also resolves four qui lam actions filed in this district.

Along with the civil settlement agreement, Eli Lilly has signed a five-year Corporate

Integrity Agreement with the Department ofHealth and Human Services, Office ofInspector

General. This agreement imposes a strict compliance program to ensure that the conduct does

7
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nOl recur. Under the Corporate Integrity Agreement, Eli Lilly is subject to exclusion from

Federal Health Care programs, including but not limited to Medicaid, for a mate?al breach ofthe

Agreement, and subject to stipulated monetary penalties for non-material breaches. The

Corporate Integrity Agreement specifically defines "material breach,t. and outlines the violations

that would subject Lilly to stipulated penalties.

v. THE ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS OF THE oFFENSE

A. MisbraDdiag

The information charges one count ofmisbranding under the FDeA, in violation of21

u.s.c. §§ 33](a), 333(8)(1), and 352(f)(1). Section 331 ofTitle 21 United States Code lists

prohibited actsJ including:

(a) The intmduction or delivery for introduction into interstate commerce ofany food,
drug, device, or cosmetic that is adulterated or misbranded.

Under 21 U.S.C. § 352 ofthe FDCA, a drug is ICmisbranded" under several circumstances,

including (as relevant here):

A drug or device shall be deemed to be misbranded -

(f) Directions for use and warnings on label
Unless its labeling bears (1) adequate directions for use ••..

In order to prove the crime ofmisbranding, the Government must establish the following

elements beyond a reasonable doubt:

• that Zyprexa is a drug

• that Zyprexa was misbranded in that it lacked adequate directions for the uses
intended by Eli Lilly, and

• that Zyprexa was introduced into interstate commerce.

Under 21 U.S.C. § 333 ofthe FDCA, the penalties are set forth as follows:

8
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(8) Violation ofsection 331 ofthis title; second violation; intent to defraud or mislead

(1) Any person who violates a provision ofsection 331 ofthis title shall be
imprisoned for not more than one year or fined Dot more than $1,000, or both.

(2) Notwithstanding the provisions ofparagraph (1) ofthis section, ifany person
commits such a violation after a conviction ofhim under this section has become
final, or commits such a violation with the intent to defraud or mislead. such
person shall be imprisoned for not more than three years or fined Dot more than
510,000, or both.

The information in this case charges a misdemeanor under 21 U.S.C. § 333(aXl). In

1985, Eli Lilly pleaded guilty to 2S counts ofviolating the meA for failing to make required

reports to the FDA ofserious adverse reactions to, and misbranding o~ its arthritis dnlg OrafJex.

In 2006, Eli Lilly pleaded guilty to violating the FDCA by misbranding its drug Evista. On the

basis ofeither ofthese prior convictions, the Government could have charged the instant offense

as a felony under 21 U.S.C. § 333(8)(2). As will be discussed below, in accordance with the

Department ofJustice's ("Departmentj Principles ofFederal Prosecution ofBusiness

Organizations, the Government considered all factors in its decision regarding the overall

disposition of this matter. Based on these factors, the Government charged Eli Lilly's conduct as

a misdemeanor.

~Yt the Government notes that it is not illegal for a doctor, using good medical

judgment, to prescribe a drug for~an off-label use. However, it constitutes criminal misbranding

for a drug manufacturer to promote its chug for such off-label use.

B. Forfeiture

The forfeiture component ofthe information and plea agreement arises from the FDeA's

provision for seizing misbranded dmgs. 21 U.S.C. § 334 (allowing proceedings on libel of

infonnation, for condemnation, against chugs that are misbranded or adulterated so that the

9
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Government can seize. destroy or seD them). These proceedings are by their nature classic civil

forfeiture proceedings. Under federal forfeiture law, the Government can pursue criminal

forfeiture in any case where the defendant is charged with a violation ofan Act ofCongress

which contains a civil forfeiture remedy. See 28 U.S.C. § 2461(c) (allowing criminal forfeiture

where the defendant is charged "in a criminal case with a violation ofan Act ofCongress for

which the civil or criminal forfeiture ofproperty is authorized ••••tI). Thus, ifcivil forfeiture is

authorized in a statute such as the meA, then criminal forfeiture is as well.

As tbemisbranded drugs are no longer available for seizure or destruction, the

Government can seek substitute assets. See 18 U.S.C. § 2461(c) (the procedures set forth in 21

U.S.C. § 853 apply to this criminal forfeiture); 21 U.S.C. § 8S3(P) (allowing the forfeiture of

substitute assets ifthe items subject to forfeiture are no longer available).

VI. THE MAXIMJJM PENALTIES

The maximum penalty for this offense is a fine of5200,000 (under 18 U.S.C.

§3571(c)(S), or twice the gross gain or gross loss, whichever is greater (18 U.S.C. §3571(d»; a

special assessment ofS12S (18 U.S.C. § 3013(a)(1)(B)(iii»; and a five-year term ofCourt

supervision (18 U.S.C. § 3S61(c)(2»; in addition. forfeiture may be ordered.

vu. THE FACTS AT TRIAL

In the plea agreement, the parties have stipulated to a factual basis sufficient to support

the entry ofthis plea. (plea Agreement, par. 6(A». Ifthc case were to proceed to trial. the

Government would prove these facts beyond a reasonable doubt, as well as each ofthe other

allegations set forth in the information.1

I The case was iJivestigated by agents from the Food and Drug Administration, Office of
Criminallnvestigations. the Defense Criminal Investigative Service, and the Deparbnent of
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The Oovemmeot would show a concerted plan to maximize revenue by the off-label

marketing ofZyprexa. The proofwould demonstrate that, lor four years between 1999 and

2003. senior executives and managers ofthe company knew and approved ofthese efforts and

engaged in a highly organized and deliberate effort to maximize revenue despite legal

restrictions.

In September 1996, Zyprexa was approved by The FDA for the short-term management

ofthe manifestations ofpsyehotic disorders. Between September 1996 and 1999. Eli Lilly

focused its proactive promotional marketing for Zyprexa to psychiatrists. Eli Lilly had a sales

. force that called on psychiatrists that might prescribe Zyprexa to patients with schizophrenia In

1999, however, Eli Lilly changed its marketing strategy to increase revenue and profit.

~ The Loss orProzae Revenues aDd Profits

In the late 19905. Eli Lilly faced the loss ofsignificant revenue with the expiration ofits

patent on Prozac. In anticipation ofthis event, but unsure exactly when it was going to occur

(due to litigation), Eli Lilly prepared for &'Year X" - the company·s term for the year when it lost

its patent on Prozac.

Around this time, Eli Lilly commissioned a report entided UThe PrimllY Care

Opportunity" from a nationally-known consulting firm. This report found that ''larger

competitors~Merck, Pfizer, Bristol Myers] are migrating toward the primary care channel

with drugs driven by profile improvements" as compared to Eli Lilly. which was beaded in the

directionofproviding drugs in specialty markets. The consulting finn advised Eli Lilly that

''Primary care is a large opportunity that is likely to remain important. • •• Lilly does not

Health and Human SeIVices~Office of Inspector General.
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outperform its competitors in primary care and is leaving money on the table with current and

pipeline products." (Emphasis added). The report identified Eli Lilly products, including

Zyprexa, that ifsold in the "primuy care channeltJ could significantly increase Eli Lilly'S

worldwide sales. The evidence at trial would show that. given the loss ofProzac's patent, Eli

LiDy could not afford "to leave money on the table.It

Adding to the Zyprexa sales calls being made to psychiatrists, Eli Lilly launched the sale

ofZyprexa in PCP offices in October 2000. On March ]3,2001, a Zyprexa Brand Team

manager addressed the PCP sales force for Zyprexa:

Don't get me wrong - unit share growth is good, and what we have
accomplished in that area has Dot gone unnoticed. But dollars pay
the bills and boost the stock price. so Jet's look at S growth.

Again, we are redefining the market. What had been a 3-point lead
over Risperdal is now a 12-point lead. Look at how that Zyprexa
sales line jumps. And ifyou ask Bill RobiDson, our timing is
impeccable. This is Year Xfor Eli Lilly, and the conventional
wisdom is that companies just don't "bounce back" ftom losing
patent protection from their biggest product Well, this trend says
we won't just hit our $60 million plan - it says we've got a great
shot at exceeding our stretch goal ofSlOO million in incremental
sales. 5100 million incremental from this group isn't a nice-to
have; it~s a must-have. We need to OWN this target. because the
[U.S.] affiliate needs our help. Do I have your commitment on
this? I personally challenge each ofyou [to] drive toward a goal
that will help tum Year X into Year X-eeptional.

A short time later. at a meeting ofthe Zyprexa Product Team in July 2001, the high

stakes were clearly laid out: "Straight Talk - Wbatls at Stake. The Company is betting the/arm

on Zyprem ••• the ability ofEli Lilly to remain independent and emerge as the fastest growing

pharma company ofthe decade depends solely on our ability to achieve world class

commercialization o/Zyprexa. Ifwe succeed, Zyprexa wiD be the most successful

pharmaceutical product ever ... we will have made history." (Emphasis and ellipse in original).
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According to Eli Lillyts 2001 annual report: "the 'circle oflife' in our innovation-driven

business brought the role ofProzac in the company's growth to an end. • •. [W]e lost our

exclusive rights to Prozac in the United States on August 2, 2001 - almost three years sooner

than we had expected•.•• [T]he sales ofthis molecule dropped even faster than we bad

expected. Its sales declined 66 percent in the fourth quarter, bringing the total sales for the year

down 23 percent, to $2.0 billion.'It

The evidence would show that in order to help compensate for the lost Prozac revenue

and profits, Eli Lilly decided to broaden its efforts to promote and sell Zyprexa, including for

off-label uses.

B. The Long-Term Care Market

The first step to promote Zyprexa in the long term care ("LTCj market was the creation

ofthe Eli Lilly LTC sales force in the latter halfof 1999. At its inception, the LTC sales force

consisted of IS sales representatives. This modest number, however. quickly grew. By August

1999, the LTC sales force had nearly quadrupled in size to 59. It took only six more months

before Eli Lilly had deployed an army of 160 sales representatives across the country charged

with promoting Zyprexa to nmsing homes and similar LTC facilities.

At a January 2001 sales meeting, the sales representatives were told that the LTC market

represented leA Golden Opportunity" for Eli Lilly, representing "one ofthe fastest growing

segments ofthe u.s. population." In order to capitalize on this uGolden Opportunity," Eli Lilly

directed its LTC sales force to focus their promotional efforts on a core message for Zyprexa, to

deliver at eve'f1 sales call: ICZyprexa safely stabilizes behaviors/symptoms and maintains

response." Eli Lilly further elaborated on the "Zyprexa LTC Message." Among the "Key

Message Points" for sales representatives to deliver to doctors were: "Zyprexa stabilizes
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behavioral symptoms such as agitation, aggressive behavior, and paranoid delusions (AAP)" and

"Zyprexa offers your patients the best chance ofsignificant overall improvement.It The focus of

the LTC core messaging was on behavioral symptoms and not the FDA-approved indications.

In January 2002, the Zyprexa LTC message had evolved to differentiate the drug from a

rival atypical antipsychotic drogt Risperdal. Eli Lilly touted Zyprexa in nursing homes as

superior J&in treating behavioral symptoms like agitation and aggressiontJ and for a superior

maintenance ofresponse. Eli Lilly claimed that its data showed a 400At improvement in

symptoms.

The evidence would show that, in addition to claiming that such symptom improvement

helped the patient, Eli Lilly directed its LTC sales representatives to promote Zyprexa as an aid

to the caregiver and the physician. The sales representatives were instnlcted that because

Zyprexa PUJportedly worked to quell certain behaviors, the patient would demand less nursing

time and the physician would in tum receive "fewer pages/phone calls from nursing staf£"

Focusing on these symptoms to the exclusion ofthe drug's approved indications was a thinly

veiled effort to promote Zyprexa as a treatment for the behavioral and psychological symptoms

of dementia, without explicitly saying so.

The use ofdementia symptoms as the focus ofpromotional activities was the central

pillar ofthe LTC sales force's mission. The message was carried by sales rqn:esentatives in

their discussions with health care professionals on detail visits, and was aided by the use of

journal reprints in conjunction with a visual sales aid.

In October 2000, the Archives ofGeneral Psychiatry published a study submiued by

Lilly Research Laboratories entitled OJanzapine Treatment ofPsychotic and Behayioral __

Symptoms in ~atients With Alzheimer Disease in Nursing Care Facilities (referred to as the
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"Street study· or "Street Reprint").2 In this study, Eli Lilly followed 206 elderly nursing home

patients who bad been diagnosed with Alzheimer's Disease. the most common form ofdementia.

In this randomized, double-blind, placebo-eontrolled six week study, low-dose Zyprexa was

found to be effecth'c in treating "agitation/aggression and psychosis in this population ofpatients

with AJzheimer~sDisease."

After tbe study's publication, Eli Lilly provided its LTC sales re~sen1atives with

reprints ofthe article, and at January 2001 sales meetings directed them to integrate its usc

during their promotional calls. LTC sales representatives were directed to open the sales call

with a discussion ofthe Street Reprint. The "Verbatim'" included the statement, "Data from this

multicenter, double-blind, placebo-controUcd trial ofolanzapine [Zyprexa] indicates that low-

dose olanzapine, SaDd lOmglday. is effective in reducing behavioral disturbances and psychotic

symptoms in patients with Alzheimer's Disease residing in nursing care facilities."

After opening the call with the discussion ofEli Lilly's latest research demonstrating

Zyprexa's efficacy on DW'Sing home patients with Alzheimer's Disease, the sales representatives

were directed to "paint the patient picture" - the picture ofa patient who was exhibiting

aggression and agitation - the same symptoms identified in the Street Reprint. Then, the

representative was directed to provide the "core message" - "Zyprexa stabilizes behavioral

symptoms such as agitation, aggressive behavior, & paranoid delusions." In this way, the Street

2 The lead author oftbe study was Dr. Jamie Street The study identified Dr. Street and other
authors from Lilly Research Laboratories. The study also stated that Dr. Street and other authors
were stockholders in Eli Lilly. a sponsor ofthe study.

J As the tenn "Verbatim'· is used by Eli Lilly, it is a written script developed by the company for
sales representatives to follow in communicating with health care providers.
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Reprint set the stage for a sales visit that urged physicians to prescribe Zyprexa as a treatment for

Alzheimer's Disease.

Eli Lilly's use ofthe Street study in promotion was misleading. Although the Street

study suggested Zyprexa was effective in treating Alzheimer's Disease. other Eli Lilly studies

had different results. Eli Lilly study HGOA (1995) demonstrated that Zyprexa worked no better

than a placebo on Alzheimer's Disease. Likewise, study HGGU (2001) confirmed that Zyprexa

was no better than a placebo or Risperdal. Because it·could not substantiate Zyprexats efficacy

in Alzheimer's Disease. Eli Lilly abandoned efforts to secure regulatory approval for

Alzheimer's psychosis in November 2001.

There is no evidence that Lilly's sales representatives provided physicians the studies

that showed Zyprexa was not an effective treatment for Alzheimer's Disease, Dor is there any

evidence ofsales representatives advising doctors that Eli Lilly had decided not to seek an

Alzheimer's psychosis indication. The evidence would show that the Street study - whose

findings stood alone - was widely used by the LTC sales force during its sales calls to promote

Zyprexa. As a resul~ En Lilly's use ofthe Street study was not only unlawful off-label

promotion, but misrepresented what Eli Lilly knew about Zyprexa's efficacy in this patient

population.

The use ofreprints to promote Zyprexa to nursing homes for the treatment ofsymptoms

ofdementia was not limited to the Street Reprint. In August 2001 J the American Journal of

Geriatric Psychiatry published another Eli Lilly-funded study: Antipsychotic Treatment of

Behavioral and Psychological Symptoms ofDementia in Geropsycbiatric Inpatients (referred to
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here as the "Edell·study" or "Edell Reprintj.4 As with the Street study, Eli Lilly armed its LTC

sales force with reprints ofthe Edell study and instructed them on its use at the quarterly LTC

sales force district meetings in September 2001. DescnDing it as "Hot offthe press,11 LTC

managers underscored how the study uFocuses on elderly patients with &Bebavioral Symptoms

Associated with Dementia,,n concluding that "Zyprexa patients experienced significantly greater

overall improvement in behavioral and psychological symptoms ofdementia compared to

Risperdal and Haldo)." Thus, the Edell study suggested that Zyprexa is an effective treatment

for dementia, despite the Jack ofFDA approval for such an indication.

The·PowerPoint presentation that was·provided to the LTC district managers for

introducing the Edell Reprint included a slide that stated that the Edell Reprint is ,anon-

promotional" and that sales representatives could.only "answer unsolicited questions."

However, district managers were instructed in the accompanying speaker DOles to ask their

representatives to share their best practices "for getting into a dialogue about the Edell Reprint"

The PowerPoint suggested that a best practice was to ask the physician, "Do you have any

questions about this study?" In this manner. Eli Lilly encouraged its sales representatives to

induce a physician to ask an "unsolicited·' question about the Edell study. Other "best practices"

in discussing the Edell Reprint included asking the physician "What is your understanding ofthe

data?" The evidence would show that the purpose ofasking these questions was to induce the

physician to prescribe Zyprexa to treat his or her dementia patients with Zyprexa.

• The principal author of the study was William S. Edell. Ph.D., ofMental Health Outcomes,
Inc.• a subsidiary ofHorizon Health Corporation. The other author oftbe study was Sandra L.
Tunis ofEli Lilly.
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Once the sales representative had accomplished moving from the Edell study to a

description ofthe behaviors in that study. the LTC sales representatives were to transition to the

Zyprexa sales aid, which featured a fictitious elderly patient named Rose Jackson: "Let's talk

about a patient that you see everyday [sic) in your nursing home. A patient like Rose who is

exhibiting these same behaviors.n Another suggested transition between the Edell Reprint and

the Rose detail aid was: uDr., Jet's talk about a patient that requires that extra nursing time we

talked about. It's a patient like Rose who is displaying aggressive behavior, she is thinking the

nurses are tIying to poison her, and she may be combative and refusing her meds."

Thus, the Edell study was seamlessly integrated as the new foundation ofa Zyprexa sales

call that bad nothing to do with schizophrenia or acute bipolar mania. Rather, the sales call was

focused entirely on symptoms ofdementia and how Zyprexa was the solution to those behaviors.

The Zyprexa Brand Team developed several visual aids for sales representatives to use

during their detail visits. Nowhere in the Zyprexa LTC selling aid, also know as a detail aid,

were Zyprexa's approved indications identified. The implementatioD guide for sales

representatives. accompanying the detail aid, stated that Eli Lilly wants "our long tena care

customers to believe 2 main points: ZYPREXA stabilizes symptoms and behaviorssafeJy [and]

ZVPREXA gets patients like Rose better and keeps them better." The focus ofthe detail aid was

on Rose's symptoms, not any particular diagnosis such as schizophrenia.

Apage in the detail aid described Rose's symptoms: 'JIncreasiDgIy agitated; Beginning

to demonstrate aggressive behavior; Paranoid (thinks people are poisoning her food); Socially

withdrawn.~· Although the implementation guide for this detail aid directed the sales

representative to "Identify patient, Rose~ and highlight her current symptomatology, clinical

observations, and diagnosis" no diagnosis for Rose was found either in the detail piece or the
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implementation guide. Eli Lilly suggested that sales representatives teU the physician, "Doctor,

does it make sense to use ZYPREXA as a first choice for a patient like Rose, since ZYPREXA

helps to safely stabilize symptoms and behaviors such as agitation, anxiety. hostility. delusions,

and resistance to care?"

The sales aid ~ghlighted that "Zyprexa helps repair the damage ofbehavioraJ symptoms;

Stabilizes symptoms and behaviors; Reduces agitation and hostility; Reduces suspiciousness and

delusions." Eli Lilly'S focus on these symptoms. without reference to a specific diagnosis, was

carefully crafted. .These symptoms were the behavioral and psychological symptoms of

dementia. With a prevalence ofless than 1%, nursing home doctors were Dot likely to see a I

geriatric schizophrenic patient every day. However, with a prevalence of600At to 80% among

nursing home patients, these doctors did in fact see dementia patients daily.

The detail aid also touted Zyprexa as a treatment for depression and anxiety, claiming

that in clinical trials, Zyprexa "significantly improved mood symptoms • •. including depressive

symptoms, anxious symptoms, [and] somatic concerns.II LTC sales representatives were

instructed to teU doctors. "ZYPRBXA has many additional benefits for your patients, including

stabilizing depressive and negative symptoms as weD as behaviors•••• How does this data on

the ability ofZYPREXA to improve mood and negative symptoms compare to yourclinical

experience?" Zyprexa was not approved ·for the treatment ofdepressive disorders~major

depressive disorder, dysthymia), somatofonn disorders~ hypochondriasis) or anxiety

disorders~ generalized anxiety disorder, panic disorder, post-traumatic stress disorder).

The evidence would show that the nursing home patients these doctors treated did not

have any ofZyprexat~ approved indications. In order to sell Zyprexa to this population, Eli Lilly

had another plan ofattack - show the physician data suggesting that Zyprexa was effective in
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treating dementia, aDd then sell to the behaviors ofdementia that were commonly present in the

nursing home.

Call notes would prove that Eli Lilly's sales represeDtatives followed this direction and

promoted Zyprexa off-label to physicians treating patients in LTC settings.' The call notes also

contain evidence that Eli Lilly LTC sales representatives described the weight gain associated

with Zyprexa as a benefit for elderly patients. In addition, there is evidence in the call notes that

sales representatives used Zyprexa's pmported ability to increase cognition as a reason for

doctors to prescribe Zyprexa to their elderly patients. The FDA-approved label does not include

any reference that Zyprexa is approved to improve or increase cognition in patients.

In addition, the evidence would show that Eli Lilly sales representatives were encouraged

to utilize drug utilization reports ("DURs") containing private. individualized patient information

as a marketing tool to increase prescriptions ofZyprexa. These DURs would enable Eli Lilly

sales representatives to see whether the doctors they planned to detail were prescribing Zyprexa

relative to other dJugs. OURs typically include private patient information. The Winter 2003

issue ofEli Lilly's LTC Best Practices Newsletter included a section on why DURs we~

important and how to obtain them. As ofApril 14, 2003, health care providers. health care

clearinghouses, and most health plans could disclose individually identifiable "protected health

infonnationtt only as permitted Wlder federal regulations promulgated·by the Secretary ofHHS.

S Following their sales call, Eli Lilly"s sales representatives were required to write a "caU note"
oftheir interaction with the health care customer. Eli Lilly sales representatives were instructed
to document the calls immediately following interactions with their customers and document
information that was considered essential for·the sales representative and hislher tenitoJY partner
to progressively sell their customers.
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Despite this limitation, the evidence would show that sales representatives were encouraged 10

gain access to DURs in an effort to improve sales ofZypreXL

c. Tbe Primary Care Market

In addition to the LTC market, the evidence would demonstrate that off-label promotion

was an important part ofthe Zyprexa marketing plan to promote and sell Zyprexa to PCPs.

Building on its entry into the LTC market, Eli Lilly executives made a decision to start

marketing Zyprexa to PCPs~

In the first part of2000, a team within Eli Lilly recommended that Eli Lilly "Launch

[Zyprexa] into broader PCP MarkeL" Eli Lilly's document would disclose that the reasons for

the recommendation included "ability to grow the market and increase corporate profits;

opportunity to change lower decile PCPs prescribing habits and expand use as proven in PCP

pilot." This presentation was covered wi1b references to how low- and higber-prescnDing PCPs

prescribe for dementia. The Eli LilJydocument noted that "[w]hile elderly data would be a plus,

CUJTent schizophrenia data is appropriate (symptoms are the same). Current LTC message tested

in PCP focus groups.tI

On September 9, 2000. three members ofEli Lilly's ZyprexaBrand Team aeated a

presentation entitled: ,cPrimlJy Care for Patients With Behavioral. Mood, and Thought

Disturbances." The presentation stated that "Behavioral. mood. and thought disturbances

frequently are the common clinical manifestations seen by Primary Care Physicians in patients

with: Depression, Bipolar Disorder (manic); Thought Disorders (psychoses); Delirium; [and]

Dementia.It The pr~entation p~ceeded to describe three case studies, including "Martha.. who

bad behavior difficulty and suffered from dementia with agitation.
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The fictitious Martha patient profile was one ofthree first used by Eli Lilly to promote

Zyprexa to PCPs. The detail aid featured Martha, David and Christine in that order, and

described Martha as follows: "Martha is a widow who lives close to her family. She's been

your patient for several years. Sbe's becoming more complicated to manage ·with increasing

agitation. Her family has shared their concerns with you •.• 'She thinks we're tlying to take

advantage ofher.' lAt times she is·confuscd.' ..• 'Recently, she's been getting angry with us.'

Goals oftreatment: Reduce behavioral disturbances. Decrease disorganized thinking.'t The

detail aid pointed out that "ZYPREXA was· approved for the short-term treatment of

schizophrenia in 1996; ZYPREXA was approved for the shon-term treatment ofbipolar mania 

in 2000 ...." In response to questions posed in the detailing aid, under the heading "Know the

efficacy ofZyprexa" the detail aid described the efficacy ofZyprexa: "Doctor: Will ZVPREXA

calm the agitation ortis patient? Zyprexa is proven effective in reducing positive symptoms

including tension, agitation, hostility, IDger. uncooperativeness and belligerence. Family: Will

this product calm our mother without impairing her cognition? ZYPREXA is proven effective in

reducing hostility, anger, uncooperativcness, and belligerence with no impairment in cognition."

The evidence would show that in October 2000, Eli Lilly began to detail Zyprexa to

PCPs even though it least one internal Eli Lilly docwnent acknowledged that there was virtually

DO on-label use for Zyprcxain-the.primary care markeL The document, "ZVPREXA - PrimBJ}'

Care Strategy and Implementation Overview," provided that detailing PCPs was a major

challenge because "Zyprexa's primary indications - schizophrenia and bipolar - are not viewed

as PCP [primary care physician]-treated conditions, so there's not a specific indication for Lilly

reps to promote in the PCP segment.It
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To get around-the impediment that Zyprexa's indications - schizophrenia and bipolar

mania - were not viewed as PCP-treated conditions, sales representatives were instructed to tout

Zyprexa as a safe option for the treatment ofa wide array ofmood disorders commonly treated

by PCPs. For example, the Zyprexa "Primary Care Strategy and Implementation OveJView"

detailed how to position Zyprexa:

Zyprexa: The safe, proven solution in mood, thought, and
behavioral disorders. We will emphasize safety to address baniers
to adoption, and merchandise the brand's "Four years - Four
million patients" base ofexperience. The word "solution" speaks
to unmet medical need, and enables the PCP to take control of
clinical situations that previously had Jed to referrals and/or poor
outcomes. ~'Mental disorders" is intentionally broad and vague,
providing latitude 10 frame the discussion around symptoms and
behaviors rather than specific indications. We will position
Zyprexa as the incremental next step in the PCP's expanding
clinical orbit:~ SSRIs => 2- generation antidepressants =>
safe, gende psychotropics.

In October 2000, Eli Lilly had a meeting in Orlando, Florida for S10 PCP sales

representatives to introduce them to the new message for promoting Zyprexa to primary care

physicians. This meeting was called "Viva ZyprexL" According to the Zyprexa Brand Team,

the Zyprexa Primary Care "Strategic Intent" was "Zyprcxa can and will become an everyday

agent in primary care. Ours is a growth strategy, not a niche strategy." The PCP sales

representatives were trained to promote Zyprexa focusing on symptoms, not indications. The

patient profiles were included in the first detail aid to be used by the sales force in promoting

Zyprexa to PCPs. The "Zyprexa Implementation Guidett provided to sales representatives stated

that:

In order to succeed in the Primary Care market, we must focus on
the symptoms and behaviors found in mood, thought. and
behavioral disturbances. The sales aid has been organized in such
a fashion that will allow you to identify specific symptoms for
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these disturbances. The message flow and the patient profiles
(M~ David, and Christine) will aid you in helping the
physician to recognize these symptoms in patients he or she sees
frequently. Use these tools to aim for early identification of
relevant patient types, as well as pointing out the important role
that family members play.

Around nine months after introducing Zyprexa into prim8I)' care, Ell Lilly introduced a

new detail aid. According to the "Zyprexa Primary Care Implementation Guide," dated June

2001, "The primary difference in this piece is that we structure each major spread around a

patient, not around data. In other words, when you paint a picture ofa specific patient type, you

need DOt jump around the piece to show supporting evidence. It'5 all right there. in one place.

enabling you to create action on the spoL You'll see an old friend (Martha) and meet two new

ones: Michael and Kelly. Michael exhibits clear signs and symptoms ofbipolar disorder,

without appearing to be as threatening as his predecessor (David). Kelly stroggles With mild to

moderate psychosis, with visible elements ofa mood component. A~ the intent was to make

Kelly more 'treatable t by a PCP (versus a defiant Christine)." The new detail aid avoided

patients .like David and Christine. whom PCPs were reluctant to treat. and made them less

"threatening" or "defiant."

The two-page spread ofthe fictitious Martha patient profile in the detail aid highlighted

the symptoms that Zyprexa purportedly treated, but did not reference the FDA-approved

indications. In its effort to sell Zyprexa to PCPs, Eli Lilly instructed its sales representatives

how to respond ifa doctor objected to prescribing Zyprexa on the ground that be or she did not

treat patients with schizophrenia or bipolar disorder. According to an Eli Lilly sales guide, ifa

doctor told a sales representative that he or she refers such patients to psychiatrists, the sales

representative was instructed to reply, "Doctor, that makes sense. Patients with moderate to
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severe symptoms ofschizophrenia and bipolar disorder should be treated by a psychiatrist

However. in your own practice there are probably patients who may experience symptoms such

as elevated mood. emotional withdrawal, aDd agitation who may benefit from ZVPREXA. Keep

in mind that refenals can be expensive, time-consumins. or logistically difficult ...." In this

manner, Eli Lilly sales representatives encouraged doctors to prescnDe Zyprexa for patients who

were not aftlicted with the illnesses for which Zyprexa was approved.

The evidence would demonstrate that Eli Lilly promoted Zyprexa for other off-label uses.

including treatment for agitation, dementia, depression and generalized sleep disorder. An

internal Eli Lilly email dated February 2000, states "we have been driving the depression story

with Zyprexa in our DTP [Direct to Physician] programs since Q3 ]998. We were ahead to [sic]

the cwve in recognizing and communicating the importance ofthis attribute and how we can

utilize it to differentiate ourselves in the marketplace.n Zyprexa was Dot and never has been

indicated for depression.

Eli Lilly's off-label promotion ofZyprexa did not go unnoticed by doctors. An internal

Eli Lilly email to "Area Zyprexa Champions" dated November 2000, noted that some sales

representatives were "getting a little grieffrom some ofour docs [doctors] about promoting

Zyprexa for dementia" because there is no FDA-approved drug for dementia. Th~ email from an

Eli Lilly PCP sales representative stated:

Since the diagnosis ofour 3 patients in the Zyprexa core message
piece are: Martha - dementia, David - bipoJar, Christine - schizo;
can you enlighten us a little more about dementia. We know that
we are to describe the symptoms and stay away from diagnoses,
but for our own background. can you elaborate on dementia and
bow it is different from other things like Alzbeimers, etc. We are
getting a little grief from some ofour docs [doctors] about
promoting Zyprexa for dementia, but according to the slides. in the
audioconference set there is no FDA-approved drog for dementia
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A member ofthe Zyprexa Brand Team in Indianapolis responded to several sales

representatives asking them to disseminate the response to their colleagues:

Dementia is a broad classification that basicaUy indicates a disease
which produces a decline in cognitive fuDctioDiDg. As we know,
there are many other symptoms associated with this as weD
(behavioral disturbances. psychosis). Alzheimers disease is the
most prevalent form ofdementia, estimated at over 80% of
dementia cases. Other forms may include vascular dementia.
[Jewy body] dementia, dementia NOS.

There is nothing in the email exchange which said sales representatives should not be

promoting Zyprexafor dementia. This email was sent broadly throughout the Eli Lilly sales

force and the Zyprexa Brand Team. Rather than instruct sales representatives not to promote

Zyprexa for dementia, the message to the field was to continue the off-label promotion.

On Sunday, November 2 and Monday, November 3. 2003, the Knight Ridder newspaper

chain ran a series ofstories relating to injuries in patients prescribed dmgs for unapproved. uses.

Based on its investigation, the authors ofthe series Doted that nearly two-thirds ofantipsycbotic

prescriptions were for off-label uses. including for insomnia and attention-deficit disorder.

Following the publication afthese articles, an Eli Lilly Regional Business Director sent a

voicemail to a district sales managert who passed it OD to the sales representatives on his "team:

Message from [] going"to the management team. I just wanted to
share with you the importance ofdriving the business, being feared
and· respected by our competitors. but at the same time we need to
make sure that we're doing it within the guidelines ofthe job.
Sunday morning's Fort Worth newspaper. front page center, and
on Monday morning's front page center, was two articles about
companies and products that are being promoted off-label. And I
just want to ensure that when we're in the field, that we are talking
initability + 4. We are not talking about just anxiety or just
initability, patients on antidepressants. and we're really asking for
Zyprexa. We need to make sure that we tire definitely tIIlklng
about IIcute bipolllr mania, we're not talking about the old
/dartha, which is tolaNy Dff-Iabel. especially when physicians say
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they're llIing it/Dr dementillorAlz/Jeimenj don', hllVe lin

indiclltlDn.

The evidence would show that shortly after the launch ofZyprexa into the prim8JY care

market, Eli -Lilly conducted a survey ofdistrict managers and sales representatives to understand

what worked and what needed to be changed. The market research showed sales representatives

"having the most success when their message centers on identifying patient types and treating

symptoms instead offocusing on patient diagnosis." A presentation by an Eli Lilly market

research analyst identified "What's working in the message":

Getting them to start in the office is the goal. uYou are their last
hope before the nursing home .•.tI

Transition from Prozac message: Prozac SSRI for elderly, some
elderly pts [patients] transitioning 10 early dementillt they really
need you, the last thing they need is to go to another doctor.

Under the beading "Cautions." the market research analyst stated: "Some PCPs focus on

drug class, indication, and diagnosis and not appropriate patient types.It The analyst then quoted

a district manager that was interviewed during the survey and said: "The patient descriptors

help, but it"s bard not to have an indication they can sink their teeth into." One ofthe "lessons

leamed" according to the analystts market research was the "PCPs uncomfortable with the fact

that all detail data is about acute schizophrenia."

In March 2001, five months after the launch in primuy care, Eli Lilly put together a

message management team to provide feedback on the current message and direction on the

refinement ofthe message. A summary ofthe "key take-awaystt stated that IIWhat is wor/dng:

Martha - for patient identification. Symptom and Behavior management. Audioconferences.

Simplicity oCthe 3x3 message. What needs imprDvement: Cluistine and David. Martha - a gap
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exists in our comprehension ofMartba and the MD's identification ofMartha. Lackof

diagnoses. Patient education."

According to an internal newsletter, Eli Lilly USA ODline, published OD July 2S, 2001.

the launch ofZyprexa into primary care was a huge success:

Today. Zyprexa dominates segment share ofvoice, with more than
SO percent ofall sales contacts and customer spend. Sales results
have proven that speed can also be profitable. Through June,
Zyprexa share ofmarket ofnew prescriptions topped 27 perccnl
up more than six full share points in eight months. The team has
cut the competition's lead from 12 points in Octobcrto just 3.5
percent in June. Based on this success, Sigma got approval last
month to increase its targets from 22,000 primmy care physicians
(PCPs) to more than 50,000.

One year later, in June 2002, Eli Lilly's Vice President for U.S. sales 8IU1ouoced a

significant increase in the resources committed to the primary care markeL "Due -to the success

ofthe launch," Eli Lilly decided to add three othersales divisions (each with 510 sales

representatives) to promote Zyprexa in addition to the Sigma sales force of510 sales

representatives that had been promoting Zyprexa to PCPs for 18 months. The evidence would

show that Eli Lilly employed more than 2,000 sales representatives who promoted Zyprexa in

the primary care and long-tenn care marketplace.

The evidence would show that Eli Lilly considered seeking an indication for Zyprexa for

the treatment ofpsychosis associated with Alzheimer's disease but did not follow through with a

final supplemental New Drog Application. Later, following the &'mixed" results from clinical

trials, the most senior executive ofthe Zyprexa Product Team recommended to very senior

executives within Eli LiJly not to pursue an indication forZyprexa to treat Alzheimer·s

psychosis. That recommendation was accepted. Nevenheless, Eli Lilly continued to promote

Zyprexa for treatment oftbe elderly with dementia even after they decided that .given the mixed
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results in the clinical trials
i
they could not meet the safety aDd efficacy standards oftbe FDA for

approval fortbe treatment ofAlzheimer's psychosis.

In 2000, when Eli Lilly started marketing Zyprexa to P~sJ the sales ~orce was instrocted

to tout Zyprexa's safety. and to downplay negative side effects. Specifically, with respect to the

issue ofweight gain, sales representatives were instructed to tell doctors that, &&[a]s with many

agents in its class, ZVPREXA is sometimes associated with weight gain. For most patients. this

is very manageable."

Indeed, despite specific warnings from the FDA not to do so, Eli Lilly continued to

promote Zyprexat s adverse events as positive atbibutes to be touted. At the 2000 meeting to

launch Zyprexa in the primary care market, Zyprexa's Product Team Leader told the Eli Lilly

sales representatives: "our one clinical Achilles heel is weight gain. That's a plus in the elderly

because ofwasting ofthose individuals•••. Weight gain is a side effect ofZyprexa. We lcDew it

early OD. It is a reality. In certain conditions. like the elderly. it's a plus. It's an advantage

because of; because of [sic] the difficulty the elderly have in maintaining their weight.It The Eli

Lilly scientist told the sales representatives, even when weight gain occurred in younger patients,

it was Dot a serious concern: "It occurs to a very extreme degree in only a very small number of

patients, thankfully•... It's always important to position weight gain in it's properperspective,

in a constellation ·ofefficacy and side effect, and to Dot solely focus on weight gain. •• So it's

very important to always put weight gain in that context ofefficacy, safety profile, et ~tera." In

promoting Zyprexa, Eli Lilly turned an adverse event ofthe drug into a therapeutic benefit.

VIII. THE SENTENCING CONSIDERATIONS

The agreed-upon sentence takes into account Eli Lilly's conduct under 18 U.S.C. §§ 3553

and 3572. and the United States Sentencing Guidelines. Eli Lilly's proposed sentence reflects
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the breadth and length oftbe company's illegal conduct, including relevant conduct relating to

the off-label promotion ofZyprexa.

The criminal fine is based on a number offactorst including an estimate ofthe amount of

Zyprexa sold attributed to the company's illegal conduct The Government then estimated the

profit Eli Lilly derived from the sale ofZyprexa, and applied that profitability percentage to the

amount ofZyprexa sold that could be attributed to the company's illegal conduct. The

Government then multiplied the resulting dollar amount by an appropriate multiplier to reach a

total penalty of5615,OOO,OOO. The 5615,000,000 was then-divided into two parts: a criminal

fine of5515.000,OOO and asset forfeiture ofSlOO,OOOtOOO. The $515,000,000 is the largest

criminal tine imposed against an individual defendant in the history ofthe United States. It is

also the largest criminal fine in a health care criminal case in history. This agreed-upon sentence

faUs within the statutory maximum set forth in 18 U.S.C. § 3S71 (d) (twice the gross gain or

Joss).

The proposed criminal resolution accomplishes the goals of sentencing under 18 U.S.C.

§ 3553. The Government has considered the nature and circumstances ofthe offense and the

hiStory and characteristics of the defendant. The Government believes that this historic criminal

fine reflects the seriousness ofthe offense and the defendant's earlier violations ofthe FDeA.

lbeoff-Iabel.marketing here was harmful in that it undermined the drug approval process

mandated by statute. interfered with the doctor-patient relationship. was misleading to doctors,

and posed potential risk 10 patients.

The Government also believes that the criminal fine promotes respect for the·Jaw. The_

Government believes that the proposed sentence will deter Eli Lilly from further unlawful

promotion of its pharmaceutical products. A criminal fine ofthis magnitude, coupled with all of
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the other aspects ofthe resolution ofthis matter, will also serve as general deterrence to others

who might be tempted to go down the road ofoff-label marketing.
,

In accordance with the Department's Principles offederal Prosecution ofBusiness

Organizations, the Government considered all the factors in its decision regarding the overall

disposition. Those factors included, but were not limited to, any collateral consequences.

including whether there would be disproportionate harm to shareholders. pension holders,

employees. and other persons not proven personally culpable, and the impact on the public.

arising from the prosecution. As a result, the Govemment decided to charge Eli Lilly with a

misdemeanor violation of the FDCA and to agree to the criminal penalty set forth in the plea

agreement.

All oftbe factors discussed in this section are difficult to quantify. but the Govemme~t

believes the proposed criminal penalty is ajust resolution orthis.matter. The stipulated criminal

fine ofSSlS,OOO,OOOand asset forfeiture ofSIOO,OOO,OOO is the result oflong and intensive

negotiations between the parties. It represents ajust resolution of the charge against Eli Lilly for

its off-label marketing, particularly when coupled with the significant civil settlement and the

obligations imposed by the significant Corporate Integrity Agreement.
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IX. CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons. the.Go~emmen~ respectfully recommends that the Court

sentence Eli Lilly to a crimiDal fine in the amolDlt ofSSlS~OOO,OOO, impose asset forfeiture in the

amount or$100JOOOtOOO~ and require a special assessment of5125.
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF PENNSYLVANIA

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

v.

ELI LILLY AND COMPANY ..

CRIMINALNO._---

DATE FILED: --

VIOLATION:
21 U.S.C. §§ 331(8), 333(8)(1) and
352(1)(1) (distrib.tioB ofmisbranded
drags: iDadequate directions for use - 1
eount)
Notice of forfeiture

INFORMATION

COUNT ONE

THE UNITED STATES ATTORNEY CHARGES THAT:

At all times material to this infoDDation:

BACKGROUND

1. Defendant EU LILLY AND COMPANY CRr LILL~') was a

corporation o~rating and existing under the laws ofthe State ofIndiana, with headquarters and. .
manufacturing facilities located in Indianapolis, Indiana ELI Ln..LY was engaged in the

developmen~ manufacture, promotion, and sale ofpharmaceutical drogs intended for hwnan use.

ELI LILLY distributed its phannac;eutical drugs throughout the UDited States.

2. The Federal Food, DlUg. and Cosmetic Act ("FOCA''), among other

thin~ governed the interstate distribution ofdrugs for human use, as codified in 21 U.S.C.

§ 30I,~E.9.r. The FDCA and its implementing regulations prohibited the distribution ofany new

drug in interstate commerce until the sponsor or manufacturer of that new drug had received
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approval from the United States Food and Drug Administration ("FDA"). based on an intensive

application and review process. 21 UaS.C. § 355.

3. The FDCA required that the sponsor ofa new drug submit a New Drog

Application ("NDAt
') to the FDA, which identified all ofthe proposed uses ofthe drug intended

by that sponsor, together with the proposed labeling for those uses, and data, generated in

randomized and well-eontrolled clinical trials, that demonstrated to the FDAt s satisfaction that

the dnJ.g would be safe and effective for those intended uses. 21 U.S.C. §§ 331(d) and 3SS(b).

4. Until the FDA approved theNDA, including the proposed labeling, and

found sufficient evidence ofthe dreg's safety and efficacy for the uses proposed by the spoDSOr,

the FDeA prohibited the sponsor from introducing the new dmg into interstate commerce. 21

U.S.C. § 355(a). Only after the FDA approved the application was the spoDSOr permitted by law

to promote and market the drog, and then only for the medical conditions ofuse specified in the

approved labeling. Uses not approved by the FDA, and not included in the dmg's approved label,

were known as "unapproved usestt or "off-label uses."

S. Under the FDC~ ifthe sponsor ofa drug wanted to market that drug for

an unapproved or off-label use, the sponsor first was required to submit to the FDA each

additional proposed use, together with evidence, in the form ofrandomized and well-controlled

clinical studies. sufficient to demonstrate that the drug was safe and effective for each additional

proposed therapeutic use. The sponsor could not label or promote the drug for any new intended

use without the prior approval ofthe FDA.

6. The FDeA provided that a drug \\-as misbranded it: among other things.

the labeling did not bear adequate directions far its use. 21 U.S.C. § 352(f)(1). Adequate
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directions for use could Dot be written for medical indications or uses for which the drug had Dot

been found by the FDA to have been proven to be safe and effective through well~D1rOlled

cliDical studies. Drugs that were promoted for uses that bad not been approved by the FDAwere

thus deemed misbranded as a matter of law under Section 352(f)(1).

7. ThemeA prohibited the distribution in interstate commerce ofa

misbranded drug. 211!.S.C. § 331(8) and (k).

FDA APPROVAL AND REGULATORY ACTION

8. On September 22, 1995. defendant ELI LlLLY submitted an NDA seeking

approval ofa drug called Zyprexa (also known by the chemical name olanzapine) to treat

schizophrenia and related disorders.

9. On September 30, 1996. the FDA approved Zyprexa for the short-term

management ofthe manifestations ofpsychotic disorders.

10. On November 14. 1996, shortly after defendant ELI LILLY started to

promote Zyprexa, the FDA sent ELI LILLY a letter infonDing the company that it found the

company's promotional materials and activities "to be false or misleading, and in violation ofthe

Federal Food. Drug, and Cosmetic Act." In particular, the FDA cautioned Ell LW..Y about its

marketing for elderly patients. advising the defendant that it was mis1~g to suggest that
. - -

dosing ofZyprexa in the elderly was e8S)'. In addition, the FDA cited false and. misleading

statements by an ELI LllLY officer. which charactepzed weight gain. resulting from Zyprexa use

as a therapeutic benefit, when in fact it was an adverse event noted in the approved labeling.

11. In October 1998, defendant Ell LILLY submitted a supplemental new

drug application for the use ofZyprexa to treat psychosis associated with Alzheimer's disease.
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In August 1999. defendant EU LU.LY withdrew its supplemental new drug application for the

use ofZyprexa. to treat psychosis associated with Alzheimer-s disease.

12. Although defendant ELI LILLY submitted an application for use ofan

injectable fOIm ofZyprexa to treat agitation associated with dementia, the FDA did DOt approve

tha1use.

13. Defendant ELI LILLY never submitted a supplemental new dnJg

application for the use ofZyprexa to treat dementia or Alzheimer's dementia.

14. The FDA never approved Zyprexa for the treatment ofdementia,

Alzheimer's dementi,-psychosis associated with Alzheimer's disease, or the cognitive deficits

associated with dementiL

IS. In March 2000, the FDA approved the addition ofthe subheading

I&schizophrenia" in the Indications and Usage section ofthe ZyprexB label to modify "the short

term management ofthe manifestations ofpsychotic disorders." Also in March 2000. the FDA

approved Zyprexa for the short-term treatment ofacute manic episodes associated with Bipolar I

Disorder. In November 2000. the FDA approved new labeling for Zyprexa for the sbort·term

tteatment ofschizophrenia in place ofthe management ofthe manifestations ofpsychotic

disorders, and for maintaining treatment response in schizophrenic patients who had been stable

for approximately eight weeks and were then followed for a period ofup to eight months.

16. On Janwuy 14. 2004, the FDA approved a label change for Zyprexa that

added the following warning to the label, addressing the association ofdrugs such as Zyprexa (an

atypical antipsychotic drog) with abnormalities in patients' glucose levels:
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H)')JCI'g1ycemia, in some cases extreme and associated with
ketoacidosis or hyperosmolar coma ordeath, has been reported in
patients treated with atypical antipsycbotics including olanzapine.
Assessment ofthe relationship betWeen atypical antipsychotic use
and glucose abnoIm8lities is complicated by the possibility ofan
increased background risk ofdiabetes mellitus in patients with
schizophrenia and the increasing in~dimce ofdiabetes mellinu in
the general population. Given these confounders, the relationship
between atypical antipsychotic use and hyperglycemia-related
adverse events is Dot completely understood. However,
epidemiological studies suggest an increased risk oftreatment
emergent hyperglycemia-related adverse events in patients treated
with the atypical antipsychotics. Precise risk estimates for
hyperglycemia-related adverse events in patients treated with
atypical antipsychotics are Dot available.

17. On Febnwy 16,2006. the FDA approved a label change for Zyprexa that

added a Black Box warning for increased mortality in elderly patients with dementia-related

psychosis treated with atypical antipsychobCSt including Zyprexa. The Black Box for Zyprexa

stated:

Increased Mortality in Elderly Patients with Dementia-Related
Psychosis - elderly patients with dementia-related psychosis
treated with atypical antipsychotic drugs are at an increased risk of
death compared to placebo. Analyses ofseventeen placebo
controlled trials (modal duration of 10 weeks) in these patients
revealed a risle ofdeatb in the drug-treated patients ofbetween 1.6
to 1.7 times that seen in placebo-treated patients. Over the course
ofa typical ]O-week controlled trial, the rate ofdeath in drug
treated patients was about 4.5%, compared to a rate ofabout 2.6%
in the placebo group. Although the causes ofdeath were varied,
most ofthe deaths appeared to be either cardiovascular~ heart
failure, sudden dei.th) or infectious cy:, pneumonia) in nature.
ZYPREXA (olanzapine) is not approved for the treatment of
patients with dementia-related psychosis (see WARNINGS).

A B~ack Box warning was the highest level ofwarning that the FDA copld require on a drug's

label.
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18. On October 5, 2007, defendant BU LILLY announced that it had updated

the warnings section ofthe labeling for Zyprexa. The new changes included warnings for weight

gainand~demia (elevation oftriglycerides and cholesterol). and updated information in

the warning for byperglycemi.a, including additional language on a greater association of

increases in glucose levels with Zyprexa than with some other atypical antipsychotic

medications. Specifically, the warning section ofthe label reads in part: "While relative risk

estimates are inconsistent, the association between atypicai antipsychotics and increases in

glucose levels appears to fall on a con~uum and olanzapine appears to have a~

associatioD thansome other atypical antipsychotics."

ELI LR.LY'S OFF-LABEL
PROMOTION AND SALES PRACTICES

19. From approximately September 1999 through at least November 2003,

defendant ELI LU.LY unlawfully promoted Zyprexa for the treatment ofagitatiOIlt aggression.

hostility, dementia, Alzheimer's dementia, depression, and generalized sleep disorder. These

intended uses were not approved by the FDA. In promoting Zyprexa for these off-Jabel uses. EU

LULY caused the drug to be misbranded UDder 21 U.S.C. § 3S2{f)(1).

20~ Defendant ELI LILLV's management created marketing materials

promoting Zyprexa for.off-labeJ uses. trained its sales force to disregard the law, and directed its

sales personnel to promote Zyprexa for off-label uses.

2]. Beginning in 1999, defendant ELI LILLY expended significant resomces

to promote Zyprexa in nursing homes and assisted living facilities. primarily through ELI

LILLY's long-term care sales force. ELI LILLY focused its efforts on long-term care facilities
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and the elderly, even thougli schizophrenia rarely occurs in elderly patients. ELI LnLY sought

to convince doctors to prescribe Zyprexa to treat patients with disorders such as dementia,

Alzheimer's dementia, depression, anxiety, and sleep problems, and behavioral symptoms such

as agitation. aggression, and hostility, all ofwhichare prevalent in the elderly population.

22. Defendant ELI LRLY's long-term care sales representatives executed this

company plan, and promoted Zyprexa for the treatment ofdementia, Alzbeimer~s dementia,

depression. anxiety, and sleep problems, and behavioral symptoms such as agitation, aggression,

and hostility.

23. Defendant EU LILLY promoted Zyprexa for the treatment ofpsychotic

and behavioral symptoms in patients with Alzheimer's dementia and for the treatment of

behavioral and psychological symptoms ofdementia using medical reprints that pmportedJy

demonstrated Zyprexa's effectiveness in treating these diseases, even though Ell Ln.LY knew

that its studies ofZyprexa for the tteatment ofAlzheimer's psychosis bad yielded mixed clinical

results, tlius calling into question the effectiveness ofZyprexa for the treatment oftbis disease.

24. In late 2001, defendant~LlLLY'smost seDior mllll8&ement decided to

abandon EU LILLY's efforts to obtain FDA approval for the use ofZyprexa for Alzheimer's

psychosis. ELI LILLY's management made that decision in part because the drug's use in that

disease produced mixed clinical results. a full clinical trial would be required, there were

concerns about Zyprexa's safety risks. and the FDA threshold for approval was high. EU LILLY

never pursued FDA approval for Zyprexa for the treatment ofdementia or Alzheimer's dementia.

25. Building on its unlawful promotion and success in the long-term Care

market, defendant Ell LILLY's executives decided to market Zyprexa to primary care
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physicians. In October 2000, ELI LD.LYbegan this off-label marketing campaign ~eting

primmy care physicians, even though EU LILLY mew that there was virtually DO on·label use

for Zyprexa in the primmy care market

26. Defendant ELI Lll.Ly trained its primBlY care physician sales

representatives to promote Zyprexa by focusing on symptoms, ratbe;rthaD Zyprexa's FDA

approved indications. ELI LILLY created patient profiles for the sales force to use to promote

Zyprexa in this market, including a fictitious patient called "Martba,'t who had behavior

difficulty and dementia 'with agitation. EU LILLY trained its primmy care physician sales

representatives to lead with the "Marthaft patient profile.

27. Defendant ELI LlLLY's primBly care physician sales representatives

promoted Zyprexa using the "Martha" patient profile, including Zyprexa's ability to treat the

symptoms ofdementia, such as agitation. "Marthatl was avery successful tool for promoting and

selling Zyprexa.

28. Anticipating the possibility ofresistance from primary care physicians in

prescribing Zyprexa. defendant EU LILLY specifically trained its sales representatives on bow to

respond to doctors' concerns about off-label uses ofZyprexa, and how to continue to promote

Zyprexa for oft:.label indications.

29. Defendant EU LILLY retained medical professionals to speak to doctors

during peer..to-peer sessions about off-label uses ofZyprexa, including depression, dementia and

Alzheimer's dementia.

HARM CAUSED BY ELI LILLY'S OFF-LABEL PROMOTION
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30. Defendant ELI LILLY·s off-label promotion ofZyprexa raised safety

issues, affected the treatment ofpatients. and undermined the FDA drug approval process. ELI

LILLY undertook this illegal off-label promotion for its own financial gain, despite_the potential

risk to patients' health and lives.

31. Defendant EU LILLY knewthat significant weight gain and obesity were

adverse side effects ofZyprexa. ELI LILLYknew that significant weight gain and obesity were

factors in causing hyperglycemia and diabetes.

32. Despite the November 14, 1996 letter from the FDA, defendant Ell

LILLY continued to promote adverse events as therapeutic benefits. particularly in elderly

populations•.For example, when promoting Zyprexa to health care providers for use in elderly

populatioDS, EU LILLY's sales representatives stated that weight gain was a therapeutic benefit,

not an adverse event ofZyprexa.

33. In addition. when promoting Zyprexa to health care providers for use in

elderly populatioDS, defendant ELI LILLY's sales representatives infonned health care providers

that somnolence was a therapeutic benefit, not aD adverse event ofZypn;xa. ELI LaLY's sales

representatives informed health care providers that Smilligrams ofZyprexa at SP.M~ referred to

by the sales slogan "5 at 5:' would help patients at night with sleep problems, behavioral issues,

and dementia.

34. More generallyI the promotion ofan off-label use for a prescription drog

C&:D interfere with the proper treatment ofa patient. Oft:labe) promotion can lull aphysician into

believing that the drog being promoted is safe and-effective for the intended off-label use, and

that the FDA bas approved the drug for that use. Thus, off-label promotion caD cause a doctor
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and patient to forgo treatment with an FDA-approved drug that bas been proven to be safe and

effective, and instead to substitute a treatment urged by the sales representative~ is not known

to be safe and effective. and that may in fact be harmful.

PROFIT To ELI LILLx

35. Defendant E~I LllLY profited by hundreds ofmilljoDS ofdollars by

misbranding Zyprexa through off-label promotion. and distributing Zyprexa in interstate

commerce.

36. From in or about September 1999 through on or about March 31, 2001 t in

the Eastern District ofPennsylvania and elsewhere, defendant

ELI LILLY AND COMPANY

introduced and caused the introduction into interstate commerce ofquantities ofZyprexa, a dmg

within the meaning ofthe Federal Food, Drog. and Cosmetic Act, 21 U.S.C. § 321(g); whicb was

intended for use in treating dementia, including Alzheimer's dementia, and which drog was

misbranded within the meaning ofTitJe 21 United States Code. Section 3S2(t)(1)J in that

Zyprexa's labeling lacked adequate directions for such uses.

In violation ofTitle 21, United States Code, Sections 331(8), 333(8)(1), and

352(1)(1).
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~OTICE OF FORFEIDJRE

THE UNITED STATES A1TORNEY FURTHER ClL\RGES THAT:

1. As a result ofthe violation ofTItle 21. United States Code, Sections

331(a), 333(a)(I), and 352(£)(1) set forth in this information, defendant

ELI LILLY AND COMPANY

shall forfeit to the United States ofAmerica any quantities ofZyprexB, which between September

.
1999 and March31, 2001 were misbranded when introduced into or while in interstate

commelCe, or while held for sale (whether or not the first sale) after shipment in interstate

commercet or which may not, under the provisions of·Title 21, United States Code, SectioD 331,

be introduced into interstate commerce.

2. Ifany ofthe property subject to forfeiture, as a result ofany act or

omission ofthe defendant:

(8) cannot be located upon the exercise ofdue diligence;

(b) has been transferred or sold to, or deposited with. a thjrd party;

(c) has been placed beyond tbejurisdietion oftbe Court;

(d) has been substantially diminished in value; or

(e) has been commingled with other property which cannot be divided

without difficulty;

it is the intent ofthe United States, pursuant to Title 21, United States Code, Section 853(P). to

seek forfeiture ofany other property ofthe defendant up to the value oftbe property subject to

forfeiture, that is Si 00.000,000.
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All pursuant to Title 21, United States Code, Sections 334 and 8S3, and TIde 28,

United States Code, Section 246J(c).

EUGENE TBIROLF
DIRECTOR
OFnCE 01' CONSUMER UTIGATION
CIVIL DMSION
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OJ PENNSYLVANIA

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

v.

ELI LILLY AND COMPANY

··
·· CRIMINAL NO.

GUlLTV PLEA AGREEMENT

Under Federal Rule ofCriminal Procedure 11(c)(I)(C), the government, the

defendant, Eli Lilly and Company (hereinafter "Eli Lilly''), and Eli LillYs counsel enter into the

following guilty plea agreement. Any reference to the United States or the govemment in this

agreement sba1l mean the Office ofthe United States Attorney for the Eastem District of

Pennsylvania and the Office of Conswner LitigatioD ofthe Department ofJustice.

1. Eli Lilly agrees to plead guilty to Count One ofan Information, waiving

prosecution by indicbDent, charging it with the introduction into interstate commerce ofdmgs

that were misbranded, a misdemeanor. in violation of21 U.S.C. §§ 331(a), 333(a)(I) and

352(1)(1), and Dot to contest forfeiture as set forth in the notice offorfeiture seeking forfeiture of

5100,000,000 in substitute assets. in lieu oftbe drogs which were promoted illegally and are DO

longer available. all arising from Eli Lilly's illegal promotion ofits drug Zyprexa in the United

States between September 1999 and March 31, 2001. Eli Lilly further acknowledges its waiver

ofrights, as set forth in Exhibit A to this agreement.

2. The parties agree that this plea agreement is made pursuant to

Fed.R.Crim.P. 11(c)(1)(C) and that the following specific sentence is the appropriate disposition
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oftbis case. Taking into consideration the factors set forth in 18 U.S.C. §§ 3SS3(a) and 3S72, the

agreed upon sentence is as follows:

A. Eli Lilly agrees to pay the special assessment in the amount of

5125 OD the date ofsentencing.

B. Eli Lilly agrees to pay $615,000,000 ~o resolve this Information, of

which $515,000,000 will be applied as a criminal fine, and 5100,000.000 will be applied as

substitute assets to satisfy the forfeiture obligation described in paragraph 2(C) below. Eli Lilly

will pay these amounts within 10 business days ofthe date ofsentencing. Eli Lilly and the

government agree that this fine and forfeiture represent a fair and just resolution ofall issues

associated with loss, fine and forfeiture calculations.

c. Eli Lilly agrees that as a result ofits acts or omissioDS, the

forfeitable property. that is the drugs which were promoted off-label, are no longer available for

forfeiture as the drugs cannot be located or have been transferred, sold or deposited with a third

party. or otherwise disposed of; within the meaning offederal law. As a result, Eli Lilly agrees to

the entry and satisfaction ofa judgment and preliminaIy order offorfeiture on the date ofthe

guilty plea, forfeiting to the United States the swn of5100,000,000 as ~bstitute assets for the
-

pertinent drugs. Eli Lilly agrees that~ within 10 business days ofthe date ofsentencing, Eli .Lilly

will make payment to the United States, by means ofa wire 1raDsfer to the United States Marshal

Service or check payable to same, in the amount ofSlOO,OOOtOOO, this amount representing

substitute assets ofthe offense for which it is pleacUng guilty, subject to forfeiture in full

satisfaction ofthe judgment and preliminary order offorfeiture.

2
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D. In light oftbe anticipated Corporate Integri1y Agreement, Eli Lilly

will Dot be placed on probation.

3. Eli Lilly and the United States intend to execute a separate civil settlement

agreement. Eli Lilly waives any and all defenses and objections in this matter or in that civil

proceeding which might be available under the Double Jeopardy and Excessive Fines clauses of

the Eighth Amendment. The parties agree that, in light ofthe separate civil settlement

agreement, and to avoid unduly complicating and prolonging the sentencing process, the

appropriate disposition ofthis case does not include a restitution order.

4. Eli Lilly waives any claim under the Hyde Amendment, 18 U.S.C.

§ 3D06A (Statutory Note), for attorney's fees and other litigation expenses arising out ofthe

investigation or prosecution ofthis matter.

S. Eli Lilly understands, agrees and has had explained to it by counsel that

the Court may impose the following statutoI)' maximum sentence: a fine of$200,000. or twice

the gross gain or gross loss, whichever is greater; 8 special assessment of5125; restitution as

ordered by the Court; and a five-year term ofCourt supervisioD; in addition, forfeiture may be

ordered Eli Lilly further understands that the terms and conditions ofany Court supervision may

be changed, and extended, by the Court ifEli Lilly violates any ofthe terms and coDditions of

that supervision.

6. With respect to Eli Lilly's conduct:

A. The parties stipulate to the following facts and basis for the plea,

criminal fine and forfeiture:

3
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(1) Eli Lilly marketed Zyprexa, which was a dtug within the

meaning of21 U.S.C. § 321(gXl).

(2) Shipments ofa drug in interstate commerce must be

accompanied by labeling bearing adequate directions for

use for each ofthe drug's intended uses.

(3) In September 1996. Zyprexa was approved by FDA for the

short term management oftbe manifestations ofpsycbotic

disorders. In March 2000, FDA approved the addition of

the subheading "schizOphrenia" to the short term

management ofthe manifestations ofpsychotic disorders.

Also in March 2000, IDA approved Zyprexa for the sbort

term treatment ofacute manic episodes associated with

Bipolar I Disorder. In November 2000, FDA approved new

labeling for Zyprexa for the short tenn treatment of

schizophrenia in place ofthe management ofthe

manifestations ofpsychotic disorders. Also in November

2000, FDA approved Zyprexa for maintaining treatment

response in schizophrenic patients who had been stable for

approximately eight weeks and were then followed for a

period ofup to eight months.

(4) Between September 1999 and March 31, 2001, Eli Lilly

promoted Zyprexa in elderly populations as treatment for

4
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dementia, including Alzheimer's dementia. Zyprexa is not

approved by the FDA for treatment ofdementia or

Alzheimer's dementia. Eli Lilly's promotion ofZyprexa

for these·additional intended uses violated 21 U.S.C. §

352(1)(1), because Zyprexa·s labeling did not bear adequate

direc1ions for each ofthe drug's intended uses.

B. The United States contends that, as a matter ofrelevant conduct,

the conductwhich fODDS the basis for this plea agreement, as set •

forth in subsection (A) above, continued past March 31,200]. Eli

Lilly does not admit that this conduct extended past March 31 J

2001.

7. Eli Lilly and the United States retain the right to withdraw from this guilty

plea agreement, and this plea agreement will be null and void, ifthe civil settlement agreement

and Corporate Integrity Agreement are not executed prior to the filing ofthe lDformation.

8. Except as provided herein, the United States agrees that. othertban the

charges in the Information in this case_ it will not bring any other criminal charges against Eli

Lilly, its present and former parents, affiliates. divisions, and subsidiaries; their predecessors.

successors and assigns for conduct which (A) falls within the scope oftbe criminal investigation

in the Eastem District ofPennsylvania relating to Eli Lilly's drog Zyprexa; or (B) was known to

the United States Attorney's Office for the Eastern District ofPennsylvania or the Office of

Consumer Litigation ofthe Department ofJustice as ofthe date ofthe execution ofthis plea

agreement, and which concerned the sale, promotion, or marketing ofZyprexa in the United

s
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States. The non·prosecution provisions oftbis paragraph are biDding on the Office oftbe UDited

States Attorney for the Eastern District ofPennsylvania, the Office ofConsumer Litigation ofthe

Department oflusti~e,and the~9nited States Attorney's Offices for each ofthe other 93 judicial

districts ofthe United States. The DOD-prosecutionprovisions are also binding OD the Criminal

Division of the United States Department ofJustice, except that the investigation ofBli Lilly and

its a:ffiIjates~ divisioDS, and subsidiaries. being conducted by the Fraud Section ofthe Criminal

Division regarding possible violations ofthe Foreign Corrupt Practices Act and related offenses

in connection with the sales and marketing ofEli Lilly's products to foreign customers is

specifically excluded from the DOn-prosecution provisions and release provided by this paragraph

and agreement Attached as Exhibit B is a copy ofthe Jetter to Acting United States Attomey

Lamie Magid :from the Assistant Attorney General. Criminal DivisioD, Department ofJustice,

authorizing this agreement.

9. Eli Lilly understands that this guilty plea agreement does Dot bind any

other government agency. or any component ofthe Department ofJustice except as specified in

paragraph 8 ofthis guilty plea agreement Further, Bli Lilly understands that the United States

takes no position as to the proper tax treatment ofany ofthe payments made by Bli Lilly pursuant

to this plea agreement,tbe civil settlement agreemen4 or the Corporate Integrity Agreement

referenced in this plea agreement.

10. Eli Lilly agrees to waive the statute oflimitations, and any other time-

related defense. to the charge to which it is agreeing to plead guilty under this plea agreement,

provided that the guilty plea is accepted by the Court.

6
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11. Eli Lilly understands and agrees that, should it withdraw its plea or ifEli

Lilly'5guilty plea is Dot accepted by the Court for whatever reason, Eli Lilly may thereafter be

prosecuted for any.criminaJ violation ofwbich the United States has knowledge arising out of

this investigation, notwithstanding the expiration ofany applicable statute oflimitations between

the time period when Eli Lilly signed this plea agreement and either Eli Lilly's withdrawal ofits

plea or the Court's rejection ofits plea. In that event, Eli Lilly agrees that it will not raise the

expiration ofany statute oflimitations as a defense to any such prosecution, except to the extent

that the statute oflimitations would have been a defense pursuant to the terms ofa Tolling

Agreement between the parties effective October 7.2008, all subsequent extensions ofthe

Tolling Agreement, and this paragraph.

12. In exchange for the undertakings made by the govemment in entering this

plea agreemen~ Eli Lilly voluntarlly and expressly waives all rights to appeal or collaterally

attack the defendant's coDviction, sentence. or any other matter relating to this prosecution,

whether such a right to appeal or collateral attack arises under 18 U.S.C. § 3742,28 U.S.C.

§ 1291. 28 U.S.C. § 2255. or any other provision aflaw. This waiver is not intended to bar the

assertion ofcoDStitutional claims that the relevant case law holds cannot be waived.

13. Eli Lilly also waives all rights, whether asserted directly or by a

representativeJ to request or receive from any department oragency oftbe United States any

records pertaining to the investigation or prosecution ofthis case. including·without limitation

any records that may be sought under the Freedom ofInformation Act, S U.S.C. § SS2. or the

Privacy Act, 5 U.S.C. § SS2a.
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14. Eli Lilly is satisfied with the legal representation provided by its lawyers;

Eli Lilly and its lawyers have fully discussed this guilty plea agreement; and Eli Lilly is agreeing

to plead guilty because Bli Lilly admits that it is guilty ofthe misdemeanor described in

paragraph I.

IS. Eli Lilly will acknowledge acceptance ofthis guilty plea agreement by the

signature ofits counsel and ofan-authorized corporate officer. Eli Lilly shall provide to the

govemment for attachment as Exhibit C to this plea agreement a notarized rcsolutionby Eli

Lilly's Board ofDirectors authorizing the corporation to enter a plea ofguilty, and' authorizing a

corporate officer to execute this agreement

16. Ifacceptable to the Court, the parties agree to waive the presentence

investigation and. report pursuant to Rule 32(c)(1) ofthe Federal Rules ofCriminal Procedure,

and ask that Eli Lilly be sentenced at the time the guilty plea is entered.

17. It is agreed that the parties' guilty plea agreement contains DO additional

promises, agreements or understandings other than those set forth in this written guilty plea

agreement, and that no additional promises) agreements or understandings will be entered intO

unless in writing and signed by all parties.

8
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SIGNATlJRES FOR THE UNITED STATES

GREGORY G. ](ATSAS
Assistant Attomey GenelaJ
Civilpivision
United States Department ofJustice

~~
ROSSS.OOLDSTE~ --
Trial. Attorney
Office ofConsumer Litigation
United States Department ofJustice

~ -~ .
LAURii GiJ)6- ~
Acting United States Attorney

~&
LINDA DALE HOFFA
Chief; Criminal Division
Assistant United States Attorney .

GA~l~ ()~~l~bH-
CATHERINE VOTAW
Assistant United States Attorney

M
Assistant United States Attorney

DATE: !-I.L(-01

9

DENISE S. WOLF
Assistant United S tes Attorney
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DATS:

DATE: t/HL"
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. .~.... ;.~ .
ExlDDitA

mTHE UNITED STATES DlSTRlCf COVRT
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OFPENNSYLVANIA

UNITBD STATES OF AMERICA

v.

ELI LILLY AND COMPANY .
-;'

ClUMINAL NO.

.ACKNOyaJmGMENT OF RIGHTS

Eli LUly and Compaay ("EU LiDy''), tbrouab its PJOPerly BUIhorized ofBceI". hereby
acbowlec1acs thai it has cc:rtIiD rights that it will be IIv1nSUp bypJeadiDI sWlty.

I. Eli Lilly _ that it does DOt have 10 plad pity.

2. Eli LiD)' maypleadDDt guilty lDd.iDsfst upon a trial.

3. At that trial, EliUDy_

L that Eli UUy would _e the right to be llied bya jmy1bItwould be
selected &om 1heEastem Districa ofPmmsylvania BDd lbat alODg with ib
attumoy. Eli Lillywould have the riaht 10 padcipale in the selection of
tbatjmy;

b. that thejury could only convict Eli Ully ifaJl twelvejurors aareed that
rhey were CDDVinced olEO Lilly's sunt bG)'DDd a reasonable doubt;

c. that the lovemmeatwould have the bURIcu orproviDg Ell LiBy's guilt
beyoDd a reascmablo doubt IDd that BU Lilly would Dolhavo 10 PJOVo
BD)'OdDS;

d. that Eli Lillywould be presumed ianoceat unless and uulil such time u
the jury was cotMnccd beyond a reasonable doubl tbat·the govemmcnt
had proveD that Eli '=Pl~was pUty; ·

c. that Eli Lmy~uld ha~tbctrisbl to be represented bya lawyerat this
trial 81ld at aD)' appeal foUowinS1ba trial, and that ifEli !JUycould not
afford to hire a lawyer. the court would appoint ODO for Eli LUly free of
charae;

",.l
f. that duuush Eli Lilly. lawyer Eli LiDy would havo the risht to coDfiam

and _ the witnesses 8pJnst Eli LUly;

··r
.'\1·,..•• t
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g. thai Eli Lilly could JiB wJtDesses 10 IcstlfyIn ilS defense ifEli,UDy
wmtcd to. 8Dd BU Lilly could subpacaawilDcsses for thispurpose ifEti
LDly WBDted to; aDd

b. thatEli LiDywould DOt have10 callw1&Desses to testify orotbenvise
present 811)' defeDse ifEli L11ly cBd not W8Dt CO, 8IId that ifEli LiDydid not
pn:seat my evldeDCe.:thejuryccndd DOt bold tb8t apiDst Ell LiDy.. .

-..0:.

4. BU Utly understIDds that jfEJi UDypleaded aunty. there wiD be DO trillaad Eli
Lilly would be smnsUp all olihYnPts listed above, aswell as aDy othea- rights
associated with the trial process arisiq under statute. common-Jaw. orjudicial
precedent.

S. Eli LiDy undcrs1ands Ihat irED uD)'decides to enter a ploaofpilty, thojudse
wiD Ilk Elt Lilly reprelBPIItives quatioDS UDder oarh, sad dlIt iflID)'orthoae
represenlatives De aD bcba1fofEU UIl1 in IDSWeriDs tbose questioos. those
persous could be proscaJIcd for tho crimo orperjury. thai is, for lyiDs UDder oatIL.

6. EU LillyUDdentaadl thati~~ ~)' pleads pilty, Ell LiD)' bas waived its riJht to
appeal, except IS set forth iDBppeIJato waiverproviskms ofthoplea apemeDI.

· t I

7. Understanding that Eli Lillybas all tbeaeJigbls IDd Ibat bypleadiD& guiJt;y Eli
LWy is giving them up, Eli un)' sb1J wishes to plead gailtJ.

I?.I.... a.,a.-,''iF

l ULE.KALB
Sidley Austin LLP
Counsel for Defendant

i .•: .

... .

~.....
.. .

• . ••-,.., !".. -
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•
The Honorable Laurie Magid
Acting United States Attomey
Eastern District QfPeDJJSYlvania
Philadelphia, Pemssylvania 19106

Attention: Catherine Votaw
Assistant UDited States Attomey

u.s.Dep~eDtorJDldce

Criminal Division

IV~ACJlSJD

JAr~ 9 2009

Re: Global NOJl:PIOsecution Agreement for ED Lilly 8Dd Compppy

DearMs. Magid:

Thi~ is~~ODSO to your request for authDrizatiQn to enter into a gl~ba1 case disposition
. agreeD1eJ;1t wi* th.~ bD.~~- CD~tY~b~ as~~y and Co~.W.

I hereby approve the tenDs ofthe Plea Agreement. includingP~b 8, inwhich the
United States Attorney's Offices and the Criminal Division altho Department ofJustice agree
not to initiate further criminal prosecutions as set out therein.

You are authorized to make this approval amatter ofrecord in this proceeding.

Sincerely.

Matthew W. Priedrich
Acting Assistant Attorney General

.~:enit
Depnty~~ittoraey General

CriminalDlvlsloD
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CERTIFICATE orSECRETARY
ELI LILLY AND COMPANY

I. James B. LooteDS. cettify that I am Secretary of ~ Lilly and Company, an Indiana
Corporation (the '~mpanY~')t and that I am authorized to give this Certificate on behalf of the
Company.

I further certify that the resolutions set forth below were adopted by the Board ofDirectors ofthe
Company at a meeting duly held on January 14. 2009. and that IUch resolutions remain in fun
force and effect as the date of this certificate.

WHEREAS•.Eli LUly and Company hu found that it is in the best intemst of the
company to enter into proposed federal and related state settlements tegarding
Zyprexa. including entering into:

(1) a plea agreement with the United States Attomey~s Office for the
Eastem Disbiet of Pmmsylvania and the Office of CoDSWDer Litigation
to plead guflty to a single misdemeanor count of violation ofthe Federal
Food, Omg. & Cosmetic.Act ("FOCAl') substantially in the foan
presented to the meeting, initialed by the secretary. and ordered to be
filed with the records ofthe meeting as Attachment 1;

(2) civil settlement agreements with the federal government and the
coordinating states;

(3) a Cotporate Integrity Agreement with the HHS Office of Inspector
General substantially in the form presented to the meeting. iDitialed by
the secretary, and ordered tiled with the IeCOtds of the meeting as
Attachment 2; and

(4) all other documents necessary to effectuate the settlement;

it is

RESOLVED, That the company. having been counseled on the company's legal
rights and the factual basis for the plea as set forth in Pederal Rule of Criminal
Procedure It(b), does hereby authorize to cause its General Counsel, Mr. Robert
A Armitage. and such of its outside COUDSel 85 Mr. Armitage shall designate. to
enter into and execute a plea ·agreemcnt substantially in the form ofAttachment 1
and the other settlement documents referenced above.
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RESOLVED. FURTHER, That BOy and all agreements executed on behalfof the
company inconnection with the transactions contemplated. and all further actions
Decessuy to complete and effectuate those 1r8DSaetions. iDcluding the personal .
appearance in court to enter a plea of guilty on behalf of the company by a
corporate officer of at least the level of vice president as designated by Mr.
Amlitage, hereby are ratified and approved.

This certificate is executed on January 14, 2009.

1-1> J.iC ~"itJlesiLo~--------
Secretary

UNITED STATES OF AMERlCA

STATE OF lNDlANA )
) 55

COUNTY OF MARION )

Before me. a Notary Public for Marion County, State of Indjm8ipersonally appeared
James B. Lootens and acknowledged the execution of the foregoing lnstmment this 14i1l day of
Janusry, 2009.

NOTARY PUBUC
Marie A. Thomas
My Commis.rion Expiru
FebTJUUy 10, 2009
Resitknt ofMarion County
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Bloomberg.com

Lilly Sold Drug for Dementia Knowing It Didn't Help, Files Show
Sharef.~J I Emailf.4J I Printr~] I AC~] ACt] Ar.~J

By Margaret Cronin Fisk, Elizabeth Lopatto and Jef Feeley

June 12 (Bloomberg) -- Eli Lilly 8t Co. r~J urged doctors to prescribe
Zyprexa for elderly patients with dementia, an unapproved use for the
antipsychotic, even though the drugmaker had evidence the medicine
didn't work for such patients, according to unsealed internal company
documents.

In 1999, four years after Lilly sent study results to the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration showing Zyprexa didn't alleviate dementia symptoms in
older patients, it began marketing the drug to those very people,
according to documents unsealed in insurer suits against the company for
overpayment.

Regulators required Lilly and other antipsychotic drug- makers in April 2005 to warn that the products posed an
increased risk to elderly patients with dementia. The documents show the health dangers in marketing a drug for
an unapproved use, called off-label promotion, said Sidney WolfectQJ, head of the health research group at
Public CitizenCII] in Washington.

"By definition, off-label means there is no clear evidence that the benefits of a drug outweigh the risks," Wolfe
said. "The reason why off-label promotion is illegal is that you can greatly magnify the number of people who will
be harmed."

In 1999, when Lilly began its marketing push, Zyprexa's only approved use was for patients suffering from
schizophrenia, according to the FDA. In 2008, Zyprexa was Lilly's best-selling drug, with $4.7 billion in sales,
while antipsychotics as a group topped u.s. drug sales last year, with $14.6 billion.

Seven Studies

In a request for a December 2003 meeting over a proposed label change, Lilly told the FDA that data from seven
studies showed Zyprexa didn't alleviate symptoms of Alzheimer's or other dementia.

The studies found death rates among older dementia patients taking Zyprexa were "significantly greater" than
those who didn't get the medicine, the company said, according to the unsealed documents.

"Plaintiffs are releasing one-sided, cherry-picked documents obtained in discovery to selected news media in an
effort to try their cases in the media," said Lilly spokeswoman Marni Lemons[t?.J, who added that the company
will fight the lawsuit. She declined to answer specific questions about the studies.

Lilly pleaded guilty in January to a federal misdemeanor charge of illegally marketing Zyprexa for off-label uses
to elderly consumers. The company admitted illegal promotions from September 1999 through March 2001,
while denying such practices beyond that date.

Medical Journals

The documents also revealed Lilly officials wrote medical journal studies about Zyprexa and then asked doctors
to put their names on the articles, a practice called "ghostwriting."

Lilly employees compiled a gUide to hiring scientists to write favorable articles, complained to journal editors
when publication was delayed and submitted rejected articles to other outlets, according to the documents.
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Lilly's internal documents, which number about 10,000 pages, were unsealed as part of suits against the
drugmaker by health insurers and pension plans seeking to recoup monies spent on Zyprexa. The insurance
plans contend the papers indicate that Lilly promoted the antipsychotic to doctors treating elderly patients even

after March 2001.

The plaintiffs cite documents including a 2002 business plan calling for expanding prescriptions in off-label use.
They also point to notes from Lilly sales representatives through 2003 recording efforts to press doctors to
prescribe elderly patients Zyprexa for mood symptoms, irritability and insomnia.

$6.8 Billion in Damages

Insurers and other so-called third-party payers contend Lilly should pay as much as $6.8 billion in damages for
downplaying Zyprexa's health risks, including excessive weight gain and the risk of contracting diabetes, and
marketing the drug for unapproved uses to pump up profits.

Bloomberg News obtained copies of the documents after U.S. District Judge lack Weinstein C!~J in Brooklyn,
New York, ordered their release on May 1. In September, Weinstein allowed insurers and other payers to sue
Lilly as a group after finding "sufficient evidence of fraud" to let the case go to trial. Lilly appealed that ruling.

The Indianapolis-based drugmaker agreed in January to pay $1.42 billion to the U.S. government and more than
30 states to settle off-label marketing allegations over Zyprexa. The agreement included a $615 million penalty
for the federal criminal charge.

Lilly has paid $1.2 billion so far to settle more than 32,000 individual claims by patients, the company said in an
April 30 securities filing. About 140 claims remain, Lilly reported.

12 States

The company also faces suits from 12 states over its Zyprexa marketing practices. Cases brought by South
Carolina and Connecticut officials are set for trial later this year.

The unsealed documents support the claims of the insurers suing Lilly, said lawyer Thomas Sobol[I~], of
Seattle-based ,Hagens Berman Sobol Shapiro LLP. His firm represents the plaintiffs suing the drugmaker for
overcharging on Zyprexa and provided Bloomberg News with copies of the documents.

Bloomberg News filed a letter brief asking the court to unseal the documents.

Zyprexa was initially approved in 1996 for use with schizophrenia sufferers. In 2000, Lilly received the FDA's
approval to sell it to those dealing with the mania stage of bipolar disorder.

The drug has never been approved for use with dementia patients, according to the FDA's Web siteCt~J.

Even before the drug was on the market, Lilly researchers were eyeing whether elderly dementia patients could
benefit from taking the antipsychotic, according to the unsealed documents.

Company Study

A 1995 company study of users taking between 1 to 8 milligrams of Zyprexa "did not show efficacy in alleViating
the psychotic symptoms and behavioral disturbances in elderly" patients suffering from "primary degenerative
dementia of the Alzheimer's type," according to a study summary that was unsealed.

The company also noted that three patients taking Zyprexa died during a study or within 30 days of its
completion, while only one control-group patient expired, according to the unsealed documents.

J. Alan Webber, a Lilly executive, acknowledged in a Feb. 16, 1995, note that FDA official Paul Leber wasn't
impressed with study results in connection with Zyprexa's effectiveness in treating older dementia patients.

"Dr. Leber was not enthusiastic about study HGAO (psychotic demented elderly) with respect to the indication for
use, and extensive. discussion did not resolve the disagreement," Webber said, according to the documents.

Back to the FDA

In 1998, Lilly went back to the FDA seeking approval to market Zyprexa to those battling Alzheimer's, the most
common form of dementia, the company said in its 2003 request for a meeting on a proposed label change. Lilly
withdrew its bid to promote Zyprexa for Alzheimer's cases in 1999, according to the document.

In a November 2000 memo to Lilly salespeople, company executives said the dementia marketing initiative was
abandoned because the FDA questioned Zyprexa's effectiveness in treating the ailment.
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"It was withdrawn due to vagueness on the FDA's part regarding a definition of efficacy," Lilly officials said in the

document.

In a 2003 memo to FDA regulators citing the clinical studies, Lilly researchers acknowledged the death rates
among older dementia patients on Zyprexa in the reviews were t.wo times higher than their counterparts taking

placebos.

Patient Deaths

Deaths among the patients taking Zyprexa in the studies were "significantly greater than placebo-treated
patients (3.5 percent v. 1.5 percent, respectively)," Lilly officials said, according to the unsealed documents.

The studies didn't find Zyprexa was effective in treating dementia, the company acknowledged in this document.

Lilly recognized this earlier, according to a 2002 document entitled "Zyprexa in serious mental illness (65 plus
years) -- A Strategy Review."

"The treatment of serious mental illness for people over the age of 65 has been identified as a growing
opportunity for Zyprexa," the authors wrote. "Unfortunately, attempts to gain the data to support an application
for an indication in the treatment of dementia have to date been unsuccessful."

Lilly, which first marketed Zyprexa to psychiatrists, sought to expand its customer base in 1999 by focusing on
long term-care facilities, particularly nursing homes, according to the unsealed documents.

Primary Care Physicians

It later began targeting primary care physicians, known as PCPs, as another potentially lucrative Zyprexa
market[.i~J. Such physicians frequently deal with dementia patients, according to the unsealed files.

Another benefit to the strategy was that many of those practitioners were "unaware of Zyprexa weight gain
issue," according to a December 1999 Lilly sales memo, referring to one of the drug's possible side-effects.

Lilly viewed dementia as the "key" to the elderly and PCP markets, according to an undated document, "Elderly 
PCP Sales Aid." In that paper, executives urged salespeople to "utilize dementia and symptoms as entry."

Lilly marketing executives envisioned expanding "Zyprexa's market by redefining how primary care physicians
treat mood, thought and behavioral disturbances," according to the December 1999 memo. The strategy
included: "Focus message patients; symptoms and behaviors (rather than diagnoses)," according to the unsealed
internal company documents.

Zyprexa Sales

Lilly officials in 2002 reported Zyprexa sales grew due to "an expanding prescriber base in primary care, off-label
use including PTSD and sleep," according to a document called "Zyprexa Business Summary," referring to
post-traumatic stress disorder. The company's goal was to reach $6 billion in sales by 2006, according to a July
2002 Zyprexa marketing plan.

Lilly's long-term care unit also saw Zyprexa sales rise 2.9 percent in the second quarter of 2002 as sales of
Risperdal, Johnson & Johnson's rival antipsychotic, fell, according to the 2002 marketing plan.

At that time, long-term care sales made up about 20 percent of Zyprexa prescriptions, according to the
summary. Of that number, 65 percent were written for nursing-home patients.

Overall, prescriptions for older patients were the "2nd biggest money-producing segment" for Zyprexa in the
U.S., according to a Feb. 15, 2002, e-mail from Lilly researcher Peter Feldman to Denice Torres, the company's
global marketing director.

Internal Memos

In that e-mail, Feldman said company officials were saying in internal memos that they were going to stop
studying Zyprexa's potential health benefits for elderly consumers.

That would risk "killing the goose that lays the golden eggs to save on poultry feed costs," Feldman said in the
unsealed messages.

Torres assured him older consumers would continue to be a prime target for Zyprexa sales, according to the
e-mail.
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"Elderly remains an important aspect of target PT and affiliate focus," she said in the message.

Increased Zyprexa sales to elderly patients also won Lilly's long-term care unit praise in a 2003 newsletter

unsealed as part of the documents.

"For two consecutive years, you have been on top and have turned in above-plan performance," Grady Grant,
Lilly's national sales director, wrote in the newsletter. "I look forward to working with you as we set our sights on
overtaking Risperdal as the number one antipsychotic in the marketplace!"

'Driving Force'

"Once again you have all shown that LTC is a driving force for Zyprexa in the US affiliate in 2002," Mike Murray,
another Lilly executive, wrote in the newsletter. "We must continue to accelerate the growth of Zyprexa."

Unsealed documents also showed Lilly salespeople prodded doctors to prescribe the drug for off-label uses,
according to "call notes" Lilly turned over in lawsuits against the drugmaker. Portions of some call notes, which
record sales visits to doctors, are cited in a recently unsealed June 15, 2007, filing by the insurance plans.

One sales representative wrote in a March 7, 2003, note she'd persuaded a doctor to write Zyprexa prescriptions
for use in "elderly pts, help sleep and irritability." Another asked a doctor to try Zyprexa "in elderly who are not
thinking clearly and are suspicious and hostile," according to an Aug. 31, 2001, note.

Common Adverse Effects

In June 2004, Paula Rochon, a senior scientist at the Institute for Clinical Evaluative Sciences in Toronto,
published a literature review in the British Medical Journal showing there were only five trials available analyzing
antipsychotics' effect on the elderly, and that in those trials, adverse effects were common.

In May 2008, Rochon found that atypical antipsychotics triple the risk of a patient's death or hospitalization within
a month of starting therapy, according to research published in the Archives of Internal Medicine. About 17
percent of nursing home patients suffering from dementia are prescribed an antipsychotic within 100 days of
their admission, according to her study.

The insurance plans, states and former Zyprexa patients suing Lilly also claim company officials hid the drug's
health risks and failed to properly warn patients they could develop diabetes by taking the medicine. Former
users contend the drug leads to increased weight gain, which can spark the disease.

In 2001, marketing executives advised salespeople not to duck questions about whether Zyprexa caused some
users to gain weight, according to an internal memo.

"Acknowledge weight gain but present it as a manageable side effect," Lilly advised its sales force, according to
the documents. "With most customers, we will continue to address the diabetes concern only when it arises," the
December 2001 document said. "Get back to selling!"

The case is UFCW Local 1776 and Participating Employers Health and Welfare Fund v. Eli Lilly and Co., No.
OS-CV-0411S, U.S. District Court, Eastern District of New York (Brooklyn).

To contact the reporters on this story: Margaret Cronin Fisk[ftJ in Detroit at mcfisk@bloomberg.netrI~J;
Elizabeth Lopattof.j·~] in New York at elopatto@bloomberg.nett~9];Jef Feeleyr~jJ in Wilmington, Delaware at
jfeeley@bloomberg.netr~·.~J·
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